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Introduction

Particularly in scenes like Klytamnestra’s dream, the sister’s recognition [Elektra’s o f Orest], 
[her] redemption through dance, Menelas’s spiritual transformation, Apollo’s kiss (in 
Daphne), and Jupiter’s farewell to the human world, my Greek operas have created musical 
symbols that may be considered as the final fulfilment o f Greek longing. This relationship to 
Greek culture should be worthy o f detailed critical treatment........

RICHARD STRAUSS (1945)1

“The theatre reveals for us the secrets o f reality. Ever in its magic mirror we discover 
ourselves. The theatre moves us because it is reality’s symbol”

THE COUNTESS, SC. ix, CAPRICCIO  (1941 )2

The above statements, the former, directly ex cathedra, while the latter, from 

one of the composer’s most endearing creations in his final completed stage work -  

an aesthetic exegesis on (and, in turn, a worthy tribute to a lifetime’s preoccupation 

with) the interface between words and music -  can serve to provide an epigrammatic 

introduction to the current study. The resulting areas suggested for further scholarly 

exploration are, firstly, the centrality of classical antiquity to Strauss’s musico- 

dramatic vision (from a total of fifteen works, one third -  Elektra, Ariadne auf 

Naxos, Die agyptische Helena, Daphne and Die Liebe der Danae -  are directly based 

on subjects from Greek mythology); secondly, the efficacy of that vision as an artistic

Meine griechischen Opern haben in Szenen  ivie Kfytdmnestras Traum, Erkennung der Schwester, Erldsung im 
Tanz, der seelischen Wandlung des Menelas. im Kitsse Apolllos (in Daphne), in Jupiters A bschied von der Welt den Menschen  
Tonsymbole geschaffen, die als letzte ErfiiUung griechischer Selm sucht gelten diirfen. Diese Beziehungen zum Griechentum  
diirften eingehender kritischer Behandlung wiirdig sein ........
(cited from Strauss, Richard: ,Betrachtungen zu Joseph Gregors „Weltgeschichte des Theaters“ 4. 

Februar (1945)‘, Betrachtungen and Erinnerungen, ed. Willi Schuh [Zurich: Atlantis, 5/1978], 176). 
See also Strauss’s comments concerning the 1944 rehearsal for Die liebe  der Danae in Salzburg 
(Letter from Strauss to Heinz Tietjen, 25 November 1945, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die 
Welt am Richard Strauss in Briefen, ed. Franz Grasberger in collaboration with Franz and Alice 
Strauss [Tutzing: Schneider, 1967], 431). All translations are the author’s own unless otherwise stated
2 ,Die Biihne enthiillt uns das Gehemnis der Wirklichkeit. Wie in einem Zaaberspiegel gewahren wir 
uns selbst. Das Theater ist das ergreifendes Sinnbild des L e b e n s Krauss, Clemens and Strauss, 
Richard: Capriccio: Ein Konversationstiick fu r  Musik in einem Aufzug, op. 85, Richard Strauss 
Edition: Complete Stage Works xviii (Vienna: Verlag Dr Richard Strauss, 1996), fig. 137/4-1 /fig. 138
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conduit of reality (a process enriched by the composer’s concurrent fascination with 

female characters),3 and, thirdly, in an overarching sense, the ability of art, and 

especially music, to act as a ‘societal barometer’ in times of national strife, as noted 

by Glenn Watkins.4 Regarding an opera written in the decade that followed the end 

of the First World War (and, with it, the end of the Habsburg and Hohenzollem 

Empires) against an insecure and often turbulent political and socio-cultural 

landscape, this latter area gains considerable importance here.

Returning to the second area, and notwithstanding the undoubted importance 

affinity with the female voice held by Strauss (who created and co-created such 

memorable, full-blooded exemplars in both Lied and operatic repertoires), his lyrical 

gift ultimately served but one master -  his lifelong aim to present a tangible 

representation of the human world to which Jupiter bids fond farewell at the end of 

the composer’s penultimate opera, Die Liebe der Dcmae. Though a child of late 

nineteenth-century Germany, Strauss was peculiarly averse to Schopenhauerian- 

Wagnerian metaphysics; as a self-styled, agnostic Nietzschean, he would have no 

truck with the principle of Christian redemption embodied in Parsifal,5 preferring 

instead the physical corporeality offered, for example, by his own take on Wilde’s

(i.e., ‘four bars after rehearsal no. 137-one bar before rehearsal no. 138’): this method of location is 
used throughout this study), 146-147.

See Ott, Alfons: ‘Frauengestalten im Werk von Richard Strauss', International Mitteilungen der 
Richard-Strauss-Gesellschaft xliv (December 1964), 2-9; 16ff. As Ott (who also cites the same 
passage from the Countess) and, indeed, others, such as Leon Botstein, have pointed out, with a few 
notable exceptions (such as Ochs [in Der Rosenkavalier], Barak [Die Frau ohne Schatten], Mandryka 
[Arabella] and Storch [Strauss] [Intermezzo]), Strauss gave his female characters precedence over 
their male counterparts. Botstein notes this trait as constituting ‘a significant biographical clue.’ (see 
Botstein, Leon: ‘The Enigmas of Richard Strauss: A Revisionist View’, Richard Strauss and his 
World, ed. Bryan Gilliam [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992], 3-32; here: n. 5, 28-29).
4 Watkins, Glenn: P roof through the Night: Music and the Great War (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2003), 15.
5 For a pertinent exploration of this and related issues, see Youmans, Charles: ‘The Twentieth-Century 
Symphonies of Richard Strauss’, The Musical Quarterly lxxxiv/ii (Summer 2000), 238-258.



Salome, Hofmannsthal’s Dionysian Electra, or the nostalgic yet worldly Marschallin 

in Der Rosenkavalier. Thus Strauss’s theatrical vision was one driven by a bid to 

uncover the human world, rather than that of the supernatural. If the outwardly 

Wagnerian Die Fran ohne Schatten (1917) featured an eerie, oracular falcon and a 

chorus of unborn children, such outre symbolism was balanced by the overall parable 

within: namely, the Empress’s quest for humanity through the procurement of a 

human shadow. Strauss’s fascination with the particularities of mortal existence -  the 

transient and the seemingly trivial over the transcendent (counterpoles that he often 

successfully juxtaposed) -  was matched by his longest-serving librettist, the 

distinguished Austrian poet and man-of-letters, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, who, in 

addition, was consumed by an ever-enveloping desire to tease out the inexorable 

truth of existence. For Hofmannsthal, modernity was fundamentally grounded in 

myth; the present stood as both the reflection and the continuation of an existence 

that was supra-historical. However, Hofmannsthal may have drawn on mythological 

archetypes, his characters remained thoroughly human, particularly in the opera 

libretti written for Strauss.

Die agyptische Helena stands as a worthy testament to that legacy. 

Premiering in 1928, the opera charted the socio-political maelstrom faced by Austro- 

German society with striking verite. While it lacked the urban scenery, up-to-the- 

minute styling (pace Hofmannsthal’s call for ball-gown styled couture) and jazz- 

infused, if angular, simplicity of contemporary ‘Zeitopem’, Die agyptische Helena 

equally tracked its times, though shunning in form the pacy ephemerality of the latter 

for a more timeless approach. If such recourse to (surface) traditionalism seems to 

bespeak a commensurate traditionalism on the part of its creators, it is telling to find

7



that the eighteenth-century, set-number operatic model invoked by younger 

composers, such as Kurt Weill, in a deliberate bid to circumvent through-composed 

Wagnerian opera had already been resurrected by Hofmannsthal and Strauss as far 

back as the first version of Ariadne aufNaxos (1912). In many ways the latter opera’s 

flip side, Die agyptische Helena fits neatly into the career continua of both its 

creators: as neo-baroque theatricalism, it confirms Hofmannsthal’s reverence for the 

celebration of totality characteristic of that era, while its mythical basis and 

contemporary cultural overtones mark its librettist’s turn toward political allegory in 

his last years. In terms of Strauss’s career, the opera arguably stands as the key work 

of the 1920s, the culmination of a distinctive classicism prevalent at least since the 

early years of the century that would crucially shape the remainder of his oeuvre. Yet 

throughout, Die agyptische Helena remains a reflection on basic humanity, a 

theatrical essay on life and love, on conjugal infidelity and reconciliation, as told 

through the medium of myth.

In exploration of these focal points, however, the resonance of Strauss’s 

closing sentence in the first citation (This relationship to Greek culture should be

worthy of detailed critical treatment........’ ) should not be overlooked. While Elektra,

in particular, and, to a lesser extent, Ariadne au f Naxos, have traditionally exerted a 

considerable hold over the critical imagination,6 and Daphne and Die Liebe der

6 The literature on Elektra is extremely comprehensive -  see the bibliographies in the two main 
English-language sources: Gilliam, Bryan: Richard Strauss’s 'Elektra' (Oxford Clarendon Press, 
1991) and Puffett, Derrick (ed.): Richard Strauss: Elektra (Cambridge: CUP, 1990); on Ariadne au f  
Naxos and its related secondary sources, see Daviau, Donald G. and Buelow, George J.: The ‘Ariadne 
a u f Naxos’ o f  Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Richard Strauss (North Carolina: Chapel Hill, 1975) and 
Forsyth, Karen: 'Ariadne a u f N axos’ by Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Richard Strauss: its Genesis 
and Meaning (Oxford: OUP, 1982, 2/1995).
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Danae have been the subject of detailed studies in recent decades,7 aside from a 

number of foreign- (mostly German-) language articles and single undergraduate and 

postgraduate dissertations undertaken in Vienna and Berlin, respectively,9 the present 

study ranks as the first doctoral dissertation concerned primarily with Strauss’s opera 

per se (and not purely Hofmannsthal’s libretto), in addition to being the first such 

study in English.10

At first glance, such status would normally confer an element of scholarly 

responsibility upon an undertaking of this nature: namely, an expectedly thorough 

explanation, by way of detailed analyses of the plot, literary sources, and, not least, 

the music of what is an obviously neglected (and, in this particular case, heretofore

7 Once more, in terms of Daphne, the most recent (and comprehensive) treatments have been in 
English. See Gilliam, Bryan: Richard Strauss’s 'Daphne’: Opera and Symphonic Continuity (PhD 
diss., Harvard University, 1984) and Birkin, Kenneth: Friedenstag and Daphne: An Interpretative 
Study o f  the Literary and Dramatic Sources fo r  Two Operas by Richard Strauss (New York: Garland, 
1989). For Die Liebe der Danae, see Steiger Martina: Richard Strauss ’ Oper ‘Die Liebe der Danae ’: 
Mythologie, Libretto, Musik. Eine Analyse (Mainz: Schott, 1999).
8 Bogosavljevic, Srdan: ‘ ‘D/e Agyptische H elena1: Die Uberwindung des Tragickomischen',
Hofmannsthal Forschungen viii (1985), 17-28; Botstein, Leon: ‘Richard Strauss’s Die agyptische 
Helena (original version, 1928)’, Dialogues and Extensions, < http://www.americansvmphonv.org/>: 
Cassity, Turner: ‘The Egyptian Pauline’, Parnassus x/2 (1982), 115-134; Dusek, Peter: ‘ „Die 
Agyptische Helena": Damonisierung, Mythologisierung oder Psychologisierung?', Richard
Strauss'Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Frauenbilder, ed. Ilija Durhammer and Pia Janke (Vienna: Edition 
Praesens, 2001), 304-308: Fahnrich, Hermann: ‘Dreimal Helena: Die Helena-Tragodie von Euripides, 
Goethe and Richard Strauss ' , Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik cxv/5 (1959), 9-12; Fritz, Rebekka L.: ‘ ‘Die 
agyptische Helena’ von Hofmannsthal und Richard Strauss -  ein vergessenes Juwel?', Jahrbuch des 
Freien Deutschen Hochstifts (1997), 299-312; Hessler, Ulrike: ‘Das Unvergleichliche des Mythos: 
‘Die Agyptische H elena’ und Hofmannsthals Opernpoetik im Helena-Essay von 1928', Richard 
Strauss-Bldtter, "New Series 10 (December 1983), 79-86; Kohler, Stephan: ‘Machen wir 
Mythologischer Opern ... : Zur „Agyptischen H elena“ von Hofmannsthal und Richard Strauss', 
Richard Strauss-Bldtter, New Series 4 (December 1980), 43-52; Landolfi, Andrea: ‘ “Die Agyptische 
Helena ”: La Grecia di Hofmannsthal „ irgendwo zwischen Moskau und New York “ ', Studi Germanici 
xix-xx (1981-1982), 167-182; Roder, Hans-Gerd: ‘ “Die Agyptische Helena" -  An Attempt at an 
Explanation’, trans. Chrisopher Norton-Welsh, Richard Strauss-Bldtter Original Series 4 (1972), 57- 
70; Schnitzler, Gunter: 'Syntheseversuch: Anmerkungen zur „Agyptischen Helena" von Hofmannsthal 
und Strauss', Freiburger Universitatsblattter cxii/28 (1990), 95-124.
9 Steiger, Martina Michaela: Richard Straufi. Die aeg\’ptische Helena (Diplomarbeit, Hochschule fur 
Musik und Darstellende Kunst, Vienna, 1983); Axt, Eva-Maria: „ Die Agiptische H elena“ von 
Richard Strauss und Hugo von Hofmannsthal (Magisterarbeit, Technische Universitat Berlin, 1983).
111 The opera has been treated in a comparative sense (with Schoenberg’s Von heute a u f Morgen and 
Berg’s Wozzeck) by Rebekka Fritz (cited above) in her doctoral dissertation, — Worte Klingen, Tone 
Sprechen -  '?: Text and Music in German Operas o f  the 1920s (PhD diss., University o f Dublin, 
1996), which was subsequently published by Europaische Hochschulschriften, Frankfurt.

http://www.americansvmphonv.org/


largely misunderstood) art work. This study neither shuns nor shirks that 

responsibility completely (it does, for example, provide a plot synopsis, a musical 

overview and a comprehensive list of all performances from 1928-2004 in the 

Appendices for those unfamiliar with the opera). In preference for preparing a 

Cambridge Opera Guide-of-sorts, its author concentrates instead on the historical and 

cultural context of the opera, and makes a strong case for the due recognition of a 

richly representative artistic document fundamentally fashioned by the fraught 

political and social conditions in both Austria and Germany in the period after the 

First World War.

In light of this concern, the present work focuses on its creators. Both Strauss 

and Hofmannsthal were profoundly affected, in materialistic, artistic (and, in the case 

of Hofmannsthal, perhaps even psychological) terms by the First World War and its 

consequences. In a visible sense, their collaboration witnessed a temporary hiatus that 

spanned the end of the war into the middle of the following decade (a period that, 

incidentally, saw a fertile period of experimentation on Strauss’s part). But the 

artistic patterns that seemed to emerge in the composer’s post-war career" were 

discernible Straussian trademarks that considerably predated the war, its aftermath 

and the resultant, conscious turn towards Neue Sachlichkeit (‘New Objectivity’) and 

Einfachkeit (‘simplicity’) that distinguished German music in the 1920s from its pre

war guise. In chapter one, Strauss, and more so, his music, are thus placed within the 

ambit of this seismic shift, an emphasis made all the more revealing in its 

highlighting of a mindset and an active deployment of procedures wholly unexpected

11 These include a distinct reduction in orchestral forces, a simplification o f syntax, a heightened 
interest in pre-modern musical modi operandi and an irreverent, almost ‘postmodern’, attitude towards

10



of a figure who, at that time, stood for many as the very symbol in music of both an 

extinguished empire and a tired aesthetic.

That, however, is only part of this study’s remit: on another level, one should 

also consider Hofmannsthal’s equally fervent fascination with Greek culture. Indeed, 

Die agy’ptische Helena may well be Hofmannsthal’s most personal work; it certainly 

stands as his most polished libretto. Just as it exists as a product of their shared (if, 

during its gestation, sometimes conflicting) vision, it owes that existence to a mutual 

fascination with classical antiquity that was characteristic of their social class as 

members of the late-nineteenth century Bildungsburgertum. Chapter two assays the 

sheer depth of this interest on the part of both artists and explores how it combined 

with other personal, literary and philosophical influences to energise a whole world

view for Hofmannsthal, while providing Strauss with a sense of aesthetic grounding 

and an intimate connection to both German and wider European culture.

If Strauss sensed and expressly bemoaned that western culture, in general — 

and German culture, in particular -  were at an end after the Second World War, his 

feelings for the welfare and wounded state of the latter were arguably no less keen (if 

more internalised) after the Armistice. In chapter three, an apparently unimportant 

arrangement by the Hofmannsthal-Strauss collaboration of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen 

von Athen (incorporating Die Geshopfe des Prometheus) is shown to register vividly 

their generation’s post-war concerns vis-d-vis German culture through a rich 

contextual and paratextual web encompassing the works and thought of such canonic

allusion, self-quotation and the utilisation o f canonic models and "masterworks’ (these features are 
discussed below in chapters one and four).



cultural figures as Goethe, Holderlin, and, of course, Beethoven. While his advocacy 

of the project far surpassed his level of actual input, it was underpinned by a creative 

classicism on Strauss’s part that saw him rework themes from Beethoven’s Third and 

Fifth Symphonies in a manner that was idiomatically Beethovenian while remaining 

distinctly Straussian.

The re-definition of the German Kulturnation was a widespread cultural 

characteristic of the post-war period and a goal pursued with dogged determination 

by Hofmannsthal. For Strauss, that impulse was no less immediate, if contrastingly 

circumspect (hardly surprising for a composer intent on maintaining the line between 

his public and private personae). Nevertheless, some Strauss works of the post-war 

period betray subtle hints of a figure equally as concerned about the welfare and 

future of German culture; accordingly, the same chapter investigates the link between 

the Drei Hymnen von Friedrich Holderlin, op 71 (1921) and the wartime Eine 

Alpensinfonie, op. 64 (1915), a link which, via the latter work, also ties it -  in both a 

musical and contextual sense -  to the reworked Ruinen von Athen.

In chapter four, we return to the Countess’s words at the start of this preface; 

perhaps Die agyptische Helena stands as Hofmannsthal’s most personal work and 

most accomplished libretto precisely because it trades in a realism that expressly 

undermines its mythological frame. If there is one connecting thread through all of 

the libretti written for Strauss on mythological subjects, it is the conscious subversion 

of divine or deific qualities in favour of the recognisably human. But in Die 

agyptische Helena, mimesis and anagnorisis -  basic concepts of ancient Greek 

theatre — are taken to a new level. By delving into a mythical past, Hofmannsthal

12



recast the story of Menelas and Helen’s homeward journey from Troy in order to to 

create an aesthetic answer to the problems of the present, highlighting the distinct 

similarities between the Trojan War and the recent conflict that had completely 

changed the political, geographical and social landscape in Europe. For 

Hofmannsthal, the maritial rift between Menelas and Helen caused by her infidelity 

operated as the symbolic manifestation of a similar schism in Austrian and German 

politics, society, and the arts, and the concomitant necessity for national unity 

through recognition and celebration of a common culture. Chapter four charts the 

origins and development of the libretto that emerged concurrently with Danae oder 

der Vernunfheirat (a Hofmannsthal draft that carried similar concerns) and shows 

that both librettist and composer forged an opera both expressly aware and uniquely 

representative of its historical moment through a multi-faceted literary and musical 

referentiality inherently characteristic of its creators.

Strauss’s aforementioned predilection for the female voice -  especially that of 

the lyric or dramatic soprano -  forms the basis for chapter five. More than any other 

opera in his oeuvre, Die dgyptische Helena was specifically written with one voice in 

mind, that of the celebrated Moravian singer, Maria Jeritza, a formidable presence in 

both the Vienna and the Metropolitan Opera Houses. With a reputation that bridged 

both sides of the Atlantic, Jeritza could (and did) command a high fee; it was an 

economic fact that caused the collaboration much by way of quandary and even 

sparked a publicised (if propitious) quarrel between Dresden and Vienna over the 

location of the world premiere. Drawing on the unique perspectives offered by the 

contemporary press and the unpublished correspondence between Strauss and Franz 

Schneiderhan (then Director-General of the Austrian State Theatres), this chapter

13



details the world, Austrian, various provincial, and New York premieres and explores 

the immediate impressions invoked by what some critics regarded as eagerly-awaited 

spectacle, while others looked upon it with tangible disdain.

The reasons behind and consequences of contemporary critical reception are 

the central concerns of the final chapter. If Die agyptische Helena embodies an 

aesthetic driven by a nuanced neo-baroque on the part of its creators, it had a 

contemporaneity and resonance largely overlooked by a domestic critical community 

dominated by modernist and conservative ‘party politics.’ Many German and 

American critics recognised the manifold allusions in the score by source, but 

lambasted the resultant stylistic heterogeneity as eccentricity, at best. This chapter re

visits their reports and attempts to place them in correct cultural context, in terms of 

the era in which they were produced, and the opera on which they were based.

14
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,Ein vorgestriger Nachromantikeril Strauss and the music of the 1920s

‘Old fashioned postromantic’: this rather gauche translation should not 

obscure the pertinence of this label for a discussion of the modus operandi and music 

of a composer who had long ceased to be considered the doyen of Germany's musical 

modernists by the onset of the decade in question.2 The halcyon days of his 

‘progressive’ tone poems and the daring modernity of his one-act ‘Musikdrama’, 

Salome (1905), and ‘Tragodie’, Elektra (1908), were well over in the eyes of his 

detractors, of whose views Schoenberg, writing in 1914, can be taken as 

representative: ‘ ... the expressions he uses are as banal as a cheap song’; ‘whatever I 

may once have learnt from him, I am thankful to say I misunderstood.’ Strauss, the 

musician once cautiously admired by his fellow conductor-composer Mahler, could 

no longer be guaranteed the curious attentions of contemporaries such as Zemlinsky,

1 After ,vollig unaktuellen Wesen solcher vorgestriger Nachromantik‘ [‘(the) totally irrelevant nature 
o f such outdated postromanticism’], a comment made by the critic, Eugen Schmitz, regarding Die 
agyptische Helena, in idem'. ‘ ‘Die dgyptische Helena’: Uraffiihrung der neuen Oper von Richard 
Strauss im Dresdner Opernhaus am 6. Juni 1928\ Die Musik xx (1928), 741, cited in Edler, Amfried:
‘Zwischen Mythos und Konversation: Uberlegungen zur Stelhmg von Richard Strauss in der 
Musikgeschichte der I920er Ja h re \ Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 45 (June 2001), 132. All 
translations are my own, unless otherwise stated.
2 By 1907, Strauss’s music was considered modernity’s ‘musical quintessence’ according to one 
German journalist; ‘the burning reflection, in music o f culture as it is today.’ Thus Strauss’s works 
were seen as an accompaniment to ‘the spiritual concerns’ of their time. See Hehemann, Max: ‘Die 
Musik unserer Tage\ Monographien modernen Musiker (Leipzig: C. F. Kahnt, 1907), ii, 2-3, cited 
(and trans.) in Botstein, Leon: ‘The Enigmas of Richard Strauss: A Revisionist View’, Richard Strauss 
and his World, ed. Bryan Gilliam (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), 11.

Schoenberg’s opprobrium was due to comments purportedly made in writing by Strauss to Alma 
Mahler and later divulged to the embittered Viennese composer, leading him to emphatically reject an 
invitation to Strauss’s fiftieth birthday celebrations. Apparently, Strauss had remarked to Alma: ‘The 
only person who can help poor Schoenberg now is a psychiatrist ( . . . ) ’; ‘I think he’d do better to shovel 
snow instead of scribbling on music paper ( . . . ) ’ (cited from a letter from Schoenberg to an unknown 
correspondent, 22 April 1914, Stein, Erwin [ed.]: Arnold Schoenberg: Letters, trans. E. Wilkins and E. 
Kaiser [London: Faber and Faber, 1964], 50-51). However, it should also be remembered that 
Schoenberg later described Strauss as ‘one o f the characteristic and outstanding figures in musical 
history’; see Schoenberg, Arnold: ‘On Strauss and Furtwangler (1946)’, repr. in Stuckenschmidt, H.H.: 
Schoenberg: His Life and Work, trans. Humphrey Searle (London: Calder and Boyars, 1977), 544- 
545; here, 544; Schoenberg’s above comments on Strauss are taken from a letter to ‘An Unknown 
Correspondent’, 22 April 1914, Stein, Erwin (ed.): Arnold Schoenberg: Letters, trans. E. Wilkins and 
E. Kaiser (London: Faber and Faber, 1964), 50-51.
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Schoenberg, Berg, Webern -  or even the more sober figure cut by Puccini -  at his

4opera premieres.

The reasons seemed to be self-evident. Firstly, atonality -  as typified by the 

music of the Second Viennese School -  signified the ascendancy of a new Austro- 

German musical modernism; the neo-Mozartian veneer of Der Rosenkavalier (1910) 

and apparent recherche aestheticism of Ariadne auf Naxos seemed only to confirm 

Strauss as ‘the great pretender.’ Secondly, the onset of middle age (and, more 

pointedly, the construction of his comfortable Garmisch Landhaus in 1908 on the 

profits from Salome) further reinforced the (calculated) image of the composer as the 

quintessential bourgeois allemand, depicted so vividly in Ein Heldenleben and, 

particularly, Symphonia domestical

4 See Mahler, Alma: Gustav Mahler: Memories and Letters, trans. Basil Creighton, ed. Donald 
Mitchell (London: Faber, 1973), 282, for M ahler’s comment on Strauss’s music as regards the
difficulty o f winnowing the ‘chaff from the grain.’ In a letter to his wife, Pauline, Strauss noted the
presence o f the ‘Schoenbergians’ [(die) ,Schoenbergianerl] at the 1906 Austrian premiere of Salome 
at Graz, amongst the number o f ‘young people from Vienna, whose only hand-luggage had been the 
piano reduction’ [Jungen Leuten aus Wien, deren einziges Handgepack der Klavierauszug war'\ 
(Strauss to Pauline, 17 May 1906, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt um Richard Strauss 
im Briefen, ed. Franz Grasberger, in collaboration with Franz and Alice Strauss [Tutzing: Schneider, 
1967], 169, cited in Gmeiner, Josef: 'Ideal und Bete Noire: Richard Strauss-Alban Bergs beschadigtes 
Leitbild\ Musica Conservata: Gunter Brosche zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Gmeiner, Josef, et. at.
[Tutzing: Schneider, 1999], 76). In a handwritten biographical essay, Hermann Watznauer, a
biographer o f Berg’s early years, recounted how:

The whole musical world appeared to have been plunged into a state o f  utter excitement. Gustav M ahler, Puccini,
Arnold Schoenberg and Alexander Zem linsky hurried to G raz........ The premiere was like a gala performance. It was
a tremendous success. A t that time, Dr Ernst Decsey wrote: 'never before has the operatic stage experienced such 
satanism and artistry as th is .’ A small circle o f  musicians and m usic lovers gathered afterwards in the 'T halin ' 
Restaurant, and in the morning hours, the friends travelled back to Vienna.

\D ie ganze musikalische Welt schien von A ufregung ergriffen zu sein. G ustav Mahler, Puccini, A rnold  Schoenberg  
und  A lexander Zemlinsky waren nach Graz geeilt. ... . Die Auffiihrung glich einer Festvorstellung. D er E rfo lgw ar  
ein ungeheurer. D r Ernst Descey schrieb dam als.eine Satanik und Artistik wie diese hat bischer die Opernbiihne 
nicht e r leb t.' Ein kleiner Kreis von M usikern und M usikenthusiasten versammelte sich nachher im Restaurant 
, Thalin ' und in den M orgenstunden kehrten die Freunde nach Wien zuriick]

(cited from Watznauer, Hermann: \T e il III, Kap. 7 Salome in Graz‘\  F 21 Berg 434, Austrian 
National Library, Vienna, in Gmeiner: ‘Ideal und Bete Noire, 76).

Stravinsky used this term with reference to meeting Strauss during the preparations for the 1914 Paris 
premiere o f Strauss’s ballet, Josephslegende, describing the composer as being ‘... very tall, bald, 
energetic, a picture o f the bourgeois allemand’ (cited from Stravinsky, Igor and Craft, Robert: 
Conversations with Igor Stra\’insk}> (London: Faber and Faber, 1958), 75). Ending with characteristic 
disdain, he commented:



At the cusp of the twenties, the maintenance of this status quo seemed largely 

undeterred, though the confiscation of thirty years of savings deposited in British 

banks under the supervision of Edgar Speyer on the outbreak of the First World War 

on 1 August 1914 all but obliterated Strauss’s dream of retirement at the age of fifty. 

The end of that war in 1918 signalled the finale of the two most distinguished 

decades in his career.6 On 9 November, the day of the so-called Weimar 

Proclamation, Strauss (who had waited an hour at the Zoo Station, Berlin, for a train 

to Munich that never arrived) entered a laconic note into his calendar that reads: ‘No 

train, abdication of the Kaiser, republic, revolution; suitcase packed; one hour at the 

Zoo [station]; played skat in the evening with [Willi] Levin.’7 While it calls to mind 

the image of a solipsistic. materialistic composer for whom the calamitous demise of 

the German (and indeed, Austrian) Empire merely occasioned an inconvenience, it is 

proportionately glib to proffer that Strauss entered rudderlessly into the emergent 

world of neue Sachlichkeit and floundered amidst the new artistic currents starting to 

emanate from the new Berlin. For one, this erroneous assertion is belied by the stark 

contrast between Strauss’s post-war existence and the disunity and dissipation 

evident in the career fortunes of other composers of his generation. While Sibelius (b. 

1865) felt increasingly disoriented in the post-war period, and Elgar (b. 1857) 

captured the essence of his own estrangement in the elegiac ’cello concerto and piano 

quintet (both 1918-19), Strauss, as Bryan Gilliam observes, exercised a drive and

I watched him at rehearsals and I admired the way he conducted. His m anner to the orchestra was not admirable,
however, and the musicians heartily detested him; but every corrective mark he made was exact: his ears and his
musicianship were impregnable. A t that time his m usic rem inded me o f  Bftcklin and Stuck, and the other painters o f
what was then called the German Green Horrors. 1 am glad that young m usicians today have come to appreciate the 
lyric gift in the songs o f  the composer Strauss despised, and who is more significant in our music than he is: Gustav 
Mahler.

(ibid., 75).
6 Gilliam, Bryan: The life o f  Richard Strauss (Cambridge: CUP, 1999), 102; 107.
, [...] kein Zug, Abdankung des Kaisers, Republik [...], Revolution; Koffer gepackt; I Stunde im 

Tiergarten; abends bei Levin und S k a t  (cited in Trenner, Franz: Richard Strauss: Chronik zu Leben 
und Werk, ed. Florian Trenner [Vienna: Verlag Dr Richard Strauss, 2003], 402).
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determination that fuelled both an ever-active professional career and the 

maintenance of a growing corpus of music that continued mostly unabated until the 

end of his life.8

However, new works did not guarantee new or even continued universal

appreciation, particularly outside Germany. In 1924, the year in which Strauss

celebrated his sixtieth birthday, Cecil Gray provided an early example of how

‘considered’ opinion had already calcified into accepted fact in the English-speaking

world. After summarily dismissing Der Rosenkavalier, he continued thus:

It is unnecessary to devote much space to the consideration o f Strauss’s subsequent works. It 
is sufficient to say that they bear witness to the gradual degeneration and final extinction of
his creative powers........ From being a man of possibly unequal genius he has become a man
of second rate talent. ... fOjne can only speculate as to which works, if  any, stand a chance of
surviving him.............. [T]heir manifest imperfections must inevitably tell against him in the
long run, and posterity will in all probability solve the problem by performing none o f them?

The Russian composer, Tazare Saminsky, was equally as scathing as Gray, cutting to 

the bone with more than a hint of post-war, anti-German sentiment when he 

described what he saw as ‘the end of [Strauss’s] musical reign as Europe’s Iron 

Chancellor.’10 According to Saminsky, Strauss’s music exuded that sense of middle 

class, quotidian respectability evident throughout central Europe, a quality that lent it 

a distasteful blend ot ‘pretentious elegance and self-respecting vulgarity’ epitomised 

by Der Rosenkavalier u For Gerhart Hauptmann, Strauss personified the 

perpetuation ot an art that ‘remained true to the old health', despite the spiritual

8 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 109.
iQGray, Cecil: A Survey o f  Contemporary’ Music (London: OUP, 1924), 54-55.
I Saminsky, Lazare: ‘The Downfall o f Strauss’, Modern Music I (1924), 11-13; here, 11. As Bryan 

Gilliam notes, Modern Music was known as League o f  Com poser’s Review in its first two volumes 
(Gilliam, Bryan: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, Richard Strauss: New Perspectives on the 
Composer and his Work, ed. idem [Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1992/ repr. (pbk) 1997], 
282, n.4).
II Saminsky: ‘The Downfall o f Strauss’, Modern Music I (1924), 12.
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maladies of the Empire and the War.1" In short, to many observers, Strauss’s music 

seemed to reify the axiom 'epater le bourgeois’\ a point later made by the 

philosopher and critical theorist, Theodor W. Adorno.13 By imposing an individual 

reading on the dichotomy of Konner vs. Kiinstler — adept artisan vs. artist (a critical 

barb levelled at Strauss since Elektra)u  -  and thus highlighting the composer’s 

inherent unsuitability as an exemplar of his theory of modernism, Adorno played a 

large part in setting the parameters for negative Strauss criticism for an entire 

generation and beyond. The range of issues called up by this crude dichotomy 

(including calculation vs. creativity, competence over inspiration, and a composer’s 

relationship with and attitude towards his subject matter) provided the planks for 

Adorno’s polemics, the best-known example of which appearing during the centenary 

of the composer’s birth in 1964.15 By then, the crucial factor in Adorno’s criticism of

Hauptmann, Gerhart: Samtliche Werke, ed. Hans-Egon Hass and Martin Machatzke, xi (Darmstadt: 
Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft, 1974), 1021-1022, cited in Williamson, John: ‘Salome: Critical 
Reception’, Richard Strauss: Salome, ed. Derrick Puffett (Cambridge: CUP, 1989), 141 (Williamson’s 
translation).
'J See Adorno, Theodor W.: ‘Richard Strauss: Born June 11 1864’, trans. Samuel & Shierry Weber, 
Perspectives o f  New Music iv/3 (Fall-Winter 1965), 14.
14 See Gilliam, Bryan: Richard Strauss’s ‘Elektra ’ (Oxford: OUP, 1991), 11.
15 Adorno: ‘Strauss: Bom June 11 1864’, 14-33; idem : ‘Richard Strauss: Part I I ’ , trans. Samuel and 
Shierry Weber, Perspectives o f  New Music v/1, (Spring-Summer 1966), 113-129. Richard 
Wattenbarger has recently argued against engaging with Adorno’s Strauss criticism in an academic 
climate devoid o f a careful reconstruction o f the aesthetic undertow that contextualised Adorno’s 
judgements, even if, as he admits, scholars may need to tease out an approach that takes into account 
the inconsistencies in Adorno’s thought. Wattenbarger views Adorno’s polemics as late ‘historical 
documents’ in the conflict between contradictory ideals o f nineteenth-century German liberal 
humanism fought out between mutually antagonistic adherents of absolute music and programme 
music. As Wattenbarger writes:

The key point though, is that the absolute-music and program-music (sic) paradigms corresponded to the interests 
o f  distinct institutions. The former was m ost strongly associated with the model o f  humanist communication 
characteristic o f  the academic proponents o f  musical Bildiing, while the latter was associated with the bourgeois 
public concert.

While, as Wattenbarger points out further, Adorno had little direct impact on English-language Strauss 
reception until only relatively recently (indeed, he asserts that Adorno’s 1960s tirade was merely an 
eloquent gloss on the beliefs o f an existent American [and indeed, English] anti-Strauss musicological 
consensus), Adorno’s critique nonetheless stands as the most sophisticated o f that purveyed by the 
mid- later twentieth century ‘community of the faithful -  those who [subscribed] to an academic, high 
modernist version o f the anthropology o f German humanism’ (see Wattenbarger, Richard: ‘A “Very 
German Process” : The Contexts of Adorno’s Strauss’s Critique’, I9 lh Century Music xxv/2-3, 313- 
336; citations above from 333; 327; 318).
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Strauss was his work on Wagner written during the thirties, and in particular, what 

Adorno saw as Wagner’s presaging of the ‘culture industry’ and the ‘evils’ of 

Hollywood.16 However, it was a more original and incisive essay penned in 1924 by 

the twenty-one year old polymath that forged the template. Joining the critical ranks 

staffed by figures such as the aforementioned Cecil Gray, Lazare Saminsky, and 

Ernest Newman,17 Adorno also trumpeted the perceived obsolescence of the 

composer he associated most with the spirit of Bergson’s elan vital.1 s At the core of 

his essay was the high-modernist concept of the ideology of style, in which ‘value’

16 See Adorno, Theodor: In Search o f  Wagner, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge: CUP, 1982), 
in particular 45-46, where Adorno claims that Strauss’s ‘narrative-structural procedures and strategies’ 
led to the ‘degeneration’ of the Wagnerian leitmotiv and the techniques o f Hollywood composers, such 
as Austrian emigres Erich Wolfgang Korngold and Max Steiner:

Via the ingenious illustrative technique o f  Richard Strauss [the degeneration o f  the leitmotiv] leads directly to 
cinem a music where the sole function o f  the leitmotiv is to announce heroes or situations so as to help the audience 
to orientate itself more easily.

(cited from Adorno: In Search o f  Wagner, 46; ‘narrative-structural procedures and strategies’ is 
Annete Unger’s apt phrase: see Unger, Anette: ‘ “Truth and “Illusion” -  “More than Life” and 
“Arranged for Life” : Applying Adorno’s Philosophy of Art to the Works of Richard Strauss [a paper 
read at the Duke University International Conference on Richard Strauss, April 1990, cited in Gilliam: 
[‘Introduction’], Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, trans. Susan Gillespie, Strauss and his World, 407]).As 
the later Frankfurt School critical theorist, Andreas Huyssen, explains: ‘Adorno’s theory of modernism 
and his critique of modern mass culture are two sides o f the same coin and how his interpretation of 
Richard Wagner, written at the time o f the fascist Wagner cult, actually prepares the ground for his 
later influential condemnations of the American culture industry (cited from Huyssen, Andreas: 
‘Introduction’, After the Great Divide: Modernism, Mass Culture, Postmodernism  [Bloomington & 
Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 1986], x.
17 Once a champion o f the composer, Newman nevertheless found little worthy o f praise in Strauss’s 
music of the first quarter of the twentieth century: ‘In England, Strauss has already become a classic, 
that means he is more a figure of history than o f the present.’ (,Straufi ist in England schon ein 
Klassiker geworden, das heifit, er ist mehr eine Gestalt der Vergangenheit als der Gegenwart‘ 
[Newman, Ernest: ‘Straufi in England', Neue Freie Presse, 8 June 1924, 12]).
18 Henri Bergson (1859-1941), French philosopher. In Bergson’s dualistic philosophy, the world is 
governed by two polar opposites: the elan vital (life force) and the material world’s resistance to this 
force (‘Bergson, Henri’, The Columbia Encyclopedia, Sixth Edition 2001 (Online Version), 
<http://www.bartleby.com/65/be/Bergson.htrnl>). According to Adorno:

The subject o f  his [Strauss’s] m usic is life', life in the specific sense that was given conceptual form in the
philosophy o f  Nietzsche, Simmel, and Bergson.........[In Strauss’s music], life, in itself, still devoid o f  meaning, is
supposed to be the ultimate m ean in g ;... life plays itse lf out fully in a time that unfolds m eaninglessly;... man does 
not conceive h im self as a created thing that knows itself dependent on God but posits him self as the greatest 
measure o f  all things. All this immanent life is the subject o f  S trauss’s music, so the vehicle o f  his music is the 
human being whose soul, fallen away from the relation to God, is fully satisfied in itself: the psychological “ I” .........

Comparing Strauss’s fichwung‘ with Bergson’s elan vital, Adorno opined how the formeris:

turned toward experiental time as its inner concern: it, too, permits him to give tangible realisation to the wealth o f 
the soul’s “I” w ithout getting to the bottom o f  it.

(cited from Adorno: 'Richard Strauss at Sixty’, 407 [first citation], 409 [second citation]).

http://www.bartleby.com/65/be/Bergson.htrnl


was defined in terms of the notion of organic, end-oriented technical progress 

informed by Hegelian philosophy and externalised in what Adorno labelled as ‘the 

tendency of the materials.’19 According to Adorno, style was indentured to the 

demands of the historical moment and not left to the whim of the composer, while art 

was the ‘unfolding’ of ‘truth,’ unaffected by the pursuit of enjoyment or the 

revelation of beauty; essentially alien as these precepts were to Straussian praxis,

they promulgated the suggestion that, by the 1920s, Strauss’s ‘allegiance’ to tonality

20denied the ‘demands of history’ and spurned the materials of his age. As Adorno 

wrote: 'In Strauss the reality of forms has vanished for good; it continues only to 

exist as appearance. Strauss neither lives with the forms nor against them; he 

establishes the forms of the past for himself.’21 Thus for Adorno in 1924 (and indeed 

forty years later) form in Strauss’s music was nothing but appearance: ‘the entire 

depth of his music consists in the fact that its whole world is nothing but surface, that

99it floats loose on the surface of the world ... At sixty, the composer’s 

achievements were summed up as follows: ‘He has collected the brilliance of 

temporal life and makes its shine forth out of the mirror of his music; he has 

perfected appearance in music and made music transparent as glass; with his works 

the end of appearance may also be meant.’2j

The preoccupation with ‘Erscheinung’ (‘appearance’) throughout Adorno’s 

essay echoes the rational structure of Hegel’s totalising ‘reality’ or ‘Absolute.’ 

Adorno’s emphasis on ‘truth’ was, however, of his own making, and it stemmed

19 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 126.
20 Gilliam: Strauss, 126.
21 Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, 408.
“  Gilliam: [‘Introduction’], Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, 407; Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, 409.
23 Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, 415.

21



directly from his Subject-Object dichotomy -  ‘the rupture between self and forms’; 

between individual and social totality -  which Max Paddison terms as the prevailing 

idiosyncrasy of modernism.24 Hence Adorno implied that Strauss’s music was devoid 

of the very ‘truth’ sought in a distinctly Faustian fashion by modernist composers of 

the generation that followed him; according to his emerging ‘Negative Dialectics’, 

Adorno argued that for art to be truthful, it must first betray its chimerical nature. As 

a product of what he considered to be the continuing twentieth-century trend of 

‘bourgeois' art, Adorno held that Strauss’s music lacked the perceived inevitability 

and constructional seamlessness of autonomous art works of the bourgeois period of 

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, whose ‘naturalness’ and spontaneity 

disguised the fact that they were, in reality, artificial. As Paddison comments, for 

Adorno, such art took on the ‘semblance’, ‘appearance’ or ‘illusion’ (Schein) of 

nature -  hallmarks of the music of the ‘organicist’, Austro-German tradition of which 

Adorno averred that Schoenberg was such a strong scion and Strauss (like Liszt) was 

not, precisely because Strauss’s music lacked the very autonomy requisite for such 

categorisation:

... Strauss decisively reduces music to psychological portrayal, gives up the medium o f the 
word and makes the word, even where it refers to detached soulfulness, superfluous; . . . .  The 
psychology o f the detached individual is the answer o f his music; its form, however, is 
appearance.26

Despite the strong currency of anti-Strauss bias in the years surrounding his 

sixtieth birthday and after, more temperate voices were also heard in the debate. 

While in the same year (1924) Strauss’s biographer, Richard Specht, admitted that 

the composer no longer surprised with his music, he nevertheless labelled Strauss the

Paddison, Max: Adorno's Aesthetics o f  Music (Cambridge: CUP, 1993), 62.
“ Paddison: A dorno’s Aesthetics o f  Music, 57.

See Paddison: Adorno's Aesthetics, 57; citation from Adorno: ‘Strauss at Sixty’, 408.
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• • . . .  97‘classic of our time’; ‘the end-point and new beginning’ in one. Specht asserted that 

Strauss’s music towered over the ‘musical bolshevism’ of the 1920s (a term not yet 

hijacked by Nazi propaganda), as he rejected the ‘alarming anarchy’ [,ershreckenden 

Anarchie‘] of (unnamed) younger composers.28 Accordingly, Strauss had become a 

‘living legend’ in German composition, a sobriquet loaded with both positive and 

negative connotations, allowing Specht to speculate: ‘It remains to be seen whether 

the adversaries have it right -  that no new path will lead from him [Strauss] into the 

future. The present remains his.’29 In the same year, Franz Mikorey voiced similar 

concerns: ‘Is Richard Strauss a child of his time, or do the times bear his stamp? Has 

he brought changes, progress in his time, or has time brought about his nature and 

work? 30 Surprisingly, the usually insouciant Strauss did not remain as indifferent to 

such questions as he had been some twenty years earlier when he questioned the 

notion of ‘the modern’ in his 1906 essay, ‘Is there an Avant-Garde in Music?’: ‘Now, 

I found it impossible to call a man a reactionary, just because he prefers Beethoven’s 

Eroica to a feeble modern symphonic poem or because he says he would prefer to see 

[Der] Freischutz twelve times in succession, rather than some worthless modem 

opera. To this extent I am a reactionary myself.’31

21 Specht, Richard: 1 Richard Strauss: Der Klassiker TJnserer Zeit', Die Musik xvi/9 (June 1924), 621; 
623. Specht s respectful label was turned on its head by Berg, whose antipathy towards Strauss’s 1922 
ballet, Schlagobers, led him to echo Wagner by crudely characterising Strauss as the ‘the Meyerbeer 
of our time (see Berg, Alban: Sommer 1924" [draft notes on the previous season at the Vienna
Staatsoper], cited in Gmeiner: ‘Ideal und Bete N oire', 85).
* Specht: ‘Strauss: Der Klassiker Unserer Z eit', Die Musik xvi/9, 622-623.

,Ob die Gegner recht haben, dafi von ihm aus kein neuer Weg ins Zukunfte fiihre, bleibe 
dahingestellt. Die Gegenwart bleibt seinL (cited from Specht: ‘Strauss: Der Klassiker Unserer Zeit' 
624).

,1st Richard Straufi ein Kind seiner zeit, oder tragt die Zeit seinen Stempel? Brachte er 
Veranderungen, Bewegung in seine Zeit, oder haben die Zeiten sein Wesen und Wirken 
h e rv o rg e b ra c h t(cited from Mikorey, Franz: ‘Richard Straufi', Deutsches Musikjahrbuch, ii [1924],

Strauss, Richard: ‘Is there an Avant-Garde in Music?’, Recollections and Reflections, ed. Willi 
Schuh, trans. L. J. Lawrence (London: Boosey and Hawkes, 1953), 15-16. It is telling how Strauss’s 
respect for tradition with regard to questions o f repertoire would later come to characterise his
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Indeed, in an interview with Walter Dahms on the occasion of the 1925 International 

Society for Contemporary Music festival in Venice, the composer commented more 

heuristically on the matter, before adopting a somewhat pessimistic tone:

I think about neither schools nor tendencies, about neither the modernists nor the ancients. I 
only think about music. Instead of schools, one should talk of genuine and false talent. The 
quest for the new is a fine cause, and it is worth the trouble. The artist, as he himself respects, 
must seek it, and express it in a new and heretofore unheard language, if possible. But, up to 
now, ( ...)  I have sought this also; is my road the right one? Only time will tell. Concerning 
the question o f musical life in my fatherland and its neighbouring countries, I can only repeat 
the answer I gave to Mussolini one day when he asked me what type of music our young 
musicians produced: [“]They produce roughly the same type as your own, Excellency! In 
order to harness the horse, one must start with the tail (...)[.”] Most o f them enjoy a certain 
amount of celebrity. But with who? With none other than a snobby public. In any case, I 
cannot deny that there are people with talent behind the lunacy. Unfortunately, however, it 
has deserted them. [... ,] '2

The tenor of Strauss’s closing comments was hardly surprising, given the 

composer’s vocal antagonism towards contemporary developments such as atonality 

and jazz.33 Indeed, in a letter sent to Fritz Busch in 1927, Strauss was confident that

decisions as co-director of the Vienna Staatsoper (1919-1924) in matters o f policy regarding 
programming.
32

Ich glaube weder an Schulen noch an Tendenzen, weder an die modernsten noch an die alleraltesten. Ich glaube  
nur an Musik. Anstatt von Schulen sollte man von wahren und fa lschen  Talenten sprechen. Die Suche nach dem Neuen ist 
eine schone Sache und  der Miihe wert. D er Kunstler, der ich selber achtet, mufi versuchen, sich, wenn moglich, in neuen und  
nie gehdrten Worten auszusprechen. Aber bisher ... Auch ich habe gesucht; aber ist mein Strafie die richtige? Die Zeit wird  
dariiber entscheiden. A u f  die Frage des M usiklebens meines Vaterlandes und der Nachbarlander kann ich nur antworten, wie 
ich seinerseit M ussolini geantwortet habe, als er m ich frage, was unsre Jungen M usiker machen: Sie machen ungefahr 
dasselbe wie die Ihren, Exzellenz! -  Beim  Anshirren des Pferdes beginnen sie m it dem Schwanz (...) M anch einer erfreut sich 
einer gew issen Beriimtheit. A ber bei wem? Bei einem Snobpublikum, sonst nirgends. D am it w ill ich keinesfalls bestreiten. dafi 
sich unter den Verriickten auch Leute von Talent befmden. Aber leider verlieren sie sich. [ ... .]
(cited from the Miinchen-Augsberger Abendzeitung 1925 (exact date not given), in Kallenberg, 
Siegfried: Richard Strauss: Leben und Werk [Leipzig: Philipp Reclam, 1926]. Walter Panofsky, a later 
Strauss biographer, also cites this passage, but claims that it took place with an Italian journalist; 
however, he fails to give the individual’s name: see Panofsky, Walter: Richard Strauss: Partitur eines 
Lebens [Munich: R. Piper, 1965], 251).

While Strauss was the most prominent member of a jury (including fellow ‘conservative’ composers 
Julius Bittner and Joseph Marx) that awarded Berg the Musikpreis der Stadt Wien [Music Prize of the 
City o f Vienna] in 1924, much to the latter’s surprise (Gmeiner: ‘Ideal und Bete Noire', 87), he could 
still refer disparagingly to the: ‘crazy Schoenberg’ [der wahnsinnige Schonberg] (Strauss to Franz 
Schalk, 8 June 1920, Strauss, Richard and Schalk, Franz: Richard Strauss-Franz Schalk: Ein 
Briefivechsel [Tutzing: Schneider, 1983], 164, cited in Gmeiner: ‘Ideal und Bete Noire', 88), and in 
1928, criticise the music of Schoenberg and Krenek as ‘goat dung’ (Richard Strauss-Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal: Briefwechsel, Gesamtausgabe, ed. Willi Schuh [Zurich: Atlantis, 4/1970] (hereafter: 
Briefwechsel), 625, cited in Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of Strauss’, 17). In 1948, Strauss apostrophised 
the composers o f the Second Viennese School as ‘noblemen o f the twelve-tone leader [or ladder]’ 
[,Herrschaften von der Zwolftonleiter'] (Strauss to Schuh, 17 November 1948, Richard Strauss: 
Briefwechsel mit Willi Schuh [Zurich: Atlantis, 1969]), 48, a possible mock-allusion to the Streiter der 
Liebe [Champions of Love] -  the fraternity o f minstrel priests who spread spiritual truths (and from 
whom the protagonist wilfully absconds) -  in Guntram. Regarding jazz, in a letter from 1926 to his



Die agyptische Helena would assert itself with ease in a wholly changed post-war 

musical climate:

It’s my opinion that things augur well for “[Die agyptische] Helena” if atonality completely 
expends itself this winter and is finished off definitively. When the public and press are 
thoroughly fed up with jazz -  this winter, Krenek’s “Jonny [spielt auf]" will just about stand 
its ground and Stravinsky’s “Oedipus [Rex]” will be buried ( ...)  -  I believe that July 1928 
will be just the right time for “Helena” ’s music and melody to rise like a Phoenix out of the 
ashes o f atonality ;’4

For many commentators, Strauss had 'degenerated’ from being ‘one who 

[had], more effectively than any man since Wagner, divided the musical world into 

two camps’ at thefm-de-siecle to becoming a composer viewed retrospectively (and 

erroneously) as being ‘... somewhat despised by a generation which did not see why 

he should not have followed the path of Stravinsky and kept pace with the musical

conducting colleague, Willem Mengelberg, Strauss commented on the rather brisk style of a younger 
contemporary, calling him a ‘somewhat overly-reckless daredevil’ [,ein etwas zu sturmischer 
Dr a u f ganger'] before remarking ‘However, with respect to that, I am already somewhat old-fashioned, 
and I no longer consider the [music o f the] present, which the ears of a Jazz and ^ p u b lic  may already 
have be accustomed to, as proper’ [,Aher ich bin darin schon etwas altmodisch und schatze die 
heutigen, an Jazz und f f f  gewohnten Publikumsohren vielleicht schon nicht mehr richtig ein‘] (cited 
from Strauss to Mengelberg, 22 April 1926, repr. in Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt urn 
Richard Strauss im Briefen, ed. Franz Grasberger in collaboration with Franz and Alice Strauss 
[Tutzing: Schneider, 1967] 299).

Ich bin der Meinung. dafi es fu r  ..H elena" gu t ist, wenn diesen Winter die A tonalen sich griindlich austoben und  
sich moglichst definitiv erledigen. Wenn Pubtikum und Presse den Jazz griindlich salt haben  -  diesen Winter w ird  Kreneks 
„Jonny “ noch das Feld behaupten und Strawinskys ,,O edipus" begraben werden  ... -  ich glaube. im Juli 1928 wird es 
gerade der richtige Zeitpunkt sein, dafi ,, Helena -Musik und -M elodie wie ein Phonix aus der Asche der A tonalen aufsteigen  
(cited from Panofsky: Strauss: Partitur eines Lebens, 252-253). Nevertheless, in a later diary entry, 
Strauss expressed ambivalence over the more harmonically adventurous aspects of his score: ‘Today, 
as a listener, I can no longer take certain “atonal’’ [places] (‘Helena’ -  the return of Menelas in Act I). 
They are only to be experienced by the nerves as “the confusion o f feelings”, not to be interpreted by 
the artistic understanding of the present’ [,Gewisse "atonalen" [Stellen] (Helena -  Ruckkehr des 
Menelas l.Akt) kann ich heute als Zuhdrer nicht mehr fassen. Sie sind nur als „ Verw'irrung der 
Gefiihle" von den Nerven zu erleben, von Kunstverstand im Moment nicht zu deuten‘] (Strauss, 
Richard: Diary Entry, Blaues Tagebuch v [‘Werke’], 5, Richard Strauss-Archiv, Garmisch- 
Partenkirchen [hereafter RSA]). Indeed, the latter sentiment recalls the composer’s comments 
regarding Salome and Elektra-. ‘Both operas are unique in my life’s works, in them I penetrated to the 
uppermost limits o f harmony, psychological polyphony (Clytemnastra’s (sic) dream) and of the 
receptivity of modern ears’ (Strauss, Richard: ‘Reminiscences of the First Performances of My 
Operas’, Recollections and Reflections, ed. Willi Schuh, trans W. J. Lawrence [London: Boosey and 
Hawkes, 1953], 155. For a tonal composer such as Strauss, such passages of extended tonality were a 
means to an end.
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35changes of the 1920s and 1930s As the perceived arch-pariah of modernism,

Strauss was charged with a retreat ‘first into a kind of proto-neoclassicism and later 

into a quiet absorption with traditional techniques and forms.’36 Perhaps Stravinsky’s 

famously caustic remarks from the late 1950s, which gave mid-century critics a 

powerful rallying point, serve best to highlight the extent of this critical derision:

I would like to admit all o f Strauss’s operas to whichever purgatory punishes triumphant 
banality. Their musical substance is cheap and poor; it cannot interest a musician today. That 
now so ascendant Ariadne. I cannot bear Strauss’s six-four chords: Ariadne makes me want 
to scream;’7

Over fifty years after his death, the debate over Strauss’s music has been re

invigorated, not least vis-a-vis the questions that perennially dog discussions of 

music and modernity; indeed, since the early 1990s, a new revisionist spirit in 

(particularly Anglo-American) Strauss scholarship has made a strong case for the re

interpretation and re-evaluation of a career once seen as wilting, even from before the

• * 3 8First World War, only to regenerate in the aftermath of its successor.' Strauss’s

35 First citation from Maitland, Fuller: ‘Strauss, Richard’, G rove’s Dictionary o f  Music iv, ed. idem, 
(London: Macmillan, 2/1908), 717; second citation from Arnold, Denis: ‘Strauss, Richard’, The New  
Oxford Companion to Music (Oxford: OUP, 1983/repr. 1999), ii, 1757. Arnold’s precis gives a telling 
glimpse o f what had become the predominantly conventional, Anglophone view of Strauss’s career 
trajectory after Elektra by the early 1980s. The new version of this book (Latham, Alison [ed.]: The 
Oxford Companion to Music [Oxford: OUP, 2002]) which features a similarly new article on Strauss 
by Tim Ashley, is a little fairer in its consideration o f Strauss’s posthumous reputation, but 
nevertheless takes over a sizeable chunk of Arnold’s dated closing paragraph (almost literally), and 
with it, its inherent bias: ‘50 years or so after his death, ..., it must be acknowledged that he was one of 
the great masters o f his time, the only limitation being that he lacked the power to portray the spiritual
in music, frequently replacing genuine exaltation with bombastic rhetoric.........’ (cited from Ashley,
Tim: ‘Richard Strauss (1864-1949)’, The Oxford Companion to Music, new edition, ed. Latham, 
1218).
’6 Cited from Salzman, Eric: Twentieth-Century Music: An Introduction (Princeton, N. J.: Prentice 
Hall, 2/1974), 44.

Stravinsky and Craft: Conversations, 75.
See in particular Botstein, Leon: ‘The Enigmas o f Richard Strauss’, Richard Strauss and his World, 

3-32; idem: ‘Strauss and Twentieth Century Modernity: A Reassessment of the Man and his W ork’, 
Richard Strauss und die Moderne, ed. Julia Liebscher, Bernd Edeimann, Birgit Lodes & Reinhold 
Schlotterer (Berlin: Henschel, 2000), 113-117; Gilliam, Bryan: ‘Preface’, Richard Strauss’s 'Elektra’ 
(Cambridge: CUP, 1989), 1-18, idem : ‘Preface’, Richard Strauss and his World, (1992), vii-ix, idem: 
Preface to the Paperback Edition’; ‘Preface’, Richard Strauss: New Perspectives, ix-xi; xix-xx; idem: 
The life o f  Strauss, 1-6; idem: ‘Modern Times’, Opera News, lxiv/2 [Richard Strauss, 1864-1949: An 
Appreciation] (August 1999), 26-31.



propensity for ironically undercutting the extraordinary with the mundane, the trivial 

with the transcendent -  particularly in his operas -  strongly contradicts the time- 

honoured perception of later nineteenth- and twentieth-century composers as hell

bent on a Wagnerian perpetuation of the cult of artistic originality. Although, in 

terms of cultural product, Strauss straddled the nineteenth and twentieth centuries 

with great effect and success, he has, until recently, remained outside the realm of 

conventional academic writing. As this dissertation instances, a slow but steady 

renaissance of interest in and appreciation of heretofore neglected works in a career 

that spanned the ages of Brahms to Boulez, is now quietly -  but determinedly -  

underway.

However, the reasons for neglect were concerned initially as much with 

aesthetics as they would also be with politics in the years following the Second 

World War. Robert P. Morgan’s 1991 phrase -  that Strauss ‘survived’ into the 

twentieth century as if ‘in a time warp' -  is as ashamedly blinkered as it is 

anachronistic.40 Yet it represents a crudely totemic aspect of the inheritance left to 

much of twentieth-century musicology by earlier prejudices; a culture of bias 

engendering a narrowly-defined view that categorised Strauss’s post-1908 output as 

‘unhistorical’, to cite Morgan once again.41 As Leon Botstein has pointed out, 

according to this line of thinking, Strauss seemed to operate in teleological tandem 

with progressivism in music and the arts during the late nineteenth century and at the 

fin-de-siecle, only to make what Norman Del Mar described in 1969 as an ‘abrupt

’9 Gilliam: ‘Preface’, Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. idem, xix.
Morgan, Robert: Twentieth-Century Music: A History o f  Musical Style in Modern Europe and  

America (New York: Norton, 1991), 35, cited in Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of Strauss’, 3.
Morgan: Twentieth-Century’ Music, 35, cited in Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of Strauss’, 4.
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volte-face’’ after Elektra.42 A later volume of Del Mar’s extensive study of Strauss’s 

life and works attested to its author’s regret that Strauss had not followed Mahler or 

Debussy to the grave before the end of the First World War (noting that Strauss 

would then, like Mahler, be seen as ‘link in a continuing tradition’), while curiously 

locating Strauss’s proximity in maturity to the late Brahms.4, Flowever, Del Mar’s 

invocation of Brahms to highlight the widely held notion of Strauss’s aesthetic 

recidivism inadvertently flags up the inherent irony in such a comparison.44 Though 

Strauss may have mirrored the duality in Brahms’s persona between bourgeois and 

artist,45 he also reflected the latter’s awareness -  and consequent re-invention -  of 

tradition.46 In this fashion, Elektra should be viewed not as the apogee of a

42 Botstein: ‘The Enigmas o f Strauss’, 3-4; quotations from Morgan, Robert P.: Twentieth-Century 
Music, 35, and Del Mar, Norman: Richard Strauss: A Critical Commentary on his Life and Works [3 
vols.; here: i] (London: Barrie and Jenkins, 1969), 2. In 1980, Del M ar’s opinion was echoed by Carl 
Dahlhaus, although the latter placed the supposed about-face after Die Frau ohne Schatten (1917, 
prem. 1919), and not Elektra. Nevertheless, in pursuing a distinctly Adorno-styled agenda, Dahlhaus 
also made Reger a similarly-styled turncoat for not participating fully in ‘the march to atonality’, while 
curiously vindicating Mahler, Zemlinsky, and Schreker as representatives o f ‘the Spirit of the 
Secession.’ (see Dahlhaus, Carl: Nineteenth-Century Music, trans. J. B. Robinson [Berkeley and Los 
Angeles: University o f California Press, 1989], 335-337: the original [German] edition appeared in 
1980).
4j ‘Death robbed Mahler of the logical outcome to the forward-looking tendencies shown in his 
maturest style. Strauss, by turning his back on the changes with which he knew himself to be out of 
sympathy, came to take over the end-figure from Brahms, and the unusual circumstance that he 
continued to wear this cloak while still living on for some thirty years seemed at times to reduce it to a 
thread-bare condition’ (cited from Del Mar: Richard Strauss: Critical Commentary, iii, 472).
44 There exists a double irony-of-sorts if  one considers how Schoenberg’s pseudo-propagandistic 
essay, ‘Brahms the Progressive’ (written in 1947 and published in idem'. Style and Idea, ed. Leonard 
Stein [London: Faber, 1978], 398-441), -  which effectively sought to claim Brahms as the pro-genitor 
of (Schoenbergian) modernist compositional strategies -  can stand as a useful paradigm for a similar 
discussion of Strauss’s later music vis-a-vis postmodernist aesthetics (See Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of 
Strauss’, 17-32).
" As Gilliam argues:

... . As a com poser born in the 1830s, Brahm s's bourgeois-artist persona was in consonance with his time, but for a 
creative individual o f  S trauss’s generation the duality o f  bourgeois and artist was one o f  increasing conflict. Here is 
where Strauss stood apart from his contemporaries, for - to the contrary - he saw no such conflict as he eagerly 
embraced the bourgeoisie o f  a new generation. The culture industry that was in its infancy during the days o f  
Brahms had come into fruition by the early twentieth century, and no one recognised this phenomenon better than 
Strauss, the most successful composer o f his time.

(cited from Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 1-2).
Brahms’s inveterate historicism is attested to by his study and assimilation o f compositional 

techniques from the works o f Palestrina, and in particular, Couperin. See Kelly, Elaine: ‘A More 
Beautifid Era o f  A r t’: Figurenlehre, style brise and other baroque elements in Brahms’s piano  
compositions: Brahm s’s involvement as a scholar, performer and editor o f  baroque keyboard music 
and the effect it exerted on his compositional style (PhD diss., The Queen’s University o f Belfast,
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supposedly progressive agenda, but rather as a link in a larger chain of stage works 

that map the gradual refinement of a distinctly individual and resolutely post- 

Wagnerian idiom that culminated in Capriccio (1941). By incorporating an array of 

anachronistic, ahistorical reminiscences from his own works and the music of other 

composers, including non-contiguous allusions to often mutually discrete musical 

eras, into a unified and -  pace Adorno -  organic style, Strauss honed a personalised 

modernism that arguably presaged so-called ‘postmodernist’ experimentalism of the 

later 1970s and 1980s.47

One major part of Strauss’s post-1910 strategy was a distinctly anti-romantic 

approach that sought to deliberately undercut nineteenth-century conventions in both 

instrumental and operatic composition. In this respect, Strauss differed little with his 

divergent younger contemporaries, Schoenberg and Stravinsky; indeed, 

notwithstanding its use of a large orchestral apparatus, the nascent neoclassicism of 

Der Rosenkavalier (1910) charted a distinct step away from post-Wagnerian excess 

towards a more refined and radical alternative that celebrated instead the pre

romantic past.48 As the present chapter later demonstrates, Strauss’s enduring and

49ever-intensifying fascination with Mozart (and, perhaps, as Leon Botstem suggests,

2002). However, in direct contrast to Brahms, Strauss did not endeavour to reproduce or record the 
past ,wie es eigentlich gew esen\ to use Ranke’s formulation. Instead, Strauss borrowed certain 
stylistic features from older music, reordering and re-integrating them in a distinctly antihistorical 
fashion that deliberately played on his audience’s expectations by adopting superficial characteristics 
of aspects o f historical style as a conscious part of his creative strategy (see Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of 
Strauss’, 18).
47 See especially Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of Strauss’, 14-32. Indeed, Roger Parker has mentioned the 
variety o f harmonic languages found side by side (‘sometimes brutally juxtaposed’) in Strauss’s 
operas, highlighting Ariadne a u f Naxos, which he perceptively views as ‘the key document o f the 
period’ (see Parker, Roger: ‘Richard Strauss and the 21st Century’, Opera liii/9 [September 2002], 
1053-1058 [citations from 1056]).

See Botstein, Leon: ‘Strauss and Twentieth-Century Modernity: A Reassessment o f the Man and his 
W ork’, Richard Strauss und die Moderne, ed. Bemd Edelmann, Birgit Lodes and Reinhold Schlotterer 
(Berlin: Henschel, 2001), 118-119.

Botstein: ‘Strauss and Twentieth-Century M odernity’, 124.



an aversion on Strauss’s part towards the disunity of the Weimar years) intensified a 

distinct turn towards the enlightened aristocratic, pre-bourgeois and pre-romantic 

culture of the eighteenth century, typified by works such as the Tanzsuite after 

Couperin (1923) and the later Panathenaenzug (1927).

But beyond the ‘purely’ musical, Strauss’s mature operas can be seen to 

exemplify a consistent effort to deconstruct late romantic pretensions surrounding 

love, the sphere of the intimate and social conventions.50 In the orchestral 

introduction for Der Rosenkavalier, a clandestine amorous encounter between the 

dashing Octavian and the Marschallin is depicted with relish by the same composer 

who had already revelled in the use of graphic musical sex scenes in his earlier opera, 

Feuersnot (1901), and in the autobiographical Symphonia domestica (1902-1903).51 

In Ariadne auf Naxos, the polar opposites represented by the chaste Ariadne (a 

member of the opera cast) and the vampish Zerbinetta (a member of the commedia 

dell’arte troupe) -  a duality mirrored by their antithetical nature (A and Z), and, 

indeed, by the very generic juxtaposition of the prosaic world of the Prologue with 

the lofty Opera in the revised version of the work -  afforded Strauss much 

opportunity for related stylistic contrast and parodistic treatment. With Die Frau 

ohne Schatten (1917), Strauss began a unique trilogy of ‘marriage’ operas, which, 

culminating ten years later in Die agyptische Helena (1927), constituted a fascinating 

study of the complexities of modem conjugal relations, cannily surveying the issues 

of humanity, fertility, fidelity, trust, forgiveness and reconciliation. For Intermezzo 

(1923), Strauss deviated (for a time) from mythology, magic and Hofmannsthal’s

5° Botstein: ‘Strauss and ... M odernity’, 120.
On the Liebesszene in Feuersnot, see Morris, Christopher: Reading Opera between the Lines: 

Orchestral Interludes and Cultural Meaning from  Wagner to Berg (Cambridge: CUP, 2002), 47-67.
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collaboration, and revisited his own life as a creative source, basing his remarkable 

‘domestic opera’ on a near disastrous case of mistaken adultery and the pressures of 

upholding the dual personae of internationally-renowned musician and 

husband/father.

Nevertheless, in the interwar years, Strauss’s best suit -  in musico-dramatic 

terms -  lay in myth, but not the unreconstructed type as offered by domestic neo- 

Platonic philosophy during the 1930s and early 1940s, glorifying a German 

hegemony founded on a Greek heritage.52 As a chauvinist, Strauss may have 

subscribed to the widespread notion of modern Germany as Hellas redivivus, but it 

was an allegiance devoid of any connection to pre-Fascist ideological assumptions, 

particularly that which viewed Germany’s role as veritable saviour to a post-war 

Europe struggling with cultural degeneration. By contrast, Strauss divested 

mythology of its very gravity, forging (with Hofmannsthal) to attain what has been 

usefully described as a ‘transvaluation of antiquity and myth.’33 In a manner prescient 

ol later twentieth-century operatic aesthetics, Strauss strategically by-passed 

naturalistic (and, by the 1920s, expressionistic) traditions in order to highlight the 

commonplace and the human via myth and historical allusion. As such, Strauss’s 

score for Die agyptische Helena juxtaposes a wide variety of styles and non

connected historical allusions which help orientate the listener to the fact that the 

music works directly parallel to the libretto as an exegesis of history, memory and 

culture, as mediated through the opera itself. As Leon Botstein has commented: ‘In 

the 1920s, Strauss uses the listener’s awareness of musical tradition and history

52
See Wolin, Richard: ‘Untruth and Method: Nazism and the Complicities of Hans-Georg Gadamer’, 

The New Republic, 15 May 2000, 36-45.
Botstein: ‘Strauss and ... Modernity’, 122.
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(enhanced by radio and gramophone) radically by breaking them up, fragmenting 

them, and appropriating them as a commentary on modern life.04 In the interwar 

Straussian operatic project, musical style is thus used as a critical tool. In Die 

agyptische Helena (as demonstrated in chapter four, below), conscious references to 

Saint-Saens and Wagner’s Ring cycle stand alongside ‘allusions to allusions’, e.g., 

distinct echoes of Strauss’s neoclassical writing for Zerbinetta in Ariadne auf Naxos 

in the vocal lines for Aithra in Helena. The same opera that contains passages of 

tonal instability (such as the opening storm summoned by Aithra in Act I from fig. 

27-fig. 35) also boasts moments of unabashed diatonicism (e.g., Helena’s aria, 

‘Zweite Brautnachf, at the opening of Act II). Indeed, this dissertation argues 

strongly in support of viewing Die agyptische Helena as the key Strauss work of the 

1920s, and, as such, an important indicator for the remainder of his career, given that 

it represents a rare balance between the the Mozartian and the Wagnerian -  the key 

elements in Strauss’s compositional persona -  that was later attempted, though not as 

successfully attained, in Die Liebe der Dancie (1940). Thus, by extension, Strauss’s 

entire oeuvre from 1919-1941, and crucially, the works written during the 1920s, 

exist not within a barren interim period preceding the supposed ‘Indian Summer’ 

(represented in the popular mind by the late instrumental works and the so-called 

Vier letzte Lieder); rather, they exemplify the very dynamic of the creative strategies 

that underpinned and ultimately led to the very composition of such crowning 

glories.55

^  This discussion is based on Botstein: ‘Strauss and ... Modernity’, 122-123.
" Based on a detailed study o f the sources, Timothy Jackson has suggested that, in their received form, 

the Vier letzte Lieder are incomplete as a cycle, and argues persuasively in favour o f appending the 
contemporaneous orchestration of an early song, ‘Ruhe, meine SeeleT, which was orchestrated 
immediately after ‘Im A bendrof. Jackson shows the intimate connections between the earlier song and 
its later counterparts, especially the latter. See Jackson, Timothy L.: ‘Ruhe meine Seele! and the Letzte 
Orchesterliedef, Strauss and his World, ed. Gilliam, 90-138.
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Though the current chapter argues in favour of a steady aesthetic evolution 

from Strauss’s works of the 1920s to those that followed, a similar degree of 

continuity is found lacking in the composer’s career fortunes; indeed, they had begun 

to alter as irrevocably as the world around them. Having served as Kapellmeister at 

the Hofoper in Berlin since 1898, Strauss had been released from his contract on 28 

May 1918 by its Intendant, Baron Georg von Hulsen, for seeking to make up for the 

loss of earnings with new terms that would leave time for composition. By 

November, however, the German Empire had collapsed, and its institutions, 

including the Berlin Opera, were dissolved; on Armistice Day, Strauss was appointed 

interim artistic advisor, along with the conductors, Leo Blech and Edmund von 

Strauss, with the composer also taking on interim directorship, along with Dr Georg 

Droschler. Strauss’s official resignation from what he described to his wife, Pauline, 

on 13 November 1918 as "the theatre of a madhouse’ [,Theater ein Narrenhaus‘]56 

followed on 25 November, with discussions for a new directorial post in Vienna

57already in progress since 22 August of that year:

In terms of national politics, headier changes were afoot, with the social 

groundswell that Germany would experience during the 1920s being set in train by 

the first election of the new republic on 19 January 1919. The Social Democrats 

(SPD), under Friedrich Ebert, emerged as the strongest political force, followed by 

the Centre Party and the leftist-liberal DDP (Deutsche Demokratische Partei), 

represented by figures such as Max Weber, Ernst Troeltsch and Friedrich Meinecke. 

On 11 February, Ebert was elected Reichsprasident by the National Assembly, and
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6 Cited in Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 402 
Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 400.
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the constitution was formally adopted that same July in Weimar: a veritable symbol 

of the new republic’s liberal aspirations, and a safe haven from the incendiary 

atmosphere of Berlin. For the sardonic Strauss, though, the latter clearly compared 

favourably in early 1919 with conditions in the city of his birth: ‘Good old Berlin is 

far more well-behaved than crazy Munich’ [,Das gute, alte Berlin ist viel 

manierlicher als das verriickte Miinchen‘]; the day after the murder of the publicist 

and politician, Kurt Eisner, proclaimer (and later leader) of the ‘Free State of 

Bavaria,’ Strauss wrote to his publisher, Fiirstner: ‘I have no desire to conduct while 

shots are being fired outside’ [ .Ich habe keine Lust zu dirigieren, wahrend draufien 

geschossen wird']. Indeed, Strauss’s growing concern is plainly evident in a letter 

to his wife, in which the usually ‘apolitical’ and ‘self-absorbed’ composer admitted 

understandable trepidation for the future:

Things are starting to be really desolate. The war is over, definitely over! But what is to come 
may be worse.

. . . .  It’s a scandal that we have to live through times like these. They say we shall all have to 
diligently learn new ways now. I shall not make the effort to do so until the whole situation 
becomes a little clearer, otherwise there will be too much twisting and turning with every 
wind that blows. I am still holding my head high, in the belief that Germany is too ‘diligent’ 
to fall into such a complete decline — in spite of all the nonsense the worthy government has 
instituted. Bismarck’s dream has suffered a rude awakening, at all events, and two hundred 
years of Prussiandom are at an end. Let’s hope that it will be replaced by better times. I don’t 
believe that it will -  but there’s nothing we can do about historical facts.59

Indeed, on his return to Berlin in a temporary capacity from March to May 1919, 

Strauss was all too aware of how street disturbances in the former seat of empire 

often led to the cancellation of evening theatrical performances during those troubled 

months. As he related to Pauline in early March:

First citation from Der Vereins und Westbank, Hamburg (ed.) ‘ Weltkrieg und Revolution’, Richard 
Strauss: 1864-1949: Musik des Lichts vom Burgerschreck in dunkler Zeit zum Rosenkavalier 
(Hamburg: Heinicke, 1979), 111; second citation from Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 404. Strauss was in 
Berlin Munich from 2-4 February 1918, returning at the end of that month before departing for Berlin 
on 28 February (see Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 404).
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[Returned] just this moment from the theatre, where Fidelio should have been on, without 
having achieved anything, as the lights had gone out. It was shot out bravely today: the 
government troops conquered Alexanderplatz and capably decimated the Sparticists. A more 
heightened state o f siege has so far been announced for tomorrow, although one hopes the 
general strike will be over soon -  as it won’t pay off in any political sense -  and that all will 
be calm then.60

Clearly, Strauss desired a return to normality, both within and without the 

spheres of Kunst and Kultur. Indeed, it seems logical to suggest that the composer, in 

common with many of his contemporaries, would have unhesitatingly agreed with 

later comments made by the new Intendcint at the Berlin State Opera, Max von 

Schillings, in support of the continued existence of Germany’s thirty plus opera 

houses, despite the country’s dire financial straits and crippling international dues:

To Germany and the German people, opera is a cultural necessity. Music is part o f the Soul of 
Germany. The opera is educative and inspiring (sic). It has become a part of our education -  a 
part o f our intellectual life. We cannot, must not let it be lowered in quality, we must not 
alone keep it up but endeavour to maintain the highest standard?1

Indeed, as Hans Heinsheimer (director of the Opera Department at Universal Edition) 

remarked some ten years later: ‘The citizens pay taxes not only for street cars ... but 

for the maintenance of a cultural consciousness.’62

In the meantime, though agreement on Strauss’s terms had been reached at 

the newly named Vienna Staatsoper by mid-April 1919, his appointment did not win

“9 Strauss to Pauline Strauss, quoted in Wilhelm, Kurt: Richard Strauss: An Intimate Portrait, trans. 
Mary Whittall (London: Thames and Hudson, 1989), 152.

Soeben vom Theater, wo "Fidelio" sein sollte, unverrichteter Dinge zuriickgekehrt, da das Licht ausgeldscht 
wurde. Es wurde heute wacker geschossen, die Regierungstruppen haben am Alexanderplatz gesiegt und unter Spartakus 
tuchtig aufgeraumt. Fur morgen ist bis je tz t  verschdrfter Belagerungszustand angesagt, man hofft aber, dafi der 
Generalstreik, da er als politisch nicht bezahlt wird, bald aus und dann Ruhe sein wird
(Strauss to Pauline, 6 March 1919, cited in Wilhelm: Strauss: An Intimate Portrait, trans. Whittall,
H I ) .

Schillings was quoted by the New York American reporter, Karl H. von Wiegand, in a report o f 10 
July 1919, Hoover Institution Archives, Karl von Wiegand Papers, Box 24, cited in Feldman, Gerald 
D.: The Great Disorder: Politics, Economics and the German Inflation, 1914-1924 (Oxford: OUP, 
2/1997), 534.

Heinsheimer, Hans: ‘A New Patron for M usic’, Modern Music 8 (January-February 1931), 14, cited 
in Cook, Susan C.: Opera fo r  a New Republic: The ‘Zeitopern' o f  Krenek, Weill, and Hindemith (Ann 
Arbor: UMI Research Press, 1988), 3.
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universal support. Interestingly, unease at the prospect of the Staatsoper under 

Strauss had arguably begun with his own librettist, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, who 

sent Strauss a letter on 1 August 1918 reflecting anxiety that the composer’s 

imminent incumbency would signal inevitable opportunism on his part regarding the

63elevation of his own stage works (most of which were, ironically, the product of 

their successful collaboration). However, perhaps the refined Austrian aesthete feared 

a charge of guilt by association if this notional chain of events were in fact to occur, 

and thus sought to temper Strauss’s sacro egoismo before the event, in an outburst 

characterised by Hofmannsthal’s breathtaking snobbery:

The great danger of your life, to which you surrender and from which you try to escape in
almost periodic cycles, is a neglect o f all the higher standards o f intellectual existence. Any
attempt to place oneself above ideas and institutions is an utter negation of what matters to
civilised human beings and, insofar as your works themselves form part o f what matters in
intellectual life, it is they, however much you mean to foster them, which will have to pay the
eventual penalty. But I do not think that you have reached the point at which you can 

64understand the connection.

While Hofmannsthal later changed his mind on the matter, on 10 April 1919 

staff at the Staatsoper lodged a formal complaint at Strauss’s appointment,65 

probably at the behest of rival conductor, Felix Weingartner, who considered himself 

a candidate for the position. However, these difficulties were soon overcome, and 

Strauss negotiated terms that ensured a five-month conducting schedule (January- 

May) and a co-directorship with the ex-Hofoper stalwart, Franz Schalk, but with

See The Correspondence between Richard Strauss and Hugo von Hofmannsthal, ed. Willi Schuh, 
trans. Hanns Hammelmann and Ewald Osers (Cambridge: CUP, 1980) (hereafter: Correspondence), 
307-309.

Cited Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 111, after Correspondence, 307. Adorno commented that 
Strauss’s music ‘elevated itself above taste, and credits this to itself as its eminence, its Herrenmoral, 
analogous to d’Annunzio’s sacro egoismo’ (Adorno: ‘Richard Strauss [Part 1]’, 15; here (as is also the 
case in Michael Kater’s Composers o f  the Nazi Era [Oxford: OUP, 1999], 217), the term is used in a 
broader fashion with reference to the composer’s attitude towards his own pre-eminence in the world 
o f music.

Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 406.
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Strauss as unofficial ‘greater equal.’66 Friction was bound to occur in such an 

unorthodox arrangement which, notably, lacked a clear articulation as regards the 

division of duties; moreover, as Bryan Gilliam argues, the real flaw lay in the fact 

that Strauss considered himself as the ‘artistic director’, while the inwardly resentful 

Schalk was left with the day-to-day administration of the institution.67

Notwithstanding the vagaries of internal politics, Strauss was faced with a 

formidable task, and he rose admirably to the occasion. The recent assertion that, as 

opera director, Strauss was incapable, and felt powerless in a world that he no longer 

understood,68 and Hofmannsthal’s 1918 suggestion that, under Strauss’s 

management, the Mozart and Wagner repertoires would founder in Vienna, are 

strongly contradicted by his highly successful cultivation of operas by these very 

composers. Following a new production of Lohengrin (starting from January 1 1920, 

with Strauss himself at the podium), he staged an acclaimed Ring cycle in March 

1921, while the period of the co-directorship also witnessed productions of Don 

Giovanni, Le Nozze c/e Figaro and Cosi fan tutte,69 That he invested so much time

66 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 111.
Gilliam: Strauss, 111; see also Leibnitz, Thomas: ‘Zwr Novitatenpolitik der Ara Franz Schalk/  

Richard Strauss (1918-1924)', Oper in Wien: 1900-1925, ed. Carmen Ottner (Vienna: Doblinger, 
1996), 120-129.

Walker, Michael: Richard Strauss und seine Zeit (Laaber: Laaber-Verlag, 2000), 329.
Seebohm, Andrea (ed.): Die Wiener Oper: 350 Jahre G lam  und Tradition (Vienna: Unberreuter, 

1986), 99. Strauss conducted new productions o f Don Giovanni at the Staatsoper from 20 May 1921, 
Le Nozze de Figaro at the Redoutensaal in the Hofburg [Imperial Palace] from 2 February 1922 and 
Cosi fa n  tutte (which he directed and for which provided recitatives) from 26 May 1920. Regarding Le 
Nozze de Figaro, the conductor and repetiteur, Leo Wurmser, later recalled that it was staged with 
minimal scenery, adding that most scenes were flanked by two built-in staircases; ‘[it] was pure delight 
and chamber music par excellence’ (Wurmser, Leo: ‘Richard Strauss as an Opera Conductor’, Music 
and Letters xlv/1 [January 1964], 6). In 1910, Strauss had written enthusiastically about Cosi fa n  tutte 
(thereby marking a new production at Munich; he had already revived it there in 1897), firstly by 
bewailing its status as the ‘step-child’ [,Stiefkind‘\ in M ozart’s canon o f stage works amongst opera 
conductors and the public alike. Selecting the Addio quintet, the Act I finale, and two superlative arias 
by Despina as particular highlights, Strauss went on to praise Mozart’s visionary irony and 
humoristic-pathetic, parodistic-sentiniental style’ [,... humoristische-pathetische, parodistisch- 

sentimentale Stil ...‘], claiming (with credence) that it was of a type not found again until Wagner’s
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and effort in revitalising Mozart operas during an era when such works were not 

considered as ascendant as they are today (certainly in Vienna) stands testament as 

much to his vision as it does to an undying, life-long love for the composer; the sheer 

depth of that affection would later be captured most vividly, perhaps, in Strauss’s 

collaborative arrangement with the producer, Lothar Wallerstein, of Mozart’s then 

virtually unknown opera seria, Idomeneo, in 1930.70

As for his predecessors Mahler and Weingartner, for Strauss, Mozart 

represented one of the cornerstones of German opera, and, in 1922, he articulated his 

position with regard to tradition at the Vienna Staatsoper by stating that it was a 

director’s job to propagate ‘the greatest possible improvement in the quality of the 

productions on offer, and the establishment of a really exemplary classical repertoire’

Die Meistersinger von Niirnberg, Cornelius’s Der Barbier von Bagdad and Verdi’s Falstaff. As he 
reiterated:

“Cosi fan tutte” exists uniquely not only in terms o f  M ozart’s masterworks, it is also one o f  the gems in the entire 
literature o f  operatic comedies prior to Richard W agner's “M eistersingern .” (sic). W hy has “Cosi fa n  tutte" not
found the same level o f  universal recognition as “Figaro", “Don Giovanni” and ... “ [Die] Zauberflote”? ............
“Cosi fa n  tutte" ought to be in the repertoire o f  all German theatres, obtaining, at the very least, the honorary 
position it has always deserved........

1 Cosi fa n  tutte stellt n icht nur ein Unikum der M ozartschen dramatischen Meisterschdpfungen, sondern eine  
Perle der gesam ten Lustspielliteratur vor R ichard Wagners "M eistersingern'' (sic) dar. Was war wohl nun der 
Grund warum "Cosi fa n  tutte " bis je tz t  n icht die allgemeine Anerkennung gefunden hat wie “Figaro ", "Don
Giovanni und  ... “ [Die] Zauberflote " ? .......... mufite "Cosi fa n  tutte " im Repertoire alter deutschen Biihnen zum
mindesten je tz t  den Ehrenplatz erhalten, den es schon immer verdient hat....... ]

(cited from Strauss, Richard: ‘Mozarts “Cosi fa n  tu tte” [16 December 1910]’, idem: Dokumente: 
Aufsdtzte, Aufzeichnungen, Vorworte, Reden, Briefe, ed. Ernst Krause [Leipzig: Philipp Reclam Jr, 
1980], 17-22). See also Strauss, Richard: ‘On Mozart’s “Cosi fa n  tutte'’ ’, Recollections and  
Reflections, 12-1 A. Indeed, Strauss’s concerns regarding Cosi fa n  tutte, dating from the year in which 
he finished Der Rosenkavalier, coincided with the beginning of a determined plan on his part to invest 
his own operatic endeavour with heightened naturalism in those parts governed by dialogue: a move 
that saw full fruition in Intermezzo (1923) and consummate mastery in Capriccio (1941). Thus Strauss 
tellingly valued Mozart’s recitatives over the vocal melodies in Cosi fa n  tutte, as he viewed the former 
as more vital and fascinating in terms o f dramatic flow (Gillam, Bryan: ‘Modem Times’, Opera News, 
lxiv/2, 26-31; here: 29-30, and also Strauss: ‘On Mozart’s “Cost fa n  tutte'", 72-73).

Idomeneo was not the only neglected or little-known Mozart stage work to be revived by Strauss: 
Leo Wurmser (see n. 69, above) also recalled being in attendance at the Redoutensaal when Strauss 
conducted an operatic triple bill consisting o f Mozart’s early Singspiel, Bastien und Bastienne (1768) 
-  written when its composer was only twelve years old, to a libretto by Friedrich Wilhelm Weiskern 
after Favart s parody on Rosseau’s La Devin du village (1752) -  Pergolesi’s La Serva padrona (first 
prod. Naples, 1733) and W eber’s Abu Hassan (1810-1811) (see Wurmser: ‘Strauss as an Opera
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[, ... in der aufiersten Steigerung der Qucilitat der gebotenen Darstellungen und der 

Aufstellung eines yvirklich vorbildlichen klassichen Repertoires'].11 According to one 

recent commentator, this (supposedly) innate conservatism represented Strauss’s 

Achilles heel, and was a contributory factor to his resignation from the post in 1924,

as the constant pressing by critics, and even the public, for new operas representative

. . . .  72of the new, post-war era was anathema to his political and artistic sensibilities. 

Though he was less than complimentary towards the music of younger 

contemporaries Schoenberg and Krenek in 1928,73 perhaps one should not read too 

much into such pronouncements; during the hyperinflation of the early 1920s, and 

particularly during the 1922 and 1923 seasons, soaring production costs presumably

Conductor’, 4). Strauss conducted the aforementioned triple bill at the Redoutensaal on 12 and 13 
January, and on 24 February, 1924 (Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 448; 450).
71 Cited from Strauss, Richard: ‘Erwagungen zum Opernspielplan [1922]', idem: Dokumente, ed. 
Krause, 118; Strauss: ‘Observations on the Operatic Repertoire’, Recollections and Reflections, 34. 
Though he proved to be a committed Wagnerian in terms of programming, Strauss’s pro-Mozart 
stance exemplified a keen understanding o f the effects o f the early twentieth-century ‘Wagner versus 
Mozart’ bias, which had bubbled over particularly during their respective commemorative years: 1906 
(Mozart’s sesquicentenary) and 1913 (W agner’s centenary). While Paul Zschorlich’s Mozart 
Heuchelei: Ein Beitrag zur Kunstgeschichte des 20. Jahrhunderts [Mozart Hypocrisy: A Contribution 
to the History o f  Art in the Twentieth Century’] (Leipzig: Rothbart, 1906) derided the cult o f hero- 
worship, it also tried to reinforce prevalent ‘wisdom’ purveyed then by Wagnerians and the 
Bayreuther Blatter deeming Mozart as ‘backward’ and Wagner as his antithesis. By 1913, however, 
Emil Ludwig’s Wagner oder Die Entzauberten [Wagner, or the Disenchanted] could posit Mozart as a 
palliative to the over-bearing sensuality o f Wagner’s music, while in 1913, Oskar Bie’s Die Oper 
predicted that the future lay in a synthesis o f Mozartian and Verdian styles. However, perhaps the most 
pointed publication with regard to Strauss’s championing o f Mozart was Hermann Abert’s important 
book on Mozart (an updated and revised version o f an earlier biography by Otto Jahn), first published 
in Leipzig in 1919. In the preface, Abert aptly considered the changes in Mozart reception since Jahn’s 
era (the first edn. o f Jahn’s work had been published in four vols., 1856-1859; second edn., two vols., 
1867; Jahn died two years later). While Abert’s assertion in the preface that M ozart’s music was heard 
and experienced in a different way to that o f  the past registers with the present-day reader as an 
obvious truism, contemporary changes wrought by advances in scholarly methodology, the revelation 
of new primary sources, and the effects o f the dawn o f the recording age can help to put into 
perspective Abert’s reinforcement of Jahn’s call for a ‘historical view’ o f Mozart over one founded on 
idealisation. Thus the essence of Strauss’s 1922 plan for the Staatsoper -  exemplified by his 
championing of the (then) lesser known operas that traced Mozart’s development towards full maturity 
in operatic composition -  seems remarkably cognate with the views o f this most crucial o f Mozart 
scholars (see Abert, Hermann: W. A. Mozart [Leipzig: Breitkopf und Hartel, 7/1955], v, and Gruber, 
Gemot: Mozart and Posterity’ [Boston: Northeastern University Press, 1994], 189-193).

Edler: ‘Zwischen Mythos und Konversation', Richard Strauss-Bldtter, New Series 45 (June 2001), 
128, after Rode-Breymann, Susanne: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den Zwischenkriegsjahren (Tutzing: 
Schneider, 1994), 24; 148. The notion o f a public eager for artistic novelty strikes the present writer as 
being curiously untenable.

Strauss described their music as ‘goat dung’ [B o ckm ist]: see Briefwechsel, 625..
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outweighed altruism in artistic decisions, especially regarding more ‘experimental’ 

repertoire.74 Moreover, in direct contrast to Susanne Rode-Breymann’s above- 

mentioned observation, Strauss held that opera as institution was inherently 

reactionary:

An opera house operates differently to a theatre........ In comparison with spoken theatre, an
opera house has a much more conservative audience, too; an audience which, in the most 
part, has no desire at all for new works, as all good novelties, except for Fidelio and Tristan, 
have had to be imposed upon them. How many works o f the last 150 years are of this kind of 
value? How many operas since Parsifal have really gained a permanent foothold on the 
German stage? . . .75

It is undeniable that, on the other hand, Strauss did actively promote his own product 

during his stint in charge (with some twenty-two performances of Josephslegende in 

1922 alone),76 but it would be unfair to claim that Strauss aspired to create a 

‘museum’ culture in toto, despite contemporaneous criticism from certain quarters of 

the press to the contrary. Indeed, Strauss actually increased the number of new operas 

(with some seventeen Vienna premieres) during his co-directorship with Schalk, a

74 Indeed, Strauss mentioned as much at the beginning of his essay, while also noting what he regarded 
as the eminent unsuitability o f big city stages such as Berlin and Vienna for the reception and success 
of new works. Looking back with affection on the premieres of Feuersnot (first produced [hereafter: f. 
p.], 1901), Salome (f. p., 1905), Elektra (f. p., 1909), and Der Rosenkavalier (f. p., 1911) under Ernest 
von Schuch at Dresden, he correspondingly forwarded the latter as a more viable choice, where, he 
enthused, foreign visitors and an artistically inclined, homogeneous public mingled, and non-German 
critics were more likely to form an unbiased, genuinely critical stance towards a work (see Strauss:
‘Erwdgungen zum Opernspielplan [1922]’, 117). While his befriending by Dresden’s Generaldirektor, 
Fritz Busch, would also have been a crucial factor, this predisposition towards the Saxon capital was 
undoubtedly influential in Strauss’s decision to grant it the premieres o f  Intermezzo (f. p., 1924) and 
Die agyptische Helena (f. p., 1928). Both events (especially the Helena premiere) would not be 
without controversy: for the issues surrounding the premiere o f Die agyptische Helena, see chapter 
five, below.
75

Ein Operntheater hat andere Lebensbbedingungen als ein Schauspielhaus...........  [Es] hat auch ein viel
konservativeres Publikum als die Sprechbiihne, ein Pubtikum, das zum  groflten Teil gar keine Novitaten verlangt, dem  
vietmehr seit dem "Fidelio" und "Tristan" alles gute Neue gewaltsam aufzwungen werden mufite. Und wie viete Werke seit 
150 Jahren waren dieses Aufzeigens wert? Wie viete Opern se it dem "Parsifa l” sind der deutschen Biihne wirklich dauernd  
gewonnen werden? ...

(cited from Strauss: ''Erwdgungen zum Opernspielplan [1922]’, 119; see idem'. ‘Observations on the 
Operatic Repertoire’, 35). It could also be argued that new repertoire often has to be imposed upon the 
singers themselves, let alone the audience.

Leibnitz: 'Zur Novitatenpolitik der Ara ShalkJStrauss\ 123. While it is difficult to accept Leibnitz at 
face value when he posits that the Schalk/Strauss era was undistinguished in terms o f the international 
trend in the development o f operatic repertoire in the first half o f the twentieth century, it is hard to 
argue with the figures reflecting total performances per main composer in the Staatsoper over the five- 
year period, and the self-promoted hegemony audaciously engineered by Strauss himself within this



policy to which the more traditional Brucknerian had always been averse during his 

career pre-Strauss at the former Hof oper.11 While they may not have ranked amongst 

the ‘avant-garde’, Pfitzner’s Palestrina (1917), Reznicek’s Konig Blaubart (1918), 

Schreker’s Die Gezeichneten (1918) and Die Schatzgrdber (1920), Korngold’s Die 

tote Stadt (1920), and Schmidt’s Fredigundis (1921) were nevertheless new, and, as

78befitted Strauss’s desideratum, operas by Austrian composers.

In terms of his own compositional career, it is telling to note that the 

immediate post-war period was also marked by a significant hiatus in Strauss’s 

working (and personal) relationship with Hofmannsthal, brought on in part by the 

troubled birth of their recently-finished opera. Die Frau ohne Schatten (1917, prod.

1919). With its sprawling allegory, heavy symbolism, and, in terms ol the music, 

often agitated counterpoint, the work represents perhaps, on the one hand, the apogee 

of post-Romanticism, and on the other, the irrelevance of that dead legacy for 

proponents of the antiromantic, cynical attitude that soon prevailed in some areas of 

post-war German art and society. By 1916, Strauss showed peculiar prescience when 

he informed Hofmannsthal of his future determination to cast off ‘the Wagnerian 

musical armour’; ‘Let us resolve that Die Frau olme Schatten will be the last 

romantic opera. Hopefully you will soon have a fine, happy idea that will definitely

41

veritable ‘mighty five’: Wagner (327), Strauss (245), Puccini (236), Verdi (185), Mozart (147) (see 
Leibnitz, 123).
77

Grasberger, Franz: Richard Strauss: Hohe Kunst, Erfulltes Leben (Vienna: Brtider Rosenbaum, 
1965), 71; Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 113.

Strauss maintained that Austrian composers resident in the country, especially in Vienna, had a right 
to be heard in their national opera house, even at the risk o f failure (see Strauss: ‘Observations on the 
Operatic Repertoire’, Recollections and Reflections, 36).
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help set me out on the new road.’79 However, that ‘new road' was one that Strauss 

was to travel mostly alone from the years 1918-1923.

While a certain weariness brought on by the vicissitudes of both the war and 

the resultant, delayed gestation of Die Frau ohne Schatten{] evidently precipitated 

Strauss and Hofmannsthal’s mutual distancing, it is true that practical and artistic 

reasons may also have accounted for this interim period. From Strauss’s point of 

view, these may have included his duties at the Staatsoper (though he was only 

contracted from January to May) and his American tours with the Vienna 

Philharmonic and the singer, Elisabeth Schumann, during the early 1920s. For 

Hofmannsthal, the aforementioned fear of a potentially-imminent, Straussian take

over of the repertoire at the Staatsoper, and unease caused by the composer’s newly 

established, relative proximity to Hofmannsthal's home in Rodaun on the outskirts of 

Vienna (he had, heretofore, preferred to keep Strauss at an arm’s length on a 

personal, as well as an artistic, level) may help to contextualise this temporary nadir 

in relations between the two artists. In terms of individual work projects, the difficult 

gestation of Hofmannsthal’s play, Der Turm, his preoccupation with the fledgling

79 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 16 August and 28 July 1916,Briefwechsel, 359; 354 (see Correspondence, 
262 [date (erroneously) given as ‘early September’], 259); original German text cited and trans. in 
Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. idem, 260).

Indeed, Gilliam points out that Strauss later expressly linked the completion of Die Frau ohne 
Schatten with the First World War, and that the composer even posited that the presence of some of 
the decidedly nervous counterpoint in the last act was attributable to specific fears brought on by that 
war. Thus Strauss:

'Die Frau ohne Schatten'. das Schmerzkind, wurde in Kumm er und Sorgen wahrend des Krieges vollendet ... 
Diese Kriegessorgen haben wohl auch der Partitur, besonders gegen die Mitte des 3. Aktes eine gewisse nervdse 
Uberreizheit eintragen, die sich schtiesslich im M elodram "entspannte! ”

[Die Frau ohne Schatten, that painful child, was completed during the war in sorrow and worry ... (. )These 
wartime worries also lend the score a  certain nervous over-anxiety, no doubt, particularly around the middle o f  the
I hird Act, which finally ‘relaxes’ itself in the Melodrama!]

(cited from Strauss, Richard: Betrachtungen und Erinnerungen, ed. Willi Schuh [Zurich: Atlantis, 
3/1981], 244-245; see Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation', 259; 281, n. I, [my 
translation]).



Salzburg Festival, and, fundamentally, a lack of agreement and compromise on the 

part of both men considerably precluded joint ventures during this time. This factor 

was clearly evidenced by Strauss’s apparent lack of interest in Hofmannsthal’s 1920 

scenario, Danae oder der Verunfheirat [Danae or The Marriage o f  Convenience] -  

the future basis for the libretto by Joseph Gregor for Strauss’s later opera, Die Liebe 

der Danae (1940) -  and Hofmannsthal’s unwillingness to contemplate collaboration 

on what became Strauss’s entirely self-penned ‘opera domestica’, Intermezzo (1924).

The first important development of this period sans Hofmannthal was 

Strauss’s sudden return in 1918 to Lieder composition after a silence of twelve years. 

After the retirement from recitals of his wife, Pauline, in 1906, it had long been 

assumed the composer had accordingly finished with the genre. However, Strauss 

went on to compose the four songs sets (opp. 66-69) at this time -  totalling twenty- 

nine songs in all -  and was, perhaps, partly spurred in this endeavour by the voice of 

Elisabeth Schumann, for whom he orchestrated some earlier songs for symphony 

concert purposes which were performed when later on tour in America.81

It has also been suggested that Strauss returned to the Lied for reasons that 

stemmed from his cognisance of how the disappearance of imperial patronage would 

undoubtedly have a detrimental effect on future opera production.82 Though no 

stranger to opportunism, it does seem peculiar that, in the climate of post-war 

turmoil, Strauss would turn to a somewhat outdated genre, more characteristic, as

81 A
A s  with the creation o f his female operatic roles, Strauss often wrote or orchestrated songs with a 

particular singer in mind; thus the five orchestrations he completed in summer 1918 were possibly as 
tai ored for Schumann as the 1897 orchestrations had been for Pauline, and as those dating from 1937 
an the early 1940s would be for Viorica Ursuleac (Peterson: Ton und Wort, 118).
~ See Peterson: Ton und Wort, 117.
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Gilliam observes, of the romantic, nineteenth-century German tradition.83 However, 

these songs were clearly different from their early-century Straussian forbears, a fact 

demonstrated most pointedly in the song-cycle, Krdmerspiegel (1918). Composed on 

sarcastic texts by the Berlin poet and critic, Alfred Kerr, the songs targeted specific 

houses in the German music publishing industry, and was the result of a threatened 

lawsuit by the firm, Bote & Bock, to whom Strauss had promised twelve songs 

during discussions on the terms for the publication of Symphonia domestica in 

1904.84 While he did furnish six songs (op. 56) in 1906, this only half-fulfilled his 

obligation; when he submitted the twelve scornful offerings that comprised 

Kramerspiegel in early June 1918, they were rapidly returned, bereft of a response.

As untypical as they were in comparison with earlier efforts, their caustic 

texts evoked the spirit of German Kabarett,85 thus stylistically recalling the libretto 

written by the founder of the Berlin Uberbrettl, Ernst von Wolzogen, for Strauss’s 

second opera, Feuersnot. However, as Peter Schnaus has noted, despite their 

leanings, the range of expression required in their performance makes Krdmerspiegel

very much the purlieu of the professional Lieder singer rather than the cabaret

* 86artiste. The work has been described as a programmatic piano cycle comparable to 

the composer’s Stimmungsbilder, op.9, due to the pervasive role played by the

87accompaniment, which, in this case, most notably contains music quotations from

J  Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 115.
Peterson: Ton und Wort, 118. The list of publisher/representative thereof and respective Lied  is as 

follows: Hugo Bock (Lieder 1 and 2); Oscar Hase, Breitkopf und Hartel (Lied 3); Ludwig Friedmann, 
Dreimasken-Verlag (Lied  4); Karl and Franz Reinecke (Lied 5), publishers C. F. Kahnt and Robert 
Lienau (Lied  6), Ludwig Strecker, B. Schott’s Sohne (Lied 7) (after Schnaus, Peter: ‘Freitonales 
Ungeziefer?: Anmerkungen zum neuenten Lied des 'Krdmerspiegel’ ’, Richard Strauss-Bldtter 45, 
New Series [June 2001], 84-94, here, n.3, 93). Strauss’s publisher, Furstner, is noticeably absent. 

Schnaus: ‘Freitonales Ungeziefer?', 84.
Schnaus, 84.
Peterson: Ton und Wort, 120.
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Strauss’s own works. From the operas, Der Rosenkavalier is quoted in both the 

second Lied, ‘Einst kam der Bock" and the tenth, 'Die Kimstler sind die Schdpfer\ 

while the theme representing the artist’s Ideal from Tod und Verkldrung features in 

the eighth, ‘ Von Handlern wird die Kunst bedroht.’’ Ein Heldenleben and Sinfonia 

domestica figure in the eleventh Lied, ‘Die Handler und die Macher\ and the 

celebrated horn motif from Till Eulenspiegels lustige Streiche appears in the twelfth, 

-() Schrdpferschwarm. ’ Throughout the cycle, extended fugal sections and 

contrasting snippets of hunting songs, Landler, polkas, mazurkas, and waltzes 

abound. To strains of waltzes from Der Rosenkavalier, Strauss set the following 

whimsical lines:

Once a goat [,der Bock‘] came as a messenger [,als Bote': thus ‘Bote & Bock’]
To the house o f the Rose Cavalier;
He knocked with his hoof,
The entrance was guarded by a rose bouquet [ftosensstrauss']

The bouquet stabbed quickly with his thorns 
Through the thick fur o f the messenger-goat 
O goat, move with drooped tail 
Backwards, backwards!88

Behind the overall air of whimsy, however, lay a more serious motive; 

Strauss’s sole purpose in naming and shaming whom he saw as the perpetrators of 

crimes against the free artist (namely himself) was to rail against the mercantilism of 

the publishing industry and the tyranny inflicted by unfair contracts and conditions. 

Indeed, the securing of composer’s performance rights and the area of copyright 

protection had always a pet project for him (witness his co-foundation of and pro

Einst kam der Bock als Bote 
zum Rosenkavalier a n 's  Hans; 
er klopft m it seiner Pfote, 
den Eingang wehrt ein Rosensstrauss.

Der Strauss sticht seine Dornen schnell 
dem Botenbock durch’s  dicke Fell
O Bock , zieh m it gesenktem Sterz 
hintenvarts. hintenvarts!



active role in the Genossenschaft Deutscher Tonsetzer [GDT] from 1901).89 

Furthermore, the original name for the cycle, Die Handler und die Kunst, came to 

apostrophise their overall message.

As inherent in their title, Kramerspiegel reflected, in a tangible way, the 

satirical spirit of their era, with often grandiose piano introductions such as the 

admittedly serene opening to the aforementioned ' Von Handlern wird die Kunst 

bedrohf -  which Strauss later re-used as the Countess’s ‘Moonlight Music’ in the 

final scene of his operatic swan-song, Capriccio, 1941 -  ironically undercut by a 

deliberately deflationary style of vocal writing, and, indeed, by the mostly terse texts. 

But, by its very stylistic heterogenity, this unique song-cycle also indicated the 

qualities that would distinguish Strauss’s work in the next decade and beyond. In a 

strikingly similar fashion to the very Strauss works they cited (particularly Ein 

Heldenleben and Sinfonia domestica), Kramerspiegel saw Strauss, in musical terms, 

at his most explicitly self-referential (the composer would once more use his own life 

as source in the 1920s in the opera, Intermezzo, 1923). Der Rosenkavalier and both 

versions of Ariadne auf Naxos had exemplified an iconoclastic use of the musical 

canon that matched Hofmannsthal’s ingenius non-linear, atemporal approach to 

theatrical presentation. Here Strauss used his own canon, his own body of works, in 

order to add an extra layer of referentiality above that of the purely superficial, most 

strikingly in 'Die Handler und die Macher’ (mentioned above), which also quotes 

Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony. In this, the penultimate song, the traders and those ‘on 

the make of its title, are, by virtue of their vices, named by Kerr as the ‘HERO’S

See Peterson, Barbara A.: ‘Die Handler und die Kunst: Richard Strauss as Composers’ Advocate’, 
Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. Gilliam, 118-119.
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opponents’ (Kerr’s capitalisation).90 Appropriately, Strauss utilises the opening and a 

related theme from Ein Heldenleben, in addition to the infamous main theme 

representing the ‘Hero’s Adversaries’ from the latter work. At ‘HELDEN’, Strauss 

brings in his own theme from Sinfonia domestica (the composer as domestic, even 

ordinary, hero, not Nero-like megalomaniac, as read by such a benevolent, if albeit 

cautious, supporter as Romain Rolland at the fin-de-siecle).9] In setting the final 

couplet, ‘Der I a fit ein Wort erklingen/Wie Gotz von Berlichingen\ Strauss 

interweaves a quotation of Beethoven’s ‘Fate’ motive as a witty adjunct to this 

mention of the protagonist from Goethe’s first play, as well as an earnest message to

Q9his ‘opponents.’
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Of the other two song sets from this period, op. 67 (after three "Ophelia’ 

songs from Shakespeare’s Hamlet and three poems from Goethe’s West-ostlicher 

Divan), reflected Strauss’s frustration at his contractual obligation; a more subtle 

approach ensured the securing of their copyright by the much maligned Bote & Bock

90
Die Handler und die M acher/Sind mit Profit undSchacher ... ’ (cited from liner notes for Richard 

Strauss: Kramerspiegel/Ausgewahlte Lieder, Peter Schreier, Tenor; Norman Schetler, piano, CD 
Berlin Classics 0021282BC (1981/1987), 12). The song is cited in full and translated in n. 92, below.

See Myers, Rollo (ed.): Richard Strauss and Romain Rolland: Correspondence (London Calder and 
Boyars, 1968), 122.

Gotz von Berlichingen mit der eisernen Hand [Gotz from  Berlichingen with the Iron Hand] was a 
historical drama that centred on a feudal baron during the Peasants’ Revolt. In the third act, the 
embattled Gotz is under siege by imperial soldiers in his castle, and on hearing a call for his surrender,
issues an insolent reply: ‘I have all the respect for his Imperial Majesty, aber Er kann m ich -------.’ As
Norman Del Mar noted, the colourful, implied retort fits the rhythm of the opening two bars of 
Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony; where the word ‘Gotz’ served to popularly signify the rude rejoinder, 
the Fate’ motive, in turn, denotes the work it belongs to. Hence Strauss adds a serious subtext to his 
act o f defiance in the face of unscrupulous publishers:

Die Handler und die M acher [The trader and the 'm aker'
in mit Profit und Schacher Through profit and sharp practice

Ues .H ELD EN- Widersacher. Are the “H ER O ’S” opponents.
w  r e'n ^ 'ort erktingen  w h o  leaves one word resounding

ie oL von Berlichingen U k e G5tz from Berlichingen]

(see Del Mar: Critical Commentary, iii, 365; citation immediately above taken from liner notes for: 
Strauss: Kramerspiegel/Ausgewcihlte Lieder, CD Berlin Classics 0021282BC, 12).
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by 1 January 1919.9’ The op. 68 Brentano lieder, dedicated to Elisabeth Schumann, 

predictably reflect a more lyrical vein; indeed, no.4, 'AIs mir dein Lied erklang\ 

simultaneously recalls the beautiful introduction of op.66, no. 8,94 while looking 

forward (along with the op. 69 set after Achim von Arnim and Heinrich Heine, and 

the quasi-operatic Drei Hymnen for voice and orchestra, op. 71, after Holderlin,

1920) to the lyrical effusions that would characterise Die agyptische Helena and the 

Vier letzte Lieder (TrV 296, 1949).93

The second important development for Strauss’s career at this time was a 

return to ballet, marking a revival of interest for the composer in non-verbal theatrical 

discourse that actually predated his collaboration with Hofmannsthal. Indeed, 

Hofmannsthal’s initial overture to his future artistic partner in 1900, the ballet 

scenario Der Triumph der Zeit, was ultimately turned down by Strauss, as he was 

engaged in writing Kythere, a self-penned, three-act ballet after Antoine Watteau’s 

Embarquement pour Cythere (1719). As Willi Schuh observed, the unfinished 

Kythere, which highlights Strauss’s early interest in pre-romantic classicism (here, 

the rococo franqaise) as much as his determination to escape from the legacy of 

Wagner, offers tantalising glimpses of an idiosyncratic neoclassical style, a fact

94 ^ee Pe êrson: "Die Handler und die K u n s f, 122-123.
Peterson: Ton und Wort, 125; see the latter, 121-138, for a detailed discussion o f the sources for 

op.68.
95

Note the uncanny resemblance between the tone o f the following review of a 1922 Salzburg Festival 
performance of the op.68 Brentano Lieder by Schumann with her husband, Karl Alwin, at the piano, 
with posterity’s view o f theletzte Lieder.

[The songs] showed how agonizing and problematic all this experimental music appears next to the genius o f  a man 
who has the opportunity and the courage to reveal it. These songs are splendid, priceless; the maturity o f late 
summer lies over them, a fullness o f  new inspirations and musical charms is poured over them 

(cited in Peterson: Ton und Wort, 173, from Tenschert, Roland: ‘Richard Strauss und die Salzburger 
Festspiele , Richard-Strauss-Jahrbuch 1954, 152; (review’s source given only as ,ein Salzburger 
Blatt [ a Salzburg (news)paper’]). Works without opus numbers are referred to by the number 
assigned to them in Trenner, Franz: Richard Strauss: Werkverzeichnis (Vienna: Verlag Dr Richard 
Strauss, 2/1999) (TrV).



underlined by the later use of its sketch material in parts of Feuersnot, and 

particularly in Der Rosenkavalier, Der Burger als Edelmann, and in the Oper in 

Ariadne auf Naxos.96 Furthermore, Strauss’s Kythere scenario -  which featured a 

minuet, gavotte and contredanse -  also appears to have somewhat pre-empted 

Hofmannsthal’s libretto for Ariadne, particularly the second version (the first version 

comprises a one-act opera performed with an abridged translation of Moliere’s Le 

Bourgeois gentilhomme). In Strauss’s scenario, nobility interact with a theatrical 

troupe that includes stock characters from the commedia dell’arte (Pierrot, 

Colombine and Harlequin), who combine in the second act to perform a mythological 

ballet entitled ‘Der Triumph Amors.'91 Moreover, by utilising the technique of 

presenting a ‘ballet within a ballet’, Strauss may well have influenced his future 

collaborator’s conception.98 Thus, in terms of Strauss’s career trajectory, Kythere 

crucially points to an early creative encounter with myth before his collaboration with 

Hofmannsthal which suggests that classicising works such as Der Rosenkavalier, 

Ariadne au f Naxos, Der Burger als Edelmann and the Couperin Tanzsuite (1923) 

were not the purely result of their partnership, but, rather, the logical outcome of 

earlier tendencies.

Although he rejected Der Triumph der Zeit, Strauss did set other dance 

scenarios by Hofmannsthal to music, and while the choreographed sections of Das 

Biirger als Edelmann (1912; suite, 1917), Josephslegende (1914), and the reworked

See Schuh, Willi: ‘Das Szenarium und die muskalischen Skizzen zum Ballett “Kythere” Richard
Strauss Jahrbuch 1959/60, 84-98
98 ^ee Strauss, Richard: ‘ ‘Kythere’: Ballettentwurf, Richard Strauss Jahrbuch 1959/60, 84-98

Commenting on the news conveyed to him by the composer regarding the composition of 
chlagobers in 1921, Hofmannsthal remarked: ‘A ballet written by yourself! This is excellent news 

and I am sure that it is good. You have the right feeling it: a feeling, incidentally, in line with the 
traditional Bavarian gift for the Baroque theatre. The mythological ballets (sic) which you showed me
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version of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen (1924) met with mixed success, their 

presence in Strauss’s oeuvre -  along with other ‘solo’ ballet projects, such as the 

Couperin Tanzsuite (1923) and Schlagobers (1922, prod. 1924) -  attest to the 

composer’s fascination with this medium in the years surrounding the early 1920s. 

Given his position as co-director of an opera house that possessed a ballet corps of 

not insignificant potential, it is hardly surprising that such a wily and resourceful 

composer as Strauss would have taken an interest in music for dance. He later 

commented on how Josephslegende marked his intention to reinvigorate classical 

ballet, and on how he (like Hofmannsthal) saw dance as the veritable materfamilias 

of the arts, in the role of intercessor. For Strauss, dance ideally mediated not only the 

dramatic, but also movement and ‘absolute beauty.’99 His search for the ‘purely 

graceful’100 in dance thus complemented a similar aesthetic in his compositional 

career from the 1920s onwards, distinguished by a clear fascination with pre

romantic musical grammar. In search of a ‘new road’ after Die Frau ohne Schatten, 

Strauss found one option in ballet and a temporary return to an Ariadne-styled 

aesthetic and reduced orchestral forces in the music Der Burger als Edelmann 

(1917), the Couperin Tanzsuite (1923) and the reworked Ruinen von Athen (1924). 

During a period that also witnessed Stravinsky's Pulcinella (1920) -  the latter’s self- 

proclaimed epiphany through Pergolesi, et al.101 -  and Prokoviev's Haydnesque 

Classical Symphony (1916-17), Strauss thus exhibited a remarkable degree of

years ago were already good, if perhaps a little overladen; ... .’ (cited from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 
August 1921, Correspondence, 346).
100Sctrauss- Josephslegende’ [1941]’, Recollections and Reflections, 94.
ioi ^*rauss: O n Josephstegende\ 94.

Stravinsky described Pulcinella as ‘my discovery o f the past, the epiphany through which the whole
o my later work became possible. It was a backward look o f  course -  the first o f many love affairs in 

at irection -  but it was a look in the mirror too’ (cited from Stravinsky, Igor and Craft, Robert: 
expositions and Developments [London: Faber and Faber, 1962], 113).



contemporaneity amongst peers for whom he should arguably be considered as being 

a pioneer.

Nevertheless, Stravinskian ironic detachment was not Strauss’s raison d ’etre 

in his arrangement for dance of selected harpsichord pieces by Couperin in 1923. 

Though the Tanzsuite and the arrangements of Lully existent since the 1912 first 

version of Ariadne au f Naxos did not effect the same degree of alteration or historical

1 09distancing as Pulcinella, Strauss’s further return to the world of the rococo 

frangais,m  heretofore prevalent in both the unfinished Kythere and the 

aforementioned Burger als Edelmann, was not without a degree of free adaptation.104 

It seems that Strauss first suggested the idea of a soiree to Vienna’s Ballet Master, 

Heinrich Kroller, in May 1922, featuring French ballet music that could that could 

possibly incorporate ‘... things by Ravel or something piquant, modern’; in 

September 1922, Strauss then wrote to Schalk:

I am expecting to receive from Paris the libretto o f Ravel’s Ma Mere I ’Oye [Mother Goose] 
and a little ballet by A. [Albert] Roussel, but I would like to precede them with a short 
eighteenth-century ballet, perhaps by Rameau.105

The work premiered under Clemens Krauss at a soiree on 17 February 1923 in 

Vienna’s Redoutensaal, and was repeated under Strauss’s baton five days later at the 

same venue. On the latter occasion, Strauss’s Couperin arrangement was the opening

102
Lodes, Birgit: ‘Strauss’ Bearbeitungen im ‘Burger als Edelm ann’ und Strawinskys ‘Pulcinella’ 

Compositionwissenschaft: Festschrift Reinhold und Roswitha Schldtterer zum 70. Geburtstag, ed. 
Bemd Edelmann und Sabine Kurth (Augsberg: WiBner, 1999), 278f.

Note the entry in Romain Rolland’s diary dating from spring 1900, the same period in which 
Strauss worked on Kythere'. ‘1 showed him [Strauss] the eighteenth century rooms, the royal chambers 
and the drawings. He is very curious to become acquainted with the French rococo’ (cited in Werbeck, 
Walter: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxv: Miscellaneous Orchestral Works ii, trans. J. Bradford 
Robinson, [Vienna: Dr Richard Strauss Verlag, 1999] xii).

Katzenberger, Gunter: ‘Clavecin-Musik des 18. Jahrhunderts im Spiegel der Zwanziger Jahre: 
Zur Couperin-Tanzsuite' von 1923\ RichardStrauss-Blatter 45, New Series (June 2001), 8.

Strauss to Kroller, 13 May 1922, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fo r t , cited in Kargl, Sivlia: 
Ballette von Richard Strauss an der Wiener S ta a tso p erR ich a rd  Strauss-Bldtter, New Series 42



item, sporting the suitably ‘grand’ title: ‘Francois Couperin: Social and Theatrical 

Dances in the Style of Louis XV, Arranged by Richard Strauss’; in December of the 

same year, they were given again (in concert performance) as ‘Dance Suite / from 

keyboard pieces by Francois Couperin / arranged and edited by / Richard Strauss.’106 

Ravel's ballet, billed as ‘Fairy Tales from a Nurse Maid (Ma Mere l ’Oye)\ was 

followed by ‘The Ballerina's Wooers’ with music by Rameau to a scenario by 

Kroller, while proceedings finished with ‘Johann Strauss: Viennese Ballroom 

Dances.’107

Regarding the source used in the Tanzsuite, Werbeck has posited that 

Strauss’s familiarity with Fran5ois Couperin’s clavecin music may have been due to 

the renowned harpsichordist, Wanda Landowska, whose recitals took place in Berlin 

from 19-26 November 1904. Flowever, although Rolland informed Strauss of one 

such event, adding that the first part of the programme would feature ‘ ... the masters 

of French and Italian harpsichord music of the eighteenth century, especially 

Couperin, for whom Mme Landowska has a special fondness and much empathy,’ 

Strauss was absent from Berlin during that period, returning, incidentally, on 27 

November.108 In any case, it appears that the composer used the first editions of 

Couperin's four books of keyboard music (published in Paris 1713-1730) as his only 

source for this work, and indeed, the later Verklimgene Feste, TrV 245a (1940) and

(December 1999), 92; Strauss to Schalk, 16 September 1922, cited in Werbeck: ‘ In tro d u c tio n Strauss 
Edition xxv, xii
106 T -  'Janzsuite /  aus Klavierstiicken von Francois Couperin /  zusammengestellt und bearbeitet von /  
Richard Strauss' (Katzenberger: ‘Clavecin-Musik', 8).

Notably absent was Roussel's ‘little ballet’ (possibly Le Festin de I'araignee [The Spider's 
Banquet], 1912), though this may have been due to time constraints.

Strauss, Richard and Rolland, Romain: Richard Strauss et Romain Rolland: correspondance, 
fragments de journal, ed. Gustave Samazeuilh (Paris: Michel, 1951), 32-33, cited in Werbeck: 

Introduction , Strauss Edition xxv, xii. On 21 and 25 November 1904, the composer conducted
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Divertimento, op. 86 (1941).109 In all, Strauss took twenty-one pieces and recast them 

into eight: Entrance and Solemn Round Dance (Pavane), Courante, Carillon, 

Sarabande, Gavotte, Whirling Dance, Allemande and March. In terms of their titles, 

Strauss's individual arrangements displayed little regard for historical rectitude; the 

featured material in his first piece was taken from the opening numbers in two of 

Couperin's ordres.uo Moreover, Strauss's very placing of a ‘Pavane’ at the head of 

the group, added to the fact that the 'Whirling Dance’ [‘ Wirbeltanz'], Carillon, and 

March were dances that transcended Couperin’s era, reinforced the freedom of his 

interpretation.111 Scoring the work for chamber orchestra, Strauss added his own 

counter-melodies and consistently altered the balance between principal melody and 

accompaniment, thus thickening Couperin's characteristically transparent, 

contrapuntal texture. Nevertheless, notwithstanding the inclusion of obvious 

anomalies such as harp, glockenspiel and celesta, he arguably stays faithful to the 

requisite sound world. As Werbeck writes, while ‘Strauss has unmistakably draped

his mantle over Couperin's shoulders, ... rarely does he push him aside altogether ...
11 ̂

“ As the treatment of Lully and his own. /<m\--baroque music in Der Burger als 

Edelmann demonstrated, Strauss treated such hints of his own compositional 

personality in a less ambiguous fashion than is apparent from his widespread use of

concerts in Antwerp and Wiesbaden, respectively, attending a Strauss concert under Fritz Steinbach in 
Cologne in between these dates (22 November) (Trenner:Strauss: Chronik, 258-259).

Ott, Alfons: ‘Couperin als Quelle fur Richard Strauss', Fontes Artis Musicae (offprint from 
1/1966), 100. According to Ott, Strauss would have been as unfamiliar with the later editions, the first 
thereof (nominally) by Brahms (the bulk of the editing was undertaken by Friedrich Chrysander): see 
Denkmaler der Tonkunst iv, (Bergedorf bei Hamburg: WeiBbom, 1869 [Livre 1] /2/1871 [Livre 2]; the 
complete set [Livres 1-4] was published by Augener in London in 1888), and that completed under the 
direction o f Maurice Cauchie (Oeuvres Completes des Francois Couperin [Publiees par un Groupe 
des^Musicologues sous la direction de Maurice Cauchie] [Paris: Editions de L'Oiseau Lyre., 1932- 
19j3]), ii-v, as he would have been with the later thematic index: Cauchie, Maurice: Thematic Index o f  
the Works o f  Francois Couperin (Monaco: Lyrebird, 1949). See Ott: ‘Couperin als Quelle fur Richard 

Fontes Artis Musicae (1/1966) [offprint], 100, ns. 7 and 8.
^  Werbeck: ‘ Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxv, xii. 
ip ^ atzen^erger: ‘Clavecin-Musik’, 10 

'  Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, xiii.
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quotation: whereas examples of the latter were sometimes so texturally engrained as 

if to suggest intimately personal reminiscence, in the Tanzsuite, the closing 

chromaticisation in no.3 (Carillon), the contrapuntal expansion in no.5 (Gavotte), and 

the momentous crescendo in no.6 (Whirling Dance) are almost as obvious a pointer 

as to the identity of their arranger as the false relations are in P ulcinella13 As would 

be his practice in re-casting Mozart’s Idomeneo, Strauss’s ending for the Carillon 

demonstrated that reverence for the music of the past did not preclude interpolation 

of his own material (example 1.1).114

The Tanzsuite remained in the repertoire of the Ballet Corps at the Staatsoper 

for the remainder of the 1923-1924 season,113 and, by 1930, it had been performed a 

hundred times.116 It was given its German premiere as a concert suite in Dresden 

under Generaldirektor, Fritz Busch, in December 1923. Calling the work a ‘dance 

poem, the reviewer of the Dresdner Neuste Nachrichten singled out the Gavotte, the 

Whirling Dance, and the March as the movements that bore the stamp of the 

composer of Ariadne au f Naxos}'11 Indeed, Johannes Reichelt’s consideration of the 

Tanzsuite as a ‘music-historical study’ (notwithstanding his fanciful argument that

See Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxv , xiii. In commenting on how the ascription of 
meaning in listening is dependent on the role o f memory in a given culture, Leon Botstein has posited 
with acuity on how, particularly in the later works such as Die dgyptische Helena, Die Liebe der 

anae, and Metamorphosen, Strauss’s strategies o f ‘recollection, self-quotation, nuanced repetition, 
and evocative gesture capable o f recall — often below the surface -  may not be directed so much at any 
listener at all but at the conversation with oneself.’ (Botstein, Leon: ‘Notes from the Editor: Memory 
^ ^ 0Sta'S 'a as Music-Historical Categories’, The Musical Quarterly Ixxxiv /4 [Winter 2000], 532-

Hereafter, music examples will appear on the subsequent (unnumbered) page to that on which they 
are detailed. F °  3
116 Couperin als Quelle fu r  Richard Strauss’, 99.

Lodes. Ballette von Richard Strauss an der Wiener Staatsoper', 92, after Amort, Andrea: Die 
Oeschichte des Balletts der Wiener Staatsoper: 1918-1942 (PhD diss., University of Vienna, 1981),

117 P r
d  ’’ • I Petzet, Carl Johannes]: ‘Die Couperinsuite von Straufi: Deutsche Uraffiihrung im

pernkonzerf, Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten, 23 December 1923.











the Sarabande was the direct descendant of the Beethovenian Adagio)118 is crucial to 

our understanding of the work. As Katzenberger observes, Strauss’s Couperin 

arrangements represent a cross between a form of traditional historicism (a la 

Brahms’s ‘Haydn' Variations, for example) and the new possibilities opened up by 

what became a widespread return to eighteenth-century compositional procedures 

during the 1920s."9 While Strauss may not have appeared as ‘neo-baroque’ as some 

of his contemporaries (especially via his continuance of a decidedly ‘subjective’ 

approach), his particular brand nevertheless transcended mere mannerism as 

represented by recomposition according to the rules of dodecaphony (Schoenberg), 

motoric counterpoint (Hindemith), and the superimposition of ‘spiky’ dissonances 

(Stravinsky). Though he returned to the world of the French rococo when he 

appended six more dances to the Tanzsuite in 1940 (renaming it [the aforementioned] 

Verklungene Feste, and in Capriccio, 1942), his next foray into the world of dance 

theatre, Schlagobers [Whipped Cream], op.70 (prod. 1924), was of a different hue. In 

a not dissimilar fashion to the conflation of myth, baroque spectacle and broader 

contemporary concerns that Hofmannsthal achieved in the libretto for Die dgyplische 

Helena, Stiauss s ‘humorous Viennese ballet’ was to reflect surrealistically upon 

mythical baroque gastronomy, post-war local politics and the innate provincialism of 

his adopted city through the medium of classical dance.

With a plot that contains distinct echoes of Tchaikovsky’s The Nutcracker 

while pre empting Ravel s opera, L Enfant et des Sortileges,120 Strauss’s self-written
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a m lS 'f u '- ' J0hf ) neS: t£ine Richard- Straufi-Uraffuhrung in Dresden’ (Source not given on copy of 
nnicie tn Richard Strauss-Institut [hereafter RSI], Garmisch-Partenkirchen), 24 December 1923 
,20 5ee Katzenberger: ‘Clavecin-Musik’, 20.

source m®nt'oned Josef la y e r ’s Die Puppenfee [The Fairy Puppet] as another possible
source (see Panofsky: Strauss: Partitur eines Lebens, 231).
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text centres on a young, male Viennese confirmand who is accorded the customary

trip to a confectioner s shop, only to become ill from over-indulgence and later suffer

a hallucinogenic dream in which the objects of his earlier affection come to life.

Finished in mid-September 1922, in an economic climate beset by hyper-inflation,

the work was destined for failure; as usual, Strauss (who dedicated Schlagobers to

his friend, Ludwig Karpath) expressed abject disappointment in a letter to Schalk at

the impending delay of its premiere:

If means are so strapped in Vienna and our budget becomes additionally lumbered with 
pensioners, belts will simply have to be tightened, and I withdraw my Schlagobers altogether 
so as not to overburden the 1923 opera budget from the outset. I’m now searching for another 
theatre, and in view o f our present misery the only candidates likely to remain are New York 
or Paris. Perhaps I’ll consign it forthwith to my desk drawer and occasionally play the waltz 
from it at the piano for the odd children’s party.121

Swiftly earning the unfortunate nickname .MiUiardenha/leir [‘Million are’s ballet']', 

Strauss was genuinely upset at public antipathy towards the work that Bryan Gilliam 

calls ‘a remarkable miscalculation’: "People always expect ideas from me, big things. 

Haven’t I the right after all, to write what music I please? I cannot bear the tragedy of 

the present time. I want to create joy. I need it.’122

While Schlagobers may have seemed like a frivolous trifle (‘for the feet of 

ballerinas, not the heads of philosophers’, as posited by a contemporary critic)123 

perhaps it is not as 'misguided' 1"4 as it appears; indeed, one recent commentator has

Strauss to Schalk, 26 September 1922, cited in Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxviii: 
12rc esterwerke: Suiten und Stiicke aus Biihenwerken i, trans. Robinson, xv.

Rolland, Romain: Diary Entry for Monday, May 12 1924, Strauss-Rolland: Correspondence, ed. 
and trans. Myers, 165, cited in Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 119.
U J rr nfeld’ ^*S3: Schlag °b ers”: Heiteres Ballett in zwei Aufzugen von Richard Straufi. -
r,r(̂  nm g  am Wiener Operntheater', 10 May 1924, Neues Wiener Journal (cited and trans. in 
umiarn: Strauss, 118).

Gilliam: Strauss, 119.
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classed it as a main work of the ex-Hofmannsthal interregnum.12:1 According to 

another writer, Schlagobers effected a modernisation of baroque drama through a re

interpretation of the Viennese ‘satyr-play.’ 126 In this fashion, the setting, story-line 

and action -  which featured white-clad dancers form en masse in order to ‘create’ the 

cream in the Schlagobers waltz -  were arguably construed so as to surrealistically 

suggest the reputed gastronomic extravagance of the same era, as intimated by the 

distinctly baroque flavour of the opening theme depicting the confectioner’s wares 

(example 1.2).

As if to heighten this synaesthetic link, the Viennese critic, Heinrich Kralik, 

delighted in finding ‘rhythmic, melodic and harmonic delicacy in delightful 

abundance’ \,rhythmische, melodische und harmonische Delikatessen in ergdtzliche 

F ulle^21 despite the prevailing tendency of the majority of his profession towards 

endorsement of the following witticism: ‘The sweet offerings would meet with a sour

9128reaction.' “ More recently, Leon Botstein has argued persuasively how Schlagobers 

transcends its deceptively trite scenario, ironically undercutting the usual facile 

association between the musical and the culinary,129 so evident in the above quip.

Werbeck, Walter: ‘ “Schlagobers”: Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution’, Richard Straus- 
BJdtter, New Series 42 (December 1999), 106.

Rode, Susanne: ‘ “Schlagobers" an der Wiener Staatstoper: Uber die Komposition in der
auffuhrungs-Choreographie von Heinrich K rdller\ Richard Strauss-Blatter 28, New Series, 

(December 1992), 86. See also Gregor, Joseph: Richard Strauss: Der Meister der Oper (Munich: R. 
Piper, 2/1942), 196-199.

Cited in Lottler, Wolfgang: ‘D/e zwanziger Jahre — eine Endzeit der M usik?\ Musik der zwanziger 
Jahre, ed. Werner Keil, in collab. with Kerstin Jaunich and Ulrike Kammerer (Hildesheim: Georg 
Olms, 1996), 321.

,A u f die siifie Gabe wurde sauer reagiert‘ (cited in Lottler: 'Die zwanziger J a h r e 321, after 
artmann, Rudolf: Richard Strauss: Die Buhnenwerke von der Urauffuhrung bis heute [Munich: 

Piper, 1980] 143f).
Botstein: 'Strauss and Twentieth-Century M odernity’, 130. As Botstein posits: ‘Strauss rescues the 

concept of taste from the nearly exclusive hold exercised by the metaphors of food consumption. He 
suggests a parody of too high minded a view o f music. He also reveals the limits o f underestimating 

e power of music even when it is designed for mere entertainment’ (130131).
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EXA M PLE 1.2

Strauss: Schlagobers, op. 70 (Act 1, opening bars)



As with the opera. Intermezzo (1923), consideration beyond the banal exterior 

thus belies a work rich in interpretative possibility. Here the baroque resonance 

inherent in the mise-en-scene serves to underline the political-mythological basis of 

the deceptively simplistic story-line. Indeed, Walter Werbeck has observed how it 

evolved through a gradual assimilation of various plans and scenarios of Strauss’s 

own (and Hofmannsthal’s) making and satirical-political comment on the part of the 

composer.L’° In essence, the ideas that came to fruition in Strauss’s bizarrerie can be 

traced back to a war-time letter to Hofmannsthal of 5 June 1916, where he detailed 

how, through the use of certain contemporary ‘archetypal’ figures (the profiteer as a 

Maecenas, the spy, the diplomat, Prussian and Austrian ‘against the other, and yet 

with the other’), he envisaged the creation of a ‘political-satirical parody of the 

sharpest type.’ 131 Though Strauss was by no means the first opera composer to 

satirise affairs of state (Offenbach, notably admired by Strauss, delighted audiences 

of France’s Second Republic by penning a can-can for the Gods in Orphee awe enfers 

[Orpheus in the Underworld], 1858), his determination to tackle sensitive political 

events with impish humour foreshadowed similar artistic comment in works by later 

twentieth-century composers, such as John Adams’s Nixon in China (1987).

By the summer of 1918, the setting for the proposed ‘operetta' had changed to 

antiquity, prompted by a lively exchange of views between composer and librettist 

concerning works by figures such as Lucian, Plautus and Jakob Burkhardt.1’2 A year 

later, Strauss expressed a wish for a ‘political satire in late-Grecian garb, with

131 êe '^ erbeck: ‘ 'Schlagobers”: Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution’, 107-112.
132 Cltat'ons from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 5 June 1916, Correspondence, 250-251.

See ibid., 108. On the 12 June, Strauss requested Hofmannsthal to read ‘Plautus’s Miles gloriosus 
in enz. Volume 11) and also the chapter on Sparta in the first volume o f J. Burckhardt’s History o f

58
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[Maria] Jeritza as a hetera from Lucian -  the operetta-styled governments of the

present time cry out for musical treatment and ridiculing.’133 By 1920, Hofmannsthal

had sent Strauss a scenario for a Bcillet-Divertissement and his sketches for Danae

oder der Verunfheirat, both of which Strauss failed to follow up in any concrete way,

as he was courting another potential librettist for the projected ‘operetta’ while

working on a ballet of his own {Schlagobers).134 As Werbeck asserts, both works -

one realised, the other unrealised -  cast a satirical eye over the subject of political

revolution; in the case of the projected ‘political’ operetta, Strauss’s collaborator was

none other than Alfred Kerr, the author of the scurrilous texts used in Krdmerspiegel

(1918). In a letter from Strauss to Kerr of 21 June 1920, the composer painted the

desired, up-to-the minute picture:

[T]he state of contemporary theatre with workers- and factory committees, intriguing prima 
donnas, ambitious tenors, abdicating general directors of the old regime, ... national 
assembly, war-time society, party politics while the people starve, a pimp as Minister for 
Education and the Arts, a Burglar as War Minister, an Assassin as Minister for Justice.ljS

The setting -  just as he had pitched it to Hofmannsthal -  was late antiquity using 

Wieland’s Peregrinus Proteus as a guide, with the whole societal pot-pourri 

eventually crashing and burning in a three-act opera/operetta involving Christians 

and ‘Jewish Bolsheviks. '136 As Ken- later commented:

Gieek Civilisation , adding ‘I hardly think there could be a better setting for an operetta than this late 
down-at-heel Sparta’ (cited from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 June 1918, Correspondence, 302).

Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 June 1919, Briefwechsel, 447 (Correspondence, 328 [trans. 
mo ified]), cited in Werbeck: • '’Schlagobers”: Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution', 108.
135 er^eck- Schlagobers Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution', 108.

\D \ie  heutigen Theaterzustande mit Arbeiter- u. Betriebsraten, Primadonnenintrigen, 
enorehrgei+en, abgedankenden Generalintendanten des alten Regimes, ... Nationalversammlung, 
riegsgesellschaften, Parteipolitik wahrend das Volk verhungert, Zuhalter als Kultusminister, 
in rec er als Kriegminister, Morder als Justizm inster‘ (see Konhauser, Marc (ed.): ‘Der 
nefwechsel zwischen Alfred Kerr und Richard Strauss: Erstverdjfentlichung’, Richard Strauss- 
atte/. New Series j9  (June 1998), 34-49. The germane passages [from which the above excerpt is

’̂ 6 W h"6 C't£ “ m ^ er^ec^ : ' "Schlagobers”: Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution', 109). 
er ec . Schlagobers : Musik Zwischen Kaffeehaus und Revolution ' , 109.
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[Strauss] whipped up the subject as follows: from an insatiable desire to stir up trouble, 
Peregrin -  in other words, the itinerant charlatan-philosopher Peregrinus Proteus, leaps onto 
his self-stacked pyre at the end (...)  and gets burnt to a cinder........137

While Kerr completed a scenario, the first half of Act I and parts of the 

remainder by summer 1921, he was ultimately unable to realise Strauss’s vision with 

the antique setting proving to be a major stumbling-block.L’8 Nevertheless, Strauss 

subsequently coalesced elements of the above plot with elements of an earlier 

scenario by Hofmannsthal; indeed, the most obvious correlation between the latter 

and Schlagobers lies in the figure of the young boy, who ‘indulges in such a “surfeit” 

of romantic literature that the figures of knights in shining armour appear to him in a 

dream.’139 ‘Transposing’ his outline for Kerr from late antiquity to a nuanced, 

romanticised Vienna,140 Strauss consequently made the Bolsheviks the produce of the 

suburban bakers who revolt against the upper-class cakes of the Konditoreien in the 

first district (spurred by Jewish matzohs [unleavened bread, or pieces thereof] -  later

,Peregrin -  also den herumirrenden Philosophaster — Charlatan Peregrinus Proteus, der am 
Schlufi, von unstillbarer Auffallsucht gehetzt, a u f den selbstgeshichteten Scheiterhaufen springt (...)
und verkohlt........ ‘ (cited from Kerr, Alfred: ‘Ai/s einer unvollendeten Oper fu r  Richard Straufi’, S.
Fischer V erlag- Das vierzigste Jahr 1886-1926 [Berlin: Fischer, 1926], 135).

See Werbeck: ‘ “Schlagobers " : Musik Zwischen Kafeehaus und Revolution', n.21, 118. See also 
See, Max: ‘Richard Strauss und die ,griechische Operette ” , Neue Zeitschrift fu r  Musik cxxv (1964), 
226-233; here, 228.
139 o

See Rode: 4 “Schlagobers” at the Vienna State Opera: ...(English summary)’, Richard Strauss- 
Blatter, New Series 28 (December 1992), 93. See also Werbeck: ‘ “Schlagobers”: Musik Zwischen 
Kaffeehaus und Revolution', 109-110, for more ‘concrete’ examples o f borrowings from 
Hofmannsthal.

As Ernst Decsey noted in a Prague newspaper a few days before the premiere:

The material in the ballet carries the Viennese aroma, even stronger than Der Rosenkavalier. It does not originate in 
the magnificent old Vienna, the V ienna o f  M aria Theresa and the baroque, rather to that just recently passed, one 
could almost say: the V ienna that still survives in the form o f  Prater-excursions, the m agic o f  the cabbies, and the 
eating o f  whipped-cream

[Der S to ff des Balletts tragi des Wiener Arom a , starker noch als der Rosenkavalier. Es denkt nicht an die 
herrlichkeiten Alhviens, des M aria-Theresien- and Barock-Wiens, sondern kniipft an das jiingst vergangene, 
beinahe mochte man sagen: eben iiberstandene Wien des Praterfahrens, Fiakerzaubers und Schlagobers essens 
an\

(cited from Decsey, Ernst: ‘Die Konditorei in der Oper: Vorbericht zur “Schlagobers’’ von Rich. 
Straufi', Deutsche Zeitung, 6 May 1924).
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costumed as ‘oriental magi’ by Strauss.141 While, as Werbeck notes, the neutral term 

‘Aufruhr’ is used in the textbook, score and piano reduction, in the sketchbook, 

Strauss headed the section ‘Revolution’, and originally used the Ot tabbing as its 

geographical situation in the Particell. Before the war, the Ottakring (a Viennese 

district) saw a flourish of social democracy, and was the scene of a particularly brutal 

conflagration between protesters and the military in September 1911. In Strauss’s 

ballet, however, the ‘priveleged pralines’ and ‘proletariat buns’142 who wage inter

class warfare are pacified with beer and chocolate money, while the leader of the 

insurrection earns a golden nose and is thereby promoted to the higher station. 

Princess Pralinee and her court return to rule, but not without ambivalence as regards 

the validity of their continued existence, with the festival of the holy confirmation 

now signifying not solemnity, but nausea.143 For a usually ‘apolitical' composer, 

Strauss demonstrated a remarkable gift for political allegory.

Decsey, Ernst: Schlagobers’: Heiteres Wiener Ballett in zwei Aufziigen von Richard Strauss:
Urauffiihrung an der Wiener Staatsoper, 9 Mai 1924 \ Die Musik xvi/9 (June 1924), 667. As Birgit 
Lodes reveals, at the Judenszene, the libretto typescript (now held in the Deutsches Theatermuseum, 
Munich) reads: ‘Towards the end, four Jewish matzohs appear in robes, throwing playbills amongst 
the rebellious mob and beating the rhythm o f the 'Revolution Polka’ from high pedestals’ [,Zum 
Schluss erscheinen im Gewande orientalischer Magier 4 jiidische Mazzes, erfen Flugblatter unter die 
aufruhrerische Menge und schlagen von hohen Postamenten den Takt des Revolutionspolka‘] (my 
translation). In the dress rehearsal, five matzohs stepped out with high caps and pointed beards, 
talking Yiddish' with their hands and play-acting, a feature criticised later by Heinrich Kralik in the 

Neuen Wiener Tagblatt on 10 May 1924. For the premiere (which occurred on the ninth), the five 
magi appeared beardless and restrained (see Rode: Schlagobers ” an der Wiener Staatsoper’, 91).
Karl Kraus noted that the portrayal o f the matzohs as ‘rabble rousers o f the Revolution’ had been 
omitted so as not to offend anyone, even though everything ends well; instead the rabble rousing was 
done by simple “magicians” o f no particular confessional stripe’ (cited from Kraus, Karl: ‘Critical 
Bankruptcy’, Die Fackel 649-656 [June 1924], 52-56, trans. Susan Gillespie, ‘Strauss and the 
Viennese Critics . . . ’, Strauss and his World, ed. Gilliam, 358-362; here 360).

Citations from Holloway, Robin (et al.): ‘Richard Strauss: Ready for the Millennium?’, Tempo ccx 
(October 1999), 4.

The above reading o f the plot is indebted to Werbeck: see idem : ‘ “Schlagobers ”: Musik Zwischen 
affeehaus und Revolution , 110-111; for an historical overview o f post-war Viennese society, see 

Hanisch, Ernst: Die lange Schatten des Staates: Osterreiche Gesellschaftsgeschichte im 20. 
Jahrhundert (Vienna: Ueberreuter, 1994), 263-294.
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Perhaps predictably, most critics were indignant; however, Strauss’s friend, 

the French writer Romain Rolland, was intrigued and enraptured by Strauss’s 

surrealistic satire:

Since I have re-read the score o f Schlagobers, I am more convinced that a cabal has been set up 
against that work. O f course, the work is a game, but by what a player! The writing is so subtle 
and p e rfec t. . . .

... [T]he music is highly agreeable, ...; there are really happy touches in it o f colour, light and 
shade, notably in the scene o f the riot, which conjures up scenes of Brueghel and o f Rembrandt.

144

Rolland remained an exception to the rule, though: many commentators lambasted 

the work, but none with the acerbic aplomb of Karl Kraus:

There has not been a nastier desolation o f the spirit even of the ballet or a more 
thoroughgoing degradation o f theatre to the level of preschool than this Schlagobers, in 
which the droll old master, ever the joker, comes to terms in his own fashion with the social 
question. Namely in such a way that the fine pastry from Dehmel [one o f Vienna’s oldest 
cafe-bakeries on the Kohlmarkt] mixes it up with the ordinary baked goods, pretzels, chips, 
cookies and suchlike proletariat -  the latter, truly, incited by the intellectual matzohs -  until 
those circles who sit in the opera boxes and whose capitalist consciousness this art touches as 
movingly as it otherwise only touches their snobbism, have been pacified -  until the resolute 
Munich beer -  that’s the way! -  puts a conciliatory end to the class struggle. Which purpose 
Munich beer fulfils especially well in the arena o f  the ViennaKonditorei.U5

Less vociferously, Emil Kolberg labelled Strauss’s ‘revolutionising’ 

\,Revolutionsicherzen‘] a ‘disappointment’ [,eine Enttauschung'],146 while Max Graf, 

who identified the work’s dedicatee, Ludwig Karpath, among the oriental magi, 

traced a connection between Strauss’s position ‘towards revolution’ with that of 

Goethe vis-a-vis the French Revolution.147 In 1793, Goethe wrote the comedies, Der 

Biigergeneral [The Bourgeois General], and Der Aufgeregten [The Agitated 

Citizens], both of which concerned the French Revolution. In Der Bugergeneral, a 

barber in revolutionary uniform tries to swindle a peasant, but is thwarted by a

144 First citation from Strauss-Rolland: Correspondence, Diary and Essays, ed. and trans. Myers 100; 
second citation from the diary entry (Monday, 12 (May) [1924]),ibid., 164-165.
145 Kraus: ‘Critical Bankruptcy’, 360.

’ Kolberg, Emil: ‘Richard Straufi m it der Schneerute', Der Morgen, 12 May 1924.
See Graf, Max: Schlagobers ” von R ichardStraufi\ Prager Tagblatt, 10 May 1924.
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nobleman who highlights the probity in belittling the uniform, while Die 

Aufgeregten, which Goethe left incomplete, examined the effect of the Revolution on 

a German village.148 Though Kraus poured characteristic scorn on such theorising,149 

it seems possible that Goethe’s moralistic tales may well have influenced Strauss on 

a level that exceeded mere abstraction: perhaps Strauss’s ‘natural’ aversion to 

political authority of any kind that bordered on anarchism,150 and his first-hand 

knowledge of the effect of the Spartacist Revolt on Berlin during the troubled 1918- 

1919 period can help to contextualise the possibility of serious intent behind what the 

composer’s admirer, Oscar Bie, benevolently dubbed an ‘occasional work.’151 

Though not specifically ‘for the heads of philosophers’, Schlagobers was not solely 

‘for the feet of ballerinas’ either, and it arguably represents an attempt at satirical 

comment on the political and social state of affairs in post-war Germany and Austria. 

In a way, the Viennese ‘local colour’ -  represented by the portrayal of a slavish 

adherence to quaint parochialism in the form of a confirmand’s trip to the Kondilorei, 

ironically observed through rose-tinted glasses -  underlined the facile nature of such 

complacent traditionalism in the face of radical social and political revolution. Under 

the veneer of escapism, Strauss exhibited keen awareness of the import of this era of 

change, and documented it in a deceptively simple guise; while, admittedly,

Gillespie, Susan (footnote for): ‘Strauss and the Viennese Critics: 1896-1924 . . . ’, Strauss and his 
World, ed. Gilliam, («.47), 370.
149 Thus Kraus:

Critical admirers who cannot for the life of them imagine Richard Strauss sans Weltanschauung  have wanted to see 
in all o f  this a Goethe-style flight o f  pure artistic being from the horrors o f  the social cataclysm into a children’s
fantasyland (albeit one where Herr Slivovitz and Herr Vodky make an appearance)................even if  one combines
the horrors o f  the Sansculottes with those o f  the Bolsheviks, the resulting terror cannot possibly come close to even 
the mere plot summary o f  Schlagobers. That the blood o f  mankind flows away in rivers o f  Munich beer could be 
interpreted as a  pessim istic witticism based on events closer to the home territory o f  Herr Richard Strauss, but he 
h im self seems to be inclined to a relaxed interpretation o f  such revolutions, whose flame only needs to be toasted, or 
even to suggest that in a symbolic way that he expects all political salvation tocome from Munich.

(cited from Kraus: ‘Critical Bankruptcy’, 360). 
lsi ^6e ®otste'n: ‘The Enigmas o f Strauss’, 7.

However, as Bie noted with prescience: ‘Es wird ein Gelegensheitwerk bleiben, das womoglich im 
Konzert noch einmal in anderen Fasson aufersteheri’ (Bie, Oscar: Die Moderne Musik bis Richard



Schlagobers is not on a par with Der Rosenkavalier, and is bereft of the insight and 

psychological profundity accorded to the latter by Hofmannsthal, it is nevertheless no

• 152mere ‘period piece.’

Schlagobers finally premiered in Vienna in 1924, during the beginning of the 

end of Strauss’s co-directorship there, but the composer would return to the 

familiarity of Dresden for the other premiere of his sixtieth year. Conducted first by 

Fritz Busch on 4 November 1924, Strauss’s eighth opera, Intermezzo -  subtitled a 

‘bourgeois comedy with symphonic interludes’ -  emerged as the first major post-war 

essay in the genre. While it draws on an earlier incident in Strauss’s private life 

concerning a case of mistaken identity, a supposed affair and attendant marital 

difficulties, Intermezzo also simultaneously apostrophises the superficial relationship 

of what Strauss termed ‘Spieloper’ to the topical and realistic baroque operatic genre 

of its title, and, more importantly, to the opera’s position as the creative highpoint of 

the period sans Hofmannsthal.133 Though completed in 1923, Intermezzo underwent 

a long gestation, having initially been suggested in germinal form by Strauss as far 

back as 1911,154 before he commented on it to Hofmannsthal in greater detail on 25 

May 1916. While he suggested two possible scenarios -  ‘an entirely modern,

Strauss [Leipzig: C.F.W. Siegel (R. Linnemann), 3/1925], 107). Over eight years later, on 16 
September 1932, Strauss compiled the Schlagobers suite, comprised o f four dances from each act.

‘Without the help o f  Hofmannsthal, Strauss could only offer a period piece, a la Rosenkavalier, but 
without its complexity or psychological depth' (cited from Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 118). Though a 
little over-generalised, perhaps Robin Holloway’s closing comments give the work the credit it 
deserves:

... Strauss always surprises and disconcerts. Schlagobers doesn 't fulfil any prim expectations that such an awful
project has got to be bad ..........As well as predictably copious, easy, wonderful, etc., it is so inventive. N ot a
masterpiece, not even all that good, ju st very em phatically itself. Up to the minute, too. Strauss is odd, wary, 
curious. JanaCek, Hindemith, Weill, Stravinsky, are all curiously assimilated up to a p o in t-  then one recalls the date 
(1921-1922) and realises that, more likely, they’ve been preem pted 

(cited from Holloway [et al.\. ‘Strauss: Ready for the Millennium?’, 4).
' Abert, Anna Amalie: Richard Strauss: Die Opern (Seelze: Velber, 1972), 72; Werbeck: ‘ Oper und 

Symphonic. Zu form al en Konzeption von ‘Intermezzo’ ’, Richard Strauss-Bldtter, New Series 45 (June 
2001 ), 111 .
154 See Gilliam: The life of Strauss, 119.



absolutely realistic domestic and character comedy of the kind I have outlined to you 

before, when you referred me to [Hermann] Bahr’, and a tale of ‘diplomatic love 

intrigue’ set during the period of the Congress of Vienna155 -  Strauss only invoked 

the (self-) righteous indignation of his librettist, whose aesthetic temperament 

precluded collaboration on such ‘horrid’ subjects. 156

Nonetheless, Strauss proceeded apace with his domestic comedy and issued 

an entreaty to Bahr, as suggested by Hofmannsthal. The composer had been 

personally acquainted with the Viennese playwright since the premiere of Elektra in 

1909, of which Bahr had written an important complimentary review; indeed, his 

future wife, Anna Mildenburg, sang the role of Klytamnestra in the later Viennese 

premiere. In the same year as Elektra, Bahr completed his three-act domestic 

comedy, Das Konzert,1' 1 which he dedicated to Strauss. Featuring a distinctly 

Straussian musician, constantly touring and leaving his wife at home as its main 

character, the play served as a blueprint for the opera that Strauss would eventually 

write alone; with its emphasis on the condition of marriage in the modern era, inter

sex communication and questions surrounding fidelity and marriage, it also 

epitomised much of the concerns that he had been exploring for much of his mature 

career.

While he had expressed delight with Bahr’s play, Strauss was less enamoured 

with the critic’s efforts for the later proposed opera on a similar subject, finding 

Bahr’s attempts to water down the autobiographical aspects of its characterisation

55 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 25 May 1916, Correspondence, 248.
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 30 May 1916, Correspondence, 249.
Bahr, Hermann: Das Konzert (Berlin: Erich Reiss, 1909).
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and his sense of dramaturgy less than satisfactory.138 Complaining that the 

playwright’s scenes were too elaborate and self-contained (thereby leaving 

inadequate scope for musical interjection), Strauss enclosed a series of sketched-out 

scenes in a letter of 1 January 1917 which he labelled ‘almost like cinematic pictures’ 

[,fast nur Kinobilder'), where the music was to be the ‘carrier’ and the text, a mere 

agent of ‘catchwords’ to sustain the action.159 In July of that year, Bahr admitted his 

inability to comply with the composer’s whims, and suggested to Strauss that he 

himself write the libretto.160

By June 1918, Strauss was able to inform Hofmannsthal that he was making

‘excellent progress’ on his ‘little domestic opera’, adding: ‘The whole thing is very

well planned, and its structure and music will no doubt make up for what the piece

lacks in poetic power.’161 Indeed, Strauss believed the new fully-fledged,

‘conversational’ style of operatic vocal writing characteristic of Intermezzo to be so

novel that he appended a preface to the score that reflected his experiences as an 

162opera conductor. Thus Intermezzo presents the listener with a panoply of vocal 

styles such as spoken dialogue, secco recitative, recitative accompagnato and aria, 

characteristic of German opera from Mozart to Wagner (both of whom Strauss 

specifically mentions in his preface), and, later, Strauss. With Strauss, however, the

158 See Gilliam: 1Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. idem., 264- 
266.

Strauss to Bahr, 1 January 1917, Gregor, Joseph (ed.): Meister und Meisterwerke um Hermann 
Bahr (Vienna: H. Bauer, 1947), 99-100, cited in Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 266.

Strauss to Bahr, 5 July 1917, Gregor (ed.): Meister und Meisterwerke um Hermann Bahr, 101-102, 
cited in Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 266.

Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 6 June 1918, Correspondence, 302.
See Strauss, Richard: ‘Preface to Intermezzo’, Recollections and Reflections, 95-102; also, idem'. 

Betrachtungen und Erinnerungen, 140-149. While an earlier version of the aforementioned appears 
only in the German edition o f 1949, 135-139 (Gilliam: ''Intermezzo'. Tradition and Innovation’, 263- 
264), it has been subsequently reprinted (with a translation) (see ‘Preface’, Richard Strauss Edition xi:



emphasis here was on the achievement of quasi-improvised dialogue through a fusion 

of the above-mentioned styles in a conscious bid to reflect ‘absolute naturalism.’163

While Intermezzo can be firmly placed within the trilogy of ‘marriage operas’ 

found in Strauss’s oeuvre, it differs fundamentally from those that frame it -  Die 

Frau ohne Schatten (1917) and Die agyptische Helena (1927) -  by its emphasis on 

Alltdglichkeit, the realistic world of quotidian existence over the mythical and the 

symbolic.164 Indeed, Strauss commented at the end of the preface, if a little self- 

deprecatingly:

By turning its back on the popular love-and-murder interests o f the usual opera libretto, and 
by taking its subject matter perhaps too exclusively from real life, this new work blazes a path 
for musical and dramatic composition which others after me may perhaps negotiate with more 
talent and better fortune.165

Notwithstanding its autobiographical basis, the two-act Intermezzo foreshadows later 

Zeitopern by Hindemith (Neues vom Tage, 1929) and Schoenberg ( Von heute auf 

Morgen, 1930) in its presentation of a compelling slant on bourgeois culture in the 

fledgling Weimar Republic.166 Thus, in a way, Strauss’s idiosyncratic modernism did 

indeed blaze a trail-of-sorts for his younger contemporaries, given that Schoenberg’s 

Zeitoper (composed to a text by his wife, Gertrude) also featured the use of a 

telephone. It is telling that Strauss began work in earnest on his comoedia 

domesticaXbl at the same period in which he provided the Vorspiel to the revised 

version of Ariadne auf Naxos (1916). With its broad humour and subtly delineated

Complete Stage Works: ‘Intermezzo ’: Ein burgerliche Komodie mit sinfonischen Zwischenspielen in 
zwei Aufziigen, op. 72, trans. Stewart Spencer (Vienna: Verlag Dr Richard Strauss, 1996), [vii-xvi]).

J See Gilliam: ‘Strauss’s Intermezzo: Innovation and Tradition’, 263.
ibid., 259.
See Strauss: ‘Preface to Intermezzo’, Recollections and Reflections, 102
Gilliam: ‘Strauss’s Intermezzo: Innovation and Tradition’, 261.
Tenschert, Roland: 4X  4 Variationen tiber das Thema Richard Strauss (Vienna: Wilhelm Frick), 

171.
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mix of speech, recitative, and aria, the Vorspiel in turn provided the musico-stylistic 

template for the work that provided a further link in the evolutionary chain that 

would encompass Die schweigsame Frau (1934) and Capriccio (1941).

The novel aspects of Intermezzo were apparent right from its very opening: 

eschewing the formalities of an overture, Strauss propelled his audience into the 

epicentre of the Storch (alias Strauss) household in his serving up a slice-of-domestic 

life chez conductor husband, Robert (Richard) and wife, Christine (Pauline) (example 

1.3). Indeed, in making Christine the central character (she appears in no less than ten 

of the total thirteen scenes),168 Strauss thus used the role to illustrate the diversity of 

vocal styles mentioned in his preface, and, indeed, to demonstrate how their 

application could heighten dramatic expression. Thus Christine uses speech for 

conversation on the telephone, giving orders to the servants, and reading from the 

newspaper; dry recitative for business affairs and arioso when entertaining the 

affections of the duplicitous young baron, whose interest in her is spurred solely by 

the opportunity for financial gain. Lyricism is reserved solely for her moments of 

contemplation beside the fire, bedtime wishes for her son, and the concluding duet in 

which she and Robert are reunited.169 In fact, lyricism in Strauss s new opera was 

confined mostly to the ‘symphonic interludes’ of the work s subtitle into which the 

brief cinematic scenes segued; their provision of a commentary on the action has led

170some later commentators to class them as quasi-symphomc poems.
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168 Abert: Strauss: Die Opern, 74.
"’9 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 122.
170 See Abert: Strauss: Die Opern, 74, and especially, Werbeck: ‘Oper und Symphonie: Zuform alen  
Konzeption von ‘Intermezzo’ 111-123.
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For most contemporary critics, Intermezzo (which premiered in Dresden on 4 

November 1924) represented a return to form for a composer whose critical fortunes 

had been at a low ebb, given the mixed reception accorded to Josephslegende, Die 

Frau ohne Schatten, and Schlagobers over the previous ten-year period. Many found 

the work to represent a landmark not only in Strauss’s output, but also in the 

development of opera, and reviews teemed with terms that would become 

synonymous with Zeitopern of the later 1920s, such as ,Gusto der Welt‘ 

MltagsprosaL, ,Milieuechtheif, and ,nuchterne S a c h l i c h k e i l Indeed, Strauss’s 

inherent proclivity for opera of this kind was also noted:

Only a Richard Strauss possessed the musical power to create a work out o f everyday speech 
and very bourgeois events, in order to validate a comic opera about the event and the 
sensation of a separation that produced a happy gain.17'

Another critic praised Intermezzo as ‘a comedy from the heart [.ein Komodie vom 

Herzen'Y, appositely labelling it as being ‘much more than a title -  it is a description

173of character, of style: it is a comedy of words with underlying music ... . The 

critic from the Deutsche Tageszeitung marvelled at Strauss’s command of the 

chamber-orchestral forces used in the work, while opining that the composer had 

created a new form of musical comedy that was sure to have instant appeal. Even 

Schoenberg warmed to the work on seeing it some two years later, as evident in a 

letter to Webern of 3 May 1926, where he admits (almost apologetically): ‘I have 

recently heard Intermezzo by Strauss and must say, to my greatest surprise, that it was

171 Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation', Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. Gilliam, 279.
172 ‘Nur ein R. S. besafi die musikalische Kraft, aus alltaglichen Reden und sehr burgerlichen
Geschehnissen ein Werk zu formen, das tiber den Fall und die Sensation des Schrittes hinaus als eine 
begliickende Bereicherung der komischen Oper gelten wird’ (cited from Bloetz, Karl: Die
Urauffuhrung des “Intermezzo” in Dresden', Neueste Nachrichten Braunschweig, 5 November 1924). 
I7j ‘ „Intermezzo“ ist im iibrigen viel mehr als ein Titel, - es is im hohen Grade eine C h a ra c te re in e  
Stilbezeichnung: ein Komodie der Worte ist es mit unterlegeter Musik’ (cited from the Salzburger 
Nachrichten, 7 November 1924).
174 J., G.: ‘Straufi’ “Intermezzo” in Dresden’, Deutsche Tageszeitung, 7 November 1924.



not at all unlikable’; but his enthusiasm had more to do with the text than the music, 

which he found overwrought with sequences.17:1 He continued:

I find it inconceivable that he can play comedy and make himself appear better than he is. For 
all that, he knows far too little as a poet. And since this presentation leaves me with the 
definite impression that one is dealing with a very genial, warm person -  a consequence not 
o f his art, but o f his personality -  it convincingly reveals a side of his personality that has 
actually captivated me.176

Eugen Schmitz was not as convinced at the time of the work’s premiere, and 

he wondered whether the new opera was to be a ‘a more senile, worse joke [,ein 

seniler schlechter Scherz'Y than Schlagobers, before affirming the new opera’s 

position as a huge disappointment and announcing that, with Intermezzo, Strauss had

177written his own Falstaff (and thus, perhaps, by implication, his operatic epitaph). 

Another commentator went further, and lambasted the work as representing a return 

to ‘the great German art of the Whilheminan period of decadence \,AIso wieder 

grofie deutsche Kunst wilhelminscher Dekadenzperiode'}:']1* a view echoed two 

years later by Adorno:

In “Intermezzo”, routine ceases to be the only psychological category. It is essentially the 
power o f the external over the internal. Not Schoenberg’s economy of technique, in which the 
‘I’ finds itself again in the Subject; rather, it is a picture o f the Subject in antiquated rigidity, 
decorated luridly and grandiosely.1 '9

However, Adorno had a hidden agenda in his critique: he sought to paint 

Intermezzo (in its role as ‘bourgeois comedy’) as the antithesis -  in musico-aesthetic

175 Hillmar, Ernst: ‘Arnold Schdnberg an Anton von Webern: Eine Auswahl unbekannter Briefe\ 
Arnold Schdnberg Gedenkaustellung 1974, ed. idem (Vienna: Universal, 1974), 47-48, cited and 
trans. in ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 279-280.
176 Hillmar: ‘Schdnberg an Webern’, 47-48, Arnold Schdnberg Gedenkaustellung 1974, cited and 
trans. in Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 279-280.
177 Schmitz, Eugen: ‘Das ,,Intermezzo" von Richard Strauss: Zur Dresdner Urauffuhrung am 4. 
November 1924\ Die Musik xvii/3 (December 1924), 199.
178 P., H.: ‘RichardStraufi-Tage — ‘Interm ezzo’ ’, Volksblatt Dresden, 11 November 1924.
179 ,Im ‘‘Intermezzo ” hort Routine auf, einzig psycholgische Kategorie zu sein. Es ist die Macht des 
draufien tiber das drinnen eigentlich. Nicht Schdnbergs technische Okonomie, in der das Ich an den 
Sachen sich wiederfmdet; ein Bild der Sachen vielmehr in abgelebter Starrheit, fa h l geschmiickt und 
pompds‘ (cited from Adorno, Theodor Wiesengrund-: ‘Opernprobleme: Glossiert nach Frankfurter 
Auffuhrungen: ‘Intermezzo ’ ’, Musikbldtter des Anbruch, May 1926, 207).



terms -  of Wozzeck, his future composition teacher Alban Berg’s ‘proletarian tragic 

play [,TrauerspieT],\ which Adorno viewed as the ne plus ultra of modern music 

drama, after its first production in 1925.180 Yet, for all his venom, the basic thrust of 

Adorno’s argument holds its ground: despite the opera’s conscious touches of 

‘modernity’ such as its cinematically-informed, montage-like scenes, its percussive 

piano part (which, for example, mimics Christine’s shrill opening words, Anna, 

Anna!’ in droll onomatopoeia) and its temporary excursions into remoter, more 

experimental harmony (exemplified best in Baron Lummer’s aggregated fourths and 

thirds [e.g., Act I, Sc. 6] and the card-shuffling at the skat party [Act II, Sc. 1]), 

Intermezzo remains firmly rooted in post-Wagnerian harmonic praxis. But, in a far 

more tangible way than any pre-emption of Neue Sachlichkeit with its everyday 

setting, repudiation of idealism, and vocal-stylistic naturalism, Intermezzo 

quintessential^ embodies the eponymous post-war, early Zeitoper in its conception 

as a piece of music theatre that was specifically designed not for the Oper, but the 

Schauspielhaus. Given that he ended the first version of his Intermezzo ‘Preface’ by 

advising that the opera be produced in a small theatre with a capacity ot under a 

thousand, and that the vocalist should avoid traditional operatic gestures, sing mezza 

voce with consonants.^and vowels mf, and strive for full proficiency in the adequate 

performance of rhythm,18- it is unsurprising that the work premieied in the more 

intimate environs of Dresden’s theatre rather than its opera house. When Strauss
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180 See Gmeiner, Josef: “ Idea l’ und ‘Bete N o ire’: Richard Strauss -  Alban Bergs beschadigtes 
Leitbild, Musica Conservata: Giinter Brosche zum 60. Geburtstag, ed. Gmeiner, Josef, et al., 
(Tutzing: Schneider, 1999), 86-87.
181 See Puffett, Derrick: ‘ “Lass Er die Musi wo sie isF: Pitch Specificity in Strauss’, Strauss and his 
World, 155-156; Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. 
idem, 272-279; 281.
I8“ Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 26_>.
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expressed a wish that Die Frau ohne Schatten would be ‘ the last romantic opera', 

it seems he meant it not only in terms of genus and concomitant compositional 

aesthetic, but also with regard to size in terms of staging and production. While it 

remains questionable whether Strauss may have foreseen the inherent difficulties in 

producing large-scale operas in a post-war situation as tar back as 1916 

(notwithstanding the chamber-orchestral forces and textures exemplified in Ariadne 

auf Naxos), there is little doubt that he was acutely aware of the attendant financial 

risks and low rates of return that could plague such enterprises in both his interim 

post at Berlin and his longer co-directorship at Vienna, the period during which he 

worked intermittently on this work. Intermezzo admittedly requires a special type of 

singer-actor, but it was essentially designed as a Kammeroper for the 1920s that 

could be performed in small theatres with a comparatively small orchestra (including 

piano), and with few radical (thus less costly) changes in scenery. When Strauss 

spoke in his ‘Preface’ of ‘blazing a path’, he may also have meant it in terms of 

creating a more viable form of opera for production in the otherwise harsh economic

185reality of Weimar Germany.
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183 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 28 July 1916,Strauss-Hofmannsthal Correspondence, 259.
184 Though Act II, Sc. 3, depicts Robert wandering around the Prater in a storm, Karl Bloetz (who 
attended the Dresden world premiere) only mentioned the various room-segments, and that the 
depiction o f the toboggan run effected the only scene-change [,Die Buhenbilder sind samtlich kleine, 
geschmackvolle Zimmerausschnitte. Nur die Rodel bahn hat zweite Landschaft ] (cited from Bloetz. 
'Die Uraffuhrung des „Intermezzo" in D resden\ Neueste Nachrichten Braunschweig, 5 November 
1924).
185 As Turner Cassity writes:

Unlikely as it may seem in light o f  its orchestration, and to a generation familiar with Kurt W eill, Intermezzo may 
have been its com poser’s notion o f  a Gebrauchmusik for the paupered Twenties. If  you can afford rehearsal time for 
the orchestra, the writing for which is fearsomely difficult, then you can do the opera rather cheaply. There is no 
chorus, the sets need not be expensive, and in the m edium  sized houses for which it was written, there is no need to
hire gigantic international voices. Christine is not, in that sense, aprima donna ........

(cited from Cassity, Turner: ‘The Egyptian Pauline’,Parnassus: Poetry in Review x/2 (1982), 122).
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In terms of its innovative dramaturgy, Intermezzo not only presented a telling 

example of how opera could survive not just the effect of adverse economics, but 

also the encroachment of an emergent art form known as cinema. In many ways, the

depleted budgets, flagging ticket sales and pressures from the popularity of film -

186characterised in 1920s Germany as ,Der Opernkrise' -  forced some composers to 

look anew at the mechanics of their art, not least Strauss himself, who collaborated 

with Hofmannsthal on a silent film version of Der Rosenkavalier in 1925. Although 

it appeared in the same year that Hollywood’s MGM studios produced Don Juan (the 

first film with a recorded soundtrack)187 -  thereby inadvertently compounding its 

consignment to oblivion, until recently -  as a Stummfilm, it required considerable 

revision to its dramaturgy and music. Thus the silent film, Der Rosenkavalier, 

provides the context for questions relating to the survival of an art-form at that time 

still largely bound to nineteenth-century conventions, in the light of -  and in this 

case, encloaked in -  a new, twentieth-century, determinately ‘modern’ (theatrical) 

medium.

While Hofmannsthal’s first idea to make a silent film version of Der 

Rosenkavalier twelve years after the premiere of the highly successful opera in 1911 

undoubtedly reeks of opportunism,188 it is also true that the poet’s long-standing

186 Gilliam: ‘Intermezzo: Tradition and Innovation’, 267. See also Cook: Opera fo r  a New Republic, 
254-257, for a list o f  contemporary articles on the condition o f opera in Weimar Germany.
187 Pruitt, John: ‘Between Theater and Cinema: Silent Film Accompaniment in the 1920s’, Dialogues 
and Extensions, <http://www.americansvmphonv.ors/ % 4.
188 On July 11 1923, Hofmannsthal wrote to Carl Jakob Burckhardt: ‘For the moment, I have a real 
gem o f an idea, that will have to be undertaken partly so as to make money: 1 am creating the film 
script for [Der] Rosenkavalier’ [.Fur den Augenblick habe ich eine rechte corvee a u f mir, die 
Geldgewinnes halber iibernommen werden musste: ich mache des Filmbuch fu r  den "Rosencavalier " 
(sic) ‘ ] (Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Burckhardt, Carl J.: Briefwechsel, ed. Carl J. Burckhardt 
[Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1956], 124, cited in Jung, Uli and Schatzberg, Walter: ‘The Silent 
Rosenkavalier. A Film by Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Richard Strauss and Robert Wiene, Modern 
Austrian Literature xxvii/2 [1994], 79).

http://www.americansvmphonv.ors/


fascination with the mute world of gesture and pantomime was also a factor.189 Led

by Robert Wiene (1873-1938), the acclaimed director of Das Cabinett des Dr

Caligari (1920), the Viennese Pan-Film-produced project reflects the determination

of Hofmannsthal and Strauss that it would not merely be a film version of the opera.

The original three-act libretto was thus entirely recast by Hofmannsthal into two,

with Strauss even including some new music in the end (though the existent music

was probably arranged by Karl Alwin and Otto Singer).190 As Hofmannsthal

commented to Strauss vis-a-vis the revised dramaturgy:

The whole thing is treated in the manner of a novel: it introduces the characters or, for those 
who know them, tells something new o f old acquaintances. Nowhere (not even in the final 
scene) are the events o f the opera exactly repeated- not in a single scene........191

Adopting a quasi-novelistic technique in his scenario, it is evident that 

Hofmannsthal realised the new possibilities raised by cinema with regard to the 

depiction of time and memory through the media of pictures and sound in his 

utilisation of flashbacks and other filmic devices of tacitly presenting the message 

heretofore earned so memorably by the sung voice.192 Though time and memory 

were already of central concern to the opera, it is telling that Hofmannsthal’s 

rekindled preoccupation with these strategies coincided with a period that saw 

extensive revision of the text for Die agyptische Helena, where time and memory 

play such a pivotal role in Act II.193
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Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 127.
Schuh, Willi (ed.): Hugo von Hofmannsthal-Richard Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier: Fassungen,

Filmszenarium, Briefe (Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1972), [19],
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, I January 1925, Correspondence, 397 

Botstein, Leon: Der Rosenkavalier’,\ The Silent Film', Dialogues and Extensions,
<http://wwvv.americansvmphonv.org/ 4.

The bulk o f textual revision on Die dgyptische Helena took place between 25 November 1923 and
24 September 1926. See Correspondence, 376-423.

http://wwvv.americansvmphonv.org/


However, although Hofmannsthal’s name appeared on the credits as the 

film’s scriptwriter, Uli Jung and Walter Schatzberg assert that the script used was 

actually penned by Wiene and Pan-Film executive, Ludwig Nerz. As they reveal, 

during shooting, the Berlin film journal, Film-Kurier, could report: ‘It is known that 

Hugo von Hofmannsthal also undertook the creation of a screenplay, however, this 

scenario was created solely by Robert Wiene and Ludwig Nerz.’194 While Jung and 

Schatzberg criticise Hofmannsthal’s scenario for a perceived over-use of cinematic 

techniques (the ‘flashbacks, dreams and subjective visualisations’19'̂  so praised by 

benign commentators, such as Leon Botstein), they have pointed out that Wiene drew 

on some of Hofmannsthal’s concepts. For the shot depicting the Marshall leading his 

troops in battle (a character entirely absent from the original opera), Wiene adapted a 

similar scene in Hofmannsthal’s scenario.196 In a more tangible fashion, the solemn 

meeting between the Marschallin and Octavian on a stone bench in a hidden part of 

the grounds depicted by Wiene, with flashbacks to past events in her life, echoes the 

Marschallin’s heartrending recall through painful reverie of her infant son's death in 

Hofmannsthal’s version.197

In a letter to Wiene, Hofmannsthal remarked: ‘From the comedy for music 

came something else, a type of sentimental novel from the Theresian world, a novel
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194 [,Bekanntlich hat Hugo von Hofmannsthal auch die Buchbearbeitung des Films iibernommen, 
dessen Szenarium jedoch eigentlich von Robert Wiene und Ludwig Nerz geschaffen wurde‘] (cited 
from Film-Kurier vii/145 [23 June 1925], in Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier', n. 7,
88).
195 Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier', 79-80 

See Hofmannsthal’s fragment ‘Rosencavalier F ilm \ Der Rosenkavalier: Fassungen,
Filmszenarium, Briefe, 333.

Hofmannsthal: ‘Rosencavalier Film ', Der Rosenkavalier: Fassungen, Filmszenarium, Briefe, 320- 
321.



in pictures.’198 With regard to its music, Hofmannsthal noted to Strauss that the 

opera’s full three-hour quota would also have to be recast into a suitable 

accompaniment that would faithfully follow the action on screen, according to the 

sequence of filmed scenes. In conclusion, he opined: ‘The project seems to imply 

value as advertisement rather than danger of competition.’199

The reception of the film, which premiered under Strauss at the Dresden 

Opera on 10 January 1926, and in Berlin at the Capitol Theatre six days later, reveals 

essential differences between music critics who viewed it as a filmed opera and film 

critics who viewed as a ‘film comedy.’200 At Dresden, the synchronisation of film 

and music was so disjunct that the reel had to be stopped twenty times in order to 

allow the music to catch up.201 Accordingly, a writer from the film magazine, Licht- 

Bild-Buhne railed:

To be sure, unconcerned with the length o f the individual scenes, [Strauss] tears the film to 
shreds, only so that he can carry his musical motives to their end. This method naturally 
benefits his composition extraordinarily. But the film itself loses all coherence. For when the 
screen darkens for minutes between individual scenes, when the projector -  still running on 
for several metres — swallows whole the most important scenes after the fade-out, the 
essential connections and the judgement concerning a work become strained, as does its 
serious claim for it to be judged as a first-class performance.202

198 ^Aus der Musikkomodie war ein Anderes geworden, eine Art von sentimentaler Roman aus der 
Theresianischen Welt, aber ein Roman in Bildern‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal to Wiene, 4 January 
1926, in Der Rosenkavalier: Fassungen, Filmszenarium, Briefe, 343).
199 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 January 1925Correspondence, 398.
200 Jung and Schatzberg allude to this distinction, arguing in favour o f  ‘film comedy’ (see Jung and 
Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier', 86).
201 Film-Kurier ix/9 (11 January 1926), after Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier', 86.

[Strauss] zerrifi den Film in Fetzen. nur um seine m usikalischen Movitve, unbekummert um die Lange der 
einzelnen Flimszenen, zu Ende zu konnen. Diese Art ist seiner Komposition natiirlich aufierordentlich zugute gekommen. Aber 
der Film selbst verlor alle Zusammenhange. Denn wenn zw ischen einzelnen Szenen sich die Leinwand a u f  Minuten  
verdunkelt, wenn der nach Schlufi der Blende immer noch einige M eter weiterlaufende Projecktor wichstigste Episoden ganz 
verschluckt, so fe h le n  notigste Verbindungen und das Urteil iiber eine Arbeit konnte getriibt werden, die ernsten Anspruch  
darau f macht. als Hochstleistung gew ert zu werden.
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As Heinz Hiebler notes, another critic similarly adjudged that the lack of 

synchronisation had reduced the film to mere pictorial illustration of the resultant 

Strauss ‘concert.’203 However, the premiere at Berlin’s Capitol satisfied well those 

who sought a more successful achievement of the desired equality between the film’s 

audio and visual aspects.204 Conducted by the experienced Berlin film composer and 

conductor, Willy Schmidt-Gentner (who also re-arranged the music accordingly so as 

to achieve satisfactory synchronisation between film and music), the event was a 

great success. Strauss, who was in the audience on this occasion, witnessed another

ovation as in Dresden; though in Berlin it appeared to belong more to Wiene, who

205appeared on stage at Strauss’s prompting.

The film went on to Vienna, where after a similarly lavish ‘operatic’ 

performance at the Konzerthaus on March 26 1926, it started a critically acclaimed

(cited from M.-I., Dr: ‘Richard Straufi dirigiert den "Rosenkavalier ’, Licht-Bild-Buhne 19/8 (11 
January 1926), 1, in Hiebler, Heinz: ‘Hugo von Hofmannsthal und das Filmgesellschaft: Der 
Rosenkavalier-Film zwischen Oper and K in o ,
<http://www.navigare.de/hofmannsthal/rosenkavlier/rose.html>, 6 [published in ersichtlich
gewordene Taten der M u s i k D a s  Musiktheater in den audiovisuellen Medien: Gesammelte Beitiage 
des Symposiums der Salzburger Festspiele 1999 (Anif/Salzburg: Mueller-Speiser, 2000)].
203 S-r: ‘ “Der Rosenkavalier’' in Dresden’, Der Film, No. 3, 1926 (17 January), 16, cited in Hiebler: 
'Hofmannsthal und das Film gesellschaff, 6.
204 See M-I., Dr: ‘Strauss dirigiert den "Rosenkavalier ’, 3; H., F.: ' Der Rosenkavalier in der 
Dresdner Staatsoper. Richard Strauss als F ilm dirigenf, Reichsfilmblatt, No. 3, 1926 (16 January), 39 
(both cited in Hiebler: ‘Hofmannsthal und das F ilm gesellschaff, 6).
205 M-I, Dr: ‘ “Der Rosenkavalier”. Pan-Film im Bruckmann-Verleih. Urauffuhrung: 16.1.26, 
CapitoV, Licht-Bild-Buhne xix/14 (18 January 1926), 3. The reviewer continued:

We passed judgem ent here as film  aficionados, not musicians. And we m ust say that the film appealed to us far 
more than that opera in Dresden. ( .. .)  (W iene) has produced a great achievem ent which definitely exists not ju st as 
‘illustration’ to S trauss's music and thus a dependent appendage; rather, its success also allows it to take credit as 
pure film overall

[Wir haben a ls Film leute und nicht als M usiker zu  urteilen. Und w ir mussen sagen, dafi uns der Film weitaus 
besser gefiel, a ls jen e  O per in Dresden (...) (Wiene) hat eine Prachtleistung geschaffen, die durchaus nicht nur als 
"Illustration ” zu  Strausscher Musik. also als unselbstandiges Anhdngsel. zu bestehen braucht, sondern die ihren 
Erfolg auch als Film allein uberall einheimsen diirfte]

(cited in Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The SWent Rosenkavalier’, 82).

http://www.navigare.de/hofmannsthal/rosenkavlier/rose.html


run in cinemas there, also.206 But it was not only popular with the film critics, as the

following review reveals:

It is very flattering for the Viennese, that Der Rosenkavalier itself, a film o f tasteful 
refinement, if  without rousing drama, can spend an entire month on the programmes o f the 
largest two thousand-seater Viennese cinemas and now in many other theatres also, further 
holding its appeal, unweakened.207

However, the Rosenkavalier-Film was a non-runner in financial terms in 

comparison with real 'money-spinners’ such as Charlie Chaplin’s Goldrush and 

Sergei Eisenstein’s Battleship Potempkin, which were running in fourteen cinemas at 

the time.208 Jung and Schatzberg write that the Pan-Film Company, which had 

bankrolled the film, and were thus dependent on it being a considerable commercial 

success, planned to take it to the main cities in the United States. Unfortunately, the 

emergence of sound in film production put paid to any such notions; Pan-Film went 

bankrupt and the silent film, Der Rosenkavalier, languished.-0  ̂ Thus Strauss’s wish 

that it would find ‘new friends in the wider public as a film-opera for the people’ \,in

206 Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent R o s e n k a v a l ie r 84; Hiebler: ‘Hofmannsthal und das 
FUmgesellschaff, 7.
207 ,Es ist fu r  die Wiener sehr Schmeichelhqft, dafi sich ‘Der Rosenkavalier’, ein Film von hoher 
Kultur, wenn auch ohne mitreissende Dramatik, einen ganzen Monat lang a u f den Programm des 
grossten 2000 Personen fassenden Wiener Kinos erhalten konnte undjetzt in vielen anderen Theatern 
auch weiter geschwacht seine Zugkraft ausiibt ‘ (cited from Reichsfilmblatt xix/9 [8 May 1926], cited 
in Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier', 84-85).
208 It is interesting to note Hofmannsthal’s views on the above-mentioned examples:

Film, in the form o f  C haplin’s films and some o f  the Russian m anifestations, is an interesting, curious art form. But 
to produce like that, one must be moulded from nature. Related to this talent, perhaps, is that o f  the novelist (what I 
also am not). I think that 1 listen to a whole other sphere, and one can not desire, however, to tear oneself completely 
from the world

[Der Film in der Form die uns Chaplins Filme und  einige der russischen zeigen ist eine interessante merkwurdige 
Kunstform. Aber dergleichen hervorzubringen mufi man von der Natur geform t sein. Benachbart ist diese 
Begabung vielleicht der des Romanschriftstellers (was ich j a  auch nicht bin). Ich glaube dafi ich einer ganz 
anderen Sphare angehdre, und man kann doch nicht alles a u f  der Welt an sich reifien wollen]

(cited from Hofmannsthal to Willy Haas, 1 July 1927, Hugo von Hofmannsthal-Willy Haas: Ein 
Briefii'echsel, ed. Rudolf Italiaander [Berlin: Propylaen, 1968], 76).
~09 Jung and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier' , 84. These authors give a precis o f the film s 
subsequent history and screenings up until the year that their article was published (1994). While they 
write o f relying on a seventy-five minute: ‘fragment’ o f the original two-hour film, the American 
Symphony Orchestra subsequently performed ‘the most complete version o f the film possible under 
their conductor, Leon Botstein, in 2000 (see Botstein, Leon: ‘ “Der Rosenkavalier : The Silent Film , 
1).
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den breiten Massen als Volks-Filmoper neue Freunde‘]’ remained unfulfilled. In

the end, Hofmannsthal remained unhappy with the final result, and later complained

that Wiene had ignored his wishes and made 'the crudest and most amateurish film 

• * 2 1 1that one could imagine’; after conducting the score for a further gala-style

performance at London’s Tivoli Cinema on 12 April, taking the expanded orchestra

through some of its music for recording purposes the following day, and enduring a

poor reading by a ‘dreadful’ [,schleufilichemL] orchestra in Zurich on 16 July, Strauss

• 212never performed it again.

9 1 0

The period 1924 -1926 also saw a return for Strauss to composition for piano 

and orchestra, some forty years after his Burleske (1886), on a commission from the 

one-armed Viennese pianist, Paul Wittgenstein (1887-1961). Though almost 

forgotten today in terms of concert programming, Strauss’s two concerti -  Parergon 

zur Symphonia domestica, op. 73, and Panathendenzug, op. 74 -  can be considered 

integral to the composer’s aesthetic during the decade in their subtle play on genre, 

style and historical forms. While the former seems to cast a nostalgic glance on the 

great romantic, ‘abstract’ leviathans, its programmatic basis and execution are 

underscored by a quasi-tone poem structure and concrete references to Strauss’s 

essays in the former genre (specifically, its parent work). In Panathendenzug, Strauss

“l0 Strauss, Richard: ‘Filmmusik der “Rosenkavalier” ’, Mein Film, No. 2, (1926), p .5, cited in Jung 
and Schatzberg: ‘The Silent Rosenkavalier’, n. 16, 19.

[ ...]  [I]ch hatte in jen en  Jahren (1922-23) p u r fa ire  fleche de bout bois, mehrer Filmentwiirfe angefertigt davon  
einen " Rosencavalier ”, worin ich wirklich recht hiibsch, romanartig, die Existenz der Figuren zeigte bevor die H andlung der 
Oper einsetzt. (Diese hatte nur die letzste 30 Bilder erfiillt). Der H err Wiene. dem ich diesem E nhvurf zu r Verfugung stellte, 
ignorierte ihn vollig, und machte aus der H andlung der Oper der stiimperhaftesten und plum psten Film, den man sich denken  
kann. [...]

(cited from Hofmannsthal to Willy Haas, 19 November 1927, Der Rosenkavalier: Komodie fu r  Musik 
von Hugo von Hofmannsthal und Richard Strauss: Darstellung, Deutung, Dokumentation, ed. G. 
Heldt [Berlin-Lichterfelde: Lienau 1981], 343.

Del Mar: Critical Commentary> i, 416; Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 473; Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 
127.
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again exhibited his own brand of neoclassicism in a colourful and virtuosic display, 

wholly untrammelled by the passacaglia form that it so imaginatively utilises.

As the produce of patronage, even the very inception of both works recalls a 

former age. Born thus into a wealthy, artistically-inclined family, Paul Wittgenstein 

was of sufficient means to commission prominent composers of the Viennese 

musical establishment such as his former theory teacher, Josef Labor, Franz Schmidt 

and Karl Weigl, in addition to other figures, some of international renown, such as 

Britten, Hindemith, Hans Gal, Korngold, Martinu, Prokoviev, Ravel and Aleksander 

Tansman.213 It is interesting to note that Strauss was the only composer to write a 

second work for Wittgenstein in this vein, a fact in which the pianist later took great 

pride; while by 1959, he found Ravel’s concerto to contain an ‘extremely’ effective 

solo part, he nevertheless considered Strauss to be ‘an infinitely more important

,214composer.

It appears that Strauss’s first concerto for Wittgenstein was composed 

between the end of 1924 and 27 January 1925.21'’ Strauss called the work a

213 Werbeck, Walter: ‘Richard Strauss und Paul Wittgenstein: Zu den Klavierkonzerten fur die linke 
Hand “Parergon zur Symphonia domestica” op. 73 und “Panathendenzug” op. 7 4 \ Osterreichische 
Musikzeitschrift 54 (1999), 18, after Flindell, Fred: ‘ Paul Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, The 
Music Review xxxii (1971), 127.
",4 Wittgenstein in a recorded radio interview with Alma Dettinger, 20 May 1959, WQXR [staion] TV 
Time of the Air Recordings, White Plains, New York, cited in Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and 
Pianist’, 122. A year earlier, Wittgenstein wrote:

My conviction is: the concerti written for me by Labor, Schmidt and Richard Strauss (as different as they are from 
one another) are m usically worth more, stand on a higher plane and hence in the end are more durable than Ravel’s 
Concerto. I know that such a view may sound paradoxical here in the USA, where Schmidt and Labor are 
completely unknown and Ravel stands at the height o f  his fame. But I don’t err. Let me assure you that I am neither 
influenced by provincial Austrian patriotism nor personal friendship 

(cited from Wittgenstein, Paul: ‘Uher einarmiges KlavierspieT , [New York: The Austrian Institute, 
1958], 5, trans. in Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, 123).
~15 As Werbeck notes, Hofmannsthal commented in a letter to the composer’s son, Franz, that the 
piano concerto was a ‘happy interim work [,ein gliickliche Zwischenarbeit']' for the latter’s father, 
who was working on Die agyptische Helena at the time. See Hofmannsthal to Franz Strauss, 26



‘Parergon’ (Greek for ‘minor’ or ‘secondary’ work) to his autobiographical 

Symphonia domestica, op. 53 (1905), hence its title: Parergon zur Symphonia 

domestica, op. 73. When first approached (Strauss met Wittgenstein on 22 December 

1923), the former was initially reluctant to return to abstract instrumental 

composition, having become exclusively inclined towards extramusical stimuli as his 

career had progressed into full maturity.216 That stimulus arrived in 1924 in the form 

of a personal crisis for the composer, when his son, Franz, almost died after 

contracting typhoid while on honeymoon in Egypt; in light of his son’s subsequent 

recovery, Strauss thus composed his concerto on the head motif on the third theme 

(that representing the child, i.e., Franz) from Symphonia domestica, but could not 

quote it beyond three bars as the copyright was held by Bote & Bock, whom Strauss 

had earlier slated in his Kramerspiegel. The direct use of the theme points irrefutably 

to this incident involving Franz, but Walter Werbeck has pointed to other memories 

that the themes ‘illness’ and ‘Egypt’ may have evoked in the composer. Besides his 

own journey there to convalesce in 1892, Strauss may also have remembered how his 

former mentor, Flans von Billow, had also set out for the Nile two years later, only to 

die shortly after arrival. In terms of works, the unrealised Egyptische Fantasie 

[Egyptian Fantasy] (c. 1902) may have been brought to mind, whose sketches 

contained such hand-written annotations as ‘Illness,’ 'Onset of the Fever and 

‘Culmination of the Crisis.’ While a 1915 project, Cellokonzert Egypten [ Cello 

Concerto Egypt],217 also comes to the fore in this respect, the fact that Strauss also 

used ‘Franz’s’ theme in the Hochzeitspraludium for two harmoniums (TrV 347),

81

November 1924, [{Richard) Strauss-Hofmannsthal'.] Briefwechsel, 529 [not included in the English
trans.], cited in Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', n. 8, 24.
~16 Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 447; Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 128.
"n See Trenner: Die Skizzenbucher von Richard Strauss, 39.
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composed in honour of his son’s marriage to Alice von Grab on 15 January 1924,

218leaves the listener in little doubt as to whom the primary stimulus was in this case.

While Wittgenstein’s request for a concerto and his son’s illness propelled the 

production of the Parergon, it suffices to point out that its speedy completion 

between late 1924 and early 1925 (having finished the Particell [short score] on 2

219January 1925, Strauss went on to complete the full score by the 27 January) was 

due in no small part to a relative relaxation of activity in Strauss’s professional 

career. Following his resignation from the co-directorship in Vienna towards the end 

of 1924, Strauss could actually devote more time to composition for the first time in 

some years. ‘Rid of this pointless burden, I am feeling extremely well,’ he wrote to

Hofmannsthal on 29 January 1925: ‘have just completed a piano concerto and am

220gradually getting down to Act II of Helena.’’

Though it was composed during a period of relative calm in the composer’s 

life, the slow sections depicting the illness in the Parergon recall the chromaticism of 

Elektra, and it is these very parts that are based on the passage in Symphonia 

domestica that dwells specifically on the parents’ concern for the future of their child, 

as evident in the sketches for the latter work.221 As the Symphonia domestica ends 

with an F-major woodwind paean to familial conciliation, the second, larger part of

218 Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein’, n. 15, 25.
219 t -,Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 458.
220 Correspondence: 398.
221 Trenner: Die Skizzenbucher von Richard Strauss, 772 ff. As Werbeck observes, in the Particell for 
Symphonia domestica (Sketchbook 8) Strauss noted: J ’raume u. Sorgen‘[ 'Dreams and worries’], while 
an earlier note in sketchbook 10 reveals: ,Traume der Mutter iiber das Kind  ‘ ['The mother’s dreams 
concerning the child’], .v isional [‘visionary’], and, more pointedly: ,Wie wird er werden?/Sorgen der 
M utterT[‘How will he turn out, like the mother?’], and ,Wird er (Fdur) dem Voter, wird er Hdur der 
Mutter ahnlichT\; Will he be like his father (F major), or his mother, B major?’] (cited from Werbeck:
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the Parergon, ‘Recovery,’ features a hymn-like passage for woodwind with the same 

tonality (example 1.4).22- While predominant in terms of its overall thematic basis, 

Symphonia domestica was not the only orchestral work by Strauss to exert an 

influence on the Parergon.223 Otto Erhardt likened the work itself to a symphonic

224poem with piano by virtue of the deft handling of solo and orchestral parts, while, 

more recently, Walter Werbeck has argued effectively how it represents a sort of 

homage to Strauss’s tone poems, not least in its establishment of a clash of tonic keys 

a semitone apart (F-sharp major and F major) between its two main, constituent parts, 

thus recalling Also sprach Zarathustra.22? The pitch C-sharp has a two-fold 

importance in terms of the harmony and design of the Parergon, as it functions as the 

root of the dominant in F-sharp major and the minor ninth of the dominant in F 

(when spelt as its enharmonic equivalent, D-flat). The note C-sharp pervades the 

music throughout, bolstering and negating the harmony in turns, thus recalling the 

portentous rhythmic motif in Tod und Verkldrung, whose principal theme (that 

representing the ‘Ideal’) is echoed by one of the two main motives in the Parergon 

(example 1.5a and 1.5b).226 Wittgenstein, who retained exclusive rights of 

performance for seven years, made some alterations to the score with the composer’s 

permission.227 Initially, the pianist was concerned with regard to the uneven balance

‘Strauss und Wittgenstein’’, n. 18, 25; see also idem : Die Tondichtungen von Richard Strauss [Tutzing:
Schneider, 19961, 176 ff).
222 Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein’, 19.
223 Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein’, 19.
~"4 ,Der Klavierpart strotzt nur so von Schwierigkeiten, das Orchester ist mit ausgesuchter Virtuositat 
behandelt. Das Ganze wirkt eher wie eine sinfonische Dichtung mit Klavier‘ (see Erhardt, Otto: 
Richard Strauss: Leben, Wirken, Schaffen [Olten, Freiburg i.Br.: Walterm 1953], 188, cited in Gruhn, 
Wilfried: Die Instrumentation in den Orchesterwerken von Richard Strauss [Augsburg: Bemd 
Katzbichler, 1968], w. 11, 179).
" Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', 20; 19.

Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', 19-20.
" 1 Flindell comments that Wittgenstein felt it was his inalienable right, as if  almost honour-bound, to 
make changes to the pieces by Britten, Ravel and Strauss, a belief that ensured vigorous 
correspondence between the pianist and Hindemith, Prokoviev and Strauss (see Flindell: 
‘Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, 119-120).
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EXAMPLE 1.5a

Strauss: Parergon zur Symphonia domestica, op. 73, 4/fig. 10 

(second main motive)



EXAMPLE 1.5b

Strauss: Tod und Verkldrung, op. 24, 

Principal Theme (the 'Ideal')
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between the piano and the orchestra, which was tipped acutely in the direction of the 

latter; as he later wrote to Joseph Wechsberg; ‘ ... namely, I bewailed that this

• • • • • • 99RParergon, as nice as it is musically, was not rewarding enough for the piano.’ 

Though it is presumed that Wittgenstein thinned out the instrumentation somewhat, it

99Qis not certain where and how he altered the score exactly. At any rate, it appears 

that Wittgenstein was much enthused by the piece, and it premiered in Dresden under 

Fritz Busch on 6 October 1925. Following a repeat performance in Leipzig later that 

month, he informed Strauss that ‘ [...] the Parergon is very beautiful, sounds very 

beautiful, and was extraordinarily well liked by the listeners. In Flamburg ... it went

230even better than at the Dresden premiere. It’s a shame you weren’t there!’ 

However, critical reception was mixed, and following a repeat performance in 

Dresden, Eugen Schmitz expressed his inquisitiveness as regards the motive behind 

the choice of title and its pro-genitor:

Why the Schopenhauerian, stigmatic Greek word and not simply “accompanying piece” or 
“addition”? Why also the connection to the Symphonia domestical Essentially, the new work 
has as little to do with philosophy as the aforementioned programme symphony:"5'

228 ,[...] ich hatte mich namlich beklagt, dafi diese Parergon, so schon es musikalisch ist, fu r  das 
Klavier nicht dankbar genug sei Wittgenstein to Joseph Wechsberg, 5 February 1958 (Erich 
Wolfgang Komgold-Archiv Bernd Rachold, Hamburg), cited in Park, Kim So Young: Paid 
Wittgenstein und die fur ihn Komponierten Klavierkonzerte fur die Linke Hand  (Aachen: Shaker, 
1999), 128.
229 Werbeck: ‘Strauss und W ittgenstein’, 18; n. 9, 24; see also Flindell: ‘Paul Wittgenstein’, 121. On 
22 May 2003, items from the Paul Wittgenstein Archive were sold by an anonymous seller at 
Sotheby’s New Bond Street premises in London. This important collection, which included the (until 
the time o f writing) heretofore unheard Hindemith concerto (op. 29, c. 1924) also featured a number 
of letters from Strauss to Wittgenstein and, significantly, a late sketch for the solo piano part of the 
final forty or so bars o f  the Parergon, containing the pianist’s annotations, revisions and fingering 
suggestions. The manuscript also contains a sketch in Strauss’s hand for the 6/4 main theme o f the 
final section (see example 1.4, above) (‘Sotheby’s -  Auctions -  Calendar -  Music including the Paul 
Wittgenstein Archive’, http://search.sothebv’s,com/ips/live/lot/LotDetail.isp.?lot id=3ZPLL).

Wittgenstein to Strauss, 28 October 1925, cited in Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: 
Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, trans. Robinson, xi, after Der Strom der Tone trug 
mich fort, ed. Grasberger, 296.

,Warum das Schopenhauerisch stigmatisierte griechische Wort und nicht einfach “seintenstiick” 
oder "Beiwerk”? Warum auch die Beziehung a u f die “Sinfonia domestica’’?'' Das neue Werk hat im 
Grunde mit Philosophie ebensowenig etwas zu tun, wie mit der genannten friiheren 
Programmsinfonie’ (cited from Schmitz, Eugen: ‘Sinfoniekonzert im Opernhaus: Reihe B, 1; am 16 
Oktober [1925]’, Dresdner Nachrichten, 18 October 1925)

http://search.sothebv%e2%80%99s,com/ips/live/lot/LotDetail.isp.?lot
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However, elsewhere he suggested that Strauss ‘had created a better sort of colourful 

and stimulating entertainment music.’232 In his newspaper review, Schmitz further 

commented with acuity that Strauss’s new concerto was more akin to ‘a symphonic 

piece for orchestra with obbligato piano, something similar to the equally busy E-flat 

major or A major work by Liszt.’233 Detecting strong resonances of Der 

Rosenkavalier, and a certain Till Eulenspiegel-Wke spirit in the abovementioned main 

theme,234 Schmitz proceeded to encapsulate the stylistic essence of the piece with his 

perspicacious comments on the hymn-like theme in F-major, also mentioned above:

This second theme has a somewhat archaistic character; like an amiable sonatina melody by 
Kuhlau or Clementi, it is gradually introduced by the solo piano. And when it is heard further 
in the winds, while the piano entwines around it with pianissimo delicate, lute-like figuration, 
the charming world o f  the Spinet and Meissen porcelain is made come alive: ’5

Other critics, however, were more parsimonious in their praise. According to Adolf 

WeiBmann, it was ‘hardly worth tarrying with a work that the composer himself has

232 Die Musik xviii/3 (1925/26), 230, cited in Werbeck: Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: 
Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, xii.
233 ,Es ist ein Klavierkonzert, oder richtiger ein sinfonischer Sa tzfur Orchester mit obligatem Klavier, 
ahnlich etwa wie das gleichbesetzte Es-Dur- oder A-Dur- Werk von L is z t , Schmitz, Eugen.
‘Sinfoniekonzert im O pernhaus\ Dresdner Nachrichten, 18 October 1925.
234 F. A. GieBler also remarked on being reminded of both works when he attended the premiere of the 
Parergon: ,ReizvoIle Bearbeitung und Berichlingung der Themen befunden die kontrapuntische 
Meisterschaft des Komponisten, der es natiirlich auch die glanzender Werwendung alter Mittel des 
Orchesters nicht fehlen lafit. Dafi auch Unflange an den Rosenkavalier und Tell [sic] 
Eulenspiegel” vorhanden fin d  ... .‘ (Giefiler, F. A.: ‘Straufl-Urauffuhrung in Dresden , Fteiberger 
Anzieger, 20 October 1925); for Carl Johannes Petzet, it was Der Rosenkavalier and Ariadne au f 
Naxos (see Petzet, Carl Johannes: ‘Richard Straufi' neuestes Werk: Urauffuhrung des “Parergon” in 
Dresden', Berliner Tageblatt, 20 October 1925), while the critic from the Schlesiche Zeitung also 
detected hints o f Intermezzo, in addition to Till Eulenspiegel and Der Rosenkavalier (Baslitz-Jahne. 
‘[U]ber die Straufi-Urauffuhrung an der Dresden Staatsoper', Schlesische Zeitung, 21 October 1925).
235 ,Dieses zweite Thema hat etwas archaistischen Charakter; wie eine liebenswtirdige Sonatinen- 
Melodie von Kuhlau oder Clementi wird es vom Klavier allein eingefiihrt. Und wenn es dann in den 
Blasern weiterklingt, wahrend das Klavier im Pianissimo zierliches Lautwerk darum rankt, so wird 
die anmutige Welt des Spinetts und das Altmeifiner Porcellans lebendig ‘(cited from Schmitz, Eugen.
‘Sinfoniekonzert im Opernhaus', Dresdner Nachrichten, 18 October 1925. Jahne-Baslitz also 
mentions the ‘ ... minuet-like theme in 6/4 [menuettartigen Sechsviertelthema\ , Baslitz-Jahne. 
‘\U\ber die Straufi-Urauffuhrung', Schlesische Zeitung, 21 October 1925). If Schmitz appears slightly 
confused as regards the order of events in the piece, by seeming to erroneously recall the introduction 
of the hymn-like tune in the piano (a possible consequence — at first glance — of Wittgenstein initially 
holding full rights to the piece and the consequent non-availability of scores [advance, or otherwise]), 
it is because the pianist interpolated (ostensibly under Strauss’s permission) an extended section with a 
more elaborate cadenza and a first statement o f the theme in the solo piano — an addition not 
included in the later, printed version (1964) (seeD elM ar: Critical Commentary’, ii, n. 16, 288).
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termed minor, the less so as the number of minor works in Strauss’s past decade has

exceeded the bounds of the permissible........’ In WeiBmann’s opinion, ‘[Strauss had]

somewhat lost touch with the feeling for the architecture of such pieces ... in the 

context of his career as a symphonic poet and opera composer.’236

It seems unfair to criticise Strauss on the basis of architecture as regards the 

Parergon, as it was this precise structural quality that one finds so perfectly formed 

in his second concerto for Wittgenstein, the Panathenaenzug, op. 74 (1927). As a 

result of late discussions over the role of the solo part in the Parergon, Strauss was 

inspired to write a completely new work that would give full vent to Wittgenstein’s 

wish for increased virtuosity.2’7 In 1939, the pianist commented:

But few people know that Richard Strauss wrote for me about ten years ago the 
Panathenaenzug for piano and orchestra. Calling my manager to him, at a time when I was on 
tour [probably mid-March 1926], Strauss told him that he knew I was not entirely satisfied 
with the pianistic opportunities of the work he had written for me, and that he had an idea for 
a set o f  variations on a bass -  a passacaglia -  which would be wider in range and more 
brilliant. This I later performed under Bruno Walter.2’8

After his initial contact, Strauss met the pianist in Prague on 23 March 1926 in order 

to discuss the new work, where he jotted down four, slightly different versions of the 

eventual Passacaglia bass-line for the Panathenaenzug, each with a different

239harmonisation, as preparatory studies for what became the finished piece." By 

November, work was still in progress, as evidenced by a letter from Strauss to 

Clemens Krauss: ‘I’m now working on a new piece for him [Wittgenstein]:

236 Die Musik xviii/3 (1925/26), 228, cited in Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: 
Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, xii.
237 Werbeck: ‘Strauss and Wittgenstein', 20, after Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, 121 f.
~'’8 Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', 20 ; Park: Paul Wittgenstein und die fu r  ihn Komponierten 
Klavierkonzerte fu r  die Linke Hand, 129-130, after Wittgenstein in The Musical Courier, 126 
(December 1939), cited in Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, 122,
~’9 Flindell details that the sketches are dated: ‘Prague 23 March 1926’, which he provides in facsimile 
in his article (see Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and Pianist’, 112-113); see also Werbeck’s discussion 
thereof in idem : ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', 20-1, 22, and «.23, 25.



P'anathenaenzug: symphonic etudes with orchestra’; having begun scoring the new 

work on 4 December, the new piece was completed a little over two months later on 

14 February 1927.240

Subtitled: ‘Symphonic Etudes in the Form of a Passacaglia for Piano (Left- 

Hand) and Orchestra \Sinfonische Etuden in Form einer Passacaglia fur Klavier 

(linke Hand) und Or Chester], the programmatic ‘basis’ for the piece was the 

Panathenian procession {P anathenaenzug), as depicted on the Parthenon Frieze and 

discussed between Strauss and Hofmannsthal four years previously in connection 

with their arrangement of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen.241 The title of the work 

alluded to the annual festival of ancient Athens honouring the birth of Athena that 

culminated every fourth year in a spectacular procession. It remains unclear whether 

Strauss approached the piece from the very outset with this specific programmatic 

stimulus in mind (and, if so, whether or not Wittgenstein was informed),242 but it is 

reasonable to assume that Strauss’s work-in-progress on Die agyptische Helena -  for 

which he undertook a trip to Greece in May 1926 to ‘fetch a few beautiful tunes for 

Act 2’243 -  may have prompted him to remember the evocative apotheosis of his 

earlier collaborative reworking with Hofmannsthal. Annotations from the two 

relevant sketchbooks are almost as scant in detail: aside from the jotting ‘murmurings 

from the crowd [Volksgemurmel],’ and references to mounted cavalry (in 3/4 time) 

and priests (in 4/4), there is little else, though it is known that the tranquil section in

,ich arbeite je tz t an einem neuen Stiick fu r  ihn: P an athen aenzug: sirfonische Etuden mit
Orchester , Strauss to Krauss, 15 November 1926, Richard Strauss-Clemens Krauss: Briefwechsel:
Gesamtausgabe (Tutzing: Schneider, 1997), 40, cited in Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition 
xxiii: Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, xii; Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 476; 478.
249 ^ee Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 25 May and 21 September 1922,Correspondence, 352; 359.

Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, xii
Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 4 May 1926, Correspondence, 417.
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B-flat major following the grandiloquent opening was planned as a priestly 

‘Address.’ It also appears that the composer only added the caption: ‘Invocation of 

Pallas Athena’ under the opening fanfare (so that the brass ‘intone’ the name ‘Pallas 

Athena’) at an advanced stage of the sketching process, thus recalling the unison 

orchestral intonation on ‘Agamemnon’ in Elektra,244 and the motif in the brass and 

percussion on ‘Keikobad’, which first appears early in Act I of Die Frau ohne 

Schatten.

Following the fanfare, the piece starts in earnest (after some introductory 

passage-work for the soloist) with what has been aptly termed as *an almost textbook 

passacaglia’ in eight bars, beginning with Lydian-modal hints before ‘turning around 

in successive fourths (example 1.6).245 This is repeated eighteen times, varied only by 

slight alterations in figuration, and subsequently reappears, unchanged and with the 

same harmony, for large sections of the piece. It is interesting to note to the proximity 

in (sub-) title between Strauss’s second commission for Wittgenstein and 

Schumann’s Etudes symphoniques, op. 13 (later entitled Etudes in the Form o f 

Variations by their composer) -  and also to the precedent set by Brahms in the 

revival of passacaglia (Symphony No. 4, Finale) and the related, variation form 

(‘Flaydn’ Variations)246 -  but it may prove more telling to reflect on the fact that 

Strauss’s own take on these ‘canonic’ forms was composed during the decade that 

readily answered Busoni’s clarion call for a ‘new classicism.’ It may also be apposite, 

here, to highlight Strauss’s ingenious variations in orchestral timbre. By beginning in

244 Werbeck: ‘Strauss and Wittgenstein', 22; see also Trenner: Die Skizzenbucher vom Strauss, 8 If.
245 Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, 
xii; Park: Paul Wittgenstein und die fu r  ihn Komponierten Klavierkonzerte fu r  die Linke Hand, 140- 
141.

See Werbeck: ‘Strauss und Wittgenstein', 22.



EXAM PLE 1.6

Vn. 
1 & 2

MaBig bewegt
0  + Piano [8va]

Strauss: Panathenaenzug, op. 74, fig. 1-2



the low register and gradually ascending with the soloist contributing etudes, the 

composer’s remarkable use of ‘Klangfarbenharmonie’’ thus helps to delineate each 

successive, strict repetition of the passacaglia theme in the opening section. A similar 

approach is manifested in the B-flat ending of the expansive scherzo that follows, 

where the combined timbral effect of glockenspiel, celesta and harp (the latter

247frequently serving to texturally ‘expand’ the piano part) provides a ‘silver coating'"' 

akin to that found in the Carillon of the more overtly classicist Couperin Tanzsuite 

(example 1.7).

Although finished in February 1927, Panathendenzug was not premiered until 

16 January 1928 with the Berlin Philharmonic, under Bruno Walter, and while 

Strauss had invested more time and energy into the work than he had done with its 

predecessor, critical reception was, on the whole, poor. After commenting favourably 

upon the ‘supreme display of technical virtuosity,’ the critic of the Magdeburger 

Zeitung nevertheless posited that the work was ‘at base, music that has not much to 

say to us.’ 248 For another, the work was destined for obscurity: 'Its result stands as 

more of a curiosity than a serious work of art.’"49 The critic of the Allegemeiner 

Zeitung Chemnitz saw further proof of the decline in Strauss’s powers since Die Frau

250ohne Schatten, and detected a distinct lack of substance and superficiality. For 

Julius Korngold, the festival procession seemed ‘to get a little confused. The images

~47 Werbeck: ‘Introduction’, Strauss Edition xxiii: Orchestral Works: Concerti and Concert Pieces, 
xii.
“48 , [...] man sieht sich in jeder Beziehung von einer technisch-virtuosen Hohenleistung, nur das 
Gefiihl der Ergrissenheit, das von einem Kunstwerk verweh, bleibt aus. Es ist im Grunde eine Musik, 
die uns nicht vie/ so sagen h a t  (cited from W„ M. v., Magdeburger Zeitung, 19 January 1928).
~49 ,Dieses Werk ... w ird als Nebenwerk bald im Schaffen der Hauptwerke stehen, der bleibenden, und
vergessen sein.............seine Leistung steht mehr eine Kuriositat dar als eine echte Kunstiibung' (cited
from [?], ‘Eine Mozart-Straufi-Abend', Vossische Zeitung, 18 January 1928).
"'50 H., A. [Heuss, Alfred?]: ‘Straufi-Urauffuhrung in Berlin’, Allegemeine Zeitung Chemnitz, 18 
January 1928.
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were too independent and hindered lyrically by the intransigence of the old forms.’251 

Strauss, as ever, was nonplussed, as suggested by his witty comment to Wittgenstein 

following the premiere: ‘I am very sorry that the Press: i.e. [Herr] Possowitz in Berlin 

tore my work to pieces. I know that the Panathenaenzug is not bad, but I didn’t 

expect it would receive the honour of unanimous disapproval....... ,252

Nevertheless, Strauss’s ‘antiquated’ approach appealed to at least one 

contemporary critic, who implicitly endorsed Strauss’s uniquely personal modernist 

impulse in finding clear evidence in the work of ‘that renunciation of romanticism, 

and the emphasis on emotion, characteristic of modern music and its return to the 

simplicity, pure forms and sound-games of earlier epochs.’ 253 As So Young Kim 

Park observes, Panathendenzug can also be viewed as a symphonic poem with 

obbligato piano in light of the multifarious role given to the latter; while it acts in 

both solo and tutti capacities, it can also be seen to drive the tempo forward by its 

sheer force of invention.2'̂ 4 However, despite thematic and structural allusions to his 

tone poems, Strauss’s two concerti for Wittgenstein stand apart from his earlier 

Burleske precisely because of the ambiguous role assigned to the soloist; the very 

inclusiveness of the piano part within the orchestral fabric in both works (no small 

feat, considering Wittgenstein’s histrionic proclivities) also renders them quite

251
,[...] ein wenig inverrung zu geraten. Die Bilder machen sich zu sehr selbstandig, und lyricsches 

Verweilen unterbindet den Flufi, der alten Bewegungsformen gewahrt bleiben wiW  (cited from 
Korngold, Julius, Neue Freie Presse Wien, 15 March 1928, Feidlleton, cited in Werbeck: ‘Strauss und 
Wittgenstein’, 21).
252 o

- Strauss to Wittgenstein, 8 February 1928, cited (and trans.) in Flindell: ‘Wittgenstein: Patron and 
Pianist’, 122.
253

,Das Werk [... ] latzt deutlich jen e  Abkehr von Romantik und Gefiihlsbetonung erkennen, die die 
moderne Musik und ihre Ruckkehr zu der Einfachkeit, den reinen Formen und den Klangspiel 
friiherer Epochen kennzeichnet‘ (cited from Lepel, Felix von: ‘Erstauffuhrung eines Werkes von 
RichardStraufi in Dresden', Vogtlander Anzeiger, 3 March 1928).
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unique in early twentieth-century literature of the genre. Notwithstanding the pseudo- 

Lisztian bravura of the Parergon, the latent, jazz-like jocularity of the 

Panathendenzug passacaglia, the aforementioned obbligato piano and the concertante 

writing evident in both works helps to contextualise them as being very much of their 

time through Strauss’s use of basic, baroque stylistic models and techniques. From 

the beginning of the twentieth century, the composer’s music had increasingly 

become a one of reminiscence, but of a hue far removed from the neurotic 

heterogeneity of high and low that had characterised Mahler’s mature output. Though 

this may not have been neoclassicism writ large -  being, in effect, an idiosyncratic 

type of ‘neo-baroqueism’ (to use an unwieldy neologism) -  it nevertheless 

emphasized, once more, a critical engagement with music of the past at least cognate 

with more explicit exemplars of the decade. Though antithetical in aesthetic terms, 

Strauss’s approach was more akin to that of Busoni, and thus one also poles apart 

from the more abrasive idiom employed by Stravinsky during the same era. 

Nevertheless, to use passacaglia in a new work of the 1920s was as much an artistic 

statement, inadvertent or otherwise, as Schoenberg’s use of the suite in his op. 25 

(1921) and, more pointedly, variation form in his op.31, despite the latter’s 

asservations to the contrary expressed in the "Der neue Klassizismus’ (the third of his 

Three Satires, op. 28, 1925).

While contemporaneous neoclassicism was predicated on a reverence towards 

the structural integrity of source models, Strauss, as mentioned above, presented a 

mix of allusions from non-contiguous or overlapping historical moments in what

“54 ,Die Rolle des Klaviers ist zum einen eine themenfiihrende oder untermalende und zum anderen 
eine Tempo vorwdrts treibende‘ (cited from Park: Paul Wittgenstein und die fur ihn Komponierten 
Klavierkonzerte fu r  die Linke Hand, 150).



Leon Botstein has described effectively as ‘an integrated, suggestive (vis-a-vis the 

audience), highly personalised narrative style.’255 For a typical early twentieth- 

century audience -  raised on a canon of musical works -  such ‘cross-referencing’ 

aided discernment and understanding beyond the limits of mere formal levels (as in 

the instrumental works), and visual or literary presentation (as in the stage works).

In a decade that saw much engagement on the part of music with the specificities of 

its social and historical situation, Strauss’s project seems all the more daring, 

particularly as he had pursued these aesthetic goals from before the First World War. 

In terms of the music that appeared after that war, perhaps then it is more fitting to 

characterise Strauss’s output during the 1920s asprophetisch, rather than vorgestrig.

92

 ̂ Botstein: ‘The Enigmas of Strauss’, 19.
256 See Botstein: ‘The Enigmas o f Strauss’, 24-26.
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Hofmannsthal, Strauss and ‘Greek longing’

The Politics of Myth

If Hofmannsthal’s ‘imaginary conversation’ with Strauss in his essay on Die 

agyptische Helena (of which it constitutes the second part) attempts to elucidate the 

plot of a libretto that was destined to confound both critics and public alike,1 it also 

acts as an addendum to the earlier Active colloquy between Lord Chandos and 

Francis Bacon (‘Letter of Lord Chandos’, 1901-1902).2 The ‘Chandos letter’ had 

charted the culmination of Hofmannsthal’s fm-de-siecle ‘language scepticism’ by 

focussing on his belief in the inefficacy of words as the sole carriers of meaning and 

content -  thereby marking the final stage of his gradual turn from the medium of 

lyric poetry to that of the theatre. The Helena essa y thus stands as the mature 

Hofmannsthal’s veritable ‘poetics of (mythological) opera’: a tribute to the 

collaboration’s (ultimately) final, fully-fledged achievement to this expressive end. 

As twentieth-century, baroque-styled ‘mythological’ opera, Die agyptische Helena 

signifies Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s ultimate attempt to realise a truly symbiotic

1 The imaginary conversation was ensconced in an essay entitled: ‘ ‘Die agyptische H elena’ von Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal', which appeared in the Easter supplement o f  Vienna’s Neue Freie Presse (8 April 
1928) and in Berlin’s Vossische Zeitung on the same date; in the Munchner Neueste Nachrichten on 
19 May, and in the Hamburger Fremdenblatt on 22 May (see Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: Samtliche 
Werke xxxi: Erfundene Gesprdche und Briefe, ed. Ellen Ritter (Frankfurt a. M.: S Fischer, 1991: 
[volumes in this edition of Hofmannsthal’s works are abbreviated hereafter as SW ... ], 521-531). It 
also appeared (with minor changes) in the Berlin theatre periodical, Schalkiste iii (June 1928), and 
(definitively) in Insel-Almanach (1929) (see Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: ‘Die dgyptische Helena', 
Insel-Almanach (1929), 89-107; SW xxxi, 216-227) and Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 April 1928, 
Correspondence, 469-470; 472). It is telling that Hofmannsthal’s Helena essay was closely followed 
by Strauss’s ‘creation’ o f a fictive interview between himself and Ludwig Karpath (which was 
originally intended for a Viennese radio station), and, some months later, the publishing o f an 
important 'actual’ interview between Hofmannsthal and Walter Brecht in the Deutsche Allegemeine 
Zeitung, Berlin, on 25 December (repr. as Brecht, Walter [and Hofmannsthal, Hugo von]: ‘Gesprdch 
itber \ ‘D]ie dgyptische H elena’ (Gesprdch mit Hugo von Hofmannsthal) ', Hugo von Hofmannsthal: 
Die Gestalt des Dichters im Spiegel der Freunde, ed. Helmut Fiechtner (Vienna: Humboldt, 1949), 
339-342 [originally ‘Gesprdch iiber ‘Die dgyptische H elena” , Deutsche Allgemeine Zeitung, 25 
December 1929].Thus both librettist and composer were keenly intent on shaping the reception of 
their work before and after its Dresden premiere through intense media exposure.

2 See Hofmannsthal: ' Ein B r ie f , SW xxxi, 45-55.



union between words and music, as foreshadowed in the flux-like interchange 

between recitative and aria in the seria parts of Ariadne auf Naxos, and in Act III of
"3

Die Frau ohne Schatten.

Notwithstanding its dual mandate as Opernfilhrer and manifesto of aesthetic 

intent, Hofmannsthal’s Helena essay further instances the opera’s societal 

foundations. For Hofmannsthal, myth served as the ideal vehicle in order to 

transcend the temporality of the present by placing quotidian experience within a 

supra-historical continuum. As the librettist averred at the end of his imaginary 

conversation with Strauss, ‘lyric drama' was the ideal medium for representing ‘the 

present atmosphere’ in (superficially) aesthetic terms:

If anything, the present is so mythical — 1 can’t think o f any other expression for an existence 
which, in itself, takes place in front o f such tremendous horizons -  for this engulfment by 
millenia, for the saturation of our very being by East and West, for this monstrous inner 
breadth, these raging inner tensions, this ‘Here’ and ‘Elsewhere’ that characterises our lives. 
It is not possible to capture this in bourgeois dialogues. Let us write mythological opera, it is 
the truest of all forms, believe me.4

Hofmannsthal was clearly immersed in the writings of Plato, but his thinking 

also owes much to his erstwhile, ‘mystical’ correspondent. Rudolf Pannwitz, as well

See Kohler, Stephan: ‘ „Machen wir Mythologischer Opern ... “ Zur „Agyptischen Helena“ von 
Hugo von Hofmannsthal und Richard Strauss', Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 4 (December 
1980), 43-52, esp. 49, and idem'. ‘ “ Worte sind Formeln, die K onnen’s nicht Sagen” ’: M usikbegrijf 
und Musikalitat Hugo von Hofmannsthals’, Hofmannsthal-Blatter xxx-xxxii (1985), 65-71; see also 
Hessler, Ulrike: ‘Das Unvergleichliche des Mythos: Die Agyptische Helena und Hofmannsthals 
Opernpoetik im Helena-Essay von 1928\ Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 10 (December 1983), 
79-86.
4

[Lyrischen D ramas] scheinen m ir die einzigen, durch welche die Atm osphdre der Gegemvart ausgedriickt werden 
kann. Denn wenn sie etwas ist, diese Gegenwart, so ist sie mythisch -  ich weifi kein anderen Ausdruck fu r  eine Existenz, die 
sich vor so ungeheuren Horizonten vollzieht -  fu r  dieses Umgebensein mit Jahrtausenden, fu r  dies Hereinfluten von Orient und 
Okzident in unser Ich, fu r  diese ungeheure innere Weite, fu r  dieses rasenden inneren Spannungen, dieses H ier und Anderswo, 
das die Signatur unseres Lebens ist. Es ist nicht moglich, dies in burgerlichen Dialogen aufzufangen. M achen wir 
mythologische Opern, es ist die wahrste aller Formen. Sie konnen mir glauben.
(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘‘Die agy’ptische Helena’, 106-107). This was not the first time that 
Hofmannsthal had written on ‘the relativity o f the present as a crossroads o f living past and 
anticipated future’ (Ward, Philip: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth: Expression and Performance [Bern: 
Peter Lang, 2001], 32). In a note dating from 1894, he described the ‘monstrous synthesis’ 
[,ungeheuren Synthese‘] between antiquity and the present, in terms thus curiously prescient of those 
expressed in the Helena essay over a quarter o f a century later (see Hofmannsthal: ‘Aufzeichnungen 
1 8 9 0 - 1 8 9 5 Corona ix [1939-1940], cited in Jens, Walter: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen 
[Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1955], 5).
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as to Nietzsche, Wagner (particularly of the Oper und Drama phase),5 and the 

tradition of Calderon and the Catholic Baroque that suffused both Hofmannsthal’s 

late ‘ideological’ works and his cultural politics (vide the Salzburg Festival).6 

Pannwitz (and Ernst Bertram) personified that dominant strain of (decidedly) post- 

Nietzschean, volkisch cultural criticism that had exerted such a decisive influence on 

the development of Hofmannsthal’s conservative cultural theory during the period 

1917-1920. On its publication in 1917, Pannwitz sent a copy of his most significant 

book, Die Krisis der europaischen Kultur [The Crisis o f European Culture] to 

Hofmannsthal, signalling the start of their initially intense meeting-of-minds.8 By 

traversing through various manifestations of the European ‘spirit’ from the 

Renaissance to the then present, Pannwitz’s book offered the Oriental tradition as 

(epitomised, for him, by Buddha, Confucius and Lao-tzu) as the only source for

5 According to Dieter Borchmeyer (who had been informed by Rudolf Hirsch), Hofmannsthal’s 
library contains the edition o f Oper und Drama edited by Fritz GroB (Berlin, n.d.), a copy o f the first 
edition o f Wagner’s autobiography Mein Leben (Munich, 1911), two editions with selected letters 
(published by Insel and E. W. Siegel), and the third impression of the biography by Carl Glassenapp 
(Borchmeyer, Dieter: ‘Der Mythos als Oper -  Hofmannsthal und Richard Wagner' , Hofmannsthal 
Forschungen vii (1983), n. 48, 60).

As Hofmannsthal commented, he derived the ‘universal symbolic world o f forms’ [,die symbolisch- 
allgemeine Formwelt] from Calderon which, in Die dgyptische Helena, was ‘really mythological- 
universal’ [,geradezu eine mythologisch-allgemeine‘] (see Brecht [and Hofmannsthal]: ‘Gesprdch 
iiber 'Die dgyptische H elena", Hofmannsthal: Die Gestalt des Dichters im Spiegel der Freunde, ed. 
Fiechtner, 339-342. See also Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 16 July 1927, Correspondence, 437, and 
Dormer, Lore Muerdel: ‘Schwester der Hoffnung: “Die dgyptische Helena” als Poetisch-Politisches 
Vermachtnis Hugo von Hofmannsthals', Modern Austrian Literature vii/3/4 (1974), 172-183, 
regarding similar concerns vis-a-vis the stage version of Hofmannsthal’s ‘Trauerspiel’, Der Turm\ for 
specifics on Calderon’s influence on Hofmannsthal’s aesthetic (particularly through his Gran teatro 
del Mundo and Life is a Dream), see Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival. The concept o f 
the Salzburg Festival as cultural project is discussed below in chapter three.

Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 77. As Steinberg points out, it is crucial to remember that this 
‘movement’ (represented also by Paul de Lagarde, Julius Langbehn and Moeller van der Bruck) 
fundamentally misread Nietzsche; the extent of its influence on Hofmannsthal can be gauged by his 
own misappropriation o f Nietzsche as a nationalist in ‘Das Schriftum als geistiger Raum der Nation’ 
(see Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: Prosa iv, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Gesammelte Werke in 
Einzelausgaben xv, ed. Herbert Steiner [Frankfurt a. M.: S Fischer, 3/1977], 390-413 [volumes in this 
edition o f Hofmannsthal’s works are abbreviated hereafter as GW ..., ed. Steiner]), where he 
consistently counterpoints the image of a cultured German (national) type against that o f the cultural 
philistine [,Bildungsphilister‘]: an ‘opposition’ he traces (inaccurately) back to Nietzsche (after 
Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 77; 80; for a discussion on Lagarde, Langbehn and von der Bruck, see 
Stern, Fritz: The Politics o f  Cultural Despair [Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967]).

Pannwitz, Rudolf: Der Krisis der europaischen Kultur (Munich: Hans Karl, 1917); see also 
Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Pannwitz, Rudolf: Briefwechsel: 1907-1926 ed. Gerhard Schuster in



European cultural renewal.9 Hofmannsthal was extremely taken with Pannwitz’s 

work; by October of that year, he wrote to Max Mell about what for him seemed to 

be the quasi-messianic import of his younger colleague’s thought: ‘What I expect 

from him seems incalculable, not for me, but for the spiritual life of the epoch. I 

would dare to risk invoking the name of Herder as a comparison.’10

While the early 1920s saw relations cool considerably between Pannwitz and 

Hofmannsthal’s ‘circle’ (including fellow ideologues, Hermann Bahr and Josef 

Redlich), the younger man’s influence remained tangible.1' Indeed, Michael P. 

Steinberg discusses how Pannwitz’s cultural criticism -  founded in part on notions of 

organic culture, antidemocratic politics, and an aversion to Prussia (though German 

by nationality, Pannwitz believed organic culture was not possible there) -  crucially 

shaped Hofmannsthal’s own.12

Tracing Nietzsche in Hofmannsthal’s thought during this period is more 

problematic, given that, in the post-war era, Hofmannsthal’s Nietzsche was often that 

as filtered through Pannwitz and Bertram, as alluded to above (this becomes 

particularly so in the case of the ‘Festspiel’, Die Ruinen von Athen, discussed below 

in chapter three). Although Nietzsche's later writings exhibit an increasingly de

romanticised view of myth, tantalising parallels remain between the notion of eternal
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association with the German Literature Archive, with an essay by Erwin Jaeckle (Frankfurt a. M.: S. 
Fischer, 1994).
^Pannwitz: Die Krisis der europaischen Kultur, 180.

Hofmannsthal to Mell, 3 October 1917, Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Mell, Max: Briefwechsel, ed. 
Margret Dietrich and Heinz Kindermann (Heidelberg: Lampert Schneider 1982), 139, cited in 
Steinberg: The M eaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 80-81.
|2 Steinberg: The Meaning ..., 131-135; 140.
~ See Steinberg: The Meaning  ..., 81-82 & 116-141.
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13recurrence -  the basic premise underpinning Also Sprach Zarathustra [Thus Spake

Zarathustra] -  and its echo in Hofmannsthal’s pseudo-Platonic posturing. As

Nietzsche wrote in Menschliches, Allzumenschliches [Human, all-too-Human]:

The best is perhaps passed on to us from the feelings o f earlier times, to those that we can 
hardly approach any more in direct ways now; the sun is already setting, but the heaven of 
our lives still glows and shines, even if we can no longer see it.14

While its overall positivistic tone betokens Nietszche’s attempt to sound the death- 

knell for art in favour of science in a historicist manner curiously reminiscent of 

Hegel,15 Menschliches, Allzumenschliches nonetheless retains a Zarathustrian spirit 

of renewal, despite the sunset. Of course, Zarathustra, for one, testifies that 

Nietzsche never abandoned art, nor for that matter, myth; from the obvious example 

of Die Geburt der Tragodie [The Birth o f Tragedy] to Jenseits von Gut und Bose 

[Beyond Good and Evil],16 this self-styled 'artist-philosopher’17 sustained a healthy 

Dionysianism encapsulated in his belief that music best embodied the dynamic and 

historical nature of culture. Yet Hofmannsthal, with his Apollonian cosmology of 

static ideals and myths, remained impervious to such dynamism in his later career, 

except in his collaborative works with the Nietzschean Strauss.18

Megill, Allan: Prophets o f  Extremity: Nietzsche, Heidegger, Foucault, Derrida (Berkeley: 
University o f California Press, 1985), 76 ff; 61 -64.

Das Beste an uns ist vielleicht aus Empfmdingen frtiher Zeiten vererbt, : u denen wir je tz t  a u f unmittelbarem IVege 
kaum mehr kommen konnen: die Sonne ist schon hinuntergegangen, aber der Himmel unseres Lebens gliiht und leuchtet noch 
von ihr her, ob wir sie schon nicht mehr sehen

(Nietzsche, Friedrich: Menschliches, Allzumenschliches i: Aphorismus 223: 'Abendrote der K u n s f, 
cited in Kunze, Stefan: 'D ie aesthetische rekonstruction der Oper: Anmerkungen zur “Ariadne a u f  
Naxos ’, Hofmannsthal und das Theater: Die Vortrage des Hofmannsthal Symposiums Wien 1979,
[Hofmannsthal Forschungen vi (for the Hofmannsthal Gesellschaft)], ed. Wolfram Mauser [Vienna:
Karl M. Halosar, 1981], 103).

Megill: Prophets o f  Extremity, 69.
See Nietzsche: Jenseits von Gut und Bose, Aphorismen 240, 245, where Nietzsche identifies Mozart 

(and Bizet, for that matter) as being symbolic of the youth and health o f the South, and Wagner as 
envoicing the oppressive, diseased North (after Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 39).
|8 Megill: Prophets o f  Extremity, 36.

Steinberg: The M eaning ..., 162-3.
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Nietzsche may have informed a certain Dyonisian spirit in Strauss, but as a 

young philologist, that same phenomenon in Nietzsche had itself been informed by 

Wagner’s concept of music drama. As Steinberg writes, for the early Nietzsche 

Wagner’s music dramas embodied 'the restorative discourse of a national culture, the 

inheritor of the textual and contextual principles of Attic tragedy.’19 In Oper und 

Drama (1851), Wagner articulated that aesthetic in the following terms:

The uniqueness of myth is that it is true for any time and that its content, however close its
compression, is inexhaustible for all eras.20

Whereas Wagner recast his politicised, highly idiosyncratic take on the protagonists 

and principles of nineteenth-century German society in an outwardly Germanic- 

Norse mythological mould -  remarking on the Ring in 1881 as the ‘stock portfolio’ 

[,Bdrsenportefeuine‘] of modem capitalism21 -  with the Greeks, Hofmannsthal went 

back to first principles. Therein lies the crucial difference between their respective 

mythologizing, or rather, mythicising: while Wagner had transposed modernity as he 

knew it onto the saga of the Nibelungs, Hofmannsthal transposed antiquity onto the 

crisis of the Burgertum, the collapse of Austro-Hungarian empire, and the attendant 

cultural and spiritual vacuum. As he commented to Walter Brecht: ‘There is no myth 

without the deeds and suffering of the individual. Think of the war -  it can only be 

understood in mythic terms.’22

19 Steinberg: The Meaning ..., 27. Dedicated to Wagner, the book reflected Nietzsche’s deep 
enthusiasm for Wagner before Bayreuth; his aversion to the composer after 1876 was mostly due to 
his antipathy towards the Festival.

,Das Unvergleichliche des Mythos ist, dafi er jederzeit wahr und sein Inhalt, bei dichtester 
Gedrangtheit, fu r  alle Zeiten unerschdpflich is t  (Wagner, Richard: Oper und Drama, ii, 3, 
Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen iv [Leipzig: E.W. Fritsch 1907], 81, cited in Hessler: ‘Das
Unvergleichliche des M vthos’), 83.

Wagner, Richard: Gesammelte Schriften und Dichtungen x, 268, cited in Borchmeyer: LDer Mythos 
als Oper -  Hofmannsthal und Richard Wagner’, 42.

,Ohne Tat und Leiden der Einzelnen gibt es keinen Mythus. Denken Sie an den Krieg -  er kann nur 
mythisch gefafit werderf (cited from Hofmannsthal, in Brecht [and Hofmannsthal]: ‘'Gesprdch tiber 
[‘D]ie dgyptische H elena’ ... ’, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Die Gestalt des Dichters im Spiegel der 
Freunde, ed. Fiechtner, 341. Moreover, as Philip Ward as noted, Hofmannsthal maintained that 
German-speaking Europe viewed antiquity as a ‘magic mirror’ in which they hoped to see their own 
form in ‘strange and purified reflection’ (see Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 245, and 
Hofmannsthal: Reden-Aufsatze iii (1925-1929)-Aufzeichnungen, Hugo von Hofmannsthal:
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Hofmannsthal’s approach to myth may have differed from Wagner, but he 

was not averse to using the Master’s methods: Helena’s awakening at the end of Act 

I is reminiscent of Briinnhilde’s, and the potions of oblivion and recollection in Die 

dgyptische Helena are strongly reminiscent of the mechanics of betrayal in 

Gotterdammerung. Indeed, the potion of recollection also points to the love potion in 

Act I of Tristan und Isolde (given that both potions seemingly assured death), despite 

Hofmannsthal’s firm protestations to the contrary in his correspondence with Strauss

23(30 April 1928). Moreover, the librettist’s defence in his Helena essay of using 

such ‘mythic elements’ [,mythischen Elemente‘], where he remarks on them as ‘pure 

abbreviations for events of the soul’ [Jauter Verkiirzungen fur Seelenvorgange‘],24 

suggests his engagement with Wagner’s principal theoretical work.2:1 Dieter 

Borchmeyer has commented on how Wagner’s theory of myth enabled him to create 

‘a dramaturgy of the miraculous’ [,eine Dramaturgic des Wunderbaren‘], 

exemplified by the very use of such potions.26 Wagner believed that the function of 

myth was to restore ‘form’ to the nation, and thus he aimed ‘to represent the widest 

possible context for its multifarious manifestations in the tersest of forms’ [,den 

weitesten Zusammenhang der mannigfaltigsten Erscheimmgen in gedrdngtester 

Gestalt sich zu versinnlichen‘].27 For Wagner, such concentration existed exclusively

Gesammelte Werke im zehn Einzelbanden x, ed. Bernd Schoeller in consultation with Rudolf Hirsch 
[Frankfurt a. M.: Fischer Taschenbuch Verlag, 1979-1980], 265 [volumes in this edition of 
Hofmannsthal’s works are abbreviated hereafter as TBA (‘Taschenbuchausgabe' ) ..., ed. Schoeller]).

Borchmeyer: ‘Das Mythos als Oper -  Hofmannsthal und Richard Wagner’, 37; see Strauss to 
Hofmannsthal, 25 April 1928; Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 30 April 1928, Correspondence, 471-473.
25 Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena', Insel-Almanach (1929), 104.

Borchmeyer: ‘Das Mythos ... ‘, 37. As Borchmeyer points out, it also suggests Hofmannsthal’s 
awareness o f Nietzsche’s Wagner reception. In the fourth of his Untimely Meditations, ‘Richard 
Wagner in Bayreuth', Nietzsche had remarked on W agner’s works as ‘abbreviations for the infinitely 
complicated plans o f human will and behaviour’ [,Abkurzungen der unendlich verwickelten Rechnung 
des menschlichen Handelns und Wollens‘] (Nietzsche: Unzeitgemafien Betrachtung: Richard Wagner 
in Bayreuth, Samtliche Werke i, 447, cited in Borchmeyer: ‘Das Mythos ... ‘, 38).
^  Borchmeyer: ‘Das Mythos ...', 37; see also 38-41.

Wagner: Oper und Drama, Gesammelte Schriften iv 32ff, cited in Borchmeyer: lDer Mythos ...’,
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in the ‘unified form’ [,einheitvolle Form‘] of Greek tragedy, which itself embodied 

‘the artistic perfection of myth’ [,die kiinstlerische Vollendung des Mythos ...' |.2K

In the end, Hofmannsthal maintained a relatively unchanged attitude towards 

Wagner and his art throughout his career (while critical of the music, Hofmannsthal 

mirrored wider European [particularly French] Wagnerism in his admiration for

• • 9QWagner as librettist and theorist). However, his relationship to myth and antiquity 

grew more complex between its two periods of greatest intensification: the first 

dating from the start of his career as a precocious lyric poet in the 1890s, while the 

second coinciding with its untimely end as an acutely politicised dramatist and 

librettist in the 1920s. Having attended the k.k. Akademisches Gymnasium in Vienna, 

Hofmannsthal received a thorough classical education that had equipped him well in 

this regard. In the Matura, three out of the four pieces of required written work were 

translations into or from classical languages.30 At the tender age of thirteen, he was 

reading histories of Greek and Rome in order to compensate for inadequate 

instruction, and, like Strauss, would later claim that his education was largely due to 

wide-ranging reading undertaken on his own initiative.31 In any case, he emerged 

from his formal secondary education with what Rudolf Borchardt described as an

28
^  Wagner: Oper und Drama, 32ff, cited in Borchmeyer: "Der Mythos ... 37.

See Borchmeyer: ‘Der Mythos 20. See also Pollheim, Karl Konrad: ‘Hofmannsthal und Richard
Wagner’, Drama und Theater im 20. Jahrhundert: Festschrift fu r  Walter Hinck, ed. Hans Dietrich 
Irmscher and Werner Keller (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 1983), 11-23.

Schmidt-Dengler, Wendelin: ‘Das Fin de Siecle -  Ende eines Bildungsideals? Zur Antiken 
Rezeption des “Jung Wien" Neohelicon ix/2 (1982), 61-85 (here: 66).

Rieckmann, Jens: ‘Schools o f  Inauthenticity: The Image o f the Akademisches Gymnasium and the 
Burgtheater in Hofmannsthal's Formative Years’, Turn-of-the-century Vienna and its Legacy: Essays 
in Honor o f  Donald G. Daviau, ed. Jeffrey B. Berlin, Jorun B. Johns and Richard H. Lawson (n. p.: 
Edition Atelier, 1993), 79-88 (here, 67-68). As Philip Ward mentions, Hofmannsthal’s copy o f 
Duncker’s Geschichte des Altertums is preserved in the Freies Deutsches Hochstift, Frankfurt, 
Hofmannsthal Archiv (Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 38).
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‘enviable’ foundation in the classics, and a fluent command of both Latin and 

Greek.32

For the young Hofmannsthal, the writer’s task was the dissolution and 

revivication of fossilised myths: ‘The poet is a reverse Midas: when he touches 

stone, he makes it come to life’ [.Dichler ein umgekehrter Midas: was er Erstarrtes

33beriihrt, erweckt er zum Leberi']. From 1917, though, the poet saw myth as life- 

renewing in its capacity to be experienced as an actual event: imbued with a social 

function, myth came to operate for Hofmannsthal as a dynamic balance of opposites

-  a belief that drove both his post-1918 Weltanschauung and its aesthetic 

embodiment in the form of Die dgyptische Helena,34 While, as Philip Ward has 

noted, Hofmannsthal used the words ‘Mythos' and iMythologie, interchangeably, the 

same writer has usefully posited that Hofmannsthal combined an understanding of 

myth as ‘mythology’ (i.e., a body of received fiction) with that of myth as ‘Mythos’ 

(an albeit nebulously-defined agent of life-renewal)/5 However, Hofmannsthal’s 

emphasis on life was not coterminous with that of the fin-de-siecle, Nietzsche- 

inspired Lebensphilosophie movement, for Hofmannsthal. ‘Leberf betokened a state 

of higher existence that could permeate mundane ‘life’ as a dream could permeate

32
~ Borchardt, Rudolf: ‘Hofmannsthals Lehrjahre\ Prosa i, ed. Marie-Louise Borchardt, Gesammelte 
Werke in Einzelbanden (Stuttgart: Ernst Klett, 1957), 136-162 (here: 138).

Hofmannsthal: Reden - Aufsatzte iii, TBA x, ed. Schoeller, 338, cited and trans. in Cicora, Mary A.: 
Wagner’s ‘R ing ’ and German Drama: Comparative Studies in Mythology and History in Drama 
(Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1999), 96. As Hofmannsthal wrote to Gustav Schwarzkopf on 23 
January 1891: ‘A large part of our poetic efforts is the dissolution o f  petrified myths or 
anthropomorphised symbols o f nature into their component parts, which is actually analysis and 
criticism’ [,Ein gut Teil unserer poetischen Arbeit ist Aufldsung erstarrter Mythen, vermenschlichter 
Natursymbole in ihre Bestandteile, eigentlich Analyse, also K ritikerarbeit] (cited from Hofmannsthal, 
Hugo von: Briefe 1890-1901 [hereafter Briefe i] (Berlin: Fischer, 1935), 17, and translated in Cicora: 
Wagner’s ‘Ring ’ and German Drama, 96).
^  See Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 37; 28-30; 31.

Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 37.
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sleep, thus suggesting greater proximity to nineteenth-century German transcendental 

idealism as typified by Novalis than to Nietzsche’s views on the primacy of life.36

Nevertheless, Nietzsche never fully retreated into the conceptual background 

after Hofmannsthal’s initial reception of the ideas contained within The Birth o f  

Tragedy. A letter sent to Arthur Schnitzler in July 1892 underlines this fact, while 

anticipating Hofmannsthal’s later reworking of Elektra, when he writes of the 

‘strange darkly-glowing pleasure in the invention and undertakings of tragic people 

in tragic situations [...], whose symbolic equivalent is somewhat like listening to 

festive, magnificent, sorrowful music.’37 During the winter of 1892-1893, 

Hofmannsthal heard his colleague, Alfred von Bergers, speak on Nietzsche and was 

already asserting that the basis for weakness in ‘classic tragic drama’ [,... Drama 

grofien tragischen Stil . . . ‘] was due to the absence of ‘... a centre, a philosophy of 

life’ [,... eines Zentrums, einer Weltanschauung‘].38 On the 17 November 1893, the 

poet wrote: ‘The basic, tragic myth: the world that has been mangled into pieces 

longs for unity, Dionysos Zagreus wants to be reborn.’ 39

6 See Nietzsche und die deutsche Literatur i: Texte zur Nietzsche-Reception 1873-1963, ed. Bruno 
Hillebrand (Munich/Tubingen: DTV/Niemeyer, 1978), 24-25, cited in Ward: Hofmannsthal and 
Greek Myth, 37.

eigentiimlich dunkelgliihenden Lust im Erfinden undAusfiihren tradischen Situationen [...], deren 
symbolisches Aquivalent etwa das Anhdren feierlicher prunkvoll trauriger Musik ist’ (Hofmannsthal 
to Schnitzler, 19 July 1892, Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Schnitzler, Arthur: Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal-Arthur Schnitzler: Briefwechsel [Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1964], 23f, cited in 
Esselbom, Karl G: Hofmannsthal und der Antike Mythos [Munich: William Fink, 1969], 12).

See Hofmannsthal to Marie Herzfeld, 5 August 1892, Briefe i, 72, cited in Esselborn.' Hofmannsthal 
und der Antike Mythos, 13.

,Der tragische Grundmythos: die in Individuen zerstuckelte Welt sehnt sich nach Einheit, Dionysos 
Zagreus -will wiedergeboren werden‘ (Hofmannsthal: Reden - Aufsatze iii, TBA x, ed. Schoeller, 359. 
As Karl G. Esselborn pointed out, the wording here relies on the tenth section o f The Birth o f  Tragedy 
(Esselbom: Hofmannsthal und der Antike Mythos, 13; see Esselborn: Hofmannsthal and der antike 
Mythos, 13 and Nietzsche, Friedrich: The Birth o f  Tragedy, trans. Shaun Whiteside [London: Penguin, 
1993], 52).
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Though the impact of the early Nietzsche on Hofmannsthal was marked,40 

Karl G. Esselborn has pointed to the influence of Schopenhauer, and, of a more 

profound nature, that of the seminal study. Das Mutterrecht (1862), by the Swiss 

jurist, Johann Jakob Bachofen, on Hofmannsthal’s lifelong ‘Greek’ fixation.41 In 

1928, the Austrian man-of-letters could recall with gratitude:

What I learned from that book, I can scarcely express. I would truly count this man amongst 
my teachers and benefactors, and to this day, 1 have still not finished reading his books.42

Two years earlier, Hofmannsthal had commented on what was for him the veracity 

of Bachofen’s particular view of myth:

The darkest, oldest myths, immured in the foundations of the legacy o f the tragedians, and, 
until now, underestimated, have found their interpreter in that wonderful Swiss [writer]; 
again, he reveals to us in his works how, once, in the antique sphere of life, the entirety of 
this world o f  thought from the Orphic saying to the mythical anecdote, was a late child 
handed down by the Byzantine Age.4’

With its emphasis on the rights inherent in motherhood as purportedly recognised by 

ancient society, Bachofen’s Mutterrecht was to be of decisive influence on Die 

dgyptische Helena, a libretto driven by the symbolic connotations of the notions of 

female empowerment and the importance of the union of marriage for the common 

good. However, as with his reception of Nietzsche after 1917, Hofmannsthal 

engaged in a creative misreading here: while Bachofen presented three ‘historical’ 

stages through which he alleged mankind underwent -  ‘hetairism’, ‘matriarchy’ and 

‘patriarchy’ (i.e., the hegemony of the Orient superceded by that of the Occident) -  

with each stage containing residual vestiges of the former, Hofmannsthal interpreted

40 See Meyer-Wendt, H. Jurgen: Der friihe Hofmannsthal und die Gedankenwelt Nietzsches 
(Heidelberg: Quelle und Meyer, 1973).

Esselborn: Hofmannsthal und der A ntike Mythos, 13.
'  ,Was das Buch mir bedeutete, Idfit sich kaum sagen. Ich rechne diesen Mann seit damals wahrhaft 

zu meinen Lehren und Wohltatern, und ausgelesen habe ich seine Bucher bis heute n ich f (cited from 
Hofmannsthal: Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 477).
43

Die dunklen altesten Mythen, eingemauert in die Grundfesten des Werks der Tragiker, haben in dem wunderbaren  
Schweizer, dem lange verkannten, ihren D euter gefunden: noch einm al breitet sich in seinen Werken, wie einst im antiken 
Lebensbereich, das Ganze dieser Geisteswelt, vom orphischen Spruch bis zur mythischen Anekdote, die ein byzantinischer
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this process not in 'stages’ at all, but in a unified, supra-chronological, mythical 

sense. If, for Bachofen, antiquity was a spent cycle of historically-defined epochs 

that held the key to understanding contemporary history, for Hofmannsthal, it was an 

eternally present, singular entity; thus the simultaneity of Occident and Orient was 

kept in dynamic balance. As Philip Ward has argued: ‘If Bachofen [used] myth to 

reclaim the pre-historic, Hofmannsthal [used] it to reclaim the ahistoric.’44

Returning to Hofmannsthal’s career in general, his early period (1891-1900)

-  a time characterised by an encounter with French and Yeatsian symbolism in his 

lyric poetry -  saw him focus on many other themes that would also become perennial 

preoccupations in his later work, particularly the opera libretti: the relationship 

between fidelity and infidelity (Die dgyptische Helena); daily experience and dream

like states (Klytamnestra in Elektra); pre-existence and existence (almost all); being 

[Sein] and becoming [ Werden] (particularly prevalent in the revised version of Die 

Ruinen von Athen and Die dgyptische Helena); and transformation and constancy 

(.Ariadne and Die dgyptische Helena, in particular).4s Though treated in this sense as 

a dialectical flip side, constancy was also reflected in Hofmannsthal's career and 

aesthetic as a whole: as poet, playwright (and librettist), he consistently endeavoured 

to establish links between art and experience, or the individual and society. Indeed, 

Bryan Gilliam has suggested that Hofmannsthal’s gradual turn from poetry to the 

theatre may have been attributable to his growing antipathy to contemporary poetry

Spathng uberliefert (cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die Vermachtnis der Antike’ , Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. 
Steiner, 317).

Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 215.
Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, 9. While I follow Jens’s listing o f these Hofmannsthalian 

preoccupations here, the correlations with the abovementioned libretti -  or quasi-libretti -  are my own 
contribution, aside from Elektra. Though Elektra [based on Hofmannsthal’s 1903 play] and the 1924 
version o f Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen are not strictly ‘libretti’, they are referred to here in 
order to attest to the homogeneity in themes and their treatment prevalent throughout Hofmannsthal’s 
creative oeuvre.
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as represented by the solipsistic aestheticism of Stefan George, in which art seemed 

increasingly unconnected with society.46 As the philosopher, Ernst Cassirer, opined: 

‘The real substratum of myth is not of thought, but of feeling.’47 Thus Hofmannsthal 

sought to restore the connection between myth and society via dramaturgical means 

and the particular blend of word, gesture and ritual accorded by the former, 

beginning with his short adaptation of Euripides’s Alcestis (1893). The play, later 

adapted itself into a libretto by Egon Wellesz for his opera A Ikest is (1922), and based 

on the theme of the faithful, dutiful wife, provides an ideal counterpole to the 

adulterous Helen, the protagonist ultimately transformed through forgiveness and 

conjugal reconciliation in Hofmannsthal’s last project of mythic modernisation.

Hofmannsthal’s middle period (1900-1914) -  bookended by the ‘Chandos’ 

letter and the outbreak of World War One -  saw him externalise in earnest the 

problematic engendered by his language scepticism in a series of works based on 

mythological subjects. Elektra, in both stage and operatic versions, was followed by 

Oedipus und der Sphinx (1905), Oedipus Rex (1906) and a quintet of unfinished 

classical projects: Leda und der Schwann (1900-1904), Jupiter und Semele (1901) 

Konig Kaundales (1903), Pentheus (1904), and Semiramis (1905; 1908-1909). For 

Hofmannsthal, the rendering of myth involved a necessary reinterpretation that he 

had recognised and articulated in the ‘Chandos’ letter:

I want to elucidate the fables and mythical sources that the Ancients have left behind, and in 
which the painter and sculptor find endless and thoughtless pleasure, as the hieroglyphs of a 
secret, inexhaustible wisdom, the trace o f which 1 sometimes think I feel, as if under a veil.48

46 See Gilliam: Strauss’s 'Elektra’, 20-21.
47 Cassirer, Ernst: Essay on Man (Oxford: OUP, 1944), 81, cited in Blackburn, Robert E.: The Use o f  
Myth in German Opera, 1912-33, with Special Reference to the Austrian Contribution (PhD diss., 
University of Durham, 1976), 18.

Ich wollte die Fabeln im d mythischen Erzdhlungen, welche die Alten uns hinterlassen habem, und an denen die 
Maler und Bildhauer ein endloses und gedankenloses Gefallen finden, aufschliefien als die Hieroglyphen einer geheimen, 
unerschopflichen Weisheit, deren Anhauch ich manchmal, wie hinter einem Schleier, zu  spuren meinte 
(cited from H ofm annsthal,: 'Ein B rie f, SW xxxi, 46).
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While Elektra demonstrates Hofmannsthal’s bid to ‘elucidate’ and ‘unveil’ the 

inherent timelessness behind myth in a reading strongly tempered by contemporary 

psychoanalysis (via Breuer and Freud’s Studies in Hysteria, 1895 and the latter’s The 

Interpretation o f Dreams, 1899) and psychology (Erwin Rohde’s Psyche, 1893), it 

also focussed his attention on the Bachofen-derived confrontation between Christian- 

Oriental and Occidental-Greek ‘worlds’ that so fundamentally underpins Die 

dgyptische Helena,49

The pivotal turning point in Hofmannsthal's dialogue with antiquity occurred 

during May 1908, and it was occasioned by a trip to Athens, Delphi and Phokis, 

accompanied by Harry Graf Kessler and the painter, Aristide Maillol. Here 

Hofmannsthal realised, with distinct unease, the discrepancy between his imagined 

view of Greece and the country in reality, which to him contained distinct oriental 

influences.50 Resulting in three essays VDer Kloster des heiligen Lukas', ‘Der

49 For FlofmannsthaPs comments to Hermann Bahr on Studies in Hysteria, see Hofmannsthal, Hugo 
von: Briefe 1900-1909 (Vienna: Bermann-Fischer, 1937) [hereafter Briefe ii], 142; on Freud, Breuer 
and Rohde, see his (undated) letter to Ernst Hladny, ibid., 384, referred to in Esselborn: Hofmannsthal 
und der Antike Mythen, n. 28, 15, and cited in Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, n. 15, 9-10. 
Regarding the Freudian influences in Elektra (and for a list of studies devoted to these influences) see 
Martens, Loma: ‘The Theme o f Repressed Memory in Hofmannsthal’s Elektra’ German Quarterly 60 
(1987). In the abovementioned letter to Hladny, Hofmannsthal wrote about assuming a quasi-biblical 
style in his mythic re-tellings:

An element (in Elektra) has not been overlooked by you: the Old Testam ent tone, especially the Prophets and [The] 
Song o f  Songs. I consider the Old Testament tone as the link -  perhaps the greatest -  to getting hold o f  the style o f  
the subjects o f  antiquity.

[Ein Element (bei der "E lektra’’)  werden Sie nicht iibersehen haben: den Ton des alten Testamentes. inbesondere 
der Propheten und des hohen Liedes. Ich halte den Ton des alten Testamentes fu r  die Briicken -  vielleicht die 
stdrkste -  um dem Stil antiker Sujets beizukommen]

(Hofmannsthal to Hladny, [n.d.], Hofmannsthal: Briefe ii, 384, cited in Esselborn: Hofmannsthal und 
der Antike Mythen, n. 16, 10).

As Philip Ward comments, like many o f his contemporaries, Hofmannsthal came to essentialise the 
‘Orient’ as a unified ‘entity’ in geographical, cultural and political terms, extending (geographically) 
from the so-called ‘European Orient’ (Russia, the Balkans, Turkey and Greece) through to the Middle 
and Far East, as an unchanging wellspring of tradition. In the early part of his career, Hofmannsthal 
set the sublime stasis o f the ‘Orient’ against the crass individualism and materialism o f the ‘Occident.’ 
The important point here is that Hofmannsthal’s views on the former constituted a highly personalised 
image of the ‘classical’ Orient, which, for him, remained static (on visiting modern-day Morocco in
1925, Hofmannsthal was delighted to find his cliched expectations -  as fed by Tausendundeine Nacht
-  were entirely met). On his first Greek trip, he simply could not reconcile what he encountered there
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Wanderer'' and ‘Die Statuen’) later billed under the collective title, Augenblicke in 

Griechenland, Hofmannsthal’s experiences nonetheless intensified his already acute 

awareness of the immensity of the cultural legacy bequeathed by the Greeks to 

Western civilization, and his self-appointed role as its conduit:

And in that I feel myself feeling becoming increasingly stronger and under this, one word: 
eternal, eternal! Losing m yself more and more, soaring like the pillars o f  hot air over a 
fireplace, extinguished like the lamps in the spent light of day, I question myself: if the 
unattainable feeds on my heart and the eternity o f the Eternal is grounded in me, what, then, 
is the difference between me and the Godhead?"1

In ‘Griechenland'’, a later essay detailing a second journey undertaken in 1922, 

Hofmannsthal pointed to his realisation of the tendency of nineteenth-century 

(predominantly) German scholarship towards exploring ‘the dark underside of the 

Greek soul’:

[The] greatest intellectuals o f the last century revealed a distant and savage antiquity -  all o f 
a sudden, even their intuition no longer had the same luminosity. Burckhardt, his countryman 
Bachofen, Rohde, Fustel de Coulanges -  unique interpreters o f the dark underside of the 
Greek soul, powerful torches that shed light on an extinct world [‘eine GraberweW : lit. 
‘world o f  graves’] —, however, there is something different here. Here, there is no grave; 
here, there is so much light: and they did not breathe in this light.53

If his first excursion (1908) awakened him to what he viewed as the limits of an 

atavistic view of antiquity, the second sojourn merely solidified his conviction. But 

while Hofmannsthal’s initial encounter with the ‘real’ Greece may have been a

with what he had internalised through reading, an inability compounded by his knowledge o f Greece 
as the cradle o f  western European civilisation. Thus, in 1908, it was this resultant inability to 
essentialise the Greeks while ‘at source’ that caused him the greatest anxiety, (see Ward: 
Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 200-205).

Und indent mich immer starker werden fiih le  und unter diesem einen Wort: Ewig, ewig! immer mehr meiner selbst 
verliere, schwingend wie der Saule erhitzte Luft iiber eine Brandstdtte, fra g e  ich mich, ausgehend wie die Lampe im volligen 
Licht des Tages: Wenn das Unerreichliche sich speist aus meinem Innern und das Ewige aus mir seine Ewigkeit sich aufbaut, 
was ist dann noch zwischen der Gottheit und mir?
(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Augenblicke in Griechenland’, Prosa iii, GW ixv, ed. Steiner [Frankfurt a. 
M.: S Fischer, 3/1977], 42).

\Der\ grojien lntellektuellen des letzten Jahrhunderts, die uns eine dunklere und wildere Antike enthiillt haben -  
auch ihre Intuition hat p lotzlich nicht mehr die gleiche Leuchtkraft. Burckhardt, dein Landsmann Bachofen, Rohde. Fustel de 
Coulanges -  unvergleichliche Interpreten des dunkeln Untergrundes der griechischen Seels, starke Fackeln, die eine 
Graberwelt aufleuchten liefien aber hier ist etwas anderes. H ier ist keine Grabhdhle, hier is so viel Licht: und sie haben nicht 
in diesem Licht geatmet.

(Hofmannsthal: ‘Griechenland'’ (1922), Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 153).
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determinant in his temporary grounding of the Semiramis project, it did not preclude 

him from issuing Strauss with a ballet proposal, Orest und die Furien, in 1912.53

If Hofmannsthal’s all too neat career periodization (whose trajectory suggests 

a final creative encounter with myth in a spate of works espousing the gospel of 

‘conservative revolution’ lasting from 1914 until his death in 1929) seems a little 

forced, it is perhaps unsurprising given that it originated with the poet himself.54 

Indeed, Die Frau ohne Schatten flies in the face of this conventional wisdom by 

undergoing a six-year, ‘inter-period’ wartime gestation (1911-1917) and a post-war 

premiere (1919). But if there is one feature that unites Hofmannsthal’s 

mythological creations of his later years — Ariadne au f Naxos, the scenario Danae 

oder der Vernunfheirat, Die dgyptische Helena, and to an extent, Die Frau ohne 

Schatten (athough it utilises the archetypes of German Enlightenment Theatre and 

Opera, particularly Faust and Die Zauberflote) — it is the theme of transformation, as 

informed by a lifelong aestheticism. Thus far from being abandoned in 1901 and 

again in 1914, Hofmannsthal’s aestheticism underwent instead two shifts in

53
For the Semiramis idea, see Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 22 December 1907, Correspondence, 11-12, 

where the composer made suggestions for a plot based on Calderon’s play, La hija del aire, on the 
legend o f the Assyrian queen, and Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 3 January 1908, where Hofmannsthal 
described in detail how he would tackle such a project in a manner distinct from Calderon (ibid., 13- 
14). On 20 February 1908, Strauss requested ‘something tangible o f Semiramis by 1 June . . . ’, adding 
"and don’t forget plenty o f ballet, martial music and victory marching: these, apart from the erotic 
elements, are my strong suit’ (ibid, 14). Aside from a mention in the postscript o f Hofmannsthal’s 
letter to Strauss dated 12 May 1909 -  where, in light o f the leaking to the press of the name of the 
proposed opera, the librettist assured Strauss that it possessed ‘no definite plot, no definite situation’, 
and, if it was ever realised, that it would be ‘ ... pure invention’ (ibid., 32), and Hofmannsthal’s actual 
admittance o f deliberately setting Semiramis aside (Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 8 March 1912, ibid., 
121) -  the project was not discussed further in the collaborators’ correspondence. From December 
1917 to August 1918, Hofmannsthal returned to his sketches (see Hofmannsthal: ‘D/e beiden G otter\ 
SW vi: Dramen 4, ed. Hans-Georg Dewitz [Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer 1995]), working on them 
irregularly before he set the project aside permanently. Philip Ward has highlighted the connections 
between Bachofen’s vision of a creative synthesis between Asia and Europe, Pannwitz’s underlining 
of the same, and Hofmannsthal’s abortive project, Semiramis, and libretto. Die dgyptische Helena (see 

ard. Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 223-225). Orest und die Furien — an attempt by Hofmannsthal 
to nourish the ‘dark, savage side o f life’ that Strauss had captured so vividly in Salome and Elektra -  
was rejected by the composer; it was Josephslegende, also proposed in 1912, that saw full realisation 
by Diaghilev’s Ballet russes, with the Paris premiere occurring two years later under Strauss’s baton.



emphasis, the latter shift witnessing the poet’s annexation of the political arena by 

the aesthetic. Ariadne may stand apart, to a certain extent, in its main role as a 

dialogue on the conventions of opera, but the Danae draft, Helena and the oriental, 

tairy tale opera, Die Frau ohne Schatten, represent Hofmannsthal’s interpretation 

through art of the social and political groundswell brought on by the effects of the 

First World War.

In this fashion. Die Frau ohne Schatten can serve to contextualise 

Hofmannsthal’s turn to political and social awareness in the works that immediately 

precede and characterise his last decade.56 If Elektra underlined a fundamentally 

apocalyptic attitude on the part of its creator -  hypostasised by the protagonist’s 

closing Dionysian dance of death — Die Frau ohne Schatten takes a contrasting 

stance predicated on reconstruction and closure, rather than retribution and 

uncertainty. In a sense, this passage from apocalypse to reconstruction in 

Hofmannsthal’s career was acutely based on the conflation of a psychological ethic 

with a political one to form a ‘psychopolitics’ devoid of the programmatic and 

ideological loading possessed by Hofmannsthal’s Catholic morality plays, 

Jedermann and Das Salzburger grosse Welttheater. Thus the wartime genesis of Die 

Frau ohne Schatten saw it develop as a ‘psychopolitical parable of social 

reconstruction’; as Steinberg writes further: ‘There is no reconstructive policy, but 

rather a study of the psychological transformations necessary for the individual to
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^Steinberg: The M eaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 142-143.
Steinberg: The M eaning ... , 155. See the chapter entitled: ‘Allegory and Authority in the Work of

56Ug° von Hofmannsthal’ (142-163) for a more detailed exposition of this and related arguments.
Steinberg: The M eaning ... , 152. The following interpretation o f the socio-political overtones of the 

opera -  in particular, the less developed theme o f reconciliation through transformation which, I 
would argue, attained full fruition in Die dgyptische Helena -  is indebted to Steinberg’s incisive 
reading (see ibid., 156-158).



orient himself to the task of social reconstruction.’57 If the level of this 

transformation was restricted to the individual in this case (with autobiographical 

overtones), Die agyptische Helena was to represent a more developed vision of how 

this new ‘ethic’ could be applied to society at large.

Whereas Die agyptische Helena presents the picture of a fractured post-war 

society in disarray as personified by Menelas and Helen, the Dyer Barak’s brothers 

(the One-eyed, the One-armed and the Hunchback) in Die Frau ohne Schatten 

arguably represent that society in the throes of the conflict.'’8 Thus Hofmannsthal’s 

characterisation appears to signify, with uncanny prescience, how the war that a 

blinkered Austria declared on Serbia soon escalated into an unprecedented global 

phenomenon between seven nations on several fronts, before humiliating defeat and 

the burden of ‘war guilt’ and reparations would set in. Indeed, it is tempting to read 

the brothers’ numerous allusions to the peaceful and idyllic conditions enjoyed by a 

past (i.e., pre-war) generation, and their references to their father’s house (replete 

with ten other brothers, luxuries and provisions) as hints of the relative security that 

Austria had heretofore enjoyed as the dominant power under the aegis of the 

Habsburg empire.

But to merely interpret the brothers’ fond reminiscences as an exact 

externalisation of the librettist’s own such impulses blithely ignores the fact that 

during the course of that war, Hofmannsthal turned from patriotism to being part of a 

consensus that included Arthur Schnitzler, Sigmund Freud, Rainer Maria Rilke, 

Anton von Wildgans, Gerhart Hauptmann, Richard Dehmel, Thomas Mann and

Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 156.
Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 156.
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numerous others from both pro- and anti- war camps, and looked on the conflict as a 

test and a chance for the purification and renewal of the German soul/'’9 As Martin 

Stem suggests, Hofmannsthal’s twenty plus wartime prose pieces (written 1914- 

1917) can be classified into two main groups: the first comprises those extolling and 

encouraging the military, industry and the administration and calling for the effort to 

be sustained, self-sacrifice and for the upholding of moral dignity; the less extensive 

second group is concerned with facts and personalities from Austrian history.60 It is 

to the latter grouping that essays such as ‘Words in Memory of Prince Eugen’ 

['Worte zum Gedachtnis des Prinzes Eugen' |. 1914, and ‘Grillparzer's Political 

Legacy’ [‘Grillparzers politisches Vermachtnis']. 1915, belong, providing their eager 

author with his long desired chance to enter the political arena.61 If the essay on 

Austria’s celebrated field marshal indicates Hofmannsthal’s attempt to invest its 

contemporary struggle with a sense of historical mission comparable to the Savoy 

Prince’s successful defence of Vienna from the Turks in 1683, and the latter’s 

subsequent establishment of the Habsburg Empire’s eastern and southern boundaries 

that remained mostly intact until its demise, the hagiographical tribute to Grillparzer 

practically defines Hofmannsthal’s process of self-politicisation. By characterising 

Grillparzer as a poet-political thinker par excellence in the mould of Goethe and 

Kleist, Hofmannsthal presented himself as Grillparzer’s natural heir apparent; as 

Steinberg observes:

The position Hofmannsthal seeks to share with Grillparzer is that of the provider of a 
national metapoetics that fuses art with politics and hence recovers an Austria that is “of a 
strong and deep nature, patient, wise, God-given, unartificial, and perseverant.” 62

59 Stern, Martin: ‘Hofmannsthal und das Ende der Donaumonarchie’, Easier Hofmannsthal-Beitrage, 
ed. Karl Pestalozzi and Martin Stem (Wurzburg: Konighausen and Neumann, 1991), 255.

Stern, Martin: ‘Hofmannsthal und das Ende der Donaumonarchie\ 255-256.

61 Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 106; see Hofmannsthal: ‘ Worte zum Gedachtnis des Prinzes Eugeri’\ 
‘Grillparzers politisches Vermachtnis' , Reden - Aufsatze ii (1914-1924), TBA ix, ed. Schoeller.

6'  Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 106-107 (the ‘citation within the citation’ here is from Hofmannsthal’s 
‘Grillparzers Politisches Vermachtnis’).



Grillparzer’s own prime role in the creation and dissemination of the Beethoven 

myth via an equally hagiographic graveside oration -  and more specifically, in the 

resultant politicisation of Germany’s ‘most German’ of composers -  (a point raised 

below in chapter three) should not be overlooked here either.

While Hofmannsthal may have harboured a sense of nationalist 

cosmopolitanism that existed on par with Thomas Mann, their coordinates were 

fundamentally different. Mann’s position was predicated on a largely self

constructed antithesis between German culture and Western (for Mann, following 

Wagner, implicitly) French civilisation and, by extension, ‘German’ 

cosmopolitanism and (French) internationalism. His massive work, Betrachtungen 

eines Unpolitischen [Reflections o f a Non-political Man] (1918), may have 

proclaimed his ideas from the ramparts, but he had previously promulgated his 

theory in two smaller articles, ‘Thoughts on War’ and the famous ‘Frederick and the 

Great Coalition’, both published in 1914. In the former, Mann initially articulated his 

belief in Germany as the fortress of culture and spirit (‘the land of music, 

metaphysics, pedagogy, subjectivism, and morality’) whose inherent ‘purity’ 

demanded defence against Western (read French) ‘contamination' (defined in 

Mann’s cosmology as ‘analytical, skeptical (sic), political, social, and democratic’).64 

For Hofmannsthal, German Kultur and deist were of a specifically Austrian hue: if 

Mann wished to safeguard Germany from ‘Western’ decadence, his beliefs were 

informed by an inner locus that was specifically Prussian (i.e., north German; 

Protestant) -  Hofmannsthal’s sympathies were profoundly Austrian (i.e., echt

6> For an explication and exploration of the term ‘nationalist cosmopolitanism’, and a discussion o f the 
proximity between Hofmannsthal and Mann, see Steinberg: Meaning  ... , 84-115 (for the 
Hofmannsthal-Mann trajectory, see 102-108).

Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 102. The cited oppositions are Steinberg’s paraphrases.
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Deutsch; idiosyncratically Catholic) and thus politically and spiritually distinct from 

the German state. As Michael P. Steinberg comments:

Hofmannsthal’s idea o f Austria ... was German. But as the war progressed, he felt compelled 
to work out a political position that would defend the German political axis as well as the 
German cultural foundations of Austria, yet at the same time put forward an idea of [a] new 
Austria politically independent from the German state. Thus he gradually evolved a political 
position of sympathy to the Hungarian and Slavic “minorities” as part of the Austrian realm, 
as well as a distinct hostility to the German state........65

In contrast to Mann, Hofmannsthal’s antipathy was centred against Prussia, the ‘true’ 

Germany’s cultural (and thus Austria’s spiritual) polar opposite, a dichotomy he 

famously explored, in a style reminiscent of Herder, in ‘Prussians and Austrians’ 

(1917). But, like Mann, the ‘manifesto’ had a notable precedent: in ‘We Austrians 

and Germany’ [‘Wir Osterreicher und Deutschland’] (1915), Hofmannsthal likened 

Austria’s wartime reality to an effective embodiment of Germany’s history in 

microcosm inherent in the problematic subjugation of the Slavic nationalities, thus 

echoing Herder once more. Evoking the position of the Holy Roman Empire in the 

Thirty Years’ War, Hofmannsthal described Austria’s sphere of influence as 

comprising an admixture of peoples allied for reasons military rather than cultural:

If one sees Austria in this light, as the one part o f the old German empire where all the forces 
of German history are alive and effective ... [one sees that] Austria is ... an unresolved 
mission . . . .  Austria must again and again be recognised as the German mission in Europe 
(Hofmannsthal's italics).66

It is fair to surmise that the significance of the Holy Roman Empire as a once vast 

though heterogeneous Catholic entity waging an (ultimately disastrous) war against 

the forces of Northern Protestantism were not lost on Hofmannsthal and the 

imminent project of national and spiritual re-definition that he would undertake with 

much zeal and fervour in post-war (and thus post-Habsburg) Salzburg.

65 Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 109.
Hofmannsthal: ‘ Wir Osterreicher und Deutschland', Prosa iii, GW ixv, ed. Steiner, 230, cited and

trans. in Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 112 (Steinberg’s parentheses). As Steinberg points out, the 
inference that the position o f  the Slavic nationalities within in the empire was to act as a bulwark for



In any case, the objective of that 'German mission’ for Hofmannsthal was 

that, as an independent state, Austria would take up its rightful position as the 

inheritor and provider of ‘true’ German values within the Austrian realm and in a 

pan-European context. In the essay fragment, ‘The Austrian Idea’, Hofmannsthal 

outlined the importance and necessity of such an Austria to the new Europe:

[The New Europe] needs an Austria: a structure of inartificial [ungekunstelter] elasticity, yet 
a structure nonetheless, a true organisation, suffused with an inner religion o f its own67

Indeed, Martin Stern has posited that the essence of Hofmannsthal’s ‘Austrian Idea’ 

lay in the concept of the Austrian nation’s cultural mission as gateway to the East 

and the South, and the ideal model for the future Europe that would emerge from the 

ashes of the war.68 Following Schlegel, Novalis (and, more immediately, Pannwitz), 

Hofmannsthal thus advocated in favour of a spiritual regeneration of Europe by Asia 

along quasi-biblical lines defined by death, rebirth and redemption, and for the 

creation of nothing short than a ‘new antiquity’:

We will only continue to exist provided we create a new antiquity for ourselves: and a new 
antiquity will emerge from us while we look anew on Greek antiquity, wherein our spiritual 
being lies, as belonging to the greater Orient.69

The related notions of Austria as the junction of East and West and the spiritual and

ethical template for a future Europe found much resonance in Hofmannsthal’s two

principal post-war creative projects, the unfinished ‘Trauerspiel’, Der Turm and Die

dgyptische Helena. In both works, restoration of the political hierarchy assumes the

spiritual transformation of the individual: the prisoner-prince, Sigismund, in Der
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the German Austrians against the encroachment of the East jars with Hofmannsthal’s post-imperial 
‘liberal pluralistic’ and federalist pretences (Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 113).

Hofmannsthal: ‘Der Osterreichische Idee ' , Prosa iii, GW ixv, ed. Steiner, 406, cited and trans. in 
Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 113.

Stem: ‘Hofmannsthal und das Ende der Donaumonarchie', 256.
69 Hofmannsthal: Reden - Aufsdtze ii (1914-1924), TBA ix, ed. Schoeller, 156, cited in Ward: 
Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth , 219.
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Turm,70 and Menelas and Helena as the obverse constituents of the one psyche, re

constituted through the allegorical power of conjugal forgiveness and reconciliation 

in Die agyptische Helena (a point further explored below in chapter six).

By the end of the 1920s, however, such a restoration for Hofmannsthal did 

not entail a return to the status quo ante of the beleaguered Empire despite his earlier 

idealism; though he retained a strong affinity for the Austrian upper nobility, it was 

one tempered with realisation of its total ineptitude as a class and their moral 

shortcomings during the course of the war that they themselves had ultimately

. . 7 1precipitated. In a letter written to his friend, Eberhard von Bodenhausen, some six 

days after the armistice, Hofmannsthal voiced concerns far removed from his 

wartime eulogies:

( ...)  It’s the same with everyone here as it is with peaceful people, the apprehension of what 
we in Austria anticipated in this respect (financially), so imminent to one heading into the 
atrocity; in truth, the total annulment of the bourgeois way o f  life; everyone appears 
completely indifferent with respect to all that one does or doesn’t do, saves or doesn’t save; 
on buying a picture, or selling all one’s pictures, furniture, and jewellery, as if it is the end of 
a bridge party in the salon o f a beautiful sinking ship. One day, we will want to talk about it 
occasionally: after all my own existence cannot become affected by it, my personal needs are 
nil: besides, I could easily live without possessions, and, somehow, the children would be 
brought through the difficulties, and friends helped. ( ...)  ,72

70 Weeks, Charles Andrew: ‘Hofmannsthal and the Myth of European Rebirth’, Wir sind aus solchem  
Zeug wie das traumen ... : Kritische Beitrage zu Hofmannsthals Werk, ed. Joseph P. Strelka (Bern: 
Peter Lang, 1992), 384.

Jenkinson, D. E.: ‘Hofmannsthal’s Political and Social Attitudes’, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: (1874- 
1929) Commemorative Essays, ed. W. E. Yuill and Patricia Howe (London: University o f London, 
1981), 63-73; here: 63-64.
72

rlier ist bei alien, auch bei ruhigen Leuten, die Apprehension dessem was uns in dieser (materiellen) Beziehung. uns 
in Osterreich, bevorsteht eine so ins Ungeheuerliche gehende, eigentlich die Annullierung aller burgerlichen Mittel-existenz 
anticipierende, dafi dem gegeniiber alles was man tut oder nicht tut. sparen oder nicht- sparen, ein Bild kaufen oder alle seine 
Bilder Mobel Juwelen verkaufen, alles als ganz gleichgultig erscheint, so wie der Ausgang einer bridge partie im Salon eines 
schon sinkenden Schiffes. Davon wollen w ir gelegentlich einmat sprechen: mein eigentliches Dasein kann ja  dadurch nicht 
beriihrt werden, meine personlichen Bediirfnisse sind  nu ll auch ohne jeden  Besitz konnte ich leicht leben, und die Kinder 
irgendwie durchzubringen werden Umstande und Freude helfen.
(Hofmannsthal to Bodenhausen, 17 November 1918, Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Bodenhausen, 
Eberhard von: Hugo von Hofmannsthal-Eberhard von Bodenhausen: Briefe der Freimdschaft [Berlin: 
Diederichs, 1953], 245f, cited in Steiger, Martina: Richard Strauss’ Oper ‘Die Liebe der D anae’: 
Mythologie, Libretto, Musik: Ein Analyse [PhD diss., University of Vienna, 1996], 9 (since published 
by Schott [Mainz, 1999]).



Indeed, writing to Countess Ottonie von Degenfeld a little over a week later, he 

commented caustically that ‘these days’, he had ‘learnt to truly hate and despise’ the 

fallen Empire.73 By August 1919, he could write to the painter, Ludwig von 

Hofmann: "They say: Diabolical global events — yes, but a German victory would 

have been worse und more disastrous for the world, as well as for the domestic

i ? 74scene!

Domestic events in the fledgling Weimar Republic may have led 

Hofmannsthal to regard Field Marshall von Hindenburg’s 1925 election as President 

as being in the best interests of bringing embittered right-wing nationalist elements 

into the conservative mainstream,7'’ but it did not in the least change his opinion 

regarding the total failure in recent decades of inhabiting such a polarised position. In 

the 1926 essay, ‘Europaische Revue\ after the periodical that advocated a 

conservative Europe underpinned by strong national self-determination edited by the 

aristocratic Austrian writer. Prince Karl Anton Rohan, Hofmannsthal began by 

praising its ‘activist ethos’ [,aktivistische Gesinnungen‘], before continuing thus:

We require this [activist ethos]; the terrible staleness, paralysis even, o f the epoch 1900-1914
-  an epoch whose spiritual sinistemess can only be possibly judged by those who lived 
through it as mature people — was only to be overcome by a generation who emerged from 
the horrors o f  the War with the strongest o f wills, no longer accepting spiritual weakness, 
[and] without extending its consequences. This is the generation that Rohan belongs to.76

See Hofmannsthal to Countess Ottonie von Degenfeld, 26 November 1918, Hofmannsthal, Hugo 
von and Degenfeld, Grafin Ottonie von: Hugo von Hofmannsthal-Grafin Ottonie von Degenfeld: 
Briefwechsel (Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1974), 375.

Sie sagen: Teuflisches Weltgeschehen —ja, aber ein deutscher Sieg ware schlimmer gewesen, und
verhangnisvoller fu r  die Welt, auch nach innenF (cited from an unpublished letter from Hofmannsthal
to Hofmann, 23 August 1919, possessed by Hofmannsthal’s [now deceased] literary executor, Dr
Rudolf Hirsch, Frankfurt-am-Main. The citation itself was first published in Stern: ‘Hofmannsthals
Antwort a u f Richard Dehmels weltpolitischen “W arnruf’ 1918', Hofmannsthal-Blatter v, Series 1
(1974), j86 , and subsequently appeared in idem'. ‘Hofmannsthal and das Ende der Donaumonarchie ' , 
259).

Jenkinson: ‘Hofmannsthal’s Social and Political Attitudes’, 71, after Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and 
Nostitz, Helene von: Hugo von Hofmannsthal-Helene von Nostitz: Briefwechsel, ed. Oswald von 
Nostitz (Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1965), 155.

Dieser bedurfen wir; die furchtbare Dumpjheit, j a  Gelahmtheit der Epoche 1900-1914 -  einer Epoche, deren 
geistige Finsternis nur der zu  beurteilen vermag, der sie schon als reifer M ensch m it durchlebt hat -  war nur durch eine 

eneration zu  uberwinden, die aus dem  Schrecknis des Krieges m it dem fes ten  Willen heraustrat, keine geistige Lage mehr 
inzunehmen. ohne aus ihr die Konsequenzen zu ziehen. Dieser Generation gehort Rohan an.
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As a logical offshoot from his Culture League, Rohan’s Revue witnessed an

amalgamation of Austrian Nationalist and Christian-Socialist interests similarly

welcomed by Hofmannsthal, even if the latter saw his own concerns now as being

‘supra-nationalist’, and considered Europe his new fatherland.77 In a letter to the

Swiss historian and diplomat, Carl J. Burckhardt, he wrote:

I still have a homeland, but no longer have a fatherland other than Europe; I have to embrace 
this firmly, if only to protect its clarity from slow self-destruction.78

Just as he envisioned Austria as the ‘natural’, hegemonic German centre in a post

war constellation of states formerly contained within the Habsburg Empire, 

Hofmannsthal’s views on Europe were of a similarly federalist kind. Indeed, in 

language faintly anticipatory of the impassioned ‘Literatur als geistiger Raum der 

Nation ' [‘Literature as the Spiritual Space o f the Nation’] of 1927,79 he expressed his 

thoughts on the pan-European movement in 1926 at the behest of the Frankfurter 

Zeitung, who were conducting a survey of well-known figures on the topic.80 In reply 

to the following questions: ‘1. Do you consider that the formation of the United 

States of Europe is necessary?’ [‘Halte Sie das Zustandekommen der Vereinigen 

Staaten von Europa fiir notwendig?\, and: ‘2. Do you consider it possible?’ Hal ten 

Sie es fur moglich?’], Hofmannsthal answered as follows:

1. 1 consider necessary to establish new, supranational relations and to find a political 
configuration in order to facilitate them

(Hofmannsthal: ‘Europaische Revue’’, Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 326-333; here: 33If, cited in 
Stern: ‘Hofmannsthal and das Ende der Donaumonarchie', 260).
77 Jenkinson: ‘Hofmannsthal’s Social and Political Attitudes’, 71.
78

‘Meine Heimat habe ich fe s t behalten, aber Vaterland have ich keins mehr, als Europa; ich mufi 
dies fe s t erfassen, nur die Klarheit bewahrt vor langsamer Selbstzerstorung' (Hofmannsthal to 
Burckhardt, 10 September 1926, Hofmannsthal, Hugo von and Burckhardt, Carl J.: Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal-Carl J. Burckhardt: Briefwechsel (Frankfurt a. M.: S Fischer 1966), 227, cited in Stem: 
VHofmannsthal and das Ende der Donaumonarchie’, 261).

‘Literatur als geistiger Raum der Nation’, published in Die neue Rundschau xxxviii/2 (1927), 25- 
26, and (as noted above) reprinted as ‘Das Schriftum als Geistiger Raum der Nation’ in 
Hofmannsthal: Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 390-413, was originally delivered by Hofmannsthal as 
an address at the University o f  Munich, 10 January 1927, under the latter title. It has since appeared in 
an English translation as ‘Literature as the Spiritual Space o f the Nation’ in The Weimar Republic 
Sourcebook, ed. Kaes Anton, Jay, Martin and Dimenberg, Edward: (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1994), 341.

Stem: ‘Hofmannsthal and das Ende der Donaumonarchie', 261.
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and 2.:

What is necessary is always possible. Historical events carry themselves out, so a scarcely 
credible amount o f people will treat it as such when it allows itself to be put into immediate 
effect.81

Underlying Hofmannsthal’s egalitarian rhetoric was the notion of Austria as 

nation-state -  or, more accurately, Austro-Gennan nation state: a politico-cultural 

construct that found voice in his aesthetic output, not least his opera libretti. It is in 

this crucial respect that chapter four below will consider the scenario, Danae oder 

der Vermmfheirat, in conjunction with Die agyptische Helena, both of which being 

conceived with striking simultaneity and similarity between the end of 1919 and the 

start of 1920. If the four queens (Io, Leda, Europa, and Alkemene) representing 

Jupiter’s former loves in the Danae scenario stand as symbols of the four victorious 

powers of the former Habsburg Empire, and Danae as the spiritual strength of the 

new Austrian state -  renouncing (capitalist) wealth for love -  the completed libretto 

for Die agyptische Helena arguably reflects convergent (if complex) political 

concerns. Whereas Hofmannsthal’s late creative period was one informed by an

1 ‘1. Neue, iibernationale Zusammenhange herzusellen und die politischen Form ur sie zu finden, 
halte ich fu r  das eine Notwendige’; ‘2. Das Notwendige ist immer moglich. Das historische 
Geschehen vollzieht sich, indem sie kaum Geglaubtes von Wenigen so behandelt wird, als liefie es sich 
unmittelbar vem ’irklichen’ (Hofmannsthal: Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 508f., cited in Stern:
‘Hofmannsthal and das Ende der Donaumonarchie', 261). For his part, it seems that Strauss 
registered guarded support for the pan-European movement; in 1922, he wrote to Hofmannsthal: 
‘What do you think o f Prince Rohan and his Culture League? He said he’d so far been trying in vain 
to approach you! 1 have therefore only manifested non-commital sympathy with his intentions,’ while 
four years later, he received a letter from Richard von Coudenhove-Kalergi:

As I know  that you also believe in the need for a United States o f  Europe, allow me to approach you today with a 
request: it concerns the creation o f  a European Hymn that would be the musical symbol o f  this imminent European 
community o f  peoples.

[Da ich weifi, dafi auch Sie an die Notwendigkeit der Vereingten Staaten von Europa glauben, geslalle ich mir. heute 
mil einer Bitte an Sie herznzutreten: es handelt sich um die Schaffung einer Europaischen Hymne, die zum  
musikalischen Symbol dieser kommenden Europaischen Volkergemeinschaf/ werden soil]

(first citation from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 29 August 1922, Correspondence, 355; second citation 
from Coudenhove-Kalergi to Strauss, 18 July 1926, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt um 
Strauss in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 303). Nevertheless, Strauss -  a self-defined German nationalist, at 
base -  would have considered Germany as ethical arbiter in any such notional conglomeration of 
European states.
'  See Birkin, Kenneth: ‘The Last Meeting: “Die Liebe der Danae” Reconsidered’, Richard Strauss- 

Blatter, New Series 16 (December 1986), 9-24.
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acute sense of contemporary political and social realities, the same references are 

(perhaps predictably) more difficult to sense in Strauss, who, as it shall be shown, 

demonstrated a more subtle and delineated relationship with myth than his principal 

collaborator.

* * * *

The ‘German Greek’

83 • •‘Greece! there lies a great culture! . . .’; thus Richard Strauss, during a nine- 

month sabbatical spent convalescing from November 1892 to July 1893. Having 

contracted pleurisy after an exhaustive season as Kapellmeister at Weimar and 

burgeoning opera composer (he had started the prelude to his first essay in the genre, 

Guntram, in March of that year), Strauss travelled to the more congenial climates of 

Greece and Egypt in the winter. Recuperative benefits aside, the trip was also to 

prove pivotal to the development of Strauss’s knowledge of philosophy and 

aesthetics, as evidenced by his travel diaries. During this quasi-Bildungsreise, Strauss 

absorbed the writings of Wagner, Plato and Sophocles, and contemplated the thought 

of Schopenhauer, Nietszche, and possibly Max Stirner.8'’ While a strikingly vivid 

reading of Schopenhauer’s philosophy emerged the following year in the (revised) 

ending of the completed Guntram (1893),86 the encroaching influence of Nietzsche 

was brought to bear in Strauss’s first work of emergent artistic maturity, Also sprach

83 ‘Griechenland! Dahin eine grofie Kultur! ... .’, Strauss, Richard: ‘Tagebuch der Griechenland- und 
Agyptenreise (1892): 7. November 1892’, ed. Willi Schuh, Richard-Strauss-Jahrbuch (1954), 90.
84 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 56.

Gilliam: Strauss (1999), 56. See Strauss, Richard: ‘Tagebuch der Griechenland- und Agyptenreise 
(1892)’, ed. Schuh, 89-97.

See Youmans: Richard Strauss’s ‘Guntram ’ and the Dismantling o f  Wagnerian Musical 
Metaphysics, 214-218. As Youmans explains elsewhere regarding Guntram and Schopenhauer:

Contrary to popular opinion, the intellectual core o f  this opera is not its relationship to W agner, or indeed to 
Nietzsche or to S tirner’s individualism, but its dramatic representation o f  Schopenhauer’s pronouncements that 
music could not permanently quiet the strivings o f  the Will. Guntram declares his individualism because he has a 
point to make about music: he breaks his lyre to tell us that music and metaphysics do not mix.

(cited from Youmans, Charles: ‘The Twentieth-Century Symphonies o f Richard Strauss’, The Musical 
Quarterly 84/ii [Summer 2000], 239).



Zarathustra (1896); thereafter Nietzsche remained central to both Strauss’s aesthetics

87and music. Strauss, who, by then, had been acquainted with Nietzsche’s writings 

since at least 1892 (he had brought Jenseits Gut und Bose [Beyond Good and Evil] 

on his southern excursion), became immersed in the later works in his bid to 

consolidate music with the post-Schopenhauerian worldview he set about 

establishing following Guntram. As Charles Youmans points out, Strauss was drawn 

to the middle and late period Nietzsche; that is, the post-Wagnerian figure in whom 

the young composer found a congenial ally. For Strauss, that attraction was grounded 

in Nietzsche’s fundamental repudiation of Schopenhauerian-Wagnerian metaphysics 

and the renegade philosopher’s promotion of a ‘new, postmetaphysical, twentieth- 

century optimism.’88 The crucial factor here, though (regarding Strauss’s relationship 

to antiquity) is that the composer emphatically embraced the works that postdated 

The Birth o f Tragedy, indeed, the more lasting model for Strauss’s personalised view 

of Greek antiquity was not Nietzsche, but Goethe. Despite coming of age 

intellectually in the great period of nineteenth-century German classical philology,

87
Since the 1990s, the aesthetic and philosophical substance o f Strauss’s music has received much 

scholarly attention, not least the influence o f Nietzsche on Strauss. For examples o f the extensive 
literature on this particular subject, see Bayreuther, Rainer: 'Zur Enstehimg der 'Alpensinfonie’ von 
Richard Strauss', Amw  Ii (1994), 231-246; ibid.: Richard Strauss’ “Alpensinfonie’’: Entstehung, 
Analyse und Interpretation (Hildesheim: Georg Ohns, 1997); Daverio, John: Nineteenth-Century 
Music and the Romantic Ideology (New York: Schirmer, 1993); Hefling, Stephen: 'M iners digging 
from Opposite Sides: Mahler, Strauss, and the Problem o f Program M usic’, Strauss: New  
Perspectives, ed. Gilliam, 41-55; Kristiansen, Morten: Richard Strauss’s ‘Feuersnot’ in its Aesthetic 
and Cultural Context: a Modernist Critique o f  Musical Idealism  (PhD diss., Yale University, 2000); 
Kuhns, Richard: ‘The re-birth o f satyr tragedy in Ariadne a u f Naxos', The Opera Quarterly xv/3 
(Summer 1999), 435-448; Liebscher, Julia: Richard Strauss: Also Sprach Zarathustra, Tondichtung 
(frei nach Nietzsche) fu r  grofies Orchester op. 30 (Munich: Henschel, 1994); Schaarwachter, Jurgen: 
Richard Strauss und die Sinfonie (Cologne: Dohr, 1994); Unger, Annete: Welt, Leben und Kunst als 
Themen der ‘Zarathustra-Komponisten’ von Richard Strauss und Gustav Mahler (Frankfurt: 
Europaischen Hochschulschriften, 1992); Werbeck, Walter: Die Tondichtungen von Richard Strauss 
(Tutzing: Schneider, 1996); Williamson, John: Strauss: ‘Also Sprach Zarathustra’ (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1993); Youmans, Charles: ‘The Private Intellectual Context o f Richard 
Strauss’s Also Sprach Zarathustra', Nineteenth-Century’ Music xxii (1998-1999), 101 -126; idem: ‘The 
Twentieth-Century Symphonies o f Richard Strauss’, The Musical Quarterly lxxxiv/ii [Summer 2000], 
238-258; idem:: ‘The Development o f Richard Strauss’s Worldview’, The Richard Strauss 
Companion, ed. Marc-Daniel Schmid (Westport, Conn.: Praeger, 2003), 63-99; idem: Richard 
Strauss’s Orchestral Music and the German Intellectual Tradition (forthcoming).



characterised by the mature works of the traditionalist Ulrich Wilamowitz- 

Mollendorf, who conducted a public spat with the iconoclastic Nietzsche, and Jakob 

Burckhardt (1818-1897), whose Griechische Kulturgeschichte first appeared in
OQ m t

1898, Strauss came to enthusiastically embrace the more rarefied image of 

antiquity informed by eighteenth-century aesthetics. It was a trait that also echoed in 

his creative endeavour, as shown above in chapter one.

In a letter of 30 November 1892 to his early mentor, Alexander Ritter, Strauss 

wrote with obvious enthusiasm: ‘Classical Greece filled me with the highest

exaltation........ I have been reading Aeschylus, Sophocles, Plato, and now luxuriate

in [Goethe’s] Wilhelm Meister[s] [Wunderjahre]; dear God, there’s so much in that 

book ... ,’90 Indeed, in a letter to fellow early guide, Hans von Billow, Strauss 

underscored the importance of Goethe to the development of both his artistic and 

intellectual maturity. For the young composer, Goethe demonstrated by example the 

importance in striving for attainment beyond the narrow confines of his career path 

and instead to grasp ‘all of the things in the world’ -  thus, accordingly, Strauss 

desired ‘to put on the magnificent glasses through which the noblest spirits of the 

world have seen, and indeed to forge my own pair: original artistic production.’91 In 

maturity, Strauss identified with the late Goethe: the intellectual demi-god of the 

conversations with Eckermann, at odds with early nineteenth-century romanticism
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88
Youmans: ‘The Development o f Strauss’s Worldview’, 81. See ibid., 81-84, for a fuller discussion 

of these issues.
Burckhardt, Jakob: Griechische Kulturgeschichte, ed. Jakob Oeri, [four vols.] (Berlin: Spemann, 

1898-1902).
90 •

Cited in Schuh, Willi: Richard Strauss: A Chronicle o f  the Early Years 1864-1898, trans. Mary 
Whittall (Cambridge: CUP, 1982), 303. Strauss’s travel diary begins with ‘the wander years begin!’ 
(Strauss: lTagebuch der Griechenland- und Agvptenreise (1892)’, ed. Schuh, Richard-Strauss- 
Jahrbuch [1954], 89).

Steinitzer, Max: Richard Strauss (Berlin: Schuster and Loeffler, 1911), 68, cited and trans. in 
Youmans: ‘The Development of Strauss’s Worldview’, 75.
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and nationalism, and the advocate of a classicism derived from Winckelmann.92 Like 

his idol, Strauss also remained a lifelong agnostic; shortly before his passing, he 

opined ‘I shall never be converted, and I shall remain true to my old religion of the 

classics until my life’s end.’

‘The only way for us,’ wrote Goethe: ‘great, yes, if it is possible to become

inimitable, is to imitate the Ancients....... Each, in his own way, is a Greek! , . .’.94 As

mentioned above, Goethe remained an eternal presence in the constellation of

Strauss’s aesthetics,95 but while Nietzsche and Goethe may have dominated Strauss’s

thoughts on his 1892-3 Mediterranean odyssey, the visual impact of the trip should

not be underestimated. While en route from Corfu to Athens, Strauss visited

Olympia, describing afterwards his ‘most hallowed mood' in a letter to his parents:

I thought o f  Bayreuth a great deal, and pursued the most beautiful reflections on the Hellenic 
and the Germanic ideals. I have been enabled to translate all my theories directly into the life 
o f the emotions now, for these temples belong only in this landscape, beneath this sky and to 
a race which was able to raise the beauty o f outward form to the final perfection o f a Hermes 
o f Praxiteles.96

On the afternoon of 17 November 1892, he viewed the friezes of the Temple of Zeus 

in Athens, and was immediately struck by the ‘gigantic force and recklessness of 

expression’, especially the Centauromachy.97 In a further letter to his parents of 21

92
^  Botstein: ‘Strauss and Twentieth Century Modernity’, 125.
^  Cited in Youmans: ‘The Development o f Strauss’s Worldview’, 70.

,Der einzige Weg fu r  uns, grofi, ja, wenn moglich ist, unnachnahmlich zu werden, ist die 
Nachahmung der Alten. Jeder sei a u f seine Art ein G rieche! ... ‘ (cited from Goethe, Johann Wolfgang 
von: Antik und Modern: Schriften zur Kunst, idem.: Werke, ed. Erich Trunz [Munich: C. H. Beck, 
2/1978], 176, in Scherliess, Volker: Neoklassizismus: Dialog mit der Geschichte [Kassel: Barenreiter, 
1998], 184).

In addition to Youmans: ‘The Development o f Strauss’s Worldview’, 67-75; 91-96, see 
Borchmeyer, Dieter: ‘ “D;'e Genies sind eben eine grofie Familie . . .” ’: Goethe in Kompositionen von 
Richard Strauss', Goethe-Jahrbuch 116 (1999), 206-223, and Beaujean, Oswald: ‘Bildungsburger 
Richard Strauss, oder: Ein leben mit Goethe als ideeller Leitfigur’, Wer war Richard Strauss?, ed. 
Hanspeter Krellman (Frankfurt a. M. and Leipzig: Insel, 1999), 103-112.
^  Cited in Schuh: Strauss: A Chronicle o f  the Early Years, trans. Whittall, 299.

Schuh: Strauss: A Chronicle ... , trans. Wliittall, 299; see also Strauss: “ Tagebuch der 
Griechenland- und Agyptenreise (1892)’, ed. Schuh, 93.
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November 1892 -  recounting his first visit to the Parthenon -  the young composer 

admitted:

My eyes filled with tears, I was so moved by the powerful beauty of this building. I never 
thought that architecture could work on the feelings in this way . . . .

A person who has never been to Athens, simply does not know what Greek art is.98 

Two days later, Strauss sent a postcard to his friend, Ludwig Thuille:

A heartfelt greeting from the land o f beauty and joie-de-vivre [Lebensfreudigkeit]! ... . And 
with that, continually new, really great impressions of a magnificent bygone culture, an 
extremely strange land with its solitary brown mountains, blue sea and melancholy, oily 
forests!99

Strauss’s abovementioned description of Olympia elicited an enthusiastic response 

from his father, Franz:

Your account of the beautiful Olympia gave me much pleasure, even if I have partaken of 
just a little. It especially pleases me that you were so enthused with the sublime, magnificent, 
divine simplicity and truth to nature o f Greek art........100

On the 28 November, Franz Strauss re-iterated:

(...)  Your enthusiasm for ancient Greek art and its simplicity gave me unending pleasure, 
and I ask dear God to carry these impressions over into your art. . . . 101

Indeed, writing to Cosima Wagner from Cairo on 9 December of the same year, the 

young composer remarked:

Yes, at this stage o f my life the only sensible thing I could have done was to make this 
journey, I am so glad I decided on it; for everything that I experienced in Greece, admiration 
for the glory of Hellenic art on the soil whence it sprang, astonishment at the magnificent

98 Cited in Schuh: Strauss: A Chronicle ... , trans. Whittall, 300.
99

Aus dem Land der Schdnheit und Lebensfreudigkeit einen herzlichen Grufi! ... . Und dazu immer neue. wirklich 
grofie Eindriicke einer vergangenen herrlichen Cultur (sic), eines hochst eigentiimlichen Landes mit seinen einsamen braunen 
Bergen, dem Blauen M eer und den melancholischen Olwaldern! (Strauss's emphasis)
(cited from Strauss to Thuille, 23 November 1892, RichardStranss-Ludwig Thuille: Ein Briefwechsel, 
ed. Willi Schuh [Tutzing: Schneider, 1980], 122).

(...) Deine Shilderung ttber die Schdnheiten Olympias haben mir grofie Freude gemacht. ich habe. wenn auch nur 
ein klein wenig, mitgenossen. Besonders, aber erfreut war ich daruber, dafi Du von der erhabenen, grofiartigen. gottlichen, 
naturwahren Einfachheit der griechischen Kunst so entzuckt warst.......
(cited from Franz Strauss to Richard Strauss, 25 November 1892, Strauss, Richard: Briefe an die 
Eltern: 1882-1906, ed. Willi Schuh [Zurich/Freiburg i. Br.: Atlantis, 1954] 156).

(...) Unendliche Freude hat m ir Dein Entziicken tiber altgriechischen Kunst und deren Einfachheit gemacht. und ich 
bitte den lieben Gott, dafi er Dir den Eindruck a u f Deine Kunst ubertragen moge.......
(cited from Franz Strauss to Richard Strauss, 28 November 1892, Strauss: Brie.fe an die Eltern, 156). 
As Willi Schuh hinted, the staunchly conservative Franz had a slightly ulterior motive: ‘You have no 
need, my dear Richard, to confine yourself to dazzling, external artistic means, God gave you 
abundant powers o f perception, only you must not think that simplicity is trivial’ (cited in Schuh: 
Strauss: A Chronicle ... , trans. Whittall, 299).
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buildings in the landscape for which and in which alone it was fitting they should be erected, 
beneath the sky that needs must shine on them -  these are impressions that will shape my 
whole life.102

It is hardly surprising that Strauss valued Greek antiquity so highly: his 

classical education at the Ludwigs-Gymnasium in Munich had naturally equipped 

him with the necessary temperament and aesthetic sensibility. The Gymnasien stood 

at the summit of the German educational system and produced ideal candidates for 

bureaucracy and the free professions. Modelled on the reforms laid out by the early 

nineteenth-century philosopher and linguist, Karl Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767- 

1835), the Gymnasium curriculum celebrated the legacy of classical culture in 

literature, art, philosophy and history.103 As the catalyst for interpretation and 

communication, language was considered the foundation of learning, with classical 

languages lying at the very core of the classical curriculum. The principal role of 

education was the formation of the individual for the common good, but it was not 

without a vital prerequisite; from 1834 until the reign of Wilhelm II, the only path to 

a liberal career was by passing the Abitur, the final examination in the 

Gymnasium}04

" Schuh: Strauss: A Chronicle , trans. Whittall, 300.
103

For the history o f  the Gymnasium  in the nineteeth century, see Albisetti, James C.: Secondary 
School Reform in Imperial Germany (Princeton, N. J.: Princeton University Press, 1983), 16-56; 
Lamberti, Marjorie: State, Society, and the Elementary School in Imperial Germany (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 1989), 13-87, and Blankhertz, Herwig: Bildung im Zeitalter der grossen 
Industrie: Padagogik, Schule und Berufsbildung im 19. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Schroedel, 1969), as 
noted in Youmans: 'The Development of Strauss’s Worldview’, n. 4, 97.

Youmans: ‘The Development o f  Strauss’s Worldview’, 65; 66. In fact, Strauss’s generation was 
the last that had to undergo a classical education in order to follow a liberal career. Under pressure 
from Kaiser Wilhelm II (who, at a school conference in 1890, decreed: ‘it is our duty to educate young 
men to become young Germans and not young Greeks or Romans’) the three types o f  secondary 
schools -  the nine-year classical Gymnasium  (whose curriculum featured Latin, Greek and a modern 
language) the Real-gymnasium  (featuring Latin, modern languages, natural sciences and mathematics) 
and the Realschule or Oberrealschule (natural sciences and mathematics) — were accorded equality in 
status (see Youmans: ‘The Development o f Strauss’s Worldview’, 66). As Youmans observes, 
Wilhelm IPs speech appear as in edited form in Schalthess’ Europaischer Geschichtskalendar [1890], 
174-179, [see idem: i b i d n . 6, 97]).



As a budding late humanist, Strauss’s final-year report already indicated his 

preferences and interests by showing distinction in the classics and history. Assessed 

in Latin, Greek, German, French, mathematics and physics, and history, his only 

‘middling’ score was in mathematics and physics and he particularly distinguished 

himself in history; according to his report, written by the headmaster, Erich Kurz, 

Strauss exhibited a ‘mature understanding in exposition of the classics.’105 While 

Strauss’s knowledge of the history of European culture would remain outstanding,106 

his schooling and upbringing were typical of the nineteenth-century 

Bildungsbiirgertum, who, having been instilled with a classical conception of 

German culture, went on to disseminate and carry it with them throughout their 

professional or artistic lives. Charles Youmans has commented on how the surviving 

(unpublished) correspondence between Strauss and Friedrich Rosch, a precociously 

talented schoolmate and close friend, is scattered with classical allusions and words 

and phrases in Greek that instantiate how their early study of the classics transcended 

the temporal and physical confines of the classroom.107 Similarly, Strauss’s 

published correspondence with Hofmannsthal contains noteworthy references to the 

classics, often employed by Strauss to spur his librettist into creativity: in a letter 

written during the gestation of the first version of Ariadne auf Naxos, Strauss 

implored Hofmannsthal to ‘get [his] Pegasus saddled’, before reiterating: 'May
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105 See Schuh: A Chronicle ... , trans. Whittall, 54-56.
Charles Youmans points out that even such an antagonistic figure as Alma Mahler was envious of 

her husband hearing Strauss expound his views on the historical foundations o f European culture, 
while Strauss and Hofmannsthal often swapped recommendations of historical monographs (see 
Correspondence, 302, 354 and 396). Alma Mahler gave an account o f a discussion between her 
husband and Strauss on Theodor Mommsen’s Romishe Geschichte in Gustav Mahler: Memories and 
Letters, 51 (see Youmans: ‘The Development o f Strauss’s Worldview’, n. 1, 96-97).

Youmans: ‘The Development o f  Strauss’s Worldview’, 66-67. Friedrich Rosch (1862-1925), 
lawyer and amateur composer, was co-founder the Genossenschaft Deutscher Tonsetzer (GDT) with 
Strauss in 1903. See Strauss: ‘Commemorative Address on Friedrich Rosch’, idem: Recollections and 
Reflections, 79-80.
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Dionysus illumine you! ... Regarding the chances of their third opera gaining 

popular appeal, Hofmannsthal was at pains to point out that it was akin to Amor und 

Psyche (which he set as a ballet scenario for the dancer, Grete Wiesenthal, starting in 

the summer of 1910) in the ability of its plot to be easily visualised by the audience, 

even if only ‘as a plaster of Paris ornament on the mantelpiece/109 During often 

heated correspondence considering their reworking of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von 

Athen, Hofmannsthal could explain the nuptial rites, the culmination of the 

Eleusinian Mysteries that form the conceptual backbone of Hofmannsthal’s vision of 

the project (discussed below in chapter three), using Greek terminology.110

Strauss’s late ‘Letter on the Humanistische Gymnasium’ (1945) -  an 

institution which he terms as ‘the benevolent guardian of European culture' -  

provides further evidence of the enduring effect of his classical education.111 At the 

age of eighty one, the composer underlined its importance as a formative experience 

of his entire career, and his poignant view that the preservation of the humanistic 

bent of the Gymnasium curriculum was vital for the preservation of culture itself,

108 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 22 May 1911, Correspondence, 81-82. In July, Strauss wrote to his 
librettist expressing preference for the dialogue between Ariadne and Bacchus to be more intense in 
emotion: ‘This bit must soar higher, like the end of Elektra, sunnier, more Dionysian: harness your 
Pegasus for a little longer, . . . ’ (Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 14 July 1911, Correspondence, 92; for the 
final result, see the Oper, fig. 224-332, Ariadne a u f Naxos, op. 60 [II], Strauss Edition vi, 238-301). 
Some five years later, Strauss once more adopted the same allusion: ‘ ... put your Pegasus in tight 
harness for once. Y ou’ll see how the beast can run. . . . ’ (Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 5 June 1916, 
Correspondence, 250). However, Hofmannsthal was reluctant to let the metaphor appear in print for 
the first edition of their correspondence (Strauss, Franz (ed.): Richard Strauss: Briefwechsel mit Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal [Berlin: Paul Zsolnay, 1926]), fearing that it might be open to misinterpretation:

To me your letters, with their great spontaneity and impulsiveness, are a m ost dear, highly personal possession, but 
once they are brought body and soul before the alien frigid multitude, every thing takes 011 a wholly different hue 
and one looks upon it oneself with other eyes. I must, above all, still ask you for the following: you use repeatedly 
the metaphor that I ought to spur, or urge on, my Pegasus, etc. Taken out o f  context o f  this intimate, quite 
unrestrained exchange o f  letters and printed, 1 would not care very much for this description o f  my method o f 
“poetizing". Will you please therefore put your blue pencil through the various sentences appealing to Pegasus, or 
ask your son to do so.

(cited from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 May 1925, Correspondence, 403).
Hofmannnsthal to Strauss, 23 July 1911, Correspondence, 99.
See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 21 September 1922, Correspondence, 359.
Strauss, Richard: ‘Letter on the Humanistische Gymnasium’, Recollections and Reflections, 89-93. 

The citation is from p. 93.
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especially given what he saw as its emaciated state in the wake of the Second World 

War.112 With palpable intensity, the aged composer proffered that the destruction 

wrought by two world wars had rendered instruction in mathematics and the sciences 

nonsensical, thus underlining the now heightened need for revitalisation through 

humanistic learning.113 While advocating a basic study of Jurisprudence (Law), and 

more comprehensive studies in Latin, Greek, German, Mathematics, and Music,114 

Strauss also recalled that similarly formative experience of youthful travel once 

more:

A love of Greece and of the ancient world has remained with me and has increased ever since 
1892 when ... 1 was able to go to Egypt for eight months ... . On the way 1 spent three weeks 
in Greece. From the moment when, coming from Brindisi, I saw from the deck o f  the Italian 
steamer the island o f Corfu and the blue mountains o f Albania, I have always been a German 
Greek, even to this day.

He continued by extolling the virtues of Greek sculpture, poetry and philosophy, 

labelling Greece:

The happy soil where for the first time a civilisation was able to grow which, fostered by the 
moderating influence o f the Central European climate and by the wealth and beauty o f the 
landscape, has given to humanity eternal spiritual achievements from Dante, Michelangelo, 
Raphael, Grunewald, Shakespeare, Kant, Schopenhauer, Schiller, ... to the greatest o f them 
all, Goethe.

For I can look back on artistic achievements which, like Elektra, Ariadne [auf Naxos], [Die] 
agy’ptische Helena, Daphne, and Die Liebe der Danae, do homage to the genius o f the Greek 
nation."5

112
~ See Strauss: ‘Letter on the Humanistische Gymansium’, 67.

113 Strauss: ‘Letter . . . ’, 89.
114 Strauss: ‘Letter . . . ’, 92. If Strauss’s recommendations appear idealistic on the exterior, they were 
grounded in realism. Rather than ‘spending months deciphering Homer’s periods and their 
grammatical peculiarities in isolated books’, he proposed that students should recite the Iliad  and the 
Odyssey, the Oresteia and Oedipus in ‘good German translations’ instead (Strauss: ‘Letter . . . ’, 92).

5 Strauss: ‘Letter ... ’, 90. The recognition o f Strauss’s artistic homage to Greece was such that, in
1926, the Greek government seriously considered the establishment of a festival hall in Athens 
dedicated to his music, in addition to a conservatory in his name. Visiting there with Michael 
Rosenhauer (who had designed his home in Vienna’s Belvedere), Strauss selected a site on Museion 
hill, south o f the Acropolis. Having informed Gustav Stresemann (the German foreign minister) o f the 
plan by post on 22 May, the latter congratulated Strauss for aiding the ‘German cause’ in Greece, but 
was nevertheless doubtful o f  its success. In the end, political unrest prevented it seeing fruition. 
(Wilhelm, Kurt: Richard Strauss: An Intimate Portrait, trans. Mary Whittall (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1982), 184; see also Stresemann to Strauss, 18 June 1926, Der Strom der Tone trug mich 
fort: die Welt urn Strauss in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 301-303).



For Strauss, that creative impulse began in his earliest years when, as a young

Gymnasiast, he produced a setting of the third stasimon (verses 1384-1397) of

Sophocles’s Elektra (c.l 881).116 Some nine years later, that ‘longing’ was satisfied

again when Strauss arranged and translated Gluck’s Iphigenie en Tauride, though it

represented more of a bid to produce Gluck’s work anew for the German stage -  in

turn, emulating Wagner’s similar reworking of Iphigenie en Aulide -  rather than as a

conscious act ot neoclassicism. In 1908, Elektra, the first of the composer’s own

'Greek operas, fixed a particularly vivid, and at times luridly violent, template with

its musical commentary on -  and imaginative adjunct to -  Hofmannsthal’s Freudian

psychodrama. However, it would be wrong to suggest that with Elektra, Strauss

sought to set any particular pattern or aesthetic; furthermore, surface similarities with

its ‘biblical’ antecedent, Salome, pale into insignificance when one considers that the

remainder of his stage works strongly attest to an apparent aim to interpret different

subjects differently. While Die agyptische Helena was not Strauss’s last

mythological opera, the fact that it lay worlds apart from Elektra was not lost on the

composer in his last years:

Regarding “Elektra” and “Helena”, it should be commented that, with the first, 1 had in mind 
the portrayal o f  the demonic Greeks of the fifth century B.C., while the style o f “Helena” 
approaches the purifying, idealistic beauty o f  fourth century Greece a la Goethe and 
W inckelmann.117

Die Frau ohne Schatten may be considered Strauss’s most personal work for 

the stage, but it is perhaps telling that his Betrachtungen on Gregor’s book contains 

two other references to Die dgyptische Helena on one page alone.118 Though on one

||7 Schuh: Strauss: A Chronicle ... , trans. Whittall, 54.
,Zu „Elektra und ,,Helena" is zu bermerken, dafi mir bei der ersten die Schilderung der 

timonischcen Griechen des 5. Jahrhunderts v. Chr. Vorschwebte, wahrend der Sty I (sic) der 
Helena dem gelauterten Schdnheitsideal des Goethe-Winkelmannischen Griechentums des 4. 

Jahrhunderts sich ndhern sollte‘ (Strauss: ,Betrachtungen zu Joseph Gregors „ Weltgeschichte des
1 (leaters 4. Februar (1945) . . . 1, Betrachtungen und Erinnerungen, ed. Schuh, 179).

See ibid., 179.
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level, both operas (like the semi-autobiographical ‘Spieloper’, Intermezzo) hinge on

the themes of marriage and forgiveness, Strauss’s late musings perhaps reveal how

he viewed Die dgyptische Helena as being fundamentally different from its

immediate Hofmannsthalian predecessor, even if it had been ultimately consigned to

a similar fate during the composer’s lifetime:

[... Die] “Frau ohne Schatten ” follows on directly from \D]ie “Zauberflote"-, perhaps she, 
and from the other side o f the rainbow, '-‘‘Helena", still require the most important and 
sympathetic support, while at least \D]ie “Frau ohne Schatten ” has the better following.119

Such was Strauss’s strength of feeling in attempting to rehabilitate the much-

maligned Die dgyptische Helena for posterity that he pointed to the moral

unorthodoxy that lay at its centre:

In appreciating Hofmannsthal’s libretto for Helena, one should not forget that the creator o f
the Marschallin in Der Rosenkavalier was the first to tackle a problem that had been avoided
by all poets for almost three thousand years (even by Euripides and Goethe himself): Helen 
and Menelas (though only resolved by music) dared to go against a conclusive, moral 
resolution (Strauss’s italics).120

It may not have been the first twentieth-century opera to subvert sexual mores,121 but 

its portrayal of a superficially ‘compromised’ marital reconciliation, occasioned by a 

cuckolded husband’s forgiveness of his adulteress wife’s infidelities, was nothing if 

not conventional for its era. For Strauss, it could be argued that such treatment 

transcended mere aesthetic modernism and tended more towards cogently 

encapsulating the conflicts and contradictions underlying twentieth-century

119
[ ... Die] „ Frau ohne Schatten  “ knupft direckt an die „ Zauberflote " an, a u f  der andern Seite des Regenbogens, sie 

u n d H e le n a  “ bedurfen vielleicht noch am m eisten freundschaftlich bedeutender Nachfolge, wahrend immerhin die „ Frau ohne 
ochatten die Bewunderung am Besten sich envorben hat.
(cited from ibid., 179)
120 J

Bei der Wiirdigungder Hofmannsthalschen Helenadichtung vergesse man nicht, dafi der Schopfer der 
Marschalhn des ,. Rosenkavalier"seit fa s t  3000 Jahren der Erste war. der das alien Dichtern (sogar von Euripides und selbst 

oe e) gemiedene Problem: Helena und M enelas (allerdings nur mit M usik losen) einer endgultig sittlichen Losung entgegen 
-ujuhren gewagt hat.
{ibid., 179).
'21 p  . . ,

ruccini s Madama Butterfly is an earlier example, though Strauss’s own Salome and the works it 
undoubtedly influenced -  such as Schreker’s Die Ferne Klang and Berg’s Wozzeck -  are more 
predominant in this context.
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modernity.122 As he wrote in a letter to the contemporary critic, Hans Ferdinand 

Schaub:

... [I]n ... [Die dgyptische] Helena, Menelas, through all his doubts and mental anguish, is 
brought to the realisation that he can only get an openly purified marriage by taking the 
draught o f “recognition”, though Helen herself considered it shameful of her that her only 
beloved husband was won back through deception.

This is so clear and so ethically significant that 1 really can’t understand how the beautiful 
problem, and Hofmannsthal’s finding o f the only possible resolution of this great subject 
matter, which moreover, like all everlasting subjects, is highly modem, should not become 
clear to you with a bit of effort and judgement-free reflection........12 ’

Strauss’s fascination with the stuff of such ‘great subject matter’ (referring 

here unequivocally to myth) led him to pronounce that ‘it is only there that one can 

find real material.’124 Thus, from a total of fifteen completed operas, one third -

122 As the composer wrote to Hofmannsthal during the composition of Act II:

With Helena  I 've  been stuck for a long time at the entrance o f  Altair and can’t make any progress. I want to give the 
whole thing the pure, sublimated style o f  G oethe’s lphegnie, and it is therefore particularly difficult to find, for this 
entrance o f  the sons o f  the desert, the kind o f  music that still sounds sufficiently characteristic to the ears o f  1925 
w ithout degenerating into the so-called realism o f  Salome or even the eccentricities o f  today’s modernists who hear 
only with (1 don’t want to insult the negroes) American ears.

and again, shortly before starting to score that Act:

... 1 am off to Greece tomorrow to get a few beautiful tunes for Act II -  even though my biographer, Herr Specht. 
considers it old fashioned that nowadays I have only  the ambition to ‘make beautiful m usic’ ...

In his 1928 ‘interview’ with Ludwig Karpath on the opera, Strauss reinforced his (deceptively) 
conservative stance :

There is little to say about the music: it is, I fear, melodic, tuneful and, unfortunately, presents no problems
whatsoever for ears that have got past the nineteenth century.........Incidentally, [it] endeavours to capture a noble
Greek bearing, something like the type that Goethe had in mind in his “Iphigenia  ”

[Uber die M usik ist wenig zu sagen: sie ist, fiirchte ich, melodids, wohlklingend, und bietet fu r  Ohren, die tiber das
neuenzehnte Jahrhundert hinausgewachsen sind, leider keinerlei Probleme........ Im iibrigen bemiiht sich die Musik
einer edles griechischen Haltung, etwa in der Art, wie Goethe die Griechen in seiner "Iphegenie " vorgeschwebt 
sind. ]

(first citation from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 1 June 1925, Correspondence, 404 ; second citation from 
Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 4 May 1926, Correspondence, 417; third citation from Strauss, Richard:
‘Interview iiber “Die dgyptische Helena'’’ ’, Krause, Ernst: Richard Strauss: Dokumente: Aufsatze, 
Aufzeichnung, Vorworte, Reden, Briefe [Leipzig: Philipp Reclam Jr, 1980], 162-164; here 162).

... in der Helena wird durch alle Zweifel und Seelenqualen Menelas zur Erkenntnis gebracht, dafi nur der Trank der 
"Erinnerung" ihn in eine fre ie  gereinigte Ehe fiihren kann, wie es Helena ihrer unwurdig erachtet. unter einer Tauschung ihren 
einzig geliebten Gatten endlich wieder zu besitzen.

Die ist so klar und ethisch so beduetungsvoll, dafi ich wirklich nicht begreifen kann, dafi Ihnen bei eingen guten Willen und  
vorurteilslosem Nachdenken das schdne Problem und die durch Hofmannsthal gefundene einzig mogliche Losung diese grofien 
Stoffes, der wie alle ewigen Stoffe zudem hochmodern ist, nicht einleuchten sollte.......
(cited from Strauss to Schaub, 30 October 1928, Strauss: Autographen in Miinchen und Wien: 
Verzeichnis, ed. Brosche and Dachs, 363).

Attributed to Strauss by Gregor in Gregor, Joseph: ‘Richard StrauB -  His Personality and His 
Music’, Universitas: A German Review o f  the Arts and Sciences (Quarterly English Language 
Edition) ii/1 (1958), 13.



Elektra, Ariadne auf Naxos, Die agyptische Helena, Daphne and Die Liebe der 

Danae -  were directly based on subjects from Greek mythology; Salome (factored in 

by an early commentator for its depiction of the threshold between the passing of 

antiquity as personified by Herod, and the dawn of [Christian] modernity as heralded 

by Jochanaan)125 and Die Frau ohne Schatten arguably create atmospheres that are in 

themselves quasi-mythological, even if they draw predominantly from biblical (if in 

this case, as mediated by Wilde) and Germanic-Romantic literary sources, 

respectively. Uniformity in source origin, however, did not necessarily entail 

uniformity of treatment,126 despite Gunter Hausswald’s determined effort to 

shoehorn his chosen six (Salome, Elektra, Ariadne, Helena, Daphne and Danae) into 

three neat categories.127 Nevertheless, in their overall tracing of a thematic trajectory 

that leads (with significant overlaps) from an atavistic representation of fateful deeds 

and consequences, to experimentation with looser formal structures, and on to what 

Hausswald effectively termed a ‘transfer of accent from the mythological to the 

human’ [,... die Akzentsetzung vom Mythologischen zum Menschlichen verlagert 

. ..‘],128 Strauss’s corpus of mythological operas exists as a fascinating testament to

• 129his enduring interest in the figure of the eternal feminine in the world of antiquity. 

However, it must be pointed out that Strauss’s interest went beyond aesthetic 

abstraction, and was founded upon a form of realism that went beyond the 

boundaries of mere musical pictorialism. As the above citation from the letter to 

Hans Ferdinand Schaub suggests, the composer was as fascinated by the possibilities 

and potentialities in representing contemporary concerns in antique garb in a manner

25 See Hausswald, Gunter: ‘Antiker Mythos bei Richard Strauss', Musica vi (1958), 323.
'  See Gregor: ‘StrauB -  His Personality and His M usic’, 14.

127 See Hausswald: ‘Antiker Mythos bei Strauss', 323-324.
128 Hausswald: ‘Antiker Mythos ...’, 324.

Buschinger, Danielle and Spiewok, Wolfgang: ‘Richard Strauss und die Antike: Von der 
Psychologisierende Opern-Mythe zur Mythologisierende Operette' , Antike Mythen im Musiktheater
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at least commensurate with that demonstrated by Hofmannsthal. That he also shared 

with his principal collaborator the trait of expressing his thoughts on the present in 

mythic terms was made obvious in letters to Anton von Kippenberg, dated 24 

September 1945:

Germany fulfilled its last and highest cultural achievement with the invention o f German 
music, and with this thought in mind I will gladly wait until 1 am called to join my gods on 
Olympus.lj0

and, almost a year later, to Wagner’s grandson, Wieland:

Since the Vienna Opera closed its doors with its ‘Twilight o f the Gods’ and Hans Sachs 
recited his last exhortation from the Bayreuth Festival Hall, chaos has actually broken out 
now in the world o f  culture -  however, it is no accident -  but fate, that Germany’s world 
mission was brought to an end, since German music had created it from The St Matthew 
Passion up to Parsifal. The parallels with Greece after the destruction of Athens by Sulla are 
shocking. ( . . .) .131

For Strauss, as for Hofmannsthal, myth served as ‘an aesthetic device for 

bringing the imaginary but powerful world of preternatural forces into a manageable 

collaboration with the objective facts of life’, to use Richard Chase’s apt 

formulation.132 Just as Strauss had responded to Hofmannsthal’s depiction of such 

preternatural forces caught up in a Dionysian frenzy in Elektra, by the 1920s, 

Strauss’s focus vis-a-vis antiquity had, by his own admission, shifted from a 

Nietzschean slant to one founded on Goethe and the ‘noble simplicity and calm 

grandeur’ epitomised by Winckelmann’s Laocoon. If, through a nuanced retelling of

des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. Peter Csobadi, et. al. (Salzburg/Anif: Mueller-Speiser, 1990) 112; 
Hausswald: "Antiker Mythos bei Strauss', 325.

Strauss to Kippenberg, 24 September 1945, cited in Applegate, Celia and Potter, Pamela: ‘Germans 
as the “People o f Music” : Genealogy of an Identity’, Music and German National Identity, ed. idem 
(Chicago: University o f Chicago Press, 2002), 21, after Splitt, Gerhard: 'Richard Strauss’ Idee vom 
Ende der deutschen Musik 1945\ Musik im Bayern xli (1990), 51.

Nachdem die Wiener Oper m it der ,G otterdam m erung’ ihre Pforten geschtossen hatte und Hans Sachs vom 
Bayreuther Festspielhaus seinen letzten M ahnruf geschprochen, ist nun tatsachlich das Chaos in der Kulturwelt 
hereingebrochen -  aber er ist kein Zufall, sondern Schicksal, dafi Deutschlands Weltmission beendet war, nachdem es die 
deutsche Musik von der M atthduspassion bis zum ,. P arfisa l" geschaffen hatte. Die Parallele mit Griechenland nach der 
Zerstorung Athens durch Sulla ist erschutternd (...)
(cited from Strauss to Wieland Wagner, 18 June 1946, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die Welt 
um Strauss in Briefen, ed Grasberger, 453).

'  Chase, Richard: The Quest fo r  Myth (Louisiana: Louisiana State University Press, 1949), 97, cited 
in Blackburn: The Use o f  Myth in German Opera, 1912-33, 18.



the saga of the house of Atrides, Elektra brutally uncovers man’s inhumanity, Die 

dgyptische Helena celebrates the triumph of humanity over abject adversity wrought, 

in this case, by all-too human failings and shortcomings. It was a theme that 

underpinned all of Hofmannsthal’s mythological (and quasi-mythological, viz. Die 

Frau ohne Schatten) libretti for Strauss, and indeed, the opera that postdated his 

death for which he had provided the essential stimulus (i.e., Die Liebe der Danae). 

However, unlike his august eighteenth-century forbears, Strauss treated myth not as a 

museum, but as a living repository to be brought into creative contact with modernity 

and the complexities of modem and -  crucially -  ordinary life. At the centre of that 

life was marriage, and the profundity of union that it symbolised; here Strauss, like 

the ageing Goethe, subscribed to the polarity at the heart of human existence, 

epitomised in the final couplet of Faust, Part II: ‘Eternal Womanhood/Leads us on 

high’ [,Das Ewig-Weibliche/Zieht uns hinan‘]. Thus, perhaps more than any of 

Strauss’s other mythological operas, Die dgyptische Helena amply demonstrates how 

the eternal feminine served to energise both a highly creative career and the fruits of 

his labour.
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'•Ruckkehr an die HeimaV: post-war cultural politics and the collaborative 

reworking of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen (1924)

It is telling that, in 1945, the same year in which he recommended Ways in 

which to ‘build a culture now almost completely destroyed,’1 Strauss finished 

Metamorphosen, a ‘study’ for twenty-three solo strings. As Timothy Jackson has 

shown, while Metamorphosen was inexorably tied to the composer’s feelings 

regarding the Second World War, it was not composed as an elegy to Munich -  

Strauss’s ‘Bavarian Pompeii’ -  as widely assumed by the post-war musical 

community. Strauss spent his final years re-reading Homer, Shakespeare, Wagner 

and Goethe, and he based Metamorphosen on the latter’s poem, ‘Niemand wird sich 

selber kennen’ [‘No One Can Know Himself], producing what Jackson aptly terms 

as ‘a Goethean probing of the underlying cause of war, namely the bestial in man.’ 

The classical concept of metamorphosis (where through the revelation of the inner 

divine, man could thus metamorphose into the divine -  the outcome of transmutation 

through self-knowledge) becomes tragically inverted in Strauss’s work. For Strauss, 

self-knowledge only serves to uncover man’s essential animalism.3 Thus the quote 

from the funeral march of Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ (which only appears in full towards 

the end, headed ‘In memoriam!’ in the score) stands most plausibly as an epitaph to 

the end of German culture, as Strauss knew it.4

1 This citation is from the ‘Letter on the Humanistische Gymnasium’, Recollections and Reflections, 
91.
“ See Jackson, Timothy L.: ‘The Metamorphosis o f  the Metamorphosen'. New Analytical and Source- 
Critical Discoveries’, Strauss: New Perspectives ed. Gilliam, 193-241; quotation from 195.

Jackson: ‘The Metamorphosis o f the Metamorphosen ' , Strauss: New Perspectives ed. Gilliam, 195.
See Jackson: ‘The Metamorphosis o f the Metamorphosen’, 201-201, for the ‘manifold meanings’ 

suggested by the ‘Eroica’ quotation. The present author agrees with Bryan Gilliam, who seems to 
suggest its wider implications when he cites the following from a later memorandum by Strauss:

From 1 May onwards the m ost terrible period o f  human history came to an end. the twelve-year reign o f  bestiality, 
ignorance, and anti-culture under the greatest criminals, during which G erm any’s 2,000 years o f  cultural evolution 
met its doom and irreplaceable monuments o f  architecture and works o f  art were destroyed by a criminal soldiery.



However, it was not the first time that Strauss had conflated classical Greece, 

Goethe and Beethoven -  and, in particular, the ‘Eroica’ -  with a concern for the fate 

of Kultur, in extremis', while the Hofmannsthal-Strauss reworked version of 

Beethoven’s incidental music for Die Ruinen von Athen [The Ruins o f Athens], op.

113, is admittedly a pastiche of textual and musical selections from that work and the 

ballet, Die Geschopfe des Prometheus [The Creatures o f Prometheus], op. 43, this 

seemingly slight by-product of their collaboration is surprisingly rich in historical -  

and paratextual -  context.

Resulting ostensibly from shared vision (prior to his appointment to the co

directorship at the Vienna Staatsoper, Strauss wrote to Hofmannsthal: 'I continue to 

share your point of view: reform and modernisation of the Ballet ... ’),5 it was 

nevertheless intimately linked to similarly mutual interests encompassing attic 

culture, an idealised reverence for the music of Beethoven, and the paralinguistic 

efficacy of dance and gesture. Hofmannsthal's so-called ‘language crisis’ had seen 

him spurning the lyric poetry of his youth in favour of a form of theatre characterised 

by an admixture of drama, gesture, ritual, myth, scenery and music, thus echoing 

baroque spectacle rather than Wagnerian, music-heavy splendour. As outlined above 

in chapter two, for Hofmannsthal, non-verbal modes of expression such as dance and 

gesture remained of paramount importance to his theatrical vision, especially in his

(cited from a document in the Richard Strauss-Archiv, Garmisch-Partenkirchen [herafter RSA], in 
Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 174).
5 Cited from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 7 January 1919, Correspondence, 321 (Strauss’s emphasis). 
See also Hoppe, Manfred: ‘Hofmannsthals “Ruinen von A then’’: Das Festspiel als “konservative 
Revolution” ’, Jahrbuch der deutschen Schillergesellschaft xxvi (1982), 325-356; here: 325. Jurgen 
May has pointed out that evidence o f the same sentiment (as expressed in the above-mentioned letter 
to Hofmannsthal) is also present in an unpublished letter to Henrich Kroller (1880-1930, Ballet Master 
at the Staatsoper from 1923), dated February 21 1921 (Copy, RSA) (noted in May, Jurgen : 
‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen von A then' ’, paper read at the international 
conference, ‘Richard Strauss and das Musiktheater', Ruhr-Universitat, Bochum, Germany, 11-13 
November 2001), 3.
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opera libretti for Strauss. From Eleklra's tragic entreaty: ‘Be silent and dance!’ 

through to the presentation of the rose in Der Rosenkavalier (1910) and the 

symbolic, pre-nuptial breaking of the glass in Arabella (1930), Flofmannsthal never 

failed to elicit the most suitably illustrative, yet purely instrumental music from his 

willing collaborator.

While he may have shared some of Hofmannsthal’s thoughts on dance and 

gesture, Strauss’s own interest in non-verbal forms of theatrical discourse predated 

their collaboration. Indeed, the librettist’s initial overture to his future artistic partner 

in 1900, the ballet scenario Der Triumph der Zeit, was turned down in the end by 

Strauss, as he was engaged in writing his own, neo-baroque ballet, Kythere. Though 

the latter was never completed, Strauss did set other dance scenarios by 

Hofmannsthal to music, and while (as intimated above, in chapter one) 

Josephslegende (1914), the choreographed sections of Das Burger als Edelmann 

(1912), and the reworked version of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen (1924) met 

with mixed success, their presence in Strauss’s oeuvre -  along with other, ‘solo’ 

ballet projects, such as the Couperin Tanzsuite (1923) and Schlagobers (1922, prod. 

1924) -  attest to the composer’s fascination with this medium in the years 

surrounding the early 1920s. Given his position as co-director of an opera house that 

possessed a ballet corps of not insignificant potential, it is not unsurprising that a 

wily and resourceful composer such as Strauss would have taken an interest in music 

for dance; nevertheless, it should also be remembered that the years 1918-1923 (in 

compositional terms, from the song cycle, Kramerspiegel, to his semi- 

autobiographical opera, Intermezzo) mark a virtual hiatus in Strauss’s personal and 

working relationship with Hofmannsthal. Practical reasons and artistic reasons may
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have accounted for this interim period;6 however, the reality was that, by 1918, 

Strauss had become disenchanted with large-scale post-romanticism as epitomised by 

the histrionics of Die Frau ohne Schatten (1917). In search of a new ‘road', Strauss 

thus found one option in ballet and a temporary return to Ariadne-styled aesthetics 

and orchestral forces in the music for Der Burger als Edelmann (1912; suite, 1917), 

the Tanzsuite after Couperin (1923) and the reworked Ruinen von Athen (1924). As 

instances of his reverent but free attitude to the artistic and aesthetic heritage of the 

past, each work betokened how the music of Lully, Couperin and Beethoven could 

interact with the present in the form of Strauss’s own, deliberately nostalgic idiom, 

thus representing the principal characteristic of Strauss’s idiosyncratic classicism.

The first mention between Strauss and Hofmannsthal of an arrangement of

Beethoven’s music for the Staatsoper (2 August 1921) initially concerned Salvatore

Vigano’s ballet, Die Geschopfe des Prometheus (1801) alone, a task to which

8 • •Hofmannsthal replied he would apply himself ‘with all seriousness.' Indeed, this is 

underlined by a heretofore unpublished letter from Strauss to Alfred Roller9 dated 17 

July of that year, in which Strauss revealed that he had ‘... asked Hofmannsthal 

whether or not he [Hofmannsthal] would like to turn Beethoven’s Die Geschopfe des

6 From Strauss’s side (as outlined above, in chapter one), possible practical reasons may have included 
his duties at the Staatsoper (though he was only contracted from January to May) and his American 
tours with the Vienna Philharmonic and the singer, Elisabeth Schumann, during the early 1920s. For 
Hofmannsthal, fear o f  the potential imminence o f a Straussian take-over o f the repertoire at the 
Staatsoper, and unease caused by the composer’s newly established, relative proximity to 
Hofmannsthal’s home in Rodaun on the outskirts of Vienna (having heretofore preferred to keep 
Strauss at an arm ’s length on a personal, as well as an artistic, level) may help to contextualise this 
temporary nadir in relations between both artists. On the artistic front, the difficult gestation of 
Hofmannsthal’s ‘Trauerspiel’, Der Turm, his preoccupation with the fledgling Salzburg Festival, and, 
fundamentally, a lack o f agreement and compromise on the part o f both men precluded joint ventures 
considerably during this time (e.g. Strauss’s apparent, if deceptive [see the discussion of Schlagobers 
above in chapter one], lack o f  interest in Hofmannsthal’s 1920 Danae scenario and Hofmannsthal’s 
unwillingness to contemplate collaboration on what became Intermezzo [1923]).
7 See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 5 June 1916 and 28 July 1916, Correspondence, 250-251; 258.

Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 August 1921, Correspondence, 346.
Alfred Roller was Chief Stage Designer at the Staatsoper from 1918-1934.
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Prometheus (by using Die Ruinen von Athen) ... into a pretty new script ... .’10 

Although Die Ruinen von Athen initially delivered a mere ‘action-framework’ for 

Die Geschdpfe des Prometheus, as one commentator has put it, through 

Hofmannthal’s influence, it nevertheless gradually overtook the latter in 

importance." In a letter to Strauss, Hofmannsthal wrote that a new, ‘stand-alone’ 

version of Die Ruinen von Athen would be:

a difficult and at the same time a most attractive task: I imagine a kind o f ballet pantomime 
but with choruses, perhaps even with arias. It will have to be something which does not fly in 
the face of the original intention........12

A ‘ballet pantomime’ with ‘choruses’ and ‘arias’ clearly negated the essentially non

verbal, communicative element of Hofmannsthal’s idealised world of pure gesture, 

but his obvious preference for arrangement over possible re-composition reflected 

overriding concerns about retaining the integrity of the original Beethoven work.

Strauss’s concerns, however, centred on its brevity; he considered its musical content

13too short to warrant a staged performance on its own.

Hofmannsthal’s letter of 15 April 1922 continued thus: ‘I have a date to meet 

Alwin, perhaps together we can bring it off.’14 He referred here to Karl Alwin,15 who 

was to play a pivotal role in the selection and integration of separate numbers from

10 ,Habe [...] Hofmannsthal angefragt, ob er nicht zu Beethovens Geschdpfe des Prometheus (mit 
Bentitzung der Ruinen von Athen) [...] ein hubsches neues Bitch erfmden mochte [...] .‘ (cited from a 
letter from Strauss to Alfred Roller, July 16 1921, Autograph, Austrian Theatre Museum, Vienna, 
Alfred Roller Archive, No. 808, in May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss’ Festspiel 'Die Ruinen von 
Athen’ 5).
1 May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen von Athen ’ ’, 3-4.
" Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 15 April 1922, Correspondence, 351.
3 See Hoppe: ‘E nstehungH ofm annsthal: SW xxiv: Operndichtungen ii, ed. idem, (Frankfurt a. M.:

S Fischer, 185), 259, and Briefwechsel, 260.
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 15 April 1922, Correspondence, 351.

15 The German pianist, conductor and composer, Karl Alwin (1891-1945), was a conductor at the 
Staatsoper from 1920-1928.



Die Geschdpfe des Prometheus and Die Ruinen von Athen in Hofmannsthal’s 

eventual amalgam. As Alwin recalled later:

He [Strauss] often discussed the plan with Ballet Master [Heinrich] Kroller and I; he and 
Kroller wanted to bring in Beethoven’s early ballet The Creatures o f  Prometheus as an 
interlude in the Ruins, as the text o f the Ruins o f  Athens is too short, and the ballet offers too 
few possibilities. Strauss always spoke so enthusiastically o f the E-flat major March [from 
Die Ruinen von Athen], that it signified the music’s summit. It resulted in a meeting with 
Hoffmannsthal (sic) and [Alfred] Roller, where Strauss stressed over and over again that we 
ought to save this Beethoven work for the stage.

Strauss’s affinity for the E-flat march from the Beethoven work was not surprising, 

given his affinity for the associative role that this key played in his own music (i.e. 

the tonality of the first movement from the 'Eroica is that in Strauss’s Ein 

Heldenleben, to give an obvious example). As Bryan Gilliam comments: ‘the 

associative role of keys in opera or symphonic poem forms a central element of 

Strauss’s tonal plan......... In Strauss’s music, certain keys carry fairly consistent

• • 17extra-musical associations; they often anticipate themes that have similarities.’ As 

will be shown, this was obviously the case with Eine Alpensinfonie (1915), where the 

theme representing the ascent of the mountain (‘Aufstieg’) was clearly modelled on 

the theme from the coda in the finale of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, itself 

associative of the abovementioned March from Die Ruinen von Athen that Strauss 

held in such esteem as the latter work’s ‘summit.’ Here, as is so often the case with 

Strauss, the musical and the extramusical tantalisingly converge.

M it Ballettmeister Kroller und mir besprach er oft der Plan, und Kroller wollte, da der Text der "Ruinen von A th e n ' 
zu kur: ist, und dem Ballett zu wenig Moglichkeiten bietet, das Jugendballett von Beethoven "Die Geschdpfe des Prometheus 
als Einlage in die "Ruinen ” bringen. Strauss sprach immer so begeistert von dem Es-dur Marsch, der ein Gipfel der Musik 
bedeute. E s fa n d  eine Sitzung mit Hoffmannsthal (sic) und Roller statt, in der Strauss immer wieder betonte, man miifite dieses 
Beethoven-Werk fu r  die Biihne retten
(Recollection o f Karl Alwin, 3 May 1931, cited in Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiele ''Ruinen von 
Athen’’ ’, 328; see also Hoppe: ’’Zeugnisse ' , Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, ed. idem, 299-300, for the full 
version of Alwin’s letter).
17 Cited from Gilliam, Bryan: ‘Strauss’s Preliminary Opera Sketches: Thematic Fragments and 
Symphonic Continuity’, Nineteenth-Century Music ix/3 (1986), 178-179



While Kroller and Strauss merely articulated what the latter had suggested to 

Hofmannsthal a year previously, it is nevertheless telling that perhaps he too noticed 

the distinct similarities of both source scenarios in terms of content. August von 

Kotzebue’s epilogue, Die Ruinen von Athen (1811), was written for the opening of a 

new theatre in Pest in 1812, and details how the goddess Minerva returns to Athens 

after a thousand years to find that its cultural heritage has perished under the Turks. 

Through Mercury, she discovers that Pest is the only place where culture and 

wisdom still flourish. In Beethoven’s Prometheus ballet, the protagonist ‘rescues the 

human race of his time from ignorance, refines it through knowledge, and raises it to 

a state of civilisation’, as described in a contemporary newspaper report after the 

work’s premiere in 1801.18 Thus both Die Ruinen von Athen and Die Geschopfe des 

Prometheus are based on the loss of art, culture and knowledge, and their subsequent 

rejuvenation -  themes of great interest to Strauss and Hofmannsthal, especially in 

light of post-war concerns. On Strauss’s return in Metamorphosen to that private 

world afforded by Beethoven’s music, the direct quotation from the funeral march 

from the ‘Eroica’ in that particular work suggests that the aged composer held little 

hope of any such rejuvenation following the Second World War.

However, with regard to the reworked Ruinen von Athen, problems still 

remained in achieving a successful coalition of two works from two discrete periods 

in Beethoven’s career, and, once more, Alwin revealed how they were overcome 

when he met with Hofmannsthal:

1 played Beethoven’s music for Die Ruinen and for Prometheus for him, drawing his 
attention to the different stylistic manners (Die Ruinen -  1 Eroica'', Prometheus -  Beethoven’s

18 Unger, Anette, sleeve notes for R ichard S trauss: ‘Die Ruinen von A then ', trans. Celia Skrine, 
Chor and Orchester der Bamberger-Symphoniker, cond. Karl-Anton Rickenbacher, CD Koch- 
Schwann 3-6536-2, 6. The citation regarding Die Geschopfe des Prometheus is from the review o f its 
premiere (28 March 1801) in Der Z eitungfur die elegante Welt, quoted in Unger, sleeve notes for 
‘Strauss: tDie Ruinen von A th en ', trans. Skrine, CD Koch-Schwann 3-6536-2, 6.
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youth). I could feel how my playing stimulated him. He went up and down the room, and I 
noticed how the music spurred and inspired his high poetic spirit. He appeared elated, and he 
said to me that he had an idea how to unite both of these works; through the introduction of 
the figure o f  a strange artist, who visits the ruins of Athens. The idea of the vision came to 
him in my apartment, of the Stranger who beholds the ruins of Athens (a Goethean artist- 
figure), and this idea fitted in effortlessly with the ballet interlude. For the E-flat major 
March, he thought o f the Panathenean procession.19

Indeed, Hofmannsthal's letter to Strauss of 25 May 1922 corroborates Alwin’s

report:

After racking my brains for a while I have, I believe, arrived at a solution how to introduce 
fittingly and in good taste Die Geschdpfe des Prometheus into the ballet spectacle Die Ruinen 
von Athen, so as to satisfy your wish to lengthen the duration o f the whole thing. Taking the 
Wanderer or Stranger as an idealised German artist o f those half-forgotten days and giving 
him the line: ‘His soul yearning for the land of the Greeks’ as a kind of motto, I present him 
as he meditates on the ruins o f the past in the deserted market place o f Athens and is lighted, 
like Goethe, by a Promethean, productive, creative spark (which he expresses in the aria with 
the horns). In short, 1 turn him into Prometheus himself, surrounded by revived figures from 
the classical age who dance to the rhythm of the ballet music, until the end we come to a 
vision o f the Panathenaic procession, (march and chorus) as the crowning climax. How I 
have made use of all the remaining beautiful passages from Die Ruinen the enclosed scenario 
will show you.20

The scenario sheds more light not only on how Hofmannsthal perceived the 

'Wanderer’ or ‘Stranger’ (a figure he invented to supplant Minerva and Mercury), 

beholding the sorry state of a financially (and culturally)-ruined, post-war Germany, 

but also on how he wished Strauss to perceive him, too. Set in an idealised Athens 

‘around 1800’ (and, thus, at the height of the Goethezeit), it included the following 

vivid descriptions:

The Stranger, a German artist, steps forward, (in clothes o f that time. Idealistic figure. 
Echoes o f Goethe, Herder, Holderlin.) He speaks few words. (Melodrama) Exalted Place, the 
destination o f my longing dreams! Home o f art!

The Wanderer steps forward again. Longingly, he beseeches the sacred ruins. To him, they 
appear living, especially in this twilight [Abenddammerung] . . . .

19
Ich spielte ihm die Beethoven 'sche M usik der ''Ruinen ” und des "Prometheus ” vor, machte ihn a u f  die 

verschiedenen Stilarten aufmerksam (Ruinen -  Eroica; Prometheus -  Jugend Beethovens). Ich fuhlte, wie mein Spiel ihn 
anregte. Er ging im Zimmer a u f  und ab. und ich merkte, wie die M usik seinen hohen Dichtergeist befliigelte und inspirerte. Er 
kam in eine gehobene Stimmung, und er sagte mir. er hatte eine Idee wie diese beiden Werke zu vereinigen wdren; durch die 
Einfuhrung der Gestalt eines frem den Kiinstlers, der die Ruinen von Athen besuche. Ihm f ie l  in meiner Wohnung die Idee der
I ision ein, die der Fremde beim Anblick der Ruinen von Athen hat (ein Art Goethe 'scher Kiinstlerfigur), und dieser Idee fug te  
sich ihm Zwanglos auch die Balletteinlage ein. Fur den es-dur-Marsch fa n d  er den Panathenaen-Zug
(Recollection o f  Karl Alwin, 3 May 1931, cited in Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, 299-300).

Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 25 May 1922, Correspondence, 352.
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... . For he is Prometheus himself, brought back to life by a sympathetic world. 1

Strauss was delighted with the scenario, and duly replied to Hofmannsthal on the 

following day (26 May 1922) with some suggestions of his own:

I would only ask you to consider: who is to represent the Wanderer-Goethe? An actor -  or 
even horrible dictu a singer? ... . If an actor -  how would it be if an invisible contralto voice, 
perhaps stationed in the orchestra, were to sing a few Goethe-Beethoven songs while he is 
lost in his dreams? . . . .

As an overture, the one from Prometheus would be suitable: it could easily be used as music 
to a milling Greek crowd, with the curtain rising during its last third........

He then requested Hofmannsthal to discuss the plan ‘at once’ with stage designer, 

Alfred Roller, and Ballet Master, Heinrich Kroller.22 However, by the end of July

1922, Hofmannsthal had still not met with Roller, to discuss the ‘architectural’ 

intricacies of its staging, leading an exasperated Strauss to issue Hofmannsthal with 

an urgent request for the draft on 29 August, so that he could ‘discuss the execution 

of the ballet part with Kroller on the basis of the music’, as he planned to bring out 

the work in late January 1923.23 By 12 September, Strauss was livid:

I’ve already written to Roller about [Die] Ruinen von Athen. I had the impression that the 
architectural set-up was already fixed! I don’t quite understand why you don’t want, or are 
unable, to get down right away to devising the ballet interlude proper -  [Die] Geschdpfe des 
Prometheus. I would ask you urgently to take up the matter with Roller and Alwin in Vienna 
once more without delay and to send me the material as soon as you can, so that I may 
discuss the details with Kroller in Munich as soon as possible, especially the apportioning of 
the Beethoven music.24

Der Fremdling, ein deutscher Kiinstler, tritt auf. (im Costum jen er Zeit. Ideal-gestalt. Erinnerung an Geothe Herder. 
Holderlin.) Er spricht wenige Worte. (Melodram) Erhabene Statte, Z iel meiner sehnsiichtigen Trdume! Heimat der Kiinste! ... . 
Der Wanderer tritt wieder hervor. Sehnsiichtig beschwort er die geheiligten Ruinen. Ihm sind sie hochstes Leben, und zum al bei 
dieser Abenddammerung. ... . Ja er selber ist Prometheus, der eine W eltfuhlender Wesen belebt
(cited from Hoppe: ‘Varianten’, Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, ed. idem, 271). The depiction of 
‘Abenddammerung’ (unsympathetically translated as ‘twilight’) refers here unequivocally to ‘das 
Abendland’ (the Occident [or the West]), thereby emanating from ancient Greece, a legacy which 
eighteenth-, and particularly, nineteenth-century German-speaking Europe claimed as its own (this 
issue has been discussed above in chapter two). Thus ‘twilight’ carries connotations of (particularly 
German) cultural decline that belie its more prosaic rendering in English.

Citations from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 26 May 1922, Correspondence, 353.
Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 26 May 1922, Correspondence, 355. See also Strauss to Roller, 12 

September 1922, Autograph, Austrian Theatre Museum, Alfred Roller Archive, Nr. 810, quoted in 
May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen von Athen ’ ’, 5.

Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 September 1922, Correspondence, 358.
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As Jurgen May points out, it was Hofmannsthal’s tenacity as regards finding a 

convincing solution to the problem of coalescing both Beethoven works into a 

convincing whole that caused the delays.25 Indeed, the librettist’s seriousness in this 

matter is clearly evident in his letter to Strauss of 21 September, where he revealed 

that he and Roller had met in order to ‘find out what was to be the visual stage 

business of the big final festival (March and Chorus).’26 As Hofmannsthal 

commented further: ‘ “Panthenaea”, “Eleusinian Mysteries,” these after all, are

nothing but words.’27 He continued thus:

The best o f the Parthenon frieze: naked humans, horses, bulls, are out of the question on the 
stage. What would remain? An insipid procession of white-shirted figures, carrying 
humdrum emblems, the whole in the classicism o f 1810. That would be intolerable.

Instead, Hofmannsthal suggested that they should:

mate the Wanderer, our German artist, with the virgin-bride Athene stripped of her armour
and o f her golden helmet........ Two nuptial processions will move towards each other to the
strains o f this glorious music, cross each other’s path, mingle with each other, separate again 
until they finally lead bride and bridegroom together -  who disappear at the very end among 
jubilant rejoicings in a blaze of celestial light."8

Here he alluded to his symbol of the sacred betrothal (die heilige 

Vermdhlung) ,29 which, in this context, represents an idealised cultural union between 

Germany and Greece, as heralded by German classicism from Winckelmann through 

to Holderlin and Goethe. Indeed, in the programme for the Vienna world premiere, 

Hofmannsthal strongly suggested the reminiscence of Faust’s marriage to the 

phantom Helen in Faust Part II,30 thereby giving a real clue as to how he envisaged

25 May: Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ F estsp iel... 5.
26 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 21 September 1922, Correspondence, 359. ‘March and Chorus refers to 
Nr. 6 (March and Chorus, Assai moderato) from the original Die Ruinen von Athen, which 
Hofmannsthal moved to the end in his arrangement: see the table on pages 145-148, below.
~7 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 21 September 1922, Correspondence, 359.
28 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 21 September 1922, Correspondence, 359. He continued: 'This is another
idea of mine in which 1 take some pride; the first was the linking of the two Beethoven works through
the figure of the poet as Prometheus/ Pygmalion’ (ibid., 359-360).
“ Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 161.
0 ,Mdge, wen Anklange erfreuen. an Fausts vermdhlung mit dem Phantom Helena denken , cited 

from Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: ‘Die Ruinen von Athen'\ Ein Festspiel mit Tanzen und Choren: Neu
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the presentation of the eponymous beauty in his libretto-in-progress for Strauss. As if 

to intensify this symbolism, Hofmannsthal consistently referred to the new version of 

Die Ruinen von Athen as a ‘festival [play]’ (‘FestspieV),31 thereby aligning it with 

the Salzburg Festival, and giving the work more than an ideological tinge of what he 

would rather nebulously term ‘conservative revolution' in his 1927 essay, ‘Literature 

as the Spiritual Space of the Nation.’ Here ‘spiritual space’ stands as the ideal 

pendant to Hofmannsthal’s concept of baroque form as supremely representative of 

cultural totality, one of the keystones of Salzburg Festival ideology; while the essay 

initiated a wider, spiritual call to arms of doubtful consequence, it was the Festival 

itself that best externalised Hofmannsthal’s aesthetic credo and convictions.

Inaugurated in the summer of 1920 and, for the most part, the brainchild of 

Hofmannsthal and the Austrian theatre director, Max Reinhardt, the Salzburg 

Festival was a conscious bid to re-assert Austrian (read Austro-German) cultural 

identity after the ravages of war and the collapse of the Habsburg Empire, 

underpinned by an ambitious interpretation of the ideology of the baroque. Writing in 

Musikbldtter des Anbruch shortly before the 1922 Festival, Paul Stefan commented 

on Salzburg’s ideal geographical position for visitors to both its chamber music and 

theatrical performances; as it had long remained relatively unaffected by the patterns

eingerichtet.: Musik von Beethoven.: Wien 20. September 1924 (Vienna: W allishausser’sche
Buchhandlung, n. d.).
31 Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 161; see also Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel 
"Ruinen von A then” 335.

32
Like no other generation before, this one, as well as the next, already to be seen rising among us, knows itself to be 

confronting the totality o f  life, and knows it in a stricter sense than the Romantic generation was able even to anticipate. All 
dualities into which life has been spiritually polarized are to be over come in spirit, to be transformed into spiritual unity; 
everything into the rent world o f  exteriority m ust be drawn into the interiority o f  each and there composed into one, making a 
unity o f the exterior, for only to those who are whole in themselves will the world become a unity. Here the isolated, titanically 
searching ego, abandoned to its own devices, breaks through to supreme community by uniting in itself that which for centuries 
has split a people lacking the common bond o f  a culture.

■ . The process o f  which 1 am speaking is nothing other than a conservative revolution o f  a scope unknown in European
history. Its goal is form, an ew  German reality in which the entire nation participates.
(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Literature as the Spiritual Space o f the Nation’, The Weimar Republic 
Sourcebook, ed. Kaes, Jay and Dimenberg, 341).
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of Austrian history in a political sense, Salzburg thus embodied the meeting-point 

between East and West, a long-standing synthesis between Roman ‘South’ and 

German ‘North’. In its promotion of totality and uniformity over ambiguity and 

difference, the Salzburg Festival’s cultural ideology was thereby largely compatible 

with much of that which prevailed in Germany and Austria from the mid-nineteenth 

to the mid-twentieth-centuries. In the same volume, Egon Lustgarten commented on 

how Salzburg, the ‘city of Mozart’ [„Mozartstadt“], had witnessed a recent rebirth of 

enthusiasm for baroque popular spectacle on the part of the ‘south German-Austrian 

tribe’ [,siiddeutsch-osterreichischen Stamme‘].34 Thus, as Michael P. Steinberg has 

observed more recently, a Festival that pedestalized theatricality and totality -  the 

representational hallmarks of the baroque -  had its ideology formed at source by a 

curious amalgam of these (i.e. the theatrical and cultural models of the age of 

despotism) with the cosmopolitan idealism of the Aiifklarung.35 While Strauss may 

not have been as fervent an advocate as Hofmannsthal of the links between Salzburg 

and the culture of the southern German baroque, it is logical to assume that the city’s 

Mozart connection was surely not lost on such a fanatic. Thus Salzburg played a 

unique ideological role in the Weltanschauungen of both artists: for Hofmannsthal, it 

served as the Heimat for a mythicized, Austro-Bavarian Volk, whose Festival and 

repertory offered a true model for a notional national community lost in the ashes of 

the First World War, while for Strauss, it operated as an aesthetic Mecca, offering

33^ Stefan, Paul: ‘Die Salzburger Tage ' , Musikblatter des Anbruch iv/1 and 2 (July 1922), 195.
Lustgarten, Egon: ‘Die Salzburger Festspiele und Richard Strauss', Musikbldtter des Anbruch iv/1 

and 2 (July 1922), 203. As conservative cultural critic extraordinaire, Hofmannsthal was keenly 
aware o f this phenomenon: ‘While in Der Rosenkavalier the Marschallin merely stops her clocks at 
the dead of night, it appears that for Hofmannsthal the Salzburg Festival was a very public means of 
turning them back, o f  re-establishing contact with the south-German Baroque tradition and with a 
premodern notion o f  cultural community’ (cited from Beniston, Judith: ‘Hofmannsthal and the 
Salzburg Festival’, A Companion to the Works o f  Hugo von Hofmannsthal, ed. Thomas A. Kovach 
[Rochester, New York: Camden House, 2002], 160).

Steinberg: ‘Preface’, The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, xiii-xiv.



escape from a tired present into an architectural and aesthetic landscape suffused 

with a premodern spirit.

As a calculated move of cultural Realpolitik, the Salzburg enterprise was thus 

carried out with quasi-missionary zeal on the part of Hofmannsthal, Strauss, 

Reinhardt, Roller and Franz Schalk, in a conceited bid to heal a culturally-fractured 

present with a mythologized past. Nevertheless, the absence of a festival in Salzburg 

in 1924 (largely due to inflation) precluded any possible inclusion of Die Ruinen von 

Athen, despite its apparent suitability as a reflection of Salzburg’s ideological 

premises (a characteristic it shared with Hofmannsthal’s plays, Jedermann and Das 

Salzburger grosse Welttheater). Indeed, the very care and consideration that 

Hofmannsthal lavished on the project, his protracted procrastination in achieving a 

satisfactory synthesis of both Beethoven works during its gestation, and, 

fundamentally, the fact that its very construction and final visual effect presented that 

very fusion of baroque theatricality and enlightenment idealism embodied in the 

Salzburg mythos seems to suggest that Hofmannsthal may have even groomed it as a 

possible Festival centrepiece.

In terms of the origins of the Festival, the first tangible move was the 

formation of the Salzburger Festpielhausgemeinde [Society for a Festival Hall in 

Salzburg] on 1 August 1917, with headquarters in both Salzburg and Vienna. 

However, it did not hold its inaugural meeting until 15 August 1918, due to unease 

created by the continuing war.36 Thus Strauss, who was appointed to the artistic 

advisory board along with Reinhardt and Schalk:

146

6 Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 45-46.
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The Salzburg Festival Hall ( ...)  shall be a symbol, the fulfilment of the light o f truth and a 
reflection o f our culture. (...)  The whole of Europe shall know that our future lies in art, most 
especially in music. ( ...)  At times when spiritual possessions are scarcer than the material; in 
which egotism, envy, hate and suspicion appear to reign supreme, one would be doing a good 
deed to support our enterprise, while contributing much towards the encouragement of 
fraternity and brotherly love.’7

In an essay on the intentions of the Festival, Hofmannsthal wrote that its repertory 

was to consist of a ‘German national programme’ featuring Goethe, Mozart,

3 8Grillparzer and Gluck.' Serving up what Hofmannsthal described as ‘the entire 

classical possession of the nation’ (prescribed by the German Enlightenment and the

• 39 •romantics), it is telling that the only contemporary stage and operatic works that the 

festival included for a major part of its first two decades were those of Hofmannsthal 

and Strauss.40

Indeed, Strauss had been involved right from the start, and had figured 

prominently in early plans for a drama festival in Salzburg, instigated in 1903 by 

Herman Bahr and Max Reinhardt. In the same year, Bahr had co-opted 

Hofmannsthal, Strauss and the art nouveau director, Henry van der Velde, for a 

projected 1904 festival that failed due to financial difficulties, only to be resurrected 

and fail again in 1908.41 Strauss (though apparently not Hofmannsthal) also attended 

the ceremony for the laying of a cornerstone for the projected (but never realised) 

Salzburg Festival Hall in the Hellbrunn Castle Park on 19 August 1922, and even 

occupied the presidency of the Festspielhausgemeinde for a short period around that

Das Salzburger Festspielhaus ... soli ein Symbol seiri, das erfullt vom Licht der Wahrheit und dem Abglanz unserer 
Kultur Ganz Europa so li wissen, dafi unsere Zukunft in der K unst liegt, ganz besonders in der M usik ... In den Zeiten, in 
denen die geistigen Giiter viel seltener sind als die materiallen und in denen der Egoismus. der Neid. der Hafi und das 
Mifitrauen in der Welt zu  regieren crscheinen, w ird der, der unsere Vorschldge unterstuzt, ein gutes Werk tun und viel zur 
Wideraufrichtung der Briiderlichkeit und Liebe der Nachsten beitragen ...
(cited from Panofsky: Strauss: Partitur eines Lebens, 235).

Flofmannsthal: ‘Die Salzburger Festspiele’, Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 88-94.
^  Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 23.

See Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 233-236, where the latter provides details o f the Festival Repertory 
from 1920-1944 in the Appendix.
1 Steinberg: The Meaning ... ,43.
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time.42 Later, Roland Tenschert justified the presentation of an official ‘Richard- 

Strauss-Programm’ at Salzburg for the composer’s centenary year (1964) by 

commenting:

Thanks to his uncontested world-standing, his god-like worship of Mozart and his loving 
insight into the mind and style o f [Mozart’s] career, as an outstanding conductor and brilliant 
composer, the Master [Strauss] became one o f the most successful proponents o f  the Festival 
idea.43

However, it was not until 1926 that Strauss actually started appearing on the 

programme as composer. In that year, Ariadne auf Naxos was conducted by Clemens 

Krauss in the newly remodelled and re-fortified festival hall beside the 

Felsenreitschule, designed by the architect, Clemens Holzmeister.44 Thus the first 

Strauss work to enter the Salzburg pantheon was, perhaps predictably, the most 

aesthetically ‘classical’ to date, complete with quasi-chamber music sonorities, 

interchanging buffa and seria elements, and parodistic coloratura. An apparent 

stylistic mesalliance ingeniously filtered through the ironic lens of modernity, its 

overriding emphasis on the visual and the aesthetic -  in both 1912 and 1916 versions

-  thereby confirmed its eminent suitability for inclusion in a festival founded on 

artifice.

Given the strong classicist bent of the reworked Ruinen von Athen, it is 

unsurprising that Hofmannsthal’s ‘Wanderer’/ ’Stranger’ was inspired by his reading

See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 29 August 1922; Hofmannsthal’s reply, 4 September 1922, and 
Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 September 1922, Correspondence, 355; 356-357; 357-358, respectively, 
where, in the later despatch, Strauss eventually agrees to Hofmannsthal’s request for him to accept 
‘this purely honorary position’ (as expressed in Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 September 1922, 
Correspondence, 356), following initial reluctance in favour o f Reinhardt.

Wurde der Meister dock dank seiner unbestrittenen Weltgeltung, seiner abgottischen Verehrung 
fu r Mozart und seines liebevollen Eindringens in den Geist und den Stil von dessen Schaffen als 
hervorragender Dirigent und genialer Komponist einer der erfolgreichsten Verfechter der 
Festspielidee’ (cited from Tenschert, Roland: ‘Richard Strauss und die Salzburger Festspiele\ 
Osterreichische Musikzeitschrift xix/8 (1964), repr. in idem: Straussiana aus vier Jahrzehnten, ed. 
Jurgen Schaarwachter [Tiitzing: Schneider, 1994], 174).

See Tenschert: ‘Strauss und die Salzburger Festspiele', 175.



of Goethe, Friedrich Holderlin, and Bachofen et. al.;45 indeed, Hofmannthal’s 

notebooks for the work show the development of the character. On the 5 November

1923, he wrote 'Beethovens Verhdltnis zum Helden/analog Holderlin: Unschuldiger 

Begriff [Beethoven’s relationship to the Hero/analogue Holderlin: innocent 

concept]’.46 Furthermore, on two occasions between February and 22 October 1923, 

he had considered ending the work with a Trauermctrsch. In notes for the latter date, 

the Stranger’s metamorphosis into a young Greek -  which, in terms of the final 

scenario, precedes his partaking in a round dance (Reigen), having been transported 

back to ancient Greece towards the end -  is wholly dependent on the ‘death’ of his 

aged self, with the final description: ,.Beethovens Trauermarsch: die erkaltete 

Leiche"[‘Beethoven’s Funeral March: the cold corpse’] offering distinct overtones of 

the ending of Shakepeare’s Hamlet.41 Though neither Die Ruinen von Athen nor Die 

Geschdpfe des Prometheus contained a ‘funeral march’, and while, as Manfred 

Hoppe has commented, it is unclear as to which (Beethoven) funeral march 

Hofmannsthal was referring,48 it is tempting to posit that it was that of the ‘Eroica.’ 

In a speech on the composer given in Zurich, Hofmannthal described Beethoven as 

‘a presence: human, and yet more than human: a hero...’.49 With more than a hint of 

Grillparzer, Hofmannsthal thus contended:

he was a spirit, the last and the most colossal, the genius to whom the nation could still call
out, and plunge into, in this terrible epoch . . . .

45 See Hoppe: ‘Entstehung', Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, ed. idem, 263.
Cited from ibid., 275. For Holderlin’s concept o f heroism, see Pigenot, Ludwig von: Holderlin: Das 

Wesen und der Schau: Ein Versuch (Munich: Bruckmann, 1923), 15-23; for a discussion by 
Hofmannsthal on Beethoven the ‘hero’ and the latter’s heroic qualities, see Hofmannsthal: ‘Rede au f 
Beethoven: 1770-1920', Reden-Aufsatze ii: 1914-1924, TBA ix, ed. Schoeller, 87.

Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals “Ruinen von A then”,' 341-342.
Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals "Ruinen ... 341-342, n. 59.
‘„ ...  eine Gegenwart: Mensch und doch mehr als Mensch: ein Heros — Beethoven.“ ’, cited in 

Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals “Ruinen ... 348, after Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: ‘[Zurcher Rede au f
Beethoven] ' , Neue Zurcher Zeitung, 19 December 1920, repr. in Reden - Aufsatze ii, TBA ix, ed. 
Schoeller, 69. The Zurich speech, delivered on 10 December 1920, differs slightly from another 
entitled: ‘Beethoven, 1770-1920', which was published in the Neue Freie Presse on 12 December; it 
was subsequently reprinted as the aforementioned ‘Rede a u f Beethoven: 1770-1920’ in Reden - 
Aufsatze ii, TBA ix, ed. Schoeller, 82 ff.
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Out of such a being, as he was, without fissure, o f an innocent nature; out o f such a heart, 
capable o f  unutterable suffering, but also o f the most tender devotion and titanic surges, out 
o f such a being, the highest spirit breaks out: for the highest spirit is always there, where the 
greatest inner torment is -  and such a spirit establishes itself in no other place other than the 
largest, decisive situation of the epoch. ... 50

The ‘largest, decisive situation’ of Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s epoch was, of 

course, the defeat of the German ‘Kulturnatiori’ in the First World War; by 1920, 

Hofmannsthal, for one, looked on the war as ‘a dreadful experience.’51 For the 

Wilhelmine middle class, Germany was predicated on this very implied synthesis:

'Kultur' was organic, while the affiliated concept of ‘Nation was a circumstance of 

that ‘organic’ culture. ‘Nation’ and ‘state’ stood as antitheses, as the concept of 

‘state’, with its implications of democracy, was inimical to an anti-political mindset 

singularly unaffected by the French Enlightenment. Eva Kolinsky and Wilfried van 

der Will have clarified the basis of this mentality as follows:

In German, Kultur came to signify intellectual, spiritual or artistic areas of creative activity 
that contributed to the self-enhancement o f  an individual, a group or the whole nation by 
remaining aloof from the common purposes of social, political, economic or technical life.52

With the onset of democracy in late 1918, the philosopher and theologian, Ernest 

Troeltsch, articulated it thus ‘We Germans have no talent for democracy none at all

Er war ein Geist, der letzte und der gewaltigste, den der Genius der Nation noch hinausrufen konnte und  
hineinstofien in diese ungeheure Epoche

Aus einem sotchen Wesen, wie er war, umerklufteten, unschuldigen Gemuten, aus einer solchen Brust, unsaglicher Leiden 
fahig. aber auch zartester Hingabe und titanischen Aufschwunges, aus einer solchen bricht der hochste Geist hervor, denn der  
hochste Geist ist itnmer dort, wo die grofite innere Bedrangnis ist -  und in nicht anderes als in die entscheidende Situation der 
Epoche wachst ein solcher Geist hinein  ... .
(cited in Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals “Ruinen von A then’’,' 348-9, from Hofmannsthal: ‘[Ziircher Rede 
au f Beethoven]', idem., Reden - Aufsatze ii, TBA ix, ed. Schoeller, 74; 75).

‘ Wieder ist in einer durch das ungeheureste gemeinsame Erlebnis aufgewuhlten Generation - und 
der Krieg ist fur die, die ihn wahrhaft erlebt haben, ein ungeheures Erlebnis gewesen - eine 
ungeheure Aspiration lebendig, ... (Hofmannsthal: ‘[Ziircher Rede a u f Beethoven] ' , idem., Reden - 
Aufsatze ii, TBA ix, ed. Schoeller, 81). Hofmannsthal’s immediate post-war feelings have been 
discussed above in chapter two.

Kolinsky, Eva and Will, Wilfried van der: ‘In search o f German culture: an introduction’, The 
Cambridge Companion to German Culture, ed. idem (Cambridge: CUP, 1998), 2. Kolinsky and van 
der Will also point usefully to the distinction between Kultur and Zivilisation:: while Kultur signified



for politics, or, what amounts to the same thing, we have not been trained for it by 

our history and are unprepared.’ Widespread distrust of the new republican 

legislature -  further compounded by the severe hyperinflation of 1922-1923 -  served 

only to intensify the calls from the old elite for a re-assertion of national authority, 

heighten the fears of the Biirgertum, and fuel the anger of the working class as the 

forces of liberal democracy fought and lost the struggle to reunite an ever- 

increasingly schismatic polity. Weimar culture was similarly split down the seams 

between modernism and anti-modernism; liberalism and conservatism; individualism 

and corporatism, and Gesellschaft (society) and Gemeinschaft (community). To 

summarise: ‘[German culture] was [one] not of consensus, but of camps and 

[combat], even of actual and latent civil war.’54 Thus Hofmannsthal’s 

pronouncements on Beethoven serve as a fitting backdrop to the reworked Ruinen 

von Athen as they apostrophised the post-war anxieties vis-a-vis the fate and future of 

German culture of not only Hofmannsthal and Strauss, but also of an entire 

generation of German artists and intellectuals. The void left in the collective 

unconscious of German cultural identity was one readily filled by a tweaked image 

of such a titanic -  and, as Wagner had memorably pointed out, wholly German -  

figure such as Beethoven. Moreover, by the early 1920s, the imminent centennial 

celebrations lent a renewed and heightened intensity to the post-war appropriation of 

Beethoven by German conservatives and radicals alike.5'1

spiritual creative endeavour, Zivilisation covered examples of political and social activity that were 
considered naturally inferior (ibid., 2).
" ’ Troeltsch, Ernst: ‘The German Democracy (29 December 1918)’, repr. in The Weimar Republic 
Sourcebook, ed. Kaes, Jay and Dimenberg, 89-91, citation from p.90.

Kolinsky and van der Will: Tn search of German culture: an introduction’, 7.
For the politicisation of Beethoven in the period after the First World War, see Dennis, David B.: 

Beethoven in German Politics, 1870-1989 (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 86ff.



As it was regarding Beethoven the composer, Strauss’s opinion of Beethoven 

the man was just as reverent. When asked in 1927 by a Viennese newspaper reporter 

to make a statement for the centennial, Strauss replied curtly that he ‘did not consider 

himself entitled to move a vote of thanks to Beethoven.’56 If reticent in verbal 

response, Strauss’s activities in the years immediately preceding the anniversary of 

Beethoven’s death nevertheless suggest a composer keen to register his own reading 

of that unique legacy. Allied to the nuanced revival of Die Ruinen von Athen, Strauss 

displayed an equally passionate advocacy of Beethoven from the podium. In the mid- 

1920s, Oskar Fried, Erich Kleiber, Hans Pfitzner and Strauss were engaged to record 

the nine Beethoven symphonies for the centennial by Germany’s Grammaphon 

recording label, with performing duties shared between the Berlin Philharmonic and 

Berlin State Opera orchestras (the project coincided with a similar undertaking by 

English Columbia); however, the German-produced series was not actually 

completed until 1933.57 With the advent of the electrical process in the 1920s, 

recording technology had taken a quantam leap, making this ambitious project the 

first major occasion on which a substantial part of a composer’s oeuvre had been 

celebrated through the medium of recorded sound, an event made all the more 

auspicious by the fact that the composer in question was Beethoven, who, at the 

least, stood as the veritable symbol of German musicality. As such, the project 

offered the opportunity for documenting one’s own interpretation of such lauded 

cultural heritage for the benefit of posterity, an opportunity surely not lost on such a 

virulently nationalistic figure as Pfitzner, and, of course, the less immoderate Strauss. 

At base, these historical recordings present valuable evidence of contemporary

~b Krause, Ernst: Richard Strauss: The Man and his Music, trans. John Coombs (London: Collets, 
1964), 96.
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performance practice; issued in 1928, Strauss’s recording of the Fifth Symphony 

features a rousing version of the finale, capped by a coda theme sporting a tempo that 

tends more towards the LSehr lebhaft und energiscli prescribed by Strauss for the 

‘Aufstieg’ ['climb'] in Eine Alpensinfonie than Beethoven’s tamer Allegro. Perhaps 

here he provided a hint of how he would have envisioned use of the coda theme (and 

its aesthetic function, given its connection to that particular Strauss work) -  along 

with that from the finale of the ‘Eroica’ -  in the reworked Ruinen von Athen, a point 

that will be returned to in due course.

A decade later (in 1937), Strauss conducted the cycle of nine Beethoven 

symphonies in Munich, especially arranging to have the scores (in the Eulenberg 

edition) bound with blank pages interleaved for the purposes of annotation. 

Published posthumously, Strauss’s remarks give an insightful commentary on the 

performance practice of his one-time mentor, Flans von Billow, as well as 

recommending alterations to Beethoven’s orchestration.'8 Based on personal 

experiences of the symphonies of ‘this (next to Mozart, most difficult of composers’, 

Strauss traced his interpretative lineage ‘almost back to Beethoven’ through a 

triumvirate of distinguished predecessors: his arch-traditionalist father, Franz 

Strauss, fellow composer Franz Lachner, and Biilow, the latter of whom having been 

guided on matters of authenticity by Wagner, hailed by Strauss as ‘the greatest of all
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Producer’s note’, sleeve notes for: ‘Great Conductors: R. Strauss: Beethoven: Sym phony No. 5; 
Symphony No. T , Berlin State Opera Orchestra, cond. Richard Strauss, CD Naxos Historical 
8.110926,4.
58

See Strauss, Richard: ‘Anmerkungen zur Auffuhrung von Beethovens Symphonien', ed. Franz 
Trenner, Neue Zeitschrift fur Musik cxxv/6 (1964) and Strauss, Richard: ‘Notes on the Interpretation 
of Beethoven’s Symphonies’, ed. Franz Trenner, trans. Leo Wurmser, Recorded Sound w iv (1966), 
110-117; xxv (1967), 135-139. See also Pickett, David: ‘A Comparative Survey o f re-scorings in 
Beethoven's Symphonies’, Performing Beethoven, ed. Robin Stowell (Cambridge: CUP, 1994), esp. 
219-220.



authorities on Beethoven.09 However, as it will be shown, this reverence for 

Wagner’s Beethoven interpretation did not prevent Strauss from taking a decidedly 

un-Wagnerian approach in his setting of the Stranger’s Melodram (‘Melodrama’) -  

an interpolation on new text by Hofmannsthal -  using Beethoven’s music, following 

receipt of a commission for the completion of the re-conceived Ruinen von Athen in

1924. Premiered on 20 September 1924 at the Vienna Staatsoper, the make-up of the 

new Festspiel (vis-a-vis its parent works) was as follows:60
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Overture Overture (Adagio-Allegro molto con 

brio) from Die Geschdpfe des 

Prometheus, op. 43, ballet by Salvatore 

Vigano, music by Ludwig von Beethoven 

(dedicated to Princess Maria Christine 

Lichnowsky)

No. 1 Chorus behind the scenes No. 1, Chorus from Die Ruinen von 

Athen, op. 113, epilogue by August von 

Kotzbue, incidental music by Ludwig von 

Beethoven

No. 2 Duet

The man -  the elder sister

No. 2, Duet: A male Greek-A female 

Greek, from Beethoven’s op. 113

No. 3 Marcia alia turca No. 4, Marcia alia turca from 

Beethoven’s op. 113

59
m Strauss: ‘Notes on the Interpretation o f Beethoven’s Symphonies’, 110.

Taken from Asow, Erich Mueller von: Richard Strauss: Thematisches Verzeichnis (Vienna: 
Doblinger, 1962), iii, 1385f, after Hoppe (ed.): Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, 264.
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No. 4 Duet

The man -  the elder sister Repetition of the second part of the duet 

(No. 2: A male Greek-a female Greek) 

from Beethoven’s op. 113

No. 5 Chorus of Dervishes No. 3, Chorus (Dervishes), from 

Beethoven’s op. 113

No. 6 Melodrama: The Stranger Insertion by Strauss using motives from 

Beethoven’s Symphony no. 3, op. 55, and 

Symphony no. 5, op. 67

No. 7 Aria: The Stranger The high priest’s aria from No. 7, Chorus 

and Aria with Chorus, from Beethoven’s 

op. 113

Nos. 8-15 Ballet (Die Geschdpfe des Prometheus)

No. 8 Interlude Introduction, La Tempesta, Allegro non 

troppo, from Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 9 No. 1, Poco Adagio, from Beethoven’s 

op. 43

No. 10 No. 5, Adagio, from Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 11 No. 6, Un poco Adagio, from 

Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 12 Pastoral No. 10, Pastoral, Allegro, from 

Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 13 No. 6 (opening four bars), Un poco 

Adagio; then No. 13, Allegro, from
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Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 14 No. 8, Allegro con brio, from 

Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 15 No. 16, Finale, Allegretto, from 

Beethoven’s op. 43

No. 16 March and Chorus No. 6, March and Chorus, Assai 

moderato, from Beethoven’s op. 113

Interestingly, Jurgen May has revealed how the Melodram had already been

‘set’ by Carl Alwin, almost two years before. In a previously unknown letter to

Strauss of September 1922, Alwin wrote: ‘I have also put together the Melodrama

that the Wanderer introduces, based on Beethoven’s music.’61 It is unclear if Alwin

showed his composition of the Melodram to Hofmannsthal, or indeed, if the latter

had merely rejected it; either way, it was not until June 1924 that Hofmannsthal

wrote to Strauss concerning the matter of its completion:

Herewith the only trouble to which I for my part will put you ... for Die Ruinen von Athen. It 
is the monologue o f  the Stranger as he stands, at nightfall, at the foot o f the Acropolis and 
before he begins his song (that aria with the horns). I find it quite unbearable to imagine this 
monologue unsustained by a single breath o f music. It was always the intention to have some 
musical ground-work, however slight; just a soft touch o f the strings here and there so that 
the spoken word should not hang in the air too barely. Alwin would presumably be quite able 
to provide these trifling chords; but since it is important that not even the most discerning ear 
should be able to discover a discrepancy between this particle, however minute, and 
Beethoven’s style, I naturally submit it to you ... 62

Thus Hofmannsthal’s Melodram was accompanied by Strauss’s only real musical 

contribution (composed in a day on 15 June 1924), consisting of a fantasy on themes

,Das Melodram, das den Wanderer einfuhrt, habe ich auch zusammengestellt; nach Beethovens 
Musik‘ (Alwin to Strauss, 19 September 1922, Autograph, RSA, cited in May: ‘Hofmannsthals und 
Strauss ’ Festspiel Die Ridnen von Athen ’ ’), 7.

Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 June 1924, Correspondence, 384.
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from the finales from Beethoven’s Fifth and Third Symphonies (examples 3.1a, 3.1b 

and 3.2).63

In textual terms, the wistful tone of the Melodram suggests hints of 

Holderlin’s Hyperion, but the recurrent emphasis on Abend' (referring specifically 

here to '[das] Abendland’, a point raised previously in the present chapter regarding 

an early draft) -  including the Stranger’s direct reference: ,der ich ein Kind des 

Abends bin . . . ‘ [‘since I am a child of the evening’] -  also points clearly to 

Bachofen’s Das Mutterecht, a work with which Hofmannsthal had become 

intensively preoccupied during the parallel and ensuing gestation of Die dgyptische 

Helena.64 Indeed, both works share the same concerns: the synthesis between 

Occident and Orient; between Werden [becoming] and Sein [being]; and between 

antiquity and modernity, in addition to a probing of the relations between husband 

and wife. As Manfred Hoppe suggests, by the end of the new Festspiel, the Goddess, 

who is wedded with the German Stranger, should no longer be perceived as Athene, 

but rather, like Diotima for Socrates and, later, Holderlin, as the feminine 

personification of the genius of ancient Greece itself.65 The overriding emphasis on

6’ Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 452. The following reproduction o f the Melodram (Ex. 3.2) is taken
from Otto Singer’s piano reduction of the Hofmannsthal-Strauss arrangement of Die Rumen von
Athen, published by Fiirstner in 1925. The orchestral ‘score’ was compiled from the relevant pages
from the Breitkopf und Hartel complete edition of Beethoven’s works, bound together with
Hofmannsthal’s text on type-written pages, with hand-written copies o f the duets and Strauss’s setting
of the Melodram. The current author viewed the original hand-written submission o f the Melodram
sent from Hofmannsthal to Strauss (sent with a letter from his artistic partner on 4 June 1924) in the
RSA in August 2002, and noted that it contains no annotations by Strauss. This suggests that either the
relevant sketches have been lost (or destroyed), or, more plausibly, that Strauss probably scored the
music ‘straight’, without the usual libretto -  sketchbook -  Particell (piano score with/without vocal
line) -  orchestral score intervening stages (on Strauss’s ‘method’, see Gilliam: ‘Strauss’s Preliminary
Opera Sketches: Thematic Fragments and Symphonic Continuity’, 177).

Hoppe: ‘Entstehung’, Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, ed. idem, 263. Hofmannsthal’s handwritten notes
that include the Melodram  are dated 1 June 1924: see ibid., 266; 276.

Hoppe: ‘Entstehung\ Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, 263. It is unclear whether the Priestess, Diotima (/?.
c. 400 BC), actually existed; in Plato’s Symposium, she is depicted as teacher to Socrates, relating to
him the theories o f  love and eros (‘Philosophers: Diotima o f Mantinea’, The Window: Philosophy on
the Internet, <http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/phil/philo/phils/diotima.html>). Holderlin saw the
personification o f Diotima in Susette Gontard, with whom he conducted an intimate correspondence

http://www.trincoll.edu/depts/phil/philo/phils/diotima.html




EXAM PLE 3.1b

Beethoven: Symphony No. 3, IV Finale (Allegro Molto) bars 361-367 

(oboes only)



Der Fremde tritt wieder hervor, sich scheu vergewissemd, ob er allein.
Das Abendlicht fallt von oben voll herein und umspielt die Trammer mit Leben.

EXAM PLE 3.2

Beethoven/Strauss: Die Ruinen von Athen, no. 6 'Melodram'



EXAM PLE 3.2(contd.)



Abendstem, daB er mir die Herrlichen zusammenfiihre,

die Gotter der Erde, die grausame Morgen

rosigen Handen mir immer wieder zerstuckelt

(der Hintergrund veifinstert sich)

EX A M PLE 3.2(contd.)



reconciliation in both the reworked Ruinen von Athen and Die dgyptische Helena 

reflected a greater cultural trope in both infant Austrian and German republics: the 

disorientation of the individual in an increasingly dissonant and dissolute society and 

the concomitant search for stability. As a concern, it transcended both the political, 

social and artistic landscape of the 1920s to become nothing less than the defining 

theme of twentieth-century German culture.66

The other dominant influence on Hofmannsthars specifically ‘German’ 

Stranger was Ernst Bertram, whose erroneous interpretation of Nietzsche (as 

expounded in his aforementioned book, Nietzsche: Versuch einer Mythologie, 1918) 

had set the tone for Nietzsche reception in post-war Germany. In short, Bertram’s 

book began by actively repudiating nineteenth-century German historicism in the 

Rankean tradition, before presenting a national manifesto based on a rejuvenated 

mythology as an alternative which, according to its author, had been set out by 

Nietzsche. Bertram presumed Nietzsche’s writings on Greece to be a call for the 

revivification of contemporary culture via arrogation of the aesthetic unity of Attic 

culture; as the reworked Ruinen von Athen -  and, in particular, the figure of the 

Wanderer -  suggest, it was an interpretation to which Hofmannsthal readily 

subscribed:

The indelible longing for the Roman and the Romantic south, so closely wedded to the urge 
for cultural education [Bildung] -  put simply, the Germans’ own longing for the south 
[Stidweh] -  has the deepest roots in precisely this magic o f  condition; o f having attained
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(see Langner, Beatrix: Holderlin und Diotima: Eine Biographie [Frankfurt a. M.: Insel, 2001]: 
Kenney, Douglas F [trans.] Menner-Bettscheid, Sabine [trans.] and Krell, David Farrell: The 
Recalcitrant Art: D iotim a’s Letters to Holderlin and Related Missives [New York: State University of 
New York Press, 2000]).

Kolinsky and van der Will: 'In search of German culture’, 9.
Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 80. Steinberg claims that Hofmannsthal had read 

Bertram’s book by 1919; however, Hoppe comments that Hofmannsthal’s richly annotated copy was 
that in the sixth (unchanged) impression, dating from 1922 (see Steinberg: Meaning ... , 161; Hoppe:
‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel “ Ruinen von A then” ’, 336; n. 41, 336).



becoming; of that being, of what is there for the German Wanderer (a “traveller,” in every 
sense) to preserve.68

In Die frohliche Wissenschqft, Nietzsche had commented on Germans as 

being different from ‘all Latins' [, ... alien Lateinerrf] for their essentially Hegelian 

(‘even there never was a Hegel’ [,auch wenn es nie einen Hegel gegeben halte']) 

fidelity towards ‘becoming’ [‘ Werden'] or development [Entwicklung], rather than 

Latin ‘being’ [‘Sem’].69 In a sense, Nietzsche had simply adapted Goethe’s notion of 

morphology, where cultures are essentially organisms that grow (and decay); it was 

later taken to illogical extremes by the theorist, Oswald Spengler, in his book, The 

Decline o f the West, which appeared in a second edition in 1922. As Michael P. 

Steinberg points out, Bertram misread Nietzsche’s basic agreement with this 

historicist disposition as a refutation of it, and labelled Nietzsche’s Sudweh as a

70‘homesickness for Being’ [,... Heimweh nach dem Sein‘]. In the reworked Ruinen 

von Athen, as Hoppe describes, Hofmannsthal’s Goethian Wanderer ‘accompanied 

by the shadows of Holderlin and Nietzsche, slowly becomes form ... to become form 

[Gestalt-werden] means to wring from the constant state of becoming a lasting 

shape.’71 Through Bertram’s misreading of Nietzsche and what Steinberg adroitly 

terms as ‘a twice removed interpretation of German romantic hellenism’, 

Hofmannsthal thereby construed the sacred betrothal between Germany and Greece

Die unausldschliche, mit dem Bildungstrieb so eng vermahlte Sehnsucht nach dem romischen und romanischen 
Siiden, das so nur dem Deutschen eigene Sudweh hat die tiefere Wurzel eben in diesem Zauber des Zustandlichen. des schon 
Gewordenen, des Seins, den alles dort fu r  die deutschen Wanderer (einen ., W andernden" in jedem  Sinne) erhdlt.
(cited from Bertram, Ernst: Nietzsche: Versuch eine Mythologie [Bonn: Bouvier, 1918/Berlin: Georg 
Bondi, 6th imp./1922], 78)

Nietzsche: Die frohliche Wissenschaft, cited (and translated) in Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the 
Salzburg Festival, 162, after Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel ‘‘Ruinen von A then” ’, 336.

Bertram: Nietzsche, 79, cited (and trans.) in Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 162, after Hoppe: 
'Hofmannsthals Festspiel “Ruinen von A then” ’, 337.
’ Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel “Ruinen” ’, 337, cited (and trans.) in Steinberg: Meaning ... , 162 

(Steinberg more accurately elides the words ‘Gestalt’ and ‘werden’ into one; the present author has 
nevertheless adhered to the version with parenthesis employed by Hoppe).



as ‘a sublimation of the “becoming” of the north into the “being” of the south, of 

history into myth, flux into permanence.'7- Through mythopoeic theatrics, 

Hofmannsthal thus achieved a vivid representation of the totality offered by the 

Salzburg enterprise, but, like that endeavour, it was one essentially mired in cultural 

stasis.

Contrary to Bertram, and, in turn, Hofmannsthal, Nietzsche had not urged 

reorientation towards a fixed, mythologised past;73 as a classicist and cultural 

commentator, he had viewed the essential dynamism of culture as being 

fundamentally embodied in music. Hofmannsthal had mistaken Nietzsche’s 

Dionysian spirit for an Apollonian one, and used this misappropriation in his version 

of Die Ruinen von Athen for distinctly ideological ends; if Strauss’s references to the 

project as the ‘work’ or ‘arrangement’ points to a dissimilar level of engagement 

unequal to the intensity of his collaborator (for whom the term ‘FestspieT spelt 

programmatic ‘conservative revolution’),74 the composer’s actual contribution subtly 

suggests otherwise.

In terms of the Melodram, Hofmannsthal’s faith in Strauss’s ability to 

provide trifling chords 7' true to Beethoven’s style was well grounded (see example 

3.2 above, following p. 157). The pastiche starts with a forte statement of the theme 

from the coda of the Fifth Symphony, slightly (but, as shall be seen, significantly) 

altered in terms of intervals used and transposed into E-flat major, the key of both the

72
Cited from Steinberg: The Meaning ... , 162.

74 Steinberg: The Meaning  ..., 162.
See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 15 April 1922, where the former already describes the prospective 

project as a ‘FestspieT (Briefwechsel, 476; Correspondence, 351: in the latter, ‘FestspieT is 
unimaginatively rendered as ‘ballet pantomime.’

Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 June 1924, Correspondence, 384.
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March that concluded their arrangement of Die Ruinen von Athen, and, of course, the 

‘Eroica\ The composer's contribution cleverly managed to blend the Beethovenian 

(and Straussian) ‘heroic’ mode with the longing expressiveness sustained in the 

Stranger’s monologue. In a similar fashion to his treatment of Couperin, Strauss’s 

harmonic accompaniment, while idiomatic, nonetheless offers subtle hints of its 

composer. Of initial interest is the characteristic use of the six-four chord (here, on 

the tonic) so abhorred by Stravinsky (see example 3.2, bar 4), and the harmonic side

slips and chromatic chords, cleverly employed in bars 23-29 in the approach from B- 

flat major (the dominant) to the temporary solemnity afforded by C minor (the 

relative minor). In bar 30, the transposed ‘Eroica’ finale theme enters in E-flat major, 

before dovetailing back towards C minor (in first inversion) at bar 37. The altered 

finale theme from the Fifth Symphony reappears here, and at bars 41-43 and bars 45- 

49, its key dependent on the prevailing chord, while the overall passage from bars 

37-55 charts a chromatic bass progression leading to G major. Notable trademarks in 

transit include the presentation of a dissonant chord in bar 51, comprising two 

stacked augmented fourths on the notes F two octaves below middle C and A-flat, 

respectively, which ‘steps’ upwards by a semitone (in the main) to generate a 

diminished seventh chord in G (the dominant of C minor). An ensuing chromatic 

progression onto the tonic six-four (in C minor) in bars 52-53 engenders passing 

chromatic thirds which facilitate final resolution in G (the tonality of the next number 

in Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s arrangement) while perfectly capturing the sense of 

the closing text: ,... unterm Abendstern, dafi er mir die Herrlichen zusammenfuhre, 

die Gotter der Erde, die grausame Morgen mit rosigen Handen mir immer wieder 

zerstuckelt [ ‘... the evening star, which I hope will lead me to the glorious ones, the
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gods of the earth, whom cruel dawn forever crumbles into pieces before my eyes 

with its glowing fingers’].

Strauss’s Beethoven quotations revealed not only his superlative knowledge 

of both symphonies, but also the links between them and the music for Die 

Geschdpfe des Prometheus. According to Annette Unger:

The musical material from the symphonies was pre-echoed in the ballet, thus forming a 
bridge to the future and towards the aesthetic perfection for which the Stranger is also 
yearning. This comes across most clearly of all in the final theme of the ballet, which has 
clear links with the last movement o f the Third symphony......... 76

As mentioned above, in the ballet, Prometheus is depicted as the agent of civilisation 

for an ignorant populace, not the beleaguered figure punished by Zeus for bringing 

fire to humanity. It seems that Beethoven viewed Prometheus in precisely this 

fashion ‘not as a titan who suffered under the absolute authority of Zeus (the typical 

Romantic view), but rather as a noble who taught morality to humankind (the 

enlightened view),’ as represented by Herder in his Letters on the Advancement o f 

Humanity (1794-1797).77 Like his contemporary, the critic Paul Bekker, Strauss 

imposed an early-twentieth century reading upon this image, whereby the edifying
70

Prometheus actually transmutes into Beethoven himself. While Strauss’s comments 

on the finale from the ‘Eroica’ (cited immediately below) seemingly point to a 

Wagnerian-Romantic position, they also propose a profoundly personal interpretation 

via their intriguing links to the aesthetic programmes of Ein Heldenleben and 

Guntram, and in closing, Don Juan:

76 Unger: ‘jDie Ruinen von A then’ sleeve notes, trans. Skrine, (CD Koch-Schwann 3-6536-2) (1999),
8 .
77

Citation from Sipe, Thomas: Beethoven’s ‘Eroica’ Symphony (Cambridge: CUP, 1998; see also 
Trousson, Raymond: Le theme de Promethee dans la litterature Europeenne, i (Geneva: Librairie 
Droz, 1964), 272-8.
78 See Bekker, Paul: Beethoven (Berlin: Schuster and Loeffler, 1912), 224-225.



Allegro molto -  very impetuous (crotchet = 152). ‘Zw neuen Taten, teurer Helde’ [‘To new 
deeds, dear hero’] Going out into life, encounter with the external world, even unto tragic

79extinction.

What emerges is that Strauss seemed to have interpreted Beethoven’s music 

in a similar manner to his own; for Strauss, the abstract in Beethoven resulted from 

the particularities of individualistic experience over that of the collective. In this 

fashion, Strauss’s interpretation becomes firmly post-Wagnerian, and curiously, 

almost akin to Adorno’s Subject-Object dichotomy, if only at face value: while 

Beethoven ‘the hero’ is still present, his interaction is not with the eternal, but the 

external world. Devoid of musical metaphysics, Strauss’s Nietzschean Beethoven 

thus embraces the physical, which for Strauss, found its encapsulation in nature. As 

Charles Youmans has explained,80 in Strauss’s philosophical Weltanschauung, the 

physical and the metaphysical -  or nature and humanity -  existed as polar opposites. 

In a typically Nietzschean fashion, Strauss held that the defining weakness of the 

human race was metaphysical ‘longing’ (Sehnsucht): a powerful and deleterious 

obsession with the ‘hereafter’ {Jenseits). The complete ignorance of nature towards 

the existence of the metaphysical realm thus rendered the latter superfluous to it (i.e., 

nature), thus pointing to the attraction for the Nietzschean: nature’s objective self- 

sufficiency, unavailable to humans, thereby represented a quality of ‘superhuman’ 

proportions. Nature lay within the bounds of human contemplation and 

identification, but mankind did not possess the wherewithal to rival the sheer depth 

of nature’s engagement with the physical. As a philosophically post-Wagnerian 

composer, Strauss believed that music could capture a part of this phenomenon; in 

quoting from the finale of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony, Strauss thus invoked the

79 Strauss: ‘Notes on the interpretation o f Beethoven’s symphonies’, ed. Trenner, trans. Wurmser, 113.
See Youmans: ‘The Twentieth-Century Symphonies o f Strauss’, 241.



direct connection between this musical theme and Strauss’s naturalistic Alpensinfonie 

(1915) (examples 3.3a and b).

As with the quotation in the reworked Ruinen von Athen, Strauss’s ‘Aufstieg’ 

is in E-flat (note the ‘heroic’ association); it is further distinguished from its model 

by its supplantation of the opening interval of a fourth with a larger sixth before 

reaching the octave (Beethoven had returned to the opening note). Strauss then 

replaced the ensuing upward sixth in the Beethoven with a downward leap of an 

octave before traversing back up a ninth, from which he supplanted Beethoven’s 

falling second-rising fifth intervallic pattern with a jauntier falling third-rising 

fourth. However, it may prove more revealing to bring Strauss’s more direct 

quotation from the Fifth Symphony in the Melodram into the equation (see again 

example 3.2, above). From the outset, it is apparent that there is a distinct element of 

self-referentiality behind the more obvious nod to Beethoven. By opening 

predominantly in the lower strings with the leap of the more expansive interval of a 

sixth rather than a fourth (thus echoing the ‘Aufstieg’ theme in terms of interval and 

orchestration), Strauss provided a hint of the interpretative layer lying beneath its 

more obvious surface.

The superficial aspect of this allusion was noticed immediately by the 

influential critic, Julius Korngold, whose review of the premiere of the new Ruinen 

von Athen in Vienna appeared the morning after the event:

Beautifully Straussian, pleasant, warmly-arranged melodramatic music (to the words o f the 
“Stranger”) is composed on motives by Beethoven, and not, as one would expect, on motives 
from his own works; rather the Straussian paraphrases are based on motives out of the Fifth 
and the Third Symphonies, amongst them one so identical to the theme from the finale of the 
Fifth, that it could stand in the Alpine Symphony Here one had, so to speak, an actual
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romantic marriage [Vermahlung romcmtischen] between the Straussian spirit and 
Beethoven’s classicism. . . .8I

Jurgen May has pointed out how reference to the so-called ‘climb’ theme from Eine 

Alpensinfonie could have been prompted by the Stranger’s opening words in the 

Melodram: Jlinauf zu deiner Burg1, 2 the similarity and interchangeable symbolism 

here between ‘Berg’ (mountain) and "Burg (castle, or citadel) being relatively 

obvious. However, that portion of text could equally be a direct evocation of ,Hinaus 

in eure Sc hatte n \  Iphigenie’s opening line from Goethe’s Iphigenie aufTauris,83 that 

heads the same speech containing what was, for Hofmannsthal, the Wanderer’s 

motto: ,Das Land der Griechen mit der Seele suchend.‘84 The latter line of reasoning 

earns considerable credibility when one also notes the centrality of a similarly-styled 

figure — also named ‘The Wanderer’ — to a considerable number of works in 

Goethe’s oeuvre; even in terms of the reworked Ruinen von Athen and Iphigenie 

alone, the similarities are unmistakable: both Hofmannsthal’s and Goethe’s 

Wanderer-figures encounter Goddesses (in Hofmannsthal, Pallas Athene; in Goethe, 

Diana) whilst pining for ‘the lost home’ (die verlorene Heimat).8?

Returning to the music, the allusion to the ‘climb’ theme from Eine 

Alpensinfonie via the Beethovenian one on which it was arguably based suggests 

that, for Strauss, the focus remained on the physical -  symbolised in the

Straufiens an sich schdne, wohlig warm instrumentierte melodramalische M usik (zu Worten des „Fremeden“)  ist 
nach Motiven Beethovens komponiert. und nicht etwa, wie allenfalls zu erwarten , nach aus dem Werke selbst geholten Motiven, 
sondern nach Motiven aus der fiinften, aus der dritten Symphonie, die straufiisch paraphrasiert sind , darunter gleich das 
Thema aus dem Finale der Fiinften derart, dafi es in der Alpensymphonie stehen konnte. Hier hdtte man also sozusagen 
tatsachlich eine Vermahlung romantischen, das ist straufiischen Geistes m it dem klassischen Beethovens ....
(cited from Korngold, Julius: LRezension\ Neue Freie Presse, Morning Issue, September 21 1924, 4, 
in Hoppe: lZeugnisse\ Hofmannsthal: SW xxiv, ed. idem, 292-295: here, 294).
^  May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen von Athen ’ ’, 8.
^  Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel “Ruinen von A then” ’, 350.

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von: Iphigenie aufTauris 
<http://www.gutenberg2000.de/goethe/iphigeni/ephigen/.htm>.

Hoppe: ‘Hofmannsthals Festspiel “Ruinen von A then” ’, 350.

http://www.gutenberg2000.de/goethe/iphigeni/ephigen/.htm


Alpensinfonie by the mountain itself. Following Mahler’s death, Strauss had once 

more been spurred into a Nietzschean frame of mind, and, in late May 1911, 

signalled his intention to call his ‘Alpine symphony’ (planned since 1902) after Der 

Antichrist, since it stood for ‘moral purification through one’s own strength, 

liberation through work, worship of eternal, magnificent nature.’86 As Walter 

Werbeck has suggested, with this tri-partite manifesto, Strauss presented a veritable 

testament of faith,87 which, Stephen Hefling points out, corresponds neatly with the 

values expounded by Zarathustra in his closing lines.88 Strauss’s early choice of title 

was no doubt inspired by Nietzsche’s 1888 essay, Der Antichrist, published in 1895, 

a year before Strauss’s ‘free’ interpretation of Also Sprach Zarathustra. While its 

focus on physical nature may have been inherently Nietzschean, in its final form, 

Eine Alpensinfonie (1915) saw Strauss eventually trading the notion of struggle with 

natural forces with one that celebrated nature’s ability to inspire productive work; in 

the end, Der Antichrist may have eventually receded into the subtextual background 

in preference for a depiction of Garmisch’s Alpine landscape, but its essence 

nevertheless remained. As Youmans observes: ‘Work -  artistic activity -  was for 

Strauss a sign of the healthy absence of metaphysical preoccupations, and motivation 

tor work came from contemplating nature.’89

86 Citation from Strauss, Richard: Schreibkalender 1911, RSA, in Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss (1999),
93.

Werbeck, Walter: Die Tondichtungen von Richard Strauss (Tutzing: Schneider, 1996), 198. 
Werbeck imaginatively uses the term ‘theses’, which, he proposes, Strauss used to ‘proclaim’ his own 
‘religion’, thus alluding to Luther’s posting of the fifty-nine theses in Wittenberg in 1517. For a 
convincing interpretation of the gestation o f  Eine Alpensinfonie, see Werbeck: Tondichtungen, 183- 
207.

See Nietzsche, Friedrich: Thus Spake Zarathustra, trans Walter Kaufmann, The Portable Nietzsche 
(New York: The Viking Press, 1968), Part 4, §12, 439, cited in Hefling, Stephen E.: 'Miners digging 
from Opposite Sides: Mahler, Strauss, and the Problem o f Program Music’, Strauss: New  
Perspectives, ed. Gilliam, 48.

Youmans: ‘The Twentieth-Centuiy Symphonies o f  Strauss’, 245.
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Just as Hofmannsthal’s Wanderer contemplates the ruins of Athens, sketches 

for the Alpensinfonie suggest that Strauss at one time envisaged the depiction of a 

similar, mountain ‘Wanderer’, in a ‘pathetic’ frame of mind upon entering the 

wood,90 who, in another sketchbook, becomes ‘excited’ on the approach to the 

waterfall.91 A few pages later, Strauss noted an ‘elegiac’ [,elegischer‘] demeanour,92 

while the section at the waterfall features painful memories being softened by a 

‘more gentle and idyllic mood.’93 In the section depicting the ‘Calm before the 

Storm’, another entry (in this particular case, also in the Particell) recorded the 

Wanderer’s ‘solitude’ \,Einsamkeif], while an ‘ecstatic’ [,extatische‘\ feeling 

returned again with the sunset.94 Thus the feelings of Strauss’s Active Wanderer 

correspond quite closely with Hofmannsthal’s; both figures have an initially serious 

bearing leavened by contemplation of nature: the waterfall (in the case of Strauss’s 

Wanderer) and the Acropolis (in the case of Hofmannsthal’s). Both are solitary 

figures, prone to melancholy, whose spirits are lifted by emotional moments 

precipitated, on the one hand, by natural, and on the other, ‘supernatural’ phenomena 

(the sunset; the Panathenian Festival and Procession). The point here is not an 

attempt at tracing some subliminal influence, but rather to highlight the correlation 

between both figures -  named the ‘Wanderer’ -  and to consider how Strauss may 

well have been aware of these connections in his approach to the revised Ruinen von 

Athen.

0 Sketchbook 9 (as per Trenner, Franz: Die Skizzenbucher von Richard Strauss aus dem Richard- 
Strauss-Archiv in Garmisch [Tutzing: Schneider, 1977]), p. 12, has ,pathetischer A n ru f beside the 
headword ,Wald‘ (cited in Werbeck: Tondichtungen, n. 432, 203).

In Sketchbook 15, p. 82, one finds the entry: ,nach dem Wald erregtere Stimmung ... ‘ ['after the 
wood, an excited mood . . . ’], cited in Werbeck: Tondichtungen, n. 433, 203.
9~ Sketchbook 15, p. 88 (Werbeck: Tondichtungen, 203-204; see also n. 435, 204).

' dunkle undschmerzvolle Erinnerungen’ (Sketchbook 15, p. 84); ‘weichere und idyllischere 
Stimmungeri’ (Sketchbook 9, p. 22) (cited in Werbeck: Tondichtungen, 204).
94 Sketchbook 9, p. 37 and Particell, 11 (as noted in Werbeck: Tondichtungen, n. 447, 205);
Sketchbook 9, p. 49 (Werbeck: Tondichtungen, n. 450, 205; as Werbeck points out in the same 
footnote, in the full score, the performance direction ,in sanfter Extase'' appears above bar 1047f).



Though its complete subtext remains complex, Eine Alpensinfonie offers, at 

the least, one tangible link with the cultural context behind the Hofmannsthal-Strauss 

Ruinen von Athen by way of the connotations underlying the mountain’s physicality. 

According to George Mosse, the mountain had a long service in German culture as 

an archetypal symbol of national-collective (and individual) resolve, simplicity and 

innocence; during the First World War, this image had intensified to a point where it 

had represented ‘above all ... the revitalisation of the moral [fibre] of the Volk and its 

members.’95 Despite its lengthy gestation, and given Strauss’s overall aesthetic aims, 

the fact that Eine Alpensinfonie premiered in 1915 during a war from which 

Germany was sure it would emerge victorious, undoubtedly conferred an added 

degree of symbolism on this work beyond the mere nominal. Indeed, Strauss’s work 

may well have fulfilled the role as ‘the most vivid backdrop to the nation’s 

aspirations’ that Glenn Watkins ascribes to it.96 Eine Alpensinfonie was the first (and 

last) work for which Strauss tapped into a conspicuously national mythology, but it 

did not preclude the possibility of attendant hints thereof in subsequent works 

resulting from conscious reference. In this light, the quotations from the finales of 

Beethoven’s Third and Fifth Symphonies in the reworked Ruinen von Athen carry 

associations that transcend their source works, broadly encompassing issues of 

musical meaning, Strauss’s own aesthetics, and not least, the particularities of its 

arrangement vis-a-vis post-war cultural politics in Germany.

As such, the reworked Ruinen von Athen was not the only post-war work by 

Strauss to betray such leanings. In 1921, during the period of his first return to Lieder

95
Mosse, George L.: Fallen Soldiers: Reshaping the Memory o f  the World Wars (New York: OUP, 

1990), 114ff, cited in Watkins, Glen: P roof through the Night: Music and the Great War (Berkeley: 
University of California Press, 2003), 228.
6 Cited from Watkins: P roof through the Night, 229.



composition since 1906, Strauss composed his Drei Hymnen von Friedrich 

Holderlin, op. 71, for voice and orchestra. By way of their preoccupation with love 

and the divine in nature and human emotion, Holderlin’s texts reflect their influence 

on Nietzsche (especially around the time of The Birth o f Tragedy)', as Bryan Gilliam 

suggests, they may have catalysed the composer’s dormant Nietzscheanism, in

97slumber since Eine Alpensinfonie. While Strauss usually preferred to label his 

orchestral songs Gesange, their designation here as Hymnen was perhaps more 

reflective of Strauss’s choice of ‘Hymne an die Liebe [‘Hymn to Love’] to head the 

group, rather than any piety on the part of such an avowed agnostic. In addition, 

Strauss also used ‘Riickkehr in die Heimaf [‘Return to the Homeland'], and finished 

with ‘’Die Liebe'’ [‘Love’].

With lines such as: ,Unser Priestertum ist FreudeJUnser Tempel die 

Natur‘\‘Joy serves us as our Priesthood,/Nature’s edifice our temple’], ‘Hymn an die

98 •Liebe’ thus corresponds neatly with Strauss’s rekindled Nietzschean spirit. As was 

his wont (particularly in the later works), Strauss’s settings feature quotations from 

works of his own musical past, with Eine Alpensinfonie, perhaps predictably, 

figuring strongly here. Indeed, reference to mountainous terrain (^4n die wilden 

Berge reihet [‘Craggy mountains it (love) arrays in’]) engenders dramatic use of the 

opening theme in the horns and trumpets." While betokening an obvious example of 

Straussian self-quotation in the name of musical pictorialism, here the ‘mountain’

97 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 117-118.
Cited from Holderlin, Friedrich: ‘Hymn an die Liebe’, trans. John Constable, sleeve notes for 

‘Johannes Braltms: Schicksalslied, op. 54; Richard Strauss: Drei Hymnen, op. 71; Max Reger: An 
die Hoffnung, op. 124; Wolfgang Rihm: Holderlin-Fragmente’, Karita Mattila (sop.); Johannes M. 
Kosters (bar.); Chor des Mitteldeutschen Rundfunks Leipzig; Berlin Philharmonic, cond. Claudio 
Abbado, CD Sony Classical SK 53 975 (1994) [1994] (trans. modified).

Cited from Holderlin: ‘Hymn an die L iebe\ trans. Constable, sleeve notes for CD Sony Classical 
SK 53 975 (1994) [1994]; Steinberg, Michael P.: ‘Richard Strauss and the Question’, Richard Strauss 
and His World, ed. Gilliam, 174; see also Del Mar: Critical Commentary> iii, 384.
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theme quotation may also have served both as a re-affirmation of its creator’s 

Nietzschean nature-spirit, in addition to registering a brief though clear cipher for the 

beaten but undaunted physical power of the Volk. In any case, ‘Hymn an die Liebe’’ 

also contains the following metaphorically-rich image:

Love surges through the oceans 
Scorns the arid desert’s sand; 
bleeds on the flag of victory 
jubilant for the fatherland100

Presented overall as an abstract concept in Holderlin’s text for the third setting, 4Die 

Liebe\ for Strauss, love usually signified a more personally profound resonance: 

moreover, in ‘Hymn an die Liebe\ human love and love of ‘die Vaterland’ operate in 

thematic transference.101 Though love’s suggested sacrifice for ‘the flag of victory’ 

has a decidedly hollow ring here, the invocation of ‘the Fatherland’ does not. Indeed, 

an inference of political freedom contained within the penultimate stanza would 

seem to hint how Strauss may have read a certain degree of topicality into lines such 

as the following:

Mightily through love
we shake our fetters loose
and the ecstatic spirits great and free
vanish to the stars.102

In the second setting, ‘Riickkehr in die H eim af, the latter part of the third 

stanza gives even more concrete evidence of how Holderlin’s words may have 

operated on a deeper level for Strauss:

Liebe wallt durch Ozeane 
hohni der dtirren Wiiste Sand  
blutet an der Siegesfahne 

ja uchzend fur das Vaterland
(this and subsequent translations from the relevant texts are cited from Steinberg: ‘Strauss and the 
Question’, 174-175, unless otherwise stated).

Steinberg: ‘Strauss and the Question’, 174.
Machtig durch die Liebe winden 

von der Fessel w ir uns los 
und die trunknen Gesiter schwinden 
zu den Stirnen fr e i  und gross!'



How long it has been, oh how long! Childhood peace 
is gone, and gone are youth and joy and pleasure; 
but you, my fatherland! holy- 
enduring! see, you have remained!10j

Replete with a quotation of the childhood theme from Tod und Verkldrung, the 

message in Strauss’s setting suggests that even though the peace and prosperity of his 

artistic ‘childhood’ (the Wilhelmine era) may be gone for the ageing composer, the 

spirit of the national will endures, transfigured. While Michael P. Steinberg has 

suggested that the combined textual and musical syntax of the Drei Hymnen suggest 

a nationalistic rhetoric that gravitates towards Strauss’s ‘politics of the spirit’ in the 

1930s,104 the inherent communitarianism of the ‘Hymne an die Lie be' (where all 

people are called upon to join hands in honour of love) seems to reflect a more 

topical need for post-war unity within Germany. Such a Schillerian aesthetic -  

essentially antithetical to the strictures of later Nazism -  is also mirrored in the text 

for the last setting, ‘Die Liebe\ by the following idealistic lines, sung for three bars 

wholly a cappella:

Flourish and into a forest grow! A more soul-inspired
world in full-blossoming array! ... 105

Thus the complex matrix of allusions that encompassed the thought and 

works of Beethoven, Goethe, Nietzsche, Hofmannsthal and Strauss (to name the 

most obvious figures) in this seemingly ‘slight’ by-product of their collaboration

Wie lange ists, o wie lange! Das Kindes Ruh  
ist hin, und hin ist Jugend und Gluck und Lust; 
dock du, mein Vaterland! Du heilig- 
duldendes! siehe, du bist geblieben!
See Steinberg: ‘Strauss and the Question’, 175-176. Steinberg’s term ‘politics of the spirit’, and his 

very title, ‘Richard Strauss and the Question’, are conscious echoes o f Jacques Derrida’s 1987 book, 
De I ’esprit: Heidegger et la Question (Eng. version: O f Spirit: Heidegger and the Question, trans. 
Geoffrey Bennington and Rachel Bowlby [Chicago: University o f  Chicago Press, 1989]). Steinberg 
probes Strauss’s politics and proposes that they were integral to his musical imagination and thus his 
creativity; a situation that, he claims, renders spurious claims of apolitically made in Strauss’s 
defence.

,W achs’ und werde sum Wald! eine beseeltere/vollentbluhende Welt! ... ‘. (cited from Holderlin: 
‘Die L iebe \ trans. Constable, CD Sony Classical SK 53 975 (1994) [1994]).
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gives new credence to Franz Grasberger’s claim that Die Ruinen von Athen was 

‘arranged in this fashion by Hofmannsthal as requested by Strauss, in order to lend 

expression to his experiences of Greece’ -  despite the apparent naivety detected by a 

recent commentator in such speculation.106

In general, though, the reworked version of Die Ruinen von Athen suffered

much critical derision after its premiere, much to Strauss’s chagrin. On the 22

September 1924 (two days after the event), he complained:

What rubbish the press writes about Beethoven and his weaker compositions! Beethoven, 
who can still destroy that whole pack of critical experts with his little finger! What 
effrontery! It infuriates me more than I can say!107

According to Jurgen May, there were three repeat Viennese performances of the

work in 1924, with a further two in the Beethoven-Centenary year (1927) in March

and June, respectively.108 Its only noted German performance occurred in Munich’s

Nationaltheater on 7 May 1925 for the opening of the Deutsches Museum, when its

suitability for such an occasion was thus tellingly outlined:

This festival play [Festspiel], which celebrates the revival o f the culture o f ancient Hellas, 
formed a spirited end for the events, which, in their way, had the object o f re-edifying the 
German people through absoiption in the glorious story o f German science and technology109

The reworked Ruinen von Athen may remain as an interesting footnote in the 

chronicle of their collaboration, but even after Hofmannsthal’s death, it held a place

,[...] a u f Strauss’ Wunsch von Flofmannsthal bearbeitet worden, um ihrem Griechenland-Erlebnis
au f diese Weise Ausdruck zu verleihen‘, Grasberger, Franz: Richard Strauss und der Wiener Oper 
(Tutzing: Schneider, 1969), 203, quoted in May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen 
von A then’ ’, 3; see the latter for the ‘naivety’ claim.
108 ^ rauss Hofmannsthal, 22 September 1924, Briefwechsel, 524; Correspondence, 391.

May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ Festspiel ‘Die Ruinen von Athen ” , 9.
Dieses Festspiel, welches die Wiedererweckung der Kultur im alten Hellas feiert, bildete einen begeisterten Schlufi 

fu r  die Veranstaltungen, die in ihrer A rt die Wiederaufrichtung des deutschen Volkes durch die Vertiefung in die glorreiche 
Geschichte der deutschen Wissenschaft und Technik zum  Gegenstand hatten

(cited from the Report o f  the Administration o f the Deutsches Museum o f the twenty-first financial 
year from October to May 1925 and Report o f the Committee Meeting o f 6 May 1925 in addition to 
the Report o f the Annual General Meeting, 1925, and o f the opening o f the museum building, 42,



in Strauss’s affections. Norman Del Mar's brash claim of ‘a somewhat 

disproportionate interest’110 in the work between both figures is clearly refuted by the 

evidence; on no less than seven occasions between 1929 and 1943, Strauss tried 

(unsuccessfully) to procure more performances via correspondence with devotees 

Clemens Krauss, Karl Bohm and Willi Schuh.111 In a thank-you letter to Alfred 

Roller following his resignation as co-director of the Vienna Staatsoper in the 

autumn of 1924, Strauss recalled the '‘beautiful Ruinen von Athen, which the 

Viennese failed to appreciate.’112 What the intelligensia of this newly-deposed, 

imperial capital without an empire ‘failed to appreciate’ was the import of this 

product of Strauss’s Griechenschwarmerei: nothing less than the rebirth of a 

vanquished Germany culture out of the spirits of Beethoven and an idealised 

classical Greece.

Archiv des Deutschen Museums, Munich, in May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss’ Festspiel Die Ruinen
von Athen ’ 7).110

Del Mar; Critical Commentary, ii, 305.
See May: ‘Hofmannsthals und Strauss ’ Festspiel Die Ruinen von Athen 9-10.
Krause: Strauss: The Man and his Music, trans. Coombs (1964), 443, after Gregor, Joseph: 

Richard Strauss: Der Meister der Oper (Munich: Piper, 2/1942), 206.



,...[1 \rgendwo zwischen Moskau andNeuyork Die agyptische Helena in

cultural-historical context

While the period 1919-1923 was bereft of actual operatic product from the 

Hofmannsthal-Strauss collaboration, it was by no means short on proposals. It is 

worth remembering that Strauss had been contemplating a new opera since June 

1916, as he was busy sketching the music for the third act of Die Frau ohne 

Schatten, and with the Vorspiel for the revised version of Ariadne auf Naxos nearing 

completion. It is also telling to recall the sheer consistency in Strauss’s calls to his 

librettist over the next three years for subjects that gravitated towards ‘operetta as 

form, political satire as content.’J In response to Hofmannsthal’s aversion to a ,ganz 

moderne‘ setting,4 the composer suggested ancient Greece or Rome instead.

Given such precise stylistic directions, the fact that neither Die agyptische 

Helena nor the later opera, Die Liebe der Danae, followed their original plans as 

regards genre with any great measure of precision or sustained mode of utterance is 

surprising. What is unsurprising is that Hofmannsthal found himself in the ‘inner’ 

creative milieu that spawned Danae oder der Vernunfheirat [Danae or the Marriage 

o f Convenience] and the equally germinal Die agyptische Helena between late 1919

After ,Nehmen Sie iiberhaupt alles so, wie wenn es sich vor zwei oder drei Jahren irgendwo 
zwischen Moskau und Neuyork zugetragen hdtte‘ [‘Above all, imagine everything as if  it were 
happening two or three years ago somewhere between Moscow and New York’] (cited from 
Hofmannsthal: "Die dgyptische Helena', Insel-Almanach [1929], 95; SW xxxi Erfundene Gesprache 
itnd Briefe, ed. Ellen Ritter [Frankfurt a. M.: S Fischer, 1991], 220).

Koch, Hans-Albrecht: ‘Entstehung’’: ‘Danae oder der Vernunfheiraf, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l: 
Operndichtungen 3.1, ed. idem (Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1998), 725; Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 5 
June 1916, Correspondence, 250.

Bottenberg, Joanna: Shared Creation: Words and Music in the Hofmannsthal-Strauss Operas 
(Frankfurt: Peter Lang, 1996), 73.

‘As for a new opera, I have the following ... in mind: ... an entirely modem, absolutely realistic 
domestic and character comedy o f the kind I outlined to you before, when you referred me to Bahr ...

(Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 25 May 1916, Correspondence, 248).



and early 1920, given Strauss’s concerted prodding and their shared fascination of 

classical antiquity and mythology.

In terms of Die agyptische Helena, two aforementioned suggestions from 

Strauss stand out particularly as possible determinants in Hofmannsthal’s later 

selection of the myth of Helen of Troy as a prospective subject. Though separated by 

twelve months, both arguably provided the librettist with key elements in the 

evolving make-up of the project that began to take form in December 1919. On 12 

June 1918, the composer sent a concise letter with a correspondingly succinct 

request:

Do please read Plautus’s Miles gloriosus (in [Jakob Reinhold] Lenz, Volume II) and also the 
chapter on Sparta in the first volume o f J.[Jakob] Burckhardt’s History o f  Greek Civilisation.
I hardly think there could be a better setting for an operetta than this late down-at-heel 
Sparta.5

Reiterating his call for ‘some good operatic subjects’, the composer articulated an 

even clearer picture of his ideal setting a little over a year later:

... I should so much love to have a political satire in late-Grecian garb, with Jeritza, as a 
hetaerafrom  Lucian ... ,6

While the draft, Danae oder der Vernunfheirat, may fit the bill more convincingly as 

a Lucian-styled political satire set in late antiquity, it is nonetheless tempting to read 

Strauss’s prescription for a decrepit Sparta and the idea of Maria Jeritza as a Lucian- 

styled hetaera (and thus probable prima donna) as a strong indications of the path 

that the nascent agyptische Helena would ultimately take.

By early July 1919, Hofmannsthal could divulge that he was actively 

pursuing a number of subjects (‘opera, Singspiel or operetta'), and expressed

5 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 June 1918, Correspondence, 302.
6 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 June 1919, ibid., 328.



optimism in seeing more than one come to fruition.7 Indeed, by the middle of

September, he went on to inform Strauss about three embryonic ideas, one of which

he planned to submit to the composer as a scenario that winter, before furnishing a

substantial part of the full text by spring 1920.8 Though Hofmannsthal did not

elaborate on their subject content (merely mentioning that they were to be light in

genre), it seems logical to conclude that he referred here in part to Danae oder der

Vernunfheirat -  and on the basis of a letter of 8 December 1919 from Hofmannsthal

to Rudolf Pannwitz -  Die dgyptische Helena'.

... I am going to create a sort o f operetta next, still more operetta-ish than “Ariadne”, mythic 
in essence, completely limitless, drifting here and there between the mythical-eternal and the 
social; but only the contemporary, like Offenbach’s texts, which are really only copies o f the 
witty travesties o f the eighteenth, or even the seventeenth, century. Well, you recommend 
that I endeavour ( ...)  to bring to you a real myth wherein the crux could be provided, I am 
thinking o f Danae -  after all, is that not really fertile [?] -  of Amor and Psyche -  of 
Euripides’ Helen (?!) -  [and] the Danaides. Give me an idea!9

Thus, in terms of their inception, it appears that Hofmannsthal was 

simultaneously pre-occupied with plans for both Danae oder der Vernunfheirat and 

Die dgyptische Helena between late 1919 and early 1920, and that Willi Schuh was 

justified in asserting that the Danae draft was of crucial importance for the 

development of the opera on the story of Helen that eventually transpired between

7 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 July 1919, ibid., 329.
8 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 18 September 1919, ibid., 331

So wiirde ich fi ir s  nachste eine A rt Operette machen noch mehr Operette a ls ..Ariadne", der Kern mythisch, das 
Ganze raumlos, hin und wieder w ehend zwischen dem Mythisch-ewigen und dem Socialen, ja d  dem Augenblicklichen wie die 
Offenbach-Texte, die j a  nur Copien der geistreichen Travestien des XVIIT1" , j a  X V I f 1. Nun wenn Sie mir raten, dass ich es tue 
(...) so bringen Sie mich doch a u f einen Mythus, der den Kern abgeben konnte! Ich dachte an Danae -  doch ist das nicht gar 
ergibig  (sic) -  an A m or u. Psyche -  an die Euripideische Helena (?!) -  an die Danaiden. Schenken Sie mir einen Einfall!
(Hofmannsthal to Pannwitz, 8 December 1919, Hofmannsthal-Pannwitz: Briefwechsel, ed. Schuster, 
459). As Hans-Albrecht Koch points out, Hofmannsthal had already provided a ballet for Grete 
Wiesenthal on Apuleius’s fable. Amor and Psyche, in 1911, as well as producing a draft for a romantic 
opera on the same subject in 1909 (Hofmannsthal; SW xxv.l, 156, n. 9). On the Danaides, it appears 
Strauss later recalled that particular subject with more ease than with the Danae draft, given the 
following passage in a 1929 letter from librettist to composer;

In your suggestions and conversations with me you have touched upon several heroic-mythical subjects: the 
Semiramis myth, 1 remember, and also the story o f  the Danaides who murder their husbands, with the exception o f  
one who saves hers........

(cited from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, [23] March 1929, Correspondence, 525; the English translation 
gives the date as ‘25 March [’]29’).



1923 and 1927.10 Confusingly, though, it would appear that Hofmannsthal,

somewhat loosely, referred to both ideas as ‘operetta’ during the period 1919-1920,

and, indeed, earlier. The first definite reference to Danae in Hofmannsthal’s notes

(the brief entry: ,Danae. Operette‘) dates from 14 December 1917, while Rudolf

Pannwitz’s reply to Hofmannsthal’s abovementioned letter of 8 December 1919

homes in on the proposed ‘operetta (sic) on Euripides’s “Helen”.’11 That

Hofmannsthal’s early notes cannot be dated with any degree of certainty (his third

earliest extant note gives the day and month -  30 April -  but omits whether it was

produced in 1918 or 1919) suggests that he worked only sporadically on the idea

between 1917 and mid-1919; moreover, Hans-Albrecht Koch writes that

Hofmannsthal returned first to another project entirely (the comedy, Der

Rhetorenschule) in August 1919, before finally beginning on Danae oder der

Vernunfheirat during the following month, continuing in earnest during December 

121919. " By early 1920, both subjects had crystallised further Hofmannsthal’s next 

extant letter to Pannwitz from 2 January mentions the ‘very audacious and light 

Danae’ [,...sehr freche u. leichtbeschwingende Danae‘], but elaborates on the 

(incipiently Goethian) ‘much more delicate ..., classical-romantic phantasmagoria:

0 See Schuh, Willi: 'G eleitw orf, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Danae oder der Vernunfheirat: Szenarium  
und Notizen, ed. Schuh (Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1952), 6-7. The scenario appeared first in print in 
Corona iv/1 (October) 1930 under the auspices o f Herbert Steiner and Heinrich Zimmer, a fact that 
was made known to Strauss three years later by Schuh (which ultimately led to the preparation by 
Gregor [et al.\ o f  the libretto for Die Liebe der Danae).

As Pannwitz enthused:

Concerning your operetta (I am delighted with your most exquisite plan and that you will let the completely 
uninhibited Strauss play mid-wife to Euripides’s superb Helen), which you know that 1 like very much, one o f  the 
most wonderful subjects, exactly like Ariadne, in addition to being very popular through the reminder o f  Offenbach, 
and thus in every sense beautiful........

[Zu Ihrer operette (wie freuen  mich die herrlichen plane! und lassen Sie j a  ganz ungeniert Strauss die hebamme 
spielen!) von dem von Ihnen genannten gefallt m ir vorziiglich die euripideische Helena, einer der wunderbarsten 
stoffe genau wie die Ariadne ausserdem durch die erinnerung an Offenbach sehr popular also jed es sinnes schdn\ 

(cited from Pannwitz to Hofmannsthal, 14 December 1919, Hofmannsthal-Pannwitz: Briefwechsel,
471).
12

Koch: '[Notizen] ’, ‘Entstehung', 'Danae oder der Vernunfheiraf, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. 
idem, 91; 725-726.



Die aegyptische Helena’ [Mel zarterer (Stoff), classisch-romantische

Phantasmagorie: Die aegyptische Helena' |:

Menelaos and Helen, on the return journey from the burning Troy, spend a stormy night on a 
small island — and in a grotto there, that other Helen, the phantom, appears to them as they 
eat their evening meal -  and between the three figures something that could be akin to a play 
on the Platonic dialogues develops, which concludes with the willing self-burial o f the 
phantom. The choir will be comprised o f  Phorkyas and lemurs -  which I want to make speak 
like your mythical language-demons from which 1 have learnt as much as my nature will 
allow -  though 1 will not leave aside the composition o f this little thing, rather only Danae, if 
needs be, but then these two: Danae and [Die] aegyptische Helena stand together as the 
second series o f miniature dramas . . .  . 13

In June 1920, Hofmannsthal added Ariadne auf Naxos to this ‘second series’ of

‘miniature dramas’;14 the implied ‘original’ series were his early lyric dramas (Der

Tod des Tizian, 1892, and Der Tor und der Tod, 1893) which, according to

Hofmannsthal’s own admission, were imbued with an unconscious affinity towards

music, signified by a highly differentiated network of motivic relationships akin to a

quasi-leitmotivic structure.15 By implicitly relating the embryonic dgyptische Helena

to these earnest, early lyric dramas, Hofmannsthal unconsciously underpinned the

serious conceptual and structural foundations of a subject that would move from

lighter treatment (operetta to Singspiel) towards that on a more elevated plane

(‘mythological’ opera).

M enelaos (sic) u. Helena, a u f  der Riickfahrt vom brennenden Troja. verbringen eine Sturmnacht a u f  einer kleiner 
Insel -  und hier in einer Grotte, erschient ihnen, wahrend sie nachlmahlen, das Phantom, jen e  andere Helena -  und zwischen  
den drei Figuren enhvickelt sich etwas ein Spiel das den platonischen Dialogen verwandt sein konnte, und mit dem willigen  
Selbst-begrabnis des Phantoms schliefit. Phorkyaden u. Lemuren bilden den Chor -  den sprechen zu machen ich m ir von Ihren 
mythischen Sprachdamonieen soviet aneignen will als meine Natur vertragt -  aber componieren w ill ich dies kleine Ding nicht 
lassen, sondern nur allenfalls die Danae, dann aber diese beiden: Danae u. aegyptische Helena zusammenstellen als kleine 
Dramen zw eite Reihe ...

(citations from Hofmannsthal to Pannwitz, 2 January 1920, Hofmannsthal-Pannwitz: Briefwechsel, 
492 [Hofmannsthal’s emphasis]). At this stage, Hofmannsthal had not yet changed the spelling to 
Menelas, though 'Menelaus' is normally used (see n. 48, below). Ingeborg Beyer Ahlert writes that 
Hofmannsthal took the Goethian form ‘Phorkays’ [.Phorkyaden' | from Faust, Part II, Sc. 2; his 
reference to Pannwitz’s ‘mythical language-demons’ refers to the latter’s mythical poem, Der E lf [The 
Elf] (Pannwitz, Rudolf: Der E lf [Mythen Ilk] [Nuremburg: Hans Carl, 1919]; Beyer-Ahlert, Ingeborg:
‘Enstehung ' , ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.2 Operndichtungen 3.2 ‘Die 
agyptische H elena’. Opern- undSingspielplane, ed. idem (Frankfurt a. M.: S Fischer, 2001), 159.

,Diesen Sommer hoffe ich eine munter freche Danae und eine klassiche-romantische 
Phantasmagorie, “Die Agyptische Helena”, unter Dach zu bringen. Beide wiirden mit “Ariadne” eine 
neue Reihe “kleiner D ramen” bilden‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal to Rudolf Alexander Schroder, 5 
June 1920, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.2, 460).

Knaus, Gabriella Hanke: Aspekte der Schlussgestaltung in den Sinfonsiche Dichtungen und 
Biihnenwerken von Richard Strauss (Tutzing: Schneider, 1995), 125.
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Such a reversal in basic concept and style as that which occurred during the 

gestation of Die dgyptische Helena clearly indicates a subject that required much 

elaboration; indeed, this is suggested by the fact that Hofmannsthal did not refer to it 

in his extant correspondence with Strauss until he had sketched the scenario for the 

first two of the projected three acts in April 1923.16 The draft, Danae oder der 

Vernunfheirat, crystallised earlier, and was duly offered to Strauss three years earlier 

to the month. Having referred to it in early February 1920 as light and operetta- 

styled,17 Hofmannsthal sent on the three-act scenario to the composer in late April as 

planned. By creating an imaginative synthesis of two myths -  that recounting 

Danae’s visitation by Zeus disguised as golden rain with the story of King Midas’s 

golden touch -  Hofmannsthal designed his scenario as a satirical commentary on the 

conflict between love, power and money, centring upon gold as its principal theme. 

To summarise, the librettist contrived it so that Danae is visited by Midas, and not 

Zeus, though acting on the express instruction of the latter, having been endowed 

with his ‘gift’ in return for wooing Danae for his divine master.18 Having wooed 

Danae for himself (though initially disguised as his own tailor, in order to vet her in 

advance of her becoming his bride), Midas discovers that Danae reveres him only for 

his riches; his betrayal of Zeus entails the revocation of that wealth, and Midas is 

thus reduced to penury following their wedding night in his sumptuous palace. 

However, the scenario ends with a transformed Danae realising that she now loves 

Midas alone, before both celebrate their new found freedom from the trappings of

16 Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 79; Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 April 1923, Correspondence, 362.
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 February 1920, Correspondence, 333.
Except for one instance where he adopted the Roman form, ‘lupiter’ (see Koch: ‘Enstehung’; 

‘Erlauterungen\ ‘Danae oder der Verniinfheiraf, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, 91; 751), Hofmannsthal 
used the Greek ‘Zeus’ throughout the draft’s inception process (Gregor’s libretto fo r  Die Liebe der 
Danae used Jupiter). Zeus is used here, according to Hofmannsthal’s predominant usage in the draft. 
Zeus, who could revoke the golden touch at the slightest threat o f betrayal, was envisaged by 
Hofmannsthal as being omnipresent throughout, in a similar fashion to Keikobad in Die Frau ohne 
Schatten.



wealth: ‘Over a pair of mountain vales, the richest king turns into a really poor king, 

the marriage of convenience turns into a marriage of love, gold is overcome’, thereby 

deliberately inverting the thrust of Wagner's Ring cycle.19

What is most interesting in terms of the present chapter is not the exact

content of the scenario, but rather its subtext. Indeed, Hofmannsthal alerted Strauss

to this in the aforementioned letter that enclosed the scenario:

The more ‘French’ you are in your handling o f this, the better; the German quintessence, the 
more profound and grave element will anyway be there at the core, just as in my case the 
lyrical core which veils the symbolical and metaphysical implications on a deeper level still. 
For costume please imagine antiquity a la Wiener Werkstatten (not Roller’s gravity), or even 
better antiquity a la Poiret........20

That Hofmannsthal (and indeed Strauss himself) wished to evade the heavy post

romantic apparatus of Die Frau ohne Schatten is obvious from the librettist’s call for 

a more sparse -  and implicitly neoclassical -  musical treatment. Indeed, in the same 

letter, Hofmannsthal places the prospective project in context by describing its 

lineage as comprising Der Rosenkavalier, the Vorspiel to the revised Ariadne and 

Der Burger als Edelmann.2' Just as he would later guide Strauss towards the fashions 

emanating from the salons of post-war Parisian couturiers and those gracing the 

pages of Vogue in connection with Die agyptische Helena, here Hofmannsthal first 

directed the compass-needle towards the French capital as a locus for Strauss’s 

consideration regarding costume visualisation for the principals. However, the 

curious aspect lies in the cited passage above regarding possible models: ‘antiquity a 

la Wiener Werkstatten ... or ... a la Poiret.’ If the critique of style and form typified 

by the ethic of the Wiener Werkstatte bespeaks irreconcilable incongruity when

19
,Aus dem reichsten Konig wird ein ganz armer Konig tiber ein paar Bergthaler, aus dem

I ermmfheirath (sic) eine Liebesheirath (sic), das Gold ist iiberwunden" (citation from Hofmannsthal: 
"Danae, oder der Vernunfheirat: Operette in drei Akten: Szenarium’, SW xxv.l, 112).

Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 23/30 April 1920, Correspondence, 338.
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 23/30 April 1920, ibid., 338.



pitched beside the flowing garments ornamented with antique and oriental motifs 

characteristic of Paul Poiret, perhaps it is because Hofmannsthal wanted Strauss to 

visualise a stage set and costumes that lay conceptually between these 

counterpoles.22 In essence, Hofmannsthal seems to have envisaged a lightness of 

touch in both musical and dramaturgical aspects; a modern take on myth devoid of 

the weight of nineteenth-century historicism. At this stage, the focus was firmly on 

operetta, not arduous post-Wagnerian opera.

Indeed, such juxtapositions are emblematic of the Danae draft as a whole; 

while pointing Strauss towards Paris c. 1920 (in visual terms), Hofmannsthal’s notes 

revealed a notable difference in chronological setting: ‘Costumes from the ’sixties, 

mixed with antiquity. “You (formal)”, let’s say.’23 Hofmannsthal’s focus on the 

1860s was hardly inconsequential, especially if one recalls that the era (the golden 

age of Offenbachian operetta) would later serve as the setting for Arabella. The 

decade that saw flourishing Austrian liberalism, thriving capitalism, an economic 

boom and much speculation, also witnessed the Ausgleich with Hungary. In 

Arabella, though, Mandryka is Czech, but the title role in that opera, as Michael P. 

Steinberg points out, slots neatly -  in chronological and thematic terms -  into

22
As Martina Steiger comments (see ibid.: S trauss’ Oper ‘Die Liebe der Danae', 96), Poiret (1879- 

1944) and his pupils, J. Doucet and C. F. Worth, were influenced by the Grecian-styled decoration of 
the Russian costume and stage designer, Leon Bakst (1866-1924):

Schneider scene [Tailor’s scene]
Physiognomik
(siehe auch Kierkegaards Modehandler)

Die Grosse Breite Lange des Gewicht eines Frauenkdrpers sind  f i r  Doucet and Worth Realitaten, ein Unteilbares.

(cited from ‘[Notizen], ‘Danae oder der Vernunflieirat', Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. Koch, 98). As 
discussed below in chapter five, Bakst was scenic designer for Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe and the 
creator o f  the original decor for Josephslegende, in addition to being a major influence on 
Hofmannsthal’s conception o f the visual aspects o f Die dgyptische Helena.

,Kostum 60"' Jahre gemischt mit Antike/„Sie“ sagen lassen‘ (See ‘[Notizen], ‘Danae oder der 
Vernunflieirat', Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. Koch, 104). In another note, Hofmannsthal writes of 
using ‘a dry language like Stendhal’ [,eine trockene Sprache a la Stendhal1]. Stenhal [Marie Henri



Hofmannsthal’s dalliances with Austro-Czech politics, with their marriage signifying 

the desired symbolic union between Austria and ‘the Slavic world in general, 

Czechoslovakia in particular.’24

Ten years earlier, Hofmannsthal’s concerns were more centred on internal 

Austrian unity, and a clear emphasis on the particularities of recent history is evident 

in his creative work. In the draft, Danae oder der Vernunfheirat, Austria’s boom 

time is strongly evoked in Hofmannsthal’s notes, an early idea for the wedding night 

is described as being attended by ‘high-finance family -  blase people [.Die Haute- 

finance-familie -  blasierte Leute ‘].25 Such material success came to a dramatic end 

only ten years later when ‘Black Friday’ hit on 8 May 1873, causing the Viennese 

stock market to crash, and with it speculation and temporary prosperity (an ironic 

turn-of-events, given the concurrent rise of a Prussian-led, newly-unified Germany 

steered by the ‘Iron Chancellor’, Otto von Bismarck). Having grown up under the 

shadow of such a catastrophe, the inflation of the early 1920s wrought by the 

deleterious effects of the war and the defeat renewed that sense of economic and

Beyle] (1783-1842) was a French narrative writer who cast a detailed and observant eye on 
contemporary social and political reality.
24 Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 160.

As Koch posits, haute-finance Familie -  blasierte Leute‘ could well have been a reference on 
Hofmannsthal’s part to the post-war nouveau-riches, who capitalised by acquiring cheap shares from 
insolvent members o f the nobility and upper middle class (Koch: ‘Erlauterungen\ Danae oder der 
Vernunfheiraf, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv. 1, 752). In her autobiography, the soprano, Maria Jeritza (for 
whom Hofmannsthal and Strauss wrote the title role in Die dgyptische Helena: see chapter five, 
below) described the difference in the Vienna Opera’s demographic before and after the First World 
War:

In 1916, though we were still at war, the audiences at the Hofoper were still the same as before. ... : the Opera was a 
center (sic) to all, rich and poor, flocked to forget in music their private sorrows. In 1919 and 1920, however, though 
the Staatsoper still “carried on” -  ... there was a great and noticeable difference. The old familiar faceshad vanished 
from the parterre , the uniforms and court dresses from the former imperial boxes. It was during those days that 
profiteers -  foreign mainly, though Austria had her w'ar profiteers like any other country engaged in the War, by this 
time they and their profits had disappeared -  were im proving their opportunities. In those days a seat in the center 
(sic) o f  the parquet cost 400 crowns and a  box 2, 500, and only those who had become millionaires overnight were 
in a position to occupy them. Many o f  these people came merely to show off their new clothes and costly jewels, and 
were not interested in the music at all. A question often asked at the box office was: “Are these the most expensive 
seats you have?” though I am happy to think the w hole audience was by no means made up o f  these people (Jeritza's 
italics)



social insecurity felt by Hofmannsthal and others of his class. I f  for Hofmannsthal, 

mythological gold stood for Geld (money), then the Danae draft can be read, on one 

level, as a resonantly allegorical -  and, in the end, anti-Wagnerian -  expose of the 

workings of the capitalist market economy.26

That aside, one is still left with the larger post-war theme. In Hofmannsthal’s 

notes, Danae is described as the ‘child of an annihilated epoch: where one no longer 

even thinks of money! Of the greatest boldness -  though born with fatalism; like

27neatness -  .’ In terms of its story-line, the scenario as a whole contains strong hints 

of Austria’s post-war position: Danae’s father, Akrisius-Pollux (like Count Waldner 

in Arabella) needs to marry his daughter off for economic gain, as his kingdom is in 

dire straits; the four queens are pictured as destitute, rendered homeless due to ‘an 

all-enveloping war’ {.Die Prinzessinnen alle heimatlos weil ein Krieg alles 

entwurzelt1'] (their possible allegorization as former Hapsburg constituent nations 

having been referred to above in chapter two). In terms of their attire, Hofmannsthal 

visualised Alkemene in warrior’s clothes (,ein Kriegerkostum‘). Later notes make 

reference to ‘the apanaged prince and the boy = girl’ \,Der apanagierte Prinz und der 

Knabe = Madchen‘], a prisoner-of-war (singer), castrato, the opposite number of the 

appanged prince/reflection of both concerning their: psychic-physical impotence’ 

[,Ein Kriegesgefangener (Sanger), Castrat, Gegenfigur zu dem apanagierten

(cited from Jeritza, Maria: Sunlight and Song: A S inger’s Life, trans. Frederick FI. Martens [New 
York: D. Appleton, 1924], 77-78).

Hofmannsthal’s distaste for capitalism stemmed particularly from his intense first encounter with 
the sociologist Georg Simmel’s Philosophie des Geldes in 1906, three years after it was published: see 
Jager, Lorenz: ‘Zwischen Soziologie und Mythos: Hofmannsthals Begegnung mit Werner Sombart, 
Georg Simmel und Walter Benjamin’, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Freundschaften und Begegnungen mit 
deutschen Zeitgenossen, ed. Ursula Renner and G. Barbel Schmid (Wurzburg: Konigshausen and 
Neumann, 1991), 95-107, esp. 98.

,Danae, Kind einer annihilierten Epoche: wo man auch an das Geld nicht mehr glaubt! Grosste 
Kiihnheit -  aber amor fati, angeboren; wie Reinlichkeit -  ‘ (‘[.Notizen] ‘Danae oder der



Prinzen./ Reflexionen beider tiber ihre: psychische-physische Impotenz' |,28 thereby 

providing hints of Sigismund in Der Turm and presaging Altair’s androgynous 

entourage in Die dgyptische Helena.

'Danae -  now that she is stronger and more courageous -  bids him [Midas] to 

kneel with her, to offer thanks to Zeus for bringing them together’; as Willi Schuh 

suggested, Hofmannsthal’s draft explored the theme of how transformation through 

maturity leads to a truer marriage in a similar fashion to the libretti for Die Frau 

ohne Schatten, Die dgy>ptische Helena and Arabella 29 In a letter to Max Rychner, 

Hofmannsthal remarked on the union between Menelas and Helen in Die dgyptische 

Helena'.

The wonderful truth o f a marriage such as Menelas and Helen’s (which appears to us through 
Homer’s eyes as a magical antithesis, in contrast to the marriages of Odysseus and 
Agamemnon -  are these not the three eternal marriages?) -  this magical truth is not to be 
taken as proof, rather, it proves itself poetically!-30

On the surface, the opera thus traces the dual transformation of Menelas from 

vengeful cuckold to forgiving husband, and Helen from coy adulteress to repentant, 

loving wife, as alluded to above. Moreover, transformation on multiple strata is a 

theme central to all of Hofmannsthal’s libretti from Der Rosenkavalier onwards: in

Vernunfheiraf, Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. Koch, 92). The next two citations in the above 
paragraph from Hofmannsthal’s scenario are from the same source.
28 ibid., 101.
29

,Danae — je tz t ist sie die Starke and Mutige — heifit ihn mit ihr vereint niederknien und dem Zeus 
danken, der die beiden vereinigte‘ (cited from ibid., 113); ‘,.Danae ‘f tihrt  (neben anderen) ein Thema 
durch, das schon ,Christinas Heimreise' und ,Die Frau ohne Schatten' beherrschte und in der 
:Agyptischen Helena' und in ,Arabella ' wieder aufgenommen werden sollte: Verwandlung, die re if 
macht zu wahrer Ehe'' (cited from Schuh: 'Geleitwort', Hofmannsthal: 'Danae oder der
Vernunfheirat’: Szenarium und Notizen, ed. Schuh, 7).

Die wunderbare Wahrheit einer solchen Ehe wie Menelas — Helena (wie sie uns die Augen Homers als zauberisches 
Gegenbild der Odysseus-Ehe und der Agamemnon-Ehe entgegentritt -  und sind  dies nicht die drei ewigen Ehe?) -  diese 
zauberhafte Wahrheit nicht als bewiesen hinnehmen, sondern sie sich selber dichterisch beweisen!
(Hofmannsthal to Max Rychner, 19 February 1929, cited in Buschinger and Spielwok: ‘Strauss und 
die A n t i k e . A n t i k e  Mythen im Musiktheater des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. Csobadi et al., 117, from 
Kohler, Stephan: ‘ „Machen wir Mvthologischen Opern ... “: Zur ,,Agyptischen Helena“ von Hugo 
von Hofmannsthal und Richard Strauss’’, Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 4 (December 1980), 47 
(Hofmannsthal’s letter originally appeared in S. Fischer Almanach 87 [1973], 29-31).



Ariadne au f Naxos, for example, Bacchus is transfigured through Ariadne’s love, 

who, having pined for death while awaiting the adulterous Theseus, is ultimately 

transformed through her embrace of Bacchus and affirmation of life.31 It has also 

been discussed previously how Hofmannsthal regarded Die agyptische Helena as 

being akin to Ariadne auf Naxos from its very inception; he even referred to the 

former and Danae oder der Vernunfheirat as its siblings in correspondence with 

Pannwitz during November 1920.32 Almost three years later, Hofmannsthal 

confirmed this belief by remarking to his friend, Carl Burckhardt, that Helena would 

be a beautiful pendant to Ariadne by virtue of its two-tiered stylistic mix between the 

heroic and the fairy tale on one level, and comedy on the other.33

In Die dgyptische Helena, it could be argued that Hofmannsthal endeavoured

to forge a similar synthesis between seria and buff a (even if, ultimately, the

pendulum swung inexorably in the direction of the former). In conversation with

Walter Brecht, the librettist commented:

Do you know what the incredible difficulty was with “Helena”? Bringing the lightness into 
line with the portrayal o f the depth and tragedy o f  the thing itself. But this time I°think it is a 
success, better than all o f my similar earlier attempts....... 34

31
In a 1913 letter, Hofmannsthal mused: ‘Transformation is the life o f  life itself, the real mystery of 

nature as creative force; permanence is numbness and death. Whoever wants to live must surpass 
himself, must transform him self [, Verwandlung ist Leben des Lebens, ist das eigentliche Mysterium  
der schopfenden Natur; Beharren ist Erstarren und Tod. Wer Leben will, der mufi iiber sich selber 
hinwegkommen, mufi sich verwandeln"] (cited from Hofmannsthal: Dramen v: Operndichtungen, 
TBA v, ed. Schoeller, 296, in Buschinger and Spielwok: ‘Strauss und die Antike... \  Antike Mythen im 
Musiktheater des 20. Jahrhunderts, ed. Csobadi et al., 117 [translation taken from Gilliam, Bryan: 
"Notes: The Egyptian Helen (1928 version)’, sleeve notes for ‘R ichard Strauss: Die agyptische 
Helena [The Egyptian H elen|, op. 75 (1928 version)’, American Symphony Orchestra & soloists, 
con . Leon Botstein, CD Telarc 80605 [2 CD], 2002 [2003], 8). Gilliam’s translation (without 
reference) comes appended with the following: ‘... he has to forget. And yet all human merit is linked 
with permanence, unforgetfulness, constancy’ (ibid., 8).

dann eine ganze Reihe "kleiner D ram en'’: eine Danae eine aegyptische Helena, Geschwister 
der Ariadne" ‘ (Hofmannsthal to Pannwitz, 17 November 1920, Hofmannsthal-Pannwitz: 
Briefwechsel, ed. Schuster, 554).

Hofmannsthal to Burckhardt, 9 October 1923, Hofmannsthal- Burckhardt: Briefwechsel, ed Carl J 
Burckhardt, 140.
34
„ ^  issen Sie, was das wahnsinnig Schwere bei der „ Helena " w ar? Die Leichtigkeit des in Darstellung Gebrachten in
in ang zu bringen m it der Tiefe und Tragik der Dinge selbst. Es ist mir aber gelungen, diesmal, besser als bei alien ahnlichen

y ersuchenfriiher. ... .
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For Hofmannsthal, the secret of that success appears to have been due to his 

collaboration with Strauss: Tt is really curious -  why is it that 1 only succeed with 

such subjects when I write them for music?’3'' Indeed, in an earlier chapter it has 

been has argued that in Die agyptische Helena, Strauss’s music tended towards a 

pellucidity reminiscent of his idol, Mozart, that adumbrated the refined scoring 

characteristic of his own later operas, Daphne and Die Liebe der Danae. But this 

contention should not simultaneously serve to undermine the undoubted achievement 

of Hofmannsthal’s last completed libretto. The present chapter seeks to suggest that 

this subject’s conceptual traversal from operetta to more serious-minded opera was 

more fait accompli than accident. Indeed, relatively early in the creative process, 

Hofmannsthal confirmed this paradigm shift when he decided to excise the prose 

passage that precedes Aithra’s lyrical opening aria: ‘Das Mahl ist gerichtef [‘The 

feast awaits him’]36 in order to achieve a sense of stylistic coherence:

(Hofmannsthal in Brecht [and Hofmannsthal]: ‘Gesprach iiber [‘D]/e agyptische Helena’ ... 
Hofmannsthal: Die Gestalt des Dichters im Spiegel der Freunde, ed. Fiechtner, 340). In a letter to 
Strauss dated 2 December 1923, Hofmannsthal foresaw a subject handled as an ‘exact cross between 
antiquity and modernity and Comedie [note the French rendering] and fairy tale’ [,genau zwischen 
antik und modern, zwischen Comedie und Marchen'\ (Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 December 1923, 
Briefwechsel, 507).

,Es ist eigentlich merkwurdig — warum gelingen mir solche Sachen nur, wenn ich fiir  Musik 
schreibe? ... . ‘ (Hofmannsthal in Brecht [and Hofmannsthal]: 'Gesprach itber [LD\ie dgyptische 
Helena’’ ... \  Hofmannsthal: Die Gestalt des Dichters im Spiegel der Freunde, ed. Fiechtner, 340).

Translation (by Gila Fox) taken from sleeve notes for ‘S trauss: Die agyptische Helena  (2003),
40. The prose passage remained in the ‘book’ version of the libretto, and is reprinted here:

Aithra: And for that, a sorceress -  and Poseidon’s lover, spending my youth on this island in suspicion and loneliness! With
no diversion other than the pleasure derived from whenever I allow the sea’s waves to chase each other through a 
storm, and cause a couple o f  pitiful fishing boats to become w'recked -  and no other company other than that o f  a sea 
shell that is all-knowing, according to itse lf  though whether it is worth the effort knowing is either left unknown or 
unsaid.

For if  I now ask: ‘W here is Poseidon?’ she will either pretend not to hear, or give me a non-answer that ridicules my 
question.

[Aithra: Und dafiir ein Zauberin -  und die Geliebte des Poseidon, um a u f dieser Inset in Argwohn und Einsamkeit meine
Jugend zu  vertrauern! mit keiner anderen Kurzweil als dass ich sooft es mir gefcillt, die Wogen des Meeres ringsum  
durch einen Sturm hintereinanderjagen und ein paar armselige Fischerbarken zum scheitern bringen d a r f -  und  
keinen anderen G esellschaft als der einer Muschel, die sich fu r  allwissend ausgiebt, aber gerade das eine, das zu  
wissen der Miihe wort ware, entweder nicht weiss, oder nicht sagt.

Denn wenn ich je tz t  frage: Wo ist Poseidon? so w ird  sie sich entweder taub stellen, oder eine Antwort geben, die 
Keine ist und meiner spottet]

(cited from Hofmannsthal[/Strauss]: [Die agy>ptische Helena] 7. Akt.’, 1 (typescript copy o f libretto 
with annotations by Hofmannsthal and Strauss, RSA (known hereafter as ‘Annotated Libretto’).



This prose passage is too slight, too close to operetta. Everything which is said in prose here 
becomes sufficiently clear later on and in this way (if we open with this little aria) we remain 
within the style which now emerges when one sees the opera as a whole; at the time of 
writing I did not realise how much o f the second act would step on to a higher lyrical plane. 
All those touches o f  comedy and conversation which still remain after the cuts are 
nonetheless o f  the greatest value; it is this combination which makes up the novelty of the 
genre and the delicate value o f the work........~'7

In April 1923, Hofmannsthal may have foreseen that the Tittle light opera’ 

would tread a similar stylistic path to that planned for Danae oder der Vernunfheirat 

(‘Rosenkavalier on the one hand, and Ariadne and Der Burger als Edelmann on the

38other’); but, by the middle of September, the project took a tangible turn toward 

profundity with Hofmannsthal’s outline of the setting for the second act:

... an oasis in the desert adjoining Egypt to which the sorceress has carried off the 
rejuvenated couple for a short honeymoon, a beautiful spot to which neither the news of the 
Trojan war, which fills  the whole o f  Europe, nor the name of Helen has ever penetrated. ... 
(my italics)/9

Admittedly, the same letter attests to the fact that, at this point, Hofmannsthal still 

prescribed a musico-dramatic style that verged on the conversational a la the 

Ariadne-Vorspiel or the conversation scene in Der Rosenkavalier, hinting at a light 

touch devoid of what Gilliam terms as 'the dense leitmotivic armour that had 

weighed down Die Frau ohne Schatten.^  Nevertheless, a letter from Strauss to 

Hofmannsthal at the end of 1923 attests to the fact that the composer increasingly 

saw the need for more serious musical treatment beyond the original plan.41 In terms 

of locus, while less unequivocal, Hofmannsthal did seem less inclined towards 

parody. As Rodney Milnes has argued,42 Europe was hardly a political, (if unified,

37 Hofmannsthal to Strauss (date uncertain: [early ?]) 1924, Correspondence, 378.
Accordingly, Strauss’s next two letters included a call for ‘a delightful ballet in every act, please’, 

and a more definite request: ‘I hope to find Helena at Garmisch, preferably with entertaining ballet
interludes: a few delightful e lf or spirit choruses would be most welcome.........Something delicate,
amusing and warm-hearted!’ (Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 July; 8 September 1923, Correspondence, 
364).
39 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 April; 14 September 1923, ibid., 362; 365.
40 ibid., 365; Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 130.

See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 26 December 1923, Correspondence, 377.
" Milnes: ‘Somewhere between Moscow and New York . . . ’, Opera xlviii/7 (July 1997), 783.



socio-geographic) entity in the era of the Trojan War; for an intellectual such as

Hofmannsthal, this specific mention of location could not have been unintentional.

The strong implication is that the Trojan War of Hofmannsthal’s scenario stands as a

cipher for the First World War, a claim made stronger by the suggestion

Hofmannsthal made in his Helena essay (1928) that the story-line should be treated

as if the events had taken place ‘somewhere between Moscow and New York,’ two

or three years previously.43 While the Helena essay also proves that he knew well the

risks in using mythological figures in order to exemplify modern problems,44 it also

demonstrates his affinity with Bachofen in his use of the Trojan War to hypostasise

the ‘struggle of the principle of married life’ -  so intrinsic to early western society

(represented by Menelas) -  against the threat of ‘Asiatic hetarism' (Helen):45

To me, he was the embodiment o f the Occident; in her, the inexhaustible strength of the 
Orient. He represented the statutes, marriage, fatherhood. She hovers above all o f them, 
eerily enchanting, a not entirely definite goddess.46

43 See n. 1, above.
Esselbom: Hofmannsthal und der Antike Mythos, 272. According to Hofmannsthal, the creation of 

an opera based solely on the wilful duping o f Menelas by Aithra and Helena via the potion of 
forgetfulness would have created a mere light comedy that overlooked Menelas’s harrowing war 
experiences (Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach [1929]), 101). Musing on the 
possibility o f ‘converting’ the opera into spoken drama, he commented that, in the hands o f a French 
or American author, it would have become a ‘psychological conversation piece’ [,ein psychologisches 
Konversationsstiick‘]:

... I do not care much for drama that moves on a dialectical level. I mistrust useful language as a vehicle for the 
dramatic. I shun words; they bring out the best in us. ...

... Dialectics compel the ego into existence. 1 maintain that a poet has the choice to create either speech or forms!

[... Ich liebe es nicht, wenn das Drama sich a u f  der dialektischen Ebene bewegt. Ich mifitraue dem zweckvollen 
Gesprdch als einem Vehikel des Dramatischen. Ich scheue die Worte; sie br ingen uns urn das Beste, ....

... . Die Dialektik drangt des Ich aus der Existenz. Ich behaupte, ein Dichter hat die Wahl, Reden zu schaffen oder 
Gestalten! ... .]

(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach [1929], 104; SW xxxi, 226).
,Kam pf des ehelichen Lebensprinzips gegen den asiatischen H etarism us\cited from Bachofen, 

Johann Jakob: Das Mutterecht [Basel: Schwabe, 2/1897], 363, § 106).
,Er war mir die Verkdrperung des Abandlandlischen, in ihr die nie erschopfte Starke des 

Morgenlandes. Er stand fu r  die Satzung, die Ehe, die Vaterschaft. Sie Schwebte iiber dem alien, 
unheimlich bezaubernde, nicht zu bindende Gottin‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische 
Helena’, Insel A/manach [1929], 94; SW xxxi, 219).



Thus (as outlined above in chapter two), for Hofmannsthal, and indeed 

generations of German and Austrian intellectuals before and immediately after him 

(such as the philosopher, Martin Heidegger), modem western (read European) 

society was founded upon ancient Greek civilisation; a civilisation and culture whose 

legacy was best represented by German Bildung and Kultur. However, the main 

difference between Hofmannsthal and Heidegger, for example, was that for the 

former, the true spiritual Heimat for quintessential Bildung and Kultur was not in fact 

Germany, but Austria. Inspired by his intense correspondence with the mystical 

Austrophile and German pseudo-intellectual. Rudolf Pannwitz, Hofmannsthal was 

spurred into contemplating Eastern influences on western culture; a task most 

congenial to an artist who had reached maturity during the fin-de-siecle. If modern 

culture existed as a synthesis of Occident and Orient, Austria -  the ‘true’ canvass for 

a (notionally) unified German culture -  stood as the true paradigm of that synthesis; 

its very geographical position between East and West further captured in microcosm 

by the Salzburg Festival and mythos. Faced with a Europe politically and spiritually 

rent by the ravages of war -  a reality mirrored (with cruel irony) by the divisions in 

post-war Austrian (and German) society between a culpable former aristocracy and 

an increasingly disenchanted (and in Germany’s case), rebellious working class -  

Hofmannsthal aestheticized the contemporary political and social landscape by 

offering a panacea to his world’s ills in the guise of an opera revolving around 

human love, fidelity and the restoration of trust. For Hofmannsthal, this medley of 

disparate elements from both genuine and corrupted Greek sources, and the symbolic 

creations of his own imagination -  Altair and Da-ud -  fatally-flawed military high 

command and massacred soldiery, respectively -  serve as a means to both 

dramaturgical and didactic ends; in Die agyptische Helena, myth thus operates as a



vehicle for allegory. As Walter Jens argued, Hofmannsthal was fully aware of the

efficacy of myth for presenting time-honoured truths in a manner resonant with the

concerns of contemporary society.47 In this way, Die dgyptische Helena contrasts

with Die Frau ohne Schatten by offering a more subtle approach to the often turgid

symbolism of its predecessor in the Hofmannsthal-Strauss operatic canon:

Not by sorcery and magic, but by transformation alone could a new person come into being: 
in Menelaos (sic), husband and wife, Occident and Orient, order and demonic power, rules 
and anarchy, must interconnect so closely that, in the end, past events become a conditio sine 
qua non towards the attainment o f a higher sense o f  community. Both have to sacrifice 
themselves: Menelaos (sic), in that he forgives; Helen, in that she relinquishes herself to rules 
and moral obligation. But, above all, both have to find one another without forgetting the 
past, both have to change themselves without being devoid of the healing power of 
recollection.48

Thus the opera presents the classic Hofmannsthalian problem of the passage 

of time and its consequences: the dichotomy between Menelas and Helen -  between 

past and the present; between ‘being’ (Seiri) and ‘becoming’ (Werden) -  is rehearsed 

once more.49 Like the upper and lower worlds inhabited by the Emperor and Empress 

and the Dyer and his wife, respectively, in Die Frau ohne Schatten, Menelas and

47 See Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, 112-113
48

N icht durch Zauber und Magie, sondern atlein durch Verwandlung konnte ein Neues enstehen: in Menelaos mufiten 
sich Mann und Frau, Abendland und Morgenland, Ordmmg und Ddmonie, Satzung und Regellosigkeit so innig verbinden, dafi 
die Vorgeschichte am Ende zur conditio sine qua non einer hoheren Gemeinschaft wurde. Beide mufiten sich opfern: Menelaos, 
indem er verzieh, Helena, indem sie sich selbst zugunsten von Ordnung und sittlicher Verpflichtung aufgab. Beide mufiten aber  
vor allem zueinander finden, ohne das Vergangene zu vergessen, mufiten sich wandeln, ohne der heilsamen Kraft der  
Erinnerung zu entraten.
(cited from Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, 114-115). Jens uses the Greek form (‘Menelaos’) 
here, although as the libretto attests, Hofmannsthal settled on the French (‘Menelas’); in the textual 
drafts, ‘Menelaos’ appears once, while the Latin form, ‘M enelaus’, was used interchangeably along 
with the French. The use of ‘Menelas’ points to the influence o f French renderings o f  the Helen saga 
and of Goethe’s Faust, Part II; Ingeborg Beyer-Ahlert has pointed out that, in a 1912 edition of the 
text which Hofmannsthal used, Georg Witkowski commented:

The name ‘M enelaus appears here with the French ending, as is frequently the case in eighteenth-century German 
with names from antiquity ( ...) , in addition to its easier usage in verse

[Der Name des M enelaus erscheint hier m it franzosierter Endung, wie Antike Namen im Deutsch des 18. 
Jahrhunderts haufig (...), auch wegen des bequemeren Gebrauchs im Verse]

(cited from Goethes Faust, ed Georg Witkowski, two volumes [Leipzig: Seemann 4/1912], ii, 340, in 
Beyer-Ahlert, Ingeborg: ‘Erlauterungeri' (Lyrisches Drama [Text]), ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, 
Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 550).49

Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, 116. Apropos Hofmannsthal’s earlier works, Jens mentions 
the play between Elektra and Chrysothemis, and Ariadne and Zerbinetta, and that in Die Frau ohne 
Schatten and Die dgyptische Helena, where the conflict is instead played out in the antithetical 
relationship between man and woman (as opposed to two women) concerning not only their



Helen ‘inhabit’ opposing worlds, in figurative terms: Occident and Orient; sun and 

earth; light and dark; life and death.~M) But unlike the near mutually exclusive realms 

in the cosmology of the earlier libretto, in Die agyptische Helena, Hofmannsthal 

endeavours to synthesise the sundered parts of the whole represented by Menalas and 

Helen with a sense of ethical and cultural-spiritual imperatives.'1 As the librettist 

wrote: ‘In the mythical, a thing carries a double meaning which is its contradiction 

‘therefore, in the mythical, everything exists in equilibrium.’' 2

The concept of ‘double meaning’ is thus crucial to an understanding of the 

full import of the opera’s plot, beginning with its superstructural frame: Menelas and 

Helen’s homeward journey to Sparta after the Trojan War. Indeed, Gunther Erken 

illuminated how the symbolic connotations of this ‘return home’ echoes Cristina’s 

similar homecoming from Venice in Hofmannsthal’s earlier play, Cristinas 

Heimreise (1910); in both works, the principal male character undergoes a spiritual

understanding o f time, but also their position towards nature, people and the material world (see ibid., 
116).
" Jens: Hofmannsthal und die Griechen, 116. Philip Ward has commented on how Hofmannsthal 
(following Bachofen) identified Helen with earth, night, moon and sea, distinctions envoiced by the 
protagonist herself in the libretto: ,Erde und Nacht, M ond and Meer, helfet mir je tzt!‘ (Hofmannsthal: 
Die agyptische Helena [Mainz: Furstner Musikverlag, 1/1928/repr. 1987], 20). However, 
Hofmannsthal may also have drawn here on alchemical literature: in Herbert Silberer’s Probleme der 
Mystik und ihrer Symbolik (Vienna: H. Heller, 1914) -  a blend o f  psychology and alchemy, owned by 
Hofmannsthal in heavily annotated form -  the dramatist would have encountered the coniunctio 
between man and woman, red and white, sun and moon, sulphur and mercury. Another possible 
source was the concept o f the daytime principle as lucid consciousness and the nocturnal light of the 
moon as the unconscious, a central tenet in Jung’s psychology (see Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek 
Myth, 228-229; on Hofmannsthal’s interest in alchemy, see ibid., 197-199; on Hofmannsthal’s 
marginalia in his copy of Silberer’s book, see Alewyn, Richard: ‘Andreas und die “wunderbare 
Freundin”: Zur Forsetzung von Hofmannsthals Rom an-Fragm enf, Uber Hugo von Hofmannsthal 
[Gottingen: Vandenhoeck and Ruprecht, 4/1967], 131-167 [here: 167]).

Strauss’s belief in the sanctity o f  marriage has been duly noted; it was one matched by 
Hofmannsthal with no less fervency, as evident in the following note from 1922: "The meaning of 
marriage is mutual resolution and palingenesis. A true marriage can only be dissolved by death, and 
actually not even then’ (Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: ‘Buch der Freunde', Aufzeichnungen, GW i ed 
Steiner [Frankfurt a. M.: S. Fischer, 1959], 29, cited in Roder, Hans-Gerd: ‘ “Die Agyptische Helena” 
-  An Attempt at an Explanation’, trans. Christopher Norton Welsh, Richard Strauss-Blatter, Original 
Series 4 [1972], 64).

,1m Mythischen, ist jedes Ding durch einen Doppelsinn, der sein Gegensinn ist, getragen' ,... 
darum ist im Mythischen alles im Gleichgewicht (cited from Hofmannsthal: 'Buch der Freunde\



return to his former self and a re-affirmed marital bond."3 By the 1920s, however, the 

symbolic connotations of such a dual reconciliation were further charged and 

informed by the schismatic effects of the First World War on the Austro-German (in 

the sense of Deutsch-Osterreich) body politic and psyche. At what Larry Vaughan 

has aptly termed as ‘the Archimedean point’ in the opera -  where Menelas and Helen 

are reconciled and Menelas’s inner demons exorcised via Helen’s resolution, the 

draught of recollection, and the arrival of Hermione (the symbol of their bond) -  

Menelas cries: 'Tot-Lebendig! Lebendig-Tote’ [‘Dead-Living! Living-Dead!].'4 For 

Menelas, the ‘real’ Helen, though actually ever-present, had been dead in his eyes 

(through the potion of forgetfulness which had repressed her infidelities); at the 

opera’s close, she is alive, on foot of facing up to imminent death at his hand. ‘Dead- 

living,’ ‘living-dead’ thus operates as a further strand to the fundamental Helen- 

Menelas, Menelas-Helen dichotomy. Vaughan articulates the final reconciliation 

between Helen and Menelas as the attainment of unity through fundamental 

diversity, where ‘marriage finds redemption, not on shaky and common moral 

grounds, but on a solidified and elevated mythical foundation.’33 For Hofmannsthal, 

at least, marriage betokened equilibrium: a quality severely lacking on both national

Aufzeichnungen, GW i ed. Steiner, 35, cited in Kobel, Erwin: Hugo von Hofmannsthal [Berlin: Walter 
de Gruyter, 1970], 334).

Erken, Gunther: Hofmannsthals dramatischer Stil (Tubingen: Niemeyer, 1967), 201, cited in Roder: 
‘“D/e dgyptische H elena”: An Attempt at an Explanation’, trans. Norton-Welsh, 59. As Hofmannsthal 
commented in a letter to Carl J. Burckhardt: ‘Marriage is a sublime institution, and it stands in our 
troubled existence like a fortress out o f a solitary rock’ [,Die Ehe ist ein erhabenes Institut und steht in 
unseren unriihigen Existenzen wie eine Burg aus einem einzigen Felsen‘] (Hofmannsthal to 
Burckhardt, 19 July 1928, Hofmannsthal-Burckhardt: Briefwechsel, 283, cited in Esselbom: 
Hofmannsthal und der Antike Mythos, 215n and Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society in Hofmannsthal’s “Die 
Agyptische Helena”’, 332).

Hofmannsthal: Die dgyptische Helena, 67, cited in Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society in Hofmannsthal’s 
„Die Agyptische H e l e n a 332. As Philip Ward has noted, the arrival o f Hermione exemplifies 
another usage o f the alchemical metaphor: ‘ ... [0]ne might say that the “king” [Menelas] and “queen”
perform their coniunctio, creating gold in the form o f a filius  (or in this casefilia ) philosophorum ........
Dressed in gold, with “golden hair” ..., and practically collapsing under the weight o f symbolism with 
which her creator has burdened her, [Hermione] cannot but signal the arrival o f the “golden age” ’ 
(cited from Ward: Hofmannsthal arid Greek Myth, 227-228).
”  See Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society in Hofmannsthal’s „Die Agyptische Helena^', 332.



and international fronts following the First World War. Thus Die dgyptische Helena 

exists as a critical document of Hofmannsthal’s post-war, cultural-restorative 

mission: as no mere art pour I'art libretto or opera, nor mere re-hash and re-mix of 

timeless subject matter, it stands instead as Hofmannsthal’s attempt to encapsulate 

the conflict and contradictions of his era.

‘[Opera] as the Spiritual Space of the Nation’

No myth can come into being without the deeds and sufferings of the individual: that is why 
the events since 1914 were required, so that the [dark] forces [die Machte] could themselves 
turn into myth.5b

This was not the only time Hofmannsthal would comment on ‘events since 1914’ in 

connection with Die dgyptische Helena. Commenting on the opera’s genesis in his 

mind’s eye, he wrote in the Helena essay:

... [F]rom 1920, it reflected itself -  glittering and intangible, like partly-concealed, running 
water -  in the fantasy o f a subject, a grouping o f figures: to present precisely, henceforth, this 
subject: that homeward journey o f Helen and Menelas. The fantasy had seized an inquisitive 
manner for itself: it was based on these mythical characters, judged  as i f  they were living 
people o f  whose lives one knows a part, and is dependent on an important time span, if albeit 
conjecture. In that night as the Greeks invaded the burning Troy (it seems rather closer to us, 
the pre-1914 generation, to imagine the horror o f  such a night) -  in that night, Menelas must 
have found his wife in that burning palace and have dragged her out amidst collapsing walls, 
this woman: his beloved, stolen wife, in addition to being the most beautiful woman in the 
world, she was the reason for this war, these ten terrible years, this plain full of dead men and 
these fires, and yet, simultaneously the widow o f Paris, and the lady friend o f ten or twelve o f
Priam’s other sons, all either dead or lying there, dy ing -------What a situation for a married
man! (my italics)37

56 ,Ohne Taten und Leiden der Individuen ensteht kein Mythos: daher bedurfte es der Vorgange seit 
1914, dam it die Mdchte sich zum Mythos gestalten‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal: Aufzeichnungen, GW i 
ed. Steiner, 233).

A ber seit 1920 spiegelte sich in der Phantasie -  glitzernd und ungreifbar. wie halbverdeckt fliefiendes Wasser -  ein 
Stoff, eine Grupierung von Figuren: eben dieser nunmehr augefiihrte Stoff: jen e  Heimreise der Helena und des Menelas. Eine 
Art Neugierde hatte sich der Phantasie bemdchtigt, sie war a u f  die mythischen Gestalten gerichtet wie a u f  lebende Personen, 
von deren Leben man einen Teit kennt, fu r  eine wichtige Zeitspanne aber a u f 1Combination angewiesen ist. In jen er  Nacht, als 
die Griechen in das brennende Troja eingrangen (es liegt uns einigermafien naher, uns die Schreken einer solchen Nacht 
vorzustellen, als den Menschen vor 1914) -  in jen er  Nacht mufi M enelas in diesem brennenden Palaste seine Frau gefunden  
und zwischen einsttirtzenden M auern hereausgetragen haben, diese Frau, die seine gelibte Gattin und nebenbei die schonste 
Frau der Welt, die Ursache dieses Krieges. dieser furchtbaren zehn Jahre. dieser Ebene voll totere Manner und dieses Brandes 
war. und nebenbei noch die Witwe des Paris und die Freundin von sehn oder zw o lf anderen Sohnen des Priamos. die nun alle 
tot oder sterbend d a legen ------ Welche Situation fu r  einen Ehemann!
(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach [1929], 90-91; SW xxxi, 216-
217).



After drawing attention to a report by Odysseus’s son, Telemachus who, passing 

through Sparta a year later, spied Menelas and Helen living in conjugal bliss -  a 

phenomenon recorded in the fourth song of Homer’s Odyssey -  Hofmannsthal 

proferred: ‘How extraordinary it is to handle such a notorious and horrible incident in 

this light-hearted manner -  and the word rolls off the tongue -  how modern -  how 

near to the forms of expression of our time.’58 The librettist then highlighted the next 

part of the puzzle by outlining the thesis put forth in the surviving portion of 

Stesichorus’s Palinode, where Paris had actually carried a phantom away to Troy, 

while the real Helen had resided in Egypt (an explanation subsequently carried over 

into Euripides’s Helen).

Hofmannsthal took little more from Euripides’s ‘fairy tale play’ 

[,Mdrchenstuck' ]50 than the two Helens (which, following the latter, he initially 

envisaged as being portrayed on stage together, as expressed in the abovementioned 

letter to Pannwitz from January 2 1920). The crucial early -  and lasting -  influence 

on Hofmannsthal’s conception was Bachofen’s Die Mutterrecht, as also inferred 

above. The counterpoise represented by Asiatic and Greek worlds was not merely co

opted by Hofmannsthal to give his rendering of the myth added symbolic weight: as 

Bachofen had explained, it was one that actually underpinned the Trojan War:

The first great encounter between the Asiatic and Greek worlds became represented as a 
struggle between aphroditean-hetaeristic and hereditary-marital principles, the cause of the 
Trojan War led back to the defilement o f the marital bed (...). The Occident credited the 
affair with having brought about the leading of the higher diametric life-principle towards 
lasting victory, thereby freeing humanity from the shackles o f  the deepest tellurianism, in 
which they had held on to the magical power of oriental nature.60

58 ,Wie erstaunlich, in dieser leichtem Art ein so beriihmtes und schreckliches Ereignis zu behandeln -  
und das Wort drangt sich a u f die Zunge -  wie modern -  wie nahe den Ausdrucksformen unserer Z e it  
(cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die agyptische Helena ' , Insel-Alamanach [1929], 91-92; SW xxxi, 217-
218).
39 Hofmannsthal: Reden - Aufsatze ii. TBA ix, ed.Schoeller, 256
60

Die ersle grosse Begegnung der asiatischen und der griechischen Welt w ird als ein K am pf des aphroditisch- 
hetarisch m it dem herdisch-ehelichen Prinzip dargestellt, die Veranlassung des troischen Krieges a u f  die Verletzung des 
Ehebettes zuruckgefiihrt (...). Dem Occident hat die Geschichte die Aufgabe zugewiesen, (...) das hohere demetrische



To sum up, Hofmannsthal presented the same antagonism between the antinomies 

(his term) of Occident and Orient in his portayal of Menelas and Helen; for 

Hofmannsthal, though, this conflict underpinned not only the Trojan War of the 

distant mythical past, but also the First World War of the immediate mythicized 

present. Larry Vaughan has referred to Die dgyptische Helena as ‘social opera’, even 

writing of its libretto as one ‘in which two individuals represent society and their 

conflict stands for social antagonisms, [which Hofmannsthal] seeks to reconcile.’61 

The librettist operated here with two distinct ‘strains’ of myth: the first ('bad’ myth 

or ‘eternal repetition’ -  which Hofmannsthal referred to as [dark] ‘powers’ or

‘forces’ [,die Mdchte‘]) was myth which preserved the past thereby ensuring its own

fi') • -i • reification. The second type (‘redemptive myth’ or, as Hofmannsthal termed it,

‘myth on a higher level’) resulted from action and deed, but was often only achieved

through suffering in order to alleviate man (and woman) from external forces and

redeem human existence. As Hofmannsthal noted in Ad me ipsunr. ‘The mythical on
/TO

a higher level is realised in

What Vaughan outlines, in effect, is the dialectic between the opera’s two 

acts: if the first act dwells on the past and the repression of painful memory for the

sake of securing an albeit temporarily tranquil present, the second act works toward

the recognition (but not, significantly, the repudiation) of past wrongs for the sake of 

reconciling the human -  and by extension, societal -  body politic, if not without

Lebensprinzip zum dauernden Siege hindurchzufuhren, und dadurch die Menschheit aus den Fesseln den tiefsten Tellurismus, 
in dem sie die Zauberkraft der orientalischen Natur festhielt, zu  b re fre ien .(c itcd  from Bachofen; D e r  My th u s  VOYI 

Orient und Occident: Eine Metaphysik der Alten Welt: Aus der Werken von J. J. Bachofen, with an 
introduction by Alfred Bauemler, ed. Manfred Schroeter (Munich: C. H. Beck, 1926), §XXIf, in 
Beyer-Ahlert: ‘Entstehung\ ‘Die dgyptische H elena\ Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 159-160).
61 Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... 334.
M Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... 335.

Hofmannsthal: Aufzeichnungen [‘A d  me ipsum ’], ed. Steiner, 240; 218, after Vaughan: ‘Myth and 
Society 335..



Menelas’s horrific ‘flashbacks’ of the war and the slaughter of Da-ud/Paris. In its 

exploration of this dialectic, Hofmannsthal’s last completed libretto thus represents a 

supreme example in twentieth-century theatrical study of self and psyche through the 

vehicle of myth and transcendence. Perhaps more than any other dramatist of his 

generation, he understood the recently-heightened desire of a culturally (and morally) 

disenfranchised, post-war Biirgertum to view the recent past and the frailty of the 

human condition at a remove; indeed, it was a requisition that may well have 

influenced Hofmannsthal's choice in adopting a highly refined poetic language in the 

libretto that arguably stands as his best. In retrospect, the librettist’s decision was a 

wise one: maybe the only way that the beleaguered and almost bankrupt Austrian and 

German middle classes could comprehend the core of a critically topical opera was 

through an apparently conventional, mythical dramaturgical apparatus, 

unencumbered by either the metaphysics of a Frau ohne Schatten or the overly- 

moralistic tone of a Jedermann or Salzburger grosse Welttheater.

In terms of its music, which was cast in Strauss’s characteristic, essentially 

extended tonal idiom. Die agyptische Helena appeared to be a regression to post- 

Romanticism in contrast with the up-to-the-minute irreverence of Krenek’s Jonny 

spielt au f (1926), the mild agitprop of Weill’s Brecht and Berlin cabaret hybrids, 

Mahagonny Singspiel (1927) and Die Dreigroschenoper (1928), and Berg’s 

expressionistic tour-de-force, Wozzeck (1925). However, its contemporary references 

and commentary places it very much in the front line of 1920s neoclassicism or 

rather, in Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s case, its stylistic heterogeneity situates it as a 

very literal exemplification of the neo-baroque. Along with a verdant antique setting, 

Hofmannsthal’s text is replete with visual touches such as an omniscient sea-shell -  a
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deliberately gramophone-like objet d ’art -  and mischievous elves. As if to heighten 

the link, Strauss later re-used the imposing, chordal theme depicting the fall of Troy 

from the opera s opening bars et passim in his arrangement of Mozart’s opera seria, 

Idomeneo (1930), at the point in the latter where Varesco’s text refers to the 

archetypal femme fatale (example 4.1).

The words uttered by Aithra’s servant to her mistress in the Prologue serve as 

a motto for the ensuing opening act: ‘From things half-forgotten, comes gentle 

remembrance’ [,Ein halbes Vergessen, wird sanftes Erinnern‘].M Though she wills 

for Menelas to forget her misdemeanours during the course of the act, the opening 

three words of Helen’s initial couplet (in which she offers the olive branch to her 

dishonoured husband): ‘A fire is burning, a table is set./ Won’t my lord sit and eat 

with me? [,Ein Feuer brennt, Ein Tisch ist gedeckt./ Will nicht mein Gemahl mit mir 

sitzen und essenT]65 seem to serve only as a reminder to him of the circumstances 

undei which he reclaimed his wife, and since set about expurgating his ignominy. As 

noted earlier in this study, stylistic and actual reminiscences from the music of earlier 

epochs and composers often existed in juxtaposed fashion in Strauss’s later operas, 

and Die dgyptische Helena is no exception. Indeed, the main theme from Dalila’s 

ana 'Mon cceur s ’ouvre a ta voix, comme s ’ouverent lesfleurs” [‘At your voice my 

heart unfolds’ -  popularly known as ‘Softly awakes my heart’], from Saint-Saens’s 

Samson et Dalila, is first alluded to in concrete terms at the opening of Scene I in Die 

tigyptische Helena on Helen s very opening words, plainly painting her as temptress 

and the cause of Troy’s destruction for an audience raised on canonic grand opera 

(see examples 4.2a & b). This obvious reference to Saint-Saens, and, in particular,

Hofmannsthal: Die dgyptische Helena (libretto: hereafter ‘Libretto’), 13; translation (by Gila Fox) 
taken from sleeve notes for ‘S trauss: Die Ugyptische H elena  (2003) [hereafter ‘Translation’], 44.
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E X A M P L E  4.1

Strauss: Die agyptische Helena, op .75, A ct I, Sc. 1, 6/fig. 1 -fig. 1
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E X A M P L E  4.2a

Saint-Saens: Sam son et D alila, A ct II, Sc. 3 (excerpt)
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Strauss: D ie agyptische H elena, A ct I. Sc. 1, l/fig.41 -fig.42



the latter’s signature restrained emotionalism, is followed directly (if incongruously, 

save for the text) by an evocation of Wagner’s so-called ‘Valhalla’ theme on 

Helena’s words: ‘Schon glanz der Saal made all the richer after the confused 

Menelas openly wonders what the Gods have in store for him now (examples 4.3a & 

b) As example 4.3c demonstrates, Strauss had the allusion to Samson et Dalila in 

mind from an early stage in the opera’s gestation, shown here in an excerpt from the 

annotated libretto (example 4.3c).66 In the latter, note how the delicate tracery of 

Dalila’s vocal line is echoed in Helen’s phrase ending, notated here in nascent form, 

almost uncannily replete in word-to-note allocation.

On a more profound level, Helen’s first aria, 'Bei jener Nachf [‘By this 

night’],’ draws attention to ‘all the horror’ [,(aus) allem Schrecknis‘]67 of the past 

war that Hofmannsthal seemed so sure the opera’s contemporary audience would 

readily identify with. Her eager entreaty: ‘Forget the nightmare/ and wake up next to 

your wife!’ [, Vergifi den bosen Traum/ wacht auf bei deiner Frau!‘\, if ultimately 

fulfilled for a time by the opening of Act II, elicits an incredulous reply from 

Menelas: ‘Why did you choose me for such torment?/ Was it in a dream that I burned 

Troy? \,Warum hast du mich gewahlt/zu solchem Leiden?/Hab ’ ich im Traum Troja 

verbrannt? ‘],68 thereby bringing the full extent of his actions to the surface of his 

psyche. As Vaughan comments, the guilt, fragmentation and disunity of the post-

^  Libretto, 15; Translation, 54.
En route from Buenos Aires, Strauss wrote to Hofmannsthal from Dakar on 8 September 1923, 

hoping to find Helena waiting for him in Garmisch (see Correspondence, 364). By 22 September, 
Hofmannsthal promised the composer ‘two scenes at the earliest possible moment’ (367); by 14 
October, Strauss could report: ‘I’m back again and have already started sketching Helena ... ’ 
Hofmannsthal’s letter o f  7 October, which includes the request: ‘Please, my dear friend, do not get 
impatient; 1 don’t want to send you another fragment, but the whole remainder of the act. . . . ’ (368) 
indicates that Strauss had received the first two acts c. early October 1923 and had immediately set 
about annotating the typescript (as was his practice) before proceeding to ‘flesh’ his ideas out by the 
middle o f  the same month.
67 Libretto, 17; Translation, 58.
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EXAMPLE 4.3b

Strauss: Die agyptische Helena, Act 1, Sc. 1, fig. 42/M /fig. 43



Helena: (sofort Herrin der Lage)

As dur Ein Feuer brennt. Ein Tisch is gedeckt

Will nicht meine Gemahl mit mir sitzen und essen? 

Menelas: (leise und beklommen)

Was haben die Gotter mir zubereitet?

Helena: Des dur Schon glanzt der Saal, zwei Throne stehen

Ein Konig und eine Konigin setz en wir h

Menelas:(vor sich)

Nie werden wir beide zusammen essen.

EXAMPLE 4.3c

Hofmannsthal/Strauss: Die dgyptische Helena, Excerpt from Annotated Libretto, 
folio 6r. (Diplomatic Copy: Strauss's annotations are in italics)

sind hier ertwartet, setzen wir uns.
m



World War I period is immediately evoked,69 an image further compounded by 

Hofmannsthal’s characterisation of Menelas:

He is no lunatic, though he is in the absolutely shattered state o f those who survive all too 
terrible situations that one sees for days and weeks on end in so many military hospitals ... ,70

Indeed, Menelas’s allusion to his tormented state of mind also draws attention to

another of Hofmannsthal’s borrowings from Euripides’s Helen; in his earliest note

for the opera (dating from Christmas 1919),71 he cited: T believe more than you /the

weight of the suffering there’ [.Der Wucht der dortigen Leiden/glaub ich mehr als

dir'],12 presumably referring to the burning of Troy. The same note was further

added to twice during 1923; in c. mid November 1923, the librettist added the

inscription: ‘(Act I)’ [,(lter Act)'] above the existent suggestively metaphorical

73epigraph: ‘The present is the page of suffering’ \,Gegenwart ist die Leidenseite‘]. 

Burdened by the tremendous weight of posterity and the pressing legacy of more 

recent wrongs, Hofmannsthal’s post-war present was, indeed, no tabula rasa.

68 Libretto, 20; Translation, 64.
69 Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society’, 337.
70 ,Er ist kein Wahnsinniger, aber er ist in dem Zustand volliger Zerriittung, den man in so vielen 
Kriegslazaretten bei denen, die aus allzu furchtbaren Sitaationen kamen, tage- und wochenlang 
beobachtet hat ... . ‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die agyptische Helena', Insel-Almanach [1929], 99; 
SW xxxi, 222).
71 According to Ingeborg Beyer-Ahlert, Hofmannsthal subsequently added the day (given here in 
square brackets) to the following inscribed date: ‘[25] X II.19.’ in Aussee in early 1923 (Beyer-Ahlert:
‘ Varianten', Die agyptische Helena', Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 205).
72 Euripides: Helena, v. 556, reprod. in Beyer-Ahlert: ‘Varianten', Die agyptische Helena1, 
Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 205. Vaughan cites the version from the Helena essay [see, for 
example, Hofmannsthal: ‘Die agyptische Helena', Insel-Almanach [1929], 93) later repr. in idem : 
Prosa iv, GW xv, ed. Steiner, 446: ,Der Wucht erlittenen Leiden trau ich mehr als dir‘ (my emphasis) 
(Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... ’, 337). Beyer-Ahlert notes that the verse returned frequently as a 
motto throughout Hofmannsthal’s drafts up until the first version o f Act II, and that the probable 
source for Hofmannsthal’s initial citation was the rendering by J. A. Hartung (,Der Last der dortigen 
Leiden g laub’ ich mir als dir‘) from Euripides’ Helene: Griechisch mit metrischer Ubersetzung und 
prufenden und erklarenden Ammerkungen [Euripides: Werke], ed. J. A. Hartung, xii [Leipzig: 
Wilhelm Engelmann, 1851], 73 (see Beyer-Ahlert: ‘Erlauterungen’, Die ag\>ptische Helena', 
Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 578).
7j The epigraph was added in early 1923 (see ‘Die agyptische H elena', Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. 
Beyer-Ahlert, 205).



As an antidote to his wounded psyche and pride, Menelas thus endeavours to 

finish the act of retribution first attempted aboard ship, when his dangerously drawn 

(and ominously crooked) sword was thwarted by Aithra’s supernatural powers. Once 

more, the sorceress intervenes, and she dispatches a coterie of sinister elves, some 

bedecked in warriors’ costumes replete with helmets, shields and spears, to conjure 

up an ‘imaginary’ Helen and a disinterred Paris for Menelas to pursue (‘Paris is here! 

Here stands Paris! ... /Helen here, Paris there!/ ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!’ [,Paris 

hier! Hier steht Paris! /  Helena hier, Paris da!/ ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha!']). In her 

rallying call, the vocal writing for Aithra stands as an effective tribute to the 

composer’s lifelong fascination with the interface between words and music, with the 

latter tailored to suit not only the text, but also its declamation. Moreover, her florid 

coloratura offers a supreme example of stylised vocal acrobatics knowingly 

reminiscent of Zerbinetta from Ariadne au f Naxos and, in turn, Donizetti and Bellini 

(example 4.4). The elves’ machinations duly serve to divert Menelas from killing the 

‘actual’ Helen, and to allow her and Aithra to become formally acquainted; their 

joint declaration: ‘Stronger than warriors, richer than kings/ are two women who 

trust each other!’ \,Starker als Krieger, reicher als Konige/ sind zwei Frauen, die 

sich vertrauenP]74 echoes the sisterly bond between Elektra and Chrysothemis. By 

restoring Helen’s pre-war countenance, and (an ultimately false) sense of security 

with the potion of forgetfulness, Aithra contrives it so that Helen's dream of a happy 

household is real, and that Menelas’s reality is, in fact, a dream.73 As Helen sleeps 

under this illusion, Menelas reappears, reeling from the re-run of his wartime 

experiences (he is convinced that he has killed Helen and the phantom Paris), trying

74 Citations from Libretto, 22 and 24 (for directions regarding the Elves’ attire, see ibid., 22); for 
Aithra and Helena’s first encounter, see ibid., 24-26 (citation here from the latter page); Translation, 
72; 78; 82.
75 Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... ’, 337.
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EXAM PLE 4.4

Strauss: Die dgyptische Helena, Act I, Sc. 2, 1/fig. 76-1/fig. 81

Lebhaft. M.M (beschworend)

Aithra

Strings

g en  Im  w ei-B en  G e - sich t, d ie  ih r lau  - e ren d li - s tig e u c h  p ap -p e ln d  v er-num m t.

N a c h t ste rn



EXAMPLE 4.4 (contd.)

Larm ei-ner Schlacht Be-stiirmt ihm den

nar - ret ihn fest!



EXAM PLE 4.4 (contd.)
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to reason with himself before Aithra lulls him into amnesia with the self-same 

potion: ‘Tom heart!/ Fractured mind/ A pain in my veins/ pain from your/ poisoned 

darts! \,Zerpsalten das Herzl/Zerriittet der Sinn! /Weh in den Adern, /weh euerer 

Pfeile/ lernaisches Gift/ ‘]. As his dementia continues, a consequent entreaty to the 

gods thus gains in urgency: ‘Give me back my whole being,/ the undivided/ 

happiness of my manhood!’ [,Gebt mir mich selber,/ mein einig Wesen,/ der 

unzerspaltenen/ Mannheit Gluck! ‘\. As Larry Vaughan writes: ‘[T]o forget means

77  •to reify.’ Helen’s enthusiastic partaking of the potion quelled her fear of Menelas’s 

vengeance (partly atoned later through Paris’s slaying at his hand), enabling her to 

offset her culpability in Menelas’s act, thereby enabling Hofmannsthal to 

aesthetically address the reality of his troubled era. In Vaughan’s apt words:

The Central Europeans (Germans) drank from the gilt-edged cup o f  reification and forget 
(sic). They wanted to forget the war guilt, formally laid down upon them by the Allies, 
whose material reparations they suffered under and whose moral onus they wished to shed.7s

To reverse the analogy, in a not dissimilar fashion to the disoriented, post-war 

German middle classes, Helen wished to bury the wrongs of the recent past in order 

to construct an inauthentic future, seemingly guaranteed at the end of Act I. In his 

libretto, Hofmannsthal proves that the past needs to be reconciled with the present in 

order to guarantee verity for that future. By the opening of Act II, Aithra has 

transported Helen and Menelas from her island to an isolated palm grove at the foot

79of Mount Atlas, a place where neither Helen nor the Trojan War is known. But 

before she spirits them away, the enchantress recapitulates her earlier description of

76 Libretto, 29; Translation, 90. While Vaughan invokes Freud’s 1921 experiments in group 
psychology with his allusion to ‘the free-flowing paranoia generated by divided man and (male) 
society, the (desexualised) homoerotic social bond as such, come undone’, his reference to the fusion 
o f the ‘patriarchal energy gone wild to the ‘older, suppressed matrix o f  matriarchy’ is more 
reminiscent o f Jung’s Ego/Id dichotomy (see Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... ’, 338).
77 Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... ’, 337.
78 Vaughan: ‘Myth and Society ... ’, 337.



this oasis in the radiant Act I finale (‘Helen’s Awakening’ [‘Helenas Erwachen’]). 

The temporary escape from the truth afforded by the potion to Helen -  and, more 

importantly, the enforced amnesia afforded to Menelas -  ensures a tranquil ending to 

the first act, at least. Here, in musical terms, the opera’s status as Strauss’s "first and 

only bei canto work of sorts’80 is curiously complemented by an equally assured 

example of natural transition into recitativo accompagnato that Strauss had learned 

so astutely from his beloved Mozart (example 4.5).

However, the serenity further reflected in Helen's rapturous Act II opening 

aria, ‘Second Bridal Night’ [‘Zweite BrautnachX’], is swiftly dispelled by Menelas’s 

suspicion upon awakening that he has been drugged. Having supposedly killed his 

wife, Menelas considers the figure before him to be an apparition, a situation further 

confused when he glimpses (and consequently reclaims) his sword when Helen tries 

to ply him once more with the potion of forgetfulness, which she now recognises as 

an untrue solution. The promise of anonymity for the troubled couple is broken by 

the arrival of Altair, Prince of the Atlas Mountains and a subtenant of Aithra, his son, 

Da-ud, and his cadre of attendant warriors. Described in the libretto as ’a kingly, 

raven-haired man’ and \,ein koniglicher Mann mit rabenschwarzem Haar'\, Altair is 

further defined in the Helena essay as a nomadic desert schiekh of a hue still 

recognisable in the twentieth century.81 Altair s and Da-ud’s steadily growing ardour

for Helen is described thus by Hofmannsthal:

[Ejven though no one has ever heard of her name before, it is the same situation here as it is 
in her homeland: they fall in love with her, the father as much as the son,; they want to snatch

79 It was in describing the setting for the opening of Act II to Strauss that Hofmannsthal made the 
curious (and perhaps deliberately) anachronistic slip of adding that news of the Trojan War filled the 
whole o f Europe.
80 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 131.
81 Libretto, 45; ,In der Wiiste gibt es Wiistenscheichs, herumschweifende, ritterliche Konige, damals 
wie heute ... . ‘ [‘In the desert, there is a desert sheikh, a nomadic, warrior-like King, then as today ... 
.’] (cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die agyptische H elena\ Insel-Almanach [1929], 102; SW xxxi, 224).



Strauss: Die dgyptische Helena, A ct I, Finale, 2/fig. 159-1 /fig. 160 
tempo primo M.M. J = 100 . . ,

EXAM PLE 4.5



E X A M PL E  4.5 (contd.)

Sch - western hu - te-ten Hel - en - as Schlaf

saB zu ob - erst un-ter den Toch - tern



her away from Menelas; one is sure that they would kill each other because o f her, but there 
is a crucial detail -  1 am referring to the core, and that core is Helen: it is the strongest 
element of this woman, in which her brilliance lies -  that the man whom she belongs to must 
have her completely.82

While Hans-Gerd Roder may have been justified in stating that Menelas 

views the Altair episode with weary familiarity (but not naive realisation, as was 

Roder’s contention, also) as an occurrence almost exactly analogous with the 

behaviour of the Trojans toward Helen, the German writer’s claims that ‘it is of no 

importance at all that they are Bedouins . . . ’, and that ‘[ajny individualisation in the 

Altair scene would have been in direct contradiction to its meaning,’ are over

generalised.83 Altair’s reference to sacrificing his youthful retinue in return for a 

glance from Helen suggests otherwise:

Gifts assembled in haste, 
unworthy of a breath 
from your magnificent lips!
Command it, and in the play of battle 
flows the blood of these youths, 
joyfully poured forth 
for one glance
from beneath your golden eyelashes!84 

Indeed, Da-ud’s naive declaration of love for Helen, set by Strauss with a cloyingly

sentimental theme, marked ‘ruhig und schmachtend’’ [‘quiet and soulful’ (or

‘languishing’), to the following portion of text: ‘For it is proper that we fight/ and

that we die on the battlefield for her sake -  / because she is the most beautiful woman

... [OJb man gleich ihren Namen hier nie gehort, die gleiche Situation her, wie dort in der Heimat: man verliebt sich 
in sie, der Vater und wie der Sohn, man w ill sie dem Menelas entreifien, man is bereit, sich urn ihretwillen wechselseitig zu  
toten, aber das ist ein D etail -  ich komme zum  Kern, und der Kern ist Helena: dies ist die Starke dieser Frau, darin liegt ihre 
Genialitat -  dafi sie den Mann, dem sie gehort, ganz haben mufi. ....
(cited from cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach [1929], 102; SW 
xxxi, 224).
8j Roder: Die Ag\>ptische Helena’’’ -  An Attempt at an Explanation’, trans. Norton Welsh, 66.
84

Eilig zusammen geraffte Gaben. 
unwert des Hauchs 
deiner furchtbaren Lippen!
Befiehl. und im spielenden Kampfe 
flie fie t das Blut dieser Knaben, 
jauchzend vergossen 
fu r  einen einzigen Blick 
aus deinen goldenen Wimpern!
(Libretto, 46; Translation, 136).



85 •in the world! underlines the poignancy of Da-ud’s prediction of his own death by 

Menelas, owing to his unfortunate resemblance to Paris (example 4.6). Da-ud’s 

theme -  cast in D-flat major, a key usually representative for Strauss of the sublime
Of.

(as in the final trio from Der Rosenkavalier and the final scene in Capriccio) -  may 

sound schmaltzy, but this could well have been by deliberate design. In light of the 

alternative definition for the second part of its performance direction, perhaps Strauss 

invoked/owx-sublimity in order to highlight Da-ud’s -  and, by inference -  a drafted 

wartime infantry’s blinkered foray into needless, and often brutal, slaughter.

Notwithstanding the theme’s wider implications, it appeared downright banal 

to one of its earliest hearers; namely, Dresden’s Generalmusikdirektor, Fritz Busch. 

The conductor opined that it was below par, venturing as much to the composer 

himself during a run-through at the piano in Strauss’s Garmisch home. Strauss was 

unperturbed, and even reiterated the criticism to Pauline upon her sudden entry into 

the room; he then apparently turned to Busch and 'added with disdainful cynicism’ 

(Busch): ‘That’s what’s wanted for the servant girls. Believe me, dear Busch, the 

general public would not want to go to Tannhduser if it didn’t contain “O Star of 

Eve” or to [Die] Walkiire without “Winter Storms.” Well, well, that’s what they

want.’87 While Strauss may have revelled in Busch’s distaste, he was not wholly

88averse to the experienced conductor’s advice on at least one other occasion.

85 ,Denn es is recht, dafi wir kdmpfen/ und dafi wir sterben im Blachfeld um dieser willen — /denn sie 
ist die Schonste a u f Erden! ‘ (Libretto, 47; Translation, 136).
86 See Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 166.
87 Busch: Pages from  a Musician's Life, trans. Strachey, 173, cited (trans. altered) in Del Mar: Critical 
Commentary, ii, 336; Strachey’s translation is used here.
88 Karl Alwin recounted a similar situation involving Busch with regard to the first version of the 
ending to Act II (the D-major unison duet for Menelas and Helen), which Strauss played through for a 
small number o f invited guests at Garmisch in early autumn, 1927. Alwin recalled that while the first 
version lacked the intensification o f its final incarnation, all the assembled guests (except for Busch) 
expressed enthusiasm towards it. Three days later, they returned to find that Strauss had taken Busch’s 
objections on board and produced the new, suitably ‘breathtaking’ (Alwin) ending (see Alwin:





Altair’s display to Menelas of 'glorious weapons’ of ‘hunting and war’ 

echoes further the devastation of Troy, to whose ‘besieged fields and flaming streets’ 

[,(auf) blachem Feld und im flammenden Gasseri"] Menelas himself alludes 

directly.89 But there are further tangible hints of a casualty-ridden conflagration 

closer to home, in both a chronological and conceptual sense. Menelas’s reliving of 

Paris’s death throes in the wake of Da-ud’s slaying thus recalls ‘all the dead’ who 

died around him in Troy [,(und) alien Toten, die um mich starben ... . ‘]90 and, by 

analogy, on the Western Front. Above all, Altair’s offhand reference to the presence 

of an abundance of sons in his tent to replace the hapless Da-ud echoes the fate of 

many of ‘the generation of 1914’ who were sent out as cannon fodder (on both sides) 

by their respective high command.

Menelas’s apparent attempt to erase the past from memory by passing his 

hand over his face,91 a pitiful gesture underlining the inherent futility of the act and 

all that it represents, also raises the German war-guilt question to the surface once 

again. But despite the manifold references to the dead and death itself (including the 

overarching ‘Dead-Living! Living-Dead!’ dialectic -  as expressed here by Menelas 

with reference to Helen),92 the opera ends with a veritable -  if somewhat insecure -

‘Strauss’ “Agyptische Helena" ’, repr. in Programmheft der Bayerischen Staatsoper zur 
Neuinszenierung der Agyptischen Helena, 1981, 72); the exact date o f this hearing is not clear, but a 
letter from Dresden Intendant, Alfred Reucker, to Busch o f 13 November 1927, recounting past 
events in part, corroborates Alwin’s recollection and confirms that it took place ‘at the end o f the 
holidays’:

Am Schluss der Ferien waren Sie einige Tage in Garmisch, lernten das Werk griindtich kennen und konnten sogar 
Anlass nehmen, gewisse Aenderungen der Komponisten (am Schlusse) anzuregen. (Dass diese Aenderungen auch 
durchgefuhrt wurden, bestatige mir Strauss auch spdter einm al gesprachsweise selbst.)

(cited from Reucker to Busch in Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den
Zwischenkriegsjahren, 238).
89 Libretto, 48; Translation, 140
90 Libretto, 61; Translation, 170.
91 ,.Menelas ... fahrt er langsam mit der Hand iiber die Stirn, wie um Vergangenes sich aus dem
Gedachtnis zu streichen....... ‘ [‘Menelas ... slowly passes his hand over his face, as if to wipe the past
from memory. . . . ’] (Libretto, 62; Translation, 172).
92 Libretto, 67; Translation, 186.



affirmation of life. Crucial to this denouement is Helen’s feast [Fest]; arranged in her

honour by Altair to the sound of ominous drums, it marks a symbolic turn-of-events

as Helen takes matters into her own hands against the advice of Aithra, who has

overseen their unfolding thus far.93 Arriving after Altair, Aithra has already warned

Helen that she is in possession of a draught of remembrance in addition to that

providing (temporary) amnesia. Helen thus offers the cup to Menelas, who believes it

to be poison, while she, as she herself puts it so succinctly, ‘risks everything’ [Mies

wage ich jetzt! ’], facing death by his sword if he proves ultimately unforgiving.94

Before she underlines her determination with the former pronouncement, Altair’s

slaves intone the following Hofmannsthalian truth:

Woe to the conquered 
who are soaked with tears 
Woe to those shut out 
from the feast o f life!
Ah hu! Ah hu! A hu!93

As Eva-Maria Lenz comments, as in Ariadne auf Naxos, transformation and 

celebration [,Fesf | appear in tandem in Die agyptische Helena % Moreover, the 

same can be asserted regarding the ‘sacred betrothal' [,[die\ heilige Vermahlung'] in 

Hofmannsthal’s ‘Festspiel’, Die Ruinen von Athen (as explored above in chapter 

three), thus reflecting a potent theme for Hofmannsthal during his final decade. 

Though Die agyptische Helena is essentially based upon the attainment of 

‘ Versohnung’ [reconciliation] rather than Vermahlung, its metaphoric power is no

93 See Libretto, 63-64. Philip Ward has pointed to the precedents set by Goethe’s Faust, Part II, which, 
if  suitably set to music, would have constituted ,die Oper alle Opern ' , and the Baroque festival drama 
as typified by Calderon’'i fiestas  (see Ward: Hofmannsthal and Greek Myth, 254-255).
94 Libretto, 65; Translation, 180.
95 Weh dem Unterliegenden 
den die Trane nafite!
Weh dem Ausgeschlossenen  
vom Lebensfeste!
Ah hu! Ah hu! A hu!
(Libretto, 64; Translation, 180).



less cogent. For Lenz, the finale -  heralded by Helen’s bacchantic cry: ‘Aithra, 

silence!/ Here and now begins Helen’s feast! lithra, schweige! Jetzt und hier 

beginnet Helena’s Fest!‘]97 -  is executed choreographically, with the stage 

decoration and strategic placing of scenes (crucially, the placement of the ‘restored’ 

family at the final curtain: the bond between the reconciled Helen and Menelas 

represented by their daughter, Hermione) serving as the symbolic means to a 

predetermined end.98 Before that curtain, though, the arrival of Hermione, and in 

particular, her question: ,Vater, wo ist meine schone Mutter?‘ [‘Father, where is my 

beautiful mother?’], prompts Menelas to sing Helen’s praises. In the final version of 

the opera, Hermione’s arrival is announced by the orchestra with the so-called 

motive of ‘ultimate Reconciliation’99 (Hermione being the very symbol here of the 

latter) that appears first in Helen’s Act I aria: .Dir ist auferlegt‘ [‘You are fated 

(never to leave me)]’ (see example 4.7).

207

96 Lenz, Eva-Maria: Hugo von Hofmannsthals Mythologische Oper „Die Agyptische Helena 
(Tubingen: M axNiemeyer, 1972), 147.
97 Libretto, 63; Translation, 174).
98 Lenz: Hofmannsthals Mythologische Oper ‘Die Agyptische Helena', 147.
19 Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, 323.
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E X A M P LE  4.7

Strauss: D ie agyptische Helena, A ct 1. 2/fig. 50-fig. 50



In preliminary sketches for this segment of the final scene,100 Strauss 

envisaged Hermione’s ethereal appearance almost identically to that used in the final 

version, her angelic entry: ,VaterL bordered either side by identical renditions of the 

‘reconciliation’ motive101 (her subsequent question: , [...] wo ist meine schone 

Mutter?‘ where is my beautiful mother?’] immediately precedes Menelas’s

paen to Helen: ,Wie du aufs neue [Act II, 1/fig. 195-fig. 198]). However, folio 

lOr. and v. of the same source reveal what appears to be an initial attempt in 

providing a continuity sketch for the end of Menalas’s tribute, headed by the self

same motive (see example 4.8). As Bryan Gilliam has commented, there are, in 

general, two layers present in preliminary sketches: the first comprising thematic 

fragments jotted down and, at times, momentarily expanded upon; the second layer 

(of which the sketch in question appears to be an example) representing initial 

attempts at continuity sketching, which itself can be divisible into numerous ‘sub

layers.’ The important point to note here is that continuity sketches in Strauss s 

preliminary sketchbooks are, as Gilliam has discovered ‘often composed in several

100 The following diplomatic copy o f Rohschriftskizzen (preliminary sketches) are taken from a forty- 
eight page preliminary sketchbook (six-stave, 8 X 13.3 cm; printer: Max Liebers Musikhaus, Freiburg 
i. B.) held in the Archive o f the Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, Vienna (Call no. A 298), which 
contains sketches for the trio and the end o f the second act. As Bryan Gilliam has noted, the second 
step in Strauss’s ‘method’ was the sketchbook stage, divisible into two ‘layers’ (Gilliam’s term): 
preliminary and fair sketches (Roh- and Reinschriftskizzen). Preliminary sketchbooks were smaller in 
size than fair sketchbooks, and could be placed in an inside coat pocket with ease, thus enabling the 
composer to work away from his desk (see Gilliam: Strauss’s Preliminary Opera Sketches, 177). 
Though bearing a sixtieth-birthday dedication to Professor [Ferdinand] Foil dated 15 January 1927 on 
the inside o f the back cover, the work therein dates from slightly earlier. In a letter to Ludwig Karpath 
(1 October 1926), Strauss wrote: ‘1 am so focussed on my work a[nd], would really like to have 
finished the sketches for the second act o f Flelena before my trip to Berlin (12 October), . . . .  [Ich bin 
so scharf an der Arbeit u. mochte gerne vor meiner Abreise nach Berlin (12. Oktober), meinem 
zweiten Akt Helena in der Skizze fertig  haberi) (cited from Strauss to Karpath, 1 October 1926, 
‘Richard Strauss-Ludwig Karpath: Briefwechsel 1902-1933, ed. Gunter Brosche, Part 2: 1926-1933, 
Richard Strauss-Bldtter, Original Series 7, 3). Moreover, on 11 October, Strauss could inform 
Clemens Krauss that the sketches for the second act were finished (see Kende, Gotz Klaus and Schuh, 
Willi [ed.]: Richard Strauss-Clemens Krauss: Briefwechsel [Munich: C. H. Beck, 1963], 14, cited in 
Beyer-Ahlert, Ingeborg: iZeugnisse.l926\ Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.2, ed. idem, 496).
101 Gesellschaft der Musikfreunde, Vienna (A 298), folio 1 lr.





blocks, whose sequence does not necessarily follow any prescribed order’. As 

mentioned above, this possible early continuity sketch (which appears directly 

underneath the above-cited ‘reconciliation’ motive) comprises a contrasting 

realisation of Menelas’s final solo words: ,0  meine Tochter, gluckliches Kind!! welch 

eine Mutter bring ich dir heim!i [‘O my daughter, fortunate child!/ what a mother I 

am bringing home to you!], if with an almost identical opening phrase in its

103 •‘imagined’ symphonic accompaniment to that found in the score. Featuring 

characteristic harmonic side-slips and that typically Straussian penchant for 

movement in parallel sixths, this ‘alternative’ version suggests that, at one time, the 

composer may have considered a more important role for the tonality of G major in 

the opera’s close before settling on the more deliberate choice of D major (see 

example 4.9 -  the ‘final’ version appears in example 4.10b, and is discussed 

immediately below).104

102

Assured in its execution, Hofmannsthal’s theatrical finish is matched by an 

apparently positive orchestral commentary in D major, underscored by its invocation 

of the grandiose D-flat major ending of Das Rheingold; the ‘eternal pair’ venturing 

home to Sparta like the gods to Valhalla. The composer’s allusion is focussed by his 

augmentation of Wagner’s stentorian brass writing and his adoption of its signature

102 Gilliam: ‘Strauss’s Preliminary Opera Sketches, 179. As he continues: ‘Fair sketching is generally 
continuous from beginning to end o f a sketchbook’ (ibid., 179).
103 For the beginning o f this utterance (i.e., ,0  meine Tochter [...]‘) in its final version, Strauss re-used 
the opening o f the vocal line for ,Wie du aufs neue [...]' transposed up a semitone. The ‘parent’ 
motive o f this chromatically descending line was probably Helen’s Dalilaesque ,Ein Feuer brennt 
[...]’ (Act 1, Sc. 1, 1/fig. 41-fig. 42, cited above in example 4.2b).
104 At the beginning o f Act I, the curtain rises as the music settles in D minor; though fascinating from 
a source-critical point o f view, it appears that the ‘alternative’ ending to Menelas’s solo (reproduced 
below in example 4.8) remained precisely that; on fols. 11 r. and v., a continuity sketch in ink on three 
staves (vocal and accompaniment) traces M enelas’s ,Wie du aufs neue die Nacht durchglanzest,/ die 
junger M ond dich schwebend erganzest!‘ [‘How you glow through the night again,/ like the young 
moon makes you complete!’] almost note-perfect (albeit minus the text -  bar the first three words). 
Pencil sketches on fols. 45v.-48v. (fols. 12 r. - 45r. are unmarked) subsequently map out the actual D- 
major ending from a harmonic perspective.
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Sketch for M enelas's last solo line: , 0  m eine Tochter 

G esellschaft d erM usik freunde  Sketchbook, fol. lOr.-lOv. 

(D iplom atic Copy: Strauss's w ritten tex t is in italics)



triplet figure, by both the trills and the hints of the ‘Rhine’ motive in the winds and 

strings (pace Wagner’s more static movement in his ending: see bars 3883-3886, 

cited on the next [unnumbered] page), and, not least, by Strauss’s more tangible 

reference to the ‘Rainbow Bridge’ motive in the lower brass and timpani (see 

examples 4.10a & b).

However, this superficial homage betrays a distinct element of irony. In the 

music of the mature Strauss, an enveloping enthusiasm for Mozart was matched by 

what has been usefully described as an ‘affectionate and admiring inverting of 

Wagnerian system building and grandiosity.'105 Allusions to Wagner abound in his 

later operas, but in a manner that is ambivalent if not ironic, as in both the closing 

scenes of Ariadne auf Naxos, Die dgyptische Helena and Die Liebe der Danae. The 

concrete allusion of the Gods’ traversal across the Rainbow Bridge to Valhalla at the 

end of Das Rheingold is thus inverted in Strauss’s opera; Menelas and Helena, 

though mythical characters at base, are represented by both Hofmannsthal and 

Strauss as thoroughly human; as Leon Botstein suggests: ‘Godlike and heroic status 

is jettisoned and the ... capacity for forgiveness and reconciliation is realised on 

stage.’106 But here, despite Hofmannsthal’s optimism, the message is still unclear: 

the much-vaunted '‘Versdhnung’’ verbalised in the text and made visual by the action 

on stage is undercut by Strauss’s allusion. Like Wagner’s Loge, Strauss stays behind, 

and invites his audience to follow suit: to suspend -  and, ultimately, to subvert -  

belief in the security of a facile ‘happy’ ending. The real historical irony is that 

Loge’s premonition actually came true some two years after the opera's premiere in

210

105 Botstein: ‘Strauss and Twentieth-Century Modernity’, 124.
106 Botstein: ‘Strauss and ... Modernity’, 130.



EXAMPLE 4.10a

W agner: Das R heingo ld ' bars 3873-3886



Strauss: D ie dgyptische H elena , A ct II, fig. 198-fig. 198/2
M enelas

EX A M PL E 4.10b
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1928 when reactionary forces began to gather in Germany, thereby putting paid to 

Hofmannsthal’s goal of national spiritual unity.

By virtue of its emphasis on theatre as celebration, Eva-Maria Lenz linked

107Die dgyptische Helena with mythological opera in the baroque tradition. 

According to the same writer, Hofmannsthal was also interested in the concept of the 

baroque ‘nature festival’ [,Naturfestspiel‘], a claim made on the basis of a brief 

unpublished correspondence between Hofmannsthal and Joseph Gregor, as 

communicated to her by Dr Rudolf Hirsch.108 It seems perhaps unsurprising that 

Gregor (chiefly remembered as Strauss’s librettist from 1933, after the Nazis had 

blocked the composer from collaborating with Stefan Zweig) emerged as a primary 

source for Lenz’s view, given his proclivity as theatre historian and ideologue for 

placing works in a historical trajectory, particularly after thq Anschluss in 1938.10:1 In 

his book, Richard Strauss: Die Meister der Oper (2nd edn., 1942), Gregor inferred 

that Die agyptische Helena inhabited the same oriental milieu as Die Frau ohne 

Schatten, thus exhibiting a pedigree reflecting solid baroque foundations.110 In the 

same publication, he wrote admiringly of the ‘baroque splendour at the end of the 

first act’ [,barocker Pracht am Schlusse des ersten Akles'\. and of the idea of 

pitching two contrasting male types (the masculine Altair and the boyish Da-ud)

107 Lenz, Eva-Maria: Hofmannsthals Mythologische Oper, 147-148.
108 See Lenz,: Hofmannsthals Mythologische Oper, n.5, 148.
109 See Gregor, Joseph: Das Theater des Volkes (Vienna: Deutscher Verlag fur Jugend und Volk), 
1943) and Steinberg: The Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 205-206, esp. n. 13, 206. In a preview 
Feuilleton article for the Neue Freie Presse from August 1922 on Die Salzburger grofie Welttheather, 
the young Gregor had located the tradition of the ‘world theatre’ as that which linked the works of 
Homer, Dante, Shakespeare and Goethe. In summation, he opined:

An age o f  new, strong religious life had come that would ignite this World-Theatre, and form an ordered work ot art 
from very powerful but blurred nonsentences. This unparalleled accomplishment o f reuniting theater and religion for 
the first time since Aeschylus lies in tie  drama o f  the Spanish baroque 

(cited from Gregor, Joseph: ‘ „WeIttheater“ ,’ Neue Freie Presse, 4 August 1922, in Steinberg: The 
Meaning o f  the Salzburg Festival, 205 [trans. idem]).
110 Gregor: Strauss: Die Meister der Oper, 210. The first edition appeared in 1939.



beside Menelas in the second act as being one common in the Baroque period, as 

well being as a feature of Die Frau ohne Schatten.U] However, Gregor did not 

remain entirely uncritical; with regard to Act II overall, he commented: ‘the dryness 

of Euripides is not overcome in the baroque proceedings of the second act’ [,... in 

den barocken Vorgdngen des zweiten Aktes ist die Trockenheit des Euripides nicht 

iiberwunden ... ‘], and remarked on how, in general:

One notices how the baroque psychological condition [which Gregor defines earlier as the 
effects o f magic, the elves, the weapons, the desert warriors, the gifts, the hunt, and the 
servants] begins to become overgrown in this work of antiquity. Redemption through the 
child is a thoroughly antique illusion, the most complete version is that found in “Oedipus on 
Colonos." Redemption out of longing for the child (one notices the increase in feeling) is 
baroque........112

In a later article, Gregor went one step further, proclaiming the opera ‘with its 

powerful oriental influence’ to be ‘completely baroque’; ‘it could be played in 

baroque costumes.’" ’ But for all his zeal, Gregor only got it half right. Despite its 

nomenclature, Die agyptische Helena reflected its own ‘mythicized present rather 

than a ‘mythological’ past. As discussed above, Hofmannsthal alluded to as much 

almost a year before the premiere, when he insisted that the costumes were to 

transcend mere ‘dull antique trappings’ and ‘approach modern evening dress in some 

surprising way’; commenting that Aithra’s wardrobe should consist of ‘glittering 

gold and silver’ a la couture previewed by Vogue for winter 1927.114 In notes 

sketched in 1927 for the imaginary conversation with Strauss in the Helena-essay, 

Hofmannsthal elaborated on the Orient/Occident dichotomy between Helen and

' 11 Gregor: Strauss: Die Meister, 211.
112 M an merkt, .wie in diesem Werke der antike den barocken Seelenzustand zu uberwachsen beginnt. Die Erlosung
durch das K ind ist eine durchaus antike Vorsteltung, ihre vollkommenste Fassung der Odipus a u f Kolonos. Die Erlosung aus 
Sehnsucht nach der Kinde (man bemerke die Potenzierung des Gefuhlsj ist barock........
(cited from Gregor: Strauss: Die Meister, 213).
113 Gregor: ‘StrauB: His Personality and His Music, Universitas, ii/1 (1958), 14.
114 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 13 October 1927, Correspondence, 445.
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Menelas, but was more direct on the relevance of this dynamic to the era in which the 

opera was conceived:

Letter I
|3 What are the individuals? What are people, who are destined for each another -  what are 
they to each another? To what extent are they able to become dialectically comprehensible to 
each another? In everyday life, they hear one other voice, one comprised o f a combination of 
many -  underneath everyday talk -
a  Consider the story in a modern sense -  the Great War -  the experience in between all the 
uncertainty that happens between individuals, the chaotic element that the body brings to the 
spirit -  that is never directly expressible, the change o f distances between union and extreme 
distance: the truly individual life -  only to present it indirectly115

In a note from July of that year, he was equally explicit with regard to what he saw as 

the opera’s contemporaneity, and echoed the last line of the libretto in closing:

The modernity o f it: I don’t understand: on the one hand, one looks for these correlations -  
Atlantis, and so on. Should it be only in the myths of scholars, and not in the poet?

The relation between the characters [is] not universal, rather the mystery, the fatefulness 
between people unites them: Menelas is entangled in Helen -  thereby they are the eternal

Hofmannsthal has Strauss announce in their imaginary conversation: ‘Yes, it is 

opera. It appears that way to me, at least, though perhaps not anyone else. Have you 

related the subject-matter matter to anybody yet? ... . '" 7 The absence of any

B rie f I
P  Was sind  das Individuen? Was sind  Menschen, die fu r  einander Schicksal sind  -  w as sind sie einander? Imviefern konnen sie 
einander dialecktisch fasslich  werden? Im Alltagsleben horen sie eine andere Slimme, eine aus vielen cominierte -  unter dem 
Alltagsgerede -

a  Nehmen Sie die Geschichte fu r  modern  -  den grofien K rieg  -  die Erlebnisse dazwischen a ll das Unsichere was zwischen 
Individuen vorgeht, das Chaotische das der Leib iiber die Seele bringt — das nie direckt ausdruckbare, der Wechsel der 
Distanzen. zw ischen Vereinigung and hochster Ferne: das wahre Individualleben  -  das nur indirekt zu geben 
(cited from Hofmannsthal: SW xxxi, 523).

Das M oderne daran: ich verstehe nicht: einerseits sucht man nach diesen Zusammenhangen -  Atlantis u. s . f .  Soil 
das nur in dem Gelehrten Mythos werden wollen, und im Dichter nicht?

Die Relationen der Figuren nicht global sondern das Geheimnis, das Schicksalhafte zwischen Menschen zusammenfassend: 
Menelas ist in Helena verfangen -  dadurch sind sie das ewige Paar
(cited from Hofmannsthal: SW xxxi, 524). At the end o f the opera, Helen and Menelas sing:

Gewogene Lufte, fiih rt uns zuruck [Fair winds, lead us back
heiliger Sterne segnende Schar! heavenly stars, blessed host!
Hohen Palastes dauerndes Tor Great palace, enduring door,
offne sich tonend dem ewigen Paar! sound your opening for the eternal pair!]

(Libretto, 69; Translation, 192).
117 ,Ja, es ist eine Oper. Wenigstens eine Oper fu r  mich, vielleicht nicht fu r  einen anderen. Sie haben 
den S to ff doch keinen Menschen erzahlt? ... . ‘ (cited from Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena , 
Insel-Almanach [1929], 104; SW xxxi, 224).
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comment on Hofmannsthal’s part points to an answer in the negative. However, a 

draft of the Helena essay (dated 20 March 1928) suggests otherwise:

Only one, completely by chance. I encountered a French writer, [Paul] Geraldy, the author of 
Aimee and Robert et Marianne, completely by chance on the street the day before yesterday. 
However, 1 did not relate the subject to him in the same form as I have related it to you, not 
with the names ‘Helen’ and ‘Menelas,’ rather with numerous irrelevant changes, as an event 
from our time.

How is that possible?

Very easily. It is only outward appearance, it changes. I set up the situation of the Trojan War 
as an example.118

Despite taking a degree of artistic licence (Hofmannsthal had actually met 

Geraldy in August 1923),119 this fascinating admission -  tellingly omitted from the 

final text of the essay -  directly evidences the conceptual and aesthetic locus of 

Hofmannsthal’s social opera. But perhaps the librettist deliberately excised the very 

passage from his draft that would have clarified what he undoubtedly wished his 

contemporary audience to discern for itself; that behind this parable of a modem 

marriage lay a parable on modem Austro-German society split down the seam 

between radical and conservative, left and right, 'new and ‘old ; between the 

aesthetics of critical modernism and an idiosyncratic (Austro-) German neo-baroque. 

For Hofmannsthal, the pan-German psyche (used here in a non-prescriptive sense)

118 D o ck  einem ganz zufallig. Einem franzosischen Dichter, Geraldy, dem Autor von Aimee und Robert et Marianne, dem ich 
vorgestern zufallig a u f der Strasse begegnete. Aber ich ihm den S to ff nicht in der gleichen Form erzdhlt wie Ihnen, nicht mit 
den Namen Helena und M enelas sondern mit vielen aber umvesentlichen Veranderungen, als eine Begebenheit aus unseren 
Tagen.

Wie ist das moglich?

Sehr leicht. Es sind  nur Aufierlichkeiten, die sich vercindern. An Stelle des trojanischen Krieges setze ich beispielweise 
(cited from Ritter, Ellen [ed.]: lVarianten undErlauterungen', Hofmannsthal: SW xxxi, 527).
119 As Ingeborg Beyer-Ahlert reveals, an entry in Artur Schnitzler’s diary from 16 August 1923 
(Schnitzler: Tagebuch 1923-1926, 83) and a thank-you letter from Egon Wellesz to Geraldy’s wife, 
the French soprano Germaine Lubin (Casanove, Nicola: Isolde 39: Germaine Lubin [Paris: Editions 
Flammarion, 1974], 72) confirm that the couple stayed in Alt-Aussee during that time; Geraldy, who 
is presumed to have first met Hofmannsthal in April 1922, marked this particular encounter with the 
Austrian man-of-letters by presenting him with a dedicated copy o f his book, Aimer (Paris: Editions 
Stock, 1921). The French dramatist’s abovementioned play, Robert et Marianne, was first staged in 
1925 (see Beyer-Ahlert: ‘Entstehung', ‘Die dgyptische Helena', Hofmannsthal: SW xxv.l, ed. idem, 
167; see also Geraldy, Paul: 1 Wiener Freunde (Schnitzler und Hofmannsthal) , Neue Freie Ptesse, 26 
May 1932, trans. [into German] Bertha Zuckerhandl-Szeps).



was one desperately in need of ‘spiritual’, political and social unity in the aftermath 

of the First World War, the twentieth century's first defining moment. In a sense, 

Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s opera curiously adumbrated the division between a new 

conception of ‘East’ and ‘West’ that would dominate much of that century’s 

remainder -  a difference defined not by Orient and Occident, but by Marxism- 

Leninism and (nominal) Western democracy a la the Founding Fathers. Thus, what 

Die agyptische Helena presents to us is in no way a ‘backhanded gesture’ towards its 

era of composition -  ‘what the next decade would know as escapism’, according to 

Turner Cassity.120 Instead, it catalogues in a tangible and lucid fashion the strains, 

straits -  and, ultimately, the hopes -  of its times, if simultaneously betokening a 

concept of post-war German opera far removed from jazz-crazed Berlin. Its 

composer may well have drawn later on Weill’s rhetorical gestures (in particular, 

Mahagonny Singspiel in the ensemble writing for the male-voice chorus representing 

King’s Pollux’s impatient creditors at the opening of Die Liebe der Danae, as Leon 

Botstein has posited),121 but during the height of neue Sachlichkeit, Strauss’s music 

was less objective, if equally as sober in its social commentary as that of his younger 

contemporaries. In essence, what Die agyptische Helena offered its era — and 

ultimately, posterity -  was a true German verism.

120 Cassity: ‘The Egyptian Pauline’, Parnassus x/2 (1982), 133.
121 See, for example, Botstein: ‘The Enigmas o f Strauss’, Strauss and His World, ed. Gilliam, 38.
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‘[T]hat whole prima donna business’: Premieres in Dresden, Vienna and the

United States

At Montreux, Switzerland, in September 1948, Strauss completed the 

song, ‘September’, to a text by Hermann Hesse. The last song to be composed in the 

cycle that became (posthumously) the Vier Letzte Lieder, ‘September’ was dedicated 

by Strauss to Maria Jeritza and her last husband, Irving P. Seery.1 The couple had 

accorded the composer financial assistance when he had no access to his income in 

the period after the Second World War. Two months later, on 23 November 1948, 

Strauss completed ‘Malven [‘Mallows’], set to a poem by the Swiss poet and 

novelist, Betti Wehrli-Knobel. Now recognised as his last completed work, it was 

headed by the following dedication to Jeritza: ‘Die geliebten Maria dieser letzte 

RoseI'2 Clearly referring to the song’s title, Strauss’s dedication is a touching gesture 

of his gratitude, affection and esteem for Jeritza’s basic humanity: but the dedication 

atop an earlier manuscript version of ‘September’ (‘To the most beautiful woman in 

the world’)3 points inexorably to an earlier work with which Strauss had always

1 Jeritza, Maria [Mizzi] [Jedlicka, Marie] (1887-1982). Studied in Brno and Prague, before making her 
debut at Olomouc in 1910 as Elsa in Wagner’s Lohengrin. Joining the Vienna Volksoper and appeared 
at the Hofoper in 1912, swiftly becoming a huge audience favourite over the course of two decades, 
especially as Tosca, Minnie and Turandot, and in numerous Strauss roles. In addition to being the first 
Ariadne (Stuttgart, 1912) and Kaiserin in the Vienna world premiere o f Die Frau ohne Schatten 
(1919), Jeritza sang the title role there for the Austrian premiere o f  Die agyptische Helena (11 June 
1928), and was a much admired Salome. At the Metropolitan Opera (1921-1932), Jeritza cut a swathe 
as the company’s most attractive star since Geraldine Farrar; her last appearance there was as 
Roselinda in the 1951 production of Die Fledermaus. While vocally rich and of striking beauty in 
visual terms, Desmond Shawe-Taylor has aptly described her as a ‘singing actress’, reportedly prone 
to dramatic and vocal impulses that erred more on the side of theatricality than elegance (see Desmond 
Shawe-Taylor: ‘Jeritza, M aria’, The New Grove Dictionary o f  Music Online, ed. L. Macy [Accessed
26 May 2003], <http://www.grovemusic.com>).

See Peterson, Barbara A.: ‘Richard Strauss in 1948-9: Malven, September und Letzte Briefe and 
Maria Jeritza \ Richard-Strauss-Blatter, New Series 31 (1988), 3-20 and Kissler, John M.: ‘Malven’: 
Richard Strauss’s 'letzte RoseV, Tempo clxxxv (June 1993), 18-25.
J Kissler: ' Malven": Strauss’s 'letzte RoseV , 18.

http://www.grovemusic.com
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intimately associated Jeritza; an opera for which Strauss had especially composed 

one of his most elaborate soprano roles.

Though Jeritza sang the title role for the Vienna premiere of Die agyptische 

Helena under Strauss (on 11 June 1928, the composer’s sixty-fourth birthday), 

Dresden’s inability to match Jeritza’s exorbitant fee demands meant that Elisabeth 

Rethberg sang the part at the world premiere in Dresden five days earlier.4 

Nevertheless, from its very inception, both Hofmannsthal and Strauss had always 

considered Jeritza the opera’s prima donna. As the composer recalled later in a 

personal memorandum: ‘For Hofmannsthal and I, the brilliant Jeritza was the only 

one destined for the part, for which she was ideally suited, both vocally and 

theatrically.’5 When, as outlined above, Strauss suggested to Hofmannsthal that he 

write ‘a political satire in late-Grecian garb’ in June 1919, he did not fail to suggest 

the casting of Jeritza as ‘a hetaera from Lucian . . .’ for this notional project.6 

Furthermore, Hofmannsthal’s earliest scenario for Die agyptische Helena -  reflecting 

the librettist’s keen interest in appropriate casting -  appropriately evidences his initial 

concerns for vocal primacy in his choice of singers: 'Helen — Jeritza.; Menelas (most 

chivalrous and winning) — Oestvig (Tauber)?; Aithra — Schone. The old Sheikh -  

Duhan. The young Scheikh -  Jerger.’7 Though the eventual cast included none of the

4 Rethberg [Sattler], Elisabeth [Lisbeth] (1894-1976). Making her debut as Arsena {Der 
Zigeunerbaron) at Dresden, 1915, Rethberg first appeared at Salzburg and at the Metropolitan Opera 
in 1922, staying in the latter company for twenty years. In 1925, she made her Covent Garden debut, 
re-appearing there from 1934-1939 before retiring in 1942.
5 ,Von Hofmannsthal u. mir konnten Helena nur die genialen Jeritza zugedacht sein, die stimmlich u.
darstellerisch dafiir geradestimmirt war‘ (Strauss: Diary Entry, Blaues Tagebuch viii
[‘ Urauffiihrungen'], 10, RSA).
6 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 June 1919, Correspondence, 328. This project arguably saw fruition 
(with a changed setting, but a similar emphasis on the satirical-political) in Strauss s Schlagobers, in 
addition to providing the basis for Hofmannsthal’s scenario, Danae oder der Verunfheirat (1919) — the 
basis, in turn, for Joseph Gregor’s libretto for Die Liebe der Danae (1938).
7 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 14 September 1923, Correspondence, 365.
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above,8 Hofmannsthal was keen that, even at this initial stage, Menelas would be 

played by a tenor well versed in the portrayal of the ‘tenderly heroic, truly chivalrous 

aspect’ of Wagner’s Lohengrin.9 For a librettist and dramatist so attuned to matters of 

dramaturgical realism, it is hardly surprising that Strauss faced vehement opposition 

from Hofmannsthal when he first suggested Elisabeth Rethberg (a singer who, unlike 

Jeritza, was not exactly famed for her beauty) for the title role of an opera based on 

the saga of the most beautiful woman in the world.10

Nevertheless, the earliest stage of preparation for the premiere saw at least 

one point of agreement between both creative partners as exemplified in 

Hofmannsthal’s letter of 26 April 1927, where the librettist signals his agreement 

with Strauss’s stated preference for Dresden over Vienna. Indeed, it appears Strauss 

had assured Dresden’s Generalmusikdirektor, Fritz Busch, that the premiere would 

take place there when the latter first heard the music of the first act in Chemnitz a

Oestvig, Karl (Aagaard) (1889-1968), Norwegian tenor. Oestvig first appeared at Stuttgart in 1914 and 
was engaged by the Vienna Staatsoper from 1919-1927, where he created the role of the Kaisei in Die 
Frau ohne Schatten. From 1927-1930, he featured at Berlin before retiring in 1932. He was married to 
soprano, Maria Rajdl, who sang the role of Aithra at the Dresden premiere of Die agyptische Helena 
in 1928. Tauber [Seiffert], Richard (1892-1948), Austrian-born tenor, Kammersanger, conductor and 
composer; Schone, Lotte [Bodenstein, Charlotte] (1891-1977), soprano. A member ot the Vienna 
Opera from 1917-1925, and that of Berlin, Salzburg and London. Noted for her interpretation of 
Mozart; Duhan, Hans (1890-1971), baritone, Kammersanger. Duhan sang at the Vienna Opera from 
1 9 1 4 - 1 9 4 8 ,  before becoming a teacher and producer. He created the role of the Dancing Master in the 
revised version o f Ariadne a u f Naxos, and was originally envisaged for the part of the Stranger in the 
1924 reworking o f  Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen by Hofmannsthal and Strauss (the part actually 
went to Alfred Jerger); Jerger, Alfred (1889-1976), bass-baritone. He created the Man in Schoenberg s 
Die Gluckliche Hand in Vienna (1924), the Stranger in the reworked version of Die Ruinen von Athen, 
and Mandryka in Strauss’5 Arabella (1933).
8 Apart from Rethberg as Helen, and the abovementioned Maria Rajdl as Aithra, the other roles were 
taken by the following personnel: Menelas (Kurt Taucher), Altair (Friedrich Plaschke), and Da-ud 
(Guglielmo Fazzini). The role of Hermione was sung by Annaliese Petrich, while The Omniscient Sea 
Shell was portrayed by Helene Jung (taken from ‘The Joint Works of Richard Strauss and Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal with Original Operatic Casts' Correspondence, 543).
9 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 November 1923, Correspondence, 374.
10 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 447.
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year previously.11 However, Hofmannsthal’s choice was one chiefly governed by 

matters of expediency rather than loyalty:

I, too, would of course consider Dresden very attractive -  if  only because a world premiere in 
Vienna involves for me as a librettist a very definite vexation: Komgold. ( ...)  He has worked 
out for himself a regular system: to discredit each work first o f all by an attack directed 
against the libretto, while ostensibly paying homage to the composer. He knows perfectly 
well that so far as the stage and theatre public are concerned, the damage is as good as done
once the text has been written off as boring, obscure, unattractive or something like that. ...

12

Viewed retrospectively, Hofmannsthal’s remarks proved to be uncannily prescient of 

the general tenor of critical reception on the emergence of the new opera a little over 

a year later; yet they were nonetheless indicative of one still smarting from past 

criticism, of a not dissimilar hue, that had been levelled at Ariadne auf Naxos and 

Die Frau ohne Schatten,13 But textual comprehension was only part of 

Hofmannsthal’s concerns for the opera; its visual aspects came to dominate ensuing 

communication between both partners. To that end, Hofmannthal’s fundamental 

disagreement over Strauss’s suggestion regarding the casting of a contralto for the 

role of Da-ud represented an early bone of contention. While not wholly disinclined 

towards Flosenrollen per se in an 'artificial figurative world like that of the theatre’ 

(the androgynous Octavian in Der Rosenkavalier had been a notable precedent in this 

regard), Hofmannsthal nonetheless refused categorically to countenance the

11 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 26 April 1927, Correspondence, 427, and Alfred Reucker to Fritz 
Busch, 13 November 1927, cited in Rode-Breymann, Susanne: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den 
Zwischenkriegsjahren: Ihr Bietrag zum zeitgenossischen Musiktheater (TUtzing: Schneider, 1994), 
238-239, here: 238. Strauss visited Chemnitz (in particular, Baron Kohom [for whom he had written 
Hymne a u f das Hans Kohorn, TrV 252, for two tenors and two basses]) on 12 March, travelling 
onwards to Dresden the following day for a Strauss festival. Rode-Breymann (cited immediately 
above) mistakenly refers to Busch as: ‘Hans Busch’; Hans Busch was, in fact, son of the conductor, 
Fritz Busch (1890-1951); Reucker, Alfred (1868-1959); Intendant at the Zurich Stadttheater from 
1901-1921, before taking over as Generalintendant at Dresden until 1933. He was co-dedicatee (with 
Fritz Busch) o f Arabella.
12 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 26 April 1927, Correspondence, 427.
13 For a discussion o f the widespread critical confusion that met the first version o f Ariadne a u f Naxos 
(1912), see Daviau, Donald G. & Buelow, George J.: The Ariadne au f Naxos o f  Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal and Richard Strauss (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1975), 54-69. For
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deployment of similar characterisation in Die agyptische Helena, where ‘the 

juxtaposition of the sexes is built into [the] whole action as a latent tension.’14 

According to Hofmannsthal Da-ud, in his pointless infatuation with Helen, 

represented the personification of youthful virility, thus making it nonsensical to cast 

him as a woman.15 For a such pragmatic man of the theatre as Strauss, the uneven 

standard of tenor voices at provincial opera houses was enough to spur him into 

preparing an arrangement of the part for performance by mezzo-soprano ‘at a pinch’ 

(Strauss).16

Indeed, the visual aspects of the opera’s presentation also formed the 

backdrop for separate preliminary discussions that took place in early May 1927 

between Leonhard Fanto, designer at the Dresden Opera, and Strauss and 

Hofmannsthal (in Vienna and Rodaun, respectively) regarding the prospective 

premiere, which, as Fanto confirmed in writing to the Dresden administration on 6 

May, resulted in the event being promised to the Saxon captial for June 1928.17 By 

early June 1927, Strauss was sufficiently confident of the completion of the Helena 

score by the autumn to suggest an elaborate scenario to his librettist for a

contemporaneous critiques of both works, see Kritiken zu den Urauffiihrungen der Buhnenwerke von 
Richard Strauss, ed. Franzpeter Messmer (Pfaffenhofen: W. Ludwig Verlag, 1989).
14 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 6 May 1927, Correspondence, 428. As the librettist explained in the same 
letter:

Helen, the woman p a r excellence, is set against the men, against manhood as a  w'hole. Is it not this that makes the 
situation o f  Menelas so tragic that he wants to separate him self from this collectivity, from this promiscuity, as an 
individual, as the husband, as H elen 's husband! This is the famous comic situation which has led me across the 
narrow line into tragedy! As soon as Helen makes her appearance anywhere, though her name be unknown.the male 
elem ent o f  the world immediately gather for new conflicts, for another Trojan war. This is symbolised here in father 
and son w ho are both at once enam oured with this matchless woman (428).

15 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 6 May 1927, Correspondence, 428.
16 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 22 May 1927Correspondence, 429.
17 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 26 April 1927, Correspondence, 427; Reucker to Busch, 1j November 
1927, Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den Zwischenkriegsjahren, 238.
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‘Meistersinger No. IIP,18 and on 20 September, he could report that the score would

be finished within a week (it was actually completed on 8 October 1927).19 He also

informed Hofmannsthal of his (and, more pointedly, Reucker’s) wish to bring the

premiere date forward from 1 October to 23 June 1928 for a projected Strauss

Festival at Dresden, actively seeking his librettist’s approval (which the latter had

apparently already given to Fanto in early May):

Dr Reucker has wanted for some time to organise an annual Dresden Festival from late June 
to early July, to be supported to a very great extent by my works and to be based principally 
on the cosmopolitan public which seems to be in the habit of foregathering in Dresden just
before the start o f the summer holidays. For the inauguration o f such a Festival he needs a

20particularly striking piece such as Helena, . . . .

However, Strauss’s seemingly convincing support for Reucker’s plan hid the 

hesitancy and vacillation that both himself and Ftirstner had distinctly manifested by 

the end of the summer of 1927. Faced with a potential dilemma, Reucker had taken 

appropriately swift action by first approaching Fiirstner in order to explain the 

advantages of staging the opera as part of a summer festival in the following year, 

before meeting Strauss, who, ‘despite the fiercest opposition from his wife and son’ 

[,trotz der scharfsten Opposition seiner Gattin und seines Sohnes‘], had agreed to 

relent and revert to the original (i.e. June) date.21

1S ‘([T]here can be no ‘Second Meistersinger -  freely adapted from H. von Billow who called me
Richard II) despite Strauss’s reverence for the reasoning behind Bulow’s apportioning o f this
nickname, parts o f  Der Rosenkavalier contain distinct echoes o f Wagner’s deceptively simplistic
Volks oper (Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 16 June 1927, Correspondence, 431; Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 
88; Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 85).
19 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 20 September 1927, Correspondence, 439-440; here: 439.
20 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 20 September 1927, Correspondence, 439.

See Reucker to Busch, 13 November 1927, in Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den 
Zwischenkriegsjahren, 238. Reucker’s problems were by no means over, and his letter evidences how 
he underwent particularly protracted ensuing negotiations with Ftirstner over the contract, through 
which the latter sought guarantees that went beyond what was usually expected o f the management of 
an opera house [,(Bei der darauffolgenden Vertragsverhandlung) wurden Garantien, wie es bischer 
noch keiner Theaterleitung zugemutet wurde']. As he continued:

In so far as they were o f  a financial nature, I sought to gain ground for possibilities, but the difficulties were not 
overcome in one sitting, as the completely uncommon methods regarding promises associated with decor and
costumes, propaganda, etc, were pursued. After the most difficult negotiations, a compromise between the
requirements o f  the publishers and the approved resources was finally reached successfully........
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Reucker was not the only Intendant seeking a summer first performance: an 

unpublished letter from Heinz Tietjen, General-Intendant der Prenfiischen 

Staatsoper [Intendant-General of the Prussian State Opera] in Berlin, to Strauss

(dated 2 November 1927) helps to shed more light on the motivation behind such a

22move. Recalling the positive (and for him, educative) effect of the Dresden German 

premiere of Puccini’s Turandot in the summer of 1926 (‘five minutes before the 

holidays’ [,5 Minuten vor der Ferien‘), Tietjen reckoned that a similarly-timed 

premiere would make Die dgyptische Helena a ‘very strong trend-setter’ \,eine sehr 

starke Schrittmacherei], and he expressed hope that Strauss would consider bringing 

forward the autumn date for the Berlin first performance (provided the Dresden 

premiere occurred before July):

As you have possibly already gathered from the press, namely, we plan to establish the Berlin 
season on a much larger scale as a permanent institution, starting this summer. With respect 
to foreigners -  in any case, contrary to my personal beliefs -  the opera season is planned for 
the period from the middle o f June to the end of July, during which the standard works of our 
German masters, not least those of Richard Strauss, should appear in model performances. 
W ouldn’t it be very nice, then, since we have this opportunity, to include Helena in the 
festival, thus after Dresden? For the time being, it’s just an idea that I present to you for 
careful consideration.2'

While Tietjen’s plan may not have produced the desired result (the Berlin 

premiere was actually held on 7 October 1928), it nevertheless points to the level of 

interest that the new work had already generated, only shortly after its completion.

[Soweit sie finanzieller Natur waren, suchte ich einen Boden der M oglichkeiten zu gewinnen, doch waren der 
Schw ierigkeiten nicht in einem M ai zu uberbriicken, namentlich da ganz ungebrauchliche Wege a u f die Gebiete 
der Zusicherung fu r  Ausstattung. Propaganda etz. Beschritten wurden. Nach den schwierigsten Verhandlungen
gelang schliesslich ein Ausgleich zwischen dern Forderungen des Verlages und den bewilligten Mitteln ........]

(cited from Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den Zwischenkriegsjahren, 238).
22 Tietjen to Strauss, 2 November 1927, RSA. Tietjen, Heinz (1881-1967), German conductor, 
producer, and opera director.

Wir planen namlich, wie Sie vielleicht schon durch die Presse erfahren haben , die Entablierung einer Berliner 
Seaon a u f  sehr breiter Basis als standige Einrichtung und wollen den kommenden Sommer den ersten Versuch machen. Mit 
Rucksicht a u f  das Ausland ist -  allerdings gegen meine persdnliche Ueberzuegung  -  die Zeit von Mitte Juni bis Anfang Juli 

fu r  die Opernstagione vorgesehen, bei der Standard-W erke unserer deutschen Meister, nicht zuletzt des "Richard Strauss \  in 
M uster-Auffuhrung herauskommen sollen. Ware es da nicht sehr schon wenn wir bei dieser Gelegenheit. also mitteIbar nach
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But while a Dresden premiere seemed a fa it accompli, and notwithstanding 

assurances from Strauss regarding unlimited Saxon state funding for the decor, by 

early October, Hofmannsthal was still anxious concerning the latter and on the 

subject of the lead role. In terms of the decor, Hofmannsthal was determined that the 

set designs for his ‘fairy tale of classical antiquity’ would require a deft hand in 

suggesting mere subtle hints of ‘the Greek style’, a task that was perhaps more suited 

to the talents of Panos Aravantinos or Oskar Strnad than those of Fanto, whose 

services (Hofmannsthal claimed), had been acquired without his prior approval.24 

Regarding the lead role, Hofmannsthal was at odds with Strauss over the suitability 

of Lotte Lehmann, warning that an ‘impossible’ Helen would jeopardise the opera’s

25success, and he implored that every effort was to be made to secure Maria Jeritza:

I understand (from apparently reliable sources) that Mme Jeritza, who is after all the person 
bom  for the part, will this year be back by the end o f March, and pines for a new part. It 
would be madness, would it not, if we did not try our utmost to get her?26

On receipt of Hofmannsthal’s letter on October 3 1927, Strauss informed his 

librettist that he had written to Franz Schneiderhan, Generaldirektor der 

Osterreichischen Bundestheater (Director-General of the Austrian Federal Theatres), 

requesting him to negotiate with Jeritza, given the singer’s intimate ties with

Dresden, die "H elena" m it in die Festspiele einbeziehen w iirden? Dies ist zunachst nur ein Gedanke, den ich Ihnen zu  
ruhiger Ueberlegung unterbreite.
(cited from Tietjen to Strauss, 2 November 1927, RSA).
24 Aravantinos, Panos (1886-1930), chief designer at the Berlin City Opera of Greek birth (1917- 
1930). He designed the decor for the Berlin first performances o f Die Frau ohne Schatten and Die 
agyptische Helena (the latter took place on 7 October 1928); Stmad, Oskar (1879-1935), Austrian 
architect and stage designer, who designed the sets for the Viennese premiere o f the revised version of 
Ariadne a u f Naxos. Hofmannsthal’s seriousness with regard to the design was plainly evident: ‘At 
Salzburg I notice time and again how the decor matters to the international section o f the public — 
please do not underestimate this! ... . (Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 October 1927, Correspondence, 
443).
2~ Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 281, after Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 29 September 1927.Briefwechsel, 
586 (the reference to Lehmann was omitted in the English translation: seeCorrespondence, 441).
2b Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 29 September 1927, Correspondence, 441.
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Vienna." In an unpublished letter to Schneiderhan (written on the same date and 

marked ‘Confidential!’ [ 'Vertraidich!'\), Strauss reprinted Hofmannsthal’s urgent 

entreaty verbatim, while tangibly relaying his own anxiety on the subject of Jeritza 

and his operas as a whole in a previously undisclosed manner:

Under pressure for the last few years from Komgold and Schalk, Frau Jeritza has nowadays 
so pointedly turned away from my works (can or will she sing them anym ore?- I’m unable to 
judge) that I couldn’t possibly consult with her personally regarding Helena. No one bewails 
it more profoundly that I have lost this brilliant woman for my works -  because o f that, it 
would therefore be doubly embarrassing for me to be exposed to the ridicule o f a new refusal 
from her!28

27

On that very point, Strauss urged Schneiderhan to approach Jeritza directly or 

through ‘a suitable intermediary’ [‘einen geeigneten MittelsmanrC]. and, pending her 

acceptance, instructed Schneiderhan to inform her of a further three to four repeat 

performances between the projected premiere (23 June 1928) and 4 July 

approximately, in addition to ten to twelve performances in the autumn.29 Strauss 

was quick to reiterate to Schneiderhan his previously held view that even with an all- 

star cast for the premiere, the presentation of a second-rate production in the autumn 

at Dresden would have a detrimental effect on the success of the work from the very 

outset. In the event of an enthusiastic response from Jeritza, Strauss asked 

Schneiderhan to remember Reucker’s ‘well-known economising’ and the "draconian 

ukase’ [,drakonischen Ukas') of the Deutscher Biihnenverein (Association of

27 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, October 3 1927, Correspondence, 443. Schneiderhan, Franz (1863-1938).
Schneiderhan served as Director-General from 1926-1932.
28

Nun hat sich seit den letzten Jahren unter dem Druck von K orngold und Schalk die Frau Jeritza so ostentativ von 
meinen Werken abgew andt (kann oder w ill sie nicht mehr singen? -  ich verm ag es nicht zu  beurteilen) dass ich unmoglich  
wegen H elena mich direckt an sie wenden kann. N iem and beklagt es tiefer, dass ich diese geniale Frau fu r  meine Werke 
verloren habe -  aber gerade deshalb ware es m ir doppelt peinlich , mich einem neuen Refus von ihr auszusetzen!

(cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 3 October 1927, RSA).
29 oStrauss to Schneiderhan, 3 October 1927, RSA. It is worth recalling that Strauss quoted higher 
figures when detailing numbers o f projected performances (allegedly according to Reucker’s 
estimates) in his letter to Hofmannsthal o f 20 September 1927 (his summer season figure tall/s, but the 
autumn estimate o f ‘ten to twelve’ performances falls short of the ‘twelve to fifteen’ relayed to 
Hofmannsthal). It is possible that Strauss needed to present viable (if slightly exaggerated) figures to 
his librettist in order to ‘sell’ the idea o f a summer premiere at Dresden.
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German Theatres) if a fee was being considered; perhaps as a guide, Strauss finished 

by enquiring how much Jeritza earned per evening at the Staatsoper,30

Schneiderhan’s reply revealed more than a palpable hint of exacerbation -  ‘Is 

a Dresden world premiere inevitable?’ -  as it seems that he was under the distinct 

impression that the event was to take place during the following autumn. More 

important, however, was Schneiderhan’s presumption as regards the venue (which he 

had taken to be Vienna); he consequently revealed to Strauss that he had already met 

Jeritza and arranged engagements with her in the title roles of Salome in Paris and 

Helena at the ‘world premiere’ in Vienna before the arrival of Strauss’s letter of 3 

October: by then, Jeritza had already left the Austrian capital.31 For Schneiderhan, the 

prospect of a Dresden first performance was nothing short of catastrophic, and he 

begged Strauss to reconsider in favour of Vienna, firstly by trying to assuage what he 

interpreted as concerns on the part of the composer regarding the critics: ‘The son 

[Erich Wolfgang] and I can already vouch for Komgold, and by then [i.e. the time of 

the premiere], for the others too, no doubt!’32 Schneiderhan continued to press

30 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 3 October 1927, RSA. In his autobiography, Fritz Busch sheds some light 
on Strauss’s statement regarding Reucker:

Reucker's character and disposition reminded one in many ways o f  Bruning, the R eich’s Chancellor, .. . .  in his 
moral sobriety and the painful exactitude with which he administered the money entrusted to him: in particular the 
public money to which he him self was entitled to for official business........

He watched with self-sacrifice over the observance o f  the orders for measures o f  the state economy. He kept his own 
hands clean from the injustice o f  laying any more burdens, however significant, on the struggling state. One can 
imagine the disgust with which at this time o f  need he learnt o f  arrogant foreign artists who lived as guests o f  the 
State Opera at the Hotel Belleveue and wished to have their breakfast champagne put down to the account o f  the 
state o f  Saxony. Such excesses Reucker failed completely to understand and his wounded sense o f  decency 
sometimes drove this dignified man to extremes o f  vehem ence and a stiff, unbending attitude.

(cited from Busch: Pages from a M usician’s Life, trans. Strachey, 142-143. It is telling that the 
‘draconian ukase’ o f the Deutscher Biihnenverein [i.e., a fee of a thousand marks per appearance in a 
stabilised currency as the ceiling for securing the services o f singers in demand] had been achieved by 
none other than Reucker [see ibid., 152]).
31 Schneiderhan to Strauss, 9 October 1927, (Copy) RSA.
'  ,Und !7itn die Catastrophe Dresden. Muss das sein? Gibt es keine Aenderung? Die Bedenken wegen 

der Kritik konnen wohl als behoben gelten. Fiir Korngold konnen der Sohn und ich wohl schon jetzt 
einstehen und bis dahin wohl auch fur die andern/ ‘ (cited from Schneiderhan to Strauss, 9 October



Vienna’s case by revealing that he also had a ‘special plan’ for handling the 

management at the Staatsoper. He also boasted that Vienna ostensibly ‘had’ Jeritza, 

for whom Dresden ‘hardly came into consideration’, setting out the reasons thus:

Firstly, because she cannot undertake the desired number of performances there [in Dresden] 
due to her obligation to us and her vacation, and secondly, because W olf (sic) cannot 
authorise her fee and Reucker will not pay it. Shortly before my return, she was getting 2000 
Schillings per evening in Vienna. This summer -  please keep this strictly confidential -  she 
demanded $1500 per evening for the autumn. At Attersee, Schalk got her to accept $1000, 
and she does not want to appear to be in contravention of this. It is still a successful 
reduction, in my opinion. However, the gap between this and the thousand marks available in 
Dresden is surely unbridgeable. She will not sing for under $1500:”

Putting all efforts into his powers of persuasion, Schneiderhan brought the 

letter to a close with a final, urgent entreaty to Strauss regarding the Staatsoper s 

inherent suitability for the new premiere. He tried to convince the composer that 

guarantee of this, and written confirmation thereof sent to Jeritza, would hasten her 

acceptance of the role for American performances also. While he assured Strauss that 

the Austrian capital would facilitate him in whatever way, he cannot have been 

unaware of the kudos that such an event would have brought to the city. It is telling 

that Schneiderhan commented further -  with calculated adroitness -  on how it would 

help offset the effect of a potentially lack-lustre Beethoven centenary festival, a 

tactical ploy, given his cognisance of Strauss’s adverse opinion on the latter. ’4

1927, [Copy] RSA); the French rendering, ‘Catastrophe’, is given in the RSA’s copy, and presumably, 
in the original letter.

Erstens w eil sie wegen ihrer Verpflichtungen bei uns und ihrer Ferien die gewollte Zaht von Vorstellungen dort 
nicht iibernehmen kann. und zweitens, w eil ihr das verlangte Honorar W olf nicht bewilligen kann und Reucker nicht zahlen  
wurde. Sie hotte in Wien schon vor meiner Riickkehr S. 400 pro  Abend. Diesen Sommer verlangte sie fu r  den Herbst — bitte 
streng vertraulich -  j e  1500 Dollar. Schalk hatte ihr am Attersee j e  1000, -D o lla r  zugesagt. und sie wollte vor deren 
Bewilligung nicht auftreten. Es ist mir dennoch eine Ermassigung gelungen. Die Kluft von da zu den in Dresden erreichbaren 
1000 Mk. ist aber sicher unuberbriickbar. Sie wurde unter $1500, — nicht singen.
(cited from Schneiderhan to Strauss, 9 October 1927, [Copy] RSA); Arthur W olff (d. 1930), lawyer 
and chairman of the Deutscher Biihnenverein at that time.
34 ,LJnd Wien wurde in diesem Falle bestimmt in und ausserhalb des Operntheaters sein Bestes tun, 
der letzte Rest der Enttduschung iiber den seinerzeitigen Weggang, iiber das Fehlen der Beethoven- 
Zentenarfeier wiirde weicheri' (cited from Schneiderhan to Strauss, 9 October 1927, [Copy] RSA).In a 
letter to Schneiderhan sent on 6 November 1926, Strauss had clearly set out his objections to the 
concept o f a Beethoven centenary festival in Vienna in trenchant terms:
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In his reply of 13 October 1927, Strauss appeared understandably elated by 

the fact that Jeritza had already accepted the role in principle, but was still keen to 

stress his firm determination to secure the premiere for Dresden for more reasons 

than one:

Vienna will, without a doubt, give the work a splendid performance -  nowadays, the question 
regarding criticism and a new work by me is secondary, thank God: up to now, 1 have always 
had the worst possible press following premieres, and in the end, it [the work] still survives! 
This time, I think that Korngold will not give a word of criticism, but when he wants, I think 
he has the talent to praise a work to death, so that the second performance is dead certain to 
be badly attended! But that should still play no role! In our twenty years of experience, the 
crucial factor is that there is no poorer ground for an important world premiere than cities like 
Berlin or Vienna (Strauss’s emphasis).’5

The composer then proceeded to present his case in defence of Dresden, with views 

that were, in part, tellingly consonant with those later expressed in print by Fritz 

Busch concerning the positive effect of the city’s unique ambience on Strauss’s opera 

premieres, two of which Busch conducted (Intermezzo and Die agyptische Helena). 

Crucially, Strauss felt that his new opera would not receive such decisive critical 

judgement if it was first staged in Dresden rather than in Berlin or Vienna, as the

36relevant critics from Berlin would not attend a premiere in Vienna, and vice-versa. 

Thus a three-month interval between its initial run at Dresden or Munich and

Unfortunately, on a matter o f  principle, 1 cannot jo in  the honorary committee. I find it grotesque that one sets up 
an honorary committee to commemorate those appreciative and admiring o f Beethoven -  only so that, in the end, Herr Guido 
Adler can make him self look important. ‘Lord Beethoven’ [is] not necessary........

[ ... ich kann leider nicht dem Ehrenausschuss beitreten, aus principiellen Grunden. Ich fm d e  es grotesk, dass man 
ein Ehrencomitee bildet, um Beethovens dankbar und bewundernd zu gedenken  -  schliesslich bios, dam it Herr Guido Adler
sich w ichtig machen kann. Das Herr von Beethoven nicht notig ........ ]
(cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 6 November 1926, RSA).

Dass Wien dem Werk eine glorreiche Auffiihrung bereiten wird. ist j a  von vornherein ausser Zweifel -  die Frage 
der Kritik ist heute -  Gott sei Dank -  bei einem neuen Werk von mir sekunddr: ubrigens habe ich von jeh er  die denkbar 
schlechtesten Fremierenpresse gehabt und es schliesslich  — doch geschafft! Dass Korngold diesmal kein Wort des Tadels von 
sich geben wird, glaube ich, aber er hat das Talent, wenn er will, ein Werk zu  Tode zu loben, dass die zweite Vorstellung 
totsicher schlecht besucht ist! Doch auch das so il keine Rolle spielen! Das Entscheidende ist.dass uns 20 jahrige  Erfahrung  
... kein schlechterer Boden fu r  einie wichtige Urauffuhrung es gibt, als Grosstadte wie Berlin und Wien.

(cited from Strauss to Scheiderhan, 13 October 1927, RSA).
Urauffuhrung in einer mittleren, fu r  zugereiste Gdste mehr das angenehme, gemutliche und Berlin und auch 

andren deutschen Centren so nahe legenden Stadt wie Dresden (darin auch giinstiger wie Miinchen) — hat ausser der 20 
Jahrigen Tradition (alle meine grossen Erfolge kamen aus Dresden) und vielen anderen gesellschaftlichen \orziigen vor 
allem das fu r  sich, dassf:]
1) alle frem den  Besucher sich dort stets in bester Ferienlaune befinden,
2) doch nicht gleich tiber das Werk so entscheidend abgeurteilt wird als bei einer Urauffuhrung in Berlin und Wien.
Nach einer letzteren fd h r t der betr. Berliner oder Wiener Kritiker nicht.
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premieres in Berlin and Vienna would possibly lead to a revision of first impressions: 

‘Though he [the critic] was at the world premiere in Dresden at the end of June, he 

will have to write about the subsequent first performances in Berlin and Vienna in 

October and gain a better impression than he did at the world premiere!’37

Strauss was adamant: the world premiere was to take place in Dresden, with 

Jeritza in the title role; a proposition quantified by the advantages he had outlined

and achievable through a ‘strong ultimatum’ [,ein kraftiges Ultimatum‘] that he had

3 8 *sent to Reucker. However, if a Dresden premiere was not achieved, the result 

would have to be a choice ‘between two evils’: Dresden without Jeritza, or Vienna 

with Jeritza.39 <•

On the same day (i.e. 13 October 1927), Hofmmansthal wrote to Strauss in 

detail concerning his thoughts and ideas for the decor, for which he claimed complete 

and unalterable responsibility within the collaboration:

(cited from Strauss to Scheiderhan, 13 October 1927, RSA); see also Busch: Pages from a M usician’s 
Life, trans. Strachey, 170. The relevant passage from the latter appears in chapter six, below).
37 , War er aber Ende Juni bei der Urauffiihrung in Dresden, so muss er im Oktober iiber die dann 
erfolgenden Berliner und Wiener Erstauffuhrung noch einmal schreiben und gewinnt einen besseren 
Eindruck als bei der Urauffiihrungt (cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 13 October 1927, RSA). 
jS Strauss to Schneiderhan, 13 October 1927, RSA. Following settlement o f terms between Furstner 
and Reucker, the latter gave his perspective on the sequence of events as follows:

Then, all o f  a sudden, around the middle o f  October, a completely new turn [o f events] emerged. First o f  all, by 
telephone from the publisher: Strauss learns o f  the possibility o f  getting Jeritza for the role o f  Helen through the 
V ienna Staatsoper, Dresden can only still come into question if  it succeeds in engaging this artist ( .. .)  for six 
summer performances ( ...). A letter from Strauss is not long arriving; at any rate, he includes the assurance that 
Dresden remains his most favourite place for the performance, but in addition to that, he has to insist on getting this 
artist.

[Da tauchte gan: plotzlich gegen M itte O ktober eine vollkommen neue Wendung auf. Zundchst telefonisch durch 
den Verlag: Strauss werde durch die Wiener Staatsoper von der M dglichkeit unterrichtet, die Jeritza fu r  die 
Helena zu gewinnen: Dresden konne nur noch in Frage kommen. wenn es geldnge, diese Kunstlerin fu r  sechs 
Som m erauffuhrungen zu engagieren. Ein B rie f von Strauss liess nicht lange a u f  sich warten: immerhin enthielt er 
die Versicherung, dass ihm nach wie vor Dresden als Ort der Auffiihrung am liebsten sei, aber dariiber hinaus 
miisse er je tz t  a u f  die Gewinnung dieser Kunstlerin bestehen.]

(cited from Reucker to Busch, 13 November 1927, in Rode-Breymann, Susanne: Die Wiener 
Staatsoper in den Zwischenkriegsjahren, 238).
39 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 13 October 1927, RSA.
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This ... is a matter exclusively within my competence, much more so in this case than in any 
other, because it requires a fairly high degree of a particular kind of background knowledge 
as well as of imagination to decide upon decor for which one cannot draw on any historical 
models whatever.40

Mentioning that he had already suggested that Fanto consult work by Bakst,41 he was 

at pains to point out to Strauss that their new opera would not be dependent on 

expensive stage designs. On the whole, Hofmannsthal averred that its visual effect 

would be determined more by inventive costuming and clever lighting than on the 

usual accoutrements.42 In his mind’s eye, the first set was to exude an air of magic 

and elegance suggested by costumes (especially those of Helena and Aithra) that 

tended towards contemporary evening wear: ‘I take it from Vogue that this winter a 

lot of glittering gold and silver materials will be worn again. This kind of thing will 

have to make up Aithra’s wardrobe.’43 Thus Hofmannsthal’s wish to largely escape 

from 'dull antique trappings’ -  and crucially, his wish for Fanto to draw inspiration 

from Bakst -  points to his keen interest in presenting an ahistorical theatrical milieu 

that would transcend the opera’s surface mythological setting.44 In his reply of two 

days later (15 October), Strauss indicated his firm support for Hofmannsthal’s 

ultimate say on matters concerning the decor and costumes, but urged him to write to 

Fanto once more in order to expand upon the aspirations he had made clear in his 

previous letter to Strauss.

40 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 13 October 1927Correspondence, 444.
41 Bakst, Leon (1866-1924), Russian scenic designer who worked in Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe. He 
designed the original decor for Josephslegende (as mentioned previously).
42 Correspondence, 444
4j Correspondence, 444-445.

As Leon Botstein has argued, the biblical Joseph a la Veronese in Josephslegende gives one 
example o f Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s post-1910 creative raison d ’etre: a modernist strategy 
predicated on the representation o f an historicist veneer undercut by a miscellany of allusions to 
disconnected historical sources, not only in terms o f  the music, but also in terms o f the sets, verbal 
language, and indeed, the characters themselves, (see Botstein: ‘The Enigmas o f Strauss’, Strauss and 
his World, ed. Gilliam, 19-21).
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On the Jeritza question, Strauss referred to Schneiderhan’s hope that the 

opera would have to be premiered in Vienna pending her creation of the title role due 

to the strictures set down by the Deutscher Biihnenverein and Dresden’s concomitant 

inability to match her fee. As he had informed Schneiderhan, Strauss affirmed his 

steadfast refusal to countenance a Vienna premiere while also revealing that he had 

‘threatened Reucker with it.’ Accordingly, Strauss’s publisher, Otto Fiirstner (as the 

composer informed his librettist), was in negotiations with the Deutscher 

Biihnenverein, and indeed Reucker, on the matter.4̂  Despite his tenacity, Strauss’s 

savoir-faire was such that he saw the reality of the situation (as was evident in his 

letter to Schneiderhan of two days previously), and he thus advised his librettist to 

choose 'the lesser evil’ between having a Dresden premiere without Jeritza, or a 

Vienna premiere with her. For his part, he proposed the former option with Margit 

Schenker-Angerer as Helen.46

Perhaps predictably, a letter arrived from Furstner detailing that the Deutscher 

Biihnenverein threatened to place a boycott on Strauss’s operas in German opera 

houses if he made any further moves towards reneging on the set fee for the 

engagement of singers for guest appearances in his pursuit of Jeritza for Dresden. 

Strauss then wrote to Hofmannsthal on the 25 October (enclosing Furstner’s letter),47

45 See also Strauss to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt urn 
Strauss in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 310-312; here, 311. In this particular letter, Strauss informed the 
soprano that he had written to the Deutscher Biihnenverein and Reucker himself; Furstner, Otto (1886- 
1958), director o f the publishing firm founded in Berlin in 1868 by his father, Adolph (1833-1908).
46 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 15 October 1927, Strauss-Hofmannsthal: Correspondence, 445-446. 
Schenker-Angerer [von Rupp], Margit (1903-1978) Hungarian soprano, Kammersangerin. She was 
engaged at the Vienna Staatsoper from 1926-1938, and sang Octavian at Covent Garden in 1931.
47 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 25 October 1927, ibid., 446, where Strauss mentions laconically: 
‘From the enclosed letter, you will see that the Dresden-Jeritza plan is encountering insuperable 
difficulties.’ Kurt Wilhelm wrote that Strauss was able to ‘wangle’ a ‘special fee’ for Jeritza from 
Dresden, thereby incurring the wrath o f the Biihnenverein (see Wilhelm: Strauss: An Intimate Portrait,



and revealed that he had now actually settled for Elisabeth Rethberg. Recommended 

to him by Reucker, Rethberg’s lower height (in comparison to Jeritza, and thus a 

more suitable candidate, in physical terms, for the short Kurt Taucher’s Menelas), 

formidable international reputation, superior voice and assured technique were more 

than enough to convince Strauss of her suitability in the circumstances.48 However, 

Hofmannsthal was infuriated by the precipitousness of Strauss’s decision, and vented 

his anger both by letter (written on 27 October and received by Strauss two days 

later) and telegram (not extant), which was presumably cabled on 26 or 27 October, 

given that Strauss replied (by letter) on the latter date.49 It seems logical to posit that 

the telegram was perhaps sent as an afterthought; mindful that Strauss would not 

receive his formal reply until at least two days later, the incensed Hofmannsthal may 

have summarised the main tenets of his argument, and/or added further to them (the 

latter possibility, considering Strauss’s reply, seems quite likely). As Hofmannsthal’s 

letter is extant, it will be dealt with first.

Admitting total incomprehension at Strauss’s letter of the 25 October, 

Hofmannthal expressed his vehement opposition to Rethberg in trenchant terms; 

while downplaying the need for physical beauty, he nevertheless argued in support of 

a certain ‘specifically feminine talent for the theatre’, a quality that Rethberg, as ‘a 

worse than mediocre ... actress’ distinctly lacked, in his opinion.30 Furthermore, his 

reading of Furstner’s letter led him to advocate that Jeritza be handled more 

diplomatically, though pending her possible refusal, he expressed a preference for the

trans. Whittall, 186), but this was not corroborated by any o f the printed or archival sources consulted 
by the present author.
48 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 25 October 1927, Correspondence, 446.
49 See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 October 1927 Correspondence, 448-449; here: 448.
50 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 447



less experienced Schenker-Angerer (Strauss’s original choice as an alternative) over 

Rethberg. While Schenker-Angerer’s acting talents may have been a contributory 

factor in this case, Joanna Bottenberg’s claim that Hofmannsthal’s strong insistence 

on ultimately acquiring Jeritza revealed his recognition of the opera’s dramatic 

failings, and the need to mitigate them by utilising a visually striking lead, are 

reductionist in the extreme. Indeed, Bottenberg goes as far as to assert that:

[Hofmannsthal’s] letter offers evidence that he was uncertain o f the intrinsic artistic worth of 
Die Agyptische Helena, and that his hope for its success, indeed for its survival on the 
operatic stage, lay in adopting an “unoperatic” performance style, which is counter to the 
accepted standards o f opera performance and relies more on good acting (of which he 
admitted he had no understanding).51

On the whole, Hofmannsthal’s concerns reflected an overriding desire on his part to 

influence all aspects of the opera’s creation throughout the period of its gestation (for 

one, he had steered Strauss away from spoken dialogue and Singspie I-Wke tendencies 

towards the more lyrical-dramatic form that it eventually took). By outlining his 

determination to see ‘the histrionic elements going ‘hand in hand with the musical 

ones’,52 Hofmannsthal merely extended his influence vis-a-vis the now finished opera 

onto the all-important matter of its future presentation. What his letter actually shows 

is a dramatist keenly aware of the inherent efficacy required in presenting the enticing 

allure -  in both visual and musical terms -  of the legendary Helen of Troy to the 

maximum, in a fashion reflective of his long term interests in gesture and physical 

movement (an impulse stimulated by pantomime and, latterly, Stummfilm). 

Furthermore, Hofmannsthal’s use of Isolde as a prime example of the form of 

characterisation that he sought to evade (‘her part can be done through the voice 

alone and with a certain required “style” ’)53 evidences a further instance of his wish 

to divert Strauss away from ‘Wagnerian erotic screaming’ towards a style of vocal

51 See Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 281.
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writing that perfectly complemented the sophisticated, poetic refinement of the text. 

Thus Hofmannsthal’s profound interest in all aspects of the opera’s modes of 

communication — textual, musical, and crucially, visual -  represents an underlying 

faith and commitment in the potential of the work. In this context, Bottenberg’s 

further comment that Hofmannsthal was all too aware that his sparse plot -  deficient 

(she claims) in terms of its background, dramatic conflict, and stylistic unity -  could 

only be redeemed by the dramatic virtues of a superlative (singer-) actress does not 

pass muster. ̂  Moreover, her argument seems further fuelled by a desire to 

substantiate time-honoured perceptions of the opera as being the weakest of the 

Strauss-Hofmannsthal collaboration by her over-reliance on past, outdated critical 

judgement (particularly that of Ernst Krause).”

The content of Hofmannsthal’s non-extant telegram can be ascertained in part 

from Strauss’s reply, which, as mentioned above, was sent on the same date as 

Hofmannsthal’s impassioned outburst (27 October 1927). As also mentioned above,

52 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 447.
5’ Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 27 October 1927Correspondence, 447.
54 Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 282.
55 Bottenberg: Shared Creation, 82-83. As mentioned above, for Bottenberg (writing in 1996) as for
Krause before her, the main weakness lies in the opera’s scenario; her quote from Krause’s Strauss
study is worth reproducing here, if  only to advert to the inadequacy o f her claim and the culture of 
critical bias that still attends the opera:

The minimum requirement o f  an opera is that it should be generally understandable to people who have not 
previously read the libretto. What, then, o f  an opera whose action remains incomprehensible even to those who have 
read the libretto or the synopsis o f  the work which preceded it? The opera-goer demands clarity o f  motives, and 
above all self-explanatory action. ( .. .)  Here everything is merely suggested, not carried out. The mythology remains 
mere decoration. The inner dram a o f  the two human beings with which the work is concerned is so obscured by 
verbiage that everything which occurs is shrouded in a poetic m ist or even darkness. The cardinal error o f  this 
libretto, which is badly split at the dramatic seams ( .. .)  is that it attempts to present both the myth and  its meaning, 
that while the story is being enacted the characters step outside its frame and begin to philosophize about their 
destinies in modern phraseology. There is also a considerable lack o f  balance between the two acts. ( ... .) No verbal 
music, however harmonious ( . . .)  can conceal the lack o f  any intimate, logical and psychological development 
linking the magical and the tragically heroic contents o f the two contrasting acts.

(cited from Krause: Strauss: The Man and his Work, trans. Coombs, 406-407, cited in Bottenberg: 
Shared Creation, 83). While Bottenberg’s pat assertions lean heavily on those immediately above, 
Krause’s own railings against ‘psycholgizing’ and disunity may themselves be derivative of similar 
views expressed by the critic, Adolf Aber, following the opera’s premiere (discussed below in chapter 
six).
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though Strauss had already reconciled himself to the fact that Jeritza would probably 

not sing the title role at the opera’s Dresden world premiere, in the letter he claimed 

that there was a possibility that this would also to be the case regarding the Vienna 

premiere, given that the Austrian Staatsoper had by then also acceded to the 

convention of the Deutscher Buhnenverein,56 As the composer emphatically 

explained:

Last summer in Berlin she demanded 12,000 Mark (sic) [relative value in 2003: $134,152.64] 
per night; because of the objections of the Buhnenverein the guest performance did not come 
off. If she were now to sing in Dresden for a mere 6000 M [2003: roughly $67,076.32] ... 
Berlin would be up in arms! Now Reucker, in accordance with the rules o f the Buhnenverein, 
is offering her 1000 M [2003: roughly $1 1,179.39] ... plus 200 M [2003: roughly $2,235.88] 
per rehearsal: how is that to come to anything like 6000 M? No, it’s impossible ... we shall 
simply have to do without Jeritza!57

From the tenor of Strauss’s comments -  ‘since you write: better Dresden without 

Jeritza than a first performance with Jeritza in Vienna -  and you’re quite right’ -  

Hofmannsthal was slowly (if reluctantly) following suit. However, Strauss’s 

insistence on Rethberg over Schenker-Angerer (based on the former’s experience and 

superior vocal prowess) reveals the composer’s parallel determination to have his 

• • • artistic say on the matter of casting.' For Hofmannsthal though, acting ability took 

precedence over vocal talent in this case, and in a letter dated 28 October he pressed 

Strauss further over the Jeritza question by enquiring why Schneiderhan could not

56 See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 448-449 (here: 448).
57 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 448. The exchange rate in 1927 was 
4.21 Reichsmark 1 US Dollar, thus, in that year, 12,000 RM  was equal to $2,850.36; the relative 
values in 2003 USD were calculated by the present author in terms o f  GDP per capita (using nominal 
GDP, given that one is dealing with the relative value o f an amount of money in one era in terms of 
another). GDP per capita, an index o f the an economy’s average output per person, is closely 
correlated with the average income (see Officer, Laurence: ‘Exchange rate between the United States 
dollar and forty other countries, 1913-1999’, Economic History Services, E.H.Net, 2002 
<http://www.eh.net/hmit/exchangerates/> and Williamson, Samuel H.: ‘What is the Relative Value?’. 
Economic History Services, April 2004 http://www.eh.net/hmit/comapre/). In comparative terms, 
Jeritza’s earnings can be placed beside those o f another successful expatriate artiste, who, unlike 
Jeritza, lived and worked full-time in the US from the mid 1920s: the weekly salary in 1931 o f the 
Swedish-born actress, Greta Garbo, was four times the national annual wage -  a statistic made all the 
more startling given that she only made two films that year over a period of ninety-one days (see 
Thomson, David: The New Equation: A History o f  Hollywood (New York: Knopf, 2004).

http://www.eh.net/hmit/exchangerates/
http://www.eh.net/hmit/comapre/


have discussed concrete terms with the singer: ‘No one even knows yet how much 

she would ask in this particular case (Hofmannsthal’s italics)!’ His suggestion of an 

arrangement where Rethberg and Jeritza could both sing two performances in 

Dresden, which the latter could treat as a quasi-dress rehearsal for Vienna, highlights 

his near desperation on the issue.'9

For his part, Strauss’s reply on the same date re-affirmed his commitment in 

principle to procuring Jeritza’s services, but gave 8 November 1927 as the watershed, 

informing his librettist of an impending visit on that day by Reucker and Rethberg -  

and, he speculated, Fiirstner and A. Wolff (chairman of the Deutscher Biihnenverein) 

-  to his Garmisch home. Commenting on the insolubility of the controversial 

sticking-point that was Jeritza’s fee, Strauss asserted once more what he probably 

saw as his natural superiority in questions regarding singers by again conjuring up the 

Rethberg versus Schenker-Angerer conundrum. Nevertheless, his letter of 29 October 

(in part, a sharp rebuttal of Hofmannsthal’s attack of two days previously) attests to 

the persistence of his commitment to attempting to secure Jeritza by detailing that he 

had passed on Hofmannsthal’s telegram to Reucker, with a note attached firmly 

underlining his own preference for the Moravian soprano.60 Despite annoyances 

caused by quasi-legalistic entanglements, and the exchange of heated correspondence 

between both collaborators, the sheer persistence of both Hofmannsthal and Strauss 

in attempting to win Jeritza for the Dresden world premiere confirms their 

determination in securing the proper vocal and visual realisation of their combined 

artistic vision.

58 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 27 October 1927, Correspondence, 448.
59 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 28 October 1927Correspondence, 449-450.
60 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 29 October 1927, Correspondence, 451.
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That Reucker was unimpressed by Strauss’s tactic is clearly shown by an 

unpublished letter to the composer dated 1 November, which gives further hints of 

the content of Hofmannsthal’s telegram, and specifically, his misgivings over 

Rethberg:

Your letters of yesterday and the day before disappoint me greatly. I cannot share your newly 
raised doubts concerning Rethberg. Fanto, who returned on Saturday, agreed wholeheartedly 
with me regarding the way in which Rethberg is the preferred casting above any other 
candidate.

Hoffmannsthal (sic) could not know that, since the Salzburg Festival, at which he first 
became acquainted with her, Rethberg and her outward appearance have undergone a 
complete overhaul, and one hears that the ponderousness that had been complained about 
before belongs to times past. Fanto himself has requested that Hoffmannsthal (sic) 
acknowledge this immediately. Therefore, I please urge that things remain according to our 
agreement, and to expect Frau Rethberg and I on the 8 November. In any case, Fanto will be 
in Garmisch on the 8th. In his letter to Hoffmannsthal (sic), he has requested that the latter 
come to Garmisch, also. I am certain that it will also succeed in dispelling his last doubts.61

In the meantime, the receipt by Hofmannsthal around 29 October of Strauss’s letter 

(dated the twenty-seventh) concerning the vexed issue of Jeritza’s exorbitant 

honorarium demands saw Hofmannsthal chastened enough to admit his ignorance of 

the fact that Jeritza could command -  and, indeed, receive -  such a figure in Vienna. 

His letter also demonstrates the development of his slow reconciliation to the reality 

that Rethberg was emerging as the most viable alternative, but is nevertheless still 

indicative of his acute and equally repeated concerns regarding the opera’s potential 

visual effect. On that front, Hofmannsthal allayed his own fears over producer Otto 

Erhardt’s capabilities by suggesting that Rethberg could be coached by Marie

61 Ihr gestriges und Ihr vorgeslriges Schreiben haben mir eine schwere Enttauschung bereitet. Ich kann Ihre
erhobenen Bedenken gegen die Rethberg nich teilen. Fanto, der Sam stag zuruckgekehrt ist pflichtet m ir spontan darin bei, 
dafi die Rethberg je d e r  anderen Besetzung vorzuziehen sei.

H offm annshtal (sic)  konnte nicht wissen, dafi die Rethberg se it den Salzburger Festspielen, bei denen er sie kennen gelernt 
hat, eine auch fu r  ihre aufiere Erscheinung sehr wesentliche Entwicklung durchgemacht hat, und dafi die Schwerfalligkeit, 
die frilher beanstandet wurde, einer fu r  sie iiberwundenen Zeit angehort. Fanto hat sich sofort erboten, dies Hoffmannsthal 
(sic) unmittelbar zu bestatigen. Ich bitte Sie daher dringend, es bei unserer Verabredung zu lassen und mich am 8. November 
m it Frau Rethberg zu envarten. Fanto wird zum 8. November ebenfalls in Garmisch sein. Er hat Hoffmannsthal (sic) in 
seinem B rie f gebeten. auch nach Garmisch zu kommen. Ich bin iiberzeugt, dafi es ihm gelingen wird, auch die letzten 
Bedenken zu  zerstreuen
(cited from Reucker to Strauss, 1 November 1927, RSA). Rethberg had made her Salzburg Festival 
debut in 1922.
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Gutheil-Schoder, a Staatsoper-based ex-singer well versed in dramatic portrayal.62 

While further missives from Strauss dated 31 October and 2 November evidence a 

composer still intent on procuring Jeritza for Dresden, the earlier letter also reveals 

one understandably tired of diplomatic wrangling, a fact inherent in Strauss’s 

suggestion to his librettist that he carry the baton by attending a suggested meeting in 

Berlin with Furstner, Wolff and Reucker.63 This particular meeting seems to have 

taken place c. 3 November, the date on which Hofmannsthal cabled Strauss from 

Berlin with the following query (and further quandary):

How can Schneiderhan guarantee a Vienna premiere at the beginning of June when the entire 
Vienna Opera, including Jeritza, will be finishing a ten-day guest appearance in Paris? Am 
convinced o f the impossibility. Have wired Fiirstner’s view, who I have metf*

With the path to the premiere beginning to resemble a minefield, the pressure began 

to take its toll. In a later letter from Hofmannsthal of 13 November, the librettist 

reported that he had left Furstner in a fraught state after their discussions. The same 

letter, and indeed a subsequent one dated 20 November, evinced Hofmannsthal’s 

impatience with regard to the outcome of the ‘Dresden affair,’ implicitly referring to 

the meeting that had been mooted for 8 November in Garmisch between Strauss, 

Reucker, Rethberg, Furstner, Wolff, and, according to Reucker (see above), Fanto.65 

A meeting did take place, but it was not exactly as planned in terms of date, location 

and participants. From 12-13 November, Strauss met Reucker, Furstner, and, on the

62 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, c 29 October 1927, Correspondence, 452-453; Gutheil-Schoder, 
Marie (1874-1935), German soprano. Gutheil-Schoder’s formidable acting talents ensured her success 
in roles such as Bizet’s Carmen and Strauss’s Elektra', in 1911, she appeared as Octavian in the 
Vienna premiere of Der Rosenkavalier. Gutheil-Schoder’s ‘official’ title for the Dresden premiere of 
Die dgyptische Helena was ‘Artistic Advisor to Producer and Singers.’
63 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 31 October 1927; 2 November 1927, Correspondence, 451; 453-454.
64 ,Wie kann Schneiderhan Wiener Urauffuhrung Anfang Juni garantieren, wenn gam e Wiener Oper 
einschliefilich Jeritza Ende Mai zehntagiges Pariser Gastspiel absolviert? Bin von Unmoglichkeit 
uberzuegt. Drahtet Ansicht Fiirstner, mit dem verbunderi (cited from [a telegram] from Hofmannsthal 
to Strauss, [Berlin] 3 November 1927, Briefw’echsel, 718).
65 See Correspondence, 454-455.



latter date, Fanto, in Gotha for what turned out to be strained negotiations on the 

subject of the premiere.

However, the composer did receive at least one influential visitor at his 

Garmisch Landhaus in the form of Schneiderhan, who travelled in person in early 

November with an ultimatum: Jeritza would only sing at the world premiere, and 

only if it was staged in Vienna.66 As the composer wrote later to Jeritza (on 30 

December):

Your radioed refusal to ... Schneiderhan is certainly the hardest blow that my “Helena” could 
ever meet before she is born. I completely understand your position, and share your opinion 
that you are the one preordained to sing the role for the world premiere of my new work. But, 
unfortunately, you see things from a distance, and do not know the exasperation I have been 
caused for in the past eight weeks over this tiresome and, at base, utterly stupid question of 
the world premiere. Thus I cannot be content with the sad message that you will not sing 
“Helena”, your “Helena”: intended and written for you from the very beginning, if Vienna 
does not stage the world premiere, until 1 make a final attempt by letter, insofar as it is at all 
possible, to clarify to you how it all came to pass and what specific reasons finally led me 
today to urgently request you not to scorn “Helena”, even if the Vienna world premiere 
should take place five days after the so-called Dresden world premiere. ... (my italics).67

Notwithstanding his commitment to Dresden, Strauss had, nonetheless, pledged the 

world premiere to Schneiderhan for Vienna’s June festival, furthermore vowing to 

inform Dresden that he now intended going back on what he viewed as merely [an]

66 ,... als Herr Schneiderhan persdnlich in Garmisch erschien mit dem Ultimatum: Frau Jeritza ist 
zwar bereit, die "Helena” zu singen, aber nur als Urauffuhrung und nur in Wietf (cited from Strauss 
to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die Welt um Strauss in Briefen, ed. 
Grasberger, 311). The exact date o f Schneiderhan’s visit is unclear; there is no reference to it in 
Trenner’s Chronik. According to the latter, Strauss was in Garmisch from 24 October-9 November 
1927 (see Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 484-485).
67 Ihre Radioabsage an Herrn Generaldirektor Schniederhan ist allerdings der schwerste Schlag, der meine
“H elena  ” noch vor ihrer Geburt treffen konnte. Ich verstehe Ihren Standpunkt vollkommen und teile Ihre Meinung, dafi Sie 
berufen sind, die Urauffuhrung meines neuen Werkes zu singen. Aber Sie sehen die Dinge leider aus der F em e und wissen 
nicht, w as hier alles vorgegengen ist und was ich in den letzten acht Wochen an Arger erlitten habe in dieser leidigen, im 
Grunde genom m en recht bidden Urauffiihrungsfrage. Und so kann ich mich mit der Trauerbotschaft, daft Sie die “Helena . 
Ihre "Helena": von Anbeginn fu r  Sie gedacht und fu r  Sie geschrieben, nicht singen wollen, wenn Wien nicht die 
Urauffuhrung hat, nicht bescheiden, bevor ich nicht noch einen letzten Versuch gem acht habe, Ihnen, soweit es brieflich 
iiberhaupt moglich ist, zu  erklaren, wie alles gekommen ist und welche zwingenden Grunde mich endlich bestimmten, Sie 
heute nochmals dringend zu  bitten, die “Helena ” nicht zu verschmahen. auch wenn die Wiener Urauffuhrung f i tn f  Tage nach 
der Dresdener sogenannten Urauffuhrung stattfm den sollte ........
(cited from Strauss to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Die Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt um 
Strauss in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 310). Strauss’s wording was deliberate: by presenting the Vienna 
(i.e., Austrian) premiere to Jeritza as the ‘world’ premiere and thus, in effect, the earlier Dresden event



already half-given promise’ [,(mein) schon halb gegebenes Versprechen‘] 6?> Indeed, 

an unpublished letter from Schneiderhan to Furstner (dated 10 November 1927), 

details a request for two copies of both the libretto and the piano reduction of the first 

act (‘soon after its completion’) to be sent to Jeritza’s New York address (and to 

Schneiderhan) ‘in agreement with Herrn Dr Richard Strauss.’69

As might be expected, Reucker was apoplectic: what, it appears, Strauss had 

quaintly viewed as being no more than a gentleman’s agreement, Dresden considered 

a moral contract. However, Strauss countered by stating that it represented no such 

thing, as the central question apropos the casting ot the lead role had not yet been 

resolved (a condition on which, as Strauss later claimed to Jeritza, he had predicated

70his promise to Dresden, by effectively reserving the right to choose a candidate). A 

measure of the intensity of this exchange (and those that followed) — generated as 

much by Strauss’s brinkmanship, as by the cultural politics ot inter-Opernhaus 

rivalry -  can be gauged by the closing section of the aforementioned letter from 

Reucker to Busch of 13 November, in which Reucker gave his take on events after 

his ‘highly significant meeting’ [,eine hochst wichtige Unterredung ] with Strauss (et 

al) in Gotha:

as a mere token staging, it seems that he tried to ensure that neither her preference for Vienna, her 
reputation and, by no means least, her fee expectations, were undermined.
68 See Strauss to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Die Strom der Tone trug mich fort: Die Welt um Strauss
in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 311. ih
69 In Einvernehmen m it Herrn Dr R ichard Strauss bitte ich, an Frau Baronin Popper-Jeritza, S t Regis Hotel, 5 
Avenue, New-York (sic), sowie an meine Adresse, sobald dies moglich ist, senden zu  wollen.

1) j e  zw ei Textbucher,
2) j e  zw ei Klavierauszuge, und  zw ar den ersten A kt allein schon nach der Fertigstellung.

Ich benutze den Anlass, um meiner grossen Freude iiber die Entscheidung der A n g e le g e n h e i t  Ausdruck zu geben . . . .  
( c i t e d  f ro m  S c h n e id e r h a n  to F u r s tn e r ,  10 November 1927 [Copy], R S A ) .

70 ,Nun ging der Sturm los: Dresden behauptete sofort, meine Zusage set eine moralische Bindung. 
Ich erklarte: Nein, denn die Hauptfrage der Besetzung der Titelrolle ist nicht gelosf (Strauss to 
Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die Welt um Strauss in Briefen, ed.



. . . On  Saturday (5 November), I got in touch with Furstner by telephone again. Embarrassing 
to-ings and fro-ings. Vienna has cruelly reproached Strauss; he cannot possibly be in Dresden 
for its summer festival next year so near to the Beethoven Festival; and ‘You’re putting 
pressure on him’; and ‘There is an enormous amount at stake for him.’ These words did not 
make sense, and 1 had to then [go by] train ( ...)  that day to Furstner again. To put it briefly:
10 June: world premiere, Vienna; 18 [June]: German premiere, Dresden, and some fourteen 
days later, Berlin ( ...)  and other cities. 1 put up fierce opposition to this plan -  this 
impertinence! -  and insisted -  after interminable debate -  to confer again with Strauss on it 
(...) . I asked Fanto to travel with me -  and thus we return now from Gotha. Until late into last 
night and half o f today, we have fought a running battle. We had to take an alarmingly 
revealing look into the egocentric soul o f this man. Time and again, he came upon the crucial 
point, as if  his entire existence depended on it.71

Reucker’s reference pertained to the fact that Strauss’s Viennese mansion, 

completed in 1924, was built on a plot of land granted to the composer on a sixty- 

year loan by the city, in return for twenty free performances per year for five years; 

after the expiry of the loan, the property was meant to pass into the ownership of the

Strauss family. As Reucker continued:

And now for the punch-line: it has now been underlined, that for this gift to come into force, a 
change to a certain rule would be necessary. This change will not go through until he gives 
his assurance o f the Helena premiere and his presence at the summer festival in Vienna."

While Strauss would later maintain to Jeritza that he considered himself well 

within his rights, in a legal sense, to maintain his revised position vis-a-vis the world 

premiere and Vienna, Susanne Rode-Breymann has written that Reucker travelled to 

Vienna several times seeking clarification in talks with Schneiderhan and

Grasberger, 311); ,Ich habe meine Zusage bischer immer noch davon abhdngig gemacht, wer diese 
diesesmal besonders wichtige Titelrolle in Dresden kreieren konnte‘ (ibid., 311).
^  ... Am  Sam stag (5. Nov.) m eldet sich wieder Furstner beim Telefon. Verlegenes Hin und Her. Wien habe Strauss
bittere Vorxvurfe gem acht; er konne unmoglich wieder -  wie bei der Beethovenfeier -  wahrend ihrer nachstjahrigen 
Sommerfestspiele in Dresden sein. und man bedrange ihn, und es s ta n d e fir  ihn ungeheuer viel a u f  dem Spiel. K. lug war aus 
diesen Worten nicht werden und ich musste wieder a u f  die Bahn (...) bei Furstner trat dann alles zu Tage. Kurz gesagt. 10. 
Juni Urauffuhrung Wien, 18. Reichsdeutsche Urauffuhrung Dresden und etwa 14 Tage spater Berlin (...) und andere Stadte. 
Dieser Plan - diese Zumiitung! -  setze ich hartnackigen Widerstand entgegen und bestand -  nach uferloser Debatte -  darauf 
nochmals. m it Strauss selbst zu  konferieren (...). Ich bat Fanto mitzureisen  -  und so kommen w ir je tz t von Gotha. Gestern bis 
spat in die N acht und heute den halben Tag haben w ir uns herumschlagen. Wir mussten erschreckende Tiefblicke in die 
egozentrische Seele dieses M annes tun. Immer wieder kam er a u f  den springenden Punkt, seine ganze Existenz hange davon

ab ........ . ■ ■ j
(cited from Reucker to Busch, 13 November 1927, Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den
Zwischenkriegsjahren, 239).

U nd nun die Pointe: es habe sich je tz t  heraugesteUt, dass zur Durchfuhrung dieses Geschenkes die Aenderung  
eines gew issen Gesetzes erforderlich sei. Diese Aenderung werde nicht durchgehen, wenn er nicht vorher die Zusicherung der 
Helena-Auffiihrung und seiner Anwesenheit bei der Sommerfestspielen in Wien gebe (cited from Reucker to Busch, 13 
November 1927, Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den Zwischenkriegsjahren, 239).
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Ministerialrat Dr Eckmann. On 12 December 1927, Strauss informed his librettist 

by post that he had consulted with Reucker that day, and that issues surrounding the 

world premiere had finally been settled: it was to be held in Dresden on 6 June with 

Rethberg, and the Austrian premiere in Vienna with Jeritza, on 11 June (Strauss’s 

birthday) 1928.74 Yet on the following day a meeting took place in Schneiderhan’s 

office, attended by Eckmann, Fanto, Reucker, Schneiderhan, and Strauss,75 opening 

with reference to an enclosure detailing the known conditions under which Strauss 

planned to give his ascent to the staging of the world premiere in Dresden. 

Immediately thereafter, Schneiderhan was at pains to publicly express his agreement, 

and sought to strenuously refute erroneous assumptions that had emanated from the 

Dresden press regarding his stance on the matter; he categorically reaffirmed that he 

was ‘in no way giving in’, nor ‘retreating’ due to pressure, and that had he had not 

attempted to ‘blackmail’ Strauss into opting for Vienna.76 He argued that his 

endeavours had been firmly based on the belief that Vienna had as ‘convincing’ a 

claim [,ebenso triftige Anspruche' | on the world premiere as Dresden, and that 

Reucker’s arguments in support of the enormous importance that the world premiere 

would have for the Saxon city led him to decide that the Viennese premiere should 

take place a few days later. It was further agreed that the Dresden, Berlin and other 

quarters of the German press would be present at the Vienna premiere, perhaps so as

73 See Strauss to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Der Strom der tone trug mich fort: die Welt um Strauss
in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 311: Rode-Breymann: Die Wiener Staatsoper in den
Zwischenkriegsjahren, 239: Ministerialrat can be translated as ‘Assistant Head’ (i.e., of a government 
department).
74 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 December 1927Correspondence, 457.
75 ‘Minutes of the meeting in the Head Office o f the Austrian Federal Theatres on 13 December 1927 
regarding the world premiere “Helena 1928” ’ [,Niederschrift der Beschprechung in der 
Generaldirekton der Osterr. Bundestheater am 13. Dezember 1927, beziiglich Urauffuhrung “Helena 
1928” ‘], RSA, headed: ‘ Vertraulich zur Kenntnifi fu r  Herrn Fiirstner. [signed] Rich. Strauss' and 
incorrectly dated: ,Wien 15.12. 26‘ in the composer’s hand.
7 G eneraldirektor Schneiderhan erklart sein Einverstandnis und mochte zur Klarstellung bei dieser ersten
gemeinsam Besprechung der drei beteiligten Faktoren nochmals envahnen, dass seine Haltung nicht m it den \ ersionen



to ensure a level of exposure on par with that in Dresden. But in his letter to Jeritza 

of 30 December the composer presented a totally different scenario. According to 

Strauss some two weeks later, the Saxon cultural ministry had instructed the German 

legation in Vienna to exert its influence on its Austrian counterpart to request that the 

management of the Vienna Staatsoper were to desist from claiming hegemony over 

the world premiere.77

But most telling of all was Schneiderhan's assertion that the question of the 

world premiere vis-a-vis Vienna had no connection whatsoever with the ‘handing 

over of the plot to Dr Strauss’; the composer confirmed that this had been directly 

relayed to him by Schneiderhan, and admitted that such comments had found their 

origin in ‘false assumptions’ [Jrriger Voraussetznngen‘] made by J. F. Wolff, editor 

of the Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten. Though it seems outwardly bizarre that Strauss 

could be so candid as to admit naive belief in such hearsay for the record, it also 

seems plausible to proffer that this ‘revelation betokened a subtle instance of Strauss 

attempting to ‘play’ the Dresden and Vienna administrations off one another. Indeed, 

Bryan Gilliam has alluded to the ‘massive publicity campaign^]’ that similarly 

attended Elektra and, in particular, Der Rosenkavalier, where the press were, 

nevertheless, kept at bay by not being allowed entry into rehearsals, nor to have 

access to a piano reduction of the score. Strauss was only too keenly aware of how to 

grease the cogs of the culture industry, and his aversion to the press did not prevent 

him from using it to his advantage; indeed, ‘rumour’ bulletins had similarly

ubereinstimme, die er nun aus Dresden indirekt hore. Er sei keinesM'egs umgefallen, keiner Pression gewichen und habe 

auch seinerseits keine "Erpressung " versucht. (cited from Minutes ... , RSA).
77 See Strauss to Jeritza, 30 December 1927, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die Welt um Strauss 
in Briefen, 311.



abounded months before the Rosenkavalier premiere.78 At the least, the advantages 

derived from the attendant level of publicity generated by such a public -  and 

publicised -  struggle between two major opera houses (and their officials) over the 

latest Strauss opera and the promise of a celebrity lead were surely not lost on the 

canny and calculating composer.

Moreover, while Strauss’s aforementioned letter to Hofmannsthal (ostensibly 

dated the previous day), confirms the eventual outcome as regards the configuration 

of date, venue and lead, respectively, the minutes of the meeting in Schneiderhan’s 

office made no mention of Rethberg. In fact, proceedings on the 13 December 

suggested an entirely different scenario by detailing a plan to seek Jeritza’s consent in 

creating the title role for ‘the first performance in Vienna’ after -  and in addition to -  

the ‘Dresden world premiere’ (my italics). Indeed, on that very point, Schneiderhan 

agreed that Busch was to attempt to persuade Jeritza to accept what Strauss himself 

communicated to the soprano shortly afterwards (on 30 December) as being the key 

element of the entire agreement between the parties present.79 Interestingly, Strauss’s 

letter saw the composer retreating from his heretofore trenchant (public) position vis- 

a-vis securing Jeritza for Dresden by attempting to coax the singer into at least 

performing for a Vienna first performance (11 June) which, in reality, fulfilled 

neither of her stipulations. With Jeritza nevertheless insistent on only singing at a 

world premiere (and a Vienna world premiere, at that), Strauss and Schneiderhan s 

final reconciliation to the unfeasiblity of such an outcome was still tempered by the

78 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 93
79 Frau Jeritza soil um ihre Zustimmung, auch nach der Dresdener Urauffuhrung die Rolle bei 
der Erstauffuhrung in Wien zu creieren (sic), geschrieben werden. Generaldirektor Schneiderhan
stimmt zu, dass Herr Busch versuche, au f Frau Jeritza in diesem Sinne einzuwirken........  ( Minutes
. . . ’, RSA).



realisation that Jeritza would still have to be offered the Dresden event, even if 

Strauss, Schneiderhan -  and more importantly, Reucker -  knew that such a scenario 

would never materialise. Thus Strauss may have preferred to simply inform his 

(sometimes over-) sensitive librettist that Rethberg would sing the role in order to 

offset any possible confusion or distress on Hofmannsthal’s part, especially as 

Jeritza’s Vienna first-performance appearance still hung in the balance. However, 

Strauss’s Machiavellian ways did not fail to attract attention; as Busch later wrote:

The relations between Strauss and myself had become very cordial, indeed friendly, and were 
to become even closer from his having dedicated his Arabella jointly to Dr Reucker and me 
as representing the Dresden Opera. Strauss acknowledged my co-operation as conductor of 
his works on every opportunity with extraordinary, even extravagant warmth. On my side, 1 
admired his artistic power and his amazing talents too much to be seriously put off by his less 
attractive characteristics. They were exhibited with such ingenuous openness, were so free 
from cunning and bad-tempered calculation, that one could really hardly take them in bad 
part.

Events which had taken place before the premiere o f Die agyptische Helena should have been 
a warning to me; they showed how unscrupulous Strauss was capable of being........

Meanwhile, the end of the year had also seen much practical activity with 

regard to preparations for the respective premieres: on the 18 December, Strauss 

quizzed his librettist on the subject of costuming for a potential Paris first 

performance (an event that did not, in fact, take place until 1993). Suggesting that 

Ftirstner start the negotiation process with his representative in Paris, Strauss had to 

write to his librettist three days later to remind him that the latter was impatiently 

awaiting his corrections to the Helena libretto, so that the first act ot the revised

80 Cited from Busch: Pages from  a M usician’s Life, trans. Strachey, 175. Grete Busch related in her 
biography how Strauss’s attempt to move the premiere from Dresden to Vienna occurred while her 
husband was in America on a conducting tour (Schneiderhan’s comment regarding Busch being in a 
position to influence Jeritza implies that he may have held talks with the soprano in New York). Frau 
Busch claims that it was only after a confrontation over tea with Strauss that the composer acceded to 
leaving Rethberg in the title role (see Anderson, David E.: ‘Fritz Busch and Richard^Strauss: The 
Strauss Scores in the Busch Nachlass\ The Music Review xlix [1988], 289-294, here. 29j).
81 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 18 December 1927, Correspondence, 458. The opera was given m concert 
performance in the Salle Pleyel, under the auspices of Radio France, on 26 April 199j (attei Lesmg. 
‘Lista: OPERA + ANNO; Selezione: 12. Die agyptische Helena', 13/12/2001 ’, 6, [Copy], RSI).



piano score could go to New York (i.e. to Jeritza) without delay.82 On the 22 

December, Hofmannsthal replied from Rodaun to confirm receipt of the preliminary 

terms from Furstner, but was averse to that which facilitated the attendance of the 

Berlin press in Vienna: ‘I take this rather as a courtesy of yours towards Vienna. It is 

in fact much more important and useful to draw international critics here rather than

83the arrogant Berliners.’ Indeed, there were other points contained within the terms 

which gave the librettist further cause for comment:

This man Reucker strikes me as a trimmer in all directions, and on the pretext that Gutheil[- 
Schoder] would not obtain leave from here (of course she will get it!) he now tries to wriggle 
out o f the awkward situation vis-a-vis Erhardt. You will have to be after him like the devil. 
This is v ita l!84

The ‘awkward situation’ referred to was the distinct possibility that Gutheil- 

Schoder’s presence at the Dresden rehearsals would offend Erhardt’s sensibilities as

producer, a consequence painted quite plainly by Strauss in a previous letter to

Hofmannsthal sent in early November.8'̂  On the subject of costumes for the Vienna 

premiere, Hofmannsthal advised Strauss to exercise extreme caution, and 

furthermore, that only himself, Schneiderhan or Schalk were to approach Strnad 

(Hofmannsthal’s preferred choice), as the latter not only had a distinguished 

international reputation, but a volatile personality to boot. Although Hofmannsthal 

was keen to stress his opinion regarding Strnad’s inherent suitability, he nevertheless 

advocated that the latter could be paired with a candidate more suited to actually 

realising the designs.86 Ironically, the stage sets (and costumes, presumably) for the 

Viennese premiere were eventually designed by Alfred Roller, whose candidacy for

82 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 21 December 1927, Correspondence, 459.
83 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 22 December 1928, Correspondence, 462.
84 Correspondence, 463.
85 See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 2 November 1927Correspondence, 454.
86 ‘We need him badly here, for the costumes must not spoil the whole effect. The question ought to be 
tackled as a sort of collaboration between him and someone gifted more in the tailoring direction’ 
(cited from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 22 December 1927Correspondence, 463).



the Dresden decor had been so vigorously opposed by Hofmannsthal in early October 

1927.87

1928 opened with fresh doubts on Hofmannsthal’s part concerning the choice

• 88 of an alternative for the Vienna premiere, pending Jeritza’s final refusal. Unhappy

that such an outcome would result in having to resort to using Margit Schenker-

Angerer without a second casting, Hofmannsthal began to share Strauss’s doubts

over her vocal capabilities and suggested Lotte Lehmann as a more viable option,

89notwithstanding the fact that the librettist deemed her inferior as an actress. Strauss 

broadly concurred with Hofmannsthal’s new found enthusiasm for the singer, but, in 

contrast, saw in her an artist in her prime as both singer and actress, and was pleased 

to confirm Lehmann’s willingness to take over the role on Jeritza’s refusal.90 Though 

a further letter to Hofmannsthal centred on a call from the composer for a definitive 

decision on the decor for the Vienna premiere (resulting in a meeting between 

Hofmannsthal and Roller during mid-January), it nevertheless exemplified further 

Lehmann’s determination to be on equal footing with Jeritza -  via an unreasonable 

request for the staging of two premieres -  if Jeritza did accept. n On 17 January 1928,

87 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 October 1927, Correspondence, 443.
8S Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 7 January 1928, Correspondence, 467.
89 Lehmann, Lotte (1888-1976). She held the distinction as being the first singer to perform each of the 
three roles in Der Rosenkavalier in succession (Sophie, Octavian, and the Marschallin), excelling in 
the latter. She also created the role of the Composer in the revised version of Ariadne a u f Naxos 
(1916), the Fdrberin in Die Frau ohne Schatten (prem. Vienna, 1919) and Christine in Intermezzo 
(Dresden, 1924), before singing the title role in the Vienna premiere of Arabella (1933).
90 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 9 January 1928, Correspondence, 467.
91 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 12 January 1928, Correspondence, 468. On 15 January, Hofmannsthal 
informed Strauss that he was to meet Roller ‘on Wednesday’; he also assured the composer that he 
would look over the revised version o f the first act and send it to Furstner (for quick despatch to New 
York) (see Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 15 January 1928, ibid., 468).Though possibly fuelled by artistic 
hubris on her part, perhaps Lehmann’s attitude can also be attributable to tactics undertaken by the 
composer in allaying her fears concerning the demands of the role of the Fdrberin in the run-up to the 
premiere o f  Die Frau ohne Schatten in 1919:



Jeritza telephoned Strauss in Vienna, confirming her willingness to sing the role for

• • Q?the Vienna premiere.

With Lehmann intransigent over the issue of parity with Jeritza, Schenker- 

Angerer was retained as back up for the premiere at the Staatsoper, in addition to 

being its first choice Aithra. This was all but confirmed in the closing section of a 

letter from Strauss to Schalk dated 21 January 1928, detailing, in the main, the 

‘agreed rehearsal schedule’ [,aufgestellte Probenplan‘], which was to be treated with 

the ‘utmost importance' [.a/s unerlafiliche Notwendigkeif |. in order to guarantee the

g o

agreed date for the Vienna premiere (11 June). In a characteristically polite but firm 

manner, Strauss requested his irascible former colleague to ensure that rehearsals 

were postponed to no later than 28 April (if the aforementioned planned guest 

appearance by the Vienna Opera in Paris did not materialise). Furthermore, he 

informed Schalk that he had contacted Jeritza on the possibility of beginning on 16 

April (pending her return from America by the end of March), with a further 

stipulation that the decor was to be in situ, and that the main supporting roles (listed 

below, significantly minus Lehmann) were also to be ready by that date:

For G od’s sake, think o f  the terrible ignominy if you are not able to sing the most beautiful youthful-dramatic role; 
if  Frl. Jeritza has to take your role, because Frl. Lehmann is not able to cope with it. You cannot do that to yourself! 
It would be virtual suicide!

[Bedenken Sie um Gottes willen die furchtbare Blamage, wenn Sie -  die schonste jugendlich-dram atisch Rolle 
nicht singen konnen. Wenn Frl. Jeritza Ihre Rolle ubernehmen muJS, weil Frl. Lehmann dieselbe nicht bewdltigt. 
D as werden Sie sich doch nicht antun! Das ware wirklich Selbstmord!]

(cited from a letter from Strauss to Lotte Lehmann, 22 July 1919, in Krause: Strauss: Dokumente, 
297).
92 Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 487.
93 Strauss to Schalk, 21 January 1928, Richard Strauss-Franz Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Gunter 
Brosche (Tutzing: Schneider, 1983), 404. On the same day, Strauss wrote to Jeritza, announcing that 
the first act and libretto were ready to be posted to her, discussing copyright matters and the rehearsal 
schedule, and conveying both his and Hofmannsthal’s gratitude and pleasure regarding her resolve in 
realising the role (Strauss to Jeritza, 21 January 1927, detailed in Kissler: ‘ ‘Maher?-. Strauss’s ‘letzte 
RoseV 19).
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Helena -  Frau Jeritza, Schenker A.[ngerer] Altair -  Schipper, Jerger
Aithra -  Frau Schenker A., Achsel Daud (sic) -  Patakty, Gallos
Menelas -  Graarud, Kallenberg I. Dienerin [First Servant] -  Frl. Helletsgruber94

Even during a temporary absence from Vienna, Strauss ensured that preparations 

continued apace by writing to Schalk from Milan on 23 March to reserve a date (2/3 

April) for the Act I ‘correctional’ rehearsal (,Correkturproben‘[sic]).9~

Despite his earlier reticence on the question of decor, Hofmannsthal was also 

occupied with preparations for the opera, engaging in discussions with Erhardt, Fanto 

and Gutheil-Schoder regarding Dresden, and Wallerstein and Roller regarding 

Vienna. On the continued uncertainty surrounding the lead role for the Vienna first 

performance, Hofmannsthal mused:

The troubles over Jeritza seem to me part and parcel of that whole prima donna business. I 
don’t think this is the kind o f part anyone would refuse?6

However, further difficulties ensued, surfacing in an unpublished letter from Strauss 

to Schneiderhan dated the next day (28 March 1928), concerning apparent doubts on 

Jeritza’s part over the technical demands of role:

Have just received your telegram! According to the newspapers one receives here at La Scala 
from New York, Jeritza’s doubts (incomprehensible, to me!) could only exist in the respect 
that she fears she could not cope with the role is its present form. [The role of] Helen is 
written for a Jeritza from 1924: it is beyond my knowledge as to what vocal state the 
honourable artist finds herself today!97

94 Strauss to Schalk, 21 January 1928, Strauss- Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 404; Achsel, 
Wanda (1886-1977), German soprano and Kammersangerin', member of the Vienna Opera, 1923- 
1939; Graarud, Gunnar (1886-1960), Norwegian tenor. Graarud was a member of the Hamburg City 
Opera (1926-1928) and the Vienna Opera (1929-1937), appearing as Herod in London in 1937; 
Kallenberg, Josef (1886-1962), German tenor; member of the Vienna Opera, 1928-1942; Pataky, 
Koloman von (1896-1964), Hungarian tenor; member o f the Vienna Opera, 1926-1938.
95 Strauss to Schalk, 23 March 1928, Strauss-Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 405.
96 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 27 March 1928, Correspondence, 469.

Erhaben soeben Ihr Telegramm! Zweifel der Frau Jeritza (mir unverstandliche!) konnen nach den Nachrichten, 
die man hier an der Scala aus New York hat, nur darin bestehen dass sie furchtet, die Rolle in der vorliegenden Form nicht 
bewaltigen zu konnen. Die Helena is fu r  eine Jeritza von 1924 geschrieben: in welcher stimmlicher Verfassung die verehrte 
Kunstlerin sich heute befindet, entzieht sich meiner KenntnisP
(cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 28 March 1928, RSA)
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Advising Schneiderhan ‘towards extreme caution! \.zu ausserster Vorsicht!' \ 

(Strauss’s emphasis) in light of Vienna’s plans to realise the first performance on 11 

June, Strauss proceeded to reinforce the issue of strict adherence to the rehearsal 

schedule, especially stressing the importance of having the three principal roles 

(Helen, Aithra and Menelas) completely ready by 16 April. With regard to Jeritza’s 

chances of being fully prepared, however, Strauss was already dubious: ‘If Frau 

Jeritza still doesn't even ‘know’ the music by now (according to the interview in the

g o

N. W. [Neues Wiener] Journal), I see no possibility for this.’

Putting matters into perspective, Strauss presented Schneiderhan with an 

ultimatum: if the first rehearsal did not take place on the 16 April under the set 

preconditions, the Staatsoper would have to cancel its Paris guest appearance, or the 

chances of staging the first Vienna performance on 11 June would dissipate/9 On the 

whole, though, it appears that Jeritza’s apparent petulance was the main source of his 

pique:

Frau Jeritza has been in possession of the piano reduction o f the Act I for almost four weeks 
now. I already expect that she will come to Vienna with Act 1 learnt in its entirety. It baffles 
me as to how she will learn the whole part in fourteen days.

I implore you not to misjudge the seriousness of the situation! I can wait until the autumn for 
the Viennese Helena and the absolutely reliable Frau Lehmann: however, according to the 
situation as it appears to me today, I see neither the first rehearsal on 16 April nor the first 
performance on 11 June materialising! (Strauss’s emphasis) ... .10"

98 ,Wenn Frau Jeritza (laut Interview im N. W. Journal) bis heute die Musik noch nicht einmal 
“kennt” sehe ich hierfiir keine M dglichkeit (cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 28 March 1928, 
RSA). In a letter to his son dated 27 March, the composer was even more candid: ‘On the basis of the 
interview, I have the feeling that Jeritza will spring out o f the breach (she has probably found a hair in 
the soup!), at the least, I consider it to be a downright lie that she still does not know the first act at 
all!’ [,Nach dem Interview habe ich das Geftihl, dafi Jeritza ausspringen will (sie hat wahrscheinlich 
einige Haare in der Suppe gefunden!), dafi sie den I. Akt wenigstens noch gar nicht kennt, halte ich 
fu r  glatt gelogen /‘]
(cited from Strauss to Franz Strauss, 27 March 1927, Der Strom der Tone trug mich fort: die Welt um 
Strauss in Briefen, ed. Grasberger, 313).
99 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 28 March 1928, RSA.
1 Frau Jeritza ist seit m indestens 4 Wochen im Besitz des I Aktes Ktavierauszug. Ich habe fe s t  damit gerechnet, dass
sie m it dem vollstandig auswendig gelernten I Akt nach Wien kommt. Wie sie je tz t  in 14 Tagen die ganze Partie lernen w ill ist 
mir ratstelhaft.
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Despite the urgency of Strauss’s own attempt to threaten Schneiderhan, it soon 

transpired that the composer’s fears over Jeritza’s level of commitment were 

somewhat unfounded. An explanatory letter from his son, Franz, soon set Strauss’s 

mind at ease over his fears that Jeritza wished to alter the part; on the contrary -  as he 

wrote later to Schneiderhan from Milan (marked: ‘Confidential!’ [,Vertraulich/‘]) -  

Jeritza’s doubts actually concerned the insufficient fee that she has hitherto received 

for the festival in Vienna. Her grievance, as articulated by her then husband, Baron 

Popper, lay in the fact that the extent of her generosity -  demonstrated by her 

willingness to sing a second Helena -  had not been duly recognised, nor had there 

been enough advance publicity generated for the auspicious main event.101 Strauss 

thus beseeched Schneiderhan to take the matter into his own hands at once and settle 

the matter accordingly with Popper, remarking offhandedly that Dresden (i.e. 

Reucker) had offered 25,000 RM  for its own festival, before adding the following 

proviso:

[I]f an even longer and costly period of time elapses and the rehearsals cannot begin on 16 
April, as decided by me down to the last detail two months ago, the Vienna premiere on 11 
June is to be dropped by you -  automatically! I refuse to be held responsible for [something 
that] I have urged, reminded and meticulously planned for months. ... )02

By 3 April, the composer was back in Vienna, as is made apparent by a letter 

from Hofmannsthal on that date, who, incidentally, seemed quite confident that 

Strauss could pacify Jeritza in order to secure valuable time for her to learn the

Ich bitte verkennen Sie nicht den Ernst der Lage! Ich kann bis Herbst m it der Wiener Helena und a u f  die absolut sichere Frau  
Lehmann warten: aber wie m ir die Lage heute erscheint, sehe ich w eder die erste Arrangierprobe am 16. A pril noch die 
Auffiihrung am I I . Juni! ... .
(cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 28 March 1928, RSA).
101 Wilhelm: Strauss: An Intimate Portrait, trans. Whittall, 188.
1 So weit ich heute sehe. kann ich nur empfehlen, die Sache m it Baron Popper sofort zu ordnen, die Reklame fu r  die
Festspiele (Dresden hat dafur 25,000 M ark ausgesetzt!) selbst in die H and  zu nehmen, in der Weise, dass als dem berechtigen  
Wiinschen der Frau Jeritza entspricht, [denn wenn noch weiter kostbare Zeit verstricht und die arrangierproben nicht am 16. 
A pril beginnen konnen, wie es seit 2 M onaten von m ir genauestens bestimmt war, entfdllt die Wiener Premiere am 11. Juni 
von selbst — automatisch! Ich lehne die Verantwortung dafur ab. ich habe seit M onaten gedrangt, gem ahnt und genauestens 
disponiert........}
(cited from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 30 March 1928, RSA: citation in main text is given above in 
square brackets).
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part.103 In the same letter, Hofmannsthal informed Strauss that suggestions from 

contacts in Vienna and Berlin had inspired him to write an imaginary conversation 

between the collaborators, styled (in principle) on the Ariadne auf Naxos exegesis 

that Hofmannsthal had sent to Strauss in mid-July 1911, which was published shortly 

before the 1912 premiere on the composer’s recommendation.104 While its content 

has been discussed above in chapter four, it suffices to comment here that its form 

was specifically designed to aid audience, and. as Hofmannsthal pointed out, critical, 

reception by explaining the plot. In closing, the librettist related with optimism that 

the Viennese production team (Wallerstein and Roller) were achieving a most 

apposite admixture of “the classical and the modern’ and ‘comedy and fairy tale.’105

Strauss’s reply of 9 April attests to his unalloyed enthusiasm for the essay; a 

feeling due in no small part, perhaps, to the inclusion of a last-minute addition (at 

Strauss’s request) specifically designed to appease Jeritza.1116 The composer then 

urged for the essay to be reprinted in the Dresdner Neueste Nachrichten (the city’s 

largest daily) immediately prior to the premiere to ensure the maximum desired 

effect,107 before informing Hofmannsthal that he would be in Chemnitz on 18 April, 

Berlin on 22 April, and Karlsbad from 1 to 20 May, before returning to Vienna for 

the final rehearsals for Helena on 21 May.108 However, by 17 April, Hofmannsthal 

was still requesting clarity from Strauss regarding Jeritza’s status; she had, by this

103 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 April 1928, Correspondence, 469.
104 See Correspondence, 93-95.
105 Correspondence, 469
106 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 April 1928, Correspondence, 470. The line: ‘Und was fu r  eine 
R olle fu r  die Jeritza'. [‘And what a role for Jeritza!’] appeared in the Neue Freie Presse on 8 April 
1928, but not in the Vossische Zeitung on the same date and in subsequent reprintings (see 
Hofmannsthal: SW xxxi, ed. Ellen Ritter, 520, n. I, chapter two, above).
107 This did not occur (see Hofmannsthal: SW xxxi, ed. Ritter, 521-522, where the latter lists the 
essay’s reappearances up to its printing in Insel-Almanach [1929]).
108 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 9 April 1928, Correspondence, 470.



stage, already sung the title role in Salome, and on enquiring as to the quality of her 

performance in the latter, Hofmannsthal consequently urged Strauss to enlighten him 

(presumably on her readiness for Helena at the Staatsoper).109 The composer’s reply 

from Berlin on 25 April did nothing to quell his anxiety, and instead centred on how 

Strauss and Furstner saw the appearance of the Helena essay in the press as being too 

premature, leading to a repetition of Strauss’s insistence concerning its reproduction 

nearer the premiere -  ‘in such a form that evecy one of those malicious blockheads 

[i.e. the press] must have read it ... .’uo In addition, the letter also repeated a 

supposed request issued by Furstner for the provision of an Act by Act synopsis: 

‘before every single drama director of every single opera house doles [one out] on his 

own misunderstanding.’111

On the subject of his allegedly ill-timed Helena essay, Hofmannsthal was 

unapologetic: ‘So this time I am told that my explanatory article has appeared too 

soon! ( ...)’, he retorted: ‘Why does Furstner not order a dozen copies from Vienna 

and send them personally to the most important critics! ... . 1 Strauss took him up 

on the idea, and added one of his own by suggesting to Furstner for the reprint to be 

enclosed with the reviewers’ copies of the libretto. As regards his ideas tor the 

proposed synopsis, Strauss hoped that his librettist would produce an additional 

preface akin to that which Strauss had written for Intermezzo (a vain hope which 

remained precisely that).113 In a further letter (dated 6 May), Strauss repeated his call,

109 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 17 April 1928, Correspondence, 471.
110 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 25 April 1928, Correspondence, 471.
111 Correspondence, 472. In his reply, Hofmannsthal claimed that Furstner had never informed him 
that he wanted a synopsis ‘even for Germany’ (See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, jO April 1928, 
Correspondence, 472).
112 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 30 April 1928, Correspondence, 472.
Ilj Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 3 May 1928, Correspondence, 474.
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while informing Hofmannsthal that he planned to ‘write’ an interview for his friend, 

Ludwig Karpath, in order to discuss the sources, reveal some of his thoughts and 

motivations and -  ultimately -  to ‘wrest as many weapons as possible from [the 

critics’] hands from the start.’114 He also reported on the Dresden decor, asking 

Hofmannsthal whether the Omniscient Seashell was to stand on a tripod (as formerly 

decided) or be integrated into a column (as in Vienna).115

Strauss’s receipt and consequent perusal of Hofmannsthal’s synopsis 

prompted him to put himself ‘in the position of the layman, the Philistine, the obtuse, 

vindictive critic’ in his reply; as he commented:

Aren’t the lines that I’ve underscored going to be a handle for the ill-wishers: the remark that 
in the second act the same thing happens as in the first? Wouldn’t it be better to suppress 
those two lines altogether, and instead emphasise rather more the change in Menelas and the 
progress of the psychological development? And also mention the death of Da-ud?"6

Once again, Strauss’s perceptive remarks betokened his acute dramaturgical sense, 

leavened by a heady dose of practical realism, in his recognition of the importance to 

alert the spectator to the clear delineation of the two acts that Hofmannsthal once 

described as ‘fire and water.’ Above all, the composer’s comments suggest his 

discernment of the symbolic axis upon which the entire opera arguably turns: namely, 

Menelas’s transition from avenging husband to transformed, forgiving spouse via the 

purgative re-enactment of past conflict represented by his murder of Da-ud, who, for

114 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 6 May 1928, Correspondence, 476. As Ernst Krause comments in his 
Strauss: Dokumente, this fabricated interview was intended for broadcast on Viennese radio before the 
Dresden (and Viennese) premieres (see ibid., n 85, 323; for a translation of the ‘interview’, see 
Strauss: Recollections and Reflections, ed. Schuh, trans. Lawrence, 103-106).
115 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 6 May 1928, Correspondence, 476. Hofmannsthal apparently advised 
taking the former option, as substantiated by press photographs of the Dresden stage set taken by 
Ursula Richter (copies [i.e. newspaper clippings] thereof held in the RSA).
1,6 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 13 May 1928, Correspondence, 479.
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Menelas, signifies Paris.117 Hofmannsthal acted accordingly on Strauss’s advice by 

furnishing the final printed version of the synopsis with a more expository treatment 

of (particularly Menelas’s) psychological motivation and a subtly telling illumination

of the reasons behind Da-ud’s death:

... [Presently, [Altair, his son and his retinue] are faced with the most beautiful woman in the 
world, if her name had never been heard here before, the situation is the same as it was in her 
homeland; they covet her, the father as much as the son, want to snatch her from Menelas, 
and are ready to kill one another because of her.118

In the meantime, initial rehearsals in Vienna had taken place during April under the 

baton of Karl Alwin, who commented in a newspaper report dated 28 April that 

Strauss was to take a further eight days of rehearsals on his return to Vienna from 

Germany on 21 May 1928, before travelling on to Dresden. Arriving in Vienna from 

Karlsbad the previous evening, Strauss attended a ‘seated’ rehearsal (,Sitzprobe‘] on 

21 May, with stage rehearsals on 22, 23 and 24 May -  the latter, described by the 

composer as ‘grandiose’ — lasting some six and a half hours. The composer s diary 

reveals that he provisionally pencilled in his return to Dresden for 27 May, with final 

rehearsals mooted for 31 May and 1 June, and a vocal (piano) rehearsal

117 As he wrote later in the year to the composer and critic, Hans Ferdinand Schaub (1880-1965): ‘The 
way in which Hofmannsthal allows the tragedy o f Paris to become visible again through the death of 
Daud (sic), and Menelas to recover mentally at the corpse of this second Paris, is the inspired move of 
a really great dramatist' [,Daf> Hofmannsthal in dem Mord an Daud (sic) die Paristragodie noch 
einmal sichtbar werden Icifit und an der Leiche dieses zweiten Paris Menelas geistig genesen lafit, ist 
der geniale Zug eines ganz grofien Dr a mat i kers' ] (cited from a letter from Strauss to Schaub, 30 
October 1928, Richard Strauss: Autographen in Munchen und Wien: Verzeichnis, ed. Gunter Brosche
& Karl Dachs [Tutzing: Schneider, 1979], 364). It is telling that Strauss later noted this scene 
(describing it as M enelas an die Leiche Daud‘ (sic) [‘Menelas at the body o f Da-ud]’), as one o f his 
favourite moments in the score (Strauss: Diary Entry, Blaues Tagebuch viii [‘Religion d. Klassik1], 35, 
R S A ).
1 1 8 [S]ogleich stellt [Altair, seinem Sohn und seinem Gefolge] um die schdnste Frau, ob man gleich 
ihren Namen hier nie gehdrt hat, die gleiche Situation her wie dort in der Heimat, man begehrt sie, 
der Vater wie der Sohn, man will sie dem Menelas entreifien, man ist bereit, sich um ihretwillen 
wechselseitig zu toteri' (cited from [[Hofmannsthal, Hugo von]: Die Handlung , Die agy’ptische 
Helena, Oper in zwei Aufzugen von Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Musik von Richard Sttauss (Mainz. 
Furstner, 1/1928/repr. 1987), 9). The latter passage, which appeared with minor alterations in the 
Helena essay, is discussed above in chapter four.
119 Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 490.



[.,GesangsprobeL] for 2 June.120 However, more definitive annotations in pen indicate

that he took a detour to Prague on 27 May, before arriving in Dresden on the

following day, where final rehearsals (described in Strauss’s diary simply as

,Helenaproben‘) began on Tuesday, 29 May (orchestral rehearsals on 31 May and 1

121
June; main rehearsal on 2 June), with the final dress rehearsal occurring on 4 June.

In terms of its timing, Die dgyptische Helena could not have been better 

placed. Despite economic hardship and widespread critical concern for its future, the 

1920s saw an exceptional amount of new operas performed in the state-funded 

institutions in Germany. Indeed, taken cumulatively, the 1927-1928 season ranks as a 

veritable annus mirabilis, with sixty works premiered in state and municipal opera 

houses.122 With individual opera companies numbering at 101, the national 

legislature provided record subsidies totalling $15,000,000: a phenomenal amount for 

that era, as Susan Cook has noted.123 Despite diplomatic wrangling over the venue 

and the title role for the world premiere, the new opera was at least assured a better 

class of production nationwide in comparison to Die Frau ohne Schatten, which had 

premiered under financially precarious circumstances less than a decade previously.

120 Strauss, Richard: Schreibkalender 1928, RSA. See also Trenner, Franz: Richard Strauss: Chronik 
zu Leben und Werk, ed. Florian Trenner (Vienna: Dr Richard Strauss, 200j).
121 Strauss: Schreibkalender 1928, RSA; Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 490. This date (Tuesday, 29 May) 
had been settled upon by 9 May at least, as indicated by the end o f a letter from Strauss to 
Hofmannsthal sent on that date, where the former expresses hope that his librettist could attend: ‘the 
final Helena rehearsals ... in Dresden, starting Tuesday after Whitsun ... (Correspondence, 478).
122 Einstein, Alfred: ‘German Opera, Past and Present' , Modern Music 11 (January-February 1934),
66.

123 Heinsheimer, Hans: ‘The Plight of German Opera Houses’, Musical Courier, 27 February 1932; 
Cook: Opera for a New Republic, 3. In 2003, the equivalent was $705,977,340 (calculated using GDP 
per capita) (see Williamson: ‘What is the Relative Value?’, <http:www.eh.net/hmit/compare/>).

http://www.eh.net/hmit/compare/
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In Strauss’s centenary year (1964), the repetiteur and conductor, Leo 

Wurmser, who was on the staff in Dresden at that time, recounted the run-up to the 

world premiere of Die dgyptische Helena:

In 1928 we gave the world premiere o f Die agyptische Helena conducted by Busch and 
produced by Erhardt. At that time there were not very many first class singers on the staff of 
the Dresden Opera. Strauss was very fussy about the casting, and his wife even more so. 
Nevertheless, there was still enough importance attached to a Dresden premiere for him to 
agree to have the first night there. Elisabeth Rethberg, who had begun her career in Dresden, 
was brought across from the Metropolitan to sing the title part in the first performances. 
Aithra was sung by Mario (sic) Rajdl; Menelas by Kurt Taucher; and Altair by Fritz Plaschke. 
The small part o f Da-ud was sung by a young Italian tenor, Guglielmo Fazzini, who had a 
high tenor voice, whereas the part lies rather low, and here Strauss showed that he did not 
insist on the notes he had written being sung, and was willing to alter them to suit the singer. 
Busch had been ill for some weeks while the opera was being prepared, and had not taken 
part in the piano and stage rehearsals. When he returned to work he was busy with the 
orchestra and only took one or two piano rehearsals with the principals. My colleague Ernst 
Richter and I, who had prepared the opera, tried to indicate the tempi from the piano and 
Busch, as was often his habit if he did not know an opera very well, let us lead and more or 
less followed us. But when he was at the rostrum we could not help him, and things began to 
go wrong.

Strauss came to the final rehearsals, seemed on the whole more interested in the 
production than in the music and wanted several things altered. Pauline, who sat in the first 
row o f the stalls, to everyone’s consternation, clamoured for horses on the stage which had 
not been provided. At the end of Act I she cried: “There isn 't enough thunder! We want more 
thunder here.” After a whispered consultation with her, Strauss called to Erhardt: “All right 
Dr Erhardt, let’s have more thunder” and added aside to the orchestra, “Die Weiber sind 
im m erfur’s Donnern [Women always want thunder].” At the first dress rehearsal he sat in the 
stalls following the score at a lighted desk. I sat nearby taking notes. He listened patiently at 
the end o f the first act and then went forward and said to Busch; “ W issen’s ‘was, lieber 
Busch, lassen’s mich den Akt noch a mal dirigieren [Tell you what, dear Busch, let me 
conduct the act for a while]/ ” So we had a break and then Act I all over again with Strauss at 
the rostrum. It was like a different opera; one big broad line from beginning to end, the right 
tempi and rubatos, co-operation with the singers and many o f the 4/4 passages beaten in 2. 
Busch now sat in the stalls following the score and I sat beside him, trying tactfully to point 
out what Strauss did differently.124

124 Wurmser, Leo: ‘Strauss as an opera conductor’, Music and Letters, xlv/1 (January 1964), 9-10, 
cited in Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, 345-346. Pauline’s reference to horses pertains to the end of 
Act II, where Hermione’s entrance is marked by her being helped mount a horse by two men-at-arms 
[,Das Kind Hermione wird von zwei Gewappneten vom Pferde gehoben und tritt heran‘] while two 
splendid horses are led forward for Menelas and Helen, on whom the final curtain falls as they 
themselves prepare to mount:

Zwei der Gepanzerlen heben Hermione wieder in der Sattel [Two soldiers hoist Hermione into the saddle again],
Zugteich werden die fu r  M enelas und Helena bestimmten beiden gezamten Pferde vorgefiihrt. Indem sich Helena
und Menelas anschicken. die Pferde zu besteigen, fa l l t  der Vorhang 

(cited from Libretto, 69). The producer, Rudolf Hartmann, who, with Clemens Krauss, subsequently 
revised the ‘Vienna version’ of the opera for productions in Berlin (1935) and Munich (1937), was 
unrepentant in his removal o f the white horses, which he described as ‘splendid, but also distracting.’ 
In Hartmann’s opinion, ‘Hofmannsthal’s fertile imagination had leant too much towards “Baroque” 
theatre. This had the effect o f making it extraordinarily difficult to give proper emphasis to the opera’s 
spiritual content and to make it comprehensible in a classical context (cited from Hartmann, Rudolf: 
Richard Strauss: The Staging o f  His Operas and Ballets [Oxford: Phaidon, 1982], 175). What 
Hartmann quaintly missed or overlooked in his quest for an idealised, quasi-Goethian treatment was
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While the aftermath of the event saw critical opinion divided over the opera 

itself -  and, in the case of individual critics, over the music and the libretto (as was 

the norm) -  there was a large degree of consensus on the production, cast and 

performance. Notwithstanding Wurmser’s account of foibles during rehearsals, the 

Dresden Staatskapelle was superlative by all contemporary accounts, an achievement 

due in no small part to the skilful and experienced directorship of Fritz Busch. But, 

for the music scholar and critic, Eugen Schmitz, the star of the show was 

undoubtedly Elisabeth Rethberg in the title role, despite thinly veiled allusions to her 

rather unglamorous appearance.12:1 As he continued:

But never again will human ears hear a more beautiful voice. When she first opens her mouth 
in Act 1 and begins in the quietest and noblest A-flat major: ‘A fire is burning, a table is laid’ 
-  right away, this is such a purely unique experience, that the complete extraordinariness of 
this female image immediately captivates moreso than the impression of any visible beauty ( -  
that, incidentally, she by no means lacks-).126

Though largely unconcerned with Rethberg’s appearance, Nora Pistling-Boas praised

her vocal prowess in similarly glowing terms:

Helen, the most beautiful, most glorious o f women, which mortal born of humanity can do 
justice to this product o f  fantasy? Elisabeth Rethberg did her utmost. Vocally, the glorious 
voice shone to the fore in all positions like the sheen of mother-of-pearl, and delighted with 
its ampleness, stamina and sophistication. One could not have heard the incredibly difficult, 
demanding part sung more beautifully. Helen lay here effortlessly!"7

that Hofmannsthal may have envisaged that element o f baroque theatricality as an integral aspect o f a 
stylistic melange that fused baroque, classical, grand opera and ‘m odem ’ elements into a cogent 
musico-dramatic whole.
125 Schmitz: ‘ „Die agyptische Helena" ...’, Dresdner Nachrichten, 8 June 1928.

' Aber nie wieder werden menschliche Ohren einen schoneren Gesang horen. Wenn sie im ersten A kt den M undzum
ersten Wort offnet und in ruhigster edelster As-dur Linie anhebt: "Ein Feuer brennt, ein Tisch is gedeckt -  das ist rein 
klanglich sofort so beispielloses Erlebnis, das das vollig Aufiergewohnliche dieser Frauenerscheinung sofort bezwingender 
als durch irgendwelche sichtbare Schdnheit ( -  die ihr ja  iibrigens keinesw egsfehlt - )  nahegebracht w ird
(cited from Schmitz: ‘ ..Die agyptische H elena"... ’, Dresdner Nachrichten, 8 June 1928).

Die Helena, die Schdnste, herrliche der Frauen, welche Sterbliche vom M enschenstamm Geborene kann dieser 
Phantasiegeburt gerecht werden? Elisabeth Rethberg tat ihr Mogliches. Gesanglich strahlte die herrliche Stimme, a u f  der es 
wie Perlmutterglanz liegt. in alien Lagen und begliickte durch ihren Wohllaut, ihre Ausdauer und Gesangskidtur. M an kann 
die unerhort schwere, anstrengende Partie nicht schdner gesungen horen. M iihelos liegte Helena hier.
(cited from Pistling-Boas, Nora: ‘Richard Strauss: “Die Aegyptische Helena" National-Zeitung, 7
June 1928).
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H. Platzbecker opined that Rethberg’s portrayal was more ‘smiling little woman’

128than ‘(remorseful) wife’, but nevertheless found much to commend in her voice. " 

Indeed, the Leipzig scholar and critic, Adolf Aber, praised the effortlessness with 

which Rethberg tackled the role:

If there is a singer at all today capable of rousing in us all those illusions o f prevailing beauty 
connected with Helen with her voice, it is Elisabeth Rethberg. It is not possible to appreciate 
the vocal achievement o f this artist to its fullest extent. Here is a real opportunity to record a 
truly exceptional case where, in an overall sense, vocal material of overflowing fullness and 
beauty was delivered effortlessly with instinctive assurance and attendant musical 
intelligence.129

Strauss’s biographer, the dramatist, lyricist and music critic, Richard Specht (1870- 

1932), was equally as ebullient:

Elisabeth Rethberg entranced as Helen through incomparable singing: her voice has a sweet 
fullness; such lithe power, such stormy warmth, that, always, one has to think: this is how the 
most beautiful woman in the world could have sung.1

At the opera’s end, Specht observed thirty-six curtain calls in all, with Strauss 

appearing in front of the stage innumerably, at times accompanied by Hofmannsthal 

and the cast.131 As Specht mused:

After the glory o f a premiere evening, it is hard to decide whether it was gushing in for the 
noble work itself, too; at least, with such a serious, fulfilling music drama o f such high 
earnestness and allegorical meaning, and in an era in which a Helena can stand beside a 
Jonny. However, it is respectfully deserving o f Richard Strauss, that he remains steadfast, and 
that it is not even his ambition to strike up for a jazz society.

128 Elisabeth Rethberg (Titelrolle), eben mehr lachelendes Weibchen als (remutiges) Weib, sang 
strahlend schon, mit dem warm-timberten Hochglanz ihres wertwollen Soprans‘ (cited from 
Platzbecker, Prof H: ,Richard StrauB: Die agyptische Helena\  Allegemeinen Zeitung Chemnitz, 8 June 
1928).
129 Wenn heute uberhaupt eine Sangerin m it ihrer Stimme a lle jen e  Vorstellungen in uns wachzurufen vermag, die wir 
an die obsiegende Schdnheit der Helena knupfen, so ist es Elisabeth Rethberg. Es ist nicht moglich, die gesangltche Leistung  
dieser Kunstlerin in ihrem ganzen Ausmafie zu wurdigen. Hier ist wirklich einmal der ganz seltene Fall zu verzeichnen, dafi 
einem Stimm-M aterial von uberquellender Fiille und Schdnheit zu  Werke gehende musikalische Intelligenz zugestellt ist, fu r  
die es uberhaupt keine Schwierigkeiten gibt.
(cited from Aber, Adolf Dr: ‘ „Die agyptische H elena '"’: Urauffuhrung der neuen Straufi-Oper in 
Dresden'’’, LeipzigNeueste Nachrichten, 7 June 1928).
130 Elisabeth Rethberg bezaubert als Helena durch unvergleichlichen Gesang: ihre Stimme hat eine 
so stifie Fiille, eine so geschmeidige Kraft, eine so Sturmende Warme, dafi man immer denken mufi: so 
kann die schdnste Frau der Welt gesungen habe‘
(cited from Specht, Richard: \ ,D ie  Urauffuhrung der Aegyptischen Helena" ', Neues Wiener Journal,
7 June 1928).
131 Specht: Die Urauffuhrung der Aegyptischen Helena"
132 Ob es auch e in e r fu r  das edle Werk selber war, ist nach den Ehren eines Premierabends kaum zu entscheiden; am 
wenigsten bei einem so schwerwiegenden, von so hohem Ernst und gleichnisvoller Beduetung erfullten Tondrama und am
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Despite Specht’s stated admiration for Strauss’s survival in the jazz-inflected musical 

culture of die wildigen Zwanziger, a tacit critical tone is nevertheless present in his 

closing comments; to an adherent who had openly averred that Strauss was only 

intent on producing ‘beautiful music’ over two years previously,13’ Helena was a 

work perhaps a little too true to type for the sexagenarian composer. By detecting a 

lofty sobriety and an allegorical undertow, Specht thus reaffirmed his view that Die 

agyptische Helena was Die Frau ohne Schatten revisited in form and substance;134 

his prolix discussion of ‘endless’ melody only serves to compound his assessment by

135implicitly placing that lineage further back to Wagner.

With a premiere attended by figures such as the internationally renowned 

conductors Wilhelm Furtwangler, Artur Bodansky and Arturo Toscanini1' - the last 

such gala music event to be held in the Weimar Republic — the reception that 

followed was bound to be almost as august an affair. Held at Dresden s Hotel 

Bellevue, both production team and cast were enthusiastically applauded, with 

Strauss and Rethberg receiving a particularly rapturous welcome, according to a

wenigsten in einer Zeit, in der eine H elena neben einem Jonny stehen kann. Aber es gehort zum  Schonsten an R ichard Straufi, 
dafi er unbeirrbar bleibt und dafi es eben nicht sein Ehrgei: ist, einer Jazz-M enschheit aufzuspielen.
(Specht: \,D ie  Urauffuhrung der Aegyptischen H elena” ’).
133 See Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 4 May 1926, Correspondence, 417.
134 See the comments earlier in Specht’s report regarding the music alone (discussed below in chapter 
six): ,Es ist vielleicht kein neuer Straufi. Aber ein echter. Der Stil ist ungefahr der der “Frau ohne 
Schatten” ‘ (cited from Specht: ‘„Die Urauffuhrung der Aegyptischen Helena“ ’, Neues Wiener 
Journal, 7 June 1928).
135 Over this, with incredible mastery, the figure o f  the symphonic orchestra arched itself in an unbroken bow o f 
melody that one can truly describe as ‘unending’; time and again, individual vocal numbers rose up like islands out o f  this
surging sea, lying over it in ardent, passionately ascending, boundless, intensely dramatic melody on high......... All “sits’ ,
arranged by a m aster’s hand, ... and the singing does not want to end.

[Ueber dem m it unerhorter M eisterschaft gestalten symphonischen Orchester wolbt sich in ununterbrochenem  
Bogen eine Melodik, die man wirklich als eine unendliche” ansprechen kann; einzelne Gesangstiicke heben sich immer 
wieder gleich Inseln aus diesem brandenen M eer einer leidenschaftlich auffliegenden, glutvollansteigenden, fessellos zur
hohe reifienden dramatischen M elodie........A lies „ sitzt“, von M eisterhand geordnet, und das Singen will nicht enden]

(cited from Specht: Die Urauffuhrung der Aegyptischen Helena" ’).
136 [?]: ‘Richard Strauss: ‘Die agyptische H elena’ ... : Gdste in Dresden’, Allegeinen Zeitung 
Chemnitz, 8 June 1928. In addition to the Dresden world premiere, Toscanini was apparently in 
attendance in Vienna, albeit incognito.
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contemporary report.137 While speeches and tributes by Reucker, Busch and Strauss 

followed accordingly, the most interesting was left until last, with Schneiderhan’s 

‘more intellectual’ and, indeed, ‘more humorous’ congratulations on Dresden’s 

success.138 But, despite his affable demeanour, Schneiderhan also openly admitted -  

and perhaps finally accepted (albeit in curiously 'blood-and-iron terms) — Dresden s 

‘victory’ in the ‘struggle’ between the Saxon and Austrian Staatsopern; for

Schneiderhan, the pithy ‘local ambition’ of this struggle was transcended by ‘a matter

139of German art’, a new victory in which Vienna would enthusiastically partake.

While (to follow Schneiderhan’s rhetoric) Dresden had ‘won’ the premiere, 

and Rethberg had put in a stellar performance as Helen, Vienna still (nominally) had 

Jeritza, who, for Karl Alwin -  to name but one, excluding composer and librettist -  

epitomised all that went with the role. Waxing lyrically about Jeiitza s casting in a 

newspaper report dated 28 April 1928, Alwin enthused:

For me, Maria Jeritza is surely the ideal interpreter o f this role. In addition to beauty, after all, 
she possesses all that one could wish for: the appearance, the voice, the temperament. 
Already, I think her first appearance together with King Menelaus, though not called 
Menelaus here, which belongs, interestingly enough, to a surprisingly long main break and is 
pure mime, will be of tremendous dramatic effect.

Notwithstanding the strength of Alwin’s conviction, Strauss’s strange silence on the 

matter in correspondence with Hofmannsthal over the course of the month that

137 [?]: ‘Nach der P r e m ie r e appended to Schonewolf, Karl: ‘Die agyptische Helena . . . ’, (source and 
date not given; photocopy in RSA).
138 ,Schliefilich gratulierte in geistvoller und humoristischer Weise Generaldirecktor Scheinderhan 
von der Wiener Staatstoper zum Erfolg der Dresdner Auffiihrung, der neidlos anzuerkennen set‘ (cited 
from ‘Nach der Premiere’)
139 ,Im K am pf zwischen Dresden und Wien um diese “Aegyptische Helena ” habe zwar Dresden den 
Sieg davongetragen, aber iiber den lokalen Ehrgeiz hinaus sei diese Premiere solch eine Sache der 
deutschen Kunst, an deren neuem Sieg Wien nun herzlich teilnehme‘ (cited from 'Nach der 
Premiere’).
140 M aria Jeritza ist fu r  mich w ohl die Idealvertreterin dieser Rolle. Sie b rin g tfu r sie aber auch schon alles mit, was 
uberhaupt zu wunschen ist: die Erscheinung, die Stimme. das Temperament. Bereits ihr erstes Auftreten zusammen m it Konig  
Menelaus, der hier nicht M enelaus heifit, und das interessanterwise in eine uberraschend lange Generalpause Ja llt und nur



followed this eulogy (witness his concentration on matters concerning the synopsis, 

discussed above) betokened a more difficult reality. Indeed, the quasi-political 

wrangling between Jeritza and the management of the Staatsoper over the question 

of her fee, and her continued absence from Vienna, had not failed to attract the eager 

attentions of city’s Arbeiter-Zeitung, who gleefully satirised the protracted course of 

events with humorous topical asides, even if they neglected to mention the cause. 

Such was the interest generated and wit prevalent therein, that the ‘report on the 

supposed sequence of events was consequently reprinted in the New York Herald on 

10 June 1928 (i.e. a day before the Vienna premiere: see the reproduction on the next

page).
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stummes Spiel ist. wird, glaube ich, von ungeheurer dram atischer Wirkung ist (cited from Alwin: 'Richard Straufi 
neue Oper. Urauffuhrung der „ Aegyptischen Helena " ’ [?], 28 April 1928).
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The v j- International War 
v Over the Premiere of 
?./.vv “Egyptian Helen”
f tn H E  -Vienna Arbeiter-Zeltung, un- 

|  i^der date of -May 27, haa- pub- 
Joshed, w ith a fullness, .Impar

tiality ' and .thoroughness which are 
self-evident, all the data and dis
patches relating to the—let us hope— 
beginning, middle and end of tha t in
ternational catastrophe the Jerit.-i 

| W ar. .The . conflict, according- to a 
j  Vienna dispatch printed June 5 in 
j T h e  .New Y o r k  T im e s , -Trill end to- 
i morrow night, -when the prim a donna 
I appears there in the title roie of 
i S trauss's “Egyptian Helen,” thus 
: abandoning her announced intention 

of never again singing In the Aus
trian capital. Public celeboations of 

; the, conclusion of hostilities are a l
ready in order. Diplomacy of the 

- highest type and "open covenants 
i openly arrived a t,” if we are  to be- 
i  lieve the dispatches as published by 
'! the Arbeiter-Zeitung, have been re- 
; sponsible for the cessation of hostili- 
: ties, to  bo followed, it ia predicted,
; by a  treaty  designed to satisfy ail 
parties. {First appearance anywhere 

1 of such a treaty .) Copies of the texts 
of the various dispatches, military

• orders and diplomatic communica- 
, tions follow:

Yesterday’s Genera! Staff Reports.
JERITZA  HEADQUARTERS.—The 

hostilities are  continuing, with short 
: intermissions. The satisfying effect 
: of the poison bombs hurled a t  the 
enemy has been established. Our 

I own troops' morale is excellent.
DR. SCHLESINGER, 34. P. 

STATE THEATRE HEADQUAR
TERS.—Quiet prevails on all fronts. 
F rau  Jeritza Is still in our posses
sion. GENERAL DIRECTOR 

SCHNEIDERHAN, M. P.
Reports of the Official News Agency.

; NEW  YORK, May 24.—As The As
sociated Press learns from Brunn, 
H err Popper, the husband of the 
singer Jeritza, has arrived in Paris 
in order to investigate the question 

i of guilt in the conflict between Frau 
; Jeritza  and the general management 
of the Stata Theatre. There is the 
greatest excitement in America, 
which will hardly fail to influence 
the result of the coming Presidential 
election.

ROME, May 25.—Amid the greatest 
tension In the Chamber of Deputies, 
Prem ier Mussolini has announced 
that Fascist Italy  is watching events 
a t the Vienna seat of w arfare with 
iron calm, but with its musket ready. 
The mighty ethos and the Indescrib
able heroism of Fascism will triumph 
over all its enemies.

PARIS. May 25.—Prem ier Poincare 
received the husband of F rau  Jeritza 
today. The position of Minister of 
Education Herriot, who neglected to 
confer the Grand Cross of the Legion 
of Honor upon the artist, appears 
shaken.

The State Correspondence Bureau 
Announces:

At ff. conference of the majority 
parties with Dr. Seipel, the Federal 
Chancellor, the situation created by 
the Jeritza case was discused in de
tail. Decision as to the recall of the 
Ambassador In Paris, Dr. Grimber- 
ger, was, after a detailed report by 
the Federal Chancellor, postponed to 
a  subsequent conference. I t  was 
unanimously resolved to-express con
fidence in 'the  Federal Government,

• An Official Communique.
General Director Schneiderhan 

made clear today to H err Dr. E rnst 
Schlesihger, the attorney of F rau  
Kammersangerin Jeritza, who had 
appeared in his office,-that the ex
pressions of the artist and her atti
tude since her arrival in Vienna were 
based upon erroneous hypotheses.

Further Reports by the Official 
‘ News Bureau.

PARIS, May 28,-H err Popper, hus
band of F rau  Jeritza, has submitted 
his peace conditions to a  representa
tive of the New York Herald:
1. Austria solemnly acknowledges 
th a t all the war guilt rests upon it.
2. The entire personnel of the Aus
trian Embassy in Paris is to be re
called. 3. The Federal Government 
obligates Itself to obtain .for F rau  
Jeritza the Grand Cross of the Le
gion of Honor, the Order of Pour le 
Merite and the Afghan Ducal Gown. 
4. F rau  Jeritza Is to be escorted by 
a guard of honor of the regular! 
arm y with music from her hotel to j 
the State Opera House,, where the ; 
Popper family coat-of-arms is to be I 
hoisted while an honorary salute is ! 
fired. 5. F rau  Jeritza’s salary is to I 
be doubled and her singing engage- : 
mehts reduced by one-half^

VIENNA, May 26.—The Council of : 
Ministers has declared itself in per
manent session until the solution of 
the Jeritza conflict. A request by 
Police President Schober th a t he be 
permitted to resign because his 
health had been impaired by the dis
turbances resulting from the conflict 
was rejected by the Federal Chan
cellor in a  letter in which the Police 
President was implored not to de
prive Austria of his irreplaceable 
strength in this critical moment.

GENEVA, May 27.-The General 
Secretariat of. the League- of Nations j 
has decided to submit a  proposal to j 
the Fall session of the Council of 
the League of Nations to appo in t. a 
committee to examine the conflict | 
between Austria and F rau  J e r itz a : 
and to consider the proper measures I 
for settling it.

LONDON, May 27 (Reuter) .-A c- j 
cording to a  Madrid dispatch. F rau  | 
Jeritza took part yesterday in the j 
rehearsal of “Egyptian Helen” in 
mo Vienna Opera House.



Meanwhile, Strauss had travelled from Dresden to Vienna by car on 7 June 

1928, in time for the main rehearsal [,Hauptprobei\ on the following day, duly 

followed by the dress rehearsal [,Generalprobe Helena‘] on 9 June (attended by 

Toscanini, Wilhelm von Fiirtwangler, Clemens von Franckenstein and, most 

interestingly, Schoenberg) leaving a day’s grace before the Austrian premiere.141 By 

that stage, the build-up was portentous: according to the Neues Wiener Journal, 

‘seated’ tickets had been sold out for some time (save for a few premium-priced 

places), while others were being touted on the black market at rates yielding a profit 

three and four times the asking price (a situation against which the authorities 

nevertheless took preventative measures). With the earliest devotees queuing from 

around 4:00 am on the day of the performance, the afternoon saw the crowd grow to 

around a hundred for tickets in the third and fourth galleries and the standing area in 

the rear stalls; when the box office opened later that day, the crowd was so large that 

another, half its size again, was turned away empty-handed. Once again the media 

machine ensured maximum effect both within and without the Staatsoper; with a 

tangible example of the pre-Depression era spurt of affluence in bourgeois Vienna, 

the same newspaper reported how the presence of hundreds of cars, lined in neat 

rows in front of the theatre long before the performance, caused traffic chaos on the 

Opernring.142

In a letter to his wife, Pauline, written over a month after the event, Strauss 

wrote ecstatically concerning the Vienna premiere and its prima donna:
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141 Schreibkalender 1928, RSA; Trenner: Strauss: Chronik, 491. Franckenstein, Clemens von (1875- 
1942), German conductor and composer. Fie was Intendant o f the Munich Opera from 1912-1918 and 
1924-1934.
142 [?]: ‘Der grofie Abend in der Wiener Oper ... ’, Neues Wiener Journal, [?] June 1928.
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The dress rehearsal went brilliantly, made a great impression, thanks above all to the 
immense dramatic power o f Jeritza. She is particularly thrilling in the second act, which she 
fills so completely by her performance that we were left breathless with excitement. Vocally 
and musically too, she was very good. The only place where Rethberg is vocally superior is in 
the aria at the beginning o f Act II [‘Zweite Brautnacht’].

[The Vienna premiere] was perhaps the greatest triumph o f my life. After the first act the 
audience went mad for a full quarter-hour, at the end the enthusiasm was beyond bounds, for 
Jeritza too, whose triumph was undisputed, although (after fainting in her dressing room after 
the first act) because of the enormous excitement she was not as good in the second act as she 
was at the dress rehearsal. What a shame you were not here.14j

While Rethberg’s performance met near universal acclaim in Dresden, the undoubted 

charms of her more reputable counterpart and New York Metropolitan colleague 

were not to all tastes in Vienna. Indeed, while on the whole laudatory, the Neues 

Wiener Tagblatt adjudged Jeritza’s performance (and, by extension, Wallerstein’s 

production) to have erred slightly more on the side of pretension than perfection:

With the creation of the title role, both poet and composer might have counted stage 
attraction in equal measure, according to that possessed by Jeritza. They themselves have not 
miscalculated: Frau Jeritza’s dramatic individuality completely corresponds with the pictorial 
conception of the figure. There is almost no other singer who can interpret the resplendent 
words and the dithyrambically resounding music in mimic and graphic terms. Although, to be 
sure, her postures are not always imparted completely naturally, appear understandable only 
to herself, and are, sometimes, all too consciously posed.

Reporting on the opera’s premiere in his home city, Richard Specht was once again 

inquisitive over the actual cause of the tumultuous reception it generated.14:1 

Regarding the performance itself, he felt forced to admit a degree ot disappointment, 

however much it pained him in the process as a native of the capital and proud

143 Strauss to Pauline, 13 July 1928, cited in Wilhelm: Strauss: An Intimate Portrait, trans. Whittall, 
189-190; as Wilhelm pointed out, Pauline was in attendance at the Dresden premiere (p. 190). 
According to a later memorandum, after the performance, Jeritza laughed and excused herself for her 
slightly lack-lustre rendition of ‘Zweite Brautnachf with the following: ,i bin halt ka AriensangerinL 
[‘I’m just not an aria singer’] (cited from Strauss: Diary Entry, Blaues Tagebuch viii 
[' Urauffuhrungen’], 10, RSA).
144 Bei der Ausgestaltung der Titelpartie m ag der D ichter m it der Komponist gteichermafien m it einer 
Buhnenfazcination gerechnet haben. wie sie der Jeritza zu eigen ist. Sie haben sich nicht verrechnet: Frau Jeritzas 
darstellerische Individualitat entspricht ganz der bildhaften Antage der Figur. Ihr is es wie kaum einer anderen Sdngerin  
gegeben. die prunkenden Worte und die dithyramisch aufrauschende M usik ins M imische und Plastische zu iibersetzen. 
Obswar zu sagen ist, dafi ihre Posen nicht immer ganz natiirlich und selbstverstandlich wirken und manchmal mehr den 
E indruckdes Gestellen. A llzubewufiten vermitteln.
(cited from Kr. [Kralik, Heinrich]: ‘ “Die agyptische H elena”: Erstauffuhrung im Operntheater', 

Neues Wiener Tagblatt, 12 June 1928).
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advocate of the Staatsoper (not to mention erstwhile ever-loyal champion of Strauss). 

According to Specht, Strauss’s conducting was to blame; an injudicious overuse of 

ritardando had served to obfuscate the ‘exemplary clarity’ of the text that Busch had 

so admirably achieved in Dresden.146 While Wallerstein’s overall production also 

came under fire, the main object of Specht’s discontent was Jeritza:

But the real disappointment is named Marie (sic) Jeritza. Her elemental, if also undisciplined, 
talent and her captivating femininity are beyond doubt, and are palpable at any moment. 
Despite everything, despite her boundlessly exultant voice and her sharp vividness, this time 
she has failed. Perhaps because, in general, she wants to go too far, and with that, appears like 
a deliberately over-accentuated copy of herself. She sang Richard Strauss and played
Offenbach..........Too much little woman, too little irresistible wife and child of a god;
beautiful Helen, not the absolute and most magnificent of all women on earth. It goes without 
saying that Jeritza’s vocal passion and egregious temperament came through victoriously in 
many moments, and that her jubilant singing ought to have been pleasurable to all, but it still 
does not resound, unlike Elisabeth Rethberg’s unforgettable voice and the wonderfully 
feminine, impassioned expression of her effortless, dominant tones. [...] [T]he extremist cult 
that idolises this brilliant and unrestrained talent [Jeritza] could be disappointed this time.147

Specht’s quip concerning Offenbach was deliberately calculated, as Jeritza had 

featured in Max Reinhardt’s 1911 revival of Offenbach's Le belle Helene, which 

Strauss had supposedly seen in Munich.148 Specht’s criticism of what he saw as 

Jeritza’s insincere and inappropriate portrayal of the leading role was less original, 

standing as a mere paraphrase of the above-cited sentiment expressed by H. 

Platzbecker, music critic of the Allegemeinen Zeitung Chemnitz, regarding 

Rethberg’s portrayal at the Dresden premiere. But if the overly-fastidiousness

145 Specht, Richard: ‘Die „Aegy>ptische Helena“ in Wien: Am Geburtstag des Komponisten: Von 
unserm Sonderkorrespondenten, Wien 12. J u n i\  [?].
146 ,Das mag an Strauss liegen, der auffallend dampfte und retardierte und trotzdem nicht jene  
mustergiiltige Deutlichkeit des Wortes erzielte, die Fritz Buschs farbiger funkelendes und feuriges 
Musizieren erricht hat; ... . ‘ (cited from Specht: ‘Die „Aegyptische Helena" in Wien ...’).
147 Aber die eigentliche Enttauschung hiefi M arie (sic) Jeritza. Ihre etementare, wenn auch undisziplinierbare 
Begabung und ihre hinreizende Weiblichkeit stehen aufier Frage und sind  in jedem  Augenblick fiih tbar. Sie hat trotz altedem, 
trotz ihrer unbandig jauchzenden Stimme und ihrer jd h en  Lebendigkeit diesm al versagt. Vielleicht ubrigens nur, w eil sie zu  
vie! und iiber sich hinaus wollte und dadurch wie eine absichtlich uberbetonte Kopie ihrer selbst wirkte. Sie sang Richard
Straufi und spielte O ffenbach ........Zuviet Weibchen zu w enig bezwingendes Weib und kind eines Gottes: schone Helena, nicht
die einzige und herrlichste von alien Frauen a u f  Erden. Ueberflussig, erst zu sagen. dafi die gesangliche Leidenschaft und  
das ungeheure Temperament der Jeritza in vielen M omenten siegreich durchschlagt und dafi ihr jubelnder G esang jedem  
Freude machen mufi, dem nicht noch Elisabeth Rethberg unvergefiliche Stimme und der wundervolle, frau lich  heifie Ausdruck  
ihres m uhelos beherrschten Tons nachklingt. [ ...]  [D]er mafitose Kult, m it dieser genialen und ungeziigelten Begabung  

getrieben wird, diirfte diesmal einige Erniichterung erleiden. (ibid.)
148 See Time xii/20 (12 November 1928); Mann, William: Richard Strauss: A Critical Study o f  the 
Operas (London: Cassell, 1964), 220; Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, n. 35, 344.
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inherent in the polarised opinions of Specht and -  to a lesser extent -  his counterpart, 

Kralik, was completely at odds with the Viennese public’s enthusiasm for Jeritza’s 

extravagant acting, a broadly similar degree of divergence also manifested itself 

between the New York critics and its public, following the US premiere at the 

Metropolitan Opera on 6 November 1928.

• > 149While the intervening period witnessed a further seven German premieres, 

it also saw the persistence of rumour bulletins. Indeed, following the Mainz premiere 

(25 October), the Mainzer Tageszeitung reported that Strauss, ’the musical 

nobleman’, had received the princely sum of $50,000 from Furstner, the highest fee 

yet for a new opera, it purported.150 On the other hand, a more substantive (and 

consequently proven) assertion circulated in the American press concerning Jeritza’s 

primacy over Rethberg and Maria Muller for consideration in the casting of the lead 

role by the management at the Metropolitan.1:11 Given that the opera reportedly 

received twenty-six curtain calls on its opening night,15- it appears that the American 

public was almost as enthusiastic about Die dgyptische Helena and its prima donna 

as it had been about Salome, even if the press was more circumspect, particularly

regarding production values:

Mme Jeritza, her blond attractiveness brilliantly set off with yards and yards and yards of 
cloth of silver or red-glinting cloth o f gold, devised a kind of hand-and-arm eurhythmies for 
her posturing as Helen. This may have been an importation from Vienna, where Strauss 
himself supervised the production of his piece, and may be supposed to have been suggestive

149 In Berlin (7 October), Munich (8 October), Gotha (18 October), Plauen (21 October), Hamburg (24 
October), Mainz (25 October), and Hagen (2 November; after Lesnig, Gunther: 'Lista: OPERA + 
ANNO ; Selezione: 13. Die agyptische Helena; 13/12/2001’, 1 (Copy), RSI, a list o f all known 
performances of the opera from its Dresden premiere in 1928 up to 2000).
149 See ,Ein interessanter Straufi-Brief, Chemnitzer Tageblatt, 2 December 1928
150 Bernhard, [?]: ‘Aus Mainz: Mainzer Stattheater\ Mainzer Tageszeitung, 27 October 1928.
151 Lieban, Alfred: ‘Strauss’s Helena has debut’. Musical America, 20 October 1928.
152 ,Helena hat laut Telegram, in New York einen grossen Erfolg mit 26 Hervorrufen erziehlt‘ 
[According to a telegram, Helena had great success in New York, with 26 curtain calls]’ (cited from 
unpublished letter from Strauss to Schniederhan, 8 November 1928, RSA).
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o f Egypt. But it only gave one the odd impression of a beautiful lady about to do some fancy 
legerdemain. This aside, Mme Jeritza was highly decorative.153

Though Jeritza’s beauty was undeniable as far as most contemporary commentators 

were concerned, it somehow failed to meet the idealistic expectations of Irving Weil, 

at least, reporting on the subsequent ‘local’ premiere in Philadelphia (a guest 

appearance by the Metropolitan Opera at the Academy of Music on 13 November 

1928):

Mme Jeritza, though she has not the classic profile nor the extraordinary beauty o f tradition, 
in most gorgeous raiment visualizes Helen with statuesque splendour, moving with undulating 
suppleness, her principal feat in this instance being that o f walking up a flight o f steps 
backwards, with a long train to manage. There were a few places where she subdued her 
voice to tonal charm, but for the most part her singing was explosive. ... !54

Indeed, Linton Martin presents this view as being rather more widespread, despite his 

belief that the performance featured ‘a Jeritza more radiant and resplendent than ever 

before’:155

In poster-like poses, and [with] an infallible sense of stage effectiveness, Jeritza dominated 
the scene whenever she was before the audience, which was most of the time. Her voice, too, 
was marked by a great power that made it easily audible over some o f the most tremendous 
orchestral passages. But for some in the audience, at least, she failed to satisfy the 
imagination o f what Helen o f Troy should look like [-] she failed to achieve the enchantments 
to be expected of “the face that launched a thousand ships” . . . . 156

For Samuel Laciar, however, Jeritza easily fitted the bill, using her acting talents to

157the full for a role that, in his opinion, offered little by way of theatrical potential.

While the Metropolitan Opera Company gave the opera a further four times 

that season,158 a most interesting development took place. Between 9 and 15

153 Weil, Irving: ‘Egyptian Helen: A Great Opportunity Lost’, Musical America, 17 November 1928.
154 [?]: ‘New Strauss Opera: Metropolitan Company Presents “Egyptian Helen” at Academy’, [?], 12 
November 1928.
155 Martin, Linton: ‘ “Egyptian Helen makes Phila. Bow” ’Philadelphia Inquirer, 12 November 1928.
156 Martin: ‘ “Egyptian Helen” makes Phila. Bow’.
157 Laciar, Samuel L.: ‘Strauss’ “Helen” has Phila. Debut’, Philadelphia Public Ledger, 12 November 
1928.
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November, Strauss sent a letter to Jeritza, which subsequently appeared in the 

American press;159 it was then reprinted in both Vienna’s Der Tag and the 

Chemnitzer Tagblatt (appearing in the latter on 2 December 1928), who inferred 

snidely that the soprano herself may have leaked it for its commercial advantage.160 

In any case, the publicised letter opened with a query from Strauss as to when Jeritza 

intended returning to Vienna, before proceeding straight to the point:

Now, a question: what's the state of play with “Helena” in New York? I hear with regret that 
the work has no following there, and in particular, that the American press has slated the 
beautiful text. It is not very surprising to me, as since they no longer risk their life on my 
music, it behoves good critical form at the least to pull the good Hofmannsthal to pieces over 
something that we bear with dignity.

It is very understandable that New York public could not fully comprehend “Helena”, if so 
far the only work by me that they know is Der Rosenkavalier, since they had no knowledge 
that all the preliminary stages up to “Helena", “Salome”, “Elektra”, “Ariadne [auf Naxos]" 
and “ [Die] Frau ohne Schatten”, exhibit a uniform evolution, after all.161

After briefly discussing how the opera was faring in Dresden, Munich, Hamburg, 

Vienna (“even without Jeritza’)162 and Berlin (where, despite the critics, it had 

prevailed and seen marked success after four outings), he repeated his question

158 Though it was repeated on 18 and 29 November, and on 7 and 19 December 1928, it should also be 
noted nearly forty years passed before the opera was heard again in New York (or the United States, 
for that matter), in a concert performance by The Little Orchestra Society at Philharmonic Hall on 11 
April 1967 (after Lesnig: ‘Lister. OPERA + ANNO; Selezione: 12. Die dgyptische Helena; 
13/12/2001’, 6 [Copy], RSI).
159 The approximate time-span for the letter’s dispatch is based on the fact that Strauss wrote therein: 
,In Dresden kommt schon die 20. Auffuhrung ... . [In Dresden, the twentieth performance is coming 
soon ... .]’ (cited from: ,Ein interessanter Straufi-Brief, Chemnitzer Tageblatt, 2 [?] December 1928). 
Gunther Lesnig details that the nineteenth Dresden performance took place on 9 November, while the 
twentieth took place on the 15th o f the same month (after Lesnig: ‘List a: OPERA + ANNO; Selezione-. 
12. Die agy’ptische Helena).
160 See ,Ein interessanter Straufi-Brief, Chemnitzer Tageblatt, 2 December 1928.
161 Nun eine Frage: wie steht es m it „ Helena ” in Neuyork? Ich horte mit Bedauern. dafi das Werk dort keinen Erfolg  
hatte und besonders der schone Text von der amerikanischen Presse verissen worden ist. An sich ist mir das nicht sehr 
venvunderlich, denn seit sie m einer M usik nicht mehr an den Leib zu geben wagt. gehort es zum guten Ton der Kritik, 
wenigstens iiber den guten Hofmannsthal herzufallen. iras w ir m it Wurde ertragen.

Dafi das Neuyorker Publikum. das bis je tz t  von mir eigentlich nur den "Rosenkavalier" kennt. der "Helena nicht voiles 
Verstandnis entgegenbringen konnte. ist sehr begreiflich. nachdem. man ihm alle Vorstufen zur "H elena”, "Salome , 
“E lektra”, “A ria d n e" und  "[Die] Frau ohne Schatten". die doch eine einheitliche Entwicklungstufe darstellen, vorenthalten  
hat.
(cited from ,Ein interessanter Straufi-Brief).
162 ,[U]nd auch in Wien sind die Einnahmen so gut, wie sie eben ohne Jeritza sein konnen‘ [‘[A]nd in 
Vienna, the takings are as good as they can be, even without Jeritza’] (cited from ,Ein interessanter 
Straufi-Brief).
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regarding its welfare in New York, reflecting on whether it was still worth the effort 

pursuing a couple of repeat performances. Then came the clinching statement:

The American public is so willing and appreciative o f art that 1 am firmly convinced that, 
when they are no longer influenced to the contrary, that self-same public will gradually start 
paying attention to “Helena” and that your majestic performance alone really ought to help 
the work towards definite victory!163

While it remains a moot point whether Strauss ever intended the letter to be 

published in the (international) press, the benefits derived from the appearance of this 

particular sentence alone would have been abundantly clear to him. If the Chemnitzer 

Tagblatt saw it as an opportunity for self-aggrandizement on Jeritza’s part, its very 

substance indicates otherwise; in presenting a quick resume of progress so far in 

Germany’s main operatic centres, Strauss inherently thumbed his nose at the 

domestic critics while encouraging prospective audiences to ignore them. By 

essentially presenting Die agyptische Helena as the latest work in his ever-evolving 

operatic oeuvre, Strauss gave the international critics, educated public — and the 

management at the Metropolitan Opera -  a yardstick with which to measure it, and a 

canonic context in which to fit it.

With performances in Italy as good as out of the question -  despite the 

attendance of Scandiani, Director of Milan’s La Scala, at both Dresden and Vienna 

premieres -  and no longer assured at London’s Covent Garden, Strauss knew well the 

importance of procuring at least a handful of performances at the Metropolitan if his

163 ,Das amerikanische Publikum ist so willig and kunstverstandig, dafi ich fest uberzeugt bin, dafi 
dasselbe, wenn es nicht mehr gegenteilig beeinflufit wird, sich allmdhlich in die Helena 
hineinhdren wird, und Ihre grandiose Leistung allein miijite schon dem Werk zum endgiiltigen Siege 
verhelfen!‘ (cited from ,Ein interessanter Straufi-Brief).



new opera was to have any chance of gaining a firm foothold outside its Berlin- 

Vienna axis.164
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But, even at the pulse of that nexus, problems arose. By way of a postscript, it 

is telling to reflect on the protracted difficulties that the Vienna Staatsoper underwent

-  and the untold worries that Strauss and Hofmannsthal endured -  over the continued 

production of the opera (and to its creators, thus over its very fate) through the 

exigencies of filling the lead role.

164 ‘StrauB: ‘Die agyptische H elena’ ... : Gaste in Dresden’, Allegemeinen Zeitung Chemnitz, 8 June 
1928, ‘Der grofie Abend in der Wiener O per\ Neues Wiener Journals, [?] June 1928. On the subject a 
possible staging in La Scala, an unpublished letter from Schneiderhan to Strauss outlines how possible 
exposure of his new opera in Italy was frustrated at that time by local fears over logistics and 
perceived practical difficulties:

I wrote some time ago to Scandiani concerning the visit [of the V ienna Staatsoper] to La Scala : with that journey to 
Paris, he can only ju st facilitate it, though he fears that [the] Vienna [Staatsoper] will be unable to facilitate it itself, due to 
engagem ents o f  some o f its possible soloists at London’s Covent Garden, and o t others in South America. Regardless o f  that, 
lately he has strenuously insisted on the visit o f  the Vienna Opera to Italy. However, I intend it only to be an exchange guest 
performance. Three days earlier, 1 had written to Scandiani about finally making a [press] statement, as I had understood the La 
Scala-Paris plan to be perfect

Concerning the question o f  Helena  for Naples, I would not allow m yself to give you a piece o f  advice, but after your 
present comments in writing, I feel obliged to tell you in confidence that after he had heard the Viennese performance, 
Scandiani told me he could not bring the work to La Scala  despite the effective music, because the plot would be 
incomprehensible to the Italian public, and, thus, ineffective. The statement carried some weight, perhaps through the fact that 
Toscanini was here incognito , and therefore Scandiani had probably conferred with him  on it.

[Bezuglich des Besuches der Scala schrieb mir Scandiani vor einiger Zeit, er konne grad noch deren Reise nach 
Paris ermoglichen, befurchte jedoch, dass der Besuch Wiens wegen der Verpflichtungen der in Frage kommenden Solisten  
zum  Teil nach London. Covent-Garden, zum  Teil nach Sudamerika, sich nicht ermoglichen lassen wird. Er hat neuerlich  
davon unabhandig dringendst a u f  den Besuch der Wiener Oper in M ailand gedrangt. Ich will diesen jedoch  nur als 
Austauschgastspiel machen. Vor drei Tagen schrieb ich an Scandiani um endgiiltige Erklarung, weil ich erfahren hatte. dass 
Scala-Paris perfekt sei

Beziiglich der Helena fu r  Neapel erlaube ich m ir nicht, einen Rat zu geben, ftih le  mich aber nach Ihrer jetzigen  
schriftlichen Aesserung fu r  verpflichtet. Ihnen vertraulich zu  sagen, dass Scandiani mir, nachdem er die Wiener Auffuhrung  
horte, mitteilte, er konne trotz der wirksamen M usik das Werk an der Scala nicht bringen, weil die Handlung fu r  das 
italienische Publikum nicht verstandlich und daher nicht wirksam sei. D ie Erklarung gewinnt an Wichtigkeit vielleicht 
dadurch, dass incognito Toscanini hier war und Scandiani daher wahrscheinlich in Uebereinstimmung m it Toscanini

gesprochen hat]
(cited from an unpublished letter from Schneiderhan to Strauss, 6 November 1928, RSA). Strauss’s 
reply was characteristically droll: ‘ . . . I  already knew that Sign. Scandiani had explained that the text 
for Helena would be incomprehensible to Italians. It actually surprises me, seeing that the Italians even 
understand the texts of the troubadours, which are usually beyond the understanding of mere mortals, 
and since until now, 1 have always considered the Italian public to be much more intelligent than the
German critics......... ’ [... das Herr Scandiani den Text der Helena als fur Italiener unverstandlich
erklart hat, wusste ich schon. Es wundert mich eigentlich, da die Italiener sogar den Text des 
Troubadour verstehen, den sonst noch nei (sic) ein Sterblicher verstanden hat und da ich das



While the Staatsoper gave the opera a healthy twelve times in four months 

following its June premiere,16'̂  the outlook for November (as Karl Alwin informed 

Strauss) was grim, not least vis-a-vis finding a suitable Helen.166 Jeritza, Rethberg 

and Maria Muller -  whose portrayal of Helena at the Berlin premiere (8 October 

1928) Strauss had already enthusiastically described to Schneiderhan as ‘vocally 

wonderful and extremely poetic [,... stimmlich wundervoll und dusserstpoetisch‘]lbl

-  were all back at the Metropolitan. With second-casting Schenker-Angerer 

indisposed due to ill-health, and Maria Hussa and Elisabeth Ohms (title role 

exponents in Hamburg on 24 October, and Munich on 6 October, respectively) only

barely up to Vienna’s standards (according to Strauss), Vera Schwarz and regular

168guest artist, Rose Pauly, comprised the sole remainder of likely candidates. 1 But the 

source of Strauss’s greatest displeasure was Lotte Lehmann: ‘It really is a catastrophe 

for me that Frau Lehmann faithlessly sprung out of the breach and, apparently, Frau 

Schenker[-Angerer] can not step in yet.’169

However, Schneiderhan’s response offered a wholly different scenario by 

intimating that, in the presence of his daughter, Lehmann had personally 

communicated her intention to him to be ready for the role by December 1928. While

italienische Publikum bis je tz t fu r  viel intelligenter gehalten habe, als die deutsche Kritik. ... .] (cited 
from an published letter from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 8 November 1928, RSA).
165 The dates were 14, 17, 21, 23, 27, 29 June; 6, 16, 20 September, and 9, 22, 26 October 1928 (after 
Lesnig: Lista: OPERA + ANNO; Selezione: 13. Die agy’ptische Helena; 13/12/2001’, 1 [Copy], RSI).
166 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 6 November 1928, RSA.
167 Citation from an unpublished letter from Strauss to Schneiderhan, 13 October 1928, RSA. In this 
letter, Strauss had added: ‘I warmly recommend her if  a Helen is needed again for Vienna ’ [,lch 
empfehle sie wdrmstens, fa lls fu r  Wien wieder eine Helena gebraucht wird‘] (ibid.)', Strauss to 
Schneiderhan, 6 November 1928; Muller, Maria (1898-1958), Czech soprano and Kammersangerin.
168 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 6 November 1928. Schwarz, Vera (1888-1964), Croatian soprano. Pauly, 
Rose [Poliak, Rose] (1894-1975), Hungarian soprano; a distinguised interpreter of Elektra, the 
Farberin and Salome.
169 ,Es ist wirklich eine Katastrophe fu r  mich, dass Fran Lehmann treulos ausgesprungen ist und Frau 
Schenker anscheinend je tz t noch nicht in die Bresche treten kanit (cited from Strauss to 
Schneiderhan, 6 November 1928).
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explaining that recent rumours to the contrary stemmed from an earlier date, 

Schneiderhan nevertheless admitted his own doubts on the matter. With Lehmann on 

[sick-]leave during November, he could do little, but he nevertheless stressed the 

importance of engaging Rose Pauly, in addition to mounting an attempt to secure 

Maria Muller at some stage, in order to fill the role.170

In reply, Strauss urged that Vera Schwarz take the role in the short term so 

that the opera was not dormant during November, and also given that Schwarz’s 

contract at the Staatsoper ran from November 1928 to Februaiy 1929, but excluded 

December.171 With regard to Lehmann, he heard a new take on her position:

Alwin, who knows Frau Lehmann very well, reckons that she wants to prepare for the 
difficulties in this and in other roles of mine as she is fully intent on ‘playing’ Jeritza, and that 
she thinks these [problems] continue to exist only in newspaper scandals and in the worries of 
the Director and the composer.172

But by mid-November, the opera still had not re-appeared on the Viennese stage, 

prompting Hofmannsthal to suppose that Schenker-Angerer’s absence was the cause, 

and to push for the issuing of a press notice in order to curb any rumours circulating

173in the public arena (a task that Strauss duly pledged to undertake). ~ However, on 19 

November, Hofmannsthal suggested a more definitive, if albeit partly retrospective, 

plan of action:

A few days ago 1 looked at the last Vienna box office accounts. They include three Helena 
nights [probably 9, 22, and 26 October], Receipts for one of them were very poor, only 4,500. 
There must be some reason for this. The other two takings were quite good, about 8,000, but 
still fall considerably short o f two Rosenkavalier performances included in the same accounts 
and even (which surprises me) a performance o f Ariadne. That speaks for itself: after the

170 Schneiderhan to Strauss, 6 November 1928.
171 Strauss to Schneiderhan, 8 November 1928.
172 ,Alwin, der Frau Lehmann sehr gut kennt. (sic) meint, dass sie uns auch mit anderen meiner Rollen 
Schwierigkeiten bereiten wolle, da sie absolut Jeritza spielen wolle und glaube, dies bestande nur in 
Zeitungsscandalen im d Argern von Direktoren und Componisten (sic)1 (cited from Strauss to 
Schneiderhan, 8 November 1928).
I7j Letters from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 16 November 1928, and from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 19 
November 1928, Correspondence, 515.
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enormous success o f the June performances there can be only one unimpeachable 
explanation: the production, such as it has now turned out to be, with a tenor who has no 
reputation in Vienna and is now on loan from Leipzig [Hubert Leuer], with a mediocre utility 
Helen [Schwarz] and with a conductor who (whatever pains he may take over his job) is the 
least appreciated of all [Alwin], well it makes an altogether lack-lustre production. And yet in
Vienna the “how” is at least as important as the “what” ........1 assume Schalk was determined
to escape at any price the odium of having failed to put on Helena over a prolonged period.
But it would have been a thousand times wiser to do exactly that, with your consent........Only
one thing can undo us here, and that is if it gets about that the performance of the opera is 
uninspired.174

Responding in broad agreement with his librettist that neither Schwarz and 

Leuer were viable propositions in the long term, Strauss also reported that he had 

contacted Schalk about postponing performances until a first-rate cast was available, 

and that he had requested the latter to give adequate reasons to the press.17'" In reply 

Schalk was most instructive: while admitting his powerlessness regarding the 

increasingly difficult circumstances facing the Staatsoper in personnel and reportorial 

matters, and underlining the ultimate commitment of the Directorship to providing 

the best possible productions of Strauss’s works, he thus set out what was plainly 

obvious to Lehmann, and not least of all, the composer himself: ‘The creation of 

Helena [in Vienna] by Frau Jeritza caused the risk that, from the start, no successor 

would be found who enjoyed full public prestige.’176 Though Schalk averred that 

Vera Schwarz was in no way unpopular with the public, and that Rose Pauly did not 

disappoint, he duly admitted that casting the title role in Vienna was unquestionably a 

formidable challenge, not least due to Lehmann’s continued absence; indeed, it

177remained unclear as to whether she would sing the role at all in the near future.

174 Letter from Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 19 November 1928, ibid., 516; Leuer, Hubert (1880-1969), 
German tenor, member of the Vienna Staatsoper, 1904-1920.
175 Letter from Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 21 November 1928, ib id , 519; letter from Strauss to Schalk,
21 November 1928, Strauss-Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 405-406.
176 ,Die Kreation der ,,Helena" durch Frau Jeritza barg von allem Anfang an die Gefahr in sich, dass 
sich keine Nachfolgerin fm den  werde, die beim Publikum voiles Ansehen geniesst (cited from Schalk 
to Strauss, 24 November 1928, Strauss-Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 406-407).
177 Schalk to Strauss, 24 November 1928, Strauss-Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 407. As 
Schalk then suggested (and Strauss subsequently sanctioned), the next Vienna performances took place
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However, Schalk’s open-ended comment obscured the mundane motivation 

underpinning Lehmann’s attitude on the matter. If Strauss was irked enough to write 

to the Director on the 28 November concerning (spurious) information passed on by 

Hofmannsthal linking Lehmann’s obstinacy with an unwillingness to tackle the 

composer over certain alterations she was proposing for the part,178 he remained 

strangely silent (at least in correspondence with his librettist) on the actual reasons 

behind her reticence. As Hofmannsthal divulged to Strauss on November 28 1928:

After an hour and a ha lf s conversation with Alwin ... I recognise that I have taken the wrong 
attitude over the Helena business at Vienna and must correct what I said. My indiscreet 
information regarding Mme Lehmann was obviously inaccurate; the point is not a few high 
notes or anything like that; the reason that she does not want to sing the part is resentment 
over Jeritza. For three weeks, Alwin has exerted all his great tenacity (to the point o f self- 
abasement, as he himself says) in an all-out effort to win her over. ... [I]n short there^is 
obviously no hope, I would not say for ever, but in any case for the mmediate future........

With a degree of uncanny prescience, Hofmannsthal himself had indeed 

pinpointed at least part of the problem in his previous letter to Strauss when he wrote 

that Lehmann had what was, at that time, perhaps the most resplendent and least 

stretched (soprano) voice in Europe.180 With an upper stratum represented by

on 20 and 30 December 1928 (see ibid., 407-408; Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 December 1928, 
Correspondence, 521).
178 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 23 November 1928, Correspondence, 519-520; Strauss to Schalk,
Strauss-Schalk: Ein Briefwechsel, ed. Brosche, 409. In Hofmannsthal’s subsequent letter
(Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 28 November 1928, Correspondence, 520), he admitted to the composer 
that he had been misguided by this rumour into previously suggesting that further performances o f the 
opera be postponed until Lehmann finally agreed to take the part. However, Strauss’s surprising 
agreement in principle to the notion of Lehmann making emendations, albeit under Alwin’s guidance-  
as expressed in a subsequent letter to Schalk on 28 November -  is telling: while mindful o f ensuring 
the opera’s success in Vienna via first-rate casting, it appears that Strauss had an added, ulterior 
motive in wanting to procure her services. As he wrote: 'To be frank, 1 don t understand the inhibitions 
o f great artists, as the pan fits her like a glove[;] she could have a gigantic success with it, and in this 
casting, both she and the work itself could go to Italy without a care! [,Offen gesagt verstehe ich die 
Hemmungen der grofien Kunstlerin nicht, denn die Partie liegt ihr doch wie angegossen, sie wird 
einen Riesenerfolg damit haben und in dieser Besetzung konnten Sie mit dem Werk auch unbesorgt 
nach Mailand gehen!‘] (cited from Strauss to Schalk, 28 November 1928, Strauss-Schalk: Ein 
Briefw’echsel, ed. Brosche, 409).
179 See Correspondence, 520.
180 See Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 23 November 1928, Correspondence, 520.



Elisabeth Schumann,181 Lehmann, and acclaimed fellow honorary member (and 

regular guest) Jeritza, Vienna indeed possessed what was probably Europe’s most 

celebrated troupe of sopranos of that era. Thus by apparently contemplating the 

implicit touting of his new opera with one of Vienna’s (and therefore Europe s) 

finest, Strauss’s letter to Schalk of 28 November strongly implies that he was 

convinced that Lehmann’s patronage of the part would actually convince Scandiani 

and Toscanini to stage it at La Scala, notwithstanding their reservations about the 

text.

But that appears to be only the tip of the iceberg. The reality was that the role 

of Helen was perceived as being Jeritza’s by composer and librettist, and, not least -  

it can only be assumed — by Lehmann herself. Both the role and the entire opera itself 

had been devised around the Moravian soprano, a view predicated on the popular 

understanding that Strauss had originally seen the singer in La Belle Helene and 

substantiated by Hofmannsthal’s earliest scenario, the composer’s admission of as 

much in a letter to Jeritza (30 December 1927) and his later diary entry (both cited 

above). Just as Christine (Intermezzo) was invariably associated, at that time, with 

her ‘creator’, Lehmann (though she would become more memorably linked with the 

Marschallin), the role of Helen -  with its breathlessly soaring cantilena -  would be
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181 Schumann, Elisabeth (1888-1952). Making her debut at Hamburg in 1909, Schumann joined the 
Vienna Staatsoper in 1919 on Strauss’s instigation, and stayed there until the Anschluss in 1938 
During her tenure there, Schumann was highly favoured by Viennese audiences; the same period also 
witnessed her popular portrayal o f Sophie in Der Rosenkavalier at Covent Garden, beginning in 1924. 
Schumann’s concertising brought her perhaps even more recognition, with Strauss especially 
orchestrating some of his Lieder for her in 1918, in addition to acting as her accompanist for thirty 
recitals undertaken on a USA tour in 1921. The second o f Schumann’s three marriages was to the 
conductor, Karl Alwin (1891-1945). (after Desmond Shawe-Taylor: ‘Schumann, Elisabeth’, The New 
Grove Dictionary o f  Music Online, ed. L. Macy [Accessed 26 May 2003], 
<http://www.grovemusic.com>).

http://www.grovemusic.com
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intimately linked with Jeritza. It was a legacy that Lehmann perhaps recognised she

182could not -  and, more pointedly, resolutely would not -  endorse.

182 Years later, Lehmann’s position softened regarding the obvious animosity between her and Jeritza:

[A] funny episode concerned a m eeting with my former colleague, M aria Jeritza, with whom I recorded an interview 
for [a] broadcast o f  Ariadne. Jeritza had sung Ariadne at the Vienna premiere, at which I sang the Composer; 
therefore the interviewer naturally asked us some questions concerning that first performance. We must have both 
sounded rather foolish in our replies, for the memories w e shared made us laugh and giggle so much that the actual 
purpose o f the interview became completely subm erged by our unseemly high spirits. Several times 1 made futile 
attempts to formulate my answers on a more appropriately exalted intellectual level, but they invariably ended in 
chaotic frivolity. In the most amiable fashion. M aria and I exchanged remarks that in our youth would have been 
cause for blistering hostility or open battle; in retrospect, those rivalries o f  the past all seemed childlish and 
unimportant.

(cited from Lehmann, Lotte: Singing with Richard Strauss (London: Hamish Hamilton, 1964), 187.



Pro and Contra ‘H e le n a ‘Timely’ Meditations

Before one can consider the critical reception of Strauss’s ninth opera, it is 

important to consider a number of key areas. The first concerns the place of the opera 

in Strauss’s canon of stage works and their overall critical and public perception. In 

1905, the succes fou  that was Salome appeared to some a further stylistic experiment 

after the subtly anti- (though interpreted until quite recently, even in pro-Strauss 

literature, as pseudo-) Wagnerian Guntram an d the bitingly critical ' Volksoper', 

Feuersnot; in 1908, Ernest Newman, for one, hoped that Elektra would see the 

composer abandon lurid pictorialism in favour of recapturing ‘the high minded 

seriousness of Tod und Verkldrung and Guntram.'1

In 1928, Die dgyptische Helena in turn appeared to be a further diversion-of- 

sorts, albeit an about-face to Hofmannsthalian myth after the orientalist symbolism 

of Die Frau ohne Schatten and Intermezzo, the composer’s entirely self-penned slant 

on Weimar modernity. Though all three operas stand, in part, as probing musico- 

dramatic essays on the institution and nature of bourgeois marriage in the twentieth 

century, the surface disparity between these works precluded balanced and sober 

critical appraisal in both the press, both popular and specialist. However, even a 

cursory glance at the mere titles of Strauss’s operas from Salome up to the late 1920s 

(and beyond) would suffice to trace a turn from the male- (and, indeed, directly self-) 

oriented realm inhabited by Guntram and Feuersnot to the world of the female, and 

the concomitant opportunity such subject matter afforded Strauss for wholly un- 

Wagnerian artistic detachment.

1 Newman, Ernest: Richard Strauss (London: John Lane, 1908), 137.



Ironically, critics generally crave patterns in artistic endeavour, but the only pattern 

that the majority discerned in Strauss was one of steady decline. At sixty-four, 

Strauss had long stood at the head of the second generation of post-Wagnerian opera 

composers active in Germany and Austria ranging from Emil von Reznicek (1860- 

1945) to Julius Bittner (1879-1939). Others on the periphery, most notably Erich 

Wolfgang Korngold (1897-1957), were contemporaneous in age alone with figures 

such as Kurt Weill (1900-1950), who spearheaded both his generation’s trailblazing 

rejection of Wagnerian aesthetics and its consequent attempt at operatic reform. With 

Strauss and his contemporaries allied by an adherence to a post-Romantic, largely 

tonal harmonic language and a dependence on traditional (bourgeois) operatic 

conventions and structures, critical opinion thus continued to measure the Bavarian 

composer’s operas by the nineteenth-century yardstick to which they appeared 

inextricably bound.

However, Strauss, like the later Nietzsche, had long overcome Wagner, 

preferring to pursue a highly personal creative project grounded on a distinctly anti

metaphysical basis and a determinedly twentieth-century critical stance; an approach 

predicated (as with Hofmannsthal) on a subtle deconstruction of the Bayreuth ideal. 

To paraphrase Nietzsche (writing in 1888), Wagner summed up the nineteenth- 

century. For composers of Strauss’s generation -  and that immediately after -  there 

was no way out; one first had to become a Wagnerian.2 To the majority of post-war 

critics, Strauss, unlike Schoenberg, had never been otherwise. Though deemed a 

revolutionary force at the fin-de-siecle,3 the composer appeared mired by an aesthetic

2 After Nietzsche, Friedrich: The Birth o f  Tragedy and The Case o f  Wagner, trans. (with commentary) 
Walter Kaufmann (New York: Vintage, 1967), 156.
3 For commentary on Salome, see Williamson: ‘Critical reception , Strauss: Salome, ed. Puffett, 1 31- 
145 and Elektra, see Gilliam: Strauss’s ‘E lektra’, 9-17.
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stance and bearing glaringly dissonant with the demands of the gritty, mechanised 

and increasingly ephemeral 1920s. Because criticism possessed such a rigid notion of 

bourgeois opera in post-war Germany, it would not allow the entry of the post- 

Elektra Straussian canon into the modernist pantheon. As intimated above in chapter 

one, the original pre-war Ariadne auf Naxos — scored for chamber orchestra with a 

clear juxtaposition in plot, setting, and characterisation between the tragic and the 

comic, and, not least, originally intended for the intimate environs of Max 

Reinhardt's radical Deutsches Theater in Berlin -  bids fair for recognition as the 

locus classicus for the widespread by-passing of Wagnerian aesthetics inherently 

characteristic of the post-war Republic. Far from being regressive, Die agyptische 

Helena -  the last major opera of that doomed democracy -  represents a further, if 

more refined, amalgam between the serious and the light, deliberately devoid of the 

juxtapositions that underpin its mythical predecessor; a unique balance tilted towards 

a human-defmed profundity so designed for its cultural-ethical message to ring clear 

at the curtain through catharsis.

As the fifth opera of the Hofmannsthal-Strauss collaboration -  and, indeed, 

the third to draw on myth for its sources -  the critical fraternity undoubtedly 

expected more than an element of free adaptation on the part of its librettist. After his 

‘perversion’ of Sophocles in Elektra and his individualistic take on the story of 

Ariadne and Theseus, it was reasonable to expect a measure of modernisation. These 

libretti, in common with Die Frau ohne Schatten, had clearly demonstrated 

Hofmannsthal’s masterly skill in deflating godlike characters to mere human 

proportions, with all the frailty and failings such a reduction entailed. Moreover, at 

the time of the Elektra premiere, one critic averred that the removal of the tension
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between god and mortals consequently made the fall of the house of Atrides akin to a 

family feud. But to further reduce Hofmannsthal’s adaptation to this level is to 

ignore its multi-faceted nature, a failing suffered by most critics concerning Die 

ag)>ptische Helena. The latter s superficial tracing of a marital reconciliation after an 

especially infamous infidelity was enough to raise some critical hackles; such 

perceived trivialisation of myth, replete with little on-stage action and much 

‘modern' quasi-psychodramatisation of the personal unconscious on the part of 

Hofmannsthal’s Menelas divided others. Those perturbed by the librettist’s Jungian 

interpretation of Euripides and Telemachus were matched by critics who found more 

Wagnerian resonances in the text other than the archetypal potions. Others still railed 

against a perceived cod-Goethian approach in both manner and substance while, for 

modernist critics, the opera’s mere mythical medium and diatonic musical 

framework only underlined its obsolescence in an age characterised by planes, trains 

and automobiles.

Even the opera’s supporters -  represented by an older generation of critics 

chiefly born before 1890 -  were unevenly divided on the text, with most declaring 

the opera a success on the strength of Strauss’s music alone. However, for a number 

of devotees, the dazzling array of technique seemed to hide a paucity of original 

invention on the composer’s part, inviting comparison with a host of musical 

precedents both Straussian and otherwise. As part of the composer’s aesthetic 

trajectory after 1911, Die agyptische Helena further confirms Strauss’s ahistorical 

approach to the deployment of past models of both his own and others’ making in 

critical creative discourse through an often complex network of quotations and

Mennicke, Carl: lUber Richard Strauss’ E Iektra\ Riemann-Festschrift: Gesammelte Studien 
(Leipzig: Breikopf und Hartel, 1909), 506, cited in Gilliam: Strauss’s Elektra, 9.
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allusions. Memory and recognition played an all-important role in this strategy; 

raised on a cultural diet of canonic masterworks, it was vital for the audience to 

realise that individual references, both musical and textual, either related to an aspect 

in the action or added a further interpretative layer to that visible on stage. 

Unfortunately, most of the opera’s critics (let alone its first audiences) were prone to 

taking its manifold allusions at face value.

Indeed, in an overall sense, the problem of interpretation provides the 

background for the third point of focus regarding the critical reception of Die 

agyptische Helena. For Strauss, the time-honoured issue of craft over creativity -  

Konner v. Kiinstler -  was a lifelong dichotomy. Bryan Gilliam has characterised this 

bone of contention as being a Leitmotiv in almost all of the reviews of Elektra: In 

critiques of Strauss’s later opera, it was a response common to writers on both sides 

of not only the critical divide, but also that geographical divide represented by the 

Atlantic Ocean. Furthermore, by 1928, Strauss’s seniority was also used against both 

the composer and his music with insidious comments that belied the (then unknown) 

fact that the aged figure would survive not only two more decades but a further world 

war, too. What, in reality, constituted a proto-postmodernist approach to musical 

style and substance was misconstrued by the contemporary press as mere period 

routine.

In contrast with their younger contemporaries (particularly Weill), 

Hofmannsthal and Strauss were actively conscious of posterity and, thereby, 

sufficiently confident of the future longevity of their creative endeavour. Drawing on 

the wealth of his experience as an opera conductor, not to mention former Director of

5 Gilliam: Strauss’s ‘E lektra \ 11.
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the two principal opera houses in Austria and Germany, Strauss nonetheless knew 

well the importance of first impressions, notwithstanding the faith of the 

collaboration in the increased critical faculties of future generations.6 Indeed, an 

integral part of his strategy for launching new works on the public centred on their 

presentation in an opera house significantly less prestigious than its more glamorous 

counterparts. For Strauss, that venue was Dresden: the ‘El Dorado’ for world 

premieres.7 In a passage commenting on Strauss’s special relationship with Dresden 

and its opera house, the conductor, Fritz Busch, revealed how:

The clever and experienced composer knew very well what advantages Dresden afforded the 
introduction o f his works to the stage. To the world-wide fame o f its splendid orchestra, 
Dresden could add such attractions as a restless capital like Berlin, with its excessive 
profusion o f artistic events and ephemeral sensations, could not offer. In Dresden there was a 
kind o f  aristocratic unity and calm which was a great help to the works that were being 
presented. All the light was focussed on one point, resulting in an extraordinary brilliance.

Strauss knew well this unusual spirit o f concentration was shared by the overworked press 
critics. In the charming idyllic atmosphere of old Dresden, which had now returned for a few 
deceptive years, these harassed and disintegrated people were for once not in a distracted 
mood. They did not have to rush breathlessly to the performance from great distances at the 
last moment, but stayed comfortably in the Hotel Belleveue near the Opera House. There 
they could study the work under consideration in complete tranquility, could exchange 
opinions with their professional colleagues from all over the world, or if an eccentric among 
them was seized with the desire, he could enjoy the charms o f Saxon Switzerland or the 
Erzgebirge as if he had come for a holiday and not on business.

The holiday mood took possession of the critics as well as the public, like a slight, pleasant 
intoxication. Who that has ever taken part in a Dresden premiere could deny it? ... .
Richard Strauss knew how to make the most of these advantages........8

While he heartily despised it as an institution, Strauss was well aware that his 

enormous success was dependent on the press: for a composer who had witnessed the 

birth of modem mass culture, newspapers were the quickest, most effective and 

widely-disseminated medium for ‘advertising’ one’s work. Dresden, as implied 

above, provided a near-perfect, conducive atmosphere for both critics and an 

interested public; an old-world charm and sophistication lost to more bustling,

6 See, for example, Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 1 November 1928, Correspondence, 512, and 
Hofmannsthal to Strauss, (postscript to) 19 November 1928, ibid., 518.
7 Attributed to Strauss by Ernst Krause in idem : Strauss: Dokumente, n. 31, 321.
8 Busch: Pages from  a M usician’s Life, trans. Strachey, 170.



metropolitan centres such as Berlin or Vienna, and, as Strauss’s veritable Bayreuth, 

an opera house, management and company completely dedicated to both him and his 

works. As the first point of reference for those in attendance on the opening night, as 

well as for those anticipating future performances, the newspaper reviews the 

morning after an opera premiere had the ability to 'make’ or ‘break’ a work. Even in 

the radio age, print advertising reigned supreme in the media.

In general terms, Franzpeter Messmer has described the process by which this 

advertising took place: firstly, by way of reports in the regional and national press in 

the weeks preceding, before disclosing heretofore guarded details as regards the 

content of the new opera shortly before the event, when, lastly, it was depicted as 

being eagerly anticipated by all levels of society. This extremely effective process 

was not new: opera premieres had been ‘previewed' in the press for much of the 

nineteenth century. However, while the contradictorily positive effects of negative 

criticism on the success of Strauss’s works may ring true for other operas in the 

composer’s stable,9 this, as will soon become evident, was clearly not the case with 

Die dgyptische Helena.

The final focal point for the present discussion pivots on the concept of an 

appeal across social strata (a point raised immediately above). Though Strauss’s 

operas were never quite specifically designed as ‘music for the masses’, it is arguable 

that, by the 1920s, the main consumers for ‘bourgeois' art music were not the 

bourgeoisie (Burgerturn), but rather the educated middle class (Bildungsburgertum). 

During an age when a piano in the parlour had become a social prerequisite, this was

9 Messmer: ‘Strauss und die Zeitgendssische Kritifc’, Kritiken der Urauffuhrungen der Biihnenwerke 
von Strauss, ed. idem, 319.
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a stratum whose classical education ensured that they were as au fait with the 

mythological basis of Hofmannsthal’s libretto as they were musically literate. In a 

sense, music critics were preaching to the converted: indeed, even the reports in daily 

newspapers discussed matters of harmonic detail, often with accompanying music 

examples printed alongside (in the case of Die agyptische Helena, most reports 

actually furnished the publishing details for the Fiirstner piano reduction).

To put it succinctly, the German public for whom music critics wrote in the 

first half of the twentieth century (quite a high proportion of them Gymnasium- 

educated) was one far removed from that of the present. Through the new media of 

sound recording and radio, even the average citizen more familiar with the canonic 

works in concert music, opera and the theatre and, arguably, more disposed towards 

exposure to new works than the public of today. While Hofmannsthal looked keenly 

to posterity regarding the lasting impact of Die agyptische Helena, he nonetheless 

remained hopeful that the public’s sensitivity to the opera’s ‘classical modern world’ 

would prevail and ensure success in its time, in spite of the critics.10 As social opera, 

Die dgyptische Helena- not unlike Berg’s Wozzeck, another important German 

opera of the 1920s -  was dependent upon this sense of recognition and personal

10 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 2 April 1928, Correspondence, 469. As he remarked to Strauss: ‘To have 
written decent stuff over many years and not just to have been born last year so as to produce some 
long-awaited world-shaking novelty -  this discredits one with the critics, but with the public at large 
one enjoys immense credit on that account ( ...)  .’ (Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 19 November 1928, 
Correspondence, 518). Douglas A. Joyce has described how Hofmannsthal was keenly aware o f the 
effect o f  adverse (and mostly uninformed) criticism that militated against the perception of his role in 
the collaboration from Der Rosenkavalier onwards and of the concomitant necessity to ‘proselytise’ 
the press. In the run-up to the 1912 version o f Ariadne a u f Naxos, Hofmannsthal thus approached 
several editors, publishers and critics, with no fewer than five articles appearing under his name in 
both French and German publications, with, albeit, limited success. Antithetical labels for him such as 
,A sthet\ and ,Wortkiinsler‘, which had stuck in the popular press in 1910-1911, became scholarly 
parlance by the onset of the 1920s with the appearance of Karl Justus Obenauer’s Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal: Eine Studie iiber den asthetischen Menschen (1918) and Walter A. Berendsohn’s Der 
Impressionismus Hofmannsthals als Zeiterscheinung (1920). As the socio-political, theatrical and 
musical climate changed completely in the early years o f the Weimar Republic, such perceptions



identification on the part of its audience. It was a reality that few contemporary 

critics were open to, or indeed, cared to comprehend.

*  *  *  5{C

‘After ... Intermezzo what will [Die agyptische] Helena bring?’; thus Paul 

Stefan (1879-1943), critic of the progressive Musikblatter des Anbruch, openly 

wondering what direction Strauss’s new opus would signify for the development of 

both its composer’s career and German opera itself.11 Given the penchant for 

unpredictability noted by Stefan in Strauss’s later output,12 it is little wonder that 

such an astute member of the critical community was confounded when 

contemplating the cause and effect of Strauss’s next creative move. In reality, 

Stefan’s striking opening for an article on the subject of post-Wagnerian opera in one 

of Germany’s premier interwar music journals served only to add to the growing 

curiosity.

While the cause of that move has been discussed above in chapter one, it 

remains necessary to examine its immediate effect. As Gunther Lesnig has shown, 

Die dgyptische Helena ran in twenty-one houses in its first twelve months, but was 

only given five more productions and a small number of guest appearances between
n

the latter half of 1929 and 1932. Though perceived failings in Act II were 

addressed in the creation of a more telescoped version of the opera (undertaken with

hardened into critical orthodoxy (see Joyce, Douglas A.: Twentieth-Century Hofmannsthal 
Reception’, A Companion to the Works o f  Hofmannsthal, ed. Kovach, 234-236).
11 Stefan, Paul: ‘Einleitung/Die Oper nach Wagner' , Musikblatter des Anbruch, ‘Oper’ [special issue 
dedicated to opera] ix/1/2 (January/February 1927), 9.
12 Stefan: ‘Einleitung/Die Oper nach Wagner’, Musikblatter des Anbruch, ix/1/2, 9.
13 Lesnig, Gunther: ‘70 Jahre 'Die dgyptische H elena’ ’, Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 38 
(December 1997), 3-6. Lesnig’s article is accompanied by a list o f all acknowledged stage productions 
and concert performances o f  the opera (a figure he puts at as being between 350 and 370) up until 
1997 (he has since produced a comprehensive list up to 2000, referred to above in chapter five), plus a 
selection o f programme notes and photographs. Drawn from a collection o f newspaper clippings and 
programmes concerning the opera, Lesnig’s supporting material (copies of which are now held in the



Strauss’s co-operation and permission, who also composed some new music) by the 

conductor, Clemens Krauss, and the producer, Lothar Wallerstein, -  the so-called 

‘Vienna version’ showcased at the 1933 Salzburg Festival -  the focus of the present 

discussion will be contemporary reception of the opera as originally conceived by 

Hofmannsthal and Strauss. This takes place against the politically charged backdrop 

of modernist/conservative critical reception in the 1920s when, as discussed above, 

the legacy of Wagner was one seen by younger generation as increasingly outworn 

and moribund.

As also discussed previously, the subject of post-war opera in Germany 

stimulated lively debate on either side of that divide; perhaps predictably, perception 

of the problems engendered by the ‘opera crisis’ (,der Opernkrise') and suggested 

solutions contrasted acutely between critics of different generations and political 

leanings.14 In terms of opera, Wagner inevitably acted as the watershed; Alfredo 

Casella’s definition of post-war sentiment among the younger generation of 

composers as ‘boredom with Wagner’1" can also be applied to their champions in the 

critical fraternity. As such, Strauss’s ‘Wagnerisms’ -  though, at base, ironic -  gave 

rise to much adverse criticism that reflected not so much Wagner’s (or, for that 

matter, Strauss’s) historical and canonic status but, more so, on ‘the overall tension 

between the rejection or affirmation of prewar artistic values.’16 Ultimately, Strauss’s 

deliberate use of the canon in a distinctly anti-historical fashion and his conscious 

adoption, in general terms, of pre-nineteenth century musical values through the

RSI, Garmisch-Partenkirchen) have proved indispensable to the present author and it is to their 
availability (and Dr Lesnig’s careful documentation) that the current chapter owes its existence.
14 Cook: Opera for a New Republic, 10.
15 Casella, Alfredo: ‘Reflections on the European Scene’, Modern Music v (May-June 1928), 16-17, 
cited in Cook: Opera fo r  a New Republic, 10.
16 Cook: Opera fo r  a New Republic, 10.
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1920s and beyond, defeated claims of an aesthetic beholden to either Wagner or the 

Wilhelmine Germany, which, posthumously, the latter had come to epitomise.

Thus while Die agyptische Helena arguably stands today (in either 

incarnation) as one of Strauss’s more Mozartian operas, it comes as no surprise that 

one of the main contemporary critical cliches was a widely perceived post- 

Wagnerian epigonism on its part. Schoenberg’s one-time pupil, Hanz Heinz 

Stuckenschmidt (1900-1988), was unrepentant in his slamming of Strauss’s new 

opera and Schreker’s Der Singendem Teufel as the tired representatives of the 

'bourgeois-historical tradition’, in direct contrast to Mischa Spolianksy’s revue, Es 

liegt in der Luft, and Kurt Weill’s Die Dreigroschenoper, the other major operatic 

premieres of 1928:

The newsworthiness, artistic relevance, and the uniform aesthetic of the last pair are what a 
bright, aesthetically interested public turns itself towards. Despite all artistic efforts, Strauss 
and Schreker, in the awkward bourgeois-historical tradition, have found neither style nor 
resonance. They must fail in the eyes of the public of 1928, with its complete interest 
directed towards the present and the future. Today’s music consumer will protect himself 
from playing through or even buying the piano score for [Die agyptische] Helena or [Die] 
Singendem Teufel. On the other hand, he will repeat the songs and couplets o f  Weill and 
Spoliansky at home with pleasure.17

Though Stuckenschmidt’s comments gravitated toward the extreme, they 

were not wholly unrepresentative; as mentioned above, Die agyptische Helena 

attracted much engagement from both sides of the contemporary critical fence, 

perhaps also as it was the first major collaborative effort between Strauss and 

Hofmannsthal since Die Frau ohne Schatten, which had premiered almost a decade 

before. When Karl Alwin mused: ‘Giving a critique or an assessment of a new 

composition holds limited appeal for me. I can only speak about my personal

17 Stuckenschmidt, Hans Heinz: ‘Der Musikverbraucher’, Die Musik xxi (1929), 413f., cited in Edler, 
Amfried: ‘Zwischen Mythos und Konversation: Uberlegungen zur Stellung von Richard Strauss in der 
Musikgeschichte der 1920er Jahre', RichardStrauss-Blatter, New Series 45 (June 2001), 1 j2 .



feelings and my attitude concerning the work,’18 he inadvertently wrote the mantra 

for most early twentieth-century music critics concerning this work. To follow the 

maxim, an opinion on music tells more about the person who holds the opinion than 

it does about the particular piece of music itself, a quality especially applicable to 

German music critics. By the early twentieth century, music had long been 

considered the acme of Germany’s cultural endeavour: the veritable essence of its 

nationhood -  though the experience of war had exposed this as a shibboleth for 

some, particularly those who had returned from the front. Nonetheless, music critics 

in Germany wrote with an authority rarely matched elsewhere (George Bernard 

Shaw, who wrote for the London Star and World from 1888-1894, being a notable 

exception). According to the Austrian critic, Max Graf (1873-1958), his German 

contemporaries ‘seldom enjoyed writing as an art in itself and were more inclined 

towards ‘wielding their pens as a fencer does his sword':

The German dailies accommodated their critics with plenty o f space to set forth their well- 
founded opinions. Certainly in no other country were musical questions treated so earnestly
and so thoroughly as they were in Germany...............  [M]usical criticism in Germany had
dignity and weight, and music critics were responsible for an important part o f Germany’s 
public and cultural life........19

The critics thus held the key to success or failure. For Strauss’s new opera, it was

important to be able to rely on articulate support: ,Wie schon ist die Konigen

Helena/‘ reads the enthusiastic opening sentence (as much a play on Julius

20 •  •Korngold's response to Elektra: , Wie schon war die Prinzessin Salome‘ as it is on 

the opening line from the latter) from Strauss’s biographer, Richard Specht (1870- 

1932), soon after the world premiere in Dresden on 6 June 1928. According to

18 ,Eine Kritik oder Wertung der neuen Komposition zu geben, liegt mir naturlich vollkommen fern. 
Ich kann nur tiber mein persdnliches Empfinden und meine Einstellung zu dem neuen Werk sprechen‘ 
(cited from Alwin, Karl: 'Richard Strauss’ “Agyptische H elena” ’, repr. in Programmheft der 
Bayerischen Staatsoper zur Neuinszenierung der Agvptischen Helena 1981, 72).
19Graf, Max: Composer and Critic: Two Hundred Years o f  Musical Criticism (London: Chapman & 
Hall, 1947), 270.



Specht (one of the most authoritative critics of his day and a firm champion of 

contemporary music), the new opera was stylistically akin to Die Frau ohne 

Schatten, and represented perhaps not a new, but a ‘purer’ Strauss.21 Ironically, 

Specht’s ensuing commentary (discussed in due course) only served to flag up what

he viewed as similarities with Die Frau, thus inadvertently leading him to further

22echo Komgold, who had presented Salome as the lesser of two evils." For Max 

Marschalk (1863-1940), an older though still formidable critical voice of the 1920s 

(writing in Berlin’s liberal democratic Vossische Zeitung), Die dgyptische Helena 

transcended the humorous slightness of Schlagobers and the ‘intermezzo’ 

represented by the opera of the same name to rank as ‘a true marvel; .[...] although 

our expectations were high: they were far exceeded through the experience of this 

incomparable mastery.’23 In Marschalk’s opinion, the unbridled ardency of the 

melodic line placed Strauss next to Verdi (in contradistinction to the composer’s 

earlier Wagnerian inclinations).24 His comment is telling, given the abovementioned 

Oskar Bie’s 1913 contention that the future of German opera lay in a stylistic 

synthesis between the Mozartian and the Verdian. However, Marschalk’s voice 

remained in the wilderness: few critics cared to recognise the lightness in 

orchestration engendered by the sheer supremacy of the vocal line in Die dgyptische 

Helena, let alone take stock of its implications for the future path of Strauss’s career.
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20 Komgold, Julius: Deutsches Opernschaffen der Gegenwart (Leipzig and Vienna: Leonhardt-Verlag, 
1921), 146, cited in Williamson: ‘Critical reception’, Strauss: Salome, ed. Puffett, 141.
21 ,Es ist vielleicht kein neuer Straufi. Aber ein echter. Der Stil ist ungefahr der der ■''Frau ohne
Schatten”.......... ‘ (Specht, Richard: ‘Die Urauffiihrung der “Aegyptischen Helena”: Sturmliche
Ovationenfiir Richard Straufi', Neues Wiener Journal, 7 June 1928).
22 For Komgold’s critique of Salome, see idem : Deutsches Opernschaffen der Gegenwart, 136-146.
23 ■■ Schlagobers" envies sich als eine heileres Gelegenheitsarbeit; und "Intermezzo ist eben ein -  Intermezzo. ... 

“Die dgyptische H elena” - ... ist ein wahres Wunderwerk; und obschon unsere Erwartungen hoch waren: sie werden durch
das Erleben dieser unvergleichen M eisterschaft weit ubertroffen........ ^
(cited from Marschalk, Max: ‘ Die dgyptische Helena": Richard Straufi-Urauffuhrung in Dresden , 
Vossische Zeitung, Berlin (8 June 1928).
24 Marschalk: ‘ „ Die dgyptische Helena“ Vossische Zeitung, Berlin (8 June 1928).
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Alfred Einstein (1880-1952), at that stage critic of the similarly liberal

democratic Berliner Tagblatt, was more impressed with the synthesis in the libretto 

of Hofmannsthal's previous versions of antiquity -  from Elektra to Ariadne auf 

Naxos to, as he argued. Die Frau ohne Schatten -  which, for him, made the new

opera particularly stand out:

Actually, Die “Agyptische Helena” is a sort o f synthesis o f Hofmannsthal’s career as a 
‘librettist’, as an opera-poet. The antiquity of “Elektra” is here: in the realistic figure of 
Menelas, in all its seriousness, in all its “modernity,” but also without the motto o f “Elektra". 
“My soul yearning for the land of the Scythians.” Here is that Hellenistic beauty of 
“Ariadne”, but not so much in terms of being a play or stylistic disguise, rather in style itself- 
in one half, freely opera-like, in the other: the archaeological mask of late antiquity, o f the 
Pompeian Age where there is a Sorceress:- the Circe of “Ariadne” to whom Bacchus would 
only speak, becomes incarnate here in a more harmless and affectionate form, just like the 
cherubs and grotesquerie o f Pompeian wall paintings become incarnate and begin to put on 
their enigmatic play. And the Orient o f “Die Frau ohne Schatten" also exerts a hold: not 
distant, Indian fairy tales but an Asiatic, oriental, magical atmosphere, all the same, a 
colourful and scorching Africa, and in the deepest sense -  Hofmannsthal himself suggested -  
the simile for Asia and Europe in the relationship between man and woman: something that 
one could describe in the dreadful modernity of our language as the relationship between the

25passive and the active, or existence and thought........“

Einstein’s allusion to Goethe’s Iphigenie (‘My soul yearning for the land of the 

Scythians’) significantly invites comparison on the part of the new opera with 

Hofmannsthal’s and Strauss’s reworking of Beethoven’s Die Ruinen von Athen, and

the cultural context behind that particular project’s celebration of Hellenistic beauty.

25 Die “Agyptische H elena” ist wirklich eine Art von Synthese im Schaffen von Hofmannsthal als “L ibrettist”, als
Operndichter. Es ist das Antike der "E lektra” da, die reale Figur des Menelas, in allem  Ernst, in aller "M odernitat”, wenm  
auch ohne die Devise der “E lektra’’: "das Land der Szythen mit der Seele suchend. ” Da ist jen e  hellenische Schonheit der 
"Ariadne ”, wenn auch nicht mehr als Spiel, als Stilverkleidung, sondern als Slil selber -fre ilic h  in einer halb opernhaften, halb 
archaologischen Maske des Spdtantiken, des Pompejanischen, wo es Zauberinnen g ib t:-  die Circe der "Ariadne", von der 
Bacchus nur sprach, wird hier in einer harmlosen und liebevolleren Gestalt leibhaftig, genau wie die Putten und Grotesken der 
pompejanischen Wandmalerei liebhaftig werden und ihr hintergrundiges Spiel zu treiben beginnen. Und auch der Orient der 
"Frau ohne Schatten" spukt herein: nicht das fe m e  indische Mdrchen, aber immerhin ein orientalischer. asiatischer 
Zauberton, ein buntes und gluhendes Afrika, und um tieferen Sinn -  Hofmannsthal hat das selbst angedeutet -  das Gleichnis 
von Asien und Europa im Verhaltnis von Frau und M ann; etwas, das man in der scheufilichen Modernitat unserer Sprache als 
das Verhdltnisdes Animalischen undAktiven, desSeins undD enkens bezeichnet. ( ...)
(Alfred Einstein, Berliner Tagblatt, 8 June 1928, cited in Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der 
Buhnenwerke von Strauss, ed. Messmer, 235-236). For Einstein, ,animalischL would seem to refer to 
‘animalistic’ or ‘passive’ in terms of intellect, as animals, unlike humans, are devoid of reason, a 
philosophical truism used by Hofmannsthal in his reworking o f Sophocles’s Electra (1903; opera 
[Elektra], 1908). As he wrote to Strauss (in the context a broader issue), concerning not only Ariadne 
a u f Naxos (the work specifically referred to in the following passage) but also Elektra, Die Frau ohne 
Schatten, and particularly. Die agyptische Helena:

What it is about is one o f  those straightforward and stupendous problems o f  life: fidelity; whether to hold fast to that 
which is lost, to cling to it even in death -  or to live, to live on, to get over it, to transform oneselt. to sacrifice the 
integrity o f  the soul and yet in this transmutation to preserve one’s essence, to remain a human being and not sink to
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Moreover, by inferring the Asia/Europe, Helen/Menelas dichotomy in the libretto, 

Einstein at least indicated an understanding of its application to recent events. 

Despite detecting hints of Tristan in the trio and duet at the close, the celebrated 

scholar and critic seemed intent on bypassing discussion for or against Strauss’s 

Wagnerian heritage,26 simply proffering that the new work found its origins not in 

the Wagnerian tradition but in seventeenth-century magic opera, wherein ‘the

27spiritual nearly becomes submerged by the operatic, the scenic and the decorative.’“ 

By seeing beyond the superficial, Einstein instanced a rare example of a 

contemporary critic (if, albeit, renowned scholar) who recognised the opera’s timely 

neo-baroque leanings and appreciated the simile represented by its antipodal 

protagonists.28 However, critical insight, even for a figure of Einstein’s calibre, may 

only have gone so far in this particular case: his views may well have been coloured

the level o f  the beast, w hich is without recollection. It is the fundamental theme o f  Elektra, the voice o f  Elektra as
opposed to the voice o f  Chrysothemi^ the heroic voice against the hum an........

(cited from Correspondence, 94).
26 In the same newspaper’s evening edition of the previous day, Einstein had already commented on 
the music:

In entirety, it is, to the highest degree, Straussian: this commonplace; this tautology, is the only suitable way to 
express it. [ ... .] Today, no one, other than Strauss, can write a score like this: w ith such assured tempi, verve 
[,Sch\vung] and sonic splendour; but what has transpired is that Strauss h im self has become a Straussian; a 
beneficiary o f  his own art and mastery.

[Es ist alles im hochsten Mafie straussisch, straussisch in dieser Partitur, mann kann es nicht anders ausdrucken als 
mit diesem Gemeinplatz, dieser Tautologie. [ . . . .]  N iem and kann heute eine Partitur wie diese schreiben als Strauss: 
so voll Sicherheit des Tempos, voll Schwung und Klangpracht; aber es ist doch so, dafi Strauss selber zum  
Straussianer, zum  Nutzniefier seiner eigenen Kunst und M eisterschaft geworden

In Einstein’s view, as had been the case in the late tone poems, Strauss relied too much here on 
routine (citation from Einstein, Alfred: Die Aegyptische Helena von RichardStraufi. Urauffuhrung
an der Dresdener Staatsoper’, Berliner Tagblatt [Evening Edition], 7 June 1928).
27 ,Es ist eine Oper; kein Musikdrama; beinah Zanberoper in Sinn des X V  11. Jahrhunderts, in der das 
Seelische durch das Opernmdfiige, Szenische, Dekorative fa st verschuttet wird‘ (cited from Einstein, 
Berliner Tagblatt, 8 June 1928, in Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Biihnenwerke von Strauss, ed. 
Messmer, 236).
28 As Hofmannsthal wrote: ‘He [Menelas] was, to me, the embodiment o f the West, in her [Helen], 
was the indefatigable power o f the East. He represents the rules, marriage, fatherhood. She floats over 
it all, eerily enchanting, not too definitively a Goddess’ [,Er war die (' erkorperung des 
Abendlandischen, in ihr die nie erschdpfte Starke des Morgenlandes. Er stand fu r  die Satzung, die 
Ehe, die Vaterschaft. Sie schwebte iiber dem alle,, unheimlich bezaubernde, nicht zu bindende 
G ottirf] (cited from Hofmannsthal, Hugo von: ‘Die agyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach [1929], 94- 
95; SW xxxi, 219).
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by his own specifically pre-Wagnerian research interests in the Renaissance and the 

music of Mozart.

Writing in the Allegemeine Zeitung Chemnitz, Prof H. Platzbecker noted with 

perspicacity how each of Strauss’s operas since Salome had presented the ‘female

29problem’ in leitmotivic fashion, with each, in turn, solving it in diverse ways." 

Platzbecker did not take the next logical step, however, by trying to probe both this 

pattern in Strauss’s artistic production or, indeed, the reasons behind it. As such, 

Platzbecker’s insight on Die dgyptische Helena only went as deep as that ot its first 

producer, Otto Erhardt, whose rather offhand plot summation -  ‘the victory of 

woman over man through her beauty’ — the former saw fit to reproduce and duly 

endorse.30 In relying on such reductionism, it is little wonder that Platzbecker went 

on to liken the characterisation of Helen to Offenbach’s figure in La belle Helene, 

commenting that she was ‘more “little woman than '‘Woman by virtue of her 

light-hearted demeanour, appearance and ‘incessant' laughing.31 Others, especially 

following Jeritza’s characterisation in both Vienna and New York, would concur. 

Nevertheless, Platzbecker did recognise Helen as an important link in the chain of 

female figures created by the Hofmannsthal-Strauss collaboration and noted the co

existence of traditionalism (via the restoration of conjugal harmony at the opera’s 

end) and modernity (via Helen’s independence and her recognition of responsibility)

29 Platzbecker, Professor H.: ‘ Richard Straufi: ‘Die dgyptische H elena’: Urauffuhrung de neuen Oper 
in Dresden', Blatt der Allegemeine Zeitung Chemnitz Nr. 132, 8 June 1928.
30 ,Fur „Die agyptische Helena “ gilt der Grund-gedanke: „Der Sieg der Frau iiber den Mann durch 
ihres alles bezwingende SchdnheiV' cited from Platzbecker: Straufi. Die dgyptische Helena . 
Erhardt’s views on the plot and its attendant production difficulties had appeared in print only two 
days previously in the Blatter der Staatsoper, Berlin, 6 June 1928 (cited in Lesnig: ‘70 Jahre Die 
Agyptische Helena , Richard-Strauss-Blatter, New Series 38 [December 1997], 3).
31 ,Helena ist zwar mehr “Weibchen” als "Weib : sie ahnelt darin der Offenbachischen Gestalt. 
Bringt sie es doch fertig, nach der Rettung aus Todesnot sogleich in den Spiegel zu schauen und sich 
zuputzen. Dann ihr ewiges lacheln! ... ‘(cited from Platzbecker: ‘Straufi: 'Die dgyptische Helena ).
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inherent in the character.32 Indeed, Richard Specht commented similarly on Helen’s

basic profundity and aligned her with other forbears from her creators’ canon, not

least the Empress in Die Frau ohne Schatten:

Again and again Hofmannsthal places the woman, who we can see once loved in life and 
cannot forget, against another, who will deny her yesterdays and a brighter today: Elektra and 
Chrysothemis, Ariadne and Zerbinetta represent such embodiments o f  higher and lower 
worlds. Helen contains both in herself, or more precisely: she climbs upwards from one 
world to the other and, in the final sense, her transformation is simply the veritable 
attainment o f  perfection, the love o f  obedient womanhood.33

While ‘obedient womanhood’ offers little evidence of a shift in attitude amongst 

male Austrians and Germans (in Germany, women had been given the vote in the 

1919 Weimar constitution), Platzbecker’s comment on the ‘modern’ aspects of 

Helen’s characterisation allows more in terms of its concession towards an element 

o f equal rights between the sexes. As the then latest in a line of strong female 

characters, Helen and Aithra exemplified striking examples of an independence only 

recently manifest in women in German and Austrian society during the 1920s.

On a more academic level. Paul Stefan, like Alfred Einstein, also commented 

in detail on the libretto in preference to the music, and posited that the central 

concerns of the text were those prevalent since Hofmannsthal's early works: the 

motive o f doubtful existence, and beyond that, the doubtful unity o f that existence (or 

the ‘I’).34 But the first issue raised by Stefan errs more on the side of speculation than 

investigation. As discussed above in chapter two, with the Chandos letter (1901-

Platzbecker: ‘Straufi: ‘Die dgyptische H elena’.
Im m er w ieder stellt H ofm annsthal der Frau, die uns eim al im Leben lieben und  die nicht vergessen kann, die andere  

gegeniiber, die ihr G estern um eines schdneren heute w iden verleugnet: E lektra und  Chrysothem us (sic ), Ariadne und  
Zerbinetta  bedeuten solche Verkdrperungen einer hoheren und  niederen Welt. H elena schlief,it beide in sich, oder richtiger: sie 
steig t aus der einen Welt zu r  anderen em por und  ihre Verwandlungen ist im lezten Sinn nur das Vollkommenwerden  
wahrhaften, der Liebe gehorsam en Frauentum s

(cited from Specht: 'D ie Urauffuhrung der „Aegyptischen H elena“ ’, Neues Wiener Journal, 7 June 
1928).

34 **
Stefan, Paul: 'D ie „Agyptische H e len a S tra u fi-U ra u ffu h ru n g  in D r e s d e n N e u e  Ziircher Zeitung, 

9 June 1928, repr. in Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Biihnenwerke von Richard Strauss, ed. 
Messmer, 231-234.
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inherent in the character.32 Indeed, Richard Specht commented similarly on Helen’s 

basic profundity and aligned her with other forbears from her creators' canon, not

least the Empress in Die Frau ohne Schatten:

Again and again Hofmannsthal places the woman, who we can see once loved in life and 
cannot forget, against another, who will deny her yesterdays and a brighter today: Elektra and 
Chrysothemis, Ariadne and Zerbinetta represent such embodiments o f  higher and lower 
worlds. Helen contains both in herself, or more precisely: she climbs upwards from one 
world to the other and, in the final sense, her transformation is simply the veritable 
attainment of perfection, the love of obedient womanhood." ’

While ‘obedient womanhood’ offers little evidence of a shift in attitude amongst 

male Austrians and Germans (in Germany, women had been given the vote in the 

1919 Weimar constitution), Platzbecker’s comment on the ‘modern’ aspects of 

Helen’s characterisation allows more in terms of its concession towards an element 

of equal rights between the sexes. As the then latest in a line of strong female 

characters, Helen and Aithra exemplified striking examples of an independence only 

recently manifest in women in German and Austrian society during the 1920s.

On a more academic level, Paul Stefan, like Alfred Einstein, also commented 

in detail on the libretto in preference to the music, and posited that the central 

concerns of the text were those prevalent since Hofmannsthal’s early works: the 

motive of doubtful existence, and beyond that, the doubtful unity of that existence (or 

the ‘I’).34 But the first issue raised by Stefan errs more on the side of speculation than 

investigation. As discussed above in chapter two, with the Chandos letter (1901-

32 Platzbecker: ‘Straufi: ‘Die agyptische Helena’.
33 Immer wieder stellt Hofmannsthal der Frau, die uns eim al im Leben lieben und die nicht vergessen kann, die andere 
gegeniiber, die ihr Gestern um eines schoneren heute willen verleugnet: Elektra und Chrysothemus (sic), Ariadne und  
Zerbinetta bedeuten solche Verkorperungen einer hoheren und niederen Welt. Helena .schiief.it beide in sich, oder richtiger. sie 
steigt aus der einen Welt zur anderen empor und ihre Verwandlungen ist im lezten Sinn nur das Vollkommenwerden 
wahrhaften. der Liebe gehorsamen Frauentums
(cited from Specht: ‘Die Urauffuhrung der „ Aegyptischen Helena “ ’, Neues Wiener Journal, 7 June 
1928).
34 Stefan, Paul: ‘D/e „Agyptische Helena": Straufi-Urauffuhrung in Dresden’, Neue Ziircher Zeitung,
9 June 1928, repr. in Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Biihnenwerke von Richard Strauss, ed. 
Messmer, 231-234.



1902), Hofmannsthal finally cast off lyric poetry due to the inadequacy of language 

to express the essential -  whose true expression, he concluded -  was found in 

gesture. His turn to the theatre with Electra (amongst a plethora of Hofmannsthal 

works on mythological subjects around this time) with its emphasis on Tat (deed) 

confirmed this change in aesthetic; arguably, the problem o f ‘doubtful existence’ was 

resolved in the process. Stefan’s comment on that existence’s ‘doubtful unity’ is 

much more apposite in terms of pinpointing the core of the opera on both 

philosophical and psychological levels (the latter issue has been discussed above in 

chapter four).

From a different angle, Stefan also detected another Hofmannsthalian ‘motto’ 

represented by the figure of Aithra (whom he likened to the sorceress, Armide), thus 

giving a sense of the Baroque, and in particular, baroque opera. While the latter 

subject (based on Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata) has consistently been one 

of the most widely used in operatic history, perhaps Stefan was implicitly offering 

Gluck’s Armide (1777) as a suitable model for the reception of the new 

Hofmannsthal-Strauss opera. The emphasis on spectacle and gesture, the oriental- 

mythological setting, and Strauss’s evolved and extensive use of recitativo 

accompagnato certainly marked Die dgyptische Helena as being more neo-baroque 

than (neo-) romantic, despite asservations to the contrary that appeared in due course.

Though it went against the grain, Stefan’s Einstein-like interpretation was not 

unique, and it echoed in the reports of other critics, such as the aforementioned Max 

Marschalk, who posited that this potential ‘comedy of manners’ had been instead

j5 The correlation between the multi-layered Menelas/Helen dichotomy and Jung’s Ego/ld is discussed 
above in chapter four.
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fashioned by Hofmannsthal into a ‘magic opera’.36 Marschalk’s comment on comic 

potential alludes to John Erskine’s37 satirical book. The Private Life o f Helen o f Troy 

(1925), a decidedly alternative interpretation of the myth, though one notable for its 

very contemporaneity with that of Hofmannsthal and Strauss. Commenting on the 

Omniscient Seashell (another baroque throwback in twentieth-century garb), the 

Dresden critic, Paul Buttner, suggested that it represented an enchanting amalgam of 

the mythic with the modern.38 But while Biittner may have matched Paul Stefan’s 

enthusiasm for the fantastic in the new work, he showed fundamental disagreement 

with his colleague regarding Hofmannsthal’s libretto. For Stefan, a prior reading of 

the libretto would make the music less challenging to the listener and thus aid overall 

understanding of the work as a whole;'19 according to Biittner, Strauss’s music 

‘penetrated' the ‘confusion’ of the libretto in Neptune-like fashion, dominating the 

‘abstruse’ second act.40

Buttner was by no means alone in his criticism, a fact made patently clear in 

an article by Hans Schnoor: ‘What Strauss has to say to us, he says over and over 

again in the first act,’ before complaining of an overall lack of balance.41 The noted 

scholar and critic, Eugen Schmitz, found the first act to be more assured in terms of

’6 Marschalk: ‘ „Die dgyptische Helena'’"', Vossische Zeitung, Berlin, 8 June 1928.
’7 John Erskine (1879-1951), educator, author, musician. On the staff at Amherst (1903-9) before 
becoming professor o f English at Columbia University in 1916, Erskine wrote works on literature and 
music, including The Literaiy Discipline (1923) and What is Music (1944), and co-edited The 
Cambridge History o f  American Literature. He began a career as a concert pianist in the 1920s and 
was president o f the Julliard School o f Music (1928-1937) (after ‘Erskine, John’, The Columbia 
Encyclopedia, Sixth Edition, 2001 <http://www.barteleby.com/65/er/ErskinJ1879.html>).
~’8 Buttner, Paul: ‘ ‘Die dgyptische H elena': Urauffuhrung im Opernhaus', Volkszeitung Dresden, 7 
June 1928.
,9 Stefan: ‘Die ,,Agy>ptische Helena “ ’, Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Biihnenwerke von Richard 
Strauss, ed. Messmer, 234.
40 Buttner: ‘Die dgyptische Helena', Volkszeitung Dresden, 7 June 1928.
41 ,Was Straufi uns zu sagen hat, sagt er erschdpfend im ersten Akt......... So stehen zwei Akte
nebeneinander, die sich im Wuchs und Wert nicht vergleichen konnen‘ (Hans Schnoor, Deutsche 
Tageszeitung, 7 June 1928, cited in Kritiken zu den Urauffiihrungen der Biihnenwerke von Strauss, ed. 
Messmer, 242).

http://www.barteleby.com/65/er/ErskinJ1879.html


the libretto and the music, though its successor suffered from ill-defined textural and 

attendant musical ‘fragmentation’ and, as Schnoor had intimated, much repetition of 

the music of the first act. Where it was new, Schmitz claimed, the music was not as 

‘beautiful and distinguished’ as that found in the first act, though he did express 

admiration for Strauss’s abilities as an orchestral colourist. Here Schmitz referred to 

the music for the entrance of Altair and his entourage where he felt Strauss recalled 

his eroticism of yore — even if it was of a kind that tended towards the musical 

‘scenery-painting’ characteristic of Josephslegende.4~ As intimated above, reliance 

on routine was an impression that came to dominate criticism thereafter.

Considering the conflation of different versions of the myth of Helen of Troy 

evident in the libretto, it was, perhaps, inevitable that some element of confusion 

would reign at the time of the world premiere. Indeed, it was Hofmannsthal’s view 

on the sources (in this case, Euripides) that fuelled Alfred DreBler’s ire, who claimed 

that Hofmannsthal’s reworking could not possibly hold muster in comparison to the 

‘monumentality’ of the original Greek version and, furthermore, would only serve to 

dilute it.43 Just as Hofmannsthal’s Freudian reading of Electra had given rise to 

critical comment by Paul Bekker,44 in this case, his treatment of Menelas prompted a 

similar level of discussion by DreBler, if albeit bereft of Bekker’s characteristic even- 

handedness. In DreBler’s opinion, Hofmannsthal’s profanation had effectively

42 Beim zweiten A kt greift die textliche Zersplitterung naturlich auch a u f  die M usik uber und nimmt auch dieser die im 
ersten Akt gegebene Geschlossenheit. ... . Die zweite Scene bringt m it dem Auftritt A lthair (sic) und seines Gefolges nun 
allerdings ganz neue Klange. Der Orchesterkolorist Straufi holt hier machtiger denn in irgendeinem der vorangegangenen 
Momente zu einem Freskobild wildtdnender Erotik aus; aber im Grunde is t’s doch jener etwas aufierliche Kulissenstil, wie wir 
ihn etwa aus der "Josephslegende” kennen; ... .
(cited from Eugen Schmitz, Der Musik xx [1928], 741, in Messmer, 243).
43 ,Der klassichen Monumentalitat dramatisch genialen Aufbaues im griechischen Original kann die
Arbeit des zeitgenossichen Librettisten nicht entfernt das Wasser reichen........Die Dramatische Hand,
die aus den szenisch matten und dtinnen Vorgangen der Oper spiirbar wird, ist schwach.......  (Alfred
DreBler, Breslauer Zeitung, 8 June 1928, cited in Messmer, 230).
44 See Bekker, Paul: ‘Elektra: A Study’, trans. Susan Gillespie, Richard Strauss and his World, ed. 
Gilliam, 372-405; here: 377-378.



emasculated the Spartan warrior-king, turning him instead into a deplorable recreant 

and hysterical neurotic.4'̂  Machismo, it seems, had been sacrificed for the sake of 

‘feminine’ analytical psychology. The critic from the Frankfurter Zeitung, one of the 

foremost national voices of interwar liberal democracy, also detected shortcomings 

in the dramaturgy, but, nonetheless, lauded the music:

As always with Strauss, the score is pure artistry, if not more outstanding than ever. In the 
comportment o f the vocal lines and the sound o f the orchestra, the experience of a dramatic 
career reaching from weighty music drama to the lightest intermezzo is brought to bear with 
the highest economy and the noblest effects. But, the overall impression remains weak.46

In terms of that career, some critics did see Strauss’s new opera as a further 

evolutionary step in an overall process of harmonic, and particularly melodic, 

refinement. The aforementioned Paul Stefan declared Die agyptische Helena to be 

the music of maturity and an opera for the present, and, indeed, all seasons,47 while 

in the right-of-centre Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, Oskar von Pander wondered if 

it was a further, logical step towards simplicity, with a greater emphasis on the 

indication of melodic elements.48 Detecting the influence of Die Frau ohne Schatten 

in the underpinning of a deceptive fairy tale atmosphere by a strong ethical-didactic 

foundation, Pander tellingly noted the achievement of a ‘rare transparency’ in its 

music, due to the virtual excision of ‘Wagnerian’ recitative and a reduction, ‘to a

45 Brestauer-Zeitung, 8 June 1928, cited in Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Btihnenwerke von 
Richard Strauss, ed. Messmer, 231.

D as rein Artistische der Partitur ist. wie stets bei Straufi. ja  mehr denn j e  hervorragend. In der Fiihrung der 
Singstimmen und Klang des Orchesters werden m it hochster oekonomie und nobelster Wirkung die Erfahrungen eines 
dramatischen Schaffens benufit. das vom schweren Musikdrama bis zum  leichtesten Intermezzo reicht. Doch der 
Gesamteindruck bleibt matt.
(cited from H., K.: ‘Straufis „Aegyptische H e l e n a D i e  Urauffuhrung in D resd en F ra n k fu rter  
Zeitung, 7 June 1928).
47 Stefan, Neue Zitricher Zeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 251.
48 ,In Rahmen des Straufischen Gesamtschaffens gesehen, kann die ‘'Agyptische Helena" als ein 
weiterer folgerichtiger Schritt zu bewufiter Einfachheit mit starkster Betonung des melodischen
Elements bezeichnet werden........ ‘ (Munchner Neueste Nachrichten, 8 June 1928, repr. in Messmer,
252).
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minimum’, in the use of rich polyphony more characteristic of Salome and Elektra49 

With his emphasis on simplicity and melody, the veritable hallmarks of eighteenth 

century aesthetics, Pander recognised the lightness of touch prevalent in the new 

work, even if he neglected to link it with Ariadne or, conceptually, with Parergon 

zur Symphonia domestic a and P anathenaenzug, the composer’s more recent non- 

operatic offerings. But while Pander’s closing comments revealed a hint of reticence 

as regards the perceived unevenness of Strauss’s latest offering,50 the overall tenor of 

his comments nonetheless reveal a depth of understanding quite unique amongst 

contemporary critics.

Among the opera’s most vocal opponents was Karl Schonewolf, who 

lambasted its creators for producing a pseudo-romantic rehash of Die Frau ohne 

Schatten, replete with archaic ‘absurdities’ such as elves, talking mussels, magic 

potions and apparitions.'"1 While his counterpart from the Frankfurter Zeitung felt 

that both of its makers were equally complicit, Schonewolf wondered how such a 

‘naive’ and ‘free-spirited’ composer as Strauss and such an intellectual poet as 

Hofmannsthal were artistic collaborators in the first place. While ceding credit to 

Hofmannsthal for capturing some of the ‘humorous superciliousness’ of John 

Erskine’s Helen, Schonewolf could not detect a similar degree of lightness in the 

opera’s music, and complained that it was:

... plated with Valhalla-armour, resounding and echoing the Wagnerian pathos of [Die] Frau 
o h m  Schatten. It is not at all of our time, and does not in the least represent present trends. It 
is the reverse o f being closely attached to an era, in its presupposition of an opulent, self-

49 ,... . In der Musik ist auch tatsachlich eine seltene Durchsichtigkeit auch die reiche Polyphonie der 
Salome- im d Elektrazeit ist a u f ein Minimum reduziert (Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, 8 June 1928, 
repr. in Messmer, 252).
50 ‘Overall, the harmony, in almost every respect, is o f extraordinary simplicity, though the Master 
does not always deploy an equal amount o f gold’ [fJberhaupt ist die Harmonik fa s t durchweg von 
aufierordentlicher Einfachheit, wobei allerdings der Meister nicht immer gleichwertiges Gold 
verteilt‘], Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, 8 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 252).
51 Karl Schonewolf, Miinchener Zeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 239-240.
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indulgent life. It is descended from the glittering days o f a rich, carefree Germany. 
Schillerian pseudo-romanticism. Aesthetic joy for harmonious beauty, for radiance and 
splendour, for sumptuous and effervescent major-key bliss.

Schonewolf s critique revealed a commentator tired with the legacy of the nineteenth 

century, as eager to forget its literary heritage of the Goethezeit as much as the 

musical heritage of the militaristic Imperial era. For critics of his ilk, the sobriety of a 

democratic, modern Germany required a new, less subjective and less extravagant 

aesthetic, captured more in satirical revue than in grand opera. It is telling that what 

Schonewolf mistook for outdated pseudo-romanticism in terms of Hofmannsthal’s 

dramaturgy arguably foreshadowed magic realism, which would come to prominence 

in literature and the visual arts during the next decade.

Eugen Schmitz, on the contrary, found Strauss and Hofmannsthal to be well 

suited, as the latter’s wordy symbolism was as outmoded as his collaborator’s art, he 

argued. Schmitz posited that, on a visceral level, Strauss’s music needed something 

of that poetic realm inhabited by Die Zauberflote and Faust, Part II, despite the 

superior literary stature of Schikaneder and Goethe in comparison to Hofmannsthal 

and the latter’s ‘limitations’ in textual clarity. What Schmitz failed to realise, 

however, was the direct correlation between Faust, Part II and Die agyptische 

Flelena: the conscious echo of Faust’s marriage to Helen -  Germany with the genius 

of ancient Greece -  in the sundered, and, by the end of Act II, reconstituted union 

between Menelas and Helen (this sense of a German-Greek cultural consummation

Wie kommt der naive, sinnesfrohe, im Grunde ganzlich problemlose M usiker Richard Straufi zu diesem  
intellecktuellen Dichter? Ist es gerade das Intellekt, das den Unbekummerten reizt? Diese Gegensatzlichkeit scheint diesmal 
besonders evident. Hofmannsthal hat sicherlich so etwas wie die heitere Uberlegenheit der charmanten Helena Erskines 
vorgeschwebt. In der Musik ist nicht davon ausgedriickt. Sie schreitet a u f  hohem Koturn, sie mut schwerer Walhall-Riistung 
gepanzert, sie tont und drohnt das wagnerische Pathos der "Frau ohne Schatten ”, Sie kommt g a m  und gar nicht aus unserer 
Zeit, sie hat nicht im geringsen an den Bestrebungen der Gegenwart teil. Sie ist im Gegenteil in einer Zeit verhaftet, die ein  
uppiges, selbstgefalliges Leben voraussetzt. Sie enstammt den glanzvol/en Tagen eines reichen. sorglosen Deutschlands. 
Schillerende Pseudo-Romantik. Asthetische Freude an harm onischer Schdnheit. an Glanz- und Farbenpracht, an  
schwelgerischer. iiberschaumender D ur-Seligkeit'
(Karl Schonewolf, Miincherter Zeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 240).
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also underpinned the reworked Ruinen von Athen, incidentally). While allowing for a 

high degree of unity between words and music, Schmitz criticised the fact that 

comprehension of the action was so dependent on understanding the text. In short, 

Schmitz wondered (in a similar way to Stefan, though more pessimistically) if the 

prospective viewer would understand the opera if he/she neglected to read the 

libretto or at least read a synopsis.53 It was a concern that would not fail to escape the 

attention of its creators.

In a similar fashion to Karl Schonewolf, Hans Hermann Adler berated the 

opera as irrelevant, and lamented that it had become the ‘sensation of 1928’ due to 

Strauss’s cachet and the ignorance of an opera-going public overwhelmingly 

insensitive to the demands of the present in artistic production and presentation.54 For 

Adler, the libretto was the vaguest and most complicated that Hofmannsthal had 

written to date; though he acknowledged, like Alfred Einstein, that the librettist had 

sought to represent the ‘elemental contrast’ between ‘passivity and intellect,’ Adler 

ventured that ‘such antiquated psychology’ -  more the purlieu of the ‘great age of 

our music dramas’ than of ‘today’s opera’ -  aroused wholly different (and, he 

claimed, unfulfilled) expectations on the part of a contemporary audience:

At the end o f these two acts, the result is that the spectator has experienced nothing but a 
Strauss noise-festival; the action on stage remains incomprehensible to him, likewise, the 
inner correlation between music and substance. He gets the impression of a fateful magic 
opera, because the mythological mechanism imposes this on him, whereas the psychic 
background remains completely hidden to naive eyes.55

53 Schmitz, Dr Eugen: ‘ ‘Die agyptische Helena'\ Uraujfuhrung der neuen Oper von Richard Straufi: 
Dresdner Opernhaus, am 6. J u n i\ Dresdner Nachrichten, 8 June 1928.
54 Die Oper ist die Sensation von 1928 gew orden,... . Das liegt zunachst am Namen Richard Straufi, derfreilich  immer 
noch verpflichtet, der immer noch der representative in der Deutschen M usikwelt ist; und es liegt zeitens am Opernpublikum, 
das in seiner uberwiegenden Mehrheit Stilproblemen und Zeitforderungen der Opernbiihne gegenuber noch unempfindlich ist.
(cited from Adler, Hans Hermann: ‘Rundschau: Theater’, Schlesische Monatshefte v/12 [December 
1928], 560).

... . Die Folge ist, dafi der Zuschauer am Ende dieser Zwei Akte nichts erlebt hat als eine Straufi-Klangfeier; 
unverstdndlich bleibt ihm der Buhenvorgang; unverstandlich der innere Zusammenhang M usik und Stoff. Er gew innt den 
Eindruck einer fa ta len  Zauberoper, w eil sich ihm die mythologische Mechanik aufdrangt, wahrend die Untergriinde des 
Psychischen de naiven Blick vollig verborgen bleiben.
(Adler: ‘Rundschau: Theater', Schlesische Monatshefte v/12 [December 1928], 560).
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As will be discussed below, incomprehensibility on the average spectator’s part 

would have more to do with an inability to read the libretto concurrently with the 

action than any perceived literary failings on Hofmannsthal’s part. However, Adler’s 

comment on the world premiere -  ‘scenically, old opera with all its decorative 

paraphernalia’56 -  came to characterise much of the adverse criticism levelled at the 

opera, with quite a sizable percentage of it directed towards its composer, whose 

‘new’ music was considered no longer new enough.^7 While Walter Petzet wondered 

(with some credence) why the ‘hunger of the present’ demanded novelty from ‘a 

sixty-four year old master’ who had paid his dues to progressivism,58 and others 

attacked the allusions to earlier works of Strauss and other composers, and a 

perceived lack of originality in the melody writing most, as Messmer points out, 

acknowledged the mastery of the orchestration in the process.59 Whereas the Berlin 

composer and critic, Max Donisch (1880-1941), detected overbearing hints of 

Elektra, Ariadne auf Naxos and Die Frau ohne Schatten, Otto Hollstein declared that 

Strauss’s new opera contained elements from Salome right through to Die Frau, and 

thus brought nothing original in musical terms.60 Hollstein began by categorically 

adjudging the ‘main motive’ of the first act (that intoning the name ‘Poseidon’, 

which at the curtain rise, begins portentously in the harps before taking on a more 

ominous role in the depiction of the storm) to be (too) similar to the well-known one 

from Elektra’ (presumably the ‘Agamemnon’ motive that opens the opera and -  like

56 ‘Die Dresdener Urauffuhrung war ... szenisch alte Oper mit ihrem dekorativen Drum und Dran; ... 
(Adler: ‘Rundschau: Theater', 560).

57 Messmer: Kritiken zu den Urauffiihrungen der Biihenwerke von Strauss, ed. idem, 241.
58 Petzet, Prof Walter: “ D/e Aegyptische H e l e n a O p e r  von Richard Straufi, Text von Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal: Urauffuhrung im Staatlichen Opernhaus\ Der Volkstaat, 7 June 1928.
59 Messmer: Kritiken zu den Urauffuhrungen der Btihnenwerke von Strauss, ed. idem, 241; for 
example, see reports by Otto Hollstein (Sachsische Volkzeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in idem: ibid., 241- 
242, and Max Donisch: ‘Richard Straufi’ „Aegyptische H elena“ in Dresden: Die gestrige 
Urauffuhrung in der Sachischen Staatsoper\ Der Tag, 7 June 1928.
60 Donisch: ‘StrauB’ ,^4egyptische Helenct‘ in Dresden’; Hollstein, Sachsische Volkszeitung, 9 June 
1928 (the latter is repr. in Messmer, 241).



the unseen character it also represents in that opera -  remains omnipresent). In his 

self-set game of ‘spot the Straussian precedent’, Hollstein then detected 

reminiscences from Der Rosenkavalier, noted how the ‘oriental colouring' of the 

second act was straight out of Salome and concluded that Die Frau ohne Schatten 

‘helped’ to ‘fill out the score’ in Die dgyptische Helena.6' Indeed, what he perceived 

as the high degree of melodic banality in the opera was liable to be most 

disconcerting for the knowledgeable musician, especially the intermittent semiquaver 

accompaniment to Helena’s awakening (Act I, Finale, Fig. 153/2-Fig. 155) which, he 

purported, bore a marked similarity to the popular melody of a ‘Schlager’ [popular 

song] entitled ‘Seemannslos,’62 Such vague references only served to overlook the 

significance of the allusions deliberately planted in the work by Strauss so as to 

create a subtextual referential web that transcended mere appearance.

Eugen Schmitz was similarly unimpressed with the ‘tacked-on melodic 

candy’ he found so cloying in Aithra’s ‘pompous triumphal song’ at hosting Helen, 

‘the most beautiful woman in the world’, and the reason for the fall of Troy (see 2/ 

fig. 35 to fig. 39/5) and complained about the sometimes ‘overly-vocal’ style of 

writing for the sorceress.63 Though generally less vague in his speculations than Otto 

Hollstein, Schmitz nonetheless (rightly) suggested that one of the opera’s main 

motives owed its existence to ‘a sentimental phrase’ from Saint-Saens’s Samson et
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61 ,Das Hauptmotiv der ersten Aufzuges ist uns ahnlich bekannt aus der “Elektra” .......... [D]ie “Frau
ohne Schatten ” hilft die Partitur auszufullen‘ (Sachsische Volkzeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 
241).
62 Sachsische Volkszeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in Messmer, 241-242. Hollstein was not the only critic 
to note the resemblance: see p. 303.
63 ,Vom sehnsuchtevollen Lied, das Aithra beim Aufgehen des Vorhangs zur Harfe singt, bis zum
pomposen Triumphgesang, mit dem das neuvereinte Liebespaar das Werk abschliefit, reiht sich eine 
ganze Schnur „melodischer Zuckerln" an‘ (cited from Schmitz: Die dgyptische Helena ... ,
Dresdner Nachrichten, 8 June 1928).
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Dalila,64 while another was -  in this respect, qua Hollstein -  ‘really reminiscent of 

the former hit love song, “Seemannslos’’ ’ (a view echoed a day later by Karl 

Schonewolf).65 The repetition of such charges only accelerated their sterility, but 

they do serve to highlight how much sway the cult of artistic originality -  itself, a 

hangover from the Wagnerian era -  still held into the 1920s and, indeed, beyond.

For the modernist Berlin critic, Walter Schrenk (1893-1932), if one omitted 

the ‘completely unsuccessful’ Schlagobers, Die agyptische Helena was the weakest, 

most impersonal and most conventional stage work that Strauss had yet written: it 

signified regression on the composer’s part in its unashamed borrowings from 

Wagner (here, the usually-cited example of the ‘somewhat rhythmically changed’ 

quote from the Ring in Helena’s short, D-flat solo, ‘Schon glcinzt der SaaV, from Act

I, Sc.I; the accompanying music to ‘Helenas Erwachen ['Helena s Awakening ] in 

the Finale, Act I, Sc. 4; and the unmistakable ‘echoes’ of the ‘chromaticism of 

Tristan [und Isolde]'), and the usual suspects from Strauss’s own oeuvre: Elektra, 

Ariadne auf Naxos, and Die Frau ohne Schatten.6b In true Konner v. Kunstler style,

64 In a letter to childhood friend, Ludwig Thuille, Strauss commented on ‘the splendid Samson aria 
and its composition’, scolding his friend for calling Saint-Saens a ‘dolt or an ass’; ‘on the contrary, he 
is a genius. Even if the Marche heroique was not to your taste -  as I can well imagine, for he has to 
make something for “his Parisians” that suits their taste! -  1 have heard very nice things by him, for 
example a very pretty piano quartet ... .’ (cited from Strauss to Thuille [end of March 1878], 
Selections from the Strauss-Thuille Correspondence: A Glimpse o f Strauss during His Formative 
Years’, trans. Susan Gillespie, Strauss and his World, ed. Gilliam, 202,).
65 J s t ’s nun ein Zufall, dafi eines derfuhrenden Motive der „Helena" an eine sentimentale Phrase aus 
“Samson und D alila”, ein anderes gar an den ehemaligen Gefuhlschlager "Seemanslos” anklingt?' 
(Schmitz: ‘Die dgyptische Helena ... ’, Dresdner Nachrichten, 8 June 1928). After adducing that the 
D-flat section in which Helen remarks on the splendour o f Aithra’s hall (fig.42/4 to 6/fig.43) had been 
‘imported fresh out of Valhalla’, Schonewolf notes the same ‘sources’ as Schmitz, in addition to some 
other candidates for Da-ud’s ‘Trauermarsch’: , Viel Mendelssohn steckt in dieser Musik, viel
Meyerbeer undviel bekannter Straufi........‘ (cited from the Miinchener Zeitung, 9 June 1928, repr. in
Messmer, 251).
66 Schrenk, Walter: \,D ie  agyptische Helena" ’, Dresdner Allegemeine Zeitung, 8 June 1928, cited in 
Messmer, 249. Indeed, the currency o f the claims regarding what was commonly perceived as the new 
opera’s overtly Wagnerian cast duly increased in proportion to the number o f performances, 
particularly in the first year. In the National-Zeitung, Nora Pistling-Boas labelled it as old-style music 
drama [,Musikdrama alten Stils'] that perfectly matched Hofmannsthal’s ,Wagnerdeutsch‘ (see Boas, 
Nora Pistling.: ‘Straufi: „Die Aegyptische Helena" ’, 2. Beiblatt der 8 Uhr-Abendblatt der National
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Schrenk thus blasted Strauss’s newest opera as constituting in no way a renewal, but 

rather a hidebound concession to tradition, where routine had taken the place of 

inspiration by way of rigidly formulaic melodic construction and a tradesman-like 

attitude to his ‘craft.’ While this type of artisanship may have been the life-blood of a 

past generation of composers, the critic opined that it was no longer the raison d etre 

of music in the 1920s, to whose changes Strauss seemed completely oblivious, 

evidenced by what Schrenk saw as a weak, naive and self-centred work. In essence, 

the vituperative critic decreed that Strauss, as mere Konner, lacked the self-criticism

67indispensable to a true Kiinstler.

Schrenk was not the only critic to tall back on stale cliche. The 

abovementioned Adolf WeiBmann (1873-1929)68 -  the most important German critic 

of the 1920s next to fellow Berliner, Paul Bekker -  viewed Strauss’s tried and tested

Zeitung zu Nr. 131,1  June 1928), a witty nickname that Franz Koppen reiterated and expanded upon: 
‘Thus Menelas and Helena speak with a language hardly different to that of Siegmund and Sieglinde, 
Siegfried and the Valkyries, and Tristan and Isolde [,Und so reden denn Menelas und Helena eine 
Sprache die sich von der Siegmunds und Sieglindes, Siegfrieds und der Walkiire, Tristans und 
Isoldens kaum unterschiedef ]; cited from Koppen, Franz: ‘ „Die dgyptische H e l e n a I n  der 
Staatsoper Unter den Linden. [Berlin]’, [?], 8 October 1928. The critic from the Schlesische 
Volkszeitung even argued that Die dgyptische Helena exemplified the truth o f Wagner s opinion as 
regards the continuing relevance of his versions o f the Ring and Tristan myths for his age and beyond 
(Schlesische Volkszeitung, 12 November 1928). In terms of the music alone, Adolf WeiBmann found 
that Wagner’s Valhalla loomed heavily in the depth o f the brass writing, while Strauss s 
compositional style, as always (he argued), aped the polyphonic writing of Die Meistersinger. 
Equating the elves with ‘flower maidens’ and Valkyries, he further proposed that the Funeral Music 
from Parsifal strongly flavoured the passage depicting Da-ud’s demise (WeiBmann, Adolf: ‘Die grofie 
Opern-Sensation: Die neue Richard Straufi', Berliner Zeitung am Mittag, 7 June 1928). However, as 
an apologist for both Strauss and the new opera, Gunter Schab was adamant in their defence:

In spite o f  all the clarity and simplicity o f  this music, there are a couple o f  times where it has been virtually taken out 
o f  Richard W agner’s Valhalla. Thus W agner's successor? Three, two bars perhaps, before it [the music] once again 
becomes Straussian in the extreme.

\Bei alledem ist diese M usik von einer Klarheit und Einfachheit. die ein paarm al geradezu a u f R ichard Wagners 
Walhall zuruckgeht. A lso Wagner-Nachfolge? Drei. zw ei Takte vielleicht. doch dann wird es gleich wieder so

Straufiisch wie nur moglich]
(cited from, Schab, Dr Gunter: ‘Richard Straufi: *Die Aegyptische Helena'. Grofie Premiere im 
Stadttheater:, 2.. Beilage zum Magdeburger General-Anzieger 52/272, 17 November 1928).
^  See Messmer 250.
68 Hailey, Christopher: Franz Schreker (1878-1934): A Cultural Biography (Cambridge: CUP, 1993), 
128-129. Hailey describes WeiBmann as ‘widely-travelled and well-read, a brilliant stylist, and a keen



harmonic style in the new opera as a concession to populism and the "bourgeois 

spirit. Indeed, Nora Pistling-Boas bemoaned how this corruption of Euripides and 

its resultant embourgeoisement seemed to legitimate the ignominy that caused the 

Trojan War tor the sake of a happy (marital) ending: ‘Strauss’s penchant for the 

portrayal of domestic occurrences is known ([,Symphonia\ Domestica (sic), 

Intermezzo). Although Pistling-Boas recognised such works as precedents, she 

overlooked the link between creativity and conjugality in the lives and works of both 

the new opera's creators. In Die dgyptische Helena, the concept of a restored marital 

union had socio-cultural implications that went far beyond any superficial ‘happy 

ending.’

While the absence of Die Frau ohne Schatten from Pisling-Boas’s list is 

notable, it is not altogether unsurprising, given that particular opera’s pedigree and 

the obscurity of its main plot. However, it simultaneously touched on issues a little 

closer to its composer’s heart and home in the form of the secondary plot of the 

Dyer, his wife and their difficult marriage. As Bryan Gilliam suggests, this theme 

struck a chord in the composer during its gestation, as his own marriage was troubled

and acerbic observer of his times’, but points out that, although the latter was a founding member of 
ISCM, his relationship with contemporary composers was ‘stormy’ (129).
' WeiBmann: ‘Die grofie Opern-Sensation: Die neue Richard Straufi', Berliner Zeitung am Mittag, 7 

June 1928. See idem: Die Musik in der Weltkrise (Stuttgart/Berlin: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1922); 
idem. Modern Musik und Clique' Auftakt v/5-6 (1925), 134-135, and idem'. Die Entgdtterung der 
Musik (Stuttgart/Leipzig/Berlin: Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt, 1928). It is interesting to note" how 
WeiBmann questions Helen’s characterisation dialectically, but in a more normative fashion to that 
later developed by Adorno: 'Helen, this most unbourgeois woman, infused with a sugar-sweet 
priggishness, is, depending on one’s point o f view, sexually carefree and still Menelas’s loving wife’ 
[.Helena, diese im Tiefsten unbiirgerliche Frau, erhalt ein zuckerfiifies Moralin eingetraufelt; ist, 
wenn m an’s nimmt, sexuelt unbelastet undnur die Menelas tiebende Frau‘]. After the Berlin premiere 
(7 October 1928), WeiBmann reiterated his views with an even greater degree o f alacrity: ‘So, Berlin 
has also experienced its own, certainly rich dgyptische Helena. Richard Strauss’s popular appeal 
grows in inverse proportion to the worth o f his works [,So hat denn auch Berlin seine, allerdings an 
Erfahrungen reichere, ‘agyptische Helena ’. Richard Straufi ’ Volkstiimlichkeit wacht im umgekehrten 
Verhaltnis zu dem Wert eines Werkes‘] (cited from WeiBmann, Adolf: ‘Die “agyptische Helena” in 
der Staatsoper , Berliner Zeitung am Mittag, 8 October 1928).



at the time. Hofmannsthal’s suggestion that the Dyer’s wife could be modelled ‘in all 

discretion’ after Pauline seems to suggest this, as does the draft of a scenario which 

was not sent to the composer, detailing that it would be based in part on Mozart’s Die 

Zauberflote while hinging dramatically on ‘a bizarre figure like Strauss’s wife.’71 

The themes of marriage, fidelity and domestic love were of central concern to 

Strauss even before he had met Hofmannsthal,72 and they continued to remain so 

after the latter’s death in 1929. Nevertheless, it was not until well after the deaths of 

both Hofmannsthal and Strauss that this fT&er-symbolic tour-de-force began to gain 

popularity; when Strauss spoke in 1927 of ‘idiotic reviews’ of this ‘fine piece of 

poetry’ and ‘an operatic libretto of great theatrical effectiveness’, he also noted, with 

characteristic drollness, that ‘there were already some people who actually 

“understand it”.’73

While the themes of marriage, fidelity and domestic love also loomed large in 

Die agyptische Helena, Adolf Aber highlighted that opera’s subtext by exploring the 

concept of ‘a marriage between modem thought and feeling with an antique subject’, 

a dynamic which itself had long been of central concern to Hofmannsthal:

70 ,Straufi (sic) Neigung zur Darstellung hciuslicher Vorgange (Domestica (sic), Intermezzo) ist 
bekannt' (cited from Boas, Pistling-: ‘Straufi: „Die Aegyptische Helena".: Urauffuhrung in der 
Dresdener Staatsoper', 7 June 1928).
71 Gilliam: The life o f  Strauss, 105; the citations from Hofmannsthal have also been taken from this 
source.
72 As Strauss commented with regard to Symphonia domestica: ‘What could be more serious than 
married life? Marriage is the most profound event in life and the spiritual joy  of such a union is 
heightened by the arrival o f a child. [Married] life naturally has its humour, which I also injected into 
this work in order to enliven it’ (Unger, Hermann: Lebende Musik in zwei Jahrtausende: 
Musikgeschichte in Selbstzeugnissen [Cologne: Staufen-Verlag, 1940], 305, cited in Gilliam: The life 
o f  Strauss, 81).
73 Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 2 November 1927, Correspondence, 453. Indeed, it seems that Strauss 
was well aware o f the complexity of the libretto for Die Frau ohne Schatten, but more hopeful as 
regards the comprehensibility o f that supplied for Die agyptische Helena:

A Hamburg critic commiserated with me for having my "marvellous music" weighed down by your 
“incomprehensible text” . W hen I retorted that surely Helena was easier to understand than [Die} Frau ohne 
Schatten , he replied: "Oh, but I  understand [‘D ie} Frau ohne Schatten' quite well now!”

Well I hope he doesn 't need ten years for Helena!
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It speaks for him that he should risk such an attempt, and it speaks against our petty age 
that, at the same time, he goes astray in the jungle of modem psychological affectation, that 
his characters are not life-like, and that the libretto disintegrates into part and particle 
without having gained unity........74

To Hofmannsthal’s credit, Aber deemed his approach to the world of antiquity as 

being inordinately more reverent than the •brutality’ in Kokoshka’s libretto for 

Krenek’s opera, Orpheus und Eurydike, op. 21 (1923), or the ‘ironic

superciliousness’ of Erskine’s novella. But, as an ‘enthusiastic, storytelling artist and

a nervous and modern person’, the librettist had failed to reconcile his vision with the

75Winckelmannian ‘ “noble innocence and silent greatness” ’ of the original models. 

Though created with the best of intentions, Hofmannsthal’s characters become ‘small 

and insignificant; modern-day people: inwardly tormented and torn’,76 thus, 

ironically, echoing the librettist’s actual intentions as explained in the Helena essay. 

While seemingly oblivious to the highly particularised, cultural-political implications 

of Hofmannsthal’s ‘mythicized’ presentation, Aber did not fail to criticise the 

librettist for what he termed as the lack of a unified, clear mythological plot, and 

complained that the libretto’s ‘cardinal error’ stemmed from Hofmannsthal's failure 

to correctly interpret its mythological subject in accordance with certain unnamed 

criteria in preference for having his characters philosophising about their fate in a 

distinctly ‘modern’ fashion.77 Read between the lines, Aber’s inherent criticism of 

Hofmannsthal’s ‘nervous’ modernity (a trope in anti-semitic cultural discourse from 

the fin-de-siecle through to Nazism) and his allusion to Winckelmannian idealism 

may have betokened an affinity on the critic’s part with the brand of German neo-

(cited from Correspondence, 515).
74 ... . Es sprich tfur ihn. dafi er einen sotchen Versuch ivagte, und es spricht gegen unsere kleine Zeit, dafi er dabei im
Gestripp moderner psychologischer Kunsteleien strauchelte, dafi seine Gestalten nich zu wirksamlichen Leben erwachen. dafi 
die Dichtung in Teile und Teilchen zerfallt, ohne Einheit zu Gewinnen.......
(cited from Aber: ‘ „Die dgyptische Helena": Urauffuhrung der neuen Straufi-Oper in Dresden 
Leipzig Neueste Nachrichten, 7 June 1926).
75 Aber: ‘ „Die dgyptische H elena'".
76 Aber: ‘ „Die dgyptische H elena '".
77 Aber: ‘ „ ... H elena '".



Platonist philosophy that would give the far right a pseudo-intellectual veneer into 

the next two decades. At the least, his criticism of the protagonists’ philosophising 

‘with a modern tongue’78 points to an anti-existentialist position inherently inimical 

to the appreciation of a work where Hofmannsthal and Strauss probed the condition 

of modernity -  specifically, love and marriage -  in a distinctly Kierkegaardian 

fashion. Helen, as mentioned previously, comes to realise and accept fully the 

implications of her actions, risking death to restore and strengthen anew her marital 

union with Menelas; in Either/Or (1843), Kierkegaard described marriage as one of 

the most profound events in life: an insight not lost on either of the opera’s creators.

In general, while Aber’s account deviated from the norm in its (albeit, 

critical) discussion of the libretto’s modernity and contemporaneity, it nevertheless 

betokened the more common, reticent response to the wider resonances inherent in 

such a presentation of psycho-socially fractured characters in an obvious post-war, 

mythological milieu. Nevertheless, some critics explicitly hostile to the new opera 

seemed to acknowledge aspects of this context. For example, in describing Paris’s 

abduction of Helen from Sparta, Karl Schonewolf made the curious faux pas of 

citing this event as constituting ample grounds for ‘a much discussed world war’ (my 

italics).79 Futhermore, his subsequent use of the term ‘allies’ (with reference to 

Menelas’s cohorts) -  and his reference to their full cognisance of Paris’s
o n

unmistakable connection with the ‘war-guilt question’ -  raises interesting 

comparisons with the formerly defeated Germany: an economy, administration and

78 Aber: ‘ ,, H elena‘".
79 Schonewolf, Karl: ‘Die agyptische Helena: Urauffuhrung im O pernhaus\ Dresdner Nachrichten, 7 
June 1928. Indeed, the critic from the Schlesische Volkzeitung also used the term ,trojanischen 
Weltkrieg‘ following the opera’s premiere in Breslau on 11 November: ([?]: \,D ie  ag)>ptische 
Helena. Erstauffuhrung im Stadttheater.', Schlesische Volkzeitung, 12 November 1928).
80 Schonewolf, Karl: ‘Die agyptische Helena’’.
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society encumbered with Allied war reparations and the moral weight of recent 

wrongs. While he criticised what he saw as the acute irrelevance of Hofmannsthal’s 

libretto to the Zeitgeist, Schonewolf did not fail to notice the automaton-like 

[‘selbsttatig’] nature of the Omniscient Seashell, a link heightened by his use of the 

terms ,RadiomuscheV and ,Sendeapparaf, adjectival quirks strongly suggestive of 

the radio age and Fritz Lang’s Metropolis (1926).81 Taking the librettist to task over 

what the apparent inefficacy of his potion of oblivion (given that it only brought 

‘half-forgetfulness’ and ‘gentle memories’) in contrast to the more potent mixture 

administered to Siegfried by Hagen, Schonewolf whimsically dubbed 

Hofmannsthal’s draught ‘a prohibition-matter’, thereby registering an apparently 

topical, side-ways glance on the state of social affairs on the continent due west. 

However, the critic’s reference to Wagner had another instructive -  if, ultimately,

81 Schonewolf: ‘D/e dgyptische Helena’. The Magdeburg premiere (15 November 1928) also elicited 
similar responses: one critic described the Seashell as being ‘a sort of radio [,eine Art Radio ] (wj. 
„Die Aegyptische H elena /1' [?], [?] November 1928), while Gunter Schab described it almost 
identically as ‘a sort o f radio loudspeaker’ [,eine Art Radio-Lautsprecher‘] (Schab, Gunter: ‘Richard 
Straufi: 'Die Aegyptische Helena’.: Grofie Premiere im S ta d tth ea ter , 2. Beliage zum Magdeburger 
General-Anzieger, 17 November 1928. Adolf WeiBmann took a completely different approach, and 
remarked that the Seashell stood as ‘a reminder o f Erda or Waltraute’ [,ein Behaltnis fu r  Erda oder 
Waltraute‘] (WeiBmann, Adolf: ‘Die “Aegyptische H elena” in der S ta a tso p e f , Berliner Zeitung am 
Mittag, 8 October 1928). Hofmannsthal’s description ,Ein Mittelding zwischen Zeitung und Radio‘ [‘a 
cross between a newspaper and a radio’] was crossed out in the original complete transcript of the 
Helena essay, and was not included in the version sent to the Neue Freie Presse (8 April 1928), but 
subsequently appeared in the Vossische Zeitung on the same date (presumably retained by the 
librettist, despite being asked by the editor to make a number of cuts [see Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 4 
April 1928, Correspondence, 470]) and in the latter version’s repeat printings in the Munchner 
Neueste Nachrichten (19 May) and the Hamburger Fremdenblatt (22 May) (see n. 1 in chapter two, 
above). It appeared in Schalkliste (June 1928), but not in Insel-Almanach (1929); the latter ‘final’ 
version was (largely) that which had originally appeared in the Neue Freie Presse, which 
Hofmannsthal had sent to Anton von Kippenburg at Insel-Verlag on 19 April (see SW xxxii, 520). 
Indeed, from an early stage, it was Hofmannsthal’s wish that the Seashell (which was also influenced 
by a similar fantastic objet -  the ‘phylacteres prophetiques’ -  that he had found in the mythological 
farce, Protee, by the French dramatist, Paul Claudel [1868-1955]) was to sound ‘really amusing and 
mysterious’ [Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 16 October 1923, Correspondence, 371]). ‘When I mention 
“gurgling” he wrote to the composer, ‘1 have in mind the noise of water “speaking” in a pipe. It is 
not absolutely vital that one should understand what it says; it might in fact be amusing if the Sea
shell were to sound distorted like a voice on the telephone when one stands beside the receiver ... .’ 
(ibid., 371). As Wolfgang Lottler has pointed out, Die dgyptische Helena was the first opera to 
harness burgeoning sound technology in a live setting by using a microphone and loudspeaker to 
create this effect (Lottler: ‘Die zxvanziger Jahre — eine Endzeit der M usik?\ Musik der Zwanziger 
Jahre, ed. Keil, 321). According to Rudolf Hartmann, the actual result was disappointing (see 
Hartmann: Strauss: The Staging o f  His Operas and Ballets, 167) though his description o f it causing 
the voice to distort curiously tallies with Hofmannsthal’s original intentions.
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destructive -  purpose. His question: ‘Why the devil should we allow drinks of 

oblivion, wraiths and enchantresses in this age of real wonders, rocket engines and 

ocean voyages?’,82 and his description of its music as ,unmodern1,83 leave the reader 

in no doubt as to the tone of Schonewolf s overall precis.

While Adolf Aber may have detected the psychological inferences in 

Hofmannsthal’s text and Karl Schonewolf may have touched (albeit, backhandedly) 

upon aspects of its topical relevance, neither compared with the speculative nature of 

Elsa Bienenfeld’s critique. Indeed, her colourful, casebook-like study echoes both 

contemporary Viennese psychology and Paul Bekker’s earlier incisive exegesis of 

Elektra, in which that opera was described not as drama, but rather as a cogent series 

of sharply-defined character studies.84 In a report printed on the day of the Austrian 

premiere at the Vienna Staatstoper ( June 11 1928), Bienenfeld argued that, through 

mystery and profundity, Hofmannsthal’s subject aspired towards the piquant allure 

and subtly erotic nuancing inherent in psychoanalysis, while oddly describing 

Menelas as ‘a carefully studied type’ in terms of recent psychiatry -  an inferiority 

complex:8'̂

Hofmannsthal intends to present this man in a most serious perspective. The latest science 
and literature has already removed the absurdity from various psychological and
physiological conflicts........ [However,] Menelas remains quite absurd throughout. Endowed
with the doubly swift, liberal Greek understanding of love, both female figures are stronger 
and purer. Helen, always desired and desirable, seduced and seductive, exercises her charm 
on man and wine; an elemental being o f demonic power, in whom the blessing and curse of

82 .Was, zum Ruckuck, sollen uns uberhaupt Vergessenheitstranke undLuftgespenste undZauberinnen 
im Jahre der realen Witnder, im Jahre der Rakatenmotore und Ozeanfluge?‘ (cited from Schonewolf: 
‘Die dgyptische Helena’, [?] [?] June 1928)
83 ‘[The music] is “backward-looking” though presented as an “advance”; it is “unmodem”, if one is 
seeking fashion; it has no future, if  one is expects to see a development’ [.[Die Musik] ist 
„riickstdndig”“wenn es einen „Fortschritt“ gibt; sie ist „unmodern“, wenn man die Mode sucht; es 
ist ohne Zukunft, wenn eine Entwicklung erwartet wirdL] (cited from Schonewolf: 'Die dgyptische 
Helena').
84 Gilliam: Strauss’s Elektra, 10, after Bekker, Paul: “ Elektra' Studie’, Neue Musik Zeitung xiv 
(1909), 295.
85 ,... Menelas ... ist ein von der Psychiatrie der letzten Jahre sorgfaltig studierter Typ. Dieser 
Menelas ist ganz und gar ein Minderwertigkeitskomplex" (cited from Bienenfeld, Elsa. Die 
dgyptische Helena" von Richard Straufi' .N eues Wiener Journal. [?] June 1928.



beauty are united. And Aithra, capriciously self-willed, tender-voiced like an anchoretic
86poem.

As mentioned above in chapter five, Hofmannsthal had initially envisaged that 

Menelas would be ideally played by a Heldentenor accustomed to the title role in 

Lohengrin (in Vienna, the part was taken by the aforementioned Gunnar Graarud). 

However, Hofmannsthal’s intentions seemed to have been obscured for Bienenfeld, 

who anticipated later criticism by pointing to Menelas’s role as being rather 

thankless and overly taxing. While she may have at least respected the libretto’s 

overall design without fully endorsing the result, the aftermath of the Berlin premiere 

(7 October 1928) saw critics largely following the general pattern set after Dresden

87 i * *in savaging Hofmannsthal’s ‘unclear and wishy-washy’ libretto and chastising

Strauss’s ‘unoriginal’ (if beautiful) music:

It is a close-knit, brilliant achievement in terms o f musical structure, but it is also a closed 
book in terms o f  its dramatic shortcomings and necessities. It lives as if it is culture, but not
in the present. It is technique, but not a living space for vivid sensation and feeling for the

88age. It is spirit, not heart.

It was not the first time that Hofmannsthal had been accused ol rarefied abstraction; 

by the 1920s, his name seemed to be synonymous with ,Asthef for a large majority 

in both German literary and music criticism. However, not all Berlin critics exercised 

such a degree of restraint. Indeed, the intemperate tone of a report that featured in the 

Roten Fahne incurred the wrath of Vienna’s Neues Wiener Journal, who slammed its

86 Hofmannsthal w ill dieser Mann in ernste Perspective stellen. Die neueste Wissenschaft und Dichtung hat schon 
verschiedene psychologische und physiologische Konflicte von der Lacherlichkeit losgeldst. ... . Dieser Menelas bleibt doch  
immer recht lacherlich. Starker und echter, m it der doppelzugig fre ien  griechischen Lebesauffassung aufgestattet sind  die 
beiden Frauengestalten. Helena, die ste ts Begehrte und Begehrende, die stets Befiihrte und Befiihrende, die a u f Mann und Wein 
ihren Reiz ubt, ein Elementarwesen von damonischer Gewalt, in dem sich Segen und Fluch der Schonheit vereint. Und Aithra, 
launlich eigenwillig, luftzart wie ein anachoretisches Gedichl.
(cited from Bienenfeld: \,D ie  agyptische Helena").
87 Schrenk, Walter: Norddeutsche Allegemeine Zeitung (8 October 1928), cited in Schmid, Martin E. . 
‘Hofmannsthal -  Strauss: Die Berliner Erstauffuhrungen der Opern im Spiegel der Presse. Ein 
B erich f, Hugo von Hofmannsthal: Freundschaften und Begegungen mit deutschen Zeitgenossen, ed. 
Ursula Renner and G. Barbel Schmid (Wurtzburg: Konigshausen and Neumann, 1991), 245.
88 Sie ist eine geschlossene M eisterleistung in der musikalischen Faktur, aber sie ist auch verschlossen durch ihre 
dramatischen Mangel und Note. Sie lebt als Kultur, doch nicht als Gegenwart. Sie ist eine Technik. doch nicht ein Wohnhaus 
fu r  lebendiges Gefuhl und Zeitempfindung. Sie ist ein Geist. nicht Herz.
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‘Bolshevistic despicableness’ by reprinting a section of the critique under the 

emotive heading: ‘The Communists’ Infamy against Richard Strauss’.89 While the 

more conservative Austrian paper criticised the ‘red critic’ of unknown identity90 for 

having the audacity to pillory the text and its fantastic accoutrements, it appears that 

the description of Menelas and Helen as the epitome of ‘good Viennese Burgers' (via 

their affirmation of marital happiness despite earlier sins) was, perhaps, the real 

source of displeasure, although the sheer vehemence used in denouncing Strauss’s

music could surely have been a contributory factor, too:

The music? A music student would receive extremely harsh censure if  he mimicked Wagner 
with such thoughtlessness in an exam. Trivial sweetness mixed with Wagnerian brass, with a 
sauce o f boredom poured over, one that cripples the jaw  before the cream. A senile work 
from old Strauss, the whole o f which being something that he, due to his talent for the 
“sensational” and the colourful -  this talent, which never goes over or above the level of 
angling for success -  has completely forfeited.

With the direct charge of senility, the ‘anonymous’ critic echoed Eugen 

Schmitz’s displeasure at Intermezzo some four years previously (cited above in 

chapter one), while the use of culinary metaphors such as ‘trivial sweetness’, ‘sauce 

of boredom’ and the specific mention of cream recalls the outcry raised against 

Schlagobers. In general, reliance on such inflammatory accusations and the by now

([?], Berliner Borsen-Courier 472, 8 October 1928 [evening edition]).
89 ,Die Infamie, die in der Verdffentlichung einer so gemeinsam Kritik liegt, ist so grofi, dafi man sie 
zum ewigen Gedachtnis a l’s Dokument bolschewistischer Niedertracht niedriger hdngen mufi‘ (cited 
from ‘Eine Infamie der Kommunisten gegen Richard Straufi. Eine unvershamte Kritik der 
„Aegyptischen Helena.“\  Neues Wiener Journal, 12 October 1928). This needs to be put in cultural 
context, given Vienna’s arguably commensurate -  if undesired -  claim to post-war communist 
sympathies on the part of its new patricians. From 1897-1918, Vienna had been a Christian-Social, or 
‘black’ city; after the post-war proclamation of the republic, Vienna then became the base of social 
democracy in Austria, and thus a ‘red’ city. The social democratic administration that controlled 
Vienna in the 1920s was commonly called thejudenregierung in Wien‘ (see Steinberg: The Meaning 
o f  the Salzburg Fesitval, 165).
90 ,Schade, dafi man den Namen des Burschen, der so etwas niederzuschreiben gewagt hat, nicht an 
den Pranger stellen kann‘, (cited from ‘Eine Infamie der Kommunisten gegen Richard Straufi’, Neues 
Wiener Journal, 12 October 1928).
91 Die M usik? Ein M usikschuler wurde bei der Priifung eine sehr schlechte Zensur erhalten. wenn er Wagner mit 
solcher Unbedenklichkeit nachmachen. ja  abschrieben wurde. Trivialiste Siifilichkeit mit Wagnerischen Blech gemischt, mit 
einer Sauce von langw eile  iibergossen, dafi einem die Kiefer vor Sahnen lahm werden. Eines seniles Werk des alten Straufi, der 
alles, was er an Begabung fu r  das "Sensationelle ” und Farbige hatte -  diese Begabung g ing nie iiber das Niveau der 
Erfolghascherei hinaus -  vollkommen eingebufit hat.
(cited in ‘Eine Infamie der Kommunisten gegen Richard Straufi', Neues Wiener Journal, 12 October 
1928).
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stale comparisons with Wagner point to a critic born in the 1890s or after (thus the 

generation represented by Adorno, Schrenk and Stuckenschmidt), for whom 

contemporary music, as Christopher Hailey puts it, was more a cause for crusading

1 92than a subject for detached critical observation.

Both Vienna and Strauss’s new opera were subjected to similar criticism from 

opposite directions on the occasion of the Munich premiere (8 October 1928). While 

Oskar von Pander merely remarked on the widespread currency of views concerning 

the incomprehensibility of Hofmannsthal’s text as compared to the clarity of melodic 

expression in the music,93 Prof Dr J. L. Fischer was decidedly more terse as regards

92 Cited from Hailey: Schreker, 128. As Hailey elaborates, the aesthetic and personal proximity of 
such critics to particular groups of composers had an inevitable bearing on the tone of their work 
(ibid., 128). r
93 Pander, Oskar von: ‘Straufi’ ,,Aegyptische Helena “’, Miinchner Neueste Nachrichten, [.J October 
1928. Pander’s comments with regard to Hofmannsthal's ‘hardly understandable text [,schwer 
verstandlichen te x t] are telling as Strauss discussed this subject with the critic before the Munich 
premiere. In a letter to Hofmannsthal from 29 September 1928, Strauss reassured his librettist that the 
latter’s wish for the opera to be staged with the house lights half up would be met, with the stage 
lights adjusted accordingly. In a bid to offset adverse critical reaction -  and to avert confusion on the 
audience’s part by encouraging them to pre-purchase a copy of the libretto so they could both acquaint 
themselves with the text beforehand and read it on the night -  Strauss was initially prompted to press 
‘several music lovers’ to send a letter to the editor of the Munchner Neueste Nachrichten in order to 
put Hofmannsthal’s request to the management officially. However, Pander suggested that 
Hofmannsthal himself write ‘a pleasant, slightly humorous piece, ... perhaps under the headline: 'The 
Blacked-Out Poet”, on the evils of a totally darkened auditorium’ for the same newspaper. Strauss s 
sincerity in the matter was pointed: ‘ ... [I]t is cheap and insulting to call the poet confused and
obscure if  one hasn’t had a chance o f acquainting oneself with his work..............if anyone goes as far
as to buy a ticket for the opera, couldn’t he add another Mark for a copy o f the libretto -  so that 
afterwards his strictures on the poet will at least be confined to what he thinks justified and not just 
spring from ignorance o f the work’ (Correspondence, 509). Indeed, he later defended Hofmannsthal s 
libretto against the critical onslaught by calling it ‘downright masterpiece.’ (Strauss to Hofmannsthal, 
7 November 1928, ibid., 513). While Hofmannsthal’s wishes were also followed for the Berlin 
premiere (7 October 1928) and at least requested for a repeat performance in Vienna from 30 
December (‘I urge you at once ... to send one word  to Schalk ... to see to it that the house lights are a 
quarter up so that one can still read the libretto, . . . .  With such a handicap from the outset the Ring 
itself would never have been understood and would never have become popular [Hofmannsthal to 
Strauss, 24 December 1928, Correspondence, 522], it seems they were not always adhered to, 
notwithstanding personal petition. The day after the Chemnitz premiere (which had occurred on 2 
December 1928), a portion o f a letter appeared, sent from Hofmannsthal to the Chemnitzer Neuesten 
Nachrichten prior to the premiere. While the letter revealed that Hofmannsthal had repeated his call, 
the newspaper also revealed that the management in Chemnitz had decided not to follow his 
instructions for ‘well-understood reasons’. As the report elaborated: ‘One does not want to interfere 
with effect o f the music drama: rather, one looks for the incomprehensible in the plot to become clear
by the contour lines being worked out as clearly as possible......... [,Man wollte die Wirkung des
Musikdramas nicht storen: man stichte vielmehr das unverstandliche in der Handlung durch



the libretto: 'Hofmannsthal's libretto is a pompous encrustation, a lavish facade like 

one often sees in a Viennese palace, giving the impression that what is inside is 

carefully propped up.’94 For Fischer, Hofmannsthal’s text was thus ‘propped up’ by 

the use of magic potions, sorcery and elves in the vain hope that the audience could 

infer the inner ‘psychoanalytic’ (Fischer’s emphasis) core for itself; a textual 

‘weakness’ that, the critic claimed, Strauss used to his own advantage in motivically 

depicting Helena’s ‘dualism’ to far greater effect than his librettist.9' Fischer’s 

reference to psychoanalysis (echoing that of the aforementioned Viennese critic, Elsa 

Bienenfeld) and (psychological) ‘dualism’ is telling for its topicality, given that Carl 

Gustav Jung’s Die Beziehungen zwischen dem Ich und dem Unbewufiten [The 

Connections between the Ego and the Unconscious] also appeared in 1928 and, with 

it, the consequent development of the notion of ‘archetypes’ as the archaic-symbolic 

embodiment of the ‘collective unconscious.’ As Manfried Edler has pointed out, 

there are clear parallels between Jung’s discussion of the co-existence ot animus and 

anima in both sexes and the shifts in perspective inherent in the two protagonists in 

Hofmannsthal’s libretto,96 not to mention Hofmannsthal’s own description of the 

elves as the visual representation of the "critical subconscious.'97 Although Aithra is

moglischt klares herausarbeiten der Konturlinien zu klaren.........‘] (cited from Krebs, Constantin:
„Die agyptische Helena" ’, 3. Blatt der “Chemnitzer Neueste Nachrichteri’, 3 December 1928). It is 
perhaps little wonder that Hofmannsthal’s libretto continued to come under sustained critical fire.
94 ,.Hofmannsthals Libretto ist pompdse Inkrustation, uberreiche Fassade, wie man sie an Wiener 
Palais oft sieht, die den Blick a u f das, was dahinter ist, sorgsam abfangf (cited from Fischer, Prof Dr 
J. L.: ‘Die Aegyptische Helena. Von Richard Straufi. (Zum ersten Male im Miinchner 
Nationaltheater.), [?], [?] October 1928).

D ie Schwache des Texts gab dem Komponisten jen e  grofie Freiheitm die Richard Specht den Sieg der M usik ilber 
den Geist genannt hat. Straufi ist seinem Dichter zw ar a u f dem Weg des Dualismus in Helena, wie ihn Menetas zu erkennen 
glaubt, gefolgt, und hat zw ei scharf kontrasierende Motive geschaffen, das eine fu r  die echte Helena, aus dem die grofien
Gesange der Helena, am Schtufi des M enelaus gebaut werden, Ausdruck fu r  die reine Gotten- und Mutterliebe.......
(Fischer, Prof Dr J. L.: ‘Die Aegyptische Helena. ’ [?], [?] October 1928)..As tempting (though 
incorrect) as it would be to render Specht’s purported comment: 'den Sieg der Musik iiber den G eisf 
as ‘the victory o f music over the Spirit’ (in order to give it a Hegelian slant), it would appear that 
Specht’s use of the term ‘Geist’ refers not to metaphysics but to the intellect, which Fischer takes to 
stand as a cipher for Hofmannsthal’s.
96 Edler: ‘Zwischen Mythos und /Conversation’, Richard Strauss-Blatter, New Series 45 (June 2001), 
129.
97 Hofmannsthal: ‘Die dgyptische Helena’, Insel-Almanach (1929), 104.



also privy to their presence, the elves effectively tap Menelas’s ‘personal 

unconscious’ through guided imagery, conjuring up images of a re-animated Paris 

and Helen, thus pointing to another possible Jungian influence. If Elsa Bienenfeld’s 

‘psychoanalytical’ reading following the Vienna premiere seems at best eccentric at 

first glance, perhaps it was not too wide of the mark.

The critic from the Gotha Tageblatt found no human interest in the libretto 

except for Menelas’s vacillation between jealousy and love, and complained of its

98 •lack of psychological motivation in preference for the supernatural, but it was 

Strauss’s music that fared worse in comparison. In pointing nebulously to the many 

‘phrases’ reminiscent of his earlier works, and invoking the inevitable hints from the 

Ring and Tristan, the critic from Gotha opined that the much of the music betrayed 

the Konner rather than the Kunstler in Strauss; however, despite the difficulties in 

comparing Die dgyptische Helena with Elektra, Der Rosenkavalier and Ariadne auf 

Naxos, the ‘fascinating sound-effectjs] and infectious rhythm[s]’ would assure its 

place in the repertory." Though, conversely, Ferdinand Pfohl was more pessimistic 

as regards the import of the new work for the present following the Hamburg 

premiere (24 October 1928) he nevertheless compared Strauss’s musico-illustrative

skill as being akin to the sharpness of the definition found in photographic

100imagery.

Pessimism was no substitute for sarcasm for other commentators, however, 

and the occasion of the southwest German premiere at Mainz on the following day

98 e., F -  : ‘ „Die dgyptische Helena “ von Richard S tr a u fiG o th a  Tageblatt, 19 October 1928.
99 e., F -  : \,D ie  dgyptische Helena" von Straufi
100 Pfohl, Prof Dr Ferdinand: ‘Die „dgyptische Helena": Oper in zwei Aufzugen von H. von 
Hofmannsthal: Musik von R ichardStraufi\ Hamburger Nachrichten, [?] October 1928.
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(25 October 1928) spurred the critic of the Maimer Anzieger to remark with vitriol: 

‘One must have seen Strauss’s newest opera to recognise that one need not have seen 

it.’101 He continued accordingly, deriding Hofmannsthal’s versification and the use 

of magic potions as being faux-Wagner in the extreme, while remarking on links 

with Die Zauberflote: ‘[0]ne recognises Altair-Monostatos and the three darkly- 

veiled women.’102 Though comparatively ‘young’ in terms of outings (not having 

past the six-month mark at this stage), Strauss’s newest opera had seen some forty 

performances by late October 1928 -  with stagings in Dresden. Vienna, Munich, 

Berlin, Gotha, Plauen and Hamburg -  and it is interesting to note how increased 

familiarity with the opera may have revealed at least one fresh textual nuance:

Hofmannsthal’s theatrical fantasies and overladen cultural-eclectic elements from several 
millennia have never been so unorganically and indiscriminately plotted. Late baroque pomp 
and the magic spirits o f old Viennese theatre. Trivial polytheism, mythical elves, Pompeian 
genre painting and the luxury o f  late antiquity. Bizarre visual pleasure, a luckily averted 
tragic entanglement, symbols from the history o f ideas.10''

Taking the allusions to Mozart and the baroque in reverse order, it is tempting to 

proffer that the reference to ‘the magic spirits of old Viennese theatre’ may point to 

Die Egyptische Olympia, an obscure baroque opera staged in Vienna in 1665 which 

Hofmannsthal, according to Norman del Mar, adapted as one of his sources, even 

though the English author was unable to support this proposition.104 In the earlier

101 ,Man mufi Straufiens neueste Oper gesehen haben, um zu erkennen, dafi man sie nicht gesehen zu 
haben brauchf (cited from Bq., Dr F.: ‘Richard Straufi: „Die dgyptische Helena".: SiidM’estdeutsche 
Erstauffuhrung im Mainzer Stadttheater.\ Mainzer Anzieger, 26 October 1928).
102 . Altair-Mononstatos und die drei schwarz-verhiitten Damen glaubt man 
wiederzuerkennen’’(cited from Bq., Dr F.: ‘Richard Straufi: „Die dgyptische Helena “ ’, Mainzer 
Anzieger, 26 October 1928). Immediately after Altair introduces himself to Helena, the stage direction 
reads as follows: (,Indent sich Helena wendet, stiirzen drei bis a u f die Augen verhullte Madchen zu 
ihrem Fufien‘ [‘While Helen turns, three women with veiled eyes fall at her feet']).
103 Noch m e haben Hofmannsthals theatricalische Phantaasie und beladener Kultureklektizimus Elemente au mehren
Jahrtausenden so unorganisch durcheinandergezettelt. Prunk des Spdtbarock und Zauberspuk des altwiener Theaters. 
Verniedlichende Vielgdtterei. Elfenaberglaubende. pompejanische Genremalerei und Luxus des Spdtantike. Abenteurliche 
Augenfreude, gliicklich abgewendete tragische Verstrickung, geistesgeschichtliche Symbolik.......
(cited from Bq., Dr F.: 'Richard Straufi: „Die dgyptische Helena “ ‘, Mainzer Anzieger, 26 October
1928).
104 Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, 313. It appears Del Mar probably first encountered this link in 
Joseph Gregor’s Richard Strauss: Der Meister der Oper, 211-212, who strongly inferred what Del 
Mar supposed by pointing to plot-similarities in both operas. Interestingly, Gregor rendered the title of



opera (set in a physical environment not unlike Hofmannsthal’s antique middle east), 

Virenus flees from the similarly pernicious yet beautiful Olympia, only to be 

magically reconciled with her through the magical agency of Poseidon.11̂  But more 

tantalising still is the reference to Die Zauberflote, given that (as mentioned above) 

parts of the libretto for Die Frau ohne Schatten were consciously modelled on 

Schikaneder’s Rosicrucian paean to mankind’s quest for spiritual enlightenment and 

knowledge; the Empress’s desire for a shadow (humanity) reflects this much, at least. 

While Die dgyptische Helena and Die Zauberflote are linked at base by a shared 

sense of utopian vision, the post-war, cultural-societal resonances in Strauss’s 

modern part-Zauberoper far outweigh any passing resemblance to Mozart’s post- 

Enlightenment masterpiece.

The Mainzer Anzieger’s ‘Dr Bq’ was equally disparaging of Strauss's music 

-  quipping that it was ‘more of a stylistic conglomerate than a synthesis’106 -  and 

criticised an inveterate eclecticism cognate with what he considered as 

Hofmannsthal’s literary posturing. But while jumping on the critical bandwagon by 

pinpointing ill-defined hints from Ariadne auf Naxos, Der Rosenkavalier and 

Wagner's Ring, his further, albeit inimical, comments concerning the co-existence of 

the latter with ‘classical cadences,’ inferences of the music of Johann Strauss II, and 

a curious mesalliance between the styles of Wagner and d'Albert in the brass and 

percussion writing, respectively, betrayed the existence of a more individual opinion
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the earlier work in modern German as Die agyptische Olympia (as if to heighten the link) but noted 
that it was staged in 1655, and not 1665. Del Mar apparently investigated further and revealed that the 
composer’s name has disappeared from the title page, the largely inconsequential details o f which he 
reproduced without modernisation (see Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, 333, n. 19).
' 05 See Gregor: Richard Strauss: Der Meister der Oper, 212; Del Mar: Critical Commentary ii, 313.
106 ,Zu unverkennbar mehr stilistisches Konglomerat als Syn thesis , (cited from Bq: "Straufi: „Die 
ag\’ptische Helena" ’, Mainzer Anzieger, 26 October 1928).
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in comparison that of the majority of his contemporaries.107 What this particular 

critic recognised, albeit inchoately, was Strauss’s Nietzschean deconstruction of the 

historical in music, through which Die agyptische Helena registers as the key Strauss 

work of the 1920s. In a very real sense, the opera mirrored the relentless 

fragmentation wrought on contemporary society by early twentieth-century 

modernity; by his careful use of overlapping and often non-contiguous canonic 

quotations and allusions, Strauss subtly played on the concepts of time, memory and 

nostalgia in a manner reflective of his very subject matter.

Other critics were more extreme in their denunciations. ‘[Hofmannsthal’s] 

verses are stylistically motley’, declared Albert MaaB, following the western German 

premiere in Hagen (2 November 1928): ‘they strive for clarity d la (sic) Goethe in 

places, are written in orderly hexameter a la (sic) Iliad for other stretches, and the 

end clearly shows that they are modelled on the manner of Wagner’s Tristan,’108 

However, MaaB’s commentary swiftly took on an ultra-conservative streak of a 

shade not uncommon in German musicology and criticism in the 1930s:

A shimmering if, nevertheless, somewhat brittle decadence dwells in this work. The original 
antique subject appears in the perspective o f an over-cultivated, and psychologically overly- 
sensible, decadence. It is no wonder that this decadence with the problem of womanly purity 
would not be settled any differently than through the medium o f an overly-aesthetic illusion.

The work is overly cultured. It is the product o f a decadence which, in its illusive decoration, 
appears to be lacking in natural skill and which desires to resolve a psychological problem 
more or less decoratively.109

107 Bq: ‘Straufi: „Die dgyptische Helena “ Mainzer Anzieger, 26 October 1928.
108 ,Seine Verse sind stilistisch buntscheckig. An einigen Stellen erstreben die Klarheit a la (sic) 
Goethe, andere Strecken sind in ordentlichen hexametern a la (sic) Ilias geschrieben, und der Schlufi 
steht in Werken da, die sich deutlich an die Manier der Tristan-Werke Wagners anlehneri (cited from 
MaaB, Albert: ‘ „ Die dgyptische Helena".: Oper in Zwei Aufziigen von Hugo von Hofmannsthal. 
Musik von Richard Straufi. (Westdeutsche Erstauffuhrung.)\ Hagener Zeitung, 5 November 1928).

Eine schilternde, aber doch etwas briichige Dekadenz wohnt in diesem Werk. Der gefunde Antike S to ff erschient 
hier in der Perspective einer iiberkultivierten undpsycholgisch iibersensiblen Dekadenz. Kein Wunder. dafi diese Dekadenz mit 
dem Problem fraulicher Reinheit nich anders fe r tig  wird a ls durch die M ittel einer iiberasthetischen Illusion.

Dies Werk ist Ueber-Kultur. Es ist das Erzeugnis einer Dekadenz. D ie sich aus M angel an natiirlicher Kraft einer 
illusionshaften Dekoration in die Arme wirkt und selbst ein psychologisches Problem mehr oder weinger dekorativ losen will.



The opera’s US premiere at the New York Metropolitan Opera (6 November 

1928) elicited similar responses from American critics. Though Time magazine noted 

an enthusiastic response from the audience, the condescending tone of its report 

characterised ensuing critical reaction:

Laymen seeing it for the first time could make little o f its plot and its sundry sub-plots. They 
reduced it to its lowest common denominator: a story of reconciliation wherein the principles 
(sic) begin safe journey to Greece.110

As with the abovementioned anonymous Berlin critic castigated by the Neues Wiener 

Journal for defiling Strauss’s good name, the critique in Time took on a decidedly 

personal slant with inferences of senility and decrepitude:

They went quite evidently with Strauss’s blessing. He had treated them benevolently -  with 
bits o f old operas and tone poems, cunningly combined to produce a series of lovely effects. 
... Strauss ... disappointed. He had permitted himself to ramble on and repeat........

In Musical America, Irving Weil was even more caustic, labelling the new opera as 

‘a somewhat irritating instance of the ease with which small minds may bungle a 

great opportunity.’112 Weil’s gripe centred on what he saw as the inability of 

Hofmannsthal and Strauss to seize the historical moment with regard to the subject 

matter of the opera; according to the American critic: ‘[T]he arresting idea that 

Trojans and Greeks, Paris and Menelas, fought for something unreal, a phantom 

belief, a phantom desire’ represented the opera’s ‘aspect of baffled futulity’ (sic) -  an 

aspect that particularised ‘twentieth century thought and feeling’ -  which ‘would 

have been supremely timely just now.’113 Weil’s rhetoric may have been sharpened 

by America’s recent historical experience of having entered the First World War in 

1917, largely at the behest of Woodrow Wilson’s egalitarianism (if spurred by the 

sinking of the Lusitania in 1915 with 120 US civilian casualties and sustained

(cited from MaaB: ‘ „Die agyptische Helena“ ’, Hagener Zeitung, 5 November 1928).
110 Time, xii/20 (12 November 1928), 40.
111 Time, xii/20, 40.



German submarine attacks thereafter), and the intense anti-German sentiment 

prevalent during the 1914-1918 period which continued into the 1920s. Thus the 

‘phantom belief that sparked a ten-year war between Trojans and Greeks with 

horrific consequences may have had some resonance for the chattering classes, for 

whom the nation’s turn from pre-war non-interventionism to nascent globalisation 

had yielded little benefit beyond the responsibilities of power brokerage and the 

patronage of the largely ineffectual League of Nations.

Predictably, Strauss’s music also suffered a veritable lashing from Weil, who 

mischievously invoked a French epitaph: ‘ “Born a man and died a grocer in order 

to deride the ‘plainly laborious handiwork for the trade by the expert artisan in his 

sixties who musically died a good thirty-five years ago.’114 Indeed, Weil’s 

vehemence seems to reflect cognisance of the tenor of Strauss criticism in both 

Germany and England, with the derogatory notion of Konner v. Kunstler being 

called up in his report in terms uncannily reminiscent of Ernest Newman and

strangely prophetic of Norman Del Mar:

It was a gallimaufry o f shreds and patches retrieved out o f  Strauss’s memory, which is still 
vigorously retentive o f  his own earlier work and also o f W agner’s, early and late. The odds 
and ends have been shrewdly put together; indeed, at times, they would give one the notion 
o f a freshly woven fabric were the colors (sic) not so faded and the pattern so unmistakably 
familiar.115

Contrary to his counterpart from Time, Weil claimed that the response from the 

audience was as tepid as Strauss’s music, colourfully describing spectators as being 

‘visibly affected by a combination of bewilderment and vertigo.’116 Overall, he

112 Weil, Irving: ‘Egyptian Helen -  A Great Opportunity Lost’, Musical America, 17 November 1928, 
8 .

113 Weil: ‘Egyptian Helen’, 8.
114 Weil: ‘Egyptian Helen’, 8.
115 Weil, 8.
116 Weil, 8.
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opined that Strauss’s newest opera -  ‘one of the least original ... to come from a 

major composer’ -  was ‘plain sawdust.’117

In broad agreement, Linton Martin wrote that ‘there was more of spectacle 

than opera’118 after the Metropolitan Opera Company’s guest performance at the 

Academy of Music, Philadelphia (13 November 1928). For Martin, the libretto 

presented ‘a wandering mish-mash of hocus pocus complexities’, while the music 

‘often enchanted the ear but never moved the emotions.’119 Interestingly, he detected 

Rimsky-Korsakov among the welter of usually mentioned figures, such as Saint- 

Saens and ‘the inescapable Wagner’, from whom Strauss had quoted. Martin also 

makes the cardinal error of presuming Da-ud to have been another Hosenrolle in the 

mould of Octavian in Der Rosenkavalier and the Composer in Ariadne auf Naxos, 

simply because the part was taken by Jane Carroll that night (apparently due to last- 

minute casting changes).120 Flowever, his critique never really rose above the level of 

sarcastic sound-bites aimed at a popular readership: the libretto was derided as 

‘preposterous balderdash’ and Aithra as ‘a benign barmaid’ for her role in providing 

the potions, while the Omniscient Seashell reportedly sounded ‘singularly 

dehumanised’ looking akin to ‘an exaggerated Victorian mantelpiece.’ He concluded 

somewhat facetiously:

117 Weil, 8.
118 Martin, Linton: ‘Egyptian Helen makes Phila. Bow’, [?], [?] November 1928.
119 Martin: ‘Egyptian Helen makes Phila. Bow’.
120 Martin, Linton: ‘Egyptian Helen makes Phila. Bow’. Nevertheless, Martin was not altogether 
incorrect is his assertion. As discussed above in chapter five, a letter from Hofmannsthal to Strauss of 
6 May 1927 instantiates the librettist’s steadfast refusal to countenance Da-ud being ‘sung by a 
woman’, after a suggestion by the composer along these lines. However, Hofmannsthal was adamant: 
‘A woman to address this woman [Helen] in this the most ardent language of adolescence -  no, here 1 
am faced with the impossible’ (Correspondence, 427; 428). While his librettist objected on aesthetic 
grounds, Strauss’s proposal (as outlined previously) stemmed from practical experience: ‘O f course 
you are right, but just think o f the tenors at small opera houses! I know them. I have now written Da- 
ud as a tenor, but am at the same time setting out an arrangement to indicate how the part can be sung, 
at a pinch, by a mezzo-soprano . . . ’ (ibid., 429).



Predictions are perilous, but it will be surprising if the opera gains a permanent place, for the 
music that Strauss has fitted to this inept and addled libretto is empty of inspiration despite its 
unfailing facility of orchestral ingenuity. It is clever but never compelling, full o f sound 
without sincerity.121

Other critics were less inclined towards verbosity and more sympathetic to the visual 

effect of the new opera, notwithstanding its failings, imagined or otherwise. The 

Metropolitan’s production was a lavish affair by all accounts, described evocatively 

in one as ‘a sort of blending of the classic and the modern, with suggestions of a 

long-past period in gorgeous settings and costuming, visualised with the ornate style 

of [u]rban scenery.’ Certainly, Hofmannsthal’s indications for stage design and props 

(and the actual sets used in early productions) reflected the influence of art deco. The 

same critic also expressed doubts over the opera’s claim on the repertory and 

ventured that ‘the oft-used term “reminiscent” ... is invited', with hints of Wagner, 

Der Rosenkavalier, Salome and Elektra, and some of the tone poems, all too 

prevalent. While, he claimed, Strauss’s new score was less extreme than the

composer’s fin-de-siecle operatic Klangfesten, its ‘modernisms’ were considerably

122tamer than the fare of the day.

The only discernible difference between American and German critical 

reviews on the opera centred on the vocal writing. While benevolent German reports 

spoke of a new lightness and a greater balance between voice and orchestra -  Karl 

Alwin claimed that Strauss had created ‘the great bei canto opera [,Gesangsoper‘]

123with widely-spaced, infinite, purely song-like, tied melodies’ -  some American

121 Martin, Linton: ‘Egyptian Helen makes Phila. Bow’.
122 [?]: ‘New Strauss Opera: Metropolitan Company Presents “Egyptian Helen” at Academy’, [?], [?] 
November 1928.
123 ,... Richard Strauss [hat] je tz t die grofie Gesangsoper mit weitgespanntesten, unendlich sangbaren
Melodiebogen geschafferf, (cited from Alwin: ‘Strauss’ “Agy>ptische Helena" ’, repr. in
Programmheft der Bayerischen Staatsoper zur Neuinszenierung der Agy’ptischen Helena, 1981, 72).



critics found the writing to be too demanding, with a paucity of lyricism.1"4 Indeed, 

Samuel L. Laciar also complained of the difficulty in the vocal lines, and even 

claimed that many of the voice parts were written in different keys to their 

accompanying music; while he admitted that Strauss had nevertheless managed to 

‘write melodically’, Laciar nonetheless commented critically on the onerous parts for

125the principals.

126If Laciar found the libretto to be too similar to that for Ariadne au f Naxos ” , 

the Breslau premiere -  which occurred on 11 November 1928 (two days before the 

Metropolitan Opera Company’s Philadelphia performance) -  led at least one local 

critic to comment (predictably) that the music represented a stylistic union between 

Ariadne and Die Frau ohne Schatten, with the balance tipped more towards the 

latter, certainly in terms of the vocal writing. Comparison between all three operas 

gives lie to such assertions: Die agyptische Helena is more akin to Ariadne in more 

ways than one, not least in terms of its vocal lines. Aithra’s Zerbinettaesque aria in 

Act I (cited above in chapter four) is poles apart from the writing for the Amme or the 

Kaiserin in Die Frau ohne Schatten. Though pointing to what he saw as the work’s 

inherent unoriginality, the Breslau critic still marvelled at Strauss’s writing for the 

orchestra, and commented perceptively on a new simplicity in the composer’s 

handling of its forces.127 Shorn of the ‘Wagnerian armour’, the accomplished fluency 

of Strauss’s score showed a composer at the height of his powers rather than a has-
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124 ‘The music for the voices ... for the most part is difficult and ungrateful, in recitative and
declamation, with only a few lyric measures where real singing is possible, so that the enjoyment and 
satisfaction of the listener is gleaned chiefly from the orchestra ... ([?]: ‘New Strauss Opera:
Metropolitan Company Presents “Egyptian Helen’” ).
125 Laciar, Samuel L.: ‘Strauss’ “Helena” has Phila. Debut’, [?], [?] November 1928.
126 Laciar: ‘Strauss’ “Helena” has Phila. Debut’.
127 Pr„ Dr Fr.: \,D ie  dgyptische Helena'", Schlesiche Zeitung, 12 November 1928 [or Breslauer 
Zeitung, 13 November 1928: source not identified with full certainty in Lesnig’s collection].



been in his creative dotage as claimed by Stuckenschmidt, Schmitz and most 

American critics.

‘[Strauss] rejects the new of our time’, complained Rudolf Bilke in a report 

apropos the same performance: ‘in his agyptische Helena, he produces a distillate of 

his own works instead.’128 Bilke thus likened the score to a quasi-mathematical book 

of formulas [,Formelbuch‘] and commented on the music as being akin to a synopsis 

‘from the confessions of four decades.’ But the more original aspect of Bilke s 

critique lay in his comparison of Die agyptische Helena to Strauss’s most recent 

operatic outing, Intermezzo (1923). While most other critics painstakingly pointed to 

superficial links between Helena and Die Frau ohne Schatten (armed with 

hackneyed phrases such as ,Zauber‘ and ,Marchenhaft), Bilke betokened the rare 

occurrence of a critic willing to take on Strauss on the composer s own terms, 

namely those set out in the ‘Preface’ to Intermezzo (1924). In the latter, Strauss had 

written of the importance of clear vocal declamation and an adequate balance 

between voice and orchestra for the audience to understand every word. For Bilke, 

the composer’s new opera had completely contravened his own dictum. But it was 

not by instrumental brute force and ignorance that Strauss had transgressed; 

according to Bilke, the real fault lay in the wholly imbalanced relation between vocal 

performance and ‘melodics’. In short, Bilke found Strauss’s phrases to be over-long, 

often requiring the performance of multiple notes to a syllable, thus hindering 

adequate vocal delivery for the hearer to properly comprehend the meaning of the
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128 ,Das Neue unserer Zeit lehnt [Strauss] ab. Er stellt ihm in der agy>ptischen Helena ein Destilldt 
seiner Musik entgegerf (cited from Bilke, Rudolf: ‘ Die agyptische Helena . Erstauffuhrung im 
Stadttheater\ Breslau er Neueste Nachrichten, 12 November 1928).
129 Bilke: ‘ ‘Die agyptische H elena’ ' Breslauer Neueste Nachrichten, 12 November 1928.
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text.130 But while Bilke had a point. Die dgyptische Helena was not Intermezzo, the

131quintessential opera for ‘singers with a talent for a light conversational tone;’ on 

the contrary, it was an opera written most resolutely for Maria Jeritza, the 

primadonna assoluta for whose vocal talents Strauss had meticulously -  and 

exclusively -  tailored the role. As Strauss admitted candidly in the Intermezzo 

‘Preface’, singing bel canto often involved forfeiting ideal precision in pronunciation 

for the sake of unadulterated sonic splendour:132 a case in point perfectly exemplified 

by ‘Zweite Brautnachf -  Helen’s veritable ‘Liebeswiedergeburf133 -  at the opening 

of Act II.

While Strauss’s new opera continued to be staged throughout Germany for 

the remainder of 1928 and into the following year, adverse criticism levelled at it 

since its Dresden world premiere did not go unnoticed; however, in his unalloyed 

enthusiasm for the music and its maker following the Magdeburg premiere on 15 

November, Gunter Schab was definitely of a small but determined minority:

After the world premiere ... in Dresden in May (sic) and five days later in Vienna, one read 
and heard contradictory judgements and opinions, and was filled with consternation to hear 
an unfriendly, even impolite, ... call: ‘Break away from Strauss!’ from the mouth o f the 
representative spokesmen o f the extreme moderns. On playing through the piano reduction 
beforehand, one cannot understand this fanaticism. An old flower blooms and shines on,

130 Die Musik is gar nicht die Vertonung des Textes, sie ist auch kein Produkt der dichterischen Idee, uberhaupts nichts,
was durch das Buch Gestalt gewonnen hat. Sie ist M usik von Straufi. Aeufierung einer musikalischen Ueberzeugung, als Musik 
freischwebend dafi sie den Forderungen. die Straufi in seinem Vorwort zum "Interm ezzo" fu r  Opernmustk geltend gemacht 
hat. vollig w'iderspricht. Durch die M usik w ird das Wort, und a u f das Wort mit Recht so grofier Wert gelegt w ird  
unverstandlich gemacht. Nicht durch verwirrende Instrumentalpolyphonie, nicht durch iiberspannte Energien der Harmomk, 
auch nicht durch erdruckende Dynamik (hier konnte j a  der Kapellmeister ausgleichen). sondern durch die zum Ted sehr 
ungunstigen Beziehungen zwischen Gesang und Melodik. Straufi hat Phrasen geschreiben, in denen a u f  eine einztge Silbe lange 
Tonreiben kommen, oft so lange, dafi die Silbe nicht in einem Atem  gesungen werden kann. In diesen Fallen kann der Horer 
den Sinn des Wortes nicht fassen. Immer erscheint die M usik als das Primare.......
(cited from Bilke, Rudolf: : ‘ ‘Die dgyptische H elena’ ’)
131 Strauss Richard: ‘Preface’, Intermezzo: Eine biirgerliche Komodie mit sinfonischen
Zwischenspielen in zwei Aufziigen, op. 72 (Richard Strauss Edition: Complete Stage Works xi) 
(Vienna: Verlag Dr Richard Strauss, 1996) [x],
132 Strauss: ‘Preface to Intermezzo', [x],
133 Though the word ‘£/?e’ [‘marriage’] should be appended to the above word (engendering the even 
more ungainly ‘Eheliebenswiedergeburt’ [!]) the semantic (and, of course, literal) pioximity to 
Isolde’s ‘Liebestod’ is nonetheless deliberate here. However, though Helen is similarly ensconced in a 
welter o f orchestral sound, the balance between voice and orchestra is adroitly controlled in this aria 
in terms o f dynamics.
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again -  and it was confirmed, in one performance, how such discussion is rendered 
superfluous.1'4

The critic from the Liibecker General-Anzieger begged to differ: 'Die dgyptische 

Helena is not an opera for the public’, declaring that the average spectator received 

only sense impressions due to the obscurity of the text.13' Echoing Rudoll Bilke, he 

then admonished Strauss for forgetting his own advice as given in the Intermezzo 

preface by reverting to the style of Josephslegende and ‘positively intoxicating 

himself in an overflow of brass and percussion ... , '136 Others concurred: ‘No opera

demands such an exact and careful study of the text as the Straussian instrumental

137
orgy’, was the comment that appeared in the Schlesische Volkszeitung, thus 

echoing early-century critiques written contra Symphonia domestica (for its frank 

explicitness) and Salome (for its presumed depravity). Nevertheless, the Rostock 

premiere (27 November 1928) incited one conservative critic to proclaim Strauss as

134 Man las and horte nach der Urauffiihrung der "Aegyptischen Helena " in Dresden und fu n f  tage spdter in Wien 
widersprechende Urteile und Meinungen und war besturtzt, aus dem M unde einiger Wortfuhrer der extremen Moderne 
Unfreundliches, ja  Unhdstliches. bis zum  sozusagen Rufe "Los von Strauss ' ", zu  vernehmen. Man spielte den Klavierauszug 
vor und verstand den Fanatismus der Gegner nicht. Eine alte Liebe bluhte und leuchte wieder a u f  -  und ward in einer 
Auffuhrung bestatigt, bei der jed e  Diskussion uberflussig gem acht werden.
(cited from Schab, Dr Gunter: ‘Richard Straufi: Die Aegyptische Helena. Grofie Premiere im 
Stadttheater., , 2.. Beilage zum Magdeburger General-Anzieger 52/272, 17 November 1928).
135 S: ‘■Die dgyptische H elena\ Liibecker General-Anzieger, 17 November 1928. The Lubeck premiere
took place on the same day as that in Magdeburg (15 November).
136 j ) er gegeniiber den Singstimmen seit dem Elektrawandel so feinfuhlende Komponist vergifit dann 
alle gutem “Intermzzo” vorfatze, kehrt gewissermafien zur “Josephslegende” zuriick und herauscht 
sich form lich an seinen Klanggebilden in einer Ueberfulle von Blech und Paukerf (S: ‘Die dgyptische 
Helena', Liibecker General-Anzieger, 17 November 1928).
137 Keine Oper verlangt ein so genaues und sorgfaltiges Text-studium wie der Straufiische 
Instrumentalorgie, ... : ,  (ss: ‘ ..Die dgyptische Helena“ ’, Schlesische Volkszeitung, 29^November
1928). Indeed, in the wake of the Karlsruhe premiere some four years later (16 October 1932), a critic 
from the Badisches Beobachter found the opera to comprise ’not only "a staid libretto under the 
music” (according to Dr Hagemann); rather it is the symphonic disintegration (sit venia verbo) of 
opera [,Diese Oper is nicht nur “unter Musik gefetze D ichtung” (nach Dr Hagemann), sondern sie ist 
die Symphonische Aufldsung (sit venia verbo) der Oper‘]. As he elucidated:

As such, the characters could vanish, if they would not be missing in the splendid scenes......... The listener ...
drowns in streams o f  music and succumbs -  completely breathless, due to torture from the symbolic cudgel blows. 
The words and the action, which are added from the profound mind o f  Hugo von Hofmannsthal, stay sealed in many 
cases, sometimes even the impact o f  almost banal prose becomes scarcely hidden.

[Die Gestalten konnten als solche verschwinden, wenn sie nicht im prachtigen B ildefehlen  wiirden........Der Horer
aber ertrinkt in den Stromen der M usik und erliegt -  atemlos vollends den Martern symbolischer Keulenschldge. 
D as Wort und die Handlung, denen Hugo von Hofmannsthal tieferen Sinn beigab, bleiben in der Oper vielfach 
verschlossen, ja  manchmal kann die W irkungfast banaler Prosa kaum verdeckt werden]
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‘one of the foremost composers of the present, the recognised leader of modern 

German music,’ whose influence was felt ‘on new music worldwide, by virtue of

138 * V* *having been at the top of his profession for some thirty years.’ But it was this 

longevity that somewhat militated against Strauss in Hubert Maushagen’s eyes who, 

in commenting that Strauss had ‘created music that stood as a paean to its own 

beauty instead of being in celebration of the most beautiful woman in the world , 

also wrote of its assured maturity, notwithstanding shades of the ubiquitous Samson 

et Dalila, the Ring and Strauss’s own back catalogue. Indeed, the monotonous 

mention of the same sources was only alleviated by the occasional introduction of 

new ‘precedents’ (the departure of Menelas, Helena and Hermione as being akin to 

that of Faust and Margarete towards heaven in Gounod’s Faust),140 or indeed, the re- 

introduction of ‘older’, less tired ones, such as the proximity of Strauss’s vocal 

writing to that of late Verdi (thus echoing Max Marschalk, cited above in the current 

chapter), a purported trait that the critic from the Frankfurter Zeitung especially 

admired, despite what he saw as the ‘gaudy’ [,knalligen‘] finale.141 Notwithstanding 

their ‘originality’ in detecting Gounod and Verdi (two distinguished exponents of 

grand opera) in Die agy’ptische Helena, what these particular critics did not infer was 

the fragmentation of that aesthetic: by integrating deceptively light and frivolous 

elements, such as the mischievous elves, into the framework of ‘serious’ opera,

(cited from r  Ein Tag mit Richard Straufi: Morgenfeier und Erstauffuhrung der .Aegyptischen 
Helena * “, Badisches Beobachter, 17 October 1932). Carl Hagemann (1871-1945) was producer and 
artistic director at the Mannheim and, subsequently, Stuttgart Opera Houses.
138 ,Seit fast 30jahren hat er uns eine Anzahl so hervorragender Werke beschert, dafi er unbedingt als 
einer der ersten Komponisten der heutigen Zeit, als anerkannter Fuhrer der modernen deutschen 
Musik zu bezeichnen ist, dessen Einwirkung a u f die neuere Musik aller Nationen unverkennbar ist 
(cited from Mi.: ‘ „ Die Aegy’ptische Helena Auffuhrung der Oper von Richard Straufi im Rostocker 
Stadttheater.', [?],[?] November 1928).
139 Maushagen, Hubert: \,D ie dgyptische Helena “: Erstauffuhrung am Chemmtzer Opernhause , 
Chemnitzer Tagblatt, 2 December 1928).
140 See B- ‘ Die dgyptische H elen a ": , [?], [?] May 1929 (the report was of the guest performance by 
the Berlin Staatsoper at the Wiesbaden May Festival [8 May 1929], at the Staatstheater, Wiesbaden).
141 H., Dr K.: ‘[Nochmals: „Aegyptische Helena"], Frankfurter Zeitung [Third Edition], 10 May
1929) (re. Wiesbaden: see n. 140, immediately above).
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Hofmannsthal paradoxically managed to underline its very gravity by ironically 

undercutting it with conscious echoes of divertissement.

Others were more circumspect in their musings: while Constantin Krebs 

traced the new opera’s lineage back to Guntram, Wagner s Tristan and

Gotterdammerung, he did so in distinctly Jungian terms:

The musical line of Die agyptische Helena follows that o f others completely: [Strauss s] first 
opera, Guntram, Tristan and Gotterdammerung. In them, o f course, are the realms by which 
the creative will becomes nurtured completely in the subconscious . . . .

Conversely, others still were more convincingly won over: ‘This music is a purer and 

more real “Strauss”; one can forget all the weaknesses of the text; one can listen and 

completely allow oneself to become entranced" was the opinion of the 

abovementioned Wiesbaden critic that had sensed Gounod in the opera s ending. 

Displaying a rare pragmatism towards the inflated issue of quotation, he continued 

by arguing that the success of many contemporary composers was due in no small 

part to similar borrowings from Strauss, a fact borne out in an observation made by 

Schneiderhan. In a letter written aboard a train en route from Berlin to Breslau nearly 

two years earlier (9 October 1927), the Director-General of the Austrian state 

theatres commented thus on Korngold’s Das Wunder der Heliane (1927), whose 

world premiere he had attended in Hamburg on 7 October of that year.

Heliane does not have a good libretto. What I have said repeatedly about Komgold junior, I 
heard particularly clearly on Friday: his adoration of you. There was only a slight infidelity 
with Puccini (.Turandot) in the Prelude to Act III and its choruses. On the whole: an 
extremely creditable work.144

142 D er musikalische Linie der ‘Aegyptischen H elena ' verweist g a m  wo anders bin: a u f seinen Erstling ‘‘Guntram ’, a u f  
den “Tristan” und die “Gotterdammerung". Das sind  die Besirke, von denen der Schopferische Witte natiirlich g a m  im 
Unterbewufitsein gespeist w ird und die in keiner Weise als kiinstlerische Parallele aufgefuhrt werden sollen.
(cited from Krebs, Constantin: ‘ ‘Die agyptische H elena’ \  3. Blatt der “Chemnitzer Neuesten 
Nachrichten”, No 281, 3 December 1928).
143 ,Diese Mitsik ist ein echter und rechter “Straufi”, mann kann daruber alle Schwachen der 
Dichtung vergessen: mann kann dieser Musik lauschen und sich von ihr allein vollig bannen lassen 
(B: ‘ “Die agyptische Helena” .’, [?], [?] May 1929).
144 ,Die Heliane hat kein gutes Buch. Was mir je tz t Korngold jun. nur wiederholt sagte, habe ich 
Freitag besonders deutlich gehort: seine Verehrung fu r  Sie. Nur im Vorspiel zum 3. Akt un dessen
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Despite Korngold’s supposed adoration, in the main, Strauss’s latest opera 

continued to be savaged by the critics. On the day of the first performance of Die 

agyptische Helena in Hanover, the following indictment appeared:

One does not need to be a philistine against progress, nor to expound the cliches of the 
frenzied pace o f our (or, more precisely, this) age at all, to still feel mild astonishment on 
Saturday evening at how little of what will be conferred upon us with such verbose and 
musically rich passion actually concerns us.145

For this particular critical voice, though affinities to Wagner were consistently 

evident throughout, the link did not provide the new opera with its life-blood, making 

Die agyptische Helena a ‘frosty affair, a Tristan on ice.’146 Though he openly 

wondered about the continued validity ot post-Wagnerian opera, and argued that 

audiences would consider Strauss’s ‘naive’ and outmoded tonal syntax 

‘embarrassing’ -  ‘a strong egotism prevents the artist from emerging from himself; 

he presents us with Helen, he describes her, but he is not wholly in her 147 -  his 

remark on Tristan actually constituted an indirect compliment. By drawing on a 

comment made by his counterpart, Paul Zschorlich, regarding the production of 

Beethoven’s Fidelio that had opened Berlin’s Krolloper on 18 November 1927 

(whose cubist sets had led Zschorlich to label it Fidelio on ice ), he

Choren eine kleine Untreue mit Puccini (Turandot). Im Ganzen: hochst achtbares Werk. ... (cited 
from Scheiderhan to Strauss, 9 October 1927 [Copy], RSA). In the same letter, Schneiderhan 
remarked sarcastically on Krenek’s Jonny spielt a u f (which had premiered in Berlin in February o f the 
same year) which he saw there on the 7 October 1927: Jonny? -  KinoW -  Wird "Kasse m achen'’! -  
‘[.Jonnvl -  to the cinema!! -  it will “make cash” ! -  ]’ (ibid.).
145 Man braucht kein Fortschrittsphilister zu sein, man braucht die Redensarl von rasenden Tempo unserer (zunftiger.
dieser) Zeit iiberhaupt nicht im Munde zu fuhren. und man wird doch am Sonnabend m it gelindem Staunen empfunden haben, 
wie wenig uns das eigentlich anging, was m it so wort- und tonreicher Leidenschaft verhandelt wurde.
(cited from thww.: ‘ ‘Die dgyptische H elena’: Erstauffuhrung im Stadtischen Opernhaus’, [?], 1 June
1929).
145 thww.: ‘ ‘Die dgyptische H elena’ ’ , [?] 1 June 1929.
147 ,Ein starker Egoismus verhindert den Kiinstler, aus sich herauszutreten; er zeigt uns Helena, er 
beschreibt sie, aber er ist, hebt und webt nicht in ihr‘ (cited from thww.: ‘ Die dgyptische Helena ,
[?], 1 June 1929). .
148 Zschorlich Paul: “ Fidelio’ a u fE is \ Deutsche Zeitung , 21 November 1927, repr. in Curjel, Hans: 
Experiment Krolloper, 1927-31 (Munich: Prestel, 1975), 221-223, cited in Cook: Opera fo r  a New 
Republic, 2.



unconsciously, if carelessly, aligned Hofmannsthal and Strauss’s latest offering with 

the avatars of Weimar artistic modernism.

In a parting shot, he claimed that Strauss’s ‘purely artistic’ persona distanced 

the composer not only from Wagner, but also a contemporary audience, thereby 

giving the composer ‘a curiously transitory position’, leading the critic to claim that 

Strauss tended towards being ‘the Bellini of the twentieth century.’149 Once more, 

with dissection, a scathing critique actually yields backhanded appraisal: while 

Strauss’s confident assertion of the primacy of melody and diatonic harmony may 

have served to further confirm his obsolescence in the minds of modernist critics, the 

surface echoes in this multi-faceted work of a style of Italianate vocal writing went 

full circle from Bellini back to Mozart. By drawing on a tradition stretching back 

through the nineteenth century into the eighteenth, Strauss consciously avoided the 

Wagnerian mountain1"'0 scaled in Die Frau ohne Schatten by circumventing it, 

Ariadne-style, in Die agyptische Helena. In this fashion, the pathos and naturalism 

exemplified by Wozzeck, a contemporary -  and, for most commentators in the 1920s 

(and, indeed, beyond), more qualitatively ‘modern’ -  opera curiously classifies 

Berg’s work as being generically more ‘post-Wagnerian’ than Strauss’s.

The incessant ranting over the subject of quotations from Wagner 

(consistently shown to be inherently problematic and ultimately self-defeating, given 

Strauss’s idiosyncratically modernist aesthetic and the resultant irreconcilability of

149 ,,Straufi wird zum Bellini des zwanzigen Jahrhunderts‘ (cited from thww.: ‘ 'Die dgyptische 
Helena ’).
150 ‘Schopenhauer somewhere uses the image of two miners who dig a tunnel from opposite sides and 
then meet on their subterranean ways. That seems fittingly to characterise my relationship with 
Strauss’ (Mahler, cited from Blaukopf, Herta [ed.]: Gustav Mahler: Briefe [Vienna: Paul Zsolnay, 
1982], no. 216, in Hefling: ‘Miners Digging from Opposite Sides’, Strauss: New Perspectives, ed. 
Gilliam, 41).
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such assertions with competing counter-claims, such as that above, centring on the 

affinity of Strauss’s vocal writing with Bellini’s histrionics) evidences succinctly 

what Franzpeter Messmer has noted as the repetitious nature of much of the criticism 

generated by Strauss’s world premieres.1M While differences existed (reports 

showing genuine appreciation of the new work and the more 'individual’ readings 

along psychological/psychoanalytical lines -  even those highly critical of 

Hofmannsthal’s presumed psychobabble -  plainly attest to this), the basic pattern 

was one shaped by criticism following Dresden: that Hofmannsthal's text was 

unintelligible, and Strauss’s music was assured if, for most critics, passe and overly- 

indulgent. Despite Hofmannsthal’s appeal for the house lights to be left half (or a 

quarter) up so as to facilitate reading (and understanding) of the text -  ‘I definitely 

count on that, for it just won’t do without’152 -  it is unknown, as stated previously, if 

this practice was widely followed. In retrospect, Hofmannsthal’s insistence in this 

regard can be read as a further deconstruction of accepted operatic convention, in this 

particular case, since Wagner. By subverting the notion of the hallowed hall bathed 

in darkness for the hearing of the Master’s word, Hofmannsthal encouraged active 

instead of passive interaction by advocating individual interpretation -  and thus 

identification -  on the part of the audience. In Die agyptische Helena, Hofmannsthal 

strove to convey that art did imitate life; by retaining an element of light in the 

theatre, those viewing were encouraged not only to read the text, but also to view the 

proceedings as quasi-reality, instead of enclosed, staged spectacle.1' 3 For the 

librettist, social opera thus became ethical opera: in an age beset by uncertainty and 

an acute lack of socio-cultural cohesion, true refuge lay in the aesthetic. By

151 Messmer: l Vorwort\ Kritiken der Urauffiihrungen der Biihnenwerke von Strauss, ed. idem, 7.
152 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 1 January 1929, Correspondence, 524.
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unashamedly holding to an unfashionable, nineteenth-century ideal of art as 

instructive and reflective, Hofmannsthal deliberately bucked the contemporary trend 

towards art as entertainment -  fostered by an ever-growing culture industry -  in 

order to create a work both topical and timeless.

For Hofmannsthal, in particular, continued domestic criticism of the text was 

thus a constant source of frustration; accordingly, the librettist exhibiting a healthy

disdain for the claque that purveyed it:

There is something very peculiar about German intellectualism. Everything that rises above 
the ordinary has always had to face heavy odds in this most intellectual o f countries (a
description accurate enough in other respects).............. let us forget about these mediators
between creative artists and the public’. I do not doubt that Helena will establish itself in the 
theatre in spite of these scribblers, just as Ariadne has done, but more quickly........

[Johannes] Oertel writes that in his view the opera is gradually beginning to gain ‘a firm 
foothold’ on the German stage. It looks as if  the public needed four to six weeks in every city 
to shake off the humbug drummed into them by the critics and to form their own judgement. 
But in this process one must help them and that can be done by enabling them to follow the 
action in the libretto.1' 5

However, the scribblers’ legacy was such that it coloured Strauss criticism and 

scholarship for some decades,156 adversely affecting the opera’s lasting success until

153 It could also be argued that, in terms of directing audience perception, Hofmannsthal made 
demands here that were akin to those o f the Second Viennese School (the use o f coloured lighting in 
Die gluckliche H and -  first produced in Vienna in 1924 -  being a notable example in this regard).
154 Hofmannsthal to Strauss, 19 November 1928, Correspondence, 518.
155 Hofmansnthal to Strauss, 24 December 1928, Correspondence, 522. Johannes Oertel, music 
publisher (1879-1961). Originally Prokurist (company secretary) at Furstner, Oertel later set up his 
own publishing house in Munich.
156 For example, see Gregor: Die Meister der Oper, 213: ‘ ... [T]he dryness o f Euripedes (sic) is not 
overcome in the Baroque events o f the Second Act, their fancies are more added (sic) to the work than 
bound to it by inner relevance; these passages seem to weigh it down and are difficult to understand , 
Krause, Ernst: Richard Strauss: Gestalt und Werk (Leipzig: Leipzig und Hartel, 1955), 416f: ‘While 
the First Act has at least Baroque colour and vital flow, the helplessness of the dramatist von 
Hofmannsthal is great in the Second. No matter how melodious the verbal music ... it cannot remove 
the disparity in the internal logical and psychological development ... Phenomena like the 
“Omniscient Seahell”, the playful elves, the ‘critical subconscious’, the desert sheikh Altair and his 
languishing son Da-ud ... are highly unrealistic (sic) additions by Hofmannsthal’; Baresel, Alfred: 
Richard Strauss: Leben und Werk (Hamburg: Sikorski, 1953), 65: ‘Despite revision (1933), the work, 
which is richly overladen with conceits (sic) has remained so far unknown to the general public’; 
Erhardt, Otto: Richard Strauss: Leben, Wirken, Schaffen (Olten, Freiburg i. Br.: Walter, 1953), 266ff: 
‘The fault lies partly with Strauss’s overblown music ... but even more with Hofmannsthal’s 
entangled (sic), pompous, preposterous libretto’; Del Mar: Critical Commentary, ii (1969), 347; 350- 
351: "



relatively recently. Though the opera was revived, somewhat sporadically, in Munich 

between the early 1940s and the mid-1960s, and briefly during the 1981 -1982 season 

(Vienna did not properly stage either version again until 1970), it is perhaps ironic 

that a more regular pattern in production has only begun in the last twenty years. 

Perhaps it is only with the advent of surtitles that a full and proper interpretation of 

Hofmannsthars filigree-like text has been made possible in a fully darkened opera 

house.

But ease of textual interpretation is not the only issue here. In reality, Die 

agyptische Helena -  and the tendentious critical opposition it generated -  

apostrophised the aesthetics of German opera in the later 1920s and the widespread 

concern for its continued viability as authentic art in its received form. Composers 

such as Strauss, Schreker, Zemlinsky and the then immensely popular Komgold 

continued to write traditionally-styled operas to popular acclaim and often with 

considerable success, but their very post-Wagnerian cast antagonised younger critics 

intent on nurturing the new over the nugatory. Awareness of the ever-transitory 

nature of modern life, a conscious will to throw off the torpor and turgid symbolism 

of the imperial era and an attendant desire to foster the radically alternative drove 

such commentators to celebrate brevity, topicality and objectivity in construction, 

staging and aesthetic. In a decade characterised by jazz music and motion pictures, it 

was the very stage works that drew on such cultural indicators (for example, Weill’s
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The poor reception o f  the work was ... due to its intrinsic shortcomings. The “pretty tunes” he had taken a holiday in 
Greece to find had indeed been no substitute for the white heat inspirations o f  earlier days. The music, despite many 
beautiful and soaring passages, reflects all his m anner and much o f  his skill but very little o f  his genius. As^ the 
poetic grandeur o f  the text is weighted down by H ofm annsthal's dialectics and symbolism, so the final effect o f  the 
opera is overloaded by the continual thickness o f  Strauss’s polyphony at its most Wagnerian. ... seen in the
panorama o f  his output Die Aegyptische Helena  m ust remain at one o f  the lowest e b b s , ............ [an] ill-fated work,
on the surface hardly more than the product o f  a great but facile m ind.’

(Citations from Gregor to Erhardt are taken from Roder: ‘“Die Agyptische Helena” -  An Attempt at 
an Explanation’, trans. Norton-Welsh, RichardStrauss-Blatter Original Series 4 [1972], 57).



Royal Palace, 1926, utilised cinematic sequences) which garnered critical approval; 

with the appearance of Krenek’s Jonny spielt auf (1927), the profound penetration of 

an essentially American cultural phenomenon on German art was all but confirmed 

for supporter and detractor alike.

The major determinant in this widespread shift was distaste for the 

chauvinism of the recent past and, consequently, of anything remotely reflective of 

such a redundant aesthetic. The effect of these cultural concerns is perhaps best 

viewed through the prism afforded by Weill as composer and, as such, self-styled 

cultural commentator. Immediately prior to Royal Palace, Weill and its librettist, 

Iwan Goll, had collaborated on another work, Der neue Orpheus, through which they 

proposed a new style of music drama predicated not on the sake of art for art s sake, 

but on the creation of art critically aware of its social, political and cultural contexts. 

Weill’s deliberate use of a compromised (given the growing commercialisation of 

culture rampant in the decade), jazz-based tonal vernacular was a conscious strategy 

in his aim to provide an ironic and satirical slant on his age, even if the supreme 

irony was that his music later came to represent precisely what he sought to pillory. 

For Hofmannsthal and Strauss, the desire to create art that offered critical insight into 

the social and cultural world from which it sprang was no less potent or immediate; 

indeed, this concern had been none other than the life-blood of their long and fruitful 

collaboration. The fundamental difference between them and a more recognisably 

contemporary figure such as Weill was that each of their joint works had seen a 

gradual intensification in aesthetic goal. From Elektra onwards, each work had 

outlined the decay and eventual disintegration of both German and Austrian Empires 

and -  with it -  their generation’s sense of social, political and moral certainty. In
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terms of national-political thrust, that process effectively culminated in Die 

agyptische Helena, in which an ethical answer was provided to the newly 

heightened, post-war problem of greater German unity. However, in an historical 

epoch riven by social and political unrest, financial problems and a fatal lack of 

cultural identity, irony and satire seemed the ideal form of refuge. Though 

Hofmannsthal's Danae draft had articulated such concerns, the finished -  and, 

ultimately, more polished — libretto for Die dgyptische Helena seemed an 

anachronism at best, despite the fact that its suave ironies arguably surpassed 

anything produced by Weill, Goll, or even Brecht, during the same period.

In conclusion, Die dgyptische Helena exists as at least as viable a document 

of its age as Die Dreigrdschenoper, precisely because it answers more of the 

questions it raised rather than offering mere critique. The German stage works of 

Weill and the early operas of Krenek and Hindemith may survive as little more than 

the social vignettes that their creators intended them to be, but Strauss and 

Hofmannsthal’s last completed collaborative effort offers just as crucial -  if, indeed, 

a more profound — historical snapshot of the German 1920s than those of their more 

modish counterparts.
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Conclusion

This thesis highlights an important and unduly neglected decade in Strauss’s 

artistic career; one all but ignored by scholars, critics, performers and public alike 

until relatively recently. For post-World War I Germany and Austria, the 1920s were 

characterised by economic hardship, profound social change, political conflict and 

fragile, short-lived democracies. In light of these concerns, two of Strauss s 

mythological operas (the original Ariadne auf Naxos and Die agyptische Helena) 

stand at either end of a chronological spectrum, marked at one point by the beginning 

of the end of both Austrian and German empires and, on the other, by the prelude to 

the demise of both subsequent republican legislatures. However, on another level, it 

is also important to reflect on the actuality of Strauss’s output in this era, and on how 

his music had consistently charted a career path hrmly built on contrast and an 

inbuilt sense of natural progress; the new classicism that defined such works as the 

Couperin Tanzsuite, Schlagobers, the Wittgenstein-impelled piano concerti and, not 

least, Die agyptische Helena, did not emerge from a void, nor was it an end in itself. 

Moreover, the full flowering of that aesthetic went on to practically define the 

remainder of the composer’s creative oeuvre. Through such a nuanced lens, lesser- 

known and seemingly inconsequential works can gain a new importance through the 

creation of symmetries and pairings, thus offering a crucial and constructive insight 

into their composer’s often private motivations.

One such network exists between Hofmannsthal’s draft, Danae oder Der 

Vernunfheirat, Die agyptische Helena and the aforementioned ballet, Schlagobers. 

Both the Danae draft and Helena emerged as Hofmannsthal’s aesthetic response to



the bankrupt, infant Austrian republic and the tremendous social turbulence caused 

by its creation. Joseph Gregor’s inept reworking of Hofmannsthal’s scenario serves 

to obscure the highly topical and particularised ironic satire of the original which, 

though unfinished, provides the blueprint for understanding not only Die dgyptische 

Helena, but also the later Die Liebe der Danae. One can only hope that perhaps a 

future, innovative opera house administration or festival committee will devote the 

requisite resources and time into staging both operas side-by-side (if not, 

realistically, in one sitting, certainly on consecutive nights) for this key correlation to 

become clear. With their mutual origins in the context of societal and cultural ruin 

tempered by the possibility of restoration, both operas would thus be paired in a more 

logical and justifiable sense than Gregor’s original (realised) intention for directly 

linking Daphne (1936) with Friedenstag (1938). It is perhaps a sad irony that Die 

Liebe der Danae was only permitted a dress rehearsal during Strauss’s lifetime 

(Salzburg, 1944) on the eve of Goebbels’s declaration of ‘total war'; by then, the 

opera’s eighty year-old composer held no such aspirations of restoration as those 

embedded in that opera’s core.

Indeed, the manifold importance of the much-maligned Schlagobers, both in 

the context of Strauss’s career and the decade in which it was produced, becomes 

manifest here. That Strauss was markedly disinterested in the Danae draft until he 

persuaded Gregor to resurrect it in the later 1930s is a scholarly commonplace that 

belies the direct influence of Hofmannsthal’s political satire in ancient Greek garb on 

Strauss’s deceptively frivolous ballet. In the composer’s own ironically romantic 

Vienna, pralines and ‘proletarian’ buns wage class conflict in a critical, metaphorical 

world that probes directly the newly-heightened social divisions that plagued both



post-war Vienna in microcosm, and the new Austrian and German republics in 

macrocosmic terms. A ‘remarkable miscalculation’ (Gilliam) thereby gains artistic 

validity as an accurately delineated window on its age, leavened by Strauss’s subtle 

humour in utilising culinary metaphors as a double-sided sword with which to 

combat the trite aesthetic associations between music and gastronomy made on the 

part of unoriginal critics.

Die dgyptische Helena emerges as both the key Strauss work of the decade — 

and its logical culmination -  when one considers further the related contextual 

network between it, the reworked Ruinen von At hen and the latter’s referents, namely 

both parent Beethoven ballets, the Eroica, the Fifth Symphony and Strauss s own 

Alpensinfonie. In many ways, this apparently slight amalgam laid the aesthetic 

foundations for Die dgyptische Helena by directly articulating the importance of 

Beethoven (the nation’s cultural patron saint) and Greek mythology (nineteenth- 

century German culture’s idealised source) as a Utopian model lor cultural renewal. 

Indeed, Hofmannsthal’s centennial speeches on Beethoven (1920) and, not least, 

both collaborators’ intense and profound interest in Greek mythology and classical 

literature eminently qualified them for such a task. As much indebted to Goethe, in 

aesthetic terms, as it was in musical and metaphorical terms to Beethoven, Die 

Ruinen von Athen saw an aestheticisation of the German-Greek axis through the 

symbolic union of the German Stranger with the goddess, Athena: an obvious 

homage to Faust’s marriage to Helen in Faust, Part II, re-enacted in the re-union of 

Helen and Menelas in Die dgyptische Helena. Indeed, the Hofmannsthal-conceived 

Stranger’s Melodrama, addressed to Athena to strains of the finales Irom 

Beethoven’s Third and Fifth Symphonies (the latter the model for the Jufstieg ‘



theme in Eine Alpensinfonie), and the final image of the once desolate and 

dilapidated Acropolis restored to its former glory, confirmed the cultural-restorative 

mission behind the project. On a less obvious scale, Strauss’s interrelated Holderlin 

Hymnen (1921) also addressed the issue of national-spiritual Not, directly quoting the 

wartime-premiered Alpensinfonie (1915) and thus instantiating a rare occasion on 

which the composer would allude to a national (and here, specifically natural) 

mythology.

If thq Alpensinfonie subtly informed both the Beethoven project and the early 

post-war Holderlin Hymnen, and Die Ruinen von Athen itself more overtly energised 

Die agyptische Helena, the former also provided the extra-musical seed for 

Panathenaenzug, the second of two concerti commissioned by Paul Wittgenstein. 

Notwithstanding the fact that its precursor had been named using a Greek term 

(‘Parergon), Strauss’s second orchestral work for piano left hand used the festival 

procession in praise of the goddess, Athena, depicted in the Ruins o f Athens as its 

figurative basis for a work predicated on a figured bass. Thus the classicist nature of 

Strauss’s music in the 1920s led to a rich tapestry of interconnected textual, 

contextual and paratextual threads that enmeshed works of a seemingly disparate 

disposition.

The groundbreaking technological changes effected by the advent of sound 

recording and cinema had an immense impact on society and culture in the early 

twentieth century. In fact, Hofmannsthal and Strauss were two of the first figures in 

German theatre and music to embrace the new medium offered by Stummfilm for 

both artistic and commercial advantage. More importantly, both realised the potential



offered for the realistic and effective portrayal of non-linear time through the use of 

visual reminiscence (flashbacks); when writing the scenario for the film version of 

Der Rosenkavalier, Hofmannsthal was especially enthused by the possibility for 

providing background to its story through extra characterisation (by use of the figure 

of the Marschall) and exploration of the effect of past events on the present (the 

Marschallin bewailing her dead son while with Octavian chez rendezvous). In an 

overall sense, such strategies informed the collaboration s creative approach to 

opera; indeed, Die dgyptische Helena was founded upon the very concepts of time, 

memory and nostalgia. While these interests had coloured their work since Der 

Rosenkavalier, Die agy’ptische Helena nonetheless represented an intensification of 

such concerns, and a constructively creative encounter between the aesthetic worlds 

of traditional opera and theatre and that of the emergent medium that was cinema.

Though cinema arguably accelerated the growing commercialisation of 

culture, its role in offering respite from the otherwise harsh realities of an 

increasingly urban quotidian existence cannot be gainsaid. The 1930s would see a 

shift of focus and personnel from expressionist Berlin to populist Hollywood and a 

concomitant rise of a new generation of post-Valentino matinee idols and screen 

divas. But opera had almost always had its human ‘heroes’ (i.e. apart from those 

depicted on stage) and their worshippers; the real difference lay in the fact that opera 

stars united the public -  both educated and lower class -  in appreciation of their art. 

As veritable muse for Hofmannsthal and (especially) Strauss when writing their 

opera, Maria Jeritza was at the height of her powers as a proto-Callas primci donna of 

legendary allure and sheer dramatic power, if similarly mannered and idiosyncratic 

in vocal style. Thus the story of Die dgyptische Helena steps out of abstraction when
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one considers it in terms of the singer(s) it was written for, and the complicated 

measures its creators had to take in order to realise their vision in practical terms. In a 

manner not unlike the form it exemplified, the tale that emerges featured intrigue, 

dirty dealings, backbiting and political tension, proving that art -  or, at least, the 

business of art -  really does imitate life. At base, consideration of the circumstances 

that surrounded the opera’s various premieres provide a touchingly human slant on 

the overall narrative of an opera concerned, on one level, with aspects of humanity 

and conjugal relations.

Indeed, the human element is crucial to the libretto’s overall structure, 

providing part of the symbolic axis on which its cultural-political message turns. 

Man and woman thus operate at the head of a complex of similes in a work founded 

on dichotomy: deceptively serene First Act/contentious Second (Hofmannsthal 

termed them ‘fire and water’); real/unreal; conscious/subconscious; 

amnesia/recollection; fact/fiction; honour/shame; disunity/unity. Both creators played 

on these contrasts in both a dramatic and musical sense (Strauss even used different 

sets of motives to denote the ‘two’ Helens). With its concentration on the profound in 

the prosaic, the opera continued the trend shown in exploring bourgeois existence (in 

particular, marriage) that had characterised Die Frau ohne Schatten (via the Kaiser 

and Kaiserin and, especially, the Dyer and his wife) and Strauss s solo operatic 

project, Intermezzo. As stated previously, Die agyptische Helena represents the 

culmination of a variety of related concerns -  literary, musical and cultural -  in the 

career paths of both of its creators.



Such careers can be either sustained or irreparably damaged by criticism; it 

was a reality that both Strauss and Hofmannsthal were keenly aware of, and 

hopelessly frustrated by, in equal measure. Perceived textual incomprehensibility and 

overall obsolescence accounted for a large proportion of biased criticism thoroughly 

explored above in chapter six. But what remains is the opportunity to finally ponder 

the opera’s durability. While it suffices to remark that most adverse criticism 

slammed the opera as artistically irrelevant, its subtle ironies show that it was 

anything but. Perhaps it fuelled such outright condemnation precisely because it 

struck a nerve in the national psyche that tew domestic critics were either open or 

willing to admit. The natural reaction to hurt is defence -  superficially, against the 

supposed perpetuation of pre-war aesthetics — but the psychological implications of a 

visibly shell-shocked Menelas suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder was 

surely nothing if not dramatically raw to a generation still reeling from the effects of 

the conflict. But the opera’s very topicality points to its timelessness: recent world 

events have shown that there will always be war, in the same way that there will 

always be the victors and the vanquished, whose often pitiful polities, infrastructures 

and, not least, societies, need rebuilding and restoration. Art can and does lead an 

engaged and rehabilitating role in such humanitarian endeavour, and Die agyptische 

Helena surely endures as a worthy artistic testament to the efficacy and necessity for 

reconciliation on multiple levels. Perhaps it is a quality that has been latterly 

recognised by contemporary opera house managements and conductors as being one 

of crucial relevance for the present. During a six-performance, staged run of the 

opera at the 1987 Garsington Opera Festival, Rodney Milnes posited that ‘there is 

definitely a future for this opera’;1 twenty-six performances and two full productions
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APPENDIX I

Synopsis

ACT ONE

The island of Aithra, near Egypt

In her island palace, Aithra, enchantress and mistress of the sea-god, 

Poseidon, expresses concern over his absence and bewails her enforced solitude. She 

entreats the Omniscient Seashell for information on his location, who informs her 

that he is detained ‘with the Ethiopians’, an upsetting revelation that spurs her 

maidservant into offering the enchantress a soporific potion of lotus juice. Aithra’s 

firm refusal incites an exchange between her and her maidservant which is 

interrupted abruptly by the Seashell, who announces that a ship is approaching the 

island. The Seashell relays that a beautiful woman is on board, sleeping, unaware 

that a man is stealing toward her, intent on murder. The woman is none other then 

Helen of Troy; the man is Menelas, her husband and king of Sparta, who has fought 

a terrible, ten-year war against the Trojans and is responsible for the sacking of Troy, 

in order to reclaim his adulterous wife from Paris. Aithra is immediately intrigued, 

and calls up a storm by magic in order to prevent Helen’s murder and divert the 

couple to her abode.

Fatigued from their recent experience, the pair enter the palace; Aithra hides, 

and discovers that Menelas’s rage, brought on by Helen’s desertion, adultery and the 

war that they precipitated, is so intense that he is beyond forgiveness. For him, 

retribution for the carnage caused at Troy can only be attained through her death.



Helen, who still loves Menelas, begs him for reconciliation. Aithra, angered by what 

she sees as Menelas’s churlish attitude towards his wife, conjures up mischievous 

elves to goad and plague him at the moment when Helen seems to accept her fate. 

The elves summon up an imaginary Paris to whisk Helen oil once more, leading a 

perturbed Menelas to go out into the night with his sword at the ready. With Menelas 

taken care of for a time, Aithra reveals herself to Helen, restoring the latter's radiant 

countenance and quelling her anxieties with some lotus juice, thereby earning her 

confidence. Both pledge their trust to one another, and a sleepy Helen is led to 

Aithra’s bed.

Returning to the palace, in his confusion, Menelas reasons that he has killed 

both Paris and Helen once and for all. Introducing herself to Menelas and 

administering the Spartan king with a heady draught of lotus juice, Aithra tricks him 

into thinking that the woman that absconded with Paris and caused the Trojan War 

had actually been a phantom-double of his wife. The real Helen, she continues, had 

been spirited away by benign deities to the palace of Aithra s tather, and had spent 

the entire time in innocent slumber, from which she was now ready to be awoken. 

Helen rouses and is promptly informed of the ruse by Aithra; Menelas, entranced by 

Helen’s beauty, is not entirely convinced of the veracity ol the story, notwithstanding 

the lotus juice he has imbibed. Has he not just killed Helen definitively, therefore, is 

this his wife or a phantom? As he begins to feel the effect of the lotus juice, he 

becomes more convinced and Aithra offers to facilitate their journey home. 

However, a demurring Helen frets over the consequences of returning to Sparta too 

soon and Aithra, who understands her predicament, offers to transport them to a 

remote oasis at the foot of the Atlas Mountains. The enchantress warns Helen not to
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neglect giving Menelas regular top-ups of lotus juice to ensure permanent buiial of 

the truth. As the couple retire for the night, Aithra sets about preparing for their 

departure.

ACT TWO

An oasis at the foot of the Atlas Mountains

Helen awakes in the morning in the tent by the oasis, delighted about the 

success of the previous night’s plan. Menelas soon stems her joy, awaking in the 

belief that he has indeed murdered Helen and that the woman next to him is a mere 

phantom summoned by Aithra. Helen rushes to slip him anothei dose of lotus juice 

by goblet, and, in her haste, drops the crooked sword that Menelas had used both to 

slaughter Paris and, later, threaten Helen. Menelas spurns the potion, which Helen 

realises as not representing a true answer to their problems. As Menelas piepares to 

depart, a band of desert warriors enter the fray, led by Altair, Prince of the Atlas 

Mountains; Altair reports that he has arrived at Aithra’s behest, bringing gifts to 

greet the unfamiliar guests. However, both he and his men become immediately 

enraptured by Helen’s fatal charms; Menelas sees history repeating itself and is only 

pulled from his sad reverie when he encounters Da-ud, son of Altair, and hears the 

latter’s protestations of love for his wife. Menelas’s already tortured state of mind 

causes him to see Paris in the boy. Altair, who displays downright disdain for the 

foreign king, cunningly invites Menelas to join his son for a hunt, which reminds 

Menelas of a similar hunt in the past from which he returned only to find that his 

wife had left with Paris. As such, a palpable air of portentousness hangs in the air.
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Alone and despairing, Helen is soon interrupted by Aithra and her maidservants. The 

enchantress is keen to rectify a mistake made by one of her servants who had 

provided Helen with the potion of remembrance in addition to that of forgetfulness. 

Much to Aithra’s surprise, Helen expresses joy at this turn of events: she now wishes 

to restore her husband’s memory and solve her predicament by truth rather than 

deception. Aithra is alarmed, but Helen nonetheless starts to prepare the drink of 

remembrance, aided by the maidservants. Suddenly, Altair appears, arrogantly 

asserting his love for Helen and announcing a feast in her honour; Helen repels his 

ardour with a dismissive laugh.

The ominous events of earlier then lead to their inevitable denouement. 

Menelas is seen slaying Da-ud by the maidservants, as both hunters chase the same 

gazelle. Da-ud’s body is brought back by the hunting party; Altair, completely 

transfixed by Helen, appears oblivious. Menelas, now in a state of utter confusion, 

only realises the full consequence of his actions when Helen relates them to him. She 

completes her preparation of the draught of remembrance, undeterred by Altair’s 

armed eunuchs who appear to guarantee their attendance at the feast. She offers the 

drink to Menelas, who partakes of it willingly, expecting it to be a lethal concoction 

from the phantom form of his wife that will finally re-unite him with the genuine 

Helen. His memory rushing back, Menelas begins to see his wife in a new light, and 

acknowledges the need to reconcile the good and the bad in her past as the only way 

of rekindling their marriage. He realises that his unrealistic idealisation of her divine 

beauty of times past must be replaced by a new, genuine recognition of her inherent 

(human) imperfection. Altair swoops to coerce Helen into joining him, but is 

thwarted by Aithra, who calls up Poseidon’s armed cohort. In their midst is
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Hermione, the daughter of Menelas and Helen, who stands as the living symbol of 

their union. At the curtain, the restored family prepare for their journey home to a 

new beginning.
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APPENDIX III

Die agyptische Helena: List of Performances 1928-20041

4 June 1928 Dresden Opernhaus Dress Rehearsal

6 June 1928 Dresden World Premiere

8 June 1928 Dresden

10 June 1928 Dresden

11 June 1928 Vienna Operntheater First Performance

11 June 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

14 June 1928 Vienna Operntheater

17 June 1928 Vienna

21 June 1928 Vienna

21 June 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

23 June 1928 Vienna Operntheater

26 June 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

27 June 1928 Vienna Operntheater

29 June 1928 Vienna

29 June 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

15 August 1928 Dresden

18 August 1928 Dresden

22 August 1928 Dresden

25 August 1928 Dresden

6 September 1928 Vienna Operntheater

11 September 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

1 Taken from Lesnig, Gunter: ‘13/12/2001; Lista: Opera + Anno; Selezione: 13. 'Die agyptische 
H elena’, 1-6 (RSI) and review articles held in the RSI (for performances post-2000).
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16 September 1928 Vienna Operntheater

19 September 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

20 September 1928 Vienna Operntheater

30 September 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

6 October 1928 Dresden

6 October 1928 Munich Nationaltheater Dress Rehearsal

7 October 1928 Berlin Staatsoper First Performance

8 October 1928 Munich Nationaltheater First Performance

9 October 1928 Vienna Operntheater

12 October 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

13 October 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

14 October 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

16 October 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

17 October 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

18 October 1928 Gotha Landestheater First Performance

21 October 1928 Plauen Stadttheater First Performance

22 October 1928 Vienna Operntheater

23 October 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

23 October 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

24 October 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater First Performance

25 October 1928 Mainz Stadttheater First Performance

26 October 1928 Vienna Operntheater

27 October 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

27 October 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

30 October 1928 Plauen Stadttheater
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31 October 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

31 October 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

2 November 1928 Hagen Stadttheater First Performance

4 November 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

6 November 1928 New York Metropolitan US First Perform.

8 November 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

9 November 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

11 November 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

11 November 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs. First Performance

13 November 1928 Philadelphia Academy of Music Guest App. Met.

14 November 1928 Nuremberg Opernhaus First Performance

15 November 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

15 November 1928 Magdeburg Stadttheater First Performance

15 November 1928 Liibeck Stadttheater First Performance

15 November 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

16 November 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

18 November 1928 Magdeburg Stadttheater

18 November 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

19 November 1928 New York Metropolitan

19 November 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

20 November 1928 Nuremberg Opernhaus

24 November 1928 Ltibeck Stadttheater

25 November 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

26 November 1928 Lubeck Stadttheater

27 November 1928 Nuremberg Opernhaus
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27 November 1928 Rostock Stadttheater First Performance

27 November 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

29 November 1928 New York Metropolitan

30 November 1928 Zurich Stadttheater Swiss Premiere

1 December 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

2 December 1928 Chemnitz Opernhaus First Performance

2 December 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

3 December 1928 Lubeck Stadttheater

4 December 1928 Brooklyn ? Guest App. Met.

5 December 1928 Breslau Stadttheater

5 December 1928 Lubeck StadttheaterOp. Hs.

6 December 1928 Chemnitz Opernhaus

6 December 1928 Nuremberg Opernhaus

7 December 1928 New York Metropolitan

8 December 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

8 December 1928 Zurich Stadttheater

9 December 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

11 December 1928 Lubeck Stadttheater

12 December 1928 Zurich Stadttheater

12 December 1928 Breslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

14 December 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

14 December 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

14 December 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

15 December 1928 Chemnitz Opernhaus

16 December 1928 Lubeck Stadttheater
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19 December 1928 New York Metropolitan

20 December 1928 Vienna Operntheater

21 December 1928 3reslau StadttheaterOp. Hs.

21 December 1928 Hamburg Stadttheater

22 December 1928 Munich Nationaltheater

23 December 1928 Zurich Stadttheater

25 December 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

25 December 1928 Weimar Deutsches Nat. The. First Performance

25 December 1928 Nuremberg Opernhaus

28 December 1928 Chemnitz Opernhaus

28 December 1928 Liibeck Stadttheater

30 December 1928 Vienna Operntheater

30 December 1928 Dresden Opernhaus

30 December 1928 Berlin Staatsoper

2 January 1929 Nuremberg Opernhaus

3 January 1929 Zurich Stadttheater

3 January 1929 Weimar Deutsches Nat. The.

3 January 1929 Berlin Staatsoper

5 January 1929 Vienna Operntheater

8 January 1929 Weimar Deutsches Nat. The.

9 January 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

10 January 1929 Breslau Stadttheater

12 January 1929 Weimar Op.Hs.

17 January 1929 Chemnitz Deutsches Nat. The.

19 January 1929 Dresden Opernhaus
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20 January 1929 Munich Opernhaus

30 January 1929 Dresden Nationaltheater

3 February 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

6 February 1929 Vienna Opernhaus

11 February 1929 Breslau Stadttheater Op. Hs.

17 February 1929 Munich Nationaltheater

17 February 1929 Berlin Staatsoper

19 February 1929 Hamburg Stadttheater

7 March 1929 Vienna Operntheater

17 March 1929 Altenberg Landestheater First Performance

19 March 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

28 March 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

5 April 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

6 April 1929 Munich Nationaltheater

10 April 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

13 April 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

17 April 1929 Vienna Operntheater

20 April 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

21 April 1929 Altenberg Landestheater

23 April 1929 Breslau Stadttheater Op. Hs.

1 May 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

4 May 1929 Braunschweig Landestheater First Performance

5 May 1929 Braunschweig Landestheater

6 May 1929 Hamburg Stadttheater Guest App. Berlin

8 May 1929 Wiesbaden Staatstheater
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12 May 1929 Braunschweig Landestheater

1 June 1929 Flanover Opernhaus First Performance

3 June 1929 Vienna Operntheater

9 June 1929 Munich Nationaltheater

11 June 1929 Berlin Staatsoper For R.S.’s 65 b/day

13 June 1929 Nuremberg Opernhaus For R.S.’s 65 b/day

4 July 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

24 August 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

3 September 1929 Hamburg Stadttheater In mem. H.v.H.

13 September 1929 Vienna Operntheater

20 September 1929 Geneva Grand Theatre Guest App Dresden

2 October 1929 Hamburg Stadttheater In place of Ariadne

14 October 1929 Vienna Operntheater

16 November 1929 Munich Nationaltheater

25 November 1929 Vienna Operntheater

27 November 1929 Dresden Opernhaus

8 January 1930 Vienna Operntheater

16 January 1930 Dresden Opernhaus

9 February 1930 Munich Nationaltheater

15 February 1930 Monte Carlo Opera First Performance

20 February 1930 Monte Carlo Opera

1 March 1930 Hamburg Stadttheater

22 March 1930 Vienna Operntheater

7 April 1930 Dresden Opernhaus

26 April 1930 The Hague ? Guest App Hambg.
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16 May 1930 Dresden Opernhaus

12 June 1930 Hamburg Stadttheater

24 June 1930 3erlin Staatsoper

10 July 1930 Dresden Opernhaus

11 October 1930 Munich Nationaltheater

14 October 1930 Antwerp Koninklijke VI. Op. First Performance

30 December 1930 Vienna Operntheater

13 March 1931 Munich Nationaltheater First Performance

28 March 1931 Stuttgart Wiirtt Landestheat.

17 April 1931 Stuttgart Wiirtt Landestheat.

2 May 1931 Stuttgart Wiirtt Landestheat.

5 May 1931 Stuttgart Wiirtt Landestheat.

18 June 1931 Berlin Staatsoper New Production

21 June 1931 Berlin Staatsoper

8 September 1931 Berlin Staatsoper

28 October 1931 Dresden Opernhaus

29 October 1931 Berlin Staatsoper

2 November 1931 Dresden Opernhaus

7 January 1932 Dresden Opernhaus

14 January 1932 Munich Nationaltheater Strauss Wk, Day 1

8 April 1932 Dresden Opernhaus

26 April 1932 Dresden Opernhaus

26 April 1932 Berlin Staatsoper

20 September 1932 Dresden Opernhaus

16 October 1932 Karlsruhe Bad. Landestheater First Performance
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31 October 1932 Budapest Magyar Kir. OpHz FP, in Hungarian

5 November 1932 Budapest Magyar Kir. OpHz

15 November 1932 Budapest Magyar Kir. OpHz

24 November 1932 Budapest Magyar Kir. OpHz

5 December 1932 Strasbourg Theatre Municipal Fr. Prem.,GA Karls

3 February 1933 Budapest Magyar Kir. OpHz

18 May 1933 Dresden Opernhaus

2 July 1933 Dresden Opernhaus

14 August 1933 Salzburg Festival WP Vienna Vers.

24 August 1933 Salzburg Festival

20 September 1933 Vienna Operntheater FP Vienna Vers.

20 November 1933 Vienna Operntheater

28 January 1934 Berlin Staatstoper

22 March 1934 Vienna Operntheater

13 June 1934 Berlin Staatsoper

20 June 1934 Vienna Operntheater

9 August 1934 Salzburg Festival

30 March 1935 Berlin Staatsoper New Production

4 April 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

9 April 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

12 April 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

25 April 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

3 May 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

24 May 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

5 June 1935 Berlin Staatsoper
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19 June 1935 Berlin Staatsoper

16 October 1935 Graz Stadttheater First Performance

19 October 1935 Graz Stadttheater

16 December 1935 Graz Stadttheater

15 June 1940 Munich Nationaltheater FP Vienna Version

25 August 1940 Munich Nationaltheater

15 September 1940 Munich Nationaltheater

11 October 1940 Munich Nationaltheater

30 January 1941 Munich Nationaltheater

22 May 1941 Munich Nationaltheater

10 October 1941 Munich Nationaltheater

11 June 1942 Munich Nationaltheater

15 January 1943 Munich Nationaltheater

29 June 1943 Munich Nationaltheater

3 March 1944 Bordeaux Grand Theatre First Performance

10 August 1956 Munich Prinzregententheat New Production

21 August 1956 Munich Prinzregententheat

29 June 1957 Munich Prinzregententheat

27 August 1957 Munich Prinzregententheat

5 October 1960 Munich Prinzregententheat

20 June 1961 Vienna Musikverein Concert Perform.

9 August 1964 Munich Nationaltheater

11 April 1967 New York Littl. Orch. Society

5 December 1970 Vienna Staatsoper New Production

8 December 1970 Vienna Staatsoper
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20 December 1970 Vienna Staatsoper

22 December 1970 Vienna Staatsoper

7 February 1971 Vienna Staatsoper

10 February 1971 Vienna Staatsoper

4 February 1972 Vienna Staatsoper

16 February 1972 Vienna Staatsoper

21 February 1972 Vienna Staatsoper

6 June 1972 Vienna Staatsoper

25 April 1979 Detroit Ford Auditorium Concert Perf.

27 April 1979 New York Carnegie Hall Concert Perf.

29 April 1979 Washington Kennedy Center Concert Perf.

29 July 1981 Munich Nationaltheater New Production

2 August 1981 Munich Nationaltheater

28 March 1982 Munich Nationaltheater

23 June 1982 Munich Nationaltheater

16 July 1982 Munich Nationaltheater Festival

19 July 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera US Prem.Vienna V

23 July 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

1 August 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

9 August 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

14 August 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

21 August 1986 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

1 November 1987 Munich Nationaltheater

5 November 1987 Munich Nationaltheater

8 November 1987 Munich Nationaltheater
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20 July 1988 Munich Nationaltheater

7 November 1990 Munich Nationaltheater

12 November 1990 Munich Nationaltheater

15 November 1990 Munich Nationaltheater

20 November 1990 Munich Nationaltheater

23 November 1990 Munich Nationaltheater

5 June 1992 Munich Nationaltheater

9 June 1992 Munich Nationaltheater

12 June 1992 Munich Nationaltheater

15 June 1992 Munich Nationaltheater

18 June 1992 Munich Nationaltheater

26 April 1993 Paris Salle P ley el Concert Perform.

8 May 1993 Athens Concert Hall Greek Premiere

10 May 1993 Athens Concert Hall

13 May 1993 Athens Concert Hall

22 June 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera English Premiere

24 June 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera

28 June 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera

30 June 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera

3 July 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera

6 July 1997 Garsington Garsington Opera

18 January 1998 New York Avery Fisher Hall Cone. (1928 vers.)

22 May 1998 London Royal Festival Hall Concert Perform

25 May 1998 London Royal Festival Hall Concert Perform.

6 June 1998 Baden-Baden Festspielhaus Cone.- GA Ryl Op
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13 December 2000 Berlin Deutsche Oper Concert Perform.

16 December 2000 Berlin Deutsche Oper Concert Perform.

19 December 2000 Berlin Deutsche Oper Concert Perf.

21 July 2001 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

25 July 2001 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

3 August 2001 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

9 August 2001 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

15 August 2001 Santa Fe Santa Fe Opera

6 October 2002 New York Avery Fisher Hall Conc.(1928 vers)

14 June 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

17 June 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

19 June 2003 Garmisch-Partenk. Kongresshaus. GA Essen (Cone.)

25 June 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

27 June 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

1 July 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

3 July 2003 Essen Aalto-Theater

29 July 2003 Salzburg Festival GA Dresd. (Cone.)

31 July 2003 Salzburg Festival

2 August 2003 Salzburg Festival

21 May 2004 Essen Aalto-Theater

27 May 2004 Essen Aalto-Theater

12 June 2004 Essen Aalto-Theater

20 June 2004 Essen Aalto-Theater
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